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Abstract—The Data-Mining-as-a-Service (DMaS) paradigm is becoming the focus of research, as it allows the data owner (client) who

lacks expertise and/or computational resources to outsource their data and mining needs to a third-party service provider (server).

Outsourcing, however, raises some issues about result integrity: how could the client verify the mining results returned by the server are

both sound and complete? In this paper, we focus on outlier mining, an important mining task. Previous verification techniques use an

authenticated data structure (ADS) for correctness authentication, which may incur much space and communication cost. In this paper,

we propose a novel solution that returns a probabilistic result integrity guarantee with much cheaper verification cost. The key idea is to

insert a set of artificial records (ARs) into the dataset, from which it constructs a set of artificial outliers (AOs) and artificial non-outliers

(ANOs). The AOs and ANOs are used by the client to detect any incomplete and/or incorrect mining results with a probabilistic

guarantee. The main challenge that we address is how to construct ARs so that they do not change the (non-)outlierness of original

records, while guaranteeing that the client can identify ANOs and AOs without executing mining. Furthermore, we build a strategic

game and show that a Nash equilibrium exists only when the server returns correct outliers. Our implementation and experiments

demonstrate that our verification solution is efficient and lightweight.

Index Terms—Authentication, outsourcing, outlier mining, probabilistic guarantees, game theory
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE ability to generate and collect massive amounts of data
has grown exponentially in the past years. This rises new

challenges in data analytics to extract valuable insights. Fortu-
nately, the advent in networking technologiesmake it possible
to transmit large volumeof data through the Internet. It allows
data owners, especially those who have large volume of data
but limited budget for data analysis, to outsource their data
and data mining needs to a third-party service provider. This
is referred as theData-Mining-as-a-Service (DMaS) model [42],
[49], which provides a cost-effective computing infrastructure
for those users who have limited resources for sophisticate
data analytics. The model allows the data owner to leverage
hardware and software solutions provided by DMaS pro-
viders, without developing their own.

In this paper, we focus on outlier mining, which is to find
data objects that do not comply with the general patterns of
the majority. Outlier detection plays a critical role in many
real-world applications such as computer system intrusion
detection, credit card fraud detection and industrial damage

detection. The problem of outlier detection has been widely
studied in the data mining community [2], [6], [21], [43].
Previous work [2], [21] show that outlier detection is of high
computational complexity; it can be prohibitive if the data
has high dimensionality. Although the researchers have
proposed several optimization approaches [4], [43] to
improve the efficiency of outlier detection, it is difficult for
the data owner who lacks the expertise to exploit these tech-
niques. Outsourcing outlier mining to a DMaS service pro-
vider becomes a natural solution.

Although the DMaS paradigm is beneficial for the data
owner (client) with limited capabilities to perform sophisti-
cated analysis on their large volume of data, it brings several
security challenges. One major concern is the integrity of the
mining results returned by the service provider (server).
Given the fact that the server is potentially untrusted, it is
necessary for the client to authenticate if the outliers returned
by the server are correct. There are many reasons for the
server to return wrong results. For example, the server may
return wrong mining results accidentally due to software
bugs; it may keep part of the mining results to itself inten-
tionally so that it can sell the retained results to the competi-
tors of the client for profit. There also exists a strong financial
incentive for the server to reduce the computational cost. For
example, the server may execute the outlier mining on a por-
tion of the outsourced dataset, and charge the client for
mining of the whole dataset. The primary challenge in
authenticating the outsourced outlier mining arises from the
weak computational resources at the client side.

Following [3], we consider three types of the servers that
return incorrect mining results: (1) the Class I server that is
not aware of the authentication process by the client; (2) the
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Class II server that is aware of the fact that the client may
perform authentication on mining result, but does not have
details of the authentication process; and (3) the Class III
server that knows the details of the authentication process
and tries to avoid being caught by verification. The goal of
our verification method is to check if the outliers returned
by any of these three types of servers are both sound and
complete. By soundness, we mean that each returned tuple is
a true outlier. By completeness, we mean that all true outliers
must be returned by the server.

In consistence with the other work [11], [50], we do not
require a trusted third-party that performs the authentica-
tion for the client. A seemly straightforward solution is that
for each returned record, the client checks if it is indeed an
outlier against the original dataset. Though simple, this
approach requires computations of OðnkÞ complexity,
where n is the size of the dataset and k is the number of out-
liers returned by the server. Due to the large volume of
data, this naive approach may not be feasible, especially if
the client uses a resource-constrained device (e.g., a smart
phone) that has weak computational power for authentica-
tion. Moreover, this solution cannot verify the completeness
of the outliers.

In theory, the techniques that verify general-purpose com-
putation [5], [19] can be applied to authenticate any out-
sourced computation task. These verification techniques
require a preprocessing phase in which the client generates
auxiliary information of the outsourced computation. Then
the server constructs interactive proofs or probabilistically
checkable proofs (PCPs) to demonstrate the correctness of the
returned result. Unfortunately, this body of theory is consid-
ered to be impractical, due to the complexity of the prepro-
cessing step and the expensive cost of using general-purpose
cryptographic proofs for data mining problems. A large body
of the existing authentication techniques use an authenticated
data structure (ADS) (e.g., [24], [52]). The key idea is that the
client constructs an ADS from her dataset, and sends both
the dataset and ADS to the server. During query processing,
the server traverses the ADS and constructs a verification
object (VO) that proves the correctness of the results. The VO
is sent back to the client together with the query results for
verification. Though effective, ADS-based authenticationmay
incur significant space and communication cost.

We propose an efficient probabilistic authentication
framework for outsourced outlier mining. The architecture
of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. There are two enti-
ties, the data owner (client) and the service provider
(server). To verify the correctness of the outliers returned by
the server, the client is equipped with an auditor component
which can be viewed as a “black box” software. In particu-
lar, the auditor component consists of two modules, namely
the injector module and the tester module. The injector mod-
ule, which can be executed on a computer desktop, gener-
ates a set of artificial records (ARs) offline. The ARs are
used to construct the artificial outliers (AOs) and artificial
non-outliers (ANOs). The ARs are inserted into the original
database and sent to the server. Meanwhile, the injector
module produces a small piece of auxiliary information
(including a hash function, three constants, and the number
of AOs and ANOs). The auxiliary information is maintained
at the tester side for verification purpose. After outsourcing

the dataset and the outlier detection task, the client receives
and verifies the outliers returned by the server by executing
the tester module. In particular, the tester module analyzes
the returned outliers against the AOs and ANOs, and quan-
tifies the probabilistic guarantee of the result correctness.
We show that incorrect answers from the server can be
caught with high confidence by utilizing a small number of
AOs and ANOs, even for large datasets. This makes it feasi-
ble to run verification on the resource-constrained devices
such as smart phones. We make the following contributions:

1) We design an efficient authentication approach that
generatesAOs andANOs without any need to do out-
lier mining of the original dataset. One major chal-
lenge is that inserting any artificial record into the
dataset may change the (non-)outlierness of the origi-
nal records. We design a novel AOs/ANOs construc-
tion algorithm that does not eliminate any true
outlier. We also discuss how to remove the false posi-
tive outliers (i.e., the original non-outliers that
become outliers in the dataset with AOs/ANOs)
introduced by AOs/ANOs and recover the true out-
liers efficiently. Formal analysis shows that a small
number of AOs/ANOs can verify the result returned
by theClass I serverwith high probabilistic guarantee.

2) To incentivize the Class II server to behave honestly,
we design a game theoretic approach to decide the
appropriate parameter values for the authentication
setting, so that a rationale server should always return
correctmining results to obtain themost payoff.

3) We discuss the authentication-aware cheating behav-
iors by the Class III server. As a countermeasure, we
propose two approaches to catch the Class III server.

4) We run an extensive set of experiments on two
datasets to demonstrate the efficiency and the effec-
tiveness of our authentication approach. The experi-
mental results show that the AO and ANO
construction takes at most 1 second on the client
side. Furthermore, the mining overhead at the server
side is no more than 1.2 percent.

An earlier and short version of this paper was published in
the European Conference on Machine Learning and Princi-
ples and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases
(ECML/PKDD) [26]. The short version only considers the
Class I server. In this paper, we extend the short version signif-
icantly with: (1) a game theoretic approach that analyzes the
Class II server’s behaviors and incentivizes the server to return

Fig. 1. The authentication architecture.
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correctmining results; and (2) the security analysis of our veri-
fication approach against theClass III server.

The paper is organized as following. Section 2 introduces
the preliminaries. Section 3 presents our AR-based
approach to construct AOs and ANOs to catch the Class I
server. Section 4 discusses the strategic game to incentivize
the Class II server to do mining and return correct results
honestly. Section 5 analyzes the security against the cheat-
ing behaviors by the Class III server trying to escape from
the AR-based authentication, assuming that it possesses the
details of the authentication mechanism. Section 6 presents
our experimental results. Section 7 discusses related work.
Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Distance-Based Outlier Mining

A variety of definitions of outliers, including distance-based
outliers [21] and density-based outliers [8], have been pro-
posed recently. In this paper, we focus on distance-based
outliers, due to the properties that it works well for datasets
of any dimension, and it does not assume that the data fol-
lows a standard distribution [21]. Specifically, an object t in
the dataset D is a ðp; dÞ-outlier if it is at least of distance d
away from at least p proportion of all objects inD. In the rest
of this paper,we use outlier and ðp; dÞ-outlier interchangeably.
If an object does not satisfy the condition, we call it a non-out-
lier. We measure the distance between two objects based the
euclidean distance. In specific, given two records tða1; . . . ; akÞ
and t0ða01; . . . ; a0kÞ, distðt; t0Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPk
i¼1ðai � a0iÞ2

q
.

2.2 Outsourcing Setting

We consider the outsourcing setting that consists of two
parties, the data owner (client) who possesses a dataset D
and aims to find outliers inD, and the service provider (server)
that provides distance-based outlier mining as the service.
When the client outsources the dataset to the server, she
communicates with the server regarding the parameter set-
ting of p and d values for ðp; dÞ-outlier mining. She can either
choose to re-configure the p and d parameters by herself or
follow the parameter settings by the server. The server exe-
cutes outlier mining according to the parameter setting. We
assume the server finds exact outliers instead of approxi-
mate ones [22], [37].

2.3 Adversary Model

In this paper, we adopt the taxonomy of [3] of the attackers
to consider three types of servers that possess different
knowledge of the authentication approach.

� The Class I (ordinary outsider) server that is not aware
of the authentication method, but is curious to find
out if there is any authentication mechanism.

� The Class II (intelligent outsider) server that is aware
of the fact that the client may perform result correct-
ness authentication. However, it does not have the
details of the authentication approach.

� The Class III (knowledgeable insider) server that knows
the details of the authentication approach and may
try to escape the verification by returning well-
designed incorrect answer intentionally.

2.4 Authentication Goal

LetO be the set of outliers in the outsourced datasetD, andOS

be the set of outliers returned by the server. We define the pre-

cision of O as P ¼ jO\OS j
jOS j and the recall as R ¼ jO\OS j

jOj . Intui-

tively, precision measures the fraction of returned outliers
that are correct, while recall quantifies the fraction of correct
outliers that are returned. The aim of our authentication
approach is to catch any wrong answer, i.e., P < 1 or R < 1,
with a high probability. Next,we formally define the authenti-
cation goal as ða; aÞ-completeness and ðb; bÞ-soundness.
Definition 2.1. Given a dataset D and a verification method M,

let prp and prr be the probabilities that M catches the server
that returns the result of precision P � b and recall R � a
respectively, where a; b 2 ½0; 1� are given thresholds. We say M
can verify ða; aÞ-completeness if prr � a, and can verify
ðb; bÞ-soundness if prp � b, where a;b 2 ½0; 1� are also given
threshold values.

If the client catches the server’s cheating behavior, then the
client is 100 percent sure that OS is either unsound or incom-
plete. Otherwise, the client believes that OS satisfies that: (1)
R > awith probability a; and (2)P > bwith probability b.

2.5 Game Theory

A strategic game is a model of interacting decision-makers.
The game involves a set of players. Each player has a set of
possible actions. For each player, the preferences/payoffs
over the set of action profiles are pre-defined. Each player
chooses his/her action once and for all, and the players
choose their actions “simultaneously” without any player
being informed. A Nash Equilibrium is an action profile A�

with the property that no player can get more payoff by
choosing an action different from her action in A�, given
that every other player adheres to A� [33]. Intuitively, a
Nash Equilibrium corresponds to a steady state. If, whenever
the game is played, the action profile is the same as the
Nash Equilibrium A�, then no player has a reason to choose
any action different from his/her component of A�.

3 AR-BASED APPROACH TO CATCH

CLASS I SERVER

The key idea of our authentication framework is that the
client constructs a set of artificial records (ARs) before out-
sourcing. Let DD be the artificial records. Given the original
dataset D, each record in DD is either an artificial outlier
(AO) or an artificial non-outlier (ANO). The client combines
D with DD to get Dþ and sends Dþ to the server. If the
server conducts the outlier mining faithfully, it should
return all AOs but no ANO.

In this section, we focus on the Class I server that is not
aware of the authentication procedure and thus cannot dis-
tinguish ARs from the original records. Therefore, the client
is able to obtain a probabilistic guarantee of the soundness
and completeness of the returned outliers by comparing
them with the AOs and ANOs. Next, we first discuss how to
construct ANOs and AOs in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. After that,
we prove that the AR-based approach preserves the (non)
outliers in the original dataset in Section 3.3. Sections 3.4 and
3.5 discuss the auxiliary data and the authentication proce-
dures at the client side.
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3.1 Construction of Artificial Non-Outliers (ANOs)

Before we introduce the ANO construction procedures, we
define close records and distant records first.

Definition 3.1. Given a dataset D and a record t, the close
records of t with regard to d are TLðt; dÞ ¼ ft0jt0 2 D;
distðt; t0Þ < dg, while the distant records are TUðt; dÞ ¼
ft0jt0 2 D; distðt; t0Þ > dg.
Intuitively, TLðt; dÞ is the set of records in D whose dis-

tance to t is smaller than d, while TUðt; dÞ stores the set of
records that are at least d distance away from t. Next, we
define the farthest close neighbor and closest distant neighbor
respective.

Definition 3.2. Given a dataset D, a record t and a distance
threshold d, a record t0 2 TLðt; dÞ is the farthest close neighbor
of record t, if the distance between t and t0 is the largest among
all records in TLðt; dÞ. Similarly, a record t0 2 TUðt; dÞ is the
closest distant neighbor of record t, if the distance between t
and t0 is the smallest among all records in TUðt; dÞ.

Definition 3.3. Given the dataset D of r dimensions, a record
t 2 D and the distance threshold d, let ta 2 D be the farthest
close neighbor of t, and tb 2 D be the closest distant neighbor of
t. Let da ¼ distðt; taÞ, and db ¼ distðt; tbÞ. LetQ be an r-sphere
with t as the centroid, and minðd�da

2 ; db�d
2 Þ as the radius, where

d is the distance parameter of ðp; dÞ-outlier mining. Then we
say any record t0 2 D is a close record to t if it falls in Q.

Next, we show that the close records of t have the same
distance property as t.

Lemma 3.1. Given a record t and a close record tc of t, for any
record t0 6¼ t, it must be true that: (1) if distðt; t0Þ < d, then
distðtc; t0Þ < d; and (2) if distðt; t0Þ > d, then distðtc; t0Þ > d.

Proof. Since ta is the farthest close neighbor of t, for any t0 s.t.
distðt; t0Þ < d, we have distðt; t0Þ � da < d, and distðt; tcÞ <
d�da
2 , leading to distðt0; tcÞ � distðt; t0Þ þ distðt0; tcÞ < daþ

d�da
2 ¼ dþda

2 . Since da < d, then it must be true that
distðtc; t0Þ < d. Similarly, we have distðt; t0Þ � db > d, and
distðt; tcÞ < db�d

2 . Thus, distðtc; t0Þ � distðt; t0Þ � distðt; tcÞ >

db � db�d
2 ¼ dbþd

2 . Since db > d, then it must be true that

distðtc; t0Þ > d. tu
Note that Lemma 3.1 holds no matter t0 is an outlier or

non-outlier in the dataset D. Based on Lemma 3.1, we use
Theorem 3.1 to prove that any record close to record t
always has the same non-outlierness as t.

Theorem 3.1. Given a dataset D and any record t 2 D that is a
non-ðp; dÞ-outlier, any close record of t must be a non-
ðp; dÞ-outlier inD.

Proof. Let tc be a close record of a true record t in D. It is
straightforward from Lemma 3.1 that tc and t have the
same number of records whose distance is greater than d
in Dþ. If t is a ðp0; dÞ-outlier in Dþ, tc must be a ðp0; dÞ-
outlier inDþ. On the other hand, if t is a ðp0; dÞ-non-outlier
inDþ, tc must be a ðp0; dÞ-non-outlier inDþ. tu
Theorem 3.1 provides us the guidance to constructANOs.

In particular, we first pick a seed record tseed that is a non-out-
lier record in the original dataset D. Then we construct a set
of artificial records as the close records of tseed, and take these
artificial records asANOs. Fig. 2a illustrates the construction
procedure of ANO in a 2-dimensional dataset.

To pick tseed, we repeatedly pick a record from D ran-
domly, and check its non-outlierness, until a non-outlier
record is selected. The probability that tseed will be picked at
the xth trial is

gðxÞ ¼ 1� fto
n

� �
fto
n

� �x�1

;

where fto is is the number of outliers, and n is the number of
records in D respectively. It is straightforward that
1 � x � n� fto. We define f ¼ fto

n . Then gðxÞ ¼ ð1� fÞfx�1,
where 1 � x � n� nf. The expected value of x equals to

EðxÞ ¼ ðn� fnÞfn�fnþ1 � ðn� fnþ 1Þfn�fn þ 1

ðf� 1Þ2 :

As usually the outliers are only a small portion of the whole
dataset, f is a small number (e.g., f ¼ 0:05% [35]). There-
fore, EðxÞ � 1. In other words, it is highly likely that tseed
can be picked by the first random trial.

After tseed is identified, we can construct ANOs by con-
structing the r-sphere Q (defined in Definition 3.3) of tseed,
and picking any record in Q as a ANO. The computation of
tseed needs to traverse D once. It requires a scan of the data-
set D to identify tseed, and takes another round to determine
the radius of the r-sphere Q (defined in Definition 3.3).
Therefore, we can construct ANOs by two passes ofD.

3.2 Construction of Artificial Outliers (AO)

A seemly straightforward way to construct AOs is similar to
the construction of ANOs: we first find a seed outlier from

Fig. 2. Construction of ANOs and AOs.
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the dataset D and then construct artificial records that are
close to the seed as AOs. However, this approach may be
prohibitively expensive, since the outliers are rare and find-
ing an outlier may require mining of the original dataset.
Our goal is to construct AOs without mining the original
dataset to find any outlier. In the following, we discuss the
details of how to construct AOs efficiently.

Our construction procedure relies on the definition of dis-
tant records.

Definition 3.4. Given a r-dimension dataset D and a set of
records S 	 D, we say a record t =2 S is a distant record of S if
for each record t0 2 S, distðt; t0Þ > d, where d is the parameter
setting of ðp; dÞ-outlier mining.

We have the following lemma to show a important prop-
erty of distant records.

Lemma 3.2. Given a r-dimension dataset D and a set of records
S 	 D, let mini and maxi be the minimum and maximum
value of the ith (1 � i � r) attribute of the records in S. Then
any record t =2 S is a distant record of S if there are k
(1 � k � r) attributes such that on each attribute Aið1 �
i � kÞ, t½Ai� < ðmini � dffiffi

k
p Þ or t½Ai� > ðmaxi þ dffiffi

k
p Þ, where

t½Ai� is the ith attribute value of t.
The correctness of Lemma 3.3 is straightforward. Next,

we use Theorem 3.2 to show that ðp; dÞ-outliers can be gen-
erated from the distant records.

Theorem 3.2. Given the dataset D and a set of records S 	 D,
any distant record t of S must be a ðp; dÞ-outlier if jSj � pjDj.
The correctness of Theorem 3.2 is straightforward. For

any distant record t, there must exist a set of records S 	 D,
whose size is greater than p fraction of the size of D, such
that the distance between t and any record t0 2 S must be
greater than d. Therefore, t must be a ðp; dÞ-outlier. Based on
Theorem 3.2, we design the AO construction procedure as
follows.

First, the client picks a sample S of size dpjDje records ran-
domly from D. Second, the client treats S as an r-dimension
hypercube R. The range ½mini;maxi� represents the edge at
the ith dimension ofR. Then the client randomly picks k � r
dimensions (possibly k ¼ 1) of R. Last, the client expands
the picked k dimensions of R by dffiffi

k
p (i.e., change the mini-

mum andmaximumvalue of the ith attribute to bemini � dffiffi
k

p
and maxi þ dffiffi

k
p ). Let the expanded hypercube be R0. Then

any record tao that is created outside of R0 must be a
ðp; dÞ-outlier of D. Fig. 2b illustrates the construction proce-
dure in a 2-dimensional dataset. How to decide fao will be
discussed in Section 3.5.1. The complexity of AO construc-
tion isOðnÞ, where n is the size ofD.

3.3 Preservation of (Non)Outlierness

One issue of inserting ARs intoD is that ðp; dÞ-outliers in the
original datasetDmay not be ðp; dÞ-outliers inDþ ¼D [ DD
anymore, as inserting records into D may change the (non)
outlierness of some original records in D. This may ruin the
authentication method as even the server executes the out-
lier mining and returns the result faithfully, it will be
wrongly caught by the AR-based verification approach.
Therefore, the client must make sure that all ðp; dÞ-outliers

in D are also outliers in Dþ. In this section, we discuss the
followings:

� How to ensure that the true ðp; dÞ-outliers in D are
still recognized as outliers inDþ; and

� How to eliminate the false positive outliers (i.e., the
records that are not ðp; dÞ-outliers in D but become
outliers inDþ).

Preservation of True AOs. First, we show how to make sure

that the ðp; dÞ-outliers in D are still outliers in Dþ by only

using a different p value in ðp; dÞ-outlier mining.

Theorem 3.3. Given a dataset D and a set of AOs and ANOs
constructed from the set of artificial records ARs, any ðp; dÞ-
outlier inDmust be a ðp1; dÞ-outlier inDþ ¼ D [ DD, where

p1 ¼ pjDj
jDþj : (1)

Proof. For a true record t 2 D, let x and y be the number of
original and artificial records (including both AOs and
ANOs) whose distance to t is greater than d in Dþ. Now
we prove that it must be true that xþy

jDþj � p1 ¼ pjDj
jDþj. This

can be proven by the following. Since record t is a

ðp; dÞ-outlier inD, it must be true that x � pjDj. This natu-
rally leads to that xþy

jDþj � pjDj
jDþj, with x � 0. tu

Following Theorem 3.3, instead of requesting for
ðp; dÞ-outliers in the outsourced dataset Dþ, the client asks
for ðp1; dÞ-outliers in Dþ, where p1 is defined in Formula (1).
All ðp; dÞ-outliers in D must appear in the answer if the
server is honest. Note that all AOs must be appear in
ðp1; dÞ-outliers ofDþ too.

Elimination of False Positive Outliers. It is not necessary
that all ðp1; dÞ-outliers in Dþ must be ðp; dÞ-outliers in D. In
the words, by asking for ðp1; dÞ-outliers on Dþ, the server
may return some false positive outliers. To eliminate those
false positives, we have:

Theorem 3.4. Given a dataset D, let DD be the set of ARs that
are used to construct AOs and ANOs. Then any ðp2; dÞ-outlier
inDþ ¼ D [ DD must be a ðp; dÞ-outlier inD, where

p2 ¼ pjDj þ jDDj
jDþj : (2)

Proof. For a record t 2 Dþ, let x and y be the number of
original and artificial records (including both AOs and
ANOs) whose distance to t is greater than d in Dþ. Since
the x true records must exist in D, we aim to prove that
x
jDj � p. This can be proven as follows. Since t is a
ðp2; dÞ-outlier inDþ, it must be true that xþy

jDþj � p2. In other

words, xþ y � pjDj þ jDDj. Since y � jDDj, it must be

true that x � pjDj. Therefore, the theorem holds. tu
Following Theorem 3.4, all the constructed ANOs must

be ðp2; dÞ-non-outliers inDþ.
Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship among ðp1; dÞ- and

ðp2; dÞ- outliers (p1 and p2 are defined by Equations (1) and
(2) respectively) in Dþ and ðp; dÞ-outliers in D. For a given
record t 2 D, let r be the fraction of records in
Dþ ¼ D [ DD whose distance to t is greater than d, where d
is the parameter for ðp; dÞ-outlier mining. Then t must fall
into one of the following three categories:
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� t is a ðp; dÞ-outlier inD, if r � p2 ¼ pjDjþjDDj
jDþj ;

� t is a ðp; dÞ-non-outlier inD, if r < p1 ¼ pjDj
jDþj;

� t is either a ðp; dÞ-outlier or a ðp; dÞ-non-outlier in D,
otherwise.

Based on both Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, the outsourcing and
the authentication procedures are designed as the follow-
ing. The client constructs Dþ ¼ D [ DD and outsources Dþ

to the server. She sends two mining requests to the server

for ðp1; dÞ-outliers and ðp2; dÞ-outliers, where p1 ¼ pjDj
jDþj, and

p2 ¼ pjDjþDD
jDþj . Let O1 and O2 be the set of outliers received

from the two requests separately. It is worth noting that
O2 	 O1. Therefore, the client can get both ðp1; dÞ-outliers
and ðp2; dÞ-outliers by outsourcing the task only once.

3.4 Auxiliary Data for Authentication

Auxiliary Data Sent to the Server. Before the client sends out
her dataset, she generates two digests, namely diga and digb,
for each record t 2 Dþ with a cryptographic hash function.
Let s be the secret key of the client, and H denote the sign-
ing function of a message authentication code (MAC), e.g.,
the Hash-based message authentication code (HMAC).
Given a record tða1; . . . ; arÞ, we have diga ¼ Hðs; tÞ, and

eqaligndigb ¼
Hðc1; digaÞ; If t is a true record in D;
Hðc2; digaÞ; If t is an AO;
Hðc3; digaÞ; If t is an ANO,

8<
:

where c1, c2 and c3 are three unique constant values kept
secret at the client side.

Intuitively, diga helps the client to check if the server has
modified any record in Dþ, while digb can be used to distin-
guish the original records from the AOs and ANOs.

After completing the computation of digests, the client
sends Dþ to the server. Each record is associated with its
two digests diga and digb. When the server returns any out-
lier to the client, it is required to return the two digests too.

Auxiliary Data Maintained at the Client Side. The client
keeps the private key s locally, and maintains the number of
AOs and ANOs, and the three constants c1, c2, and c3 that
are used to construct the digests. It is straightforward that
the space overhead of these auxiliary information is negligi-
ble. For each outlier record t returned by the server, the
client computes its digest diga, and the three signatures
dig1b ¼ Hðdiga � c1Þ, dig2b ¼ Hðdiga � c2Þ, and dig3b ¼ Hðdiga � c3Þ,
by using the three constants c1, c2, and c3 that it has stored
locally. Then by comparing the digests dig1b , dig2b , dig3b
against the digb that is attached to t, the client can distin-
guish whether t is a original record inD, an AO or an ANO.

3.5 Authentication and Post-Processing at
Client Side

After receiving O1 and O2 from the server, the client checks
the integrity and post-processes the result as the following.

3.5.1 Authentication at Client Side

The client runs the 2-phase verification procedure to check
the soundness and completeness of the result.

Phase-1. For each record t 2 O1 or t 2 O2, the client re-
computes the digest diga by applying the stored hash func-
tion H (Section 3.4) on t. If the computed digest does match
the one that is associated with t, the client concludes that
the server has returned records that do not exist in the out-
sourced database, and thus fails to pass the verification.

Phase-2. If the server passes the phase-1 verification, the
client further computes three digests: dig1b ¼ Hðdiga � c1Þ,
dig2b ¼ Hðdiga � c2Þ, and dig3b ¼ Hðdiga � c3Þ, by using the
three constants c1, c2 and c3 that the client stores locally. By
comparing these digests with the digest digb associated with
t, the client can identify whether the returned tuple is a true
record, an AO, or an ANO. Then the client verifies the com-
pleteness and soundness respectively.

Completeness Authentication. To verify whether the server
has returned all true outliers, the client checks whether every
AO is included inO1. If not, the client catches the incomplete
outlier answer with 100 percent; otherwise, the client trusts
that the the recall R of the result is at least awith probability
prr ¼ 1� afao , where fao is the number of artificial outliers.
This is because for each AO in Dþ, the probability that the
server includes it in O1 is a. The probability that the server
avoids being caught by the client, i.e., the probability that the
server returns all AOs in O1, is afao . Therefore, to satisfy
ða; aÞ-completeness (i.e., prr � a), it is required that

fao ¼ dlogað1� aÞe: (3)

Soundness Authentication. For the soundness authentica-
tion, the client checks whether if any ANO appears in O2. If
it does, the client catches the incorrect answer with 100 per-
cent; otherwise, the client believes that the precision P of
the result returned by the server is at least bwith probability
prp ¼ 1� bfano , where fano is the number of artificial non-
outliers. Similar to the reasoning in the completeness
authentication, the probability that the server does not
return any ANO in O2 is b

fano . Thus to meet the ðb; bÞ-sound-
ness (i.e., prp � b) requirement, fano must satisfy that

fano ¼ dlogbð1� bÞe: (4)

Equations (3) and (4) show that fao and fano (the number of
AOs and ANOs) are independent of the size ofD. Therefore,
our authentication framework would be especially efficient
for large datasets. Furthermore, it does not need large num-
ber of AOs and ANOs to provide high soundness and com-
pleteness guarantee. For instance, when a ¼ 0:99 (i.e., the
server misses 1 percent of the outliers) and a ¼ 0:99 (i.e., the
probability to catch such answer is at least 0.99), it only
needs 459 AOs to verify ð0:99; 0:99Þ-completeness.

Overhead Analysis. The complexity of soundness and
completeness authentication is Oðfao þ fanoÞ. Our empirical
study shows that fao and fano are relatively small even for

Fig. 3. ðp1; dÞ-outliers and ðp2; dÞ-outliers in Dþ versus ðp; dÞ-outlier in D;
O1: ðp1; dÞ-outliers inDþ, O2: ðp2; dÞ-outliers inDþ, O12: O1 �O2.
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large datasets (Section 6). This enables the client to accom-
plish authentication on resource-constrained devices (e.g.,
smart phones).

3.5.2 Recovery of True ðp; dÞ-Outliers at Client Side

Since the returned ðp1; dÞ-outliers O1 and ðp2; dÞ-outliers O2

may contain some false positive records that are not
ðp; dÞ-outliers in D, the client needs to recover the original
ðp; dÞ-outliers inD from O1 and O2. To accomplish this, first,
the client excludes all AOs (if there is any) from O2 (how to
distinguish original records from AOs, and ANOs is dis-
cussed in Section 3.5.1). Let the remaining ðp2; dÞ-outliers be
O0

2. Second, the client checks each record in O1 nO2 against
D, and keeps those that are ðp; dÞ-outliers in D. Let these
records be O12. Then O12 [O0

2 are the set of original
ðp; dÞ-outliers in D. As will shown in the Experiment section
(Section 6), the records in O1 nO2 take a negligible portion
of D (less than 0.2 percent). Therefore, the complexity of
outlier recovery at the client side is OðjDjÞ.

4 A GAME THEORETIC APPROACH TO INCENTIVIZE
CLASS II SERVER

While ourAR-based authentication approach enables the cli-
ent to catch the Class I server with high probability, a Class II
server that is aware of the probabilistic authentication strat-
egy may still make the most outcome by performing cheaper
outlier mining computations and returning incorrect results.
In this section, we aim at incentivizing the Class II server not
to cheat on the outlier mining computations. A possible solu-
tion is to build a strategic game [48] between the client and
server, in which a Nash equilibrium [36] exists only when
the server’s action is to return correct mining results. Based
on the theory of rational choice, due to theNash Equilibrium,
a rational server will always play the game honestly, if
he can not gain more payoff by switching to cheating. We
emphasize that even thoughwe focus on the outsourced out-
lier mining, our incentive game model can be applied to
other types of outsourced computations.

There are two players, i.e., the server and the client, in
this game. Each player has the following actions.

� Client
– Verify: The client uses the AR-based approach to

authenticate the returned outlier mining results.
– Trust-without-verification:The client simply accepts

the results returned by the server. With a certain
level of belief, the client trusts the result to be

correct. The belief can be obtained based on the
server’s reputation.

If the client accepts the server’s mining results (either after

verification or without verification), the client pays the server

for its mining efforts. The payment is considered as the server’s

payoff.

� Server
– Cheat: The server returns wrong outliers to the

client. If the cheating behavior is caught by the cli-
ent, the server receives no payment from the cli-
ent. Instead, it pays the penalty for the cheating.

– Honest play: The server executes mining faithfully
and returns the correct outliers to the client.

For the following discussions, we use the notations
defined in Table 1.

Next, we present the payoff matrix (Table 2) for the client
and server with various actions. We assume cv, cm, and pc
are in the monetary format. We also assume that the client’s
benefit gained from correct outlier mining result (i.e., um)
can be measured in the same format as cv, cm, and pc.
Regarding the results that were considered as correct with
probability h (�, resp.), the client’s benefit gained from the
result is measured as hum (�um, resp.). We use ð; Þ to denote
the payoffs, where the left (right, resp.) value is the client’s
(server’s resp.) total payoff by the specific actions. We
explain the details of various payoffs as below.

� (Verify, Not Cheat): When the server does not cheat,
there is no need that the client catches the server
(with N=A in the corresponding Catch row). Thus
the client trusts the returned outlier results with �
confidence and pays the full price for the server’s
mining efforts. The client’s payoff is �um � cv � pm,
and the server’s payoff is pm � cm.

� (Verify, Cheat): Due to the probabilistic property of
the AR-based authentication approach, the client
may not catch the server’s cheating behaviors.
Assume that the server returns s (0 < s < 1) frac-
tion of the outliers, the client can still obtain sum util-
ity, while the server’s mining cost is scm. If the client
catches the server (i.e., for the Catch case), the server
needs to pay the penalty to the client. So the client’s
payoff is sum þ pc � cv, and the server’s payoff is
�scm � pc. If the client does not detect the cheating
behavior (i.e., for the Not Catch case), the client still
needs to pay the server for the mining. So the client’s
payoff is sum � cv � pm, and the server’s payoff is
pm � scm.

� (Not Verify, Not Cheat): The client trusts the result
correctness with probability h. Thus the client’s pay-
off is hum � pm, and the server’s is pm � cm.

TABLE 1
Notations

Notation Meaning

cv Client’s cost for AR-based authentication
cm Server’s cost for faithful outlier mining
pc Server’s penalty if the cheating is caught
pm Server’s payment for mining
um Client’s benefit gained from correct outlier mining result
� 2 ½0; 1� Probability of catching server by AR-based authentication
h 2 ½0; 1� Result correctness belief for trust-without-verification
� 2 ½0; 1� Result correctness belief for pass of verification
s 2 ½0; 1� Fraction of correct outliers that are returned by the server

TABLE 2
Payoff Matrix for the Client and Server

Not Cheat Cheat

Verify Catch N=A ðsum þ pc � cv;�scm � pcÞ
Not Catch ð�um � cv � pm; pm � cmÞ ðsum � cv � pm; pm � scmÞ

Not Verify ðhum � pm; pm � cmÞ ðsum � pm; pm � scmÞ
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� (Not Verify, Cheat): As the client does not verify the
result, the server receives the payment from the cli-
ent, but the client does not benefit from the mining
result. Thus, the client’s payoff is sum � pm, and the
server’s is pm � scm.

Ideally, we want the action profile (*, Not Cheat) to be the
steady state (Nash Equilibrium), where � stands for any
action for the client. This is because any Nash Equilibrium
(*, Not Cheat) incentivizes the server to discover the outliers
honestly. However, it is impossible to reach an equilibrium
for the (Not Verify, Not Cheat) case, as the server can easily
get more payoff by switching to Cheat. Thus, we can only
get the desired equilibrium from (Verify, Not Cheat).
According to the definition of Nash Equilibrium, an action
profile is an equilibrium only if any player cannot gain
more payoff by changing the action. Thus we require that

PServer
ðVerify;NotCheatÞ � PServer

ðVerify;CheatÞ; (5)

and

PClient
ðVerify;NotCheatÞ � PClient

ðNotVerify;NotCheatÞ: (6)

Based on the payoffs in Table 2, by doing the integral
over s, we have

PServer
ðVerify;CheatÞ ¼

Z �

0

�ð�scm � pcÞds

þ
Z �

0

ð1� �Þðpm � scmÞds

þ
Z 1

�

ðpm � scmÞds

¼ ���pc � ��pm þ pm � 1

2
cm;

(7)

and

PClient
ðNotVerify;NotCheatÞ ¼ hum � pm: (8)

The first part in Equation (7) measures the server’s
expected payoff when s < � and its cheating is not
detected by the client (the catching probability is �). The
second part evaluates the server’s payoff when getting
detected in cheating (probability is 1� �). Whereas the last
part considers that the returned result contains more than �
fraction of correct result and is not detected by the AR-
based appraoch.

While

PServer
ðVerify;NotCheatÞ ¼ pm � cm; (9)

and

PClient
ðVerify;NotCheatÞ ¼ �pm � cv � cm: (10)

According to the requirement, the action profile ðVerify;
NotCheatÞ is a Nash Equilibrium if

�� � cm
2ðpc þ pmÞ ; (11)

and

� � hþ cv
um

: (12)

By combining Equations (11) and (12), we can get the
required value of � as

� � cmum

2ðpm þ pcÞðhum þ cvÞ : (13)

According to our AR-based verification approach, � cor-
responds to a and b in the ða; aÞ-completeness and
ðb; bÞ-correctness model (Definition 2.1), while � confirms to
a and b in the same model. Therefore, in order to incentivize
the Class II server to behave honestly, when constructing
the AOs and ANOs, the client should make sure that

a;b � hþ cv
um

; (14)

and

a; b � cmum

2ðpm þ pcÞðhum þ cvÞ : (15)

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS AGAINST CLASS III
SERVER

In this section, we focus on the Class III server that possesses
the details of our AR-based authentication approach. We first
discuss the security weakness of the AR-based approach.
Then we present two robust verification approaches to catch
theClass III server.

5.1 Weakness of AR-Based Authentication

We consider the authentication-aware cheating behaviors by
the server: When the server is aware of the details of the
authentication mechanism, it can identify (at least the candi-
dates of) AOs and ANOs. Even though the server cheats in
the outlier mining, it can avoid getting detected by returning
allAOs and excluding allANOs from the returned result.

Unfortunately, our AR-based approach cannot catch the
authentication-aware cheating. When the server knows the
details about how ARs are constructed, it is able to identify
them fromDþ. In particular, it can find allAOs by two passes
of Dþ. Because the p value of the ðp; dÞ-outlierness is always
very close to 1 in practice, the sample S used to construct
AOs (Section 3) includes almost all records in D. Therefore,
the constructedAOs will be the skyline points ofD. Based on
this, the server takes the records that have the maximum/
minimum values of any attribute asAOs. On the other hand,
due to the fact that all ANOs must be the close records
(Definition 3.3) to a non-outlier record, the server can iden-
tify them by searching for non-outlier records that are close to
at least one non-outlier. This requires the server to find all
non-outliers, whose complexity is at least as high as the cost
of mining all outliers. Though expensive, after finding the
AOs and ANOs, the server is able to escape from the sound-
ness and completeness authentication.

5.2 Catching Class III Server

Sampling-Based Probabilistic Approach. To catch the authenti-
cation-aware cheating, the client can randomly pick records
from the original dataset as a sample, and verify the outlier-
ness of the sample. To check the soundness and complete-
ness of the result returned by the server, the client checks the
outlierness of the samples against the result. Intuitively, a
large sample is necessary in order to obtain a high sound-
ness/completeness guarantee. This may not be affordable by
the client with limited computational power. We conjecture
that the complexity of catching the authentication-aware
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cheating is as expensive as outlier mining itself, especially if
the client requires a high result correctness probability.

Replication-Based Approach. The client can assign the out-
lier mining task to two servers, and verify the correctness by
crosschecking the results from the two servers. To forbid col-
lusion where the two servers return the same incorrect
results, the client can create distrust between the servers by
incentivizing them to betray their partner in the collusion
coalition [16]. In specific, the client first takes deposit from
both servers as the security for the delivery of correct answer.
If any server is detected to return incorrect results, it loses the
security deposit. Moreover, if one server is honest while the
other is cheating, the cheating party’s deposit will be taken
by the honest one. Theoretical game theory analysis [16]
shows that by setting appropriate deposit amounts, both
rational servers will choose not to cheat to receive the maxi-
mum payoff. In this way, it is guaranteed that the Class III
server returns correct outlier mining results.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We conducted an extensive set of experiments to evaluate
both the robustness and performance of our AR-based
authentication approach. In particular, we measured: (1) the
soundness and completeness guarantee; (2) the verification
overhead at the client side, which includes a) the construc-
tion time of AOs and ANOs, b) the verification time to based
on AOs and ANOs, and c) the time of examining the outlier-
ness of records to eliminate false positives; (3) the mining
overhead at the server side.

Setup. In our experiment, we use two datasets, the
Letterdataset1 from UCI MLC++ Library that contains 20k
records, and the KDDCUPdataset2 that contains 100k
records. The Letter dataset has 16 numerical (integer) attrib-
utes. The KDDCUP dataset contains 41 (numerical or
categorical) attributes. In our experiments, we use five
numerical attributes, including duration, dst_bytes,
number_access_files, count, and serror_rate attrib-
utes, of the KDDCUP dataset. For Letter dataset, we used
p ¼ 0:8 and d ¼ 15 that return 1 percent of the records as
outliers, while for KDDCUP dataset, we used p ¼ 0:99 and
d ¼ 5000 that return 2 percent of the records as outliers. All
of our experiments are evaluated on a PC with a 2.4 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo CPU and 4GB RAM running Windows 7.
We implemented the algorithm in Java.

ADS-Based Deterministic Authentication Approach. We
implement the deterministic authentication approach that
can verify the result correctness with 100 percent certainty.
We design the deterministic approach by using the Merkle
B-tree [24] as the authenticated data structure. By using the
Merkle B-tree, the server constructs a verification object and
sends the VO to the client. From the VO, the client checks if
the server has tampered with the outsourced dataset. After
that, the client verifies the soundness and completeness by
computing the distance between every pair of tuples.

6.1 Robustness of AR-Based Approach

We simulate the incomplete result by removing 5, 10, 15, 20,
and 25 percent outliers randomly (i.e., a ¼ 95, 90, 85, 80, and

75 percent), and generate the incorrect result as inserting 5,
10, 15, 20, and 25 percent non-outliers into the result (i.e.,
b ¼ 95, 90, 85, 80, and 75 percent). Then, we measure the
probability of catching these incomplete and unsound
results of our approach as the following: we repeat 500 trials
on the Letter dataset and 100 trials on the KDDCUP data-
set. In each trial, we construct a certain number of AOs and
ANOs and compare the result against them.

For completeness verification, we check if all the AOs are
included in the server’s result. If at least one AO is missing,
we take the trial as a successful detection. Similarly, for sound-
ness verification, we check if the result contains any ANO,
and take the trial as a detection if it does. After we finish all
trials, we calculate the detection probability as the prd ¼ ndet

ntr
,

where ndet is the number of successful trials and ntr is the
total number of trials.

First, we measured the detection probability of incomplete
answer. Fig. 4a shows the result on the Letter dataset. We
observe that the detection probability is always higher than
the required a value (i.e., the probability threshold). We have
the same observation on the KDDCUP dataset (Fig. 4b). We
also measured the detection probability of soundness viola-
tions and show the results in Figs. 4c & 4d for Letter dataset
and KDDCUP dataset respectively. It can be seen that the
detection probability of unsound result is always higher than
the required b value, i.e., the soundness catching probability
threshold. This proves the robustness of our AR-based
approach for both completeness and soundness verification.

6.2 Cost Analysis at Client Side

First, we measured the time performance of the AR-based
approach on the Letter dataset. Fig. 5a shows the AO con-
struction time. We observe that the AO construction is
extremely fast, as it only takes 0.012 seconds even when
a ¼ 0:95 and a ¼ 0:95. Furthermore, when a and a values
increase, AO construction time increases too, but only
slightly. Fig. 5b shows the ANO construction time on Letter
dataset. It takes more time than AO construction since it
needs to find the tseed. Nevertheless, it is still very efficient;
it only needs 0.022 second at most even when b ¼ 0:95 and
b ¼ 0:95. Compared with the ADS-based deterministic
authentication approach (around 0.18 second to construct
the authenticated data structure for both completeness and
soundness verification on the Letter dataset), the construc-
tion time of AOs and ANOs is negligible. We also measured
the verification time at the client side. Fig. 5c shows the time
of completeness verification on Letter dataset. We observed
that the time grows when a and a increase. This is straight-
forward as higher a and a require larger number of AOs. In
comparison with the ADS-based deterministic approach,
the AR-based authentication approach dramatically saves
the verification cost at the client side. For example, the ADS-
based deterministic approach demands 131 seconds to
check the result completeness. Whereas, the AR-based
approach only needs at most 0.008 second. Fig. 5d shows
the time of soundness verification. Contrary to the
completeness verification, the soundness verification time
decreases with the growth of b and b. This is because with a
larger b value, there are fewer original non-outliers inserted
as unsound answer (for simulation). Even though a larger b
value demands more ANOs, the number of inserted original
non-outliers decreases faster than that of ANOs. This leads

1. http://www.sgi.com/tech/mlc/db/letter.all
2. http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/kddcup99.html
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to the decreasing number of outliers (including real non-
outliers and ANOs) that the client receives, and conse-
quently less verification time. Compared with the ADS-
based deterministic approach, the ANO-based soundness
verification is at least 10 times more efficient.

Second, wemeasured the time performance onKDDCUP
dataset and compared it with the baseline approach. We
note that the ADS-based deterministic approach cannot fin-
ish the completeness verification within 100 hours. Thus we
note “N/A” in the corresponding cell of Table 3. We found
that both the AO & ANO construction and verification time
are more than that of the Letter dataset, as the size of the
KDDCUP dataset is four times larger than that of the Letter
dataset. However, the AO=ANO construction is still fast; AO
construction only takes 0.165 second at most, while ANO

construction only takes 0.035 seconds at most. The ADS-
based deterministic approach takes 15.341 seconds to build
the authenticated data structure, which is 100 times slower
than the AR-based approach. The AR-based approach is also
significantlymore efficient than theADS-based deterministic
approach. In particular, the completeness verification takes
at most 0.042 second, while the correctness verification
finishes within 0.5 second. However, the ADS-based deter-
ministic approach needs more than 10 hours to check the
correctness, and cannot finish the completeness verification
within 100 hours. This proves that our AR-based approach is
in particular suitable for the verification under resource-
constrained environment (e.g., on smart phones). With little
sacrifice on the correctness guarantee, the client saves signifi-
cantly for verification.

Fig. 5. AO&ANO construction time and verification time, Letter dataset.

Fig. 4. Robustness of AR-based approach.
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Third, we measured the performance of outlier recovery
at the client side. In particular, we count the number of
records whose outlierness needs to be examined against the
datasetD by the client, and report the result in Tables 4 a & 4
b. Both tables show that the number of recordswhose outlier-
ness needs to be examined is very small compared with the
size of the dataset. For example, at most 8 records in Letter
dataset (0.04 percent of the dataset) and at most 167 records
in KDDCUP dataset (0.16 percent of dataset) are examined.
Another interesting observation is that even though it is pos-
sible that the records that need to be examined include both
true and false positive outliers, in our experiments, all of
them are false positive outliers (original non-outliers). We
also measured the time of outlier recovery at the client side.
Fig. 6 shows the detailed result. Specifically, it is very effi-
cient to eliminate the false positive outliers, due to the small
number of records that need to be examined. For example, it
needs nomore than 0.1 second on theLetter dataset.

6.3 Overhead at Server Side

We measured the mining overhead at the server side as
jTDþ � TDj=TD, where TD and TDþ are the time of mining
outliers from the original database D and the dataset
Dþ ¼ D [ DD. Figs. 7a and 7b show the mining overhead of
the Letter dataset and KDDCUP dataset respectively. We
observed that the insertion of artificial records (ARs) does
not introduce significant mining overhead. For example, the
mining overhead is no more than 1.2 percent for the Letter
dataset, and at most 0.25 percent for the KDDCUP dataset
The overhead on KDDCUP dataset is much smaller
because we insert the same number of artificial records for
the same a, b, a, b values into a larger dataset. This proves
that our approach is more suitable for datasets of large size.

7 RELATED WORK

Verifiable Computations for General-Purpose Computations.
Goldwasser et al. [18] use interactive proofs to verify

tractable computation. The proofs enable the client to verify
the result’s correctness in nearly-linear time. Gennaro et al.
[17] formally define verifiable computing as a technique
that enables a computationally weak client to verify the
result correctness of outsourced computation. They propose
a non-interactive proof construction approach. The proof
enables the client to verify the result with complexity poly-
nomial to the result’s size. However, it demands an expen-
sive pre-processing and input preparation phase to
generate auxiliary information for verification. Setty et al.
[44] build a general-purpose verification approach to sup-
port a wide range of computation including floating-point
fractions and inequality comparisons. Parno et al. [40] pro-
pose to construct a VC scheme with public delegation and
public verifiability from any attribute-based encryption
scheme. PEPPER was proposed in [45]. It dramatically
reduces the verification cost by using an argument system
in which the verifier queries the linear probabilistically
checkable proofs in an inexpensive way. PEPPER also
reduces the prover’s overhead so that its total work is not
significantly more than the cost of executing the computa-
tion. [39] is the first general-purpose verification framework
to demonstrate that the verification can be cheaper than the
native computation. While it is reasonable in some scenarios
that the same computation is executed on many different
inputs, this is not ideal for the DMaS paradigm where the
client outsources the data mining computations with a
single input dataset.

Authenticated Outsourced Computations. Quite a few stud-
ies [1], [23], [38], [53] focus on the authentication of specific
computations. Zhang et al. [53] define a new type of accu-
mulation values so that the outsourced sum operation can
be authenticated with two group elements and in constant
time. Papadopoulos et al. [38] combine the accumulation
values with the suffix tree to facilitate the authentication of
outsourced pattern matching. The proof size is proved to be
optimal as it includes at most ten accumulation values.
Meanwhile, the proof can be readily constructed as the
components have been pre-computed in the setup phase.
Li et al. [25] design a novel authenticated indexing structure
based on Merkle tree to detect the misbehavior by the cloud
broker in the service selection process. Abadi et al. [1]

TABLE 3
AO&ANO Construction Time and Verification

Time (Second),KDDCUP Dataset

(a) Completeness Verification

ða; aÞ AO
Construction

Completeness
Verification

(0.9, 0.75) 0.1649216111 0.0287629264
(0.9, 0.8) 0.1497754622 0.0305521828
(0.9, 0.85) 0.1478960015 0.032380496
(0.9, 0.9) 0.1486778035 0.0343804893
(0.9, 0.95) 0.1472718158 0.0411139978

Deterministic approach 15.341 N/A

(b) Correctness Verification

ðb; bÞ ANO
Construction

Correctness
Verification

(0.9, 0.75) 0.031591748 0.4989598102
(0.9, 0.8) 0.0283305431 0.4090301879
(0.9, 0.85) 0.0284852679 0.3174848479
(0.9, 0.9) 0.0286167844 0.2299931051
(0.9, 0.95) 0.0287029023 0.1376942443

Deterministic approach 15.341 42,384

TABLE 4
Number of Records Whose Outlierness are

Examined During Post-Processing

a; b a;b
0.75

a;b
0.8

a;b
0.85

a;b
0.9

a;b
0.95

(a) Letter Dataset (20K records)

0.75 1 1 1 2 2
0.80 1 1 2 2 4
0.85 2 2 4 4 5
0.90 4 4 5 5 6
0.95 5 6 6 8 8

(b)KDDCUP Dataset (100K records)

0.75 2 4 4 6 13
0.80 4 4 6 13 14
0.85 6 8 14 17 23
0.90 14 19 23 23 48
0.95 47 70 77 101 167
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propose a protocol that supports verifiable delegated pri-
vate set intersection on outsourced datasets. The verification
cost is dependent on the result size. In the crowdsourcing
setting, Kupcu [23] combines cryptography and game the-
ory to incentivize the rational workers to perform the com-
putation correctly, and guarantee the result quality even in
the existence of irrational workers who intensionally submit
incorrect result.

Authenticated Query Evaluation in Data-Mining-as-a-
Service Paradigm. Our problem falls into the category of
integrity assurance of the Data-Mining-as-a-Service para-
digm. Wong et al. [50] propose auditing techniques for
outsourcing frequent itemset mining to an untrusted
party. They generate a (small) artificial database such that
all itemsets in the database are guaranteed to be frequent
and their exact support counts are known. By hosting the
artificial database with the original one and checking
whether the server has returned all artificial itemsets, the
data owner can verify whether the server has returned cor-
rect and complete frequent itemsets. However, the artifi-
cial itemsets can be easily identified by the server with
publicly-available information about the original dataset.
In order to fix the issue, Dong et al. [12] provide an
approach to construct the artificial itemsets in the original
dataset. These artificial itemsets are indistinguishable
from the original ones, and guarantee to catch the server’s
dishonest result with high probability. Dong et al. [11]
extend the work by proposing a verification framework
based on cryptographic proofs to catch any incorrect min-
ing result with 100 percent certainty. Other work [27]
solves the result integrity verification problem for various
computations such as Bayesian network learning and clus-
tering. Their techniques on computations which are dra-
matically different from outlier mining and thus cannot be
directly applied to our problem.

Authenticated Query Evaluation in Database-as-a-Service
(DaS) Paradigm. The issue of integrity assurance for data-
base management was initially raised in the Database-as-a-
Service paradigm [20]. The focus is to assure the integrity of
SQL query evaluation over the hosted relational databases.
A few techniques have been proposed to provide assurance
for SQL query evaluation [14], [20], [24], [46], [51]. For exam-
ple, Hacig€um€uş et al. [20] propose a solution that uses con-
ventional encryption techniques and additionally assign a
bucket id to each attribute value to facilitate efficient evalua-
tion. that partially executing query on the provider side,
they can support range searches and joins in addition to
exact match queries. The proposed solutions include Merkle
hash trees [24], signatures on a chain of records [34], chal-
lenge tokens [46], and counterfeit records [51]. The concept
of verifiable database (VDB) was first proposed in [7]. It uses
the verifiable computation mechanisms to authenticate the
query results on outsourced databases. Chen et al. [9], [10]
design a new VDB framework to defend against the forward
automatic update attack and support efficient incremental
data updates. These work share the same result integrity
concerns in the outsourcing paradigm. However, their focus
is mainly SQL query evaluation, which is dramatically dif-
ferent from ours.

Data and Pattern Security of Data Mining. The problem of
how to protect sensitive data and data mining results for the
DMaS paradigm has caught much attention recently. A few
work [13], [15], [30], [31], [47], [49] have been done under this
theme. Wong et al. [49] consider utilizing a one-to-n item
mapping together with non-deterministic addition of cipher
items to protect the identification of individual items in the
scenario that frequent pattern mining task is outsourced.
Unfortunately, this work has potential privacy flaws; Molloy
et al. [30] show how privacy can be breached in the frame-
work of [49]. Tai et al. [47] consider the same scenario and

Fig. 7. Mining overhead.

Fig. 6. Post-processing time.
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proposed a database transformation scheme that is based on
a notion of k-support anonymity. To achieve k-support ano-
nymity, they introduced a pseudo taxonomy tree; the third
party server will discover the generalized frequent itemsets
instead. Dong et al. [13] design data encoding schemes that
preserve high accuracy in data deduplication computation
while provide provable privacy guarantee. Dong et al. [15]
consider the privacy leakagewhere the server leverages func-
tional dependency to initiate the inference attack. They pro-
posed a heuristic algorithm to block the inference channel by
encrypting a small amount of insensitive data cells.
Although these works focus on other mining tasks, their
encryption techniques can be applied to our work to provide
further protection on data andmining results.

Integrity Incentive Games. Morgan [32] initiates the study
by incentivizing heterogeneous individuals in a game to
improve the provision of public good. A fixed-prize raffle
game is proposed. The author discovers a unique equilib-
rium when the benefit function is quasi-quadratic. Loiseau
et al. [28] extends the study by adjusting the players’
actions. Vaidya et al. [48] propose an incentive compatible
protocol in the outsourced collaborative filtering computa-
tion. However, [48] does not consider the fact even though
the result passes the verification, the client still can not put
total belief in the result. Pham et al. [41] design an optimal
contract by setting appropriate rewards, penalty and verifi-
cation rate to guarantee the result correctness. Moghaddam
et al. [29] model the interaction between the service pro-
vider and the client as a dynamic game. The service pro-
vider sends either legitimate or compromised signal to the
client. Under various circumstances, the desired payoff val-
ues are set in order to motivate the server to play honestly.
Different from [29], the server’s decision of whether to cheat
on the mining result is static in our model.

8 CONCLUSION

In the outsourcing paradigm, it is extremely important
for the client to check if the result returned by the
untrusted service provider is correct. In this paper, we
concentrate on the authentication of outsourced outlier
mining. We consider three types of untrusted servers
with different adversarial knowledge We proposed
a lightweight authentication framework by constructing
a set of artificial records (ARs) to catch any unsound or
incomplete result with high probability guarantee. In
order to incentivize the server to discover the outliers
faithfully, we design a strategic game where the server
always chooses to behave honestly to get the best payoff.
We demonstrated the efficiency and effectiveness of our
approach via an extensive set of experiments.

In the future, we plan to explore the deterministic
authentication approach to catch the cheating behavior of
the server with deterministic guarantee. We will also exam-
ine how to design authentication techniques that support
data updates.
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Abstract—Database-driven cognitive radio has been well recognized as an efficient way to reduce interference between Primary

Users (PUs) and Secondary Users (SUs). In database-driven cognitive radio, PUs and SUs must provide their locations to enable

dynamic channel allocation, which raises location privacy breach concern. Previous studies only focus on unilateral privacy

preservation, i.e., only PUs’ or SUs’ privacy is preserved. In this paper, we propose to protect bilateral location privacy of PUs and SUs.

The main challenge lies in how to coordinate PUs and SUs to maximize their utilities provided that their location privacy is protected.

We first introduce a quantitative method to calculate both PUs’ and SUs’ location privacy, and then design a novel privacy preserving

Utility Maximization protocol (UMax). UMax allows for both PUs and SUs to adjust their privacy preserving levels and optimize transmit

power iteratively to achieve the maximum utilities. Through extensive evaluations, we demonstrate that our proposed protocol can

efficiently increase the utilities of both PUs and SUs while preserving their location privacy.

Index Terms—Location privacy, bilateral privacy preservation, cognitive radio networks

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

COGNITIVE radio networks have been well recognized as
an efficient way to increase the spectrum utilization

and thus alleviate the spectrum scarcity issue [1], [2], [3]. In
cognitive radio networks, there are two types of users: Pri-
mary Users (PUs) and Secondary Users (SUs). PUs have the
priority to access the spectrum since they have registered a
chunk of spectrum from the spectrum management entity
such as FCC, whereas SUs are allowed to access PUs’ chan-
nels only when the interested channels are vacant.

Cognitive radio networks have a wide spectrum of
potential applications including smart grid networks, public
safety networks, medical body area networks, etc [4]. Let’s
take medical body area networks (MBAN) as an example,
MBAN is a promising way to allow body sensors to reliably
and inexpensively collect the vital signs of patients and
relay the monitoring information to clinicians for rapid
diagnosing. Quality of service is a key requirement for
MBAN, which requires clean and less crowded spectrum.
However, the 2.4 GHz industrial, scientific and medical
band is too crowded to support the life-critical medical

applications. By using some PUs’ vacant band on a secondary
basis, i.e., acting as an SU, quality of service for MBAN can
be better guaranteed [4], [5], [6], [7].

To enable dynamic channel access, SUs should be
aware of which channels are locally available for reuse.
There are mainly two ways for achieving this: 1) spectrum
sensing and 2) database querying. Spectrum sensing
method requires SUs to be equipped with specific sensors
to detect the locally available channels [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12]. Interference may occur when the sensors output false
results, which may be caused by obstruction or channel
fading. Database querying method requires SUs to provide
their accurate locations to a centralized database [13], [14],
[15]. In such a way, SUs can facilely figure out locally
available channels and thus avoid interference by querying
a database, which maintains an up-to-date spectrum avail-
ability repository.

Despite the huge advantage of database-driven cognitive
radio networks, SUs’ locations are exposed to enable effi-
cient channel allocation, which may breach SUs’ location
privacy. For example, in the MBAN application, the location
privacy of patients will inevitably be breached. Besides, the
response from database contains information relevant to the
distance between PUs and a queried SU, a malicious SU
may infer PUs’ locations through seemingly innocuous mul-
tiple database queries. The potential privacy breach risk of
both PUs and SUs have been an obstacle to promote data-
base-driven cognitive radio networks.

Previous studies mainly focus on unilateral location pri-
vacy preservation in database-driven cognitive radio net-
works, i.e., they assume that one party (PUs or SUs) is
trustworthy and try to preserve the other’s privacy [16], [17].
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Furthermore, they fail to quantify the privacy preserving lev-
els (PPLs) of PUs and SUs, making it difficult to analyze the
tradeoff between both parties’ PPLs and utilities. As afore-
mentioned, both PUs’ and SUs’ location privacy could be
potentially breached and thus should be preserved simulta-
neously. Simply applying previous mechanisms to preserve
the privacy of PUs and SUs separately will suffer severe util-
ity loss for both parties. As rational users, both parties intend
to maximize their PPLs to efficiently thwart the attacker’s
threat. However, PPL and utility are always a paradox, in
the sense that the increase of PPL will inevitably decrease
SUs’ available spectrum. Therefore, the bilateral location pri-
vacy issue should be jointly addressed, in which PUs and
SUs can adjust their PPLs in order tomaximize their utilities.

To address the above challenging issues, we first adopt
the celebrated notion of differential privacy [18] to simulta-
neously preserve PUs’ and SUs’ privacy. Then, we design a
quantitative privacy-preserving framework which is flexible
for both PUs and SUs to adjust their PPLs. With this frame-
work, we proceed to propose a novel privacy preserving
Utility Maximization protocol (UMax) that allows both PUs
and SUs to adjust their PPLs to achieve their maximum utili-
ties. In UMax, PUs and SUs exchange information to decide
their optimal PPLs. First, SUs decide their optimal PPLs
according to their utility function, which incorporate SUs’
revenue and privacy lost. At the query epoch, SUs send their
interested channels and expected transmit radius to database
together with obfuscated locations generated based on their
optimal PPLs. Second, based on SUs’ expected information,
the database decides PUs’ optimal PPLs and SUs’ available
transmit power tomaximize PUs’ utilities.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that simultaneously considers location privacy pres-
ervation for both PUs and SUs. Drawing on the con-
cept of differential privacy, a quantitative framework
is proposed to simultaneously preserve both PUs’
and SUs’ location privacy.

(2) Based on the quantitative framework, we propose a
novel database access protocol UMax, which allows
both PUs and SUs to adjust their PPLs to maximize
their utilities. We further prove the existence of opti-
mal PPLs for both PUs and SUs.

(3) We further generalize UMax protocol to the scenario
where there are multiple PUs and multiple SUs with
complex relative location combinations and alloca-
tion strategies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related work. Section 3 introduces the basic data-
base access protocol and threat model. In Section 4, we pro-
pose novel location privacy-preserving mechanisms for both
PUs and SUs. In Section 5, considering the single PU and sin-
gle SU situation, we develop a new database access protocol
that adjusts PU’s andSU’s PPL to improve their utility, respec-
tively. Then we extend the proposed protocol to the multiple
PUsmultiple SUs situation in Section 6. Extensive simulations
are performed in Section 7 to demonstrate the performance of
the proposed protocol. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper.

The notations that will be used in this paper are summa-
rized in Table 1.

2 RELATED WORK

Most previous studies on cognitive radio focus on the per-
formance improvements of spectrum sensing [19], [20], [21],
[22] or security issues [23], [24], whereas privacy issues are
not well been studied, especially in the area of database
driven cognitive radio. Although there are little works con-
cern about privacy preservation in cognitive radio, plenty of
privacy enhancing techniques are studied in other applica-
tions, which provide us useful reference on the design of
privacy preserving technique for cognitive radio networks.
We can classify the state-of-the-art privacy enhancing tech-
niques into three categories: anonymization technique,
cryptographic technique and differential privacy.

K-anonymity is the most widely used anonymization
technique. One approach to achieve k-anonymity is to use
dummy locations [25]. This technique properly selects k� 1
dummy points, and then performs k queries to database
together with the real location. Another efficient method is
cloaking [26], [27], which creates a dummy region that
involves k different points sharing the same property, and
then queries the databasewith the dummy region. l-diversity
[28] and t-closeness [29] are two anonymization techniques
proposed to address the weaknesses of k-anonymity when
homogeneity exists in the sensitive values in a group. How-
ever, the intrinsic drawback of k-anonymity is that a mecha-
nism is difficult to be proved to satisfy this notion, since the
attacker’s auxiliary information may violate the guarantee of
k-anonymity. In addition, k-anonymity based approaches
are difficult to quantify the privacy preserving level.

Cryptography is another location privacy-preserving
technique, which has been widely used [30], [31], [32]. This
technique transforms all the data in a query process to a dif-
ferent space. The query result can be mapped back to spatial
information only by the user. However, the computational
overhead of cryptography based technique is too high.

The notion of differential privacy [18] comes from the area
of statistical database. Its goal is to preserve individual’s pri-
vacy while achieving good statistical accuracy. Recently,
Andres et. al. [33] proposed the �-geo-indistinguishability
mechanism, which generalized the notion of differential

TABLE 1
Notations

r0p;i PUi’s protected contour radius

r�p;i Length added to PUi’s protected contour radius

Lp;i PUi’s PPL, i.e., Eðr�p;iÞ
Tp;i PUi’s revenue

Cpri
p;i PUi’s privacy cost

locj SUj’s accurate location

loc0j SUj’s randomized location

r0s;j SUj’s required transmit radius

Rj SUj’s maximum transmit radius

Pj SUj’s maximum transmit power

r�s;j SUj’s privacy-preserving circle radius

Ls;j SUj’s PPL, i.e., r
�
s;j

Ts;j SUj’s revenue

Cpri
s;j SUi’s privacy cost

Cbuy
s;j SUi’s cost to buy spectrum
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privacy to location based service. The main advantage of dif-
ferential privacy is that the privacy guarantee is independent
of attacker’s auxiliary information, i.e., the mechanism has
no need to update when new types of attack emerges. More
importantly, differential privacy provides a solid mathemat-
ical definition which is convenient to quantify the privacy
preserving level [34], [35]. Due to the advantage of differen-
tial privacy, we adopt the notion of differential privacy to
preserve the location privacy for both PUs and SUs.

The existing works on the location privacy in database-
driven cognitive radio concern only about unilateral privacy
preservation. In [16], Gao et al. proposed a cryptography
based location privacy-preserving protocol called PSAIR for
SUs. PSAIR allows for SUs to access the locally available
channels and preserve location privacy simultaneously.
Bahrak et al. [17] pointed out that a malicious SU can infer
PU’s location through seemingly innocuous database
queries. Then they proposed a k-anonymity based mecha-
nism to preserve PU’s privacy. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no existing work that addresses the bilateral
privacy preservation for PUs and SUs simultaneously.

3 BACKGROUND AND THREAT MODEL

In this section, we first introduce the basic database access
protocol that do not consider the privacy issues. Then, we
present the threat model for the basic database access proto-
col as well as the problems to be addressed in this paper.

3.1 Basic Database Access Protocol

A typical database-driven cognitive radio network com-
prises three main components: PUs, SUs and spectrum
management database. The database maintains PUs’ loca-
tions and spectrum utilization informations. Whenever PUs
change their spectrum utilization informations, they will
notify database to update the repository.

We assume there are M PUs and N SUs in the network,
which are denoted by PUi and SUj, respectively. Each PUi

owns a specific channel chi,
1 which has two states, i.e., occu-

pied or vacant. When chi is occupied, PUi will delimit a pro-
tected contour where no SUs can transmit, and if an SU is
beyond PUi’s protected contour, it is allowed to transmit
with a certain power. Intuitively, the farther an SU is located
from PUi, the larger power it can transmit. When chi is
vacant, it can be accessed by SUs freely.

A basic database access protocol without considering the
privacy issues is shown in Fig. 1. The database query process
is conducted in the beginning of each time slot, within which
the channel access state do not change. At the beginning of
each time slot, SUs send their queries Q ¼ ðlocj; chiÞ to the
database, where locj ¼ ðxj; yjÞ is the accurate location of SUj,
and chi is the channel with the best quality for SUj. Then, the

database returns R ¼ Pj to SUj, where Pj is the maximum
transmission power (MTP) for SUj when it access chi. The
MTP can be calculated by the following function [17]:

Pj ¼
0; dij � r0p;i;

hðdij � r0p;iÞ; dij > r0p;i;

(
(1)

where r0p;i is the protected contour radius of chi, dij is the
distance between SUj and PUi, and hð�Þ is a continuous
monotone increasing function.

3.2 Threat Model and Assumptions

In the basic database access protocol, both database and SUs
are assumed to be trustworthy. However, this assumption
may not always guaranteed in reality. The reason is that a
curious databasemanagermay collect SUs’ location informa-
tion, which should be reported to the database to achieve the
locally available channels, to make market decision or sales
strategy. On another hand, a malicious SU may infer PUs’
locations through multiple seemingly innocuous queries as
depicted in Section 4.

We assume that the database is an affiliated entity of
PUs, e.g., China Mobile would maintain a spectrum man-
agement database if it decides to share the registered spec-
trum with SUs. Thus, we further assume that PUs and
database trust each other, and database will not breach PUs’
operational information. Besides, we assume that a sophisti-
cated malicious SU can obtain the MTP function which the
database adopts [17].

3.3 Problem of Interest

To defend the potential privacy threat, both PUs and SUs
need to adopt an quantitative mechanism to preserve their
location privacy. However, unrestricted increase of PPL
may seriously decrease both PUs’ and SUs’ utility. Thus, we
need to deal with the following two problems in our paper:

(1) How to devise quantitative mechanisms to preserve
the location privacy for both PUs and SUs?

(2) How to design an efficient database access protocol
which allows for both PUs and SUs to adjust their
PPLs to achieve the maximum utilities?

4 QUANTITATIVE PRIVACY-PRESERVING

MECHANISM

In this section, we first introduce the quantitative privacy-
preserving mechanisms for both PUs and SUs. Then, an
interference free framework is proposed to facilitate the
analysis of the bilateral privacy-preserving protocol.

4.1 Quantitative Privacy-Preserving Mechanism
for PUs

First, we present the location privacy threat for PUs when
they do not adopt any privacy-preserving mechanisms. In
brief, a malicious SU can infer PU’s location through multi-
ple seemingly innocuous queries as Fig. 2a shows. Specifi-
cally, one sophisticated malicious SU, which obtained the
MTP function of database, can compute its maximum trans-
mit radius, i.e., d1, d2, d3 and d4, in each query location.
Thus, after multiple queries in different locations, the mali-
cious SU can choose at least four query results, that contain

Fig. 1. Basic database access protocol.

1. We will use PUi and chi interchangeably in the following part.
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available transmit power, to locate PU by solving the fol-
lowing equations set

ðx1 � xpÞ2 þ ðy1 � ypÞ2 ¼ ðd1 þ r0pÞ2

ðx2 � xpÞ2 þ ðy2 � ypÞ2 ¼ ðd2 þ r0pÞ2

ðx3 � xpÞ2 þ ðy3 � ypÞ2 ¼ ðd3 þ r0pÞ2

ðx4 � xpÞ2 þ ðy4 � ypÞ2 ¼ ðd4 þ r0pÞ2;

(2)

where ðxi; yiÞ is the location of Qi, ðxp; ypÞ is the location of
the PU to be inferred, r0p is the protected contour radius of
the PU. With the above equations set, the malicious SU can
uniquely determine PU’s accurate location ðxp; ypÞ and the
corresponding protected contour radius r0p.

To thwart malicious SU’s inference attack, we propose an
obfuscation based mechanism as Fig. 2b shows. Before com-
puting SUs’ MTP, the database will add a random length to
PUs’ real protected contour radius, i.e., rp ¼ r0p þ r�p. With
the randomized MTP, the r0p term in equations set 2 is differ-
ent, making the calculation of PU’s accurate location ðxp; ypÞ
difficult. In this paper, we adopt exponential distribution to
generate the required random distance r�p. The correspond-
ing probability density function is given by

gðr�pÞ ¼
1
b e

�r�p
b ; r�p > 0;

0; r�p � 0;

8<
:

where b is the rate parameter. Notice that r�p is always posi-
tive, since otherwise the obfuscated protected contour will
be less than the required one which may cause interference.

Intuitively, larger noise means higher PPL, so that we can
adopt the expectation of r�p, i.e.,E½r�p�, to denote PU’s PPLLp.

2

4.2 Quantitative Privacy-Preserving Mechanism
for SUs

Recall that SUs should report their accurate locations to
achieve the locally available channels, leading to serious
privacy breach threat. Therefore, drawing on the privacy-pre-
serving mechanism in [33], we propose l-geo-indistinguish-
ability (l-geoin)mechanism to preserve SUs’ location privacy.

Informally, l-geoin allows for SUs to report randomized
locations generated by certain distribution to the database.

l-geoin guarantees that after receiving SUs’ randomized
locations, a curious database manager cannot figure out
SUs’ accurate locations with high confidence. The formal
definition of l-geoin is given as follows:

Definition 1. A privacy-preserving random mechanism satisfies
l-geoin if and only if for a reported location x, we have

P ðxjx0Þ
P ðxjx0

0Þ
� el; 8r�s > 0; dðx0; x

0
0Þ � r�s;

l ¼ �r�s;

where r�s is the radius of the largest area where SU’s
privacy-preserving location may lie through the random
mechanism, x0 and x0

0 are two accurate locations of SU that
may report x, dðx0; x

0
0Þ is the distance between x0 and x00.

Definition 1 shows that whether SU’s accurate location is
x0 or x00, the reported location can be x with certain proba-
bility, and their probability difference is upper bounded by
el if the distance between x0 and x0

0 is less than r�s. Notice
that a larger l means more difficult to infer SU’s accurate
location, leading to higher PPL.

In [33], the authors consider that for a given radius r�s, a
smaller � means higher PPL, they name it �-geo-indistin-
guishability (�-geoin) mechanism. From our perspective,
given a certain l, we can adjust � to achieve a larger r�s, every
expected r�s corresponds to an �. Thus, we can use r�s to
denote SU’s PPL Ls,

3 where a larger r�s means that SU can
obfuscate its location in a larger scale with l-geoin mecha-
nism. By this notion, SU can choose its protected scale flexi-
bly, rather than adjust its PPL in a fixed scale as �-geoin
mechanism.

Andres et al. [33] proved that the two dimensional Lapla-
cian distribution satisfies �-geoin, and thus satisfies l-geoin.
The probability density function of two dimensional Lapla-
cian distribution is given by

fðxjx0Þ ¼ �2

2p
e��dðx0;xÞ; (3)

where x0 2 R2 is the accurate location of SU and x 2 R2 is
the corresponding randomized location, dðx0; xÞ is the dis-
tance between x0 and x. Fig. 3 shows how this mechanism
works. An SU located at x0 can generate a randomized

Fig. 2. PU’s location privacy threat and countermeasure. Q1, Q2 and Q3

stand for three different query locations, d1, d2, d3 and d4 stand for their
corresponding maximum transmit radius.

Fig. 3. SU located in x0 generate randomized location x with probability
as shown in “Probability” axis.

2. We will use E½r�p� and Lp interchangably to denote PU’s PPL. 3. We will use r�s and Ls interchangably to denote SU’s PPL.
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location x within a circle with r�s radius, i.e., the required
PPL, from two dimensional Laplacian distribution.

4.3 Interference Free Framework

In this section, we propose an interference free framework
to facilitate the decision procedure of database, as Fig. 4
shows.

We assume each SU has a required transmission radius
r0s based on its service requirement, and the database decide
each SU’s MTP based on its reported location and required
transmit radius. In each query process, each SU would
report a randomized location x to the database to preserve
its location privacy, such that a curious database manager
cannot distinguish the SU’s accurate location within a circle
of radius r�s, as the inner solid circle shows in Fig. 4. From
database’s perspective, when allocating spectrum to SUs, all
SUs’ outer circles should not intersect with each other to
avoid interference. The reason is that the furthest distance
SU may transmit is the boundary of the outer solid circle,
since the accurate location of SU maybe in the boundary of
the inner solid circle, as x1

0 and x2
0 shows.

For brevity, we use privacy preserving circle and interfer-
ence free circle to describe SUs’ requirement in the following
part, where privacy preserving circle and interference free
circle correspond to the inner solid circle and outer solid cir-
cle in Fig. 4, respectively. Notice that, when any two SUs’
privacy preserving circles intersect with each other, the pos-
sible location between the two SUs can be arbitrary close
from database’ perspective. Namely, no matter how much
transmit radius we allocate to the two SUs, they may inter-
fere with each other. Thus, only one SU is allowed to
transmit.

5 PRIVACY-PRESERVING DATABASE ACCESS

PROTOCOL

In this section, we propose a new database access protocol
UMax to allow for PUs and SUs to choose the optimal PPLs
to achieve their maximum utilities. The single PU single SU
situation is considered in this section, and we will general-
ize the proposed protocol to multiple PUs multiple SUs situ-
ation in Section 6.

We first provide an overview to the proposed UMax pro-
tocol in Section 5.1, then deeply study the optimal decision
of SU and PU in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

5.1 Overview to UMax Protocol

In this section, we provide an overview to the proposed
database access protocol UMax.

Step 1: SU query the database with its optimal PPL. SU with
accurate location ðx; yÞ query the database with Q ¼ ðchi;
r0s; loc

0; r�sÞ, where chi is SU’s interested channel, and r0s is
SU’s expected transmit radius based on its service require-
ment. loc0 ¼ ðx0; y0Þ is a randomized location generated with
the optimal PPL r�s, which can be calculated by solving the
following optimization problem:

Problem 5.1.

argmax
Ls

UsðLsÞ ¼ Ts � Cbuy
s � Cpri

s ;

s:t: Ls > 0:

In Problem 5.1, UsðLsÞ is SU’s utility function which con-
sists of three parts: Ts is SU’s revenue by utilizing the spec-
trum, Cbuy

s is SU’s payment to PU for utilizing the spectrum,
and Cpri

s is SU’s privacy cost. Details of SU’s optimal deci-
sion will be presented in Section 5.2.

Step 2: Database decides SU’s MTP based on the channel state.
When SU’s interested channel is vacant, database calculates
SU’s MTP based on r0s . When the channel is occupied, data-
base should first decide PU’s optimal PPL then calculate
SU’s MTP. PU’s optimal PPL can be calculated by solving
the following optimization problem:

Problem 5.2.

argmax
Lp

E½UpðLpÞ� ¼ Tp � Cpri
p ;

s:t: Lp > 0:

In Problem 5.2, E½UpðLpÞ� is PU’s utility function in the
expectation sense which consists of two parts: Tp is PU’s
revenue by selling spectrum to SU which is equal to Cbuy

s ,
and Cpri

p is PU’s privacy cost. Details of PU’s optimal deci-
sion will be presented in Section 5.3.

Then, the database can generate a random distance r�p
based on the optimal PPL, i.e., E½r�p�. SU’s maximum trans-
mission radius (MTR)4 is given by R ¼ dsp � r0p � r�p � r�s as
Fig. 5 shows, where dsp is the distance between PU and SU.

5.2 SU’s Optimal Decision

In this section, we elaborate the optimal decision of SU.

Fig. 4. Interference free framework. x is SU’s reported randomized loca-
tion, x10 and x20 are two possible accurate location of the SU.

Fig. 5. Relative location between PU and SU.

4. Notice that SU’s MTP is decided by its maximum transmission
radius so that we would use MTP and MTR interchangeably in the fol-
lowing part.
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We define SU’s revenue as

Ts ¼ k2pðr0sÞ2; (4)

where k2 is SU’s revenue of using unit area spectrum, and r0s
is SU’s expected transmit radius.

As Fig. 4 shows, SU’s expected transmit radius is r0s . It
seems that PU should charge SU based on r0s . However, to
satisfy SU’s privacy-preserving requirement, PU need to
allocate an area of radius r0s þ r�s to avoid interference. To
incentivize PU to share its spectrum, SU need to pay for the
extra spectrum incurred by its privacy preserving require-
ment. Thus, we can define SU’s payment as

Cbuy
s ¼ k1pðr�s þ r0sÞ2;

where k1 is the payment for using unit area spectrum.
pðr�s þ r0sÞ2 is the area that PU allocate to SU for accessing a
given spectrum. Since SU’s PPL Ls is equal to r�s, we can
transform the above formula into the following form

Cbuy
s ¼ k1pðLs þ r0sÞ2: (5)

The decrease of SU’s PPL may increase its revenue with
larger privacy breach risk. This kind of privacy breach risk
is the cost which should be included into PU’s utility func-
tion. Privacy cost can be defined as follows [36]

Cpri
s ¼ ks

Ls
; (6)

where ks is the privacy cost coefficient.
Combining (4), (5) and (6), we can rewrite Problem 5.1 as

Problem 5.3.

argmax
Ls

E½Us� ¼ k2pðr0sÞ2 � k1pðLs þ r0sÞ2 �
ks
Ls

;

s:t: Ls > 0:

Then, we show that Problem 5.3 has optimal solution and
provide efficient method to achieve it.

Theorem 5.1. There exists an optimal PPL for SU, i.e., L�
s , to

solve Problem 5.3.

Proof. The second order derivative of E½Us� is given by

d2E½Us�
dL2

s

¼ �2k1p� 2
ks
L3
s

;

Notice that d
2E½Us�
dL2

s
is always less than zero, whichmeans

E½Us� is a concave function. In addition, the constraint of
Problem 5.3 is convex. Thus, Problem 5.3 is a convex opti-
mization problem, which have an optimal solution. tu
Since Problem 5.3 is a convex optimization problem, we

can solve it by existing convex solver such as gradient
decent method [37].

5.3 PU’s Optimal Decision

In this section, we elaborate the optimal decision of PU.
To avoid interference, SU’s expected transmit radius r0s

may not be fully satisfied. To incentivize SU to reuse the
vacant spectrum continuously, PU can reduce the unit price

of spectrum to compensate expenses of SU. Thus, PU’s reve-
nue can be defined as

Tp ¼ R

r0s
k1pðr�s þRÞ2

¼ k1p

r0s
ðdm � Lp � r�sÞðdm � LpÞ2;

(7)

where R is SU’s MTR, and R
r0s

stands for SU’s satisfaction
ratio.

Similar to the analysis of SU, we can define PU’s privacy
cost as follows

Cpri
p ¼ kp

Lp
(8)

Combining (7) and (8), we can rewrite PU’s expected
utility as

E½Up� ¼ k1p

r0s
ðdm � Lp � r�sÞðdm � LpÞ2 � kp

Lp
:

The optimal value of Lp lies in ½dm � r�s � r0s; dm � r�s� as
Fig. 5 shows. The reason is that if Lp � dm � r�s � r0s , SU’s
expected transmit radius can always be satisfied. In this
case, the revenue Tp ¼ k1pðr�s þ r0sÞ2 is a constant, we can
always achieve better utility by extending Lp. In addition, if
Lp � dm � r�s, the database can not decide SU’s MTR. Since
arbitrary transmit radius may cause interference with PU
when SU is located in point A as Fig. 5 shows. Thus, Prob-
lem 5.2 becomes

Problem 5.4.

argmax
Lp

E½Up� ¼ k1p

r0s
ðdm � Lp � r�sÞðdm � LpÞ2 � kp

Lp
;

s:t: Lp > 0;

dm � r�s � r0s � Lp � dm � r�s:

Then, we show that Problem 5.4 has optimal solution and
provide efficient method to achieve it.

Theorem 5.2. There exists an optimal PPL for PU, i.e., L�
p, to

solve Problem 5.4.

Proof. The first order derivative of E½Up� is given by

dE½Up�
dLp

¼ k1p

r0s

h
� 3L2

p þ ð6dm � 2r�sÞLp

� 3d2m þ 2r�sdm

i
þ kp
L2
p

:

Recall that the roots of equation
dE½Up�
dLp

¼ 0 is the station-
ary points of the objective function E½Up�. Notice that
dE½Up�
dLp

¼ 0 is a quartic equation and have at most 4 real roots,

such that E½Up� have at most 4 stationary points. Further,

we observe that E½Up� is a continuous function, and the

feasible region of Problem 5.4 lies in a closed interval
Lp 2 ½dm � r�s � r0s; dm � r�s�. Thus, Problem 5.4 has an opti-

mal solution in the interval ½dm � r�s � r0s; dm � r�s�. tu
To calculate the optimal PPL, we first calculate the real

roots for equation
dE½Up�
dLp

¼ 0with off the shelf quartic equation

solver [38], and calculate the value ofE½Up� using the real roots
and the boundary value, i.e., dm � r�s � r0s and dm � r�s. Then,
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we compare all the calculated value of E½Up� to choose the

optimal PPL. If there exist two Lp at which E½Up� achieves the
optimal value,wewill choose the largerLp as the optimal PPL.

6 MULTIPLE PUS MULTIPLE SUS SITUATION

In this section, we generalize UMax to multiple PUs multi-
ple SUs situation. Recall that different PUs occupy different
channels so that PUs can allocate their spectrum separately.
Thus, we can reduce the multiple PUs multiple SUs prob-
lem to the single PU multiple SUs problem. In addition,
when the number of SUs that apply for the same channel
are arbitrary, the relative location combinations and alloca-
tion strategies is infinite, which makes it difficult to analyze
the general case. To start, we consider the situation where
there are at most two SUs applying for the same channel.

In practice, we extend UMax as follows:
Step 1. SUs decides their optimal PPLs based on Problem

5.3, and query the database with Q ¼ ðchi; loc
0
j; r

0
s;j; r

�
s;jÞ,

where chi is SUj’s interested channel, loc0j is the randomized

location based on optimal PPL r�s;j, and r0s;j is SUj’s expected
transmit radius.

Step 2. Database decide PUi’s allocation strategy based on
chi’s channel state. When chi is vacant, database decide each
SU’s optimal transmit radius directly on the condition that
SUs do not interfere with each other. And when chi is occu-
pied, database should first decide PUi’s optimal PPL, and
decide SU’s optimal transmit radius on the condition that
PUi do not interfere with all SUs.

In the following section, we will discuss PU’s allocation
strategy in different channel states.

6.1 The Channel is Vacant

We define PUi’s revenue as Tp;i ¼ T 1
p;i þ T 2

p;i, and

T 1
p;i ¼

R1

r0s;1
k1pðr�s;1 þR1Þ2;

T 2
p;i ¼

R2

r0s;2
k1pðr�s;2 þR2Þ2;

where T 1
p;i and T 2

p;i are revenues from SU1 and SU2, respec-
tively, Rjðj ¼ 1; 2Þ is SUj’s MTR, r�s;j is SUj’s optimal PPL,
and r0s;j is SUj’s expected transmit radius.

When there are two SUs applying for chi, we can decide
SUs’ MTR in the following three cases.

Case 1: Interference free circles do not intersect with each
other, as Fig. 6 shows. In this case, both SU1 and SU2 can
access the channel with its expected transmit radius.

Case 2: Interference free circles intersect with each other,
as Fig. 7 shows. In this case, our goal is to maximize
PUi’s revenue

Tp;i ¼ R1

r0s;1
k1pðr�s;1 þR1Þ2 þ R2

r0s;2
k1pðr�s;2 þR2Þ2: (9)

Intuitively, we observe thatPUi can achieve themaximum
utility if and only if the interference free circles of both
SU1 and SU2 are tangent with each other. The reason is that
if there is an allocation strategy which the interference
free circles are not tangent with each other, we can always
find a better allocation strategy by expanding an arbitrary
SU’s interference free circle to achieve better utility. Thus,
we have

R2 ¼ d12 � r�s;1 � r�s;2 �R1;

Define M ¼ d12 � r�s;1 � r�s;2, M is a constant. Thus, the
best allocation strategy can be achieved by solving the fol-
lowing optimization problem:

Problem 6.1.

argmax
R1

Tp;i ¼ R1

r0s;1
k1pðr�s;1 þR1Þ2

þM �R1

r0s;2
k1pðr�s;2 þM �R1Þ2;

s:t: 0 � R1 � r0s;1;

M � r0s;2 � R1 � M;

Then, we show that Problem 6.1 has optimal solution and
provide efficient method to achieve it.

Theorem 6.1. There exists an optimal PPL for SU L�
s to solve

Problem 6.1.

Proof. The second order derivative of Rp is

d2Tp;i

dT 2
p;i

¼ 4k1p

r0s;1
ðr�s;1 þR1Þ þ 2k1p

r0s;2
ðM �R1Þ:

Since
d2Tp;i

dT2
p;i

is always larger than zero, so that Tp;i is a

convex function. In addition, the constraint of Problem
6.1 is convex. Therefore, Problem 6.1 is a convex optimi-
zation problem, which have an optimal solution. tu
Since Problem 6.1 is a convex optimization problem, we

can solve it by existing convex solver such as gradient
decent method [37].

Case 3: Privacy preserving circles intersect with each other,
as Fig. 8 shows. In this case, only one SU is allowed to access
chi as the analysis in Section 4.3. The best allocation strategy
is to choose the SU which brings more revenue to PU. After

Fig. 6. Interference free circles do not intersect with each other.

Fig. 7. Interference free circles intersect with each other.
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excluding one SU, the remaining one can transmit with its
expected transmit radius. And PUi’s maximum revenue is
T �
p;i ¼ maxfT 1

p;i; T
2
p;2g.

6.2 The Channel is Occupied

When the channel is occupied, database should decide PUi’s
optimal PPL and each SU’s MTR. Similar to Section 6.1, we
only consider the two SUs situation.

Case 1: Interference free circles do not intersect with each
other, as Fig. 9 shows.

To simplify the analysis, we consider a special situation
where PUi and two SUs are on a straight line as shown in
Fig. 9. The other relative locations between PUi and SUs can
be transformed to the above situation, since PUi’s decision is
only relevant to the distance between PUi and the two SUs.

When PUi’s interference free circle is tangent with SUj’s
interference free circle, we have

T 1
p;i ¼

R1

r0s;1
k1pðr�s;1 þR1Þ2

¼ k1p

r0s;1
ðdm1 � r�s;1 � LpÞðdm1 � LpÞ2;

T 2
p;i ¼

R2

r0s;2
k1pðr�s;2 þR2Þ2;

¼ k1p

r0s;2
ðdm2 � r�s;2 � LpÞðdm2 � LpÞ2:

In this case, PUi’s utility function is piecewise, and is rel-
evant to the relative locations of point A, B, C and D. The
reason is that when Lp extends from 0, the interference free
circle of PUi will intersect with the two SUs’ circles in point
A, B, C and D in different order. And for each order, PUi’s
utility function is different. We will discuss all the possible
orders as follows:

(a) The order is B ! C ! A ! D.

E½Up� ¼

T 1
p;i þ k1pðr�s;2 þ r0s;2Þ2 � kp

Lp

if dm1 � r�s;1 � r0s;1 � Lp � dm2 � r�s;2 � r0s;2

T 1
p;i þ T 2

p;i � kp
Lp

if dm2 � r�s;2 � r0s;2 < Lp � dm1 � r�s;1

T 2
p;i � kp

Lp

if dm1 � r�s;1 < Lp � dm2 � r�s;2

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

(b) The order is B ! C ! D ! A.

E½Up� ¼

T 1
p;i þ k1pðr�s;2 þ r0s;2Þ2 � kp

Lp

if dm1 � r�s;1 � r0s;1 � Lp � dm2 � r�s;2 � r0s;2

T 1
p;i þ T 2

p;i � kp
Lp

if dm2 � r�s;2 � r0s;2 < Lp � dm2 � r�s;2

T 1
p;i � kp

Lp

if dm2 � r�s;2 < Lp � dm1 � r�s;1

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

(c) The order is B ! A ! C ! D.

E½Up� ¼

T 1
p;i þ k1pðr�s;2 þ r0s;2Þ2 � kp

Lp

if dm1 � r�s;1 � r0s;1 � Lp � dm1 � r�s;1

k1pðr�s;2 þ r0s;2Þ2 � kp
Lp

if dm1 � r�s;1 < Lp � dm2 � r�s;2 � r0s;2

T 2
p;i � kp

Lp

if dm2 � r�s;2 � r0s;2 < Lp � dm2 � r�s;2

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

Since other orders, i.e., PUi’s interference free circle first
intersect with C rather than B, is symmetric with the above
three orders, we will not list here.

Our goal is to decide the optimalL�
p tomaximizeE½Up�. To

solve this optimization problem, we can find the optimal
point in each interval of the objective function, and choose
the point which achieves the global optimum. We observe
that the objective function is similar to Problem 5.4 in each
interval. Thus, we can find the optimal point in each interval
as the analysis in Problem 5.4.

Case 2: Interference free circles intersect with each other, as
Fig. 10 shows.

Fig. 8. Privacy preserving circles intersect with each other.

Fig. 9. Interference free circles do not intersect with each other.

Fig. 10. Interference free circles intersect with each other.
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In this case, we need to optimize PUi’s PPL and SUs’
MTR. At the same time, we need to guarantee that the inter-
ference free circles of both PUi and SUs do not intersect
with each other. To optimize PUi’s utility, there are two sit-
uations: One is that only one SU is available, i.e., the other
SU’s MTR is 0. The other is that both two SUs are available.

When only one SU is available, we need to find PUi’s
optimal PPL in the situation where only SU1 or SU2 exist
(similar to the analysis in Section 5), and we denote the opti-
mal PPL as L1�

p;1 and L1�
p;2, respectively.

When both two SUs are available, we need to solve the
following optimization problem

Problem 6.2.

argmax
R1;R2;Lp

E½Up� ¼ k1p

�
R1

r0s;1
ðr�s;1 þR1Þ2 þ R2

r0s;2
ðr�s;2 þR2Þ2

�

� kp
Lp

s:t: R1 þ r�s;1 þ rp þ Lp � d1p

R2 þ r�s;2 þ rp þ Lp � d2p

R1 þ r�s;1 þR2 þ r�s;2 � d12

0 � R1 � r0s;1

0 � R2 � r0s;2

Lp > 0

Since the objective function is nonconvex, we will adopt
the gradient decent method [37] to find an approximate
solution. After finding the optimal PPL L2�

p , we can decide
the global optimal PPL

L�
p ¼ maxfL1�

p;1; L
1�
p;2; L

2�
p g:

Case 3: Privacy preserving circles intersect with each other
as Fig. 11 shows.

In this case, similar to the analysis in Case 3 of channel
vacant situation, we only need to satisfy one SU’s require-
ment and exclude the other one to avoid interference. To
achieve the maximum utility, PU can exclude one SU and
decide its optimal PPL separately, and then choose the SU
which can achieve the maximum utility. If only one SU
exist, we decide PUi’s optimal PPL L�

p;1 and L�
p;2, respec-

tively. And PUi’s global optimal PPL is given by

L�
p ¼ maxfL�

p;1; L
�
p;2g:

7 SIMULATION

In this section, we first introduce the simulation setup.
Then, we illustrate the advantage of our proposed UMax
protocol by comparing with the baseline protocol.

7.1 Simulation Setup

First, we present the baseline protocol: different from the
proposed UMax protocol where SUs and PUs decide their
optimal PPLs before querying the database and deciding
the allocation strategy, both PUs and SUs in the baseline
protocol choose a predefined fixed PPLs.

For brevity, we set the unit of the distance in the simula-
tion to kilometer, and only utilize the number to describe the
distance in the following part. We set the fixed PPLs of SUs
and PUs in the baseline protocol to be 2 and 1, respectively.
The privacy cost coefficient ks and kp are set to be 1 and 2, k1
and k2 are set to be 0.1 and 0.2.

Then, we introduce the simulation settings: 1) We com-
pare SUs’ utilities when they choose different required
transmit radius; 2) PUs’ utilities are compared in different
location settings, i.e., the relative distance between PUs and
SUs are different. 3) We construct an 20 � 20 area and ran-
domly deploy 10 PUs and 20 SUs, we then compare the util-
ities of different PUs.

7.2 Performance Comparison

Fig. 12 compares the utilities of the proposed protocol with
the baseline protocol for SUs. The simulation result shows
that the proposed protocol can improve SUs’ utility effi-
ciently for different required transmit radius r0. Notice that
SU’s utility is negative when r0 is shorter than a threshold,
e.g., 3 for optimal PPL and 5 for fixed PPL. The reason is
that when r0 is shorter than a threshold, SU’s revenue Rs is
few which is obvious in Problem 5.3. In another hand, SUs’
should choose a small PPL to guarantee their privacy. As a
result, SU’s payment Cbuy would be larger than its revenue
Rs which lead to a negative utility.

Fig. 13 compares the utilities of the proposed protocol
with the baseline protocol for PUs in different location
settings. The simulation is conducted in three different
scenarios: (i) Single PU single SU scenario; (ii) Single PU
two SUs scenario where SUs do not intersect with each
other; (iii) Single PU two SUs scenario where SUs intersect
with each other.

Fig. 11. Privacy preserving circles intersect with each other.

Fig. 12. Optimal PPL versus fixed PPL to SU’s utility.
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Fig. 13a shows that, in the single PU single SU scenario,
PUs in the proposed protocol achieves higher utility com-
pared with the baseline where PUs choose the fixed PPL.
In another hand, PUs achieves higher utility when the dis-
tance between PU and SU increase. The reason is that, PUs
would receive more revenue through selling spectrum to
SUs when the distance increase. Figs. 13b and 13c illustrate
the advantage of the proposed protocol where there are
one PU and two SUs, where x coordinate refers to the dis-
tance between PU and SU1, and y coordinate refers to the
distance between PU and SU2. Specifically, Fig. 13b shows
the scenario where SUs do not intersect with each other,
the theoretic analysis of which is given in Section 6.2

Case 1, and Fig. 13c shows the scenario where SUs intersect
with each other, the theoretic analysis of which is given in
Section 6.2 Case 2. Both Figs. 13b and 13c shows that PUs
achieves higher utility compared with the baseline where
PUs choose fixed PPLs.

Fig. 14 compares PUs’ utilities of the proposed protocol
with the baseline protocol when we randomly deploy some
PUs and SUs in a given area. In Fig. 14a, we randomly
deploy 10 PUs and 20 SUs in an 20 � 20 area. Fig. 14b com-
pares the utilities of different PUs. The simulation result
shows that the proposed protocol achieves higher utility
compared with the baseline protocol for all PUs.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel location privacy preser-
vation scheme, while achieving bilateral utilization
maximization of both PUs and SUs. First, a quantitative
mechanism was proposed to preserve the location privacy
of both PUs and SUs simultaneously based on the concept
of differential privacy. Based on the quantitative mecha-
nism framework, we further proposed a novel privacy pre-
serving Utility Maximization protocol (UMax). UMax
allows for both PUs and SUs to adjust their privacy pre-
serving levels to achieve the optimal utility. Extensive sim-
ulations demonstrated that our proposed mechanism can
efficiently increase both PUs’ and SUs’ utility while pre-
serving their location privacy.

Fig. 13. Optimal PPL versus fixed PPL to PU’s utility.

Fig. 14. PUs’ utilities with random deployment.
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Cross-Rack-Aware Single Failure Recovery
for Clustered File Systems

zhirong shen , Patrick P. C. Lee , Jiwu Shu, Senior Member, IEEE, and Wenzhong Guo

Abstract—How to improve the performance of single failure recovery has been an active research topic because of its prevalence

in large-scale storage systems. We argue that when erasure coding is deployed in a clustered file system (CFS), existing single

failure recovery designs are limited in different aspects: neglecting the bandwidth diversity property in a CFS architecture, targeting

specific erasure code constructions, and no special treatment on load balancing during recovery. In this paper, we propose CAR,

a cross-rack-aware recovery algorithm that is designed to improve the performance of single failure recovery of a CFS that employs

Reed-Solomon codes for general fault tolerance. For each stripe, CAR finds a recovery solution that retrieves data from the minimum

number of racks. It also reduces the amount of cross-rack repair traffic by performing intra-rack data aggregation prior to cross-rack

transmission. Furthermore, by considering multi-stripe recovery, CAR balances the amount of cross-rack repair traffic across multiple

racks. Evaluation results show that CAR can effectively reduce the amount of cross-rack repair traffic and the resulting recovery time.

Index Terms—Cross-rack bandwidth, single failure recovery, erasure coding, load balancing, partial decoding, clustered file systems

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

TO process an ever-increasing amount of data, distrib-
uted computing applications often build on a clustered

file system (CFS), which provides a unified and scalable
storage platform. A CFS is constructed over a number of
physically independent storage servers, which we refer to
as nodes in this paper. Examples of CFSes include Google
File System [13], Hadoop Distributed File System [37], and
Windows Azure Storage [5].

Failures are commonplace in large-scale CFSes [8], [11],
[13], [32], [33]. In particular, most failures found in CFSes
are single node failures (or single failures in short), which
can occupy over 90 percent of all failure events in real
deployment [11]. To maintain data availability, a common
approach is to store data with redundancy. Compared with
traditional replication, erasure coding is shown to achieve
higher fault tolerance with less redundancy [38], and hence
is increasingly used in today’s CFSes for improved storage
efficiency. The mainstream approach of erasure coding
takes original pieces of information of the same size (termed
data chunks) as inputs and produces redundant pieces of
information that are also of the same size (termed parity
chunks), such that if a data or parity chunk is lost, we can
still retrieve other available data and parity chunks to

reconstruct the lost chunk. The collection of data and parity
chunks that are connected by the erasure coding forms a
stripe. A CFS stores multiple stripes of information, each of
which is independently encoded.

Given the prevalence of single failures, there have been a
spate of solutions (e.g., [12], [18], [28], [29], [35], [40], [42],
[43]) on improving the performance of single failure recov-
ery in erasure-coded storage systems. The main idea of such
solutions is to selectively retrieve different portions of data
and parity chunks within a stripe, with a common objective
of minimizing the amount of repair traffic (i.e., the amount
of information retrieved from surviving nodes for data
reconstruction).

On the other hand, when we examine existing single
failure recovery solutions, there remain three limitations
(see Section 2.4 for details). First, typical CFS architectures
organize nodes in multiple racks, yet existing studies on sin-
gle failure recovery neglect the bandwidth diversity property
between intra-rack and cross-rack connections in a CFS
architecture. Second, many single failure recovery solutions
(e.g., [12], [40], [42], [43]) focus on specific code construc-
tions, but cannot be directly applied to today’s CFSes
(e.g., [1], [11], [24]) that employ Reed-Solomon (RS) codes
[30] for general fault tolerance. Third, existing single failure
recovery solutions do not consider the load balancing issue
during the recovery operation.

To address the above limitations, we reconsider the single
failure recovery problem in aCFS setting. First,we should spe-
cificallyminimize the cross-rack repair traffic (i.e., the amount of
data to be retrieved across racks for data reconstruction),
which plays an important role in improving the performance
of single failure recovery with regard to the scarce cross-rack
bandwidth in a CFS. Second, our single failure recovery
design should address general fault tolerance (e.g., based on
RS codes). Finally, we should balance the cross-rack repair
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traffic at the rack level (i.e., across multiple racks) while keep-
ing the total amount of cross-rack repair traffic minimum,
so as to ensure that the performance of single failure
recovery is not bottlenecked by a single rack.

To this end, we propose cross-rack-aware recovery (CAR), a
new single failure recovery algorithm that aims to reduce
and balance the amount of cross-rack repair traffic for a
single failure recovery in a CFS that deploys RS codes for gen-
eral fault tolerance. CAR has three key techniques. First, for
each stripe, CAR examines the data layout and finds a recov-
ery solution in which the resulting repair traffic comes from
the minimum number of racks. Second, CAR performs intra-
rack aggregation for the retrieved chunks in each rack before
transmitting them across racks, so as to further reduce the
amount of cross-rack repair traffic. Finally, CAR examines
the per-stripe recovery solutions across multiple stripes, and
constructs a multi-stripe recovery solution that balances the
amount of cross-rack repair traffic acrossmultiple racks.

Our contributions are summarized as follows.

� We reconsider the single failure recovery problem in
the CFS setting, and identify the open issues that are
not addressed by existing studies on single failure
recovery.

� We propose CAR, a new cross-rack-aware single fail-
ure recovery algorithm for a CFS setting. CAR is
designed based on RS codes. It reduces the amount
of cross-rack repair traffic for each stripe, and addi-
tionally searches for a multi-stripe recovery solution
that balances the cross-rack repair traffic across
racks. We also discuss how CARshould be deployed
to achieve general rack-level fault tolerance.

� We implement CAR and conduct extensive testbed
experiments based on different CFS settings with up
to 20 nodes. We show that CAR can reduce 66.9 per-
cent of cross-rack repair traffic and 47.9 percent of
recovery time when compared to a baseline single
failure recovery design that does not consider the
bandwidth diversity property of a CFS. Also, we
show that CAReffectively balances the amount
cross-rack repair traffic across multiple racks.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2
presents the background details of erasure coding and
reviews related work on single failure recovery. Section 3
formulates and motivates the problem in the CFS setting.
Section 4 presents the design of CAR. Section 5 presents our
evaluation results on CAR based on testbed experiments.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Basics

This paper considers a special type of distributed storage
system architecture called a clustered file system, which
arranges storage nodes into racks, such that all nodes within
the same rack are connected by a top-of-rack (ToR) switch,
while all racks are connected by a network core that com-
prises layers of aggregation switches. Fig. 1 illustrates a CFS
composed of five racks with four nodes each (i.e., 20 nodes
in total). Some well-known distributed storage systems,
such as Google File System [13], Hadoop Distributed File
System [37], and Windows Azure Storage [5], realize the
CFS architecture. Such a CFS architecture is also considered
in the literature (e.g., [6], [20]).

We use erasure coding to maintain data availability for a
CFS. We consider a popular family of erasure codes that
are: (1) Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes, meaning
that fault tolerance is achievable with the minimum storage
redundancy (i.e., the optimal storage efficiency), and (2)
systematic, meaning that the original data is retained after
encoding. Specifically, we construct a ðk;mÞ code (which is
MDS and systematic) with two configurable parameters k
andm. A ðk;mÞ code takes k original (uncoded) data chunks
of the same size as inputs and produces m (coded) parity
chunks that are also of the same size, such that any k out of
the kþm chunks can sufficiently reconstruct all original
data chunks. The kþm chunks collectively form a stripe,
and are distributed over kþm different nodes. Note that
the placement of chunks should also ensure rack-level fault
tolerance [20], such that there are at least k chunks for data
reconstruction in other surviving racks in the presence of
rack failures.

For an erasure-coded CFS that stores a large amount of
data, it contains multiple stripes of data/parity chunks that
are independently encoded. In this case, each node stores
a different number of chunks that belong to multiple stripes.
For example, referring to the CFS in Fig. 1, there are four
stripes spanning over 20 nodes, in which the leftmost node
stores four chunks, while the rightmost node stores only
two chunks.

2.2 Erasure Code Constructions

There have been various proposals on erasure code con-
struction in the literature. Practical erasure codes often real-
ize encoding/decoding operations based on the arithmetic
over the Galois field [27]. Reed Solomon codes [30] are one
representative example. RS codes are MDS, and support
any pair of ðk;mÞ in general. For example, Fig. 2 shows a
stripe of the (k ¼ 6, m ¼ 3) RS code, which contains six data
chunks (i.e., k ¼ 6) and three parity chunks (i.e., m ¼ 3).

Fig. 1. Illustration of a CFS architecture, composed of five racks with four
nodes each. The CFS contains four stripes of 14 chunks encoded by
a ðk ¼ 8;m ¼ 6Þ code, in which the chunks with the same color and fill
pattern belong to the same stripe. Note that the number of chunks in
each node may be different.

Fig. 2. Encoding of (k ¼ 6;m ¼ 3) RS codes for a stripe, in which there
are six data chunks and three parity chunks. If one of the data or parity
chunks fails, any six surviving chunks within the stripe can be retrieved
for reconstruction.
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RS codes have been intensively used for erasure-coded stor-
age in today’s commercial storage systems for fault toler-
ance, such as Google’s ColossusFS [1] and Facebook’s HDFS
[4]. In this paper, we design our CAR based on RS codes.

XOR-based erasure codes are a special family of erasure
codes that perform encoding/decoding with XOR operations
only. Examples of XOR-based erasure codes include RDP
Code [7], X-Code [41], STAR Code [17], and HV Code [34].
XOR-based erasure codes are generally MDS, but they often
have specific restrictions on the parameters k and m. For
example, RDP Code [7] requires ðk ¼ p� 1;m ¼ 2Þ, X-Code
[41] requires ðk ¼ p� 2;m ¼ 2Þ, and STARCode [17] requires
ðk ¼ p;m ¼ 3Þ, where p is a prime number. Thus, XOR-based
erasure codes aremainly used in local disk arrays.

Single failures (e.g., a single node failure or a single lost
chunk within a stripe) are known to be the most common
failure events in a CFS [11], [16]. In RS codes, k chunks are
needed to be retrieved to recover a single lost chunk. Some
erasure codes are specially designed for improving the per-
formance of recovering a single failure. Regenerating codes
[10] minimize the amount of repair traffic by allowing other
surviving nodes to send computed data for data reconstruc-
tion, and achieve the optimal tradeoff between the level of
storage redundancy and the amount of repair traffic. In par-
ticular, minimum-storage regenerating (MSR) codes [10] are
MDS, and they minimize the amount of repair traffic subject
to the minimum storage redundancy. Rashmi et al. [28] pro-
pose a new MSR code construction that also minimizes
the amount of I/Os. Huang et al. [16] and Sathiamoorthy
et al. [31] develop local reconstruction codes to reduce
the amount of repair traffic, while incurring slightly more
storage redundancy (and hence the codes are non-MDS).

Recent erasure codes address mixed failures (e.g., a com-
bination of disk failures and sector errors) in a storage effi-
cient way. Examples are SD codes [25] and STAIR Codes
[19]. They are non-MDS, and perform encoding/decoding
operations over the Galois field. They are mainly designed
for local disk arrays.

2.3 Single Failure Recovery

There have been extensive studies in the literature that focus
on improving the performance of single failure recovery. In
addition to new erasure code constructions such as regener-
ating codes and local reconstruction codes (see Section 2.2),
previous studies (e.g., [12], [18], [22], [40], [43]) pay close
attention to XOR-based erasure codes. To reconstruct a lost
chunk, the core idea of their proposals is to examine the
relationship between the data and parity chunks of a stripe
and then read different portions of a stripe, so as to mini-
mize the amount of I/Os to access the storage nodes, and
hence the amount of repair traffic, in single failure recovery.
Some previous studies target specific XOR-based erasure
code constructions. For example, Xiang et al. [40] and Xu
et al. [42] prove the theoretical lower bound on the amount
of I/Os for a single failure recovery for RDP Code and X-
Code, respectively, both of which tolerate two node failures.

Some previous studies focus on minimizing the amount
of I/Os for single failure recovery for general XOR-based
erasure codes. Khan et al. [18] propose to enumerate all pos-
sible single failure recovery solutions and select the one that
minimizes the amount of I/Os. Luo et al. [22] and Fu et al.

[12] extend the enumeration approach of Khan et al. [18] to
balance the amount of I/Os to be read from surviving disks.
Note that the enumeration approach is generally NP-hard.
Thus, Zhu et al. [43] and Shen et al. [35] propose a greedy
algorithm to search for the single failure recovery solution
with the near-minimum amount of I/Os, while still sup-
porting general XOR-based erasure codes.

Some studies also address the performance issue when
deploying erasure codes in a CFS. For example, Li et al. [20]
propose an efficient replica placement algorithm in a CFS to
reduce the amount of cross-rack traffic when transforming
replicated data to erasure-coded data. Xia et al. [39] present
a new approach to switch between two erasure codes to bal-
ance the storage overhead and recovery performance.

There are recent studies that are closely related to ours.
Mitra et al. [23] propose Partial Parallel Repair (PPR), which
decomposes a recovery operation into many small partial
operations and schedules those partial operations in paral-
lel, so as to achieve faster data recovery. The use of partial
recovery operations is similar to our partial decoding
approach (see Section 4.2), but PPR does not address how to
minimize the cross-rack repair traffic. Li et al. [21] propose
to minimize the single failure recovery time by dividing
chunks into small slices and pipelining the repair of these
slices. Hu et al. [14], [15] design Double Regenerating Codes
(DRC) to use two stages to minimize the cross-rack repair
traffic, while achieving the minimum storage efficiency.
Their objective is similar to ours: Hu et al. [14], [15] focus on
deriving a new erasure code construction that matches the
optimal point of regenerating codes [10], while our work
specifically focuses on RS codes, which have been widely
deployed in current CFSes, and accordingly proposes inher-
ently different recovery techniques.

2.4 Open Issues

In summary, there have been extensive studies on improv-
ing the performance of single failure recovery when deploy-
ing erasure coding in disk arrays or CFSes. On the other
hand, we identify three open issues that are still unexplored
when reconsidering the single failure recovery problem in a
CFS setting. We have provided an overview of the open
issues in Section 1, and following discussion provides more
detailed explanations.

2.4.1 Lack of Considerations on Cross-Rack

Repair Traffic

Existing single failure recovery optimizations [12], [18], [22],
[35], [40], [42], [44], while significantly reducing the amount
repair traffic, do not differentiate intra-rack and cross-rack
data transmissions during recovery. In particular, a CFS archi-
tecture exhibits the property of bandwidth diversity, in which
intra-rack bandwidth is considered to be sufficient, while
cross-rack bandwidth is often over-subscribed. The typical val-
ues of the over-subscription ratio in a data center network are
in the range from 5 to 20 [2]. Thus, cross-rack bandwidth is
often considered to be a scarce resource [6], [9], [20]. A recov-
ery solution that triggers a large amount of cross-rack traffic
will unavoidably delay data reconstruction. How tominimize
the amount of cross-rack repair traffic (i.e., the amount of data
traffic triggered during recovery) should be carefully studied
in a CFS setting.
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2.4.2 Ineffectiveness for RS Codes

Most existing studies [12], [18], [22], [35], [40], [42], [44] on
single failure recovery mainly focus on XOR-based erasure
codes. While XOR-based erasure codes achieve high encod-
ing/decoding performance by only using XOR operations,
they are not the common choice in a CFS due to their spe-
cific fault tolerance settings (e.g., RDP codes [7] are RAID-6
codes that are double-fault-tolerant). In view of generality
and flexibility, today’s CFSes (e.g., [1], [11], [24]) usually
employ Reed-Solomon codes [30] for general fault tolerance.
RS codes perform encoding/decoding operations over finite
fields [27], and have inherently different constructions from
XOR-based erasure codes. In general, RS codes reconstruct
a lost chunk by retrieving any k surviving chunks within
the same stripe. This strategy implies that there are a maxi-
mum of Cðkþm� 1; kÞ possible single failure recovery
solutions (i.e., the number of combinations of selecting k out
of kþm� 1 surviving chunks). Furthermore, how to select
the one with the minimum cross-rack repair traffic remains
unexplored.

2.4.3 Load Balancing of Cross-Rack Repair Traffic

in a Multi-Stripe Setting

Recall that a CFS often organizes data in multiple stripes,
each of which is independently encoded (see Section 2.1).
Existing single failure recovery solutions mainly focus on a
single stripe. It is possible to further improve load balancing
of a single failure recovery if we can consider a multi-stripe
setting [12], [35], [42]. However, the load balancing schemes
[12], [35], [42] only target XOR-based erasure codes, and
also do not address the bandwidth diversity issue in a CFS.
In a CFS, we are interested in balancing the amount of
cross-rack repair traffic across multiple racks. However,
solving single failure recovery problem for RS codes in a
multi-stripe setting is non-trivial. As discussed above, a sin-
gle failure recovery solution for a single stripe has a maxi-
mum of Cðkþm� 1; kÞ possible options. If we consider
s > 1 stripes, then the total number of possible options will
increase to ½Cðkþm� 1; kÞ�s. How to efficiently search for a
multi-stripe single failure recovery solution will be critical.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

This paper aims to address the following problem: Given a
CFS that deploys RS codes, can we simultaneously minimize and
balance the amount of cross-rack repair traffic when we perform
single failure recovery in the CFS? In this section, we formulate
the single failure recovery problem in a CFS setting. Table 1
summarizes the major notation used in this paper.

Consider a CFS that deploys a ðk;mÞ RS code over r racks
denoted by fA1; A2; . . . ; Arg. Suppose that a node fails, and
we need to reconstruct the lost chunks in the failed node.
Each stripe contains exactly one lost chunk. Tomake our anal-
ysis general, we assume that the lost chunks to be recon-
structed in the failed node span s � 1 stripes. We denote the
rack that contains the failed node as Af (1 � f � r); also,
we call the remaining racks (aside Af ) to be intact racks since
the data stored in all their nodes remains intact. To repair the
lost chunks in the failed node, suppose the cross-rack repair
traffic triggered from rack Ai is ti;f (1 � i 6¼ f � r). We define

the load balancing rate � as the ratio of the maximum amount
of cross-rack repair traffic across each rack to the average
amount of cross-rack repair traffic over the ðr� 1Þ intact racks

� ¼ maxfti;f j1 � i 6¼ f � rgP
1�i6¼f�r

ti;f
r�1

:

Obviously, if there exists cross-rack repair traffic, then
� � 1. Also, we say that the recovery solution is more bal-
anced if its load balancing rate is closer to 1. Therefore, we
can formulate the following optimization problem:

Minimize �;

subject to X
1�i6¼f�r

ti;f is minimized.

Our optimization goal is to minimize the load balancing
rate, subject to the condition that the total amount of cross-
rack repair traffic is minimized.

4 CROSS-RACK-AWARE RECOVERY

We thus present CAR, a cross-rack-aware recovery algorithm.
CAR has three design objectives.

� For each stripe, finding a recovery solution that
retrieves chunks from theminimumnumber of racks.

� Exploiting intra-rack chunk aggregation.
� Exploiting a greedy approach to search for a load-

balanced multi-stripe recovery solution.
We justify the design objectives as follows. For each stripe

constructed by a ðk;mÞ RS code, any k chunks are sufficient
to reconstruct the lost chunk in the stripe. Here, we examine
the placement of chunks across racks and identify a recovery
solution that retrieves chunks from the minimum number of
racks. To repair the lost chunk, instead of directly retrieving
and sending individual chunks from a rack, we perform
intra-rack chunk aggregation on the retrieved chunks in the
same rack and send one aggregated chunk (which has the
same size as each data/parity chunk) to the replacement
node for data reconstruction. Intra-rack chunk aggregation
can be realized by separating the reconstruction process of
RS codes. By retrieving chunks from the minimum number

TABLE 1
Major Notations Used in this Paper

Notation Description

k number of data chunks in a stripe
m number of parity chunks in a stripe
r number of racks in a CFS
s number of stripes associated with the lost chunks
Ai the ith (1 � i � r) rack
Af the rack where the failed node resides (1 � f � r)
� load balancing rate
ti;f cross-rack traffic on Ai to repair a failed node in Af

ci;j number of chunks of the jth stripe in rack Ai

Hi the ith chunk
H 0

i the ith retrieved chunk for data reconstruction
e number of iterations in the greedy algorithm for load

balancing
u tolerable number of failed racks (1 � u � m)
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of racks and performing intra-rack chunk aggregation, we
minimize the amount of cross-rack repair traffic to recon-
struct the lost chunk for each stripe.

For example, suppose that the first node fails in the CFS
shown in Fig. 1, which adopts the ðk ¼ 8;m ¼ 6Þ RS code
for fault tolerance. Fig. 3 presents two possible recovery
solutions, both of which retrieve k ¼ 8 chunks yet from a
different set of racks to reconstruct the lost chunk of a stripe.
By performing intra-rack chunk aggregation, the requested
chunks within the same rack will be aggregated into a single
chunk. Thus, the recovery solution in Fig. 3a transmits four
chunks across racks (i.e., from A2, A3, A4, and A5), while the
one in Fig. 3b only needs to transmit two chunks across
racks (i.e., from A3 and A5). Note that the retrieval of chunks
in A1 only triggers intra-rack data transmissions, and we
assume that it brings limited overhead to the overall recov-
ery performance in a CFS.

In addition, we examine the per-stripe recovery solu-
tions across multiple stripes so as to minimize the load
balancing rate. We propose a greedy algorithm that can
search for a near-optimal solution with low computational
complexity.

4.1 Minimizing the Number of Accessed Racks

We first study how to find a recovery solution that retrieves
chunks from the minimum number of racks. Suppose that
the lost chunks span s stripes. For the jth stripe (1 � j � s),
let ci;j be the number of chunks stored in the ith rack Ai

(1 � i � r). Note that we also ensure that the placement
of chunks provides rack-level fault tolerance [20]. Here, we
assume that we provide single-rack fault tolerance, and
we address multi-rack fault tolerance in Section 4.4. For the
ðk;mÞ RS code, we require that ci;j � m, so as to tolerate
any single-rack failure; in other words, each stripe should
contain at least k chunks in other intact racks of the CFS for
data reconstruction.

Suppose that a node fails in rack Af (1 � f � r). We use
c0f;j to denote the number of surviving chunks of the jth
stripe (1 � j � s) in Af in the presence of the node failure.
Since every node keeps at most one chunk for a given stripe,
we have the following equation:

c0f;j ¼
cf;j; if cf;j ¼ 0
cf;j � 1; if cf;j 6¼ 0:

�
(1)

Meanwhile, for the remaining r� 1 intact racks (i.e.,
fA1; . . . ; Af�1; Afþ1; . . . ; Arg), they still have the same num-
bers of chunks in the jth stripe (i.e., fc1;j; . . . ; cf�1;j;
cfþ1;j; . . . ; cr;jg). Given this new setting, Theorem 1 states how

to determine the minimum number of intact racks to be
accessed when recovering the lost chunk in the jth stripe
(1 � j � s).

Theorem 1. For the jth stripe (1 � j � s), suppose that the num-
bers of chunks in the r� 1 intact racks are ranked in descending
order denoted by fcj1 ; cj2 ; . . . ; cjr�1

g, where cj1 � cj2 � � � �
� cjr�1

. We find the smallest number dj that satisfies

cj1 þ � � � þ cjdj þ c0f;j � k: (2)

Then dj is the minimum number of intact racks to be contacted
to recover the lost chunk in the jth stripe.

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose that dj is not the
minimum number of intact racks. Let d0j < dj be the mini-
mum number of intact racks to be accessed. Then we
must have cj1 þ � � � þ cjd0

j

þ c0f;j � k so that the lost chunk
in the jth stripe can be reconstructed. However, this
violates our condition that dj is the minimum value for
Equation (2) to be satisfied. tu
We elaborate Theorem 1 via an example. Consider the

recovery for the first stripe in the CFS in Fig. 4. The CFS has
five racks and employs the ðk ¼ 8;m ¼ 6Þ RS code. For the
first stripe, the first rack A1 originally keeps c1;1 ¼ 4 chunks.
Suppose that the first node in A1 fails. Then there are
c01;1 ¼ c1;1 � 1 ¼ 3 surviving chunks in A1. The numbers of
surviving chunks in other four intact racks A2, A3, A4 and
A5 are c2;1 ¼ 1, c3;1 ¼ 3, c4;1 ¼ 2, and c5;1 ¼ 4, respectively.
To reconstruct the lost chunk, we need k ¼ 8 surviving
chunks for the reconstruction in RS codes. To determine the
minimum number of intact racks to be accessed, we first
sort the numbers of surviving chunks in the four intact
racks, and obtain ð4; 3; 2; 1Þ. We can then find d1 ¼ 2, since
4þ 3þ c01;1 ¼ 10 > k ¼ 8. Thus, we should retrieve the sur-
viving chunks from A5 and A3, as well as the surviving
chunks in A1, to reconstruct the lost chunk.

We say that a recovery solution is valid if it can recover
the lost chunk for the jth stripe (1 � j � s) by accessing dj
intact racks only. A valid solution of the jth stripe
(1 � j � s) should satisfy the condition that the number of
retrieved chunks from dj intact racks plus the number of
surviving chunks in Af should be no less than k.

We emphasize that a stripe may contain more than one
valid recovery solution. We again consider the example of
Fig. 4. In addition to the recovery solution that retrieves
surviving chunks from A3 and A5, we can also find another
recovery solution that retrieves chunks from A3 and A4

instead, since c3;1 þ c4;1 þ c01;1 ¼ k ¼ 8. The latter recovery

Fig. 3. Two recovery solutions that retrieve data from different sets of racks. Suppose that intra-rack chunk aggregation is performed. To reconstruct
the lost chunk of a stripe, for (a), four chunks are transmitted across racks, while for (b), only two chunks are transmitted across racks.
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solution is also valid, since it can also repair the lost chunk
by accessing d1 ¼ 2 intact racks only.

4.2 Intra-Rack Chunk Aggregation

After finding the minimum number of intact racks to be
accessed for recovery, we perform intra-rack chunk aggre-
gation on the retrieved chunks in the same rack. We call the
aggregation operation partial decoding, as it performs part of
the decoding steps to reconstruct the lost chunk of a stripe.

To describe how partial decoding works, we first review
the encoding and decoding procedures of the ðk;mÞ RS code.
Suppose there are k data chunks fH1; H2; . . . ; Hkg. Note that
most practical storage systems deploy systematic erasure
codes (see Section 2.1), meaning that the original data chunks
are kept in uncoded form after encoding and hence read
requests can directly access the original data. To generate the
m parity chunks (denoted by fHkþ1; . . . ; Hkþmg), the encod-
ing operation can be realized by multiplying a ðkþmÞ � k
matrix G ¼ ðg1 . . . gkþmÞT with the k data chunks, i.e.,

g1
..
.

gk
..
.

gkþm

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

�
H1

..

.

Hk

0
B@

1
CA ¼

H1

..

.

Hk

..

.

Hkþm

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA
: (3)

Here, gi (1 � i � kþm) is a row vector and its size is
1� k. To make the original data kept in uncoded form,
ðg1 . . . gkÞT should be a k� k identity matrix, where T
denotes a matrix or vector transpose operation.

In the decoding operation, RS codes can always use any k
surviving chunks (denoted by fH 0

1; . . . ; H
0
kg) to reconstruct

the original data chunks. This implies that there always
exists a k� k invertible matrix X , such that

X �
H 0

1

..

.

H 0
k

0
B@

1
CA ¼

H1

..

.

Hk

0
B@

1
CA: (4)

Therefore, to reconstruct a chunk Hi (1 � i � kþm),
we can derive the following equation based on Equations (3)
and (4)

Hi ¼ gi �
H1

..

.

Hk

0
B@

1
CA ¼ gi � X �

H 0
1

..

.

H 0
k

0
B@

1
CA: (5)

Let y ¼ gi � X . As the sizes of gi and X are 1� k and
k� k, respectively, y ¼ ðy1 . . . ykÞ is a 1� k vector. Then we
can derive the following equation based on Equation (5)

Hi ¼ yi �
H 0

1

..

.

H 0
k

0
B@

1
CA ¼ ðy1 . . . ykÞ �

H 0
1

..

.

H 0
k

0
B@

1
CA: (6)

Equation (6) implies that the reconstruction of Hi is actu-
ally realized by the linear operations performed on the k
retrieved chunks. Therefore, to mitigate the cross-rack data
transmissions for recovery, we can “aggregate” the retrieved
chunks in the same rack before performing cross-rack data
transmissions. For example, without loss of generality,
suppose that the first j requested chunks fH 0

1; . . . ; H
0
jg are

stored in the same rack. Then we can specify a node in that
rack to perform the linear operations based on Equation (6)
and obtain the following result:

Xj

i¼1

yiH
0
i: (7)

The aggregation in Equation (7) is called partial decoding
and the output is referred to as the partially decoded chunk,
which has the identical size as each data/parity chunk. The
partially decoded chunk will then be sent to the replace-
ment node to complete the reconstruction of the lost chunk.
The replacement node simply adds all the partially decoded
chunks received from Af and other intact racks that are
accessed, in order to reconstruct the lost chunk. We can
observe that after applying partial decoding, the amount
of cross-rack repair traffic per stripe in CAR equal to the
number of partially decoded chunks transmitted from the
accessed intact racks, or equivalently, the number of intact
racks to be accessed for recovery. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the details of recovering the lost chunk of a stripe.

Algorithm 1. Reconstruction for a Stripe

Input: The set of requested chunks fH 0
1; . . . ; H

0
kg for recover-

ing the lost chunk of a stripe.
1 for each rack do
2 if this rack stores requested chunks then
3 Specify a node in this rack to retrieve the requested chunks
4 Perform partial decoding on the requested chunks
5 Send the partially decoded chunk to the replacement node
6 Add the received partially decoded chunks at the replace-
ment node to recover the lost chunk.

Fig. 5 shows an example of how we reconstruct the lost
chunk of a stripe via partial decoding. Suppose we need to

Fig. 4. Example of determining the minimum number of intact racks to be
accessed when recovering the lost chunk in the first stripe. Suppose that
the CFS employs the ðk ¼ 8;m ¼ 6Þ RS code, and that the first node in
A1 fails. The replacement node can retrieve chunks from the intact racks
A3 and A5, as well as from the nodes within the same rack A1, for data
reconstruction.

Fig. 5. Example of reconstructing the lost chunk in the first stripe via par-
tial decoding. For example, four chunks in rackA5 are selected for recon-
struction. One node in A5 performs partial decoding on the four selected
chunks and sends the partially decoded chunk to the replacement node.
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retrieve k ¼ 8 chunks, and the requested chunks are
denoted by fH 0

1; H
0
2; . . . ; H

0
8g (from left to right). To recover

the lost chunk in rack A1, we first perform the partial deco-
ding by aggregating the requested chunks in A1, A4, and A5

to be
P2

i¼1 yiH
0
i,

P4
i¼3 yiH

0
i, and

P8
i¼5 yiH

0
i, respectively.

Then the replacement node reads the three partially
decoded chunks to reconstruct the lost chunk. In this exam-
ple, there are only two chunks transmitted across racks.

4.3 Load Balancing

As stated in Section 4.1, each stripe can have multiple valid
per-stripe recovery solutions. Here, we examine the valid
per-stripe recovery solutions across multiple stripes, so as
to balance the amount of cross-rack repair traffic across the
racks (i.e., minimizing the load balancing rate in Section 3).
However, enumerating all possible valid per-stripe recov-
ery solutions can be expensive. To elaborate, suppose that
we consider the recovery of s stripes, and there are nj valid
recovery solutions for recovering the lost chunk in the jth
stripe (1 � j � s). Then the enumeration approach would
require n1 � n2 � � � � � ns trials. Depending on the number
of valid recovery solutions in each stripe, the enumeration
approach can involve a significantly large number of trials.

To mitigate the computation complexity into smaller, we
propose a greedy algorithm to search for a near-optimal
multi-stripe recovery solution for balancing the amount of
cross-rack repair traffic across racks. Having a greedy recov-
ery algorithm enables us to identify recovery solutions on
the fly, especially under a dynamic environment with con-
stant changing network conditions (e.g., the changing avail-
able network bandwidth) [43], [44]. The main idea is to
iteratively replace the currently selected multi-stripe recov-
ery solution with another one that introduces a smaller load
balancing rate.

Algorithm 2. Greedy Algorithm for Load Balancing

Input:Number of iterations e; number of stripes s
Output: Amulti-stripe recovery solution R.

1 for j ¼ 1 to s do
2 Select a valid recovery solution Rj for the jth stripe
3 Initialize R ¼ fR1; R2; . . . ; Rsg
4 for iteration 1 to e do
5 Find the intact rack Al (1 � l 6¼ f � r) with the highest tl;f
6 for each intact rack Ai (1 � i 6¼ f � r) do
7 if Ai 6¼ Al and tl;f � ti;f � 2 then
8 Find Rj and another valid recovery solution R0

j that
retrieves no data from Al but from Ai instead

9 if both Rj and R0
j exist then

10 Set R ¼ fR1; . . . ; Rj�1; R
0
j; Rjþ1; . . . ; Rsg

11 Jump to the next iteration of the for-loop in step 4
12 Exit the for-loop in step 4 if there is no substitution in R

Algorithm 2 shows the details of our greedy algorithm.
Suppose that a node in Af fails (1 � f � r). We first select a
valid recovery solution to repair the lost chunk in each
stripe, and construct an initial multi-stripe recovery solution
R (steps 1-3). Here, for each stripe, we can follow Theorem 1
to choose the valid recovery solution whose intact racks
have the most chunks for the stripe. We then replace the
per-stripe recovery solutions in R over a configurable num-
ber of iterations (denoted by e), so as to reduce the load

balance rate. The selection of e depends on both the sys-
tem’s computational capacity and the expected load balanc-
ing rate. In general, there are two ways to determine the
value of e: (i) the system can choose the maximum value of
e that is allowed, subject to the computational capacity con-
straint; or (ii) the system defines the expected gap of load
balancing rates obtained in any two adjacent iterations,
such that the algorithm terminates once the reduction of the
load balancing rate is lower than the given gap. Specifically,
in each iteration, we locate the rack Al (1 � l 6¼ f � r) with
the highest tl;f (i.e., generating the most cross-rack repair
traffic) (steps 4-5). To find a more balanced recovery solu-
tion, we scan the remaining intact racks except Al and select
one of the intact racks Ai (i 6¼ l and 1 � i 6¼ f � r) that satis-
fies the following condition:

tl;f � ti;f � 2: (8)

Once identifying Al and Ai, the algorithm scans the cur-
rent per-stripe recovery solutions in R. If the per-stripe
recovery solution Rj for the jth stripe (1 � j � s) reads
chunks from rack Al, then we check if there exists another
valid recovery solution R0

j that can read chunks in Ai, mean-
ing that it can substitute the retrieval from Al (step 8). If
both Rj and R0

j exist, we can substitute Rj with R0
j (steps 9-

11). With partial decoding (see Section 4.2), we ensure that
we retrieve one less partially decoded chunk from Al while
one more from Ai. Thus, Equation (8) ensures that tl;f � ti;f
after the substitution, and that the rack with the maximum
amount of cross-rack repair traffic generated by a rack is
monotonically decreasing. After the substitution, the algo-
rithm resumes another iteration of the for-loop in Step 4
(step 11). If there is no substitution in R, the algorithm exits
the for-loop (step 12). As Algorithm 2 proceeds, the load
balancing rate � of R iteratively decreases.

Fig. 6 shows an example of how our load balancing scheme
works. We consider a CFS that has the same architecture
and data layout as in Fig. 1. The CFS also employs the ðk ¼ 8;
m ¼ 6Þ RS code for fault tolerance. For brevity, we only illus-
trate the chunks retrieved for recovery. Suppose that the first
node fails, Fig. 6a first gives an initial multi-stripe recovery
solution that recovers the lost chunks of four stripes. With
partial decoding, the amount of cross-rack repair traffic can
be represented by the number of partially decoded chunks
transmitted from each intact rack. For example, A2 transmits
four partially decoded chunks (i.e., t2;1 ¼ 4) to recover the
four lost chunks. Thus, the load balancing rate of the initial
recovery solution is � ¼ t2;1

ðt2;1þt3;1þt4;1þt5;1Þ=4 ¼ 16
9 . Obviously, in

Fig. 6a, A2 (i.e., Al in Algorithm 2) is the rack with the most
cross-rack traffic t2;1 ¼ 4 (i.e., tl;f ). To find a more balanced
solution, Algorithm 2 locates A3 that satisfies the condition
t2;1 � t3;1 ¼ 3 � 2. The algorithm selects the per-stripe recov-
ery solution for the third stripe, such that it retrieves a par-
tially decoded chunk fromA3 instead ofA2. Fig. 6b shows the
new multi-stripe recovery solution. We can see that after the
substitution, the load balancing rate of the updated recovery
solution is � ¼ t2;1

ðt2;1þt3;1þt4;1þt5;1Þ=4 ¼ 12
9 , which is smaller than

that in Fig. 6a.
Complexity Analysis. We now analyze the complexity of

Algorithm 2. In each iteration, the algorithm finds the intact
rack with the most cross-rack repair traffic, and search for
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another intact rack and per-stripe recovery solution for sub-
stitution (steps 6-11). Thewhole iteration needs nomore than
r� s trials. Since the algorithm repeats e iterations, its overall
complexity isOðe� r� sÞ, which is in polynomial time.

4.4 Multi-Rack Fault Tolerance

We thus far assume that CAR achieves only single-rack fault
tolerance, by placing no more than m chunks in each rack
(see Section 4.1). We now generalize the rack-level fault
tolerance problem and examine how to arrange the chunk
placement so that CAR can tolerate multiple rack failures.

Our insight is that using intra-rack chunk aggregation
(see Section 4.2), we can reduce more cross-rack repair
traffic by placing more chunks of each stripe in a rack.
However, to provide rack-level fault tolerance, we must
spread the chunks of each stripe across multiple racks. Our
goal is to formalize the chunk placement requirement so as
to distribute the chunks of each stripe as “compact” as pos-
sible (i.e., spanning the least number of racks), while satisfy-
ing the required rack-level fault tolerance.

We now define the notation. For a ðk;mÞ RS code, we dis-
perse the kþm chunks of each stripe over r racks, where
1 � r � kþm. Suppose that our goal is to tolerate u rack fail-
ures, where 1 � u � minfr;mg. Theorem 2 states how we
place the chunks of a stripe over the minimum number of
racks.

Theorem 2. For a ðk;mÞ RS code, we can tolerate the failures of
any u out of r racks if and only if the number of racks spanned
by a stripe satisfies the following condition:

r � uþ k

bmuc
� �

: (9)

Proof. We first prove the “Only if” part. Without loss of gen-
erality, we rank the numbers of chunks of the jth stripe in
the r racks in descending order denoted by fcj1 ; cj2 ; . . . ;
cjrg, where cj1 � cj2 � � � � � cjr . To tolerate any u rack fail-
ures, we require that

cj1 þ cj2 þ � � � þ cju � m: (10)

Equation (10) states that we must store no more than m
chunks in any u racks for fault tolerance. From Equa-
tion (10), we can also show the following:

cju � cj1 þ cj2 þ � � � þ cju
u

� m

u

j k
: (11)

Suppose that the u racks that store the most chunks of
the jth stripe now all fail. The remaining kþm�Pu

i¼1 cji
chunks are stored in the remaining r� u surviving racks.
Since each surviving rack stores no more than cju chunks,
the number of surviving racks r� umust satisfy

r� u � kþm�Pu
i¼1 cji

cju

� �
� k

bmuc
� �

; (12)

due to Equations (10) and (11). The “Only if” part holds.
We now prove the “If” part. The intuition is to find a

chunk placement that satisfies Equation (9). We fix r¼r	,
where r	¼uþ d k

bmu ce. To place kþm chunks of the jth

stripe over r	 racks, we set cj2 ¼ cj3 ¼ � � � ¼ cjr	�1
¼ bmuc,

cj1 ¼ m� ðcj2 þ cj3 þ � � � þ cjuÞ, and cjr	 ¼ k� ðcjuþ1
þ � � � þ

cjr	�1
Þ. We can easily verify that cj1 is the largest, cjr	 is

the smallest and non-negative, and hence the list cj1 ;
cj2 ; . . . ; cjr	 are in descending order. Now, we can show
that cj1 þ cj2 þ � � � þ cju � m, and hence for every u out of
r	 racks, there must be no more than m chunks. Thus,
this chunk placement can tolerate any u rack failures.
The “If” part holds. tu
For example, suppose that we deploy a ðk ¼ 7;m ¼ 5Þ RS

code and want to tolerate any u ¼ 2 rack failures. Then we
should choose r	 ¼ 2þ d 7

b52c
e ¼ 6 racks. We set cj2 ¼ cj3 ¼ � � �

¼ cjr	�1
¼ b52c ¼ 2, cj1 ¼ 5� 2 ¼ 3, and cjr	 ¼ 7� ð2þ 2 þ

2Þ ¼ 1, such that the distribution of chunks is ð3; 2; 2; 2; 2; 1Þ.
We can verify that this chunk placement can tolerate any
u ¼ 2 rack failures.

4.5 Analysis

We conduct analysis on the design implications of CAR
under different settings.

4.5.1 Impact of Cross-Rack Bandwidth

We first analyze how the recovery time of CAR varies
with the cross-rack bandwidth. Let C be the chunk size and
B be the available cross-rack bandwidth. Here, we assume
that the recovery time is mostly dominated by the cross-
rack transfer time instead of by other factors, such as CPU
encoding/decoding time and intra-rack transfer time. Sup-
pose that CAR retrieves one chunk from each of other r0

racks through intra-rack chunk aggregation (where r0 < r).
The recovery time of CAR is r0C

B . To illustrate the implication,
suppose that all nodes are interconnected by a 1 Gb/s

Fig. 6. Example of how to substitute a per-stripe recovery solution in Algorithm 2. The chunks with the same color and fill patterns denote the retrieved
chunks for recovery of the same stripe. Compared with the initial multi-stripe recovery solution, the updated multi-stripe recovery solution has a lower
load balancing rate, by substituting the per-stripe recovery solution for the third stripe.
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Ethernet, and that the over-subscription ratio ranges from
2.5 to 20 (i.e., the cross-rack bandwidth ranges from 50 to
400 Mb/s). Fig. 7 plots the recovery time versus the cross-
rack bandwidth. We can observe that the recovery time
increases when the over-subscription ratio becomes larger
(i.e., the cross-rack bandwidth is smaller).

4.5.2 Impact of Rack Fault Tolerance

We also analyze how CAR makes a design trade-off
between the amount of cross-rack recovery traffic and the
number of rack failures that can be tolerated (i.e., u). We
select a ðk ¼ 10; m ¼ 8Þ erasure code and assume that the
size of a chunk is 4 MB. Given an expected number of tol-
erated rack failures, we first derive a chunk distribution
based on the method in Section 4.4. We then measure the
average amount of cross-rack repair traffic caused by
CAR to recover each chunk. The results are shown in
Fig. 8, which indicates that the amount of cross-rack
repair traffic increases as the number of tolerable rack
failures increases.

Discussion. When under the same chunk distribution
and failure rates, CAR needs less recovery time than the
random recovery (i.e., randomly select k surviving chunks
and directly send them to the replacement node, see
Section 5 for details), and makes the system stay at the
reliable state for longer time. Therefore, CAR can improve
the system reliability when compared with traditional
random recovery.

4.6 Extension of CAR

CARmainly focuses on node recovery based on the network
topology of CFSes. Nevertheless, the design principle of
CAR can still provide a valuable reference for node recovery
for general network topologies, provided that over-sub-
scription exists. Specifically, if the recovery has to deliver
the requested data to the replacement node over a band-
width-limited connection, then the system can first perform
partial decoding (as in CAR) and send the partial decoded
result to the replacement node, so as to mitigate the conges-
tion on the bandwidth-limited connection and reduce the
overall recovery time.

Currently, CARmainly focuses onRS code, andwe accord-
ingly design three techniques for CAR. In fact, the first two
techniques (i.e., minimizing the number of accessed racks
and intra-rack chunk aggregation) can also help to reduce the
cross-rack data transfer if we use XOR-based erasure codes

(see Section 2.2). We can first find the minimum number of
accessed racks given the distribution of surviving chunks
and the decoding rules of a specific XOR-based erasure code,
followed by aggregating the data within each rack based on
XOR operations. For load balancing, we may need a different
greedy algorithm for XOR-based erasure codes; we pose it as
futurework.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 Implementation Overview

We implement a prototype of CAR in C on Linux. We
implement RS codes, whose encoding and decoding opera-
tions are realized based on the open-source library Jera-
sure 1.2. [27]. We configure the size of a chunk in CAR
ranging from 4 to 16 MB. In failure recovery, each selected
chunk will be partitioned into many sub-chunks whose sizes
are the order of kilobytes (e.g., 4 KB), and the recovery oper-
ation is performed in a pipelined manner. In each rack, we
select one node to perform partial decoding. Each other
node (except the replacement node and the partial decoding
node) will establish a socket connection and transfers a sub-
chunk to the partial decoding node, which uses aio library
[3] to perform asynchronous reads to collect the sub-chunks.
After that, the partial decoding node computes the partial
decoded sub-chunk based on the received sub-chunks and
sends it to the replacement node via a socket connection.
The replacement node will recover a sub-chunk after add-
ing all the partial decoded sub-chunks. We repeat the proce-
dure for all sub-chunks until the lost chunk is successfully
repaired.

5.2 Evaluation Results

We conduct extensive testbed experiments to evaluate the
performance of CAR. We would like to answer the follow-
ing questions:

1) How much cross-rack traffic and the time of single
failure recovery can be reduced by CAR?

2) Will CAR sustain its effectiveness when deployed
over different CFS configurations, including the
number of racks, the number of nodes per rack, and
the erasure code parameters?

3) How do the iteration steps affect the load balancing
rate?

4) Will CAR increase the computational overhead for
recovery?

Fig. 7. The reconstruction time when the cross-rack bandwidth varies.
Fig. 8. The amount of cross-rack recovery traffic when the number of
tolerated rack failures varies.
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Evaluation Environment.1 We conduct our evaluation on
three CFS settings with different architectures and RS code
parameters. Table 2 shows the configurations of the CFS set-
tings for our evaluation, including the selected RS codes and
the number of nodes in each rack. For example, CFS1 is
deployed over three racks with 10 nodes and it selects the
ðk ¼ 4;m ¼ 3Þ RS code. In practical deployment, even a CFS
contains a large number of nodes, the erasure coding parame-
ters are often configured to make kþm not to be too large so
as to limit the encoding overhead and the amount of repair
traffic, while maintaining fault tolerance [26]. For example,
Google Colossus FS [1], [4] uses the (k ¼ 6;m ¼ 3) RS Code
and HDFS-RAID [1], [4] uses the (k ¼ 10;m ¼ 4) RS Code.
Thus, each stripe with kþm chunks will only span a lim-
ited number of nodes in real-world storage systems, while
multiple stripes are independently encoded and repaired
under failures. We configure the stripe size kþm in
our evaluation to range from 7 to 14, such that this range
covers typical system configurations of existing storage
systems [1], [4]. Thus, we expect that our CFS configura-
tions are sufficiently practical to reflect the repair perfor-
mance in real-world deployment.

Table 3 also lists the hardware configurations of the nodes
in different racks. We configure the nodes in the same rack
to have the same hardware configurations. The racks are
connected by the TP-LINK TL-SG1016D 16-Port Gigabit
Ethernet switches.

Methodology. We construct 100 stripes and randomly
distribute the data and parity chunks of each stripe across all
nodes in each CFS, while ensuring single-rack fault tolerance
(see Section 4.1). To evaluate the recovery performance, we
randomly select a node to erase its stored chunks. We use the
same node as the replacement node, and trigger the recovery
operation. We apply CAR to find the recovery solution and
recover the lost chunk of each stripe. For comparisons, we
also consider a baseline approach called random recovery (RR),
which finds the recovery solution by randomly choosing k
surviving chunks of a stripe and sending them to the replace-
ment node for recovery. To start recovery, the replacement
node first contacts k surviving nodes for each stripe to simul-
taneously launch the transmissions of the chunks. For CAR,
the replacement node also selects a node in each rack to
perform partial decoding, such that the surviving nodes first
send their chunks to the selected node in each rack for partial
decoding, and then the selected node in each rack sends
the aggregated chunk to the replacement node. On the other
hand, for RR, the k surviving nodes directly send the chunks
to the replacement node. Each of our results is averaged over
multiple trials (generally 5 trails to 10 trails). We find that the

standard deviation is small, so we do not plot the standard
deviation in the figures.

Experiment 1 (Recovery Performance inDifferent CFS Settings).
We first evaluate the amounts of cross-rack repair traffic due
to CARand RRwhen recovering a single lost chunk. We con-
duct the evaluation in the three CFS settings shown in Table 2.
Fig. 9 shows the results of cross-rack traffic versus the chunk
size.Wemake the following observations.

In all cases,CAR significantly reduces the amount of cross-
rack repair traffic when compared to RR. For example, when
the chunk size is 4 MB,CAR can reduce 52.4 percent of cross-
rack repair traffic in CFS1 (see Fig. 9a). The reason is that
CAR not only finds the recovery solution that involves the
minimum number of racks, but also performs partial decod-
ing in each rack before cross-rack data transmissions. Both
techniques guarantee the minimum amount of cross-rack
data transmissions when reconstructing the lost chunk in
each stripe. As a comparison,RR simply retrieves the chunks
from other surviving nodes to the replacement node, thereby
triggering a considerable amount of cross-rack repair traffic.

In addition, the performance gain of CAR is influenced by
the parameter k used in RS codes. In general, when the num-
ber of racks is fixed, CAR can reduce more cross-rack data
transmissions when k increases. The reason is that in RR, the
number of retrieved chunks increaseswhen k becomes larger.
On the other hand, CAR ensures that each rack only needs
to send one chunk across racks under partial decoding.
For example, when the chunk size is 16 MB, the saving of
cross-rack repair traffic due to CAR increases to 66.9 percent
in CFS3 (see Fig. 9c).

We further compare CAR and RR in terms of the recov-
ery time per lost chunk in different CFS settings. We mea-
sure the overall duration starting from the time when all
surviving nodes send the chunks until the time when all
lost chunks are completely reconstructed. We divide the
overall duration by the number of lost chunks being recon-
structed to obtain the recovery time per lost chunk.

Fig. 10 shows the recovery time per lost chunk versus the
chunk size. It indicates that CAR greatly reduces the recov-
ery time when compared to RR. For example, when the
chunk size is 8 MB, to recover a lost chunk in CFS2, CAR

TABLE 2
Configurations of Three CFS Settings

CFSes A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 RS code

CFS1 4 3 3 k ¼ 4;m ¼ 3
CFS2 4 3 3 3 k ¼ 6;m ¼ 3
CFS3 6 4 5 3 2 k ¼ 10;m ¼ 4

TABLE 3
Configurations of Nodes in Each Rack

Servers CPU Memory OS Disk

Nodes
in A1

AMDOpteron
(tm) 800 MHz

2,378 Quad-Core
processors

16 GB Fedora 11 1 TB

Nodes
in A2

an Intel Xeon
X5472 3.00 GHz
Quad-Core CPU

8 GB SUSE Linux
Enterprise
Server 11

4 TB

Nodes
in A3

an Intel Xeon
E5506 2.13 GHz
Quad-Core CPU

8 GB Fedora 10 1 TB

Nodes
in A4

an Intel Xeon
E5420 2.50 GHz
Quad-Core CPU

4 GB Fedora 10 300 GB

Nodes
in A5

an Intel Xeon
X5472 3 GHz

Quad-Core CPU

8 GB Ubuntu
10.04.3 LTS

4 TB

1 Note that we rerun all our experiments and hence our perfor-
mance results is slightly different from those in our conference version
[36], although the key conclusions remain the same.
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reduces 46.2 percent of recovery time (see Fig. 10b). The rea-
sons are three-fold. First, CAR reduces the amount of cross-
rack repair traffic. Second, CAR balances the amount of
cross-rack repair traffic across multiple racks, while RR ran-
domly selects k surviving chunks to recover a lost chunk
and hence leads to an uneven distribution of cross-rack
repair traffic in general. Third, CAR offloads the recovery
process to a node in each rack due to partial decoding, while
RR requires the replacement node to perform the whole
recovery process for all lost chunks.

Experiment 2 (Impact of Number of Racks). We next evaluate
the performance of CAR when it is deployed over different
number of racks.We consider a newCFS setting as follows.We
select the (k ¼ 6;m ¼ 3) RS code and perform the evaluation
when the number of racks increases from three to five, inwhich
we use fA1;A2;A3g, fA1;A2;A3;A4g, and fA1;A2;A3; A4;A5g
in Table 3, respectively. Each rack consists of three nodes, and
the nodes in the same rack have the same hardware configura-
tions and operating system (see Table 3). The chunk size is set
as 4 MB. In the evaluation, we erase the data on each node and
invoke failure recovery. We measure the average amounts of
cross-rack repair traffic and recovery time to reconstruct a lost
chunk. Fig. 11 shows the evaluation results.

Fig. 11a first presents the amount of cross-rack traffic
to repair a lost chunk under different number of racks. We
make three observations. First, there will be more cross-rack
traffic in CAR when the number of racks increases. The rea-
son is that the distribution of chunks will be more “sparse”

(i.e., fewer chunks in a rack) if they are dispersed acrossmore
racks, which will limit the effectiveness of intra-rack chunk
aggregation. Second, RR will also introduce more cross-rack
repair traffic when the number of rack increases. As shown
before,RR needs to directly read any k chunks to repair a lost
chunk. Increasing the number of racks will place more
chunks in the intact racks, and hence produce more cross-
rack repair traffic. Third, CAR still keeps its effectiveness
even when the number of racks varies. Fo example, com-
pared withRR,CAR reduces about 55.3 percent of cross-rack
repair traffic when the CFS has three racks. This saving will
be 54.9 percent when the number of racks increases to five.

Fig. 11b presents the average recovery time to repair a
chunk versus the number of racks. We see that bothCAR and
RR incurs more recovery timewhen there are more racks. For
example,CAR needs 0.60 seconds to repair a lost chunkwhen
there are three racks, and the recovery time increases to
1.04 seconds when the number of racks is five. CAR still sees
performance gain; for example, its recovery time is 33.7 per-
cent less than that ofRRwhen there are five racks.

Experiment 3 (Impact of Erasure Coding Configurations). We
further investigate the impact of selected parameters in era-
sure coding schemes. We consider a new CFS setting as fol-
lows. We configure a CFS over four racks fA1; A2; A3; A4g,
each of which includes three nodes with configurations
shown in Table 3. We set the chunk size to be 4 MB and
select the ðk ¼ 6;m ¼ 3Þ RS code. We then evaluate the
cross-rack traffic and the time to repair a lost chunk when k

Fig. 9. Experiment 1: Comparisons of the amounts of cross-rack traffic between CAR and RR over different CFSes.

Fig. 10. Experiment 1: Comparisons of recovery times between CAR and RR over different CFSes.

Fig. 11. Experiment 2: Impact of number of racks. Fig. 12. Experiment 3: Impact of number of data chunks.
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and m vary respectively. The evaluation results are respec-
tively shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

Fig. 12a first gives the amount of caused cross-rack repair
traffic when the number of data chunks (i.e., k) in a stripe
varies. We make three observations. First, both CAR and
RR incur more cross-rack repair traffic when the value of k
becomes larger. The reason is that to repair a lost chunk, k
surviving chunks are required in RS Codes. Second, CAR is
more insensitive with the change of k when compared to
RR. Third, CAR can still reduce the amount of cross-rack
repair traffic when the value of k varies.

Fig. 12b shows the time to repair a lost chunk when the
value of k varies. We make two observations. First, both of
CAR and RR incur more time to reconstruct a chunk when
the value of k is larger, mainly because of the increased
amount of cross-rack traffic during recovery. Second, CAR
incurs less recovery time compared to RR. For example,
when k ¼ 4, CAR requires about 47.9 percent less time to
repair a chunk when compared with RR.

Fig. 13a shows the amount of cross-rack repair traffic
when the number of parity chunks (i.e., m) in a stripe
changes. We see that the selection of m in our evaluation
does not have significant impact on the amount of cross-
rack repair traffic for both RR and CAR. The reason is that
the configuration of m does not affect the number of chunks
to be read for recovery, even though it may increase the
number of chunks in a stripe. Following the same reason,

Fig. 13b also indicates that the number of parity chunks has
limited influence on the recovery time.

Experiment 4 (Impact of Number of Nodes Per Rack). We fur-
ther study the impact of number of nodes per rack. We select
the ðk ¼ 4;m ¼ 3Þ RS code and fix the chunk size as 4MB. The
evaluated CFS in this test is constructed over three racks
fA1; A2;A3g in Table 3, where each rack has three nodes. We
then erase the data on a randomly selected node, vary the
number of nodes in each rack from three to five, and measure
the average amounts of cross-rack traffic and recovery time to
repair a lost chunk. The evaluation results are shown in
Fig. 14.

Fig. 14a shows that the amounts of cross-rack repair
traffic to repair a lost chunk in both CAR and RR will
not be significantly affected when the number of nodes
per rack varies. The reason is that each rack always has
the same number of nodes (i.e., from three to five) in
each test, and this results in the same likelihood of plac-
ing a chunk in any one of the racks during the distribu-
tion of chunks. As a result, the number of chunks in
each rack will not be affected even when the number of
nodes per rack varies. Combined with the recovery prin-
ciple of RR and CAR, their amounts of cross-rack repair
traffic will not be influenced.

Fig. 14b shows the recovery time of CAR and RR versus
the number of nodes per rack. As the recovery time is
closely related to the amount of cross-rack repair traffic, we

Fig. 13. Experiment 3: Impact of number of parity chunks.

Fig. 14. Experiment 4: Impact of number of nodes per rack.

Fig. 15. Experiment 5: Load balancing rate (and the standard deviation) versus the number of iteration steps in CAR. For brevity, we only show the
standard deviations in the positive direction.

Fig. 16. Evaluation of transmission time and computation time for recov-
ering a lost chunk.
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observe that the recovery time of both CAR and RR will be
stable when the number of nodes per rack changes.

Experiment 5 (Load Balancing). In this evaluation, we mea-
sure the capability ofCAR to balance the amount of cross-rack
repair traffic across multiple racks. We configure the number
of iterations (i.e., e) to be 50 and the number of stripes (i.e., s)
to be 100 in Algorithm 2. In each CFS setting, we measure the
load balancing rate (i.e., �) of CAR after each number of
iterations.

Fig. 15 presents the average results and the standard
deviations for CAR with and without performing load
balancing (the latter means that we do not execute
Algorithm 2). In all cases, CAR can effectively balance the
amount of cross-rack repair traffic. For example, in CFS1
(see Fig. 15a), if we do not perform load balancing, the load
balancing rate is 1.22 even though CAR retrieves chunks
from the minimum number of racks and performs partial
decoding. With load balancing enabled, the load balancing
rate of the optimized solution can reduce to 1.02. In addi-
tion, as we increase the number of iterations, the load bal-
ancing rate first decreases significantly and then becomes
stable, mainly because the resulting solution is closer to the
minimum with the increase of iteration steps.

Experiment 6 (Computation Time and Transmission Time).
We further provide a breakdown on the recovery time,
in terms of the transmission time and the computation time
to recover a lost chunk. The transmission time records the
duration of data transmissions over the CFS, while the com-
putation time records the duration to perform required
decoding operations over finite fields for reconstructing the
lost chunk. We fix the chunk size as 8 MB.

Fig. 16 presents the results. Fig. 16a shows that the trans-
mission time dominates the overall recovery time, justifying
the need of reducing the transmission overhead in CAR.
Also, the ratio of computation time in both RR and CAR
decreases when the parameter k in RS codes increases. For
example, for CAR in CFS1 (where k ¼ 4), the computation
time occupies 11.3 percent of recovery time, while in CFS3,
the ratio decreases to 7.1 percent (where k ¼ 10).

Fig. 16b shows that the computation time of CAR nor-
malized over that of RR. The computation times of both
CAR and RR are similar (e.g., with up to around 10 percent
of difference). Note that CAR does not change the decoding
operations in RS codes, but only breaks down a decoding
operation into multiple partial decoding operations.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper reconsiders the single failure recovery problem
in a clustered file system with over-subscribed cross-rack
bandwidth, and propose CAR, a cross-rack-aware recovery
algorithm. CAR includes three key techniques. First, CAR
examines the data layout in a CFS and determines the recov-
ery solution that accesses the minimum number of racks for
each stripe. Second, CAR performs partial decoding by
aggregating the requested chunks in the same rack before
cross-rack data transmissions. Third, CAR uses a greedy
algorithm to find the recovery solution that balances the
amount of cross-rack repair traffic across racks. Experimen-
tal results show that CAR can reduce both cross-rack data
transmissions and the overall recovery time.
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EC2: Ensemble Clustering and Classification
for Predicting Android Malware Families

Tanmoy Chakraborty , Fabio Pierazzi, and V. S. Subrahmanian

Abstract—As the most widely used mobile platform, Android is also the biggest target for mobile malware. Given the increasing

number of Android malware variants, detectingmalware families is crucial so that security analysts can identify situations where

signatures of a known malware family can be adapted as opposed to manually inspecting behavior of all samples. We present EC2

(Ensemble Clustering and Classification), a novel algorithm for discovering Android malware families of varying sizes—ranging from

very large to very small families (even if previously unseen). We present a performance comparison of several traditional classification

and clustering algorithms for Android malware family identification on DREBIN, the largest public Android malware dataset with labeled

families. We use the output of both supervised classifiers and unsupervised clustering to design EC2. Experimental results on both the

DREBIN and the more recent Koodous malware datasets show that EC2 accurately detects both small and large families,

outperforming several comparative baselines. Furthermore, we show how to automatically characterize and explain unique behaviors

of specific malware families, such as FakeInstaller, MobileTx, Geinimi. In short, EC2 presents an early warning system for

emerging new malware families, as well as a robust predictor of the family (when it is not new) to which a new malware sample belongs,

and the design of novel strategies for data-driven understanding of malware behaviors.

Index Terms—Android, malware, ensemble, classification, clustering

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WITH over 1.4 billion active phones worldwide [1] and
over 290,000 phones sold in Q1 2016 alone with an

84.1 percent market share [2], Android dominates the
mobile market. But this success has a dark side—more than
97 percent of mobile malware target Android devices [3] in
order to steal money or private data. Examples include ille-
gally sending SMSs to premium-rate numbers, stealing cal-
endars, emails, texts, contact lists, social network accounts,
documents and banking credentials. To elude detection,
malicious developers use obfuscation techniques (e.g., poly-
morphism and metamorphism) [19] to automatically gener-
ate multiple variants of the same malware, thus creating a
new family [17] of malware samples having the same pur-
pose but slightly different characteristics (e.g., different file
hash, names of functions and variables). In fact, almost
9,000 new Android malware samples were found daily in
2016, an increase of 40 percent over 2015 [8].

Given the increasing number of new malware samples,
manual investigation is impractical and might lead to
significant delays in the release of detection signatures for
anti-malware tools. The only viable way to manage such
huge volumes of malware is to design novel algorithms

that can automatically group similar samples into families.
This has several major benefits—(i) if a sample belongs to a
known family, the same removal techniques can be re-
used; (ii) security analysts can focus their manual inves-
tigation on the few new samples that do not belong to
any known family, thus optimizing their limited time and
resources; (iii) understanding the characteristics of each
family helps to detect more robust signatures for anti-
malware tools.

Most literature onmobile malware analysis [11], [14], [21],
[48], [57] is focused on detection (i.e., distinguishing malware
from benign software). Several efforts [28], [29], [30], [54],
[55], [57], [58] have been proposed in the context of detecting
Android malware families. Some of these works consider
outdated datasets (e.g., [30], [58]) and/or do not characterize
malware families through feature explanation (e.g., [28]),
mostly because they use features that are low level and hard
to interpret, such as API call sequences. However, the major
limitation of all existing works [28], [29], [30], [54], [55], [57],
[58] is that they focus only on large families (e.g., size > 10)
for which training data is available, and ignore small families
which represent the novel malware variants on which secu-
rity analysts should focus their attention.

We propose EC2, the first algorithm that effectively clas-
sifies a malware sample into both large and small families
(even if previously unseen). We begin by presenting a
thorough performance comparison on the classification of
Android malware families1 by using DREBIN [4], [14], the
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1. It is important to observe that in some cases the concept of
“malware family” may be fuzzy, as a security analyst may consider
that a sample belongs to more than one family. For this reason, all
results in this paper refer to the publicly available and labeled DRE-
BIN [4] and Koodous [9] datasets.
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largest publicly available Android malware dataset with
labeled families. Several state-of-the-art classification and
clustering algorithms are evaluated for the task of family
classification by considering different combinations of static
and dynamic features. We then design EC2 as an ensemble
that combines the best of classification and clustering, and
evaluate its performance both on DREBIN [4] and on the
more recent Koodous academic dataset [9], outperforming
several comparative baselines [30], [42], [51], [59].

The paper makes five major contributions.

(i) We thoroughly assess performance of several state-
of-the-art supervised classification and unsupervised
clustering algorithms for Android malware family
identification. The best supervised classifier (Ran-
dom Forest) has accuracy2 of 0.93 for large families
(size � 10), which decreases to 0.73 for small families
(size < 10) due to lack of training data. In contrast,
the best unsupervised clustering method (DBSCAN)
achieves accuracy of 0.91 for small families and 0.86
for large families (see Table 5).

(ii) While past research has looked at clustering and clas-
sification separately for traditional (mostly PC) mal-
ware, EC2 combines the results of both clustering and
classification to overcome the drawbacks of each. EC2
delivers significant performance across all malware
families (including families with just one sample),
achieving an overall accuracy of 0.97, and outperform-
ing several comparative baselines onDREBIN.

(iii) Unlike all related works [28], [29], [30], [54], [55],
[57], [58], EC2 is the first algorithm that can classify
malware samples into small or even previously unseen
Android malware families. Given the huge number
of malware released in the wild everyday [8], the
capability of detecting small and previously unseen
malware families is critical for prioritizing manual
inspection of new threats. We show how we identify
samples belonging to very small malware families—
in fact showing 0.43 Precision and 0.31 Recall for
detecting families of size just 1.

(iv) We show how to characterize different malware fam-
ilies by extracting family-specific features that distin-
guish one family from others. We chose to use the
DREBIN dataset as each sample is labeled with a
ground truth family to which the sample belongs [4];
our analysis reveals that the most important features
for malware family classification are: re-using signa-
tures for signing malware variants, requesting net-
work permissions, requesting permissions to read/
send SMS messages (used to send texts to premium-
rate numbers) and use of encryption (often used for
string decryption or repacking of malicious code to
avoid static analysis). We also show that some mal-
ware families are better identified through static fea-
tures, while others require dynamic analysis (e.g.,
because they adopt string decryption at runtime of
CnC server URLs and CnC commands to avoid triv-
ial detection via static code analysis). We observe

that more recent malware families may show differ-
ent behaviors trends [54] as obfuscation strategies
become more sophisticated and adapt to anti-virus
strategies; however, the approach we propose for
family characterization is general and can also be
applied to more recent malware samples.

(v) To show that EC2 is equally efficient in detecting
recently released malware samples, we use Koodous,
a dataset (Dec 2015 to May 2016) of recent Android
malware samples. Here too, EC2 outperforms other
baselines with an overall F-Score of 0.74.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a thorough literature review on malware detection
and classification. Section 3 presents the DREBIN dataset.
Section 4 describes static and dynamic features for malware
samples. Section 5 shows how classification and clustering
leads to our new EC2 algorithm. A detailed evaluation of the
classification and clustering algorithms are separately pre-
sented in Sections 6 and 8 respectively. Section 7 shows how
to use classification to automatically characterize malware
families. Finally, Section 9 compares EC2 with several exist-
ing baselines, including the best classification and clustering
algorithms and shows that EC2 outperforms all. Section 10
presents conclusions and directions for future works.

2 RELATED WORK

We identify and discuss three main areas of related work: (i)
malware spread and characterization, (ii) malware analysis
and detection, (iii) prediction of malware families.

Malware Spread and Characterization. Some broadly related
works predict malware spread [40], [61], evaluate infection
rates and risk indicators [56], characterize of malware on
different third-party Android markets [45] etc. However,
these works do not propose ways to detect/classify mal-
ware into into families.

Malware Analysis and Detection. Several efforts ([14], [15],
[41], [44], [53], [60]) focus on malware detection, i.e., given a
new sample, predict whether it is benign ormalicious. Kolter
et al. [41] propose an n-gram approach based on the bytes of
malware binaries. Baldangombo et al. [15] propose an
ensemble classifier relying on static features from Windows
malware. Siddiqui et al. [53] compare some supervised clas-
sifiers using static features and achieve best performance
with decision trees. Ye et al. [60] combine file content and file
relations for malware detection. While these works focus on
PC malware, malware detection for mobile devices [52] has
gained much recent attention. Some works [22], [36], [46],
[50] study the effectiveness of existing antivirus solutions
against obfuscation techniques applied to malware, whereas
our main focus in this paper is related to family prediction
algorithms. Some papers [35], [49] proposed distillation and
re-training on adversarially crafted samples to increase clas-
sifier robustness against obfuscation; but this approach has
been later shown to be not effective [23] through a quantita-
tive evaluation. Other works like DREBIN [14], Crow-
droid [21], DroidAPIMiner [11] perform malware detection
through static features of Android applications, whereas
TaintDroid [32] and DroidScope [57] use dynamic features
extracted from execution traces. DroidSIFT [62] performs
semantics-aware classification based on control flows.

2. We report accuracy in terms of Macro F-Score (MaF*), formally
defined in Section 8.
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MARVIN [44] proposes a binary classificationmethod to dis-
criminate between benign and malware applications using
both static and dynamic features. MaMaDroid [48] builds
behavioral models from dynamic logs through HMM to dis-
tinguish between benign and malicious applications. Unlike
malware detection, our paper focuses on the problem of
identifying malware families. Moreover unlike most past
work we present a thorough analysis of several supervised
classification and unsupervised clustering methods with dif-
ferent combinations of static and dynamic features.

Prediction ofMalware Families. Several efforts ([17], [38], [51],
[59]) consider the problem ofmalware classification, i.e., given a
set of malware samples, identify which samples are variants
of the samemalware family. Ye et al. [59] propose an ensemble
based on k-medoids and hierarchical clustering. Bayer
et al. [17] propose a scalable method combining hierarchical
clustering and locality-sensitive hashing on malware execu-
tion traces. Rieck et al. [51] propose a supervised SVM-based
approach that clusters dynamic features from execution
traces. All theseworks are focused on traditional PCmalware,
whereas our focus is on Android [52], an ecosystem that
differs from traditional PC malware in terms of application,
sandboxing, resource access, and system calls (more details in
Section 4.1). Some recentwork tackles the problemofAndroid
malware classification. [16] proposes a very preliminary
model checking approach to classify malware samples from
just 2 families (OpFake, DroidKungFu) with 100 samples
each.We consider 156 families including 47 singleton families
with about 5,000 samples. Dendroid [55] proposes a text-
mining based method to find similarities in malware families
by extracting code chunks and deriving static features from
them. DroidLegacy [30] proposes an approach to detect
malicious code modules, but their focus is explicitly on
piggybacked and repackaged applications. However, these
works [30], [55] have some major shortcomings—they evalu-
ate their approach only on the outdated MalGenome data-
set [6], [63] (which is only a small subset of DREBIN,
consisting of about 20 percent of the DREBIN dataset sam-
ples), and results obtained with their approach are hard to
interpret for a human security analyst, whereas we automati-
cally identify specific characteristics that distinguishmalware
families and which are easy to interpret. Moreover, past
works do not consider small families, which is one of the
major strengths of EC2. In [30] the authors remove all families
with � 10 samples, while in [55] the authors remove all

singletons (i.e., families with just one sample) from the analy-
sis. There are other works related to mobile malware classifi-
cation. DroidMiner [58] analyzes fine-grained behaviors of
Android malware applications. DroidScribe [28] considers
only dynamic features and classifies Android malware into
families to provide a baseline against proposals that focus
on static features. DroidSieve [54] considers only static
features—in particular it proposes a set of features that are
resilient to modern obfuscations strategies. Prescience [29]
builds onDroidSieve and studies periodic retraining of classi-
fiers over time to adapt to novel obfuscation techniques.
However, in this paperwe also consider small and previously
unseen families which are not the main focus of [28], [29],
[54], [58], [62]; in particular, our major contribution is the EC2
algorithm which is very efficient in detecting both very small
(including new malware families) and large families. Andro-
nio et al. [12] propose a method for discriminating between
goodware, scareware and ransomware by generalizing three
key insights of common behaviors in mobile ransomware:
threatening text, device locking, and encryption. Aresu
et al. [13] propose an approach that by extracting features
from HTTP traffic is focused on classification of mobile bot-
nets variants (e.g., Zitmo). However, these works are not
generic since they are targeted to specific objectives (identify
which malware is scareware/ransomware, and identify
variants of mobile botnets samples), whereas we propose a
generic approach that can be applied to any malware family
and is also able to detect singleton families.

As a final remark, it is important to observe that in some
cases the concept of “malware family” may be fuzzy, as a
security analyst may consider that a sample belongs to
more than one family. For example, consider the Petya

ransomware and its more recent variant NotPetya [10],
which antivirus vendors eventually decided to consider as
two distinct families due to their differences in propaga-
tion and operativity. Nevertheless, the detection of small
and/or previously unseen families can also be helpful in
the detection of very different variants of a known family
which may represent an entirely new strain. For the sake
of fairness, all results in this paper refer to the publicly
available and labeled DREBIN [4] and Koodous [9] aca-
demic datasets.

3 DREBIN DATASET

We first analyze the DREBIN dataset [4] as it represents the
largest public, labeled mobile malware dataset, as of 2016.
All DREBIN samples (even ones in the same family) are char-
acterized by different hash values, indicating that some
obfuscation technique [19] has been applied in order to pre-
vent easy detection of variants. As described in Section 4.3.1,
we execute the malware samples in a controlled environ-
ment to extract dynamic features. We only kept dynamic
logs for samples executed for 120 seconds without failures.
In particular, the final dataset used in this paper consists of
4,845 malware samples: Fig. 1a reports the distribution of
malware family sizes, and Fig. 1b reports the top 15 malware
families by size, among which: FakeInstaller, that simu-
lates an installer of Android applications but in reality sends
SMSs to a premium-rate service; DroidKungFu that tries to
perform privilege escalation and steals sensitive data from

Fig. 1. (a) Cumulative distribution of the size of malware families present
in the DREBIN dataset (see Supplementary, which can be found on the
Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TDSC.2017.2739145, for the non-cumulative family distribu-
tion), (b) top-15 malware families by decreasing size.
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the device; Opfake that is another malware family sending
SMSs to premium-rate numbers.

The size of Android malware families follows a heavy-
tailed skewed distribution (cf. Fig. 1a): 112 of 156 families
have under 10 samples. This suggests that supervised classifi-
cation algorithms might not work well due to lack of training
samples for small families. Hence, we leverage unsupervised
clustering approaches and propose a novel ensemblemethod
that leverages both classification and clustering.

4 FEATURE EXTRACTION

We first present some fundamentals about the Android
environment, and then describe how we design and extract
static and dynamic features from the samples.

4.1 Android Fundamentals

Android applications (or apk files) are jar-like compressed
files. Android users can install applications from both offi-
cial (Google Play Store) and third-party marketplaces. The
components of each Android application must be declared in
the Manifest file which is a header in each apk. The main
apk components are:

� Activities model the screens and windows that con-
stitute the user interface of an application.

� Services are background processes that remain active
even when the application is out-of-focus (e.g., play-
ing music), and may be used for malicious acts (e.g.,
aggressive advertisement from Adware).

� Content Providers are used to define and regulate data
sharing between applications.

� Broadcast Receivers are used to monitor system-level
events (such as BOOT_COMPLETED, commonly moni-
tored by malware to trigger malicious behavior on
phone startup [14]).

� Intents are messaging objects that can be used for
interactions and communication between compo-
nents. They are used to invoke actions, e.g., start
another activity, start a service, or deliver a broadcast
message that can be captured by broadcast receivers.

Each Android application runs in an isolated environment
that is separated from other applications, and by default it
can only write on a separate memory space and cannot
access phone resources (e.g., Camera). To perform more
advanced interactions, Android relies on a fine-grained per-
missions system for which an application has to explicitly
request the user, at installation time, for permission to
access specific software (e.g., access call log) and/or hardware
(e.g., camera, vibration) resources. This guarantees trans-
parency about the data that can be accessed by the applica-
tion (e.g., access and modify Calendar or Contact List),
although it is often overlooked by users since the number of
permissions may be high. Moreover, it is not trivial to deter-
mine what an application actually does with a permission
(e.g., when/where an app exactly uses READ_SMS permis-
sion to read text messages inbox). A full set of standard per-
missions is available in Android documentation,3 but

program developers can also define a set of custom permis-
sions depending on their needs (e.g., to communicate with
other applications of the same developer).

4.2 Static Features

Several static features have been proposed in the literature
(e.g., [14], [44], [54], [62]). We wanted to develop easy to
extract and explainable static features by leveraging those
proposed in [14]. Despite [14] extracts static features both
from the Manifest and from the source code (e.g., API calls),
we decided to consider only features from the Android
Manifest4 for three main reasons: (i) features from the code
may introduce overly detailed and noisy information [31],
[36], whereas the Android Manifest already has rich infor-
mation about an application and its structure; (ii) the use of
encryption or reflection [46] may easily introduce much
noise in the code, whereas the Android Manifest must be
declared in plaintext and also contains many specifications
about requested permissions and interfaces; (iii) finally, we
consider features that are easy to interpret, so that we can
automatically extract meaningful characteristics that distin-
guish malware families (cf. Section 7 and supplementary
materials, available online).

Depending on their meaning, our static features fall into
three main groups: author, structure and permissions. Table 1
reports the complete list of static features, where the left-
most column reports feature groups.

Author. Malware of the same family may be developed
by the same author. Developer information is usually pub-
lished by marketplaces (e.g., Google Play). However, the
DREBIN dataset also contains applications that have been
removed from the store or that have been retrieved from
third-party marketplaces. We assume that if two applica-
tions are digitally signed with the same certificate, then they
have been developed by the same author. This feature has
not been considered by [14], but in some other related
research (e.g., [54]). Section 7 shows that some families (e.g.,
MobileTx and Opfake) have many samples developed by
the same author—while the author feature is insignificant
for others (e.g., Geinimi, FakeInstaller, JiFake) as
the malware developers were more careful.

Application Components. Applications sharing similar
structure may be variants of the same family. We describe
app structure via the number of components found in
the Manifest: filesize, n_activities, n_intents,
n_providers, n_receivers, n_services. As an exam-
ple, the feature n_activities is very significant to dis-
criminate the family Opfake (cf. supplementary materials,
available online), and also for discriminating the various
families in the multi-class classification task (cf. Fig. 8).

3. https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/security/
permissions.html

4. Our static feature set corresponds to the features proposed in [14]
related to the Android Manifest with some modifications: unlike [14],
we also consider the filesize and author of an app (which have also
been considered in [54]); unlike [14], we only consider the number of
application components (e.g., Activities, Services), instead of their spe-
cific class names (e.g., HomePageActivity.class)– this is because
names can be very easily obfuscated, whereas number of components
may not be modified arbitrarily by the malware developer without rais-
ing suspiciousness in malware detectors. We also observe that all static
features in [14] are binary, whereas we also have continuous static fea-
tures: author, filesize, number of components, and number of
permissions.
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Unlike the feature set presented in [14], we choose not to
consider the names of the Android components, but rather
their counts because component names can be altered very
easily (as they are just the names of Java classes defined by
the application developer). On the other hand, the number
and organization of components is harder to change signifi-
cantly without also improving chances of detection of a
sample as malware.

Permissions. The Android permissions system provides a
rich source of features as malware from the same family
may need the same permissions that may help distinguish
them from other families. For example, MobileTx is one of
the few families requiring the RESTART_PACKAGES permis-
sion, that is used to kill antivirus and application monitor-
ing systems. Sometimes, even the absence of a certain
permission requested by the malware can be useful to dis-
criminate its family. For instance, FakeInstaller does
not need the ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE permission—this
absence is a strong indicator that a sample belongs to this
family. A predefined set of standard permissions5 label some
features dangerous as they provide access to sensitive resour-
ces such as call logs or contact lists. Our feature set includes
binary vectors as in [14], containing possible standard soft-
ware and hardware permissions from the Android official
documentation. We also count the number of customized
permissions that can be defined by programmers. As a final

remark, although permission-related features are very
important, they may not be sufficient by themselves for
detecting/ classifying some types of Android malware (e.g.,
in case of privilege escalation attacks [20]); hence it is funda-
mental to consider the other kinds of features presented in
this section as well.

We extract static features with official Android SDK6 tools
and Androguard,7 a Python library for extracting metadata
from apk files and their Manifest. We have 190 static fea-
tures in all (Author: 1, Application components: 6, Permis-
sions: 183).

4.3 Dynamic Features

Since static features alone may not be enough because of
obfuscation techniques [19], we run malware samples in a
sandbox in order to find common behaviors exhibited by
families [51]. We first describe generation of dynamic logs,
then design and motivate extraction of dynamic features.

4.3.1 Generation of Malware Dynamic Logs

We installed and configured the official Android emulator,8

a fully-functional Android system that runs applications
with a graphical user interface. We also used inetsim,9 a
tool that simulatesmany network services, and also provides
realistic data in response to malware requests (e.g., if a mal-
ware tries to download an executable file from an external
website). This allows us to log the most relevant malware
Internet requests of the malware, despite absence of real
Internet connectivity. To run the malware samples, we use
DroidBox 4.1.1,10 an open-source sandbox especially tai-
lored for dynamicmalware analysis of Android applications.
DroidBox can install and execute apk applications in the
Android emulator. For each malware sample in DREBIN/
Koodous, we execute the malware for 120 seconds and log all
its activities through DroidBox, which include: file system
activities (read/write), network activity (sendnet/recvnet),
usage of cryptographic primitives, dynamic loading of clas-
ses, start of new services (background processes), generation
of system events. We did not use simulated user input
because: (i) a random input simulator would prevent deter-
ministic code execution, which is important for malware
classification; (ii) designing a deterministic input simulator to
be run on all applications would be a huge challenge as
manymalware applications crash often.

Fig. 2a shows a sample Droidbox log of a filesystem write
operation, where about 1:9s after starting the execution of
the malware, some data is written in /data/com.apsp/

stats.log. The “data” field in Fig. 2a contains the data
written by the application in hexadecimal format. Fig. 2b
shows another sample log related to SMS sending activity.
Many malware try to deceptively send SMSs to premium-
rate numbers owned by the malware developer in order to
get money from the user. Sometimes, SMSs are also used to
spread the malware by sending a text to users from a con-
tact list to deceive them into clicking a malicious URL.

TABLE 1
Static Features Derived from the Analysis of Code
and Manifest in the Malware Samples in DREBIN

Group Feature Description

Author author Derived from SHA256 hash that
digitally signs the Android sample

Structure

filesize The size of the file in bytes
n_activities Num. Activities
n_intents Num. Filtered Intents
n_providers Num. Content Providers
n_services Num. Services
n_receivers Num. Broadcast Receivers

Permissions

n_std_sw_perm Num. standard sw permissions
required to install the application

n_std_sw_ _

perm_dangerous

Num. std sw permissions marked
as dangerous in Android
documentation

n_hw_perm Num. std hw permissions required
to install the application

n_custom_perm Num. custom permissions (i.e.,
non-std) defined by the application
developer

sw permission1 1 if sw permission1 is required by
the application, 0 otherwise

. . . 1 if sw permissioni is required by
the application, 0 otherwise

sw permissionN 1 if sw permissionN is required by
the application, 0 otherwise

hw permission1 1 if hw permission1 is required by
the application, 0 otherwise

. . . 1 if hw permissionj is required by
the application, 0 otherwise

hw permissionK 1 if hw permissionK is required by
the application, 0 otherwise

5. https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/security/
permissions.html

6. https://developer.android.com/studio/
7. https://github.com/androguard
8. https://developer.android.com/studio/run/emulator.html
9. http://www.inetsim.org
10. https://github.com/pjlantz/droidbox
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Details of the dynamic log generation process can be found
in the supplementary materials, available online.

4.3.2 Dynamic Feature Extraction

Our goal is to design features that capture similarities in
malware behaviors in order to classify samples into fami-
lies. Dynamic logs allow us to even design very low-level
features, such as read operations on specific data from files
and folders at particular timestamps. However, past work
shows that overly detailed dynamic features rarely improve
malware classification [28], [31] as they inject noise. We
therefore leverage an n-gram representation commonly
used in malware analysis and classification (e.g., [18], [31],
[33], [51]). Using n-grams, we count the following operations
captured by the sandbox: RW (read and write operations),
System (e.g., start of a new background process), Network
(Internet requests), SMS (texts sent by the device). For each
dynamic log operation, we extract several possible sets of
words to limit the impact of possible obfuscation strategies
adopted by the attacker (e.g., changing the filename of a
written file). For this purpose, we consider a bag of word
approach in which we extract n-gram counts. In particular,
we have experimentally verified that considering n-grams
with n > 3 does not yield any performance improvement
(because the level of details increases and features become
too specific, as discussed in [28], [31]), so we consider unig-
rams, bigrams and trigrams. Each word is a feature, where
the value is represented by the number of occurrences of

that keyword in the logs [51]. The idea is that similar mal-
ware execute similar types of operations.

To clarify how the bag of words for dynamic features are
extracted, consider an example based on the write log of
Fig. 2a. Since we consider up to 3-grams, we can extract the
following four words from this log: (i) write, (ii) write
/data/, (iii) write stats.log, (iv) write /data/

stats.log. The first word corresponds just to the name of
the executed operation. In the second word, we extract only
the basepath /data/ instead of the fullpath /data/com.

app/ (i.e., the first folder name in the path, in addition to
the root folder) because most Android folders are depen-
dent on Application names (e.g., com.app in the example)
or process ids, but the basepaths are unique [31]. We do not
include the content written - we verified that it is not useful
for malware classification, as many malware read files in
different sequences (e.g., a 256 byte file read 1 or 2 bytes at a
time), and also use encryption strategies to hide the real
read/written content. Note that feature values represent
number of occurrences of a word in the dynamic log of the
malware sample.

We can then define a generalized version of a write oper-
ation feature set as follows:

write
h
½< basepath > �½< filename > �

i
; (1)

where items between squared brackets are optional (hence,
if one considers all the possible combinations she can obtain
four words).

Table 2 reports the full list of dynamic feature types
extracted with the bag of words approach. The rationale
behind the design of these features is to capture similarities
in malware behaviors by counting the number of high-level
actions of each sample [31]. Section 7 shows that dynamic
features are effective in characterizing different malware
families (cf. supplementary materials, available online): for
example, Opfake loads a malicious apk in memory at run-
time through the dexclass loading function; MobileTx
sends SMS to premium-rate numbers; Geinimi starts a

Fig. 2. Example of (a) write-log and (b) SMS activity log generated by
DroidBox.

TABLE 2
Dynamic Features Derived from the Execution of the Android Malware Samples Using Bag of Words

Group Feature Description

RW

read [[<basepath>] [<filename>]] N-gram counts about read operations on the Android
filesystem. The basepath is just the name of the first
folder after the root

write [[<basepath>] [<filename>]] N-gram counts about write operations on the Android
filesystem. The basepath is just the name of the first
folder after the root

System

servicestart [<servicename>] N-gram counts about started background processes (i.e.,
services)

load [[<classpath>][<classname>]] N-gram counts about dex Android classes loaded during
execution

crypto [[<algorithm>] [<encryptionkey>]] N-gram counts about crypto operations performed
during execution

recvsaction [[<path>] [<name>]] N-gram counts about event listeners (e.g., BOOT_
COMPLETED)

Network
sendnet [[<protocol>] [<port>]] N-gram counts about outgoing network activity
recvnet [[<protocol>] [<port>]] N-gram counts about incoming network activity

SMS sendsms [[<phonenumber>] [<message>]] N-gram counts about sms sent by the application
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fake background process called GoogleKeyboard that col-
lects user information that are then sent outside.

Note that since we always consider 1-gram counts con-
sisting of just the operation (e.g., write, read), our
approach also captures the total number of dynamic opera-
tions of each kind executed by a malware.

By executing DREBIN malware samples, we collect 6,875
dynamic features corresponding to the set of possible words
of Table 2. We then drop all the features that have value 0
(i.e., never occurred) for all malware samples except one. In
other words, we drop all n-grams executed by just a single
malware sample in the dataset - as they do not contribute to
the malware classification task; thus we are left with 2,048
dynamic features.

5 DISCOVERING ANDROID MALWARE FAMILIES

5.1 Supervised Classification

We consider six standard supervised classifiers—Decision
Tree (DT), K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN), Logistic Regres-
sion (LR), Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), and Random Forest (RF). We perform hyper-
parameter optimization in order to find the parameters
that generate the best results. For instance, we use CART
with Gini gain criteria for DT; K-NN method with K ¼ 5;
multinomial logistic regression and SVM with linear ker-
nel. Section 6 shows that Random Forest turns out to be
the best classifier in general, buts fails to capture small
families. This motivated us to run unsupervised clustering
algorithms with the hope that interdependency between
malware samples captured via clustering might help in
detecting small families.

5.2 Unsupervised Clustering

We consider five well known clustering methods previously
used in malware analysis: [17], [26]: DBSCAN, Hierarchical
with complete linkage and euclidean distance, Affinity,
K-Means and MeanShift. The value of K in K-Means was

determined by the Silhouette Method. Other parameters
were systematically tuned to get the best performance.

Section 8 shows that DBSCAN turns out to be the best
clustering algorithm. Although it accurately captures small
families, its overall performance is significantly worse than
the best classification algorithm. This further motivates us
to combine both the results of classification and clustering
in a systematic way to improve the overall performance as
well as to detect small families.

5.3 EC2: Combining Classification and Clustering

Section 6 will show that while classification methods per-
form well on families with at least 10 samples, they fail to
predict small families effectively. On the other hand, clus-
tering methods efficiently capture small families. To get the
best of both worlds, we propose EC2 (Ensemble Clustering
and Classification) which combines the results of classifica-
tion and clustering in a systematic way (see Algorithm 1).

In the initial steps, EC2 uses an unsupervised clustering
method Auc to cluster all the samples (Step 1). In parallel, it
trains a supervised classifier Asc on training set TR (Step 2)
andmeasures themembership probability of each test sample
for each family (Step 4). If a test sample achieves a maximum
membership probability greater than a certain threshold d1, it
is assigned to the corresponding family (Step 1); otherwise it
is marked as “unlabeled” (Step 10). In Section 9.2, we vary the
value of d1 and observe that the highest accuracy is obtained
with d1 ¼ 0:6. For each such unlabeled sample s, EC2 first
checks the cluster Cs where it is assigned by Auc (Step 1). If
more than d2 fraction of the constituent members in Cs have
already been labeled with a single family f , then s is labeled
with f (Step 1); otherwise s is labeled with a new family Cs.
Note that in this step if there is a tie in the size of the classes
inside the cluster Cs, we by randomly assign the sample into
one of the majority classes.11 Moreover, Step 1 enables us to
create a completely new family which may not be present in
the training set, thus allowing us to identify completely unob-
served families.

Illustrative Example. Fig. 3 shows an example of EC2 in
action. Suppose there are six samples O1; . . . ; O6. A classi-
fication algorithm Asc classifies the samples with a proba-
bility distribution as shown in Fig. 3a. If d1 ¼ 0:7, then
samples O1 and O3 are assigned to class C1 because the
membership probability of both these samples is above 0.7
(Fig. 3b). No other samples are assigned to a class due to
the lack of high confidence. Therefore, we run a clustering
algorithm Auc that may group them into three clusters
G1; G2; G3 (Fig. 3c). For the unassigned samples we use
the clustering results as follows. For instance, in the case
of O2 we see that it belongs to cluster G1, and there are
two other samples O1 and O3 which also belong to G1.
Now, out of 3 samples in G1, two are already labeled as
C1 from the classification result, i.e., more than d2 (which
is set as 0.6) fraction of samples in G1 are labeled as C1.
Therefore, O2 is also assigned to C1. However for O5 and
O6 which belong to G2 and there is no other member
labeled earlier, we assign them separately in a class G2.
Similarly O4 is assigned to a singleton class G3.

Fig. 3. An illustrative example EC2. Six samples O1; . . . ; O6 are finally
grouped into three clusters C1; G2; G3.

11. Note that if d2 is greater than 0.5, there is no possibility that a tie
is encountered.
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Time Complexity. Assume that there are n malware sam-
ples and f families in the test set. Once we obtain the results
of the classification and clustering algorithms, for each sam-
ple it takes Oðf log fÞ time to obtain the maximum member-
ship probability. Therefore, the total time required to
execute Steps 3-10 is Oðnf log fÞ. Further if we assume there
are on average nc samples per cluster, the worst case total
cost incurred by EC2 in Steps 11-17 is Oðn:ncÞ � Oðn2Þ.
However, in practice nc � n, which implies that Oðn:ncÞ �
OðnÞ. So the overall worst-case time complexity is
Oðnþ nf log fÞ � Oðnf log fÞ.

Algorithm 1. EC2 Algorithm

Input: Training set: TR, test set: TS, thresholds: d1 and d2,
Classification algo: Asc, Clustering algo: Auc

Output: Labeled families of TS

1 Run Auc on TRþ TS and obtain set of clusters C;
2 Train Asc on TR;
3 for each s 2 TS do
4 MP ½s; f �  Membership probability of s in family

f obtained from Asc;
5 mp�  max

8f
MP ½s; f �;

6 f�  argmax
f

MP ½s; f �;
7 ifmp� � d1 then

8 L½s�  f�; " Assigning family label of s
9 else
10 PushðUnlabeledS; sÞ " Push s into UnlabeledS
11 while UnlabeledS is not empty do
12 s PopðUnlabeledSÞ;
13 Cs  Cluster of s (where Cs 2 C);
14 if More than d2 fraction of the samples in Cs are labeled with a

family f then
15 L½s�  f ;
16 else
17 L½s�  Cs;
18 return L;

6 PERFORMANCE OF SUPERVISED CLASSIFIERS

In this section, we provide the performance of the classifiers.
We start with the metrics used to evaluate the performance
of the classifiers, followed by a comparative evaluation.

6.1 Evaluation Metrics

As the size distribution of malware families is highly
skewed (cf. Fig. 1a), we examine the performance of the

classifiers at Macro (Ma) and Micro (Mi) levels. At each
level, we consider Precision (P), Recall (R), F-Score (F) and
Area under the ROC curve (AUC). At micro (resp. macro)
level, Precision, Recall and F-Score are denoted as MiP, MiR
and MiF (resp. MaP, MaR and MaF) respectively. Each of
such metrics ranges from 0 (no match) to 1 (exactly similar).

We recall how Micro and Macro statistics are computed
for evaluating multi-class classifiers. Given a classifier and a
malware family i, we let TPi, FPi and FNi indicate True Pos-
itive, False Positive and False Negative samples, respec-
tively. Then, for n different families, Micro Precision (MiP)
and Macro Precision (MaP) are

MiP ¼
Pn

i¼1 TPiPn
i¼1 TPi þ FPi

(2)

MaP ¼
Pn

i¼1
TPi

TPiþFPi
n

: (3)

We also observe that micro statistics suppress the results of
small clusters over those of large clusters.

6.2 Performance Analysis

We observe that Random Forest (RF) achieves the highest
overall classification accuracy after 5-fold cross-validation12

(see Supplementary Materials, available online, for the per-
formance of the other classifiers). RF yields a MaF=0.65 and
MaAUC=0.83, and MiF=0.93 and MiAUC=0.97 averaged
over 50 iterations for all families (including the ones with less
than 10 samples). Small families lead to lower values for
macro statistics because these are difficult to predict due to
the lack of training data. Performance of small families will
be separately discussed in Section 6.4. For now, we consider
only families with size� 10 (44 families, 4545 samples).

Composite Performance. Fig. 4c shows performance of all
classifiers on families of size � 10 considering both static
and dynamic features. For better visualization we adopt the
setup used in [25] - for each evaluation metric (such as MiF,
MaF, MiAUC, MaAUC), we separately scale the scores of
the methods so that the best performing method has a
score of 1. The composite performance of a method is the
sum of the four normalized scores. If a method outperforms
all other methods, then its composite performance is 4

Fig. 4. Performance for families having � 10 samples averaged over 50 iterations with five-fold cross-validation on the DREBIN dataset. (a) Compos-
ite performance of the classifiers; (b) relative improvement (in terms of Micro AUC) of the classifiers with respect to their performance with only static
features (the horizontal dotted red line indicates that both the performance are equal); (c) absolute values of the metrics for all the classifiers consid-
ering static and dynamic features together.

12. We consider 5-fold over 10-fold because the former handles folds
with less than 10 samples in our training data. It is required because in
our dataset small families are the prevalent families.
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(See Supplementary Materials, available online, for the
actual performance value of the classifiers).

Fig. 4a shows the composite performance of all the classi-
fiers for different feature sets. Considering both static and
dynamic features, Random Forest outperforms all others
(with composite performance of 4), followed by DT (3.92),
K-NN (2.24), SVM (2.15), NB (1.99) and LR (1.94). The supe-
rior performance of DT corroborates the results in [15], [41]
for separating malware from benign applications and might
be due to the categorical features such as author, structure
and permissions. As described in [24], K-NN and DT are
extremely useful when the features are categorical and/or a
mixture of continuous and categorical. This might also
explain the poor performance of SVM. Fig. 4b presents the
relative performance of the classifiers by individually con-
sidering dynamic features and both static and dynamic fea-
tures together w.r.t. the performance with only static
features (which were used in most previous mobile mal-
ware classification research [30], [34], [55]).

Fig. 4b reports that for all classifiers the relative perfor-
mance exceeds one in most cases, showing that dynamic fea-
tures improve classification accuracy compared to static
ones. Although the relative performance of K-NN, LR, NB
and SVM is higher with only dynamic features, among all
classifiers the best absolute performance is achieved by Ran-
dom Forest with both static and dynamic features (Fig. 4c).
Moreover, Section 7 will show that adopting both kinds of
features is also extremely useful in distinguishing character-
istics of each malware family. Therefore, unless otherwise
mentioned, we will present results that include both static
and dynamic features and that refer to the best classifier (RF).

Family-Wise Performance. To understand the detailed
results of the classifier, Fig. 5 shows the family-wise accu-
racy of Random Forest, the best classifier. We consider all
the detected (resp. ground-truth) families, sort them by
descending order of size, and plot the Precision (resp. Recall)
for the families with at least 10 samples in Fig. 5a (resp.
Fig. 5b). We observe high Precision irrespective of family
size, whereas Recall drops slightly for smaller families. The
small performance drop at bin 5 for both Precision and
Recall is caused by two malware families, Boxer and
SMSreg, that have some hard-to-detect variants.

6.3 Prediction of Unknown Families

Thus far, out of total 4,845 samples we have considered
4,545 samples belonging to 44 large families (families with
at least 10 samples). However, there are 300 other malware

samples present in a total of 112 small families. In this
experiment, we treat these 300 malware samples as
“unknown malware samples”. In particular, out of 4,545
samples (with size greater than 10) we randomly choose
4,245 samples for our training set (set I). Two test suites are
prepared for this experiment: (i) Set II: the remaining 300
samples from large families out of 4,545 sample set, (ii) Set
III: 300 unknown malware samples (belonging to 112 small
families) whose representatives are absent in the training
set. The classifiers are trained on Set I to predict samples in
Set II and Set III. The experiment is repeated 50 times to see
how the classifier performs especially for Set III. We wish to
show that a standard classifier should identify the family of
a sample with high confidence if the malware belongs to one
of the given families. However, if it does not belong to a
known family, the classifier should assign it to a known
family with low confidence.

We use Random Forest with all (static and dynamic) fea-
tures to estimate the probability of each test sample belong-
ing to different families. Fig. 6a shows that Random Forest
with the proposed feature set is very confident in labeling
Set II (the maximum probability is greater than 0.80 for the
great majority of test samples; and MaF and MiF are 0.96
and 0.91); whereas in Fig. 6b it is extremely erratic in pre-
dicting the labels of Set III. As we have seen in Section 5.3,
this behavior of the classifier has been leveraged to design
the EC2 algorithm.

6.4 Performance for Small Families

Thus far, we have primarily considered 44 families with size
� 10. However, there are 109 families that have size � 2,
and each of the remaining 47 families has only one sample
(singleton families).

We now consider all the families of size � 2 and adopt a
two-fold cross validation using stratified sampling so that
at least one sample per family is present in the training set.
The experiment is repeated 50 times and the average accu-
racy is reported. We separately measure class-wise perfor-
mance. Fig. 7 shows the performance of Random Forest for
families of size less than x (5 � x � 50) in order to see how
the classifier performs on such heavily skewed families.

We compare this performance with the performance
obtained earlier in Fig. 4 for families with at least 10 mal-
ware samples. Fig. 7 shows that the performance of the clas-
sifier drops significantly if we consider only small families
in the test set—not surprising due to the small size of the

Fig. 5. Family-wise accuracy (mean values of (a) Macro Precision (MaP)
and (b) Macro Recall (MaR) and their variance) of Random Forest (RF)
with static and dynamic features on the DREBIN dataset. The families
are grouped in bins and sorted by descending order of their size. The
results are obtained with five-fold cross-validation and averaged over 50
iterations. The small drop in bin 5 is caused by Boxer and SMSreg fami-
lies, that have variants harder to detect.

Fig. 6. Family membership probability of test samples (300 samples
each from (a) known (Set II) and (b) unknown families (Set III)) obtained
from Random Forest with static and dynamic features on the DREBIN
dataset. For better visualization, we plot top 10 most probable families
per test sample and sort families based on descending order of member-
ship probability.
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training set. Moreover, although Section 6.3 shows that for
samples belonging to unknown families Random Forest is
erratic in assigning them into known families, it is not possi-
ble for a classifier to identify completely unknown families.
This means that singleton families cannot be identified by
classifiers. However, because of the huge daily growth in
malware variants, it is critical to identify malware families
as soon as an application has been detected as malware.
This motivates us to study unsupervised clustering algo-
rithms, as presented in Section 8.

7 CHARACTERIZING SOME MALWARE FAMILIES

A security analyst needs both an accurate predictor and to
understand which features discriminate between different
malware families. These findings are useful in engineering
robust signatures for detection of new malware variants.

Fig. 8 reports the top 25 features by decreasing classifica-
tion weight for the Random Forest multi-class classifier,
with static features in yellow and dynamic features in blue
(see Tables 1 and 2 for detailed features description). We see
that static features are more importang than dynamic ones,
probably because Android applications have a rich set of
information in their Manifest (i.e., XML-header), making
it more challenging for malware authors to create hugely
different variants. Fig. 8 shows that the most relevant static
features are about custom permissions, that can be used for
interactions and data sharing between applications with the
same author/signature. filesize is also relevant, suggest-
ing that variants of the same malware often share similar
size distributions. Another important feature is author,
because malware authors might reuse the same signature to
publish many variants of their malicious applications on
multiple markets. The most important dynamic features
include the number of write operations on the filesystem
and read cpuinfo, i.e., the number of read operations of
CPU characteristics (to learn details of the device hardware
to determine possible exploits). The receiver for BOOT_

COMPLETED signal is also a top feature - it is often used by
malware developers to determine when the device is turned
on in order to trigger malicious behavior [14].

Malware Family Characterization. Apart from the overall
discriminative features obtained from the multi-class classi-
fication, it is interesting to identify the specific features that
characterize and distinguish each malware family from the
rest. To this end, we design the following experimental
setup - for each of the 44 large malware families, we learn
the best binary classifier (Random Forest) to distinguish

each family from the rest, such that there exist 44 set of clas-
sification rules that separate the behavior of one malware
family from all others. In this way, for each family we can
sort the features by decreasing weight learned by the classi-
fier, thus ranking the features that are more relevant for
classification.

Fig. 9 shows relevant examples of the top 3 features for
families of different sizes.13 Each row in Fig. 9 corresponds
to a different family. Each histogram reports feature values
on the X-axis, and the percent of malware samples having
that feature value on the Y -axis. We report results about the
following families14:

� FakeInstaller pretends to be an app that installs
(or uninstalls) other apps from the system, whereas
its primary purpose is to send premium-rate SMS
without user consent.

� MobileTx is a Trojan that both steals information
and also tries to send premium-rate SMS.

� Geinimi is a Trojan that opens a backdoor to send
information from the device to a remote server.

Though some of these families share similar gs (e.g.,
sending premium-rate SMS), each of them is characterized
differently through the top 3 features shown in Fig. 9.

FakeInstaller. (discovered in May 2012 [5]) The top 3 fea-
tures in FakeInstaller are static (see first row of Fig. 9).
The first feature is related to a permission accessing the net-
work state (i.e., whether a connection is available or not on
the device at a given time). This feature is important for dis-
criminating FakeInstaller as it is one of the fewmalware
families that does not require it (i.e., where permission
ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE is set to 0, as can be observed in
Fig. 9). The filesize of FakeInstaller samples is usually
lower than the other families. Moreover, the recvsaction

Fig. 8. Top 25 discriminative features of Random Forest multi-class clas-
sifier for the DREBIN dataset. Static and dynamic features are repre-
sented as yellow and blue bars, respectively.

Fig. 7. Performance of Random Forest (RF) for families with different
sizes, averaged over 50 iterations with two-fold cross-validation on the
DREBIN dataset. We compare the performance of RF considering only
small families (having size less than x, where 5 � x � 50) with large fam-
ilies (having size � 10).

13. The average F-score for the binary classification is even higher
than multi-class classification, and is reported in supplementary mate-
rials, available online.

14. See supplementary materials, available online, for top 5 features
and explanations of three other families.
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DATA_SMS_RECEIVED is used to monitor whenever an SMS
is received, and is probably used by FakeInstaller to
remove evidences of its texts sent to premium-rate number
and to abort or delete incoming SMS.

MobileTx. (discovered in May 2012 [5]) The second row of
Fig. 9 reports the top 3 distinguishing features of the Mobi-
leTx family, an SMS-fraud malware. The most important
feature involves sendsms activity to the following phone
number: 1065-71090-88877. This turns out to corre-
spond to a premium-rate number used to steal money from
the victim [37]. We discovered 68 premium numbers used
by DREBIN samples. Some of these texts also have pre-
determined text content which is captured by our dynamic
analysis. Moreover, all variants of MobileTx require the
RESTART_PACKAGES permission that allows the malware
to kill all processes including monitors and antivirus soft-
ware installed in the device. The histogram in Fig. 9 shows
that some other malware families (blue bar) also require
this permission for the same purpose, but it is not common.
Finally, all 21 variants of MobileTx have the same
author=443 (that is the anonymized integer for the
SHA256 signature), and hence this feature also helps iden-
tify this family.

Geinimi. (discovered in Dec 2010 [5]) Geinimi variants
steal information such as fine location, device IDs (e.g.,
IMEI, IMSI) and the list of installed apps. Its top 3 distin-
guishing feature value distributions are shown in the last
row of Fig. 9. The first feature is associated with the registra-
tion of AdServiceReceiver, a component used to moni-
tor system events on which to trigger malicious behavior
(e.g., to send stolen data to remove server). The crypto

operations identified in the top 3 features use the DES algo-
rithm to decrypt URLs of the CnC servers and GET com-
mands which are encrypted to avoid static code analysis,
but the malware authors recycled decryption keys and

hence we detected them during dynamic analysis. The per-
mission MOUNT_UNMOUNT_FILESYSTEMS is used to access
data in SD card slots, as some variants of Geinimi use SD
cards to store and load repackaged malicious applications
download from the CnC servers. The servicestart Goo-

gleKeyboard represents the launch of a background pro-
cess named GoogleKeyboard (to avoid user detection by
looking at the phone task manager) that performs malicious
actions, steals information periodically and sends it to the
CnC whose URLs are decrypted at runtime.

Finally, some families are better distinguished using
static features (e.g., FakeInstaller), whereas others are
better distinguished through dynamic features (e.g., Mobi-
leTx). These statistics can be used by security analysts to
define new signatures for malware classification as they
automatically reveal some internals of the code obfuscation
techniques adopted for a certain malware family.

8 PERFORMANCE OF CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

In this section, we start by explaining the metrics used to
evaluate clustering algorithms followed by a detailed per-
formance evaluation.

8.1 Evaluation Metrics

We compare the detected clusters with the original families
in terms of 5 well-known metrics: Micro F-Score (MiF*),
Macro F-Score (MaF*), Normalized Mutual Information
(NMI) [27], Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [39] and Purity (PU)
[47]. For MiF*, MaF*, NMI and PU (resp. ARI), the value
ranges between 0 (resp. -1) and 1 where 0 (resp. -1) refers to
no match with the ground-truth and 1 refers to a perfect
match. Note, the definitions of Micro and Macro F-Scores
for clustering are slightly different from the ones for the
classification. They are defined as follows.

Fig. 9. Feature value comparison between malware families present in the DREBIN dataset. In particular, we report the histogram of the top-3 feature
values for the following malware families (number of samples within parenthesis): FakeInstaller (883), MobileTx (21), Geinimi (13). (More families in
the supplementary materials, available online). Each row corresponds to a family, and the feature value is compared against all other malware fami-
lies in the dataset.
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Given N samples and a detected cluster i with size ni,
True Positive (TPi) denotes the number of pairs (out of niC2)
in which both samples belong to the same ground truth
family; if not, they are counted as False Positive (FPi). Simi-
larly, True Negative (TNi) counts the number of pairs that
are outside cluster i, and that belong to different detected
clusters j and k (i; j; k are mutually different), for which
both samples belong to different ground-truth families.
Once FPi; TPi; TNi are computed for all detected clusters i,
the calculation of MiF* and MaF* is the same as MiF and
MaF (see Section 6.1).

8.2 Performance Analysis

We consider all malware samples in 156 families. Since clus-
tering methods may produce different outputs depending
upon the parameter settings and the initial seed selection,
we run each clustering method 50 times, and the average
performance is reported. Fig. 10 shows the composite per-
formance (as discussed in Section 6.2) of all the clustering
methods (see Supplementary Materials, available online, for
the actual performance values). Among all, K-Means per-
forms the best. Fig. 10b shows the relative performance of
the 5 clustering methods using both static and dynamic fea-
tures as compared to static features alone. Unlike classifica-
tion, dynamic features alone do not improve performance.
In 3 out of 5 cases, the combination of static and dynamic
features leads to an improvement over using static features
alone. This suggests that static features are more important
than dynamic features in clustering malware. Fig. 10c shows
the number of clusters generated by each method using
both static and dynamic features. Fig. 10d summarizes the
accuracy of different methods using both static and
dynamic features. Overall, the performance of K-Means
averaged over all the evaluation metrics is 0.41, followed by
DBSCAN (0.39), Affinity clustering (0.37), Hierarchical
(0.29) and MeanShift (0.26). This is in sharp contrast with

the results reported in [17] where hierarchical clustering
yielded the best results for PC malware. A closer inspection
of Fig. 10 reveals that DBSCAN dominates others in terms
of Micro and Macro F-Score values. The reason might be
that DBSCAN correctly identifies True Positives for each
cluster/family which information theoretic metrics (such as
NMI, ARI) often ignore as pointed in [43]. Moreover, the lat-
ter metrics do not penalize clusters with large cardinality
and tend to prefer a small number of large clusters (which
K-Means produces as shown in Fig. 12a later). Moreover,
K-Means does not capture small families. We now discuss
how the clustering methods detect small families.

Family-Wise Performance. Fig. 11a shows that irrespective
of the size of the clusters detected, DBSCAN achieves better
Precision than K-Means. Moreover, Fig. 11b shows that the
DBSCAN’s recall is almost double that of K-Means. These
results emphasize the fact that DBSCAN accurately captures
the skewed size distribution of Androidmalware families.

Performance for Small Families. Fig. 12a shows the cumula-
tive distribution of the cluster size obtained from different
methods as well as that obtained from the ground-truth
families. DBSCAN produces the distribution which is clos-
est to ground-truth in terms of Chi-square correlation (0.95).
To identify which method best detects small families, we
measure the performance for those clusters/families having
size less than x (x varies from 10 to 50). Figs. 12b and 12c
show that DBSCAN is the best. Interestingly, all clustering
methods seem to be quite consistent in the small zones.
These results highlight the necessity of adopting clustering
methods for identifying small malware families.

Singleton Families. For singleton families, DBSCAN and
K-Means seem to be the best and the worst methods

Fig. 10. (a) Composite performance of the clustering methods; (b) relative improvement of the clustering methods w.r.t. their performance with only
static features; (c) number of clusters detected for different feature sets; (d) absolute value of the metrics for the clustering methods after considering
both static and dynamic features together on the DREBIN dataset.

Fig. 12. (a) Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the size of the clus-
ters detected by different methods on the DREBIN dataset. The Chi-
square correlation of the CDF obtained from each method with that of
ground-truth is reported in the figure legend; (b) performance of the clus-
tering methods for the small clusters/families having size less than x
(10 � x � 50).

Fig. 11. Family-wise accuracy (mean values of (a) Precision and (b)
Recall and their variance) of DBSCAN with static and dynamic features
for the DREBIN dataset. The families are sorted in descending order of
the size. The results are averaged over 50 iterations.
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respectively. The Precision (Recall) of the clustering meth-
ods for detecting only singleton families are: DBSCAN: 0.33
(0.13), Hierarchical: 0.22 (0.07), Affinity: 0.06 (0.11), Mean-
Shift: 0.02 (0.05) and K-Means: 0.002 (0.004). The detection
of singleton families is very important and hugely challeng-
ing (due to lack of training data) because these identify
potentially new types of malware that may need new anti-
malware signatures.

8.3 Feature Importance

We identify the most important features in clustering by
measuring the percentage decrease in accuracy (in terms of
MaF*) when each feature is dropped. Fig. 13 reports results
for DBSCAN, where the most important feature groups are
D:System, S:Author and S:Permissions. Recall from Fig. 10b
that combining static and dynamic features performs well,
but dynamic features alone perform worse than static fea-
tures. This differs from the classification results shown in
Fig. 4b where dynamic features are extremely important.
Thus both types of features are important.

To better understand the results in Fig. 13, let us look at
the top 5 static and dynamic features in Table 3, along with
their overall ranking (obtained by sorting for decreasing
performance loss). Most of the top 5 dynamic features are
related to dexclass operations, that correspond to the
loading of particular Android classes during execution. Fur-
ther inspection reveals that the first dynamic feature corre-
sponds to a class loaded by 10 samples (out of 17) of the
FakePlayermalware family, which is a Trojan that tries to
send premium-rate SMSs. Table 3 suggests that very specific
dynamic features (such as dexclass <class-name>) are
used by DBSCAN to discriminate clusters. Therefore, sam-
ples with very similar features are grouped into reasonably
small clusters, which are not allowed to grow further, result-
ing in high Precision and low Recall. The most relevant
static features are related to Android permissions, such as
those to access GPS location, Internet, send SMS or write to
external storage. The author is fifth in terms of importance,
meaning that it plays a significant role in unsupervised clus-
tering approaches to grouping malware.

9 PERFORMANCE OF EC2

In this section, we present the performance of EC2. We start
by explaining the baseline methods (Section 9.1), followed
by a detailed comparative evaluation: Section 9.2 reports
results on DREBIN dataset [4], Section 9.3 reports results on
the more recent Koodous academic dataset [9].

9.1 Baseline Methods

We consider the following five methods as baselines: (i) best
standalone classifier (Random Forest), (ii) RHWDL: an SVM
based classification of malware behavior [51], (iii) HHC: an
ensemble-based hybrid hierarchical clustering [59], (iv)

DroidLegacy: an existing algorithm specifically designed
for Android malware family classification [30], (v) K2: an
ensemble approach where clustering results are used as fea-
tures for classification [42]. While methods (ii), (iii) and (iv)
were applied on malware datasets, method (v) was used for
text classification. K2 turned out to be the best baseline.

9.2 Experimental Results on DREBIN

We consider the entire DREBIN dataset, randomly divide it
into 5 folds and predict the families for each fold separately.
The following experiment is repeated 50 times and results
are averaged.

We assume that each test sample si 2 TS appears one by
one and independently of other test samples. We always use
the old and reliable training setTR to classify new test samples
si, instead of augmenting with a newly classified sample.15 If
si is classified into one of the existing classes, we keep si aside
because other representatives of this class are already present
in the training set TS. If si is classified into a completely new
class, we use this information in a systematic way. When the
next test sample siþ1 appears and is classified into a new class
by the classifier (trained on TS), there are two possibilities - (i)
either siþ1 belongs to the same class si belongs to, or (ii) siþ1
forms another new class.We then augment si and siþ1 into TS
and run the clustering algorithm on TS [ fsi; siþ1g. If both of
them are clustered together, we assign them same class label;
otherwise we keep them separately into two different classes.
In this way, we avoid including noise due to oldmisclassifica-
tion into the current training set.

We report the results for the best settings of the baseline
methods—standalone Random Forest is the first baseline;
we use the same configurations proposed in [51] and [59]
for RHWDL and HHC respectively. For DroidLegacy [30] we
extract the Android malware features, run their algorithm
using their open-source implementation [7], and report best
results obtained by tuning parameters as recommended in
their paper. For K2 we report the results of Random Forest
after considering outputs of all the clustering methods as
features.

Fig. 13. Average performance (MaF*) decrease per group of static (S)
and dynamic (D) features (DBSCAN) on the DREBIN dataset.

TABLE 3
Top 5 Features Each from Static and Dynamic Set with Their
Overall Ranks (OR), Sorted by Decreasing Performance Loss

of the DBSCAN Method for the DREBIN Dataset

OR Static Feature OR Dynamic Feature

2 perm: ACCESS_

COARSE_LOCATION

1 dexclass org.me.

androidapplication1-

1.apk

8 perm:INTERNET 3 dexclass ru.jabox.

android. smsbox.

lovebox-1.apk

10 perm:SEND_SMS 4 servicestart

PlayerBindService

11 perm:READ_

PHONE_STATE

5 dexclass ru.jabox.

android. smsbox.

jokebox-1.apk

12 author 6 dexclass com.agewap.

soft-1.apk

15. Augmenting a newly classified sample into the training set
might lead to cascading of noise.
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Note that the number of detected clusters and the num-
ber of ground-truth families may not be identical (c.f. Fig. 3
in which there are two classes in the training sample; how-
ever we obtain 3 clusters in the final result). Therefore, we
compare the performance of EC2 with other baselines using
cluster evaluation metrics: MiF*, MaF*, NMI, ARI and PU
(see Section 8 for formal definition).

Table 4 shows significant performance gains forEC2 (using
Random Forest classifier and different clustering methods
with d1 ¼ 0:6 and d2 ¼ 0:5) and other baselines. The values of
the thresholds are selected based on Fig. 14—the performance
of Random Forest is best for d1 ¼ 0:6 and d2 ¼ 0:45. The EC2

algorithmwithDBSCAN turns out to be the best in this task—
MiF*: 0.76, MaF*: 0.97, NMI: 0.67, ARI: 0.14 and PU: 0.48,
which is 6, 9, 6, 27 and 14 percent higher than the best baseline
(K2) respectively. Most importantly, EC2 detects singleton
families with average Precision (Recall) of 0.43 (0.31), which
is significantly higher than the performance reported in
Section 8.2. Interestingly, DroidLegacy which was specifi-
cally proposed to classify Android malware families turns
out to be even worse than K2 and EC2 when considering all
the families. This indicates that ensemble approaches which
combine clustering and classification results may be the best
choice for classifyingmalware families.

Finally, we evaluated competing methods separately for
small and large families. Table 5 shows that for families
with size � 10, EC2 performs best, even better than Random
Forest (standalone). For families with size < 10, EC2 per-
forms slightly worse than DBSCAN probably due to some
classification noise propagated from the classifier. However,
for small families EC2 still outperforms both RF and K2.
Although we have shown the performance of EC2 for

Android malware prediction, we believe it can also be used
to in general for other datasets.

9.3 Experimental Results on Koodous Dataset

We now present experimental results on the more recent
Koodous dataset [9]. Koodous is a community-based plat-
form similar to VirusTotal, but it is entirely focused on static
and dynamic analysis of Android malware.

The Koodous academic dataset was generously provided
to us by the Koodous administrators and contains 50,000
malware samples spanning from December 2015 to
May 2016. This dataset is more recent than DREBIN, but
only about 6,700 samples have been labeled with coarse-
grained families (namely, categories). We use the labels
already provided in this dataset as the ground truth because
they have been closely investigated by Koodous administra-
tors. In particular, the dataset contains the following catego-
ries (size within the parenthesis): SMS-fraud (3,257),
Adware (3,069), Information-Theft (110), Ransomware
(95), Fake-Installer (95), Rooting (50), Banker (31).

We use the Koodous dataset because (i) it contains more
recent malware (hence it may be interesting to observe how
EC2’s performance changes as new obfuscation techniques
are encountered), (ii) it contains more coarse-grained fami-
lies which are more challenging to cluster.

We perform the same feature extraction techniques
described in Section 4, and obtain static and dynamic fea-
tures for the malware samples. We then consider 6,700

TABLE 5
Comparison of EC2 with the Best Classifier (Random Forest),
the Best Clustering (DBSCAN) and the Best Baseline Method
(K2) for Small (Size < 10) and Large (Size� 10) Families

in Terms of MiF* and MaF* on the DREBIN Dataset

Method
Small Families

(< 10)
Large Families

(� 10)

MiF� MaF� MiF� MaF�

RF (Standalone) 0.29 0.73 0.78 0.93
DBSCAN (Standalone) 0.49 0.91 0.68 0.86
K2 [42] 0.36 0.75 0.76 0.90
EC2 (RF+DBSCAN) 0.45 0.89 0.82 0.95

TABLE 4
Performance of the Baseline Methods and EC2

on the DREBIN Dataset

Method MiF� MaF� NMI ARI PU

Baselines

RF (Standalone) 0.63 0.84 0.63 0.13 0.41
RHWDL [52] 0.53 0.81 0.60 0.09 0.41
HHC [60] 0.68 0.79 0.59 0.08 0.39
DroidLegacy [30] 0.67 0.82 0.62 0.09 0.35
K2 [42] 0.72 0.89 0.63 0.11 0.42

EC2

RF+Hierarchical 0.71 0.94 0.69 0.14 0.47
RF+Affinity 0.69 0.91 0.69 0.69 0.46
RF+K-Means 0.67 0.90 0.70 0.14 0.47
RF+MeanShift 0.73 0.93 0.68 0.14 0.46
RF+DBSCAN 0.76 0.97 0.67 0.14 0.48

We consider Random Forest (RF) and different clustering methods separately
with d1 ¼ 0:6 and d1 ¼ 0:5. The best baseline and the best combination for
EC2 are highlighted.

Fig. 14. Change in performance (MiF*) with the increase in (a) d1 and (b)
d2 for EC2 (we consider Random Forest and different clustering meth-
ods) on the DREBIN dataset.

TABLE 6
Performance of the Baseline Methods and EC2

on the Koodous Dataset

Method MiF� MaF� NMI ARI PU

Baselines

RF (Standalone) 0.46 0.68 0.59 0.09 0.34
RHWDL [52] 0.42 0.53 0.50 0.06 0.33
HHC [60] 0.44 0.65 0.60 0.08 0.37
DroidLegacy [30] 0.40 0.56 0.53 0.07 0.35
K2 [42] 0.48 0.70 0.61 0.11 0.39

EC2

RF+Hierarchical 0.52 0.71 0.63 0.11 0.39
RF+Affinity 0.51 0.69 0.62 0.10 0.38
RF+K-Means 0.54 0.73 0.64 0.11 0.42
RF+MeanShift 0.53 0.72 0.63 0.13 0.40
RF+DBSCAN 0.56 0.74 0.65 0.13 0.45

We consider Random Forest (RF) and different clustering methods separately
with d1 ¼ 0:85 and d2 ¼ 0:5. The best baseline and the best combination for
EC2 are highlighted.
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labeled malware samples, randomly divide it into 5 folds
and predict the families for each fold separately. The follow-
ing experiment is repeated 50 times and results are averaged.

Table 6 shows that although the overall prediction per-
formance is lower than that of DREBIN, EC2 still outper-
forms the comparative baselines. Therefore, we may
conclude that EC2 is useful for the datasets containing more
recent malware samples (which are intelligently obfuscated
and harder to detect).

10 CONCLUSIONS

This paper makes several major contributions. First, we pro-
posed a systematic analysis of state-of-the-art classification
and clustering algorithms applied to the task of grouping
Android malware into families, and by considering different
combinations of static and dynamic features. Second, we
proposed EC2, the first algorithm used to group malware
into families that uses an ensemble of both classification and clus-
tering approaches. Third, we show that the performance of
EC2 is high even when considering families of all sizes,
achieving an overall Micro and Macro F-Score of 0.76 and
0.97, respectively.Moreover, EC2 alsoworks well on small mal-
ware families which can be very hard to identify, yielding to
an F-Score of 0.36 for singleton families which is very good,
given the lack of training data. Fourth, a detailed analysis of
some Android malware families reveals that our approach is
also effective in characterizing and explaining behavior of
Android malware families. Fifth, we showed that EC2 is
equally successful in detecting families of more recent mal-
ware samples, and also performs significantly well with
obfuscated feature set. Future work might involve how to
group malware families into more coarse-grained categories
and improve data-driven understanding of malware behav-
iors. Moreover, since malware authors may employ increas-
ingly sophisticated obfuscation techniques, future work may
also address how to design automated feature combination
strategies to make it harder for the attacker to evade classifi-
cation. For instance, instead of using a base set of features,
we could replace them for analysis purposes with various
linear or non-linear combinations of features.
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Exploiting Dissent: Towards Fuzzing-Based
Differential Black-Box Testing of

TLS Implementations
Andreas Walz and Axel Sikora

Abstract—The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is one of the most widely used security protocols on the internet. Yet do

implementations of TLS keep on suffering from bugs and security vulnerabilities. In large part is this due to the protocol’s complexity

which makes implementing and testing TLS notoriously difficult. In this paper, we present our work on using differential testing as

effective means to detect issues in black-box implementations of the TLS handshake protocol. We introduce a novel fuzzing algorithm

for generating large and diverse corpuses ofmostly-valid TLS handshake messages. Stimulating TLS servers when expecting a

ClientHello message, we find messages generated with our algorithm to induce more response discrepancies and to achieve a higher

code coverage than those generated with American Fuzzy Lop, TLS-Attacker, or NEZHA. In particular, we apply our approach to

OpenSSL, BoringSSL,WolfSSL,mbedTLS, andMatrixSSL, and find several real implementation bugs; among them a serious

vulnerability inMatrixSSL 3.8.4. Besides do our findings point to imprecision in the TLS specification. We see our approach as

presented in this paper as the first step towards fully interactive differential testing of black-box TLS protocol implementations.

Our software tools are publicly available as open source projects.

Index Terms—TLS, network security, cryptographic protocols, fuzzing, differential testing

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN an increasing number of domains secure network com-
munication is a key requirement, not only for functional

safety but also for user acceptance. This is particularly true
in the Internet of Things (IoT), where Cyber Physical Systems
connect the physical world with the worldwide cyber space.

The Internet Engineering Task Force has developed the
Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol to provide end-to-end
security over insecure networks [1], [2]. Since quite some
time TLS is one of the Internet’s cornerstones for secure
communication. TLS supports encrypted and integrity-
checked data transfer as well as mutual authentication of
communication partners.

The TLS protocol is receiving continual scrutiny [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7] and over time a long list of serious attacks on the
protocol and some of its cryptographic constructions have
been found [8], [9]. Still, in suitable and up-to-date configu-
rations, TLS as a protocol can be considered sound and
secure [10].

However, security vulnerabilities do not only arise from
the protocol itself. Often, it is the implementation of the proto-
col which introduces serious security issues [11], [12]. This
fact is emphatically demonstrated by another long list of

security vulnerabilities, this time caused by flaws in popular
implementations of TLS, e.g., the Heartbleed bug [13] and the
CCS injection bug [14] in OpenSSL [15], the goto fail bug [16]
in GnuTLS [17], and others.

There are several reasons that make TLS implementa-
tions particularly susceptible to bugs:

� Flexibility and agility: The TLS protocol has a large
parameter space with dynamic negotiation mecha-
nisms. Several extension points allow adding new
cryptographic algorithms and protocol features
without touching the core specification.

� Complexity: The protocol’s flexibility brings a high
complexity to the protocol state machine, the han-
dling of interactions between different protocol
modes, and the message parsing. For example, TLS
requires context-sensitive message parsers which are
known to be a common source of bugs [18]. The pars-
ing routines of TLS implementations can easily
exceed several thousand lines of code.

� Specification: The specification of TLS along with all
its extensions and options is distributed over nearly
one hundred documents with thousands of pages.
Beyond that does the specification not have formal
character, lacking precision and leaving interpreta-
tion at the developer’s discretion.

� Interoperability and diversity: Intolerant behavior in
the diverse corpus of internet-deployed TLS imple-
mentations forces developers to individually trade
strict conformance to the specification against large-
scale interoperability.
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Unfortunately does testing TLS implementations turn
out to be highly nontrivial; at least if more than mere mostly-
positive testing is aimed for [19]. Some of the reasons are:

� Protocol messages: The complexity and peculiarity of
the TLS message format demand sophisticated test
message generators. TLS features a multitude of dif-
ferent message, content, and data types. Ignorantly
generated test messages are likely to fail early input
validation.

� State machine: The TLS protocol state machine
requires dynamic and nontrivial protocol interac-
tions for deep and thorough probing.

� Cryptography: By its nature, TLS makes extensive use
of cryptography. The use of cryptography requires
elaborate and dynamic test interactions, just like a
complex state machine does.

� Lack of formal reference: Given the lack of a formal TLS
specification, no entity exists that can reliably tell
correct from incorrect implementation behavior.
After all, who can reliably decide whether the out-
come of a test is positive or negative?

In particular the last-mentioned issue is addressed by
various research activities: for example, miTLS is a reference
implementation of TLS verified with respect to certain secu-
rity properties [20], [21]. However, it is unlikely that verified
implementations like miTLS fully replace prevalent imple-
mentations like OpenSSL, BoringSSL, or WolfSSL in the near
future. In particular, this cannot be expected where severely
resource-constrained devices, e.g., IoT nodes, are involved.
Hence, the need for appropriate testing concepts and tools
apparently still persists.

Motivated by this, we present our work on designing and
implementing a novel test methodology that aims to help
developers and users to identify issues in black-box TLS
implementations. Our work has been inspired by Franken-
certs [22], an approach applying fuzzing techniques and dif-
ferential testing to the X.509 certificate validation routines
that the authentication in TLS is based on. In contrast to
Frankencerts, however, we put our focus on the implementa-
tion of the TLS handshake protocol itself.

Briefly explained, we use semi-randomly generated TLS
protocol messages to stimulate multiple TLS implementa-
tions with equivalent input and use discrepancies in their
responses to detect implementation bugs. Our approach
does neither require code instrumentation nor execution
monitoring, a property particularly interesting for develop-
ers of embedded platforms. At the heart of our approach is
a novel fuzzing algorithm that generates TLS protocol mes-
sages which are highly effective in triggering discrepant
protocol behavior among different TLS implementations.

Clearly, differential testing itself is not a new concept
[23]. However, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to apply fuzzing-based differential testing to the TLS hand-
shake protocol itself. In previous work, differential testing
has only been applied to the validation of certificates [22],
[24], [25], [26].

We see several use cases for our approach:

� Debugging and nonconformance detection: Comparing a
set of different TLS implementations among each
other or comparing an implementation under test

against a reference implementation is a way to detect
implementation bugs. Moreover may it expose
behavior that does not conform to the specification.

� Regression testing: Two versions of the same protocol
implementation might be contrasted in order to gain
confidence that, while changes and improvements
have been implemented, no unintended change of
behavior has been introduced.

� Fingerprinting: Comparing an unknown remote pro-
tocol implementation to a set of known reference
implementations might allow to infer the origin of
the unknown protocol implementation.

� Identifying imprecise standardisation: When comparing
a set of protocol implementations, disagreement
among the implementations may serve as a pointer
to an imprecise protocol specification.

This paper presents the following contributions:

� Generic Message Trees: We design and implement the
concept of Generic Message Trees (GMTs), a versatile
and dynamic data structure for efficiently operating
on highly-structured protocol messages.

� Fuzzing-based TLS message generation: Based on the
GMT concept, we present a randomized algorithm
for generating highly diverse and mostly-valid TLS
handshake messages. Mostly-valid means that mes-
sages tend to obey all except very few syntactic and
semantic rules.

� Differential testing of ClientHello parsing: We use our
message generation algorithm to differentially test
five popular TLS server implementations: OpenSSL,
BoringSSL, WolfSSL, mbedTLS, and MatrixSSL. In that
course, we show that our algorithm is more effective
in provoking discrepant resonses than American
Fuzzy Lop [27], TLS-Attacker [28], and NEZHA are.
We study some of the bugs we exposed in TLS
implementations using our test approach.

� Software framework: We make our software available
for other researchers and developers [29].

Currently, our approach is limited to challenging the
parsing routines for ClientHello messages embedded in
TLS server implementations. Note that during this initial
phase of the TLS handshake cryptography does not pose a
challenge. However, an important goal of our ongoing
work is to overcome these limitations and allow to test the
whole handshake process, including the client perspective.

Our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an
overview of the TLS protocol, while Section 3 outlines
related work. The concept of GMTs is presented in Section 4.
Section 5 explains our test methodology, while its evalua-
tion is provided in Section 6. A study of some TLS imple-
mentation bugs that we found is given in Section 7. Finally,
Section 8 sketches future research directions and Section 9
summarizes the paper.

2 THE TLS PROTOCOL FAMILY

The TLS protocol provides a flexible framework for crypto-
graphically securing communication from end to end over
networks assumed to be under an active attacker’s control.
Since its outset, TLS evolved from version 1.0 [30] to its cur-
rently latest version 1.2 [1]. At present, version 1.3 of TLS is
under preparation [31].
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TLS is composed of five sub-protocols. The Record Proto-
col fragments data from higher TLS layers and handles data
encryption and integrity protection. Its protocol data unit is
called a TLS record. Stacked on top are the Handshake, Change
Cipher Specification, Alert, and Application Data protocols. The
first two are responsible for negotiating connection parame-
ters and cryptographic keys. The Alert Protocol delivers
error messages and the Application Data Protocol is used to
securely transfer application data.

A TLS connection is established via a handshake where
client and server exchange multiple messages (see Fig. 1).
Each handshake message comprises a complex structure of
binary-encoded integer, enumeration, and opaque fields as
well as nested sub-structures. A client initiates a TLS hand-
shake by sending a ClientHello message with a set of sup-
ported protocol options. If possible, the server responds
with a ServerHello message and conveys its respective
choice of options. Otherwise, the server typically responds
with an Alert messages.

Authentication of the server (and optionally the client) as
well as the establishment of a shared cryptographic secret is
achieved by exchanging Certificate and KeyExchange mes-
sages. Finally, Finished messages complete the handshake
and confirm its authenticity in retrospect by means of a sig-
nature over a transcript of the full handshake. Several exten-
sion points in the messages allow to retrofit new protocol
features.

3 RELATED WORK

Various generic black-box approaches use a model of the
system under test—either learned from dynamic interactions
or provided as additional input—to find vulnerabilities in

network protocol implemenations [32], [33], [34], [35], [36].
However, the applicability of such approaches tends to scale
poorly with the complexity of the protocol under consider-
ation; a fact that seems prohibitive for TLS.

De Ruiter and Poll use state machine learning to infer
high-level states and transitions in black-box TLS impleme-
nation [37]. Based on visualizations of the learned state
machines bugs are identified via manual investigation. Sim-
ilarly, Beurdouche et al. systematically test TLS implemen-
tations for state machine bugs by checking whether an
invalid protocol flow is accepted [38]. Invalid protocol flows
are generated by skipping or repeating messages, or by
hopping between message traces from different protocol
modes. However, both approaches treat protocol messages
as atomic units and do not challenge corresponding parsing
routines.

TLSFUZZER [39] is a TLS test suite allowing to generate
offensive TLS protocol flows with invalid messages. The
expected implementation behaviour has to be specified
in the test definitions explicitly; automated detection of
incorrect implementation behavior does not seem to be
supported.

Somorovsky presented a framework called TLS-Attacker
[28], [40]. Besides testing for the susceptibility to known
cryptographic attacks, it allows evaluating TLS server
behavior by using a fuzzing approach based on dynamic
modifications of message fields. TLS-Attacker detects imple-
mentation issues using instrumentation-based runtime
monitoring of the target or by using a TLS context analyzer
that investigates the correctness of TLS protocol flows.

Following the notion of differential testing [23], SFADiff
is a generic approach based on Symbolic Finite Automata
learning to systematically derive differences between a set
of programs [41]. SFADiff has been evaluated successfully
in three different settings, though none of them in the con-
text of TLS. However, automata learning becomes prohibi-
tively complex for TLS unless protocol interactions use a
very limited alphabet.

Frankencerts [22] and Mucerts [24] apply differential test-
ing to the certificate validation logic in TLS implementa-
tions. Where the latter disagree on the validity of one and
the same randomly mutated X.509 certificate, a manual
investigation of the root cause has to follow. However, nei-
ther approach addresses the TLS handshake itself.

Sivakorn et al. presented HVLearn, a black-box approach
for testing hostname verification as part of TLS certificate
validation [26]. From each implementation HVLearn infers a
model that describes the set of all hostnames that match a
given certificate template. Bugs in a model are detected by
finding discrepancies with models of other implementations
or by checking against regular-expression-based rules
derived from the specification.

Petsios et al. presentedNEZHA, an approach for domain-
independent differential testing [25]. NEZHA uses the evo-
lutionary fuzzing engine libFuzzer [42] guided by various
metrics that specifically target differential testing. Applied
to the certificate validation in TLS implementations,
NEZHA finds significantly more discrepancies than Franken-
certs andMucerts.

We observe that in the context of TLS, differential testing
has only been applied to the certificate validation (or parts

Fig. 1. Illustration of the sequence of TLS protocol messages typically
exchanged between a TLS client and a TLS server during a handshake
with mutual authentication. Depending on the authentication and key
agreement scheme, some message may be optional or have a context-
dependent interpretation. Note that with the upcoming TLS 1.3 the hand-
shake is going to change significantly [31].
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thereof). Moreover do all previous approaches targeting
TLS seem to involve developing dedicated source code that
can handle the large variety of TLS message types. Not only
does it significantly add to the complexity and the suscept-
ability to bugs of the test tools themselves. It also makes the
tools’ maintenance laborious and binds the test quality
more than necessary to the developer’s thoroughness. In the
following Section 4, we present an approach that allows a
reduction of protocol-specific implementation efforts.

4 GENERIC MESSAGE TREES

Our test approach is based on interacting with TLS imple-
mentations via an exchange of TLS protocol messages. That
is, at the very least we need to generate suitable and suffi-
ciently diverse TLS messages for stimulation. The large
diversity and complexity of TLS protocol messages poses a
considerable challenge here. Moreover do we need to gener-
ate invalid messages just as we need to generate valid ones.
These prerequisite can often only be met by dedicated and
specifically implemented message handling routines.

For this purpose, we propose the concept of Generic
Message Trees. GMTs constitute an integral part of our meth-
odology. In fact, it is the GMT concept that allows our meth-
odology to be aware of the TLS protocol message syntax
while being protocol-agnostic to the greatest possible extent.

4.1 The GMT Concept

The concept of GMTs is closely related to the concept of
parse trees, but adds means e.g., for in-place message gener-
ation and manipulation. A GMT is an ordered rooted tree
with typed nodes, which each represent a particular mes-
sage component. A leaf node represents an atomic message
field (e.g., an integer field) that allows a direct translation
from and to its raw (on-the-wire) data representation. An
internal node represents a composite message component
whose content is recursively given by its child nodes.

Throughout this paper, we use the following notation.
Let T denote the set of all finite GMTs (including the empty
GMT ? with zero nodes), and, given some GMT t 2 T , let

Vt denote the set of all nodes of t. Each node v 2 Vt defines a
subtree v̂ 2 T that consists of node v and all its descendants.
Furthermore, let S be the set of all finite octet (byte) strings.
The length (number of octets) of an octet string s 2 S is
referred to as jsj.

As an example, Fig. 2 shows an excerpt of the GMT
representation of a TLS ClientHello message.

4.2 Dissection and Serialization

Dissection denotes the process of translating the raw data
representation s 2 S of somemessage into its GMT represen-
tation t 2 T . Dissection can be expressed as a function
D : S ! T . The reverse operation is called serialization and is
achieved by traversing the GMT depth-first and concatenat-
ing the raw data representation of each leaf node v 2 Vt. Seri-
alization can be expressed as a function S : T ! S.

Observe that by their definition, GMTs are an inherently
generic concept. Most format-specific aspects are essentially
abstracted by the dissection function D. Therefore, D is
highly dependent on the format definition of the message to
be dissected. This is in contrast to the serialization function
S, which is fully generic.

4.3 Deriving Dissection Functions

Obviously, the benefits of GMTs were small if there was no
efficient and automated way to obtain implementations of
D. Our approach to achieve this is based on the TLS Presen-
tation Language (TPL). TPL is used more or less consistently
throughout the TLS specification for the purpose of defining
the content and encoding of TLS protocol messages [1]. TPL
comprises basic message fields (i.e., integer and enumera-
tion fields) as well as lists (also referred to as vectors) of
fields, constructed (composite) types, and variants (i.e.,
dynamic choices within constructed types). Message defini-
tions in TPL use a syntax quite close to that of the “C” pro-
gramming language.

In the light of the aforementioned, TPL presents itself as
an interesting candidate for automatically deriving imple-
mentations of D. However, as TPL suffers from a somewhat
casual and informal definition, for our purposes we use

Fig. 2. Illustration of the raw data representation (octet string in hexadecimal notation above the horizontal line) as well as the GMT representation
(tree structure below the horizontal line) of the first part of a TLS ClientHello message (adopted from [43]). GMT nodes are printed in the same order
as they are traversed for serialization. The four columns of the GMT’s visualization reflect (from left to right) the tree structure, the nodes’ types, the
leaf nodes’ raw data representations, and a human-readable representation (where applicable), respectively.
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eTPL, an enhanced version of TPL [43]. eTPL features an
improved expressiveness and is suitable for an automated
generation of parsers, i.e., implementations of D, and other
format-specific routines. As a consequence, the task of man-
ually implementing TLS-specific details can be minimized.
It essentially boils down to copying the TPL-based message
definitions from the TLS specification and using eTPL con-
structs to complement the definition by those features of the
message format that TPL fails to cover.

4.4 GMT Operators

Given the generic nature of GMTs we define a GMT operator
O as an abstract manipulation agent acting on a GMT t. An
operator O is invoked on a certain GMT node v 2 Vt, but
may affect any node in the GMT. For example, the node an
operator is invoked on may merely serve as a starting point
for sophisticated operations walking the whole GMT.

Not every operator is applicable to every node in a mean-
ingful way. Thus, each operator O comes with a filter func-
tion FO : v 7!f 2 f0; 1g, which returns 1 if operator Omay be
invoked on node v, and 0 otherwise.

Observe that certain operations on a GMT or its nodes
change the GMT in such a way that redissecting it (i.e., dis-
secting the tree’s serialization) yields a structurally different
GMT, i.e., DðSðtÞÞ 6¼ t. Such redissection instability of a GMT
is primarily caused by a violation of dependencies between
message fields (e.g., out-of-bounds lengths).1

5 METHODOLOGY

As the integral component of our methodology for testing
implementations of TLS—the handshake in particular—we
design a fuzzing algorithm that is capable of generating
highly diverse corpuses of test messages. Our algorithm is
designed such that the generated messages are very effec-
tive in provoking response discrepancies among different
TLS implementations. In the spirit of differential testing, we
then use such discrepancies as means to identify bugs in the
implementations under test.

Actually, fuzz testing typically involves monitoring the
test target for evidence of faulty behavior; for example using
code instrumentation or dynamic memory monitoring.
However, such measures may not be possible, e.g., because
no source code is available. Moreover may some bugs, e.g.,
semantic bugs [44], not become manifest in the form of pro-
gram crashes or invalid memory accesses. Therefore, com-
bining differential testing with fuzz allows to detect less
obvious failure cases.

With our methodology we try to close the gap between
model-based approaches [23], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36],
[37]—for which TLS is prohibitively complex, unless
protocol interactions are significantly simplified—and
approaches that are based on explicit test oracles [28] or
hand-crafted protocol interactions [39]. In order to support
settings that do not allow code instrumentation or dynamic
memory monitoring, we intentionally refrain from using
techniques in the design of our methodology that would
break its black-box feature.

In the following, we use the term implementation peer
group, or simply peer group, to refer to the set of protocol
implementations that receive the same stimulation input
and of which responses are compared among each other.
Test corpus refers to a set of individual TLS messages which
are used to stimulate implementations in the peer group.

5.1 Input Generation

Our fuzzing algorithm is based on the manipulation of tem-
plate TLS messages. To this end, it makes use of the concept
of GMTs and corresponding manipulation operators as
introduced in the previous Section 4. In contrast to other
black-box fuzzing approaches we are aware of, our
approach allows to cover the space of mostly-valid TLS
messages with minimal implementation effort, yet very
high efficiency.

5.1.1 Manipulation Operators

We define the following set of deterministic operators. Where
applicable, v0 refers to node v after the operator application.

� Voiding operator OOvoid: Replace subtree v̂ by an empty
leaf node. This operation effectively removes all con-
tributions of v̂ to the GMT’s serialization, but retains
a leaf node as a place holder potentially important
for subsequent operations.

� Removing operator OOrem: Fully remove subtree v̂. The
effect of this operator on the serialization of node v is
similar to that of OOvoid.

� Duplicating operator OOdupl: Duplicate subtree v̂ and
insert the copy as a sibling, i.e., as a child of v’s par-
ent to the right of v.

Additionally, we define several fuzzing operators.

� Truncating fuzz operator OOfuzz
trunc: Remove and truncate

the nodes of subtree v̂ such that its serialization after
the operator’s application is truncated to length n,
i.e., jSðv̂0Þj ¼ n. The length n after truncation is chosen
uniformly at random between zero and jSðv̂Þj � 1.

� Integer fuzz operatorOOfuzz
int : Set the integer i represented

by leaf node v to a new value i0. In full range mode, i0 is
chosen uniformly at random between zero and
2w � 1, wherew is the integer field’s bit width. In prox-
imity mode, i0 is chosen uniformly at random between
zero and 2 � iþ 1. Proximmity mode helps keeping
integers close to typical values. For each application
of OOfuzz

int , full range mode or proximity mode are cho-
sen at randomwith equal probabilities. This operator
is only applicable to leaf nodes representing integers.

� Content fuzz operator OOfuzz
cont: Randomize the raw data

representation of leaf node v. The length is either left
unchanged (update-only mode) or chosen uniformly at
random between zero and 2jSðv̂Þj þ 1 (resize-and-
update mode). For each application of OOfuzz

cont, the choice
between update-only mode and resize-and-update
mode is made at random with equal probabilities. For
jSðv̂Þj ¼ 0 resize-and-update mode is chosen with a
probability of one. This operator is only applicable to
leaf nodes.

� Appending fuzz operator OOfuzz
app : Insert a new leaf node

with randomized content as a child of node v. The
raw data length is chosen uniformly at random

1. Redissection instability turns out to be a property worth consider-
ing when tracing the code path an independent parser is following
while processing a GMT’s serialization.
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between one and four. This operator is only applica-
ble to internal nodes.

� Synthesizing fuzz operator OOfuzz
syn : Replace the subtree

v̂ by a semi-randomly synthesized subtree that
obeys the message syntax inherent in the type of
node v. Despite synthesizing syntactically correct
message, OOfuzz

syn is not aware of the corresponding
semantics.

Note that, conceptually, OOfuzz
syn is the most powerful opera-

tor. Based on the dissection functions derived from eTPL
definitions and implanted in GMT nodes, it is capable of
synthesizing message components that are not present in
the template message. In this way, any TLS extension may
be synthesized in a syntactically correct way.

5.1.2 Resolving Inconsistencies (Repairing)

The application of certain manipulation operators is likely
to destroy the internal consistency of a GMT. For instance,
when a variable-length message component is truncated,
the corresponding length field should be updated.

Obviously, there is a trade-off between intentionally gen-
erating inconsistent messages (trying to challenge an
implementation’s input validation routines) and avoiding
message inconsistency (trying to prevent an early rejection
of invalid messages).

Therefore, we define a repair algorithm resolving
inconsistency among the nodes of a GMT on a semi-
random basis (see Fig. 3). The algorithm proceeds by
starting at some node v and traversing the GMT towards
its root. For each node on this path, local inconsistencies
among the node’s direct children are resolved using
a node-specific repair routine.2 If run in randomized
mode, nodes are skipped randomly with a probability of
p ¼ 1=2, giving rise to incidental consistency violations
within the GMT.

5.1.3 Input Generation Algorithm

The core of our algorithm for TLS message generation is
presented in Fig. 4. It starts from the GMT representation
of a template message and repeatedly applies a

randomly chosen manipulation operator to a suitable,
randomly selected GMT node. After each operator
application (excluding OOfuzz

int ), the repair algorithm is
invoked on the node to which the previous operator has
been applied. The number of operator applications is
implicitly chosen at random; after each iteration the algo-
rithm stops with a probability of p ¼ 1=2. The serializa-
tion of the final GMT is the message to be used for
stimulation.3

In order to avoid the generation of bit-identical dupli-
cates, we keep a list of the hashes of previously generated
messages. Having said that, this list is the only state our
generation algorithm holds.

Unfortunately, unless recording internet traffic at large
scale, obtaining a large corpus of TLS template messages is
a nontrivial problem. As we show in Section 6, our algo-
rithm turns out to be effective even if only a single template
messages is provided.

5.2 Response Analysis

In the following, we describe the differential analysis of
responses received from the implementations in the peer
group upon stimulation.

5.2.1 Response Reduction

As a consequence of testing TLS protocol implementa-
tions, the responses we have to deal with are complex
TLS protocol messages that lack straightforward compa-
rability. For differential testing, it is therefore crucial to
define a reasonable metric that can assess whether
responses are discrepant or in agreement—potentially
despite differences in their raw data representations. We
abstract the concrete choice of this metric by using a
reduction function R that maps a TLS implementation’s
response, represented as a GMT t 2 T , to a reduced
response set R, i.e., R : T ! R. Responses tA; tB 2 T from
two implementations A and B are considered in agree-
ment under reduction function R if RðtAÞ ¼ RðtBÞ and
discrepant otherwise.4

In the following, let P denote the implementation peer
group and let X refer to a test corpus, i.e., a set of stimuli
x 2 X . Furthermore, let ti;x denote the GMT representation
of the response obtained from implementation i 2 P when
stimulated with stimulus x 2 X . We define the response sig-
nature as the tuple of implementation responses reduced
under some R as

TRðP; xÞ ¼
�
Rðt1;xÞ; . . . ; RðtjPj;xÞ

�
: (1)

Clearly, we are most interested in cases where a single
stimulus induces discrepant responses in the peer group. As
an indicative measure, we define the number of unique
responses obtained for a single stimulus as

Fig. 3. The repair algorithm used for restoring consistency between
nodes within a GMT. Starting from node v, the algorithm moves towards
the GMT’s root. In deterministic mode (randomize ¼ false), for each node
on the path towards the root local inconsistency among each node’s
direct children are resolved using a node-specific function REPAIRLOCAL.
In randomized mode (randomize ¼ true), nodes are skipped randomly
with a probability of one half (RND function call). RND(X) returns an ele-
ment x 2 X uniformly drawn at random from the set X. PARENTOF(v)
returns the parent node of v or ? if v is the root node.

2. These repair routines are automatically derived from the eTPL-
based message definitions just as the dissection functions are.

3. Note that most protocol-specific dependencies of our algorithm
are encapsulated in the corresponding GMT dissection and repair
routines.

4. It is clear that the choice of a reduction function R affects both the
sensitivity to real implementation issues as well as the susceptibility to
innocuous discrepancies. Optimizing the choice of R is out of the scope
of this paper though.
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NRðP; xÞ ¼
���Rðti;xÞji 2 P���: (2)

Obviously, 1 � NRðP; xÞ � jPj with NRðP; xÞ ¼ 1 if5 and
only if all implementations in P are in agreement with
respect to R.

5.2.2 Identification of Root Causes

Once a response discrepancy has been detected, determin-
ing its root cause is a nontrivial problem. For the time being
this remains as a manual task for the human tester. We
sketch some ideas on how to address this challenge in
Section 8 about future work.

Note that behavorial discrepancies may not only be due
to implementation bugs. As alternative causes dissimilar
features or configurations of the implementations as well as
different interpretations of the specification need to be con-
sidered before attributing discrepant implementation
behavior to a bug.

5.3 Capabilities and Limitations

In principle, our approach allows detecting any implemen-
tation issue that gets provoked by the stimulation input and
then become manifest in an implementation’s response
behavior. That is, it does not require an implementation to
crash or to perform an invalid memory access. Assuming
the reduction function does not “map away” these devia-
tions, an observable deviation of an implementation’s out-
put from those of the other implementations is sufficient. It
is this fact that yields sensitivity to semantic bugs which
might otherwise elude detection.

On the other hand, differential testing is generally blind
with respect to defects that are present in all implementations
in the peer group or that result in identical or indistinguish-
able (mis)behavior. Furthermore, silent issues that never affect
the implementation’s response behavior (e.g., memory leaks)

stay unnoticed, unless the stimulation provoking them lets
other implementations behave observably different.

Currently, interactions with the TLS implementations
under test are given by distinct and reiterate stimulus-
response pairs. Our test system acts as a TLS client by
repeatedly sending semi-randomly generated ClientHello
messages over fresh transport connections (stimulus) and
observing the TLS servers’ responses. While this constitutes
an obvious restriction (it only tests the ClientHello process-
ing routines within TLS servers), we see our approach as
presented herein only as the first step towards fully interac-
tive differential testing of black-box TLS protocol implemen-
tations, covering both servers and clients as well as the full
TLS handshake process. Dealing with the stateful nature of
TLS and its use of cryptography constitutes the major chal-
lenge in that direction (see also Section 8 on prospects and
future work).

6 EVALUATION

In this and the following Section 7 we report on our results
obtained from applying our test approach toOpenSSL 1.0.2h,
BoringSSL,6 MatrixSSL 3.8.4, mbedTLS 2.2.0, and WolfSSL
3.9.8. That is, our peer group P is given by these five imple-
menations. The list includes implementations for both PC as
well as embedded platforms. We refrain from using more
than five implementations so as to keep the complexity of
investigating response discrepancies at amanageable level.7

In order to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of
our generation algorithm, we compare our approach to
other methods, i.e., American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) [27], TLS-
Attacker [28], and NEZHA [25].

Fig. 4. The fuzzing algorithm used to semi-randomly generate mostly-valid TLS messages. The algorithm starts from the GMT representation v0 of a
template message and repeatedly applies a randomly selected manipulation operator to a randomly selected node. In-between operator applications
message inconsistencies are resolved on a semi-random basis using the repair algorithm shown in Fig. 3. RND(X) returns an element x 2 X uniformly
drawn at random from the set X.

5. We deliberately ignore the somewhat degenerate case of an empty
peer group here.

6. The version we use corresponds to commit
78684e5b222645828ca302e56b40b9daff2b2d27 on branch 2883

of the official BoringSSL Git repository [45].
7. The complexity of telling apart interesting from benign response

discrepancies suffers from scaling unfavorably with the size of the peer
group P. Addressing this scalability issue in the context of TLS is going
to be the subject of future work.
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6.1 Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 5. Using pre-gen-
erated test corpuses, we stimulate each TLS server imple-
mentation in our peer group and record corresponding
responses for further analyses (see Section 6.1.2). Implemen-
tation behavior does not feed back to input stimulation.
Additionally, we determine the code coverage in MatrixSSL
3.8.4 using gcov version 4.8.2 for each test corpus as a whole.

All components of our setup run on a single local
machine (standard office PC, Linux-3.11-2 64 bit, Intel
Core i5-4590, 8 GB RAM). TLS server implementations are
compiled with gcc version 4.8.2 and use a similar compile
and runtime configuration. The runtime configuration
includes one and the same X.509 RSA server certificate and
TLS 1.2 as the highest supported protocol version.

Communication with the TLS server implementations
proceeds via the loopback network interface. To speed up
the process, we parallelize test interactions by launching 20
independent instances of each server implemenation in the
peer group. In this way, our setup manages to handle on
average approx. 55 stimuli (i.e., 55� 5 server stimulations)
per second using a per-instance response timeout of 100 ms.

6.1.1 Input Generation

For each generation method, i.e., our algorithm, AFL, TLS-
Attacker, and NEZHA we build 100 independent test cor-
puses with 100’000 stimuli each.

As a start we use our generation algorithm described in
Section 5.1.3 to generate a corresponding set of test corpuses.
As template message we use one single ClientHello message
with a length of 305 octets generated byOpenSSL’s command-
line client (version 1.0.2h). The template ClientHello message
offers TLS 1.2 as highest supported protocol version and lists
72 supported cipher suites. Furthermore, it contains five

different extensions: Supported point formats (with three
entries) and Supported Elliptic Curves (with 25 entries) [46],
Supported signature algorithms (with 15 entries), Session ticket
(empty) [47], andHeartbeat [48]. Given these settings, our algo-
rithmgenerates approx. 500 TLSmessages per second.

Additionally, we use AFL version 2.40b run against an
appropriately instrumented instance of MatrixSSL 3.8.4 to
generate a similar set of independent AFL test corpuses. AFL
is provided with the same single ClientHello message that
we also use to seed our generation algorithm. We let AFL
skip determinstic generation steps as we expect those to
introduce a bias in the test corpus.8

Using the TLS-Attacker framework [28] we build a set of
TLS-Attackertest corpuses based on the ClientHello messages
emitted by TLS-Attacker. We run a slightly modified9 ver-
sion of TLS-Attacker against OpenSSL 1.0.2h. Note that TLS-
Attacker generates a large number of TLS protocol flows
where ClientHello messages differ only in the ClientRandom
field. In order to allow for a fair comparison, we therefore
drop those quasi-duplicates before building a test corpus.

Finally, we let NEZHA [25] run against the server imple-
mentations in our peer group to generate a set ofNEZHAtest
corpuses. We let NEZHA be guided by its output d-diversity
metric using distinct return codes for a ServerHello
response, each different type of Alert message, and no
response at all within a timeout of 100 ms.10

Note that, in contrast to our approach, AFL, TLS-Attacker,
and NEZHA use life interactions with one or more TLS
implementations to guide the input generation process.
Nevertheless does our evaluation in all cases use the setup
shown in Fig. 5 to consistently record implementation
responses based on previously generated test corpuses.

6.1.2 Evaluation Metrics

As our primary evaluation metric, we define the number of
unique response discrepancies DR as

DRðP;XÞ ¼ ���TRðP; xÞjx 2 X : NRðP; xÞ > 1
���; (3)

with TRðP; xÞ as defined in Eq. (1) and NRðP; xÞ as defined
in Eq. (2). DRðP;XÞ is a measure of the capability of test cor-
pus X to induce distinct discrepancies among the peer
group P’s implementations.11

Actually, we are not only interested in the total number of
unique response discrepancies induced by a test corpus X as
a whole. Rather, we are mostly interested in cumulative num-
bers obtained from gradually increasing the number of
stimuli taken from the test corpus. Therefore, by Xjn we
denote a truncated test corpus that only consist of those n
stimuli x 2 X that have been generated first. We then use
DRðP;XjnÞ as a function of nwith 0 � n � jXj.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the experimental setup that we use to compare our
test approach against AFL, TLS-Attacker, and NEZHA. Stimuli from dif-
ferent pre-generated test corpuses are used to stimulate five different
TLS server implementations via their standard network interfaces. For
each TLS implementation we launch 20 independent instances in order
to speed up the test process through parallelization. Implementation
responses are recorded for further analyses, but do not feed back to
input stimulation. All components run on a single local machine.

8. AFL would run much more than 100’000 determinstic generation
steps.

9. We added a few lines in the framework’s source code that allow
recording the generated ClientHello messages on disk. Our version is
based on commit fd74472c9950c4415a88934a3c21808ac3b078d3
from TLS-Attacker’s official GitHub repository [40].

10. This reduction scheme is equivalent to the reduction function R2

defined in Eq. (5) of the following Section 6.1.2.
11. Note that if the condition NRðP; xÞ > 1 were dropped, the defi-

nition of DR would be identical to the output d-diversity defined by
Petsios et al. [25].
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In accordance with Section 5.2.1 we define two response
reduction functions R1;2 : T ! R1;2 that feature different
output granularity. R1 has a binary outcome with
R1 ¼ f‘‘SH’’; ‘‘Abort’’g. It reflects whether or not a server
responds with a ServerHello message within a timeout of
100 ms, i.e.,

R1ðtÞ :¼ ‘‘SH’’ if t � ServerHello
‘‘Abort’’ otherwise:

�
(4)

R1 is particularly suitable to find those stimuli where all
implementations except one refuse to continue the hand-
shake. In such cases, the deviant implementation is most
likely to miss an important input validation check.

As a more fine-granular option, R2 additionally takes
into account error information in case no ServerHello mes-
sage is received within the 100 ms timeout. With

R2 ¼ f‘‘SH’’; ‘‘AL=0’’; . . . ; ‘‘AL=255’’; ‘‘E’’g;
we set

R2ðtÞ :¼
‘‘SH’’ if t � ServerHello
‘‘AL=x’’ if t � Alert of type x
‘‘E’’ if t ¼ ? ðemptyÞ:

8<
: (5)

Note that R2ðtÞ ¼ ‘‘E’’ either if a server silently closes the
connection on TCP level or if it does not reply at all within
the 100 ms timeout.

As a second evaluation metric, we use the code (line)
coverage determined in MatrixSSL 3.8.4. For each test cor-
pus, the code coverage is determined over stimuli from the
test corpus as a whole. Note that we restrict the coverage
analysis to those modules in MatrixSSL that are responsible
for parsing incoming TLS messages.12

6.2 Results

In this section we present the result of our evaluation using
the metrics presented in the previous Section 6.1.2.

6.2.1 Unique Response Discrepancies

Fig. 6 shows the average of DRðP;XjnÞ as defined in Eq. (3)
and its standard deviation plotted individually for our
approach, AFL, TLS-Attacker, and NEZHA as well as the
two reduction functions R ¼ R1 and R ¼ R2 defined in
Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively. For each generation method,
the average is computed over the respective 100 test
corpuses.

It turns out that our generation algorithm is more effec-
tive in provoking discrepant resonses than AFL, TLS-
Attacker, and NEZHA are. Considering test corpuses as a
whole (untruncated), our approach on average generates
17 percent more (for R ¼ R1) and 76 percent more (for
R ¼ R2) unique response discrepancies than the respective
second most effective approach.

The advantage of our approach seems to be present at
least for test corpuses not significantly larger than 100’000
stimuli. However, recall that our approach basically is
stateless. DR is therefore likely to run into saturation at
some point. In contrast to that follow the other
approaches either an evolutionary (AFL and NEZHA) or
a partially determinstic strategy (TLS-Attacker), making
the long-term behavior hard to predict. An illustrative
example is the abrupt jump in DR at n � 300000 for TLS-
Attacker.

Furthermore, it is a notable observation that in our
study AFL clearly outperforms NEZHA. This is in contrast
to what the authors of NEZHA found when applying
NEZHA to the validation routines of X.509 certificates in
TLS implementations [25]. We surmise that our observa-
tion is due to the fact that we use only one single TLS mes-
sage to seed the generation process, whereas in the case of
certificate validation AFL and NEZHA have been given
1,000 template certificates.

Fig. 6. The average number of unique response discrepancies DRðP;XjnÞ for DR as defined in Eq. (3), plotted as a function of the truncated test cor-
pus size n. DR is plotted for test corpuses generated with our approach (red solid line), AFL (green dotted line), TLS-Attacker (blue dashed line), and
NEZHA (black dash-dotted line). The average is taken for each generation method individually over the respective 100 test corpuses; the grey bands
represent the corresponding standard deviation. The plot is given for the two reduction functions R ¼ R1 (left) and R ¼ R2 (right) defined in Eqs. (4)
and (5), respectively.

12. Concretely, these are sslDecode.c (parsing TLS records),
hsDecode.c (parsing handshake messages), and extDecode.c

(parsing ClientHello and ServerHello extensions) from the MatrixSSL
sources. The code considered amounts to 1,617 executable lines in total.
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6.2.2 Code Coverage

Just as for DR, the average code (line) coverage in MatrixSSL
3.8.4 and its standard deviation is computed over the 100
test corpuses of each generation method individually.

The resulting numbers are given in Table 1. Reaching
approx. 26:6 percent of the executable lines in the corre-
sponding modules of MatrixSSL 3.8.4, test corpuses gener-
ated with our algorithm achieve a code coverage slightly
higher than that achieved with any other evaluated
approach (� 25:7 percent).

Recall that our evaluation is restricted to server stimula-
tions via ClientHello messages. The fact that the achieved
code coverage is considerably below 100 percent is due to
most of the unreached lines in MatrixSSL being responsible
for parsing incoming messages other than ClientHello
messages.

7 A STUDY OF SOME IDENTIFIED BUGS

In the following, we briefly study some bugs in MatrixSSL
3.8.4 and WolfSSL 3.9.8 that we revealed with the help of
our test approach. Among these bugs are two more or less
independent ones in MatrixSSL 3.8.4 that in combination
we consider as a serious vulnerability.

In total, we identified 16 issues attributable to distinct
root causes with varying impact on security or interopera-
bility. We refrain from listing every single issue but discuss
the essential aspects of our findings in Section 7.3. In all
cases did we responsibly disclose our findings to the corre-
sponding developers. In the meanwhile fixes for all serious
and some minor bugs have been released.

For the rest of this section we drop the version numbers
and simply useMatrixSSL andWolfSSL to refer toMatrixSSL
3.8.4 andWolfSSL 3.9.8, respectively.

7.1 Mishandling of Length Fields

A particularly interesting—and apparently very frequent—
class of issues in TLS implementations is related to an incor-
rect or inconsistent handling of the length fields of nested
message components during parsing. As a result, the faulty
parser may misinterpret the message content or may even
be vulnerable to attacks.

Fig. 7 illustrates situations that can expose such parser
misbehavior. In a well-formed message the length of a mes-
sage component (the outer frame) is consistent with the
lengths of its nested components (the inner frames). An
overflow situation with excess data arises if the length of the
outer frame exceeds the total length of its inner frames. In
contrast to that does an underflow situation with deficit data
arise if the total length of the inner frames exceeds the
length of the outer frame. Explicitly designed to do so, our
algorithm presented in Section 5.1 generates messages that

randomly exhibit overflows and underflows situations in
various message parts.

In the following sections, we briefly report on two corre-
sponding bugs we found inMatrixSSL andWolfSSL.

7.1.1 MatrixSSL: Unauthenticated ClientHello

Extensions

Because of its insufficient adherence to and inconsistent
treatment of length fields when parsing ClientHello mes-
sages, MatrixSSL allows a man-in-the-middle (MITM) an
unnoticed injection of ClientHello extensions into the TLS
handshake between a MatrixSSL server and an arbitrary
TLS client.

Concretely, on the one hand, MatrixSSL does not use the
length specified in the header of an incoming handshake
message to restrict the processing of a ClientHello message,
but instead simply assumes that the end of the ClientHello
message is aligned with the end of the record. On the other
hand, MatrixSSL ignores the field specifying the length of
the ClientHello extension list, assuming that the end of the
extension list is aligned with the apparent end of the Clien-
tHello message.13

Having said that, MatrixSSL does use the handshake
header’s length field to restrict what contributes to the
handshake transcript. As illustrated in Fig. 8, this opens
up an opportunity to a MITM to inject unauthenticated
ClientHello extensions into any handshake with a
MatrixSSL server by simply appending data to the TLS
record containing the ClientHello message and only updat-
ing the record’s length field.

Granting such power to a third party doubtlessly violates
the assumptions that the security guarantees of TLS are
based on. However, the severity of this vulnerability heavily

TABLE 1
Average Code (Line) Coverage Determined inMatrixSSL 3.8.4

Test approach Average line coverage [%]

Our approach 26.6 	 0.3
AFL 25.7 	 0.4
NEZHA 24.0 	 0.6
TLS-Attacker 21.9 	 0.2

Fig. 7. Illustration of situations that may expose a message parser’s mis-
handling of the length fields of nested message components (adopted
from [43]). While normally redundant length fields are consistent, incon-
sistencies result in an overflow situation with real excess data (data pro-
vided by the outer frame of which the inner frame cannot make sense) or
an underflow situation with deficit data (data the inner frame expects but
the outer frame does not provide). In the absence of message fragmen-
tation neither an overflow nor an underflow situation is expected or even
acceptable.

13. Note that because of the first issue, MatrixSSL effectively reads
ClientHello extensions up to the end of the TLS record.
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depends on the capabilities of the injected extensions. Con-
sidering the list of extensions supported by MatrixSSL, we
currently do not see an obvious way to exploit this vulnera-
bility. This assessment is not based on a thorough analysis,
though.

7.1.2 WolfSSL: Erroneous Processing of Excess Data

Similarly to MatrixSSL, WolfSSL does not fully respect the
length of a ClientHello message as specified in the hand-
shake header. When parsing a ClientHello message, excess
data within the ClientHello message (i.e., data following the
ClientHello extension list) is treated as the beginning of a
subsequent handshake message. Though this bug in
WolfSSL does not seem to induce a security issue, it certainly
is in conflict with the TLS specification.

Note the difference to the corresponding issue in
MatrixSSL. While WolfSSL treats excess data as if it belongs
to a lower level of nesting (the record layer),MatrixSSL treats
excess data as if it belongs to a higher level of nesting (the
extension list).

7.2 Faulty Parameter Negotiation

In the course of a TLS handshake, a client typically proposes
a list of protocol parameter options to the server, from
which the server then makes a choice of its preference. Lack-
ing a mutually supported option, the server actively aborts
the handshake by sending an appropriate alert message.
This mechanism applies e.g., to cipher suites, compression
methods, and other parameters. Note that, while still
selected dynamically, the protocol version is negotiated in a
different way.14

We give two examples of flawed negotiation implemen-
tations in the following.

7.2.1 MatrixSSL: Protocol Version Downgrade

Under certain circumstances, a MatrixSSL server does not
select the highest TLS protocol version available between
the client and the server. If the protocol version field in a
ClientHello message (the field which informs the server
about the highest version the client supports) is set to a ver-
sion beyond TLS 1.2 (e.g., 0x0304 corresponding to TLS
1.3), the MatrixSSL server selects TLS 1.1, even though TLS
1.2 is supported by both client and server.

The security impact of this deviation from the specifica-
tion currently seems negligible.15 However, it might become
relevant when TLS 1.2 turns out to be insecure in a way that
an attacker can affect the handshake between legitimate
parties.

7.2.2 Nonobservance of Supported Compression

Methods

The server implementation of MatrixSSL, WolfSSL, and
mbedTLS 2.2.0 do not consider the list of compression meth-
ods offered by the client in the ClientHello message when
making the corresponding choice. Rather, these implemen-
tations select the no compression option even if not listed by
the client.

There is no impact on security resulting from this (mis)
behavior.

7.3 Discussion

As indicated before, the issues described in the previous
sections are not the only we found.

For instance, there are several further cases where TLS
implementations fail to systematically validate the length
fields of nested message components. This class of imple-
mentation flaws therefore presents itself as a quite common
one. To some extent we attribute this to the fact that only
the draft version of the upcoming TLS 1.3 explicitly
addresses these issues in a general statement.16 Previously
released specifications are fairly faint in that respect as the
general case is somewhat inauspiciously embedded in a
very specific statement on ClientHello parsing.17

Presumably, further issues we found are due to the TLS
specification not being very explicit in certain respects, too.
Generally, it tends to be vague with regard to a receiver’s
liability to enforce rules it imposes on senders. This

Fig. 8. Illustration of the vulnerability in MatrixSSL 3.8.4 that allows a
man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacker to inject unauthenticated ClientHello
extensions into a handshake between a MatrixSSL server and an arbi-
trary TLS client without either side noticing. The attacker simply appends
data to the TLS record and only updates the length in the record’s
header. The vulnerability is a result of an incorrect/inconsistent treat-
ment of length fields in the ClientHello processing routines of MatrixSSL
3.8.4. It allows to make the server process an extended ClientHello mes-
sage while only the original ClientHello message contributes to the hand-
shake transcript.

14. Actually, with TLS 1.3 negotiation of the protocol version is
going to be harmonized with the usual negotiation mechanism as
described before [31].

15. TLS specification states that “If a TLS server receives a ClientHello
containing a version number greater than the highest version supported by
the server, it MUST reply according to the highest version supported by
the server” [1].

16. The general statement is: “Peers which receive a message which can-
not be parsed according to the syntax (e.g., have a length extending beyond the
message boundary or contain an out-of-range length) MUST terminate the
connection with a “decode_error” alert.” [31].

17. Here, the TLS specification states: “A server MUST accept Clien-
tHello messages both with and without the extensions field, and (as for all other
messages) it MUST check that the amount of data in the message precisely
matches one of these formats; if not, then it MUST send a fatal
“decode_error” alert” [1]. Note that being very strict with regards to
such validation checks is in a way in conflict with Postel’s Law which
demands: “Be conservative in what you do, be liberal in what you accept
from others” [49]. However, in addition to the debatable applicability of
Postel’s Law to security protocols [50], [51], allowing superfluous
excess data in protocol messages unnecessarily provides an attacker
with extra means for affecting the handshake transcript and exploiting
transcript collisions [28], [52].
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effectively forces each individual implementor to balance
the pursuits of robustness, security, and interoperability on
his or her own.18 Moreover, in some cases the specification
does not determine default parameters to be used when
parameter negotiation as part of the protocol is incomplete.
Fortunately, the current draft specification of the upcoming
version 1.3 of TLS eliminates at least some of these deficien-
cies [31].

Note that, even though the immediate security impact of
certain implementation misbehavior might be negligible, it
can legitimately be considered undesirable from a meticu-
lous point of view. In principle even subtle and seemingly
benign misbehavior might eventually by turned into an
attack-driving lever if used elaborately by a smart attacker
[18], [53].

8 PROSPECTS AND FUTURE WORK

Our findings seem to indicate that differential testing
applied to the TLS handshake protocol is a promising direc-
tion for improving the quality of TLS implementations. That
said, several limitations of our current approach should and
are going to be addressed in future work.

8.1 Fully Interactive Differential Testing

We consider the realization of fully interactive differential
testing of the TLS handshake as the most interesting direc-
tion for future work. It would allow going beyond merely
testing ClientHello processing in server implementations.
However, the stateful nature of TLS and its use of cryptog-
raphy present themselves as the major difficulties towards
that. Nevertheless do we believe that harmonizing these
conflicting aspects is possible.

The key idea is to introduce a TLS-specific and stateful
crypto filter in the stimuli generation and response analysis
loop. While the GMT representations of outgoing and
incoming messages get passed through the crypto filter, its
state (i.e., cryptograhic algorithm selection, dynamically
generated keys, etc.) is updated accordingly and crypto-
graphic message components are inserted or removed,
respectively. Thereby, the crypto filter essentially becomes
the crypographic TLS endpoint and keeps stateful aspects
and cryptographic details away from the core algorithm. In
order to allow for message manipulations before and after
cryptographic computations, messages might be passed
back and forth between the generation algorithm and the
crypto filter. The efficiency of such a setting remains to be
studied though.

With fully interactive testing comes a break-up of the
current separation between stimuli generation and imple-
mentation stimulation. While removing the advantageous
parallelizability feature of our current approach, it would
allow for response-driven feedback to guide and dynami-
cally optimize the generation algorithm (e.g., similar to the
output d-diversity guidance of NEZHA). Bringing in
machine learning techniques at this point might be interest-
ing as well.

8.2 Further Research Directions

In addition to the aforementioned high-priority goal, there
are further directions into which we plan to extend our
work.

It is desirable to add support for further protocol ver-
sions, e.g., TLS 1.3, the upcoming successor of TLS 1.2 [31],
and Datagram TLS (DTLS), the datagram version of TLS
[54]. Moreover do we plan to add support for message frag-
mentation and coalescence at the TLS record layer.

Machine learning techniques might allow to simplify the
task of manually correlating response discrepancies with
root causes in the implementations. For instance, we plan to
automatically derive specific characteristics in the stimula-
tion messages that induce certain discrepancy patterns. In
this way, the range of possible root causes might be nar-
rowed down. Delta-debugging is another interesting
approach in this direction [55].

Furthermore, as indicated previously, the long-term
behaviour (i.e., for large test corpuses) of our approach
should be studied and contrasted against that of others.

Finally, in the light of the high number of unique
response discrepancies triggered by our stimulation mes-
sages, we expect our approach to be suitable for fingerprint-
ing unknown TLS implementations [56]. We plan to study
this potential in more detail.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented our work on applying differen-
tial testing to black-box implementations of the TLS proto-
col. In contrast to previous work using differential testing in
this context, we do not focus on the certificate validation
logic of TLS implementations but directly address the TLS
handshake protocol itself.

To this end, we presented a novel fuzzing strategy for
efficiently generating mostly-valid TLS protocol messages.
Our algorithm turns out to be highly effective: in our peer
group with OpenSSL, BoringSSL, MatrixSSL, mbedTLS, and
WolfSSL, it induces more unique response discrepancies
than American Fuzzy Lop, TLS-Attacker, and NEZHA do.
Moreover does it achieve the highest code coverage in
MatrixSSL among these alternative methdos.

Compared to standard fuzzing, the differential test
approach can achieve sensitivity to implementation bugs
that do not express themselves in program crashes or
invalid memory access. It allowed us to reveal a number of
issues in popular TLS implementations. Among these is a
serious vulnerability in MatrixSSL 3.8.4 which a man-in-
the-middle can use to inject unauthenticated ClientHello
extensions into the TLS handshake between a MatrixSSL
server and an arbitrary client. In all cases did we disclose
our findings responsibly to the respective developers; fixes
are available in the meanwhile.

While currently we use fuzz-generated ClientHello mes-
sages to stimulate TLS servers, we see our approach as pre-
sented herein only as the first step towards fully interactive
differential testing of black-box TLS protocol implementa-
tions. In this context, dealing with the stateful nature of
TLS and its use of cryptography is an obvious challenge.
However, our ongoing work indicates that this problem is
solvable.

18. As a potentially positive consequence, however, it enables imple-
mentation-specific optimizations where certain validation checks might
be dropped for the benefit of reduced resource demands.
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Anyway, our findings let us think that applying
differential testing to the TLS handshake is a promising
direction for identifying bugs in TLS implementations. Our
approach may serve as a valuable complement to existing
test tools for TLS. In particular, it may allow developers of
low-footprint, C-based TLS implementations to benefit from
the promise of correctness related to verified implementa-
tions like miTLS [21] written in high-level languages.

Our software tools are available as open source projects
at https://github.com/hso-esk/tls-diff-testing.
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Group Signatures with Time-Bound Keys
Revisited: A New Model, an Efficient
Construction, and its Implementation

Keita Emura , Takuya Hayashi, and Ai Ishida

Abstract—Chu et al. (ASIACCS 2012) proposed group signature with time-bound keys (GS-TBK), where each signing key is

associated with expiry time t. In addition, to prove membership of the group, a signer needs to prove that the expiry time has not

passed, i.e., t < t, where t is the current time. A signer whose expiry time has passed is automatically revoked, and this revocation is

called natural revocation. Signers can be revoked simultaneously before their expiry times if the credential is compromised. This

revocation is called premature revocation. A nice property in the Chu et al. proposal is that the size of revocation lists can be reduced

compared to those of Verifier-Local Revocation (VLR) group signature schemes by assuming that natural revocation accounts for most

of the signer revocations in practice, and prematurely revoked signers are only a small fraction. In this paper, we point out that the

definition of traceability of Chu et al. did not capture the unforgeability of expiry time for signing keys, which guarantees that no

adversary who has a signing key associated with expiry time t can compute a valid signature after t has passed. This situation

significantly reduces the dependability of the system since legitimate signing keys may be used for providing a forged signature. We

introduce a security model that captures unforgeability, and propose a secure GS-TBK scheme in the new model. Our scheme also

provides constant signing costs, whereas those of the previous schemes depended on the bit-length of the time representation. Finally,

we provide the implementation results. We employ Barreto-Lynn-Scott (BLS) curves with 455-bit prime order and the RELIC library, and

demonstrate that our scheme is feasible in practical settings.

Index Terms—Group signatures, time-bound keys, revocation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Group Signatures and Revocation

GROUP signatures, proposedbyChaumandvanHeyst [2],
provide functionality to anonymously prove the mem-

bership of a group. After the seminal work by Boneh, Boyen,
and Shacham (BBS) [3], many pairing-based constructions
have been proposed, e.g., [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12]. Recently, lattice-based constructions have also been pro-
posed, e.g., [13], [14]. Among them, providing revocation
functionality1 is regarded as a major research topic for group
signatures, where an authority can revoke the membership
of users. One reason for the difficulty in providing revocation
functionality in the context of group signatures is that a

verifier needs to publicly confirm whether an anonymous
signer has been revoked or not. To overcome this difficulty,
several attempts have beenmade so far.

In revocable group signatures, there are two checks in the
verification algorithm, the verification check and the revoca-
tion check. After that, almost all currently known revocable
group signature schemes can be classified as follows.

(1) Revoked signers cannot compute a signature that
passes the verification check (and therefore no revo-
cation check procedure is required for this type) [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23].

(2) Any signer can compute a signature that passes the
verification check, but a verifier can check whether
the signer has been revoked or not using the revoca-
tion check procedure [7], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29].

An example of the first type of scheme is the Libert-Peters-

Yung revocable group signature scheme [18]: a ciphertext of

broadcast encryption is published such that non-revoked sign-

ers are regarded as authorized users and they can decrypt the

ciphertext. A non-revoked signer proves the decryption ability

of the ciphertext as evidence that the signer is not revoked.

Since revoked signers cannot decrypt the ciphertext, revoked

signers cannot compute a signature that passes the verification

check in the first place. For this type, a signer not only needs

to prove membership of the group, but also that the signer has

not been revoked, and the computational cost of the signing

algorithm is relatively high compared to that of the second

type scheme. On the other hand, the computational cost of the

1. We clearly distinguish revocation and anonymity revocation. The
former means that signing keys are expired whereas the latter means
that an authority called opener identifies the signer.
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verification algorithm is relatively low compared to that of the

first type of scheme. More precisely, the verification cost is

constant in terms of the number of revoked signers.

An example of the second type of scheme is the Boneh-
Shacham Verifier-Local Revocation group signature scheme
[24]: a signer is not involved in the revocation procedure.
Thus, any signer can compute a signature that passes the ver-
ification check. In order to check whether the signer of the
signature is revoked or not, the verifier runs the revocation
check procedure using a revocation list RLt that contains
information about the revoked signers at time period t. Since
a signer only needs to prove membership of the group, the
computational cost of the signing algorithm is relatively low
compared to that of the first type of scheme. On the other
hand, the computational cost of the verification algorithm is
relatively high compared to that of the first type of scheme,
due to the additional revocation check procedure. Usually,
the computational cost of the revocation check grows line-
arly depending on the size of the revocation list. Thus, reduc-
ing the size of the revocation list is highly desirable.
However, information about revoked signers is added to the
revocation list each time, and its size grows periodically.

1.2 Group Signatures with Time-Bound Keys

Chu et al. [30] proposed group signature with time-bound
keys (GS-TBK). We can regard that GS-TBK has the simulta-
neous properties of both revocation types. Expiry time t is
set for each signing key, and in addition to prove the mem-
bership to the group, a signer needs to prove that the expiry
time has not passed, i.e., t < t where t is the current time.
Since signers whose expiry time has passed cannot compute
a signature that passes the verification check in the first
place, this can be classified as the first type. Chu et al. called
this “natural” revocation. Simultaneously, signers can be
revoked before their expiry times have passed due to a com-
promised credential. Since a verifier runs the revocation
check procedure, this can be classified as the second type.
Chu et al. called this “premature” revocation.

One nice property of the Chu et al. proposal is that the
size of a revocation list can be reduced compared to those in
VLR group signature schemes, by assuming that natural
revocation accounts for most of the signer revocations in
practice, and prematurely revoked signers are only a small
fraction. That is, a revocation list RLt just needs to contain
information about revoked signers whose expiry time t has
not passed (i.e., t < t). A small revocation list leads to the
reduction of the costs of revocation check.

1.3 Our Target and Contribution: A New Model and
an Efficient Construction

We point out that the definition of traceability of Chu
et al. [30] (and its journal version [31]) did not capture the
following case:

� Forgery of expiry time: An adversary who has a sign-
ing key associated with expiry time t may compute a
valid signature after t has passed.

More precisely, the winning condition of the adversary of
traceability in [30], [31] is defined as follows. Let ðs�;m�Þ be
the output of the adversary and t� be the time that the
adversary outputs ðs�;m�Þ. Then, it is required that

(1) s� is a valid signature on message m� with revoca-
tion list RLt� .

(2) s� is not obtained from the signing queries with t� on
m�.

(3) s� is NOT traced to a signer in CU n RUt� or the trace
has failed, where CU is the set of corrupted signers,
i.e., the adversary has their signing keys, and RUt� is
a set of revoked signers at t�.

It seems natural to additionally consider the case that

(4) s� is traced to a signer in CU n RUt� and t� < t�

holds where t� is the expiry time of the correspond-
ing signing key of the traced signer.

This unforgeability of expiry time should be considered
due to the usage of time-bound signing keys. We remark
that we have not found any particular attack against the
schemes [30], [31] in the new model. Nevertheless, it seems
meaningful to provide a provably secure scheme in the new
model. In addition to the unforgeability of expiry time, we
also consider backward unlinkability [27] and non-frame-
ability under the dishonest group manager setting, which
were not considered in [30], [31].

The next target is efficiency, since the signing cost and
the signature size of the Chu et al. scheme [30] linearly
depend on log T where T is the maximum-length of time t.
They apply the encoding technique proposed by Lin and
Tzeng [32] for proving t < t. In the journal version [31], by
using accumulators [22] together with the encoding, the sig-
nature size can be constant whereas the signing cost still lin-
early depends on log T .

Our Contribution: In this paper, we define a new model of
GS-TBK that captures the unforgeability of expiry time for
signing keys, and propose a secure GS-TBK scheme with
this model. Moreover, in our scheme, the cost of the signing
algorithm is constant, whereas those of the previous
schemes [30], [31] depend on the bit-length of the time
representation. In addition, we further reduce the size of the
revocation list compared to previous ones. We give the effi-
ciency comparison in Table 1.

For proving that the expiry time has not passed, we
employ the Ohara et al. methodology [21], which efficiently
implements the Libert-Peters-Yung revocable group signa-
ture scheme [18] in the random oracle model. Ohara et al.
employed the Complete Subtree (CS) method [34] for revo-
cation, as in the Libert-Peters-Yung (CS-based) construction,
where each signer is assigned to the leaf node of a tree struc-
ture. The Libert-Peters-Yung scheme uses an identity-based
encryption (IBE) scheme for instantiating the CS method to
the public key setting [35]. Ohara et al. used a signature
scheme instead of an IBE scheme. A revocation list contains
the signatures of nodes, which are determined by the CS
method. In other words, signatures for revoked signers are
not contained in the list. Non-revoked signers can prove
that a signature related to the signers is contained in the list.
We employ the Ohara et al. methodology such that time t
and expiry time t are assigned to leaves in a sequential
order, and at time t, leaves associated with 1; 2; . . . ; t� 1 are
revoked. For the natural revocation, the group manager
broadcasts expiry information eit. If t < t, then a signer
whose signing key is not expired can prove that t has not
been revoked using eit. This eit helps signers to efficiently
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prove that expiry time t has not passed from the current
time t where t < t without showing t. One drawback in
our construction is that signers need to download expiration
information eit at each time t although neither an encryp-
tion for sending eit nor updating the secret key is required.
In the meantime, no additional expiry time-related value for
signing is required in the previous schemes [30], [31]. At
this expense, we can achieve an Oð1Þ signing cost and
OðRpreÞ-size revocation list, whereas those of the previous
schemes are Oðlog T Þ and OðRpre log T Þ respectively, where
T is the maximum size of the expiry time and Rpre is the
number of “prematurely” revoked signers. We remark that
in our scheme signers are still not required to obtain signer
revocation-related information, i.e., a revocation list, for
generating signatures. Moreover, eit is independent from
the premature revocation, and its size does not depend on
the number of revoked signers. As other drawback of our
scheme, from the technical reason, we need to require an
additional assumption, the knowledge of secret key (KOSK)
assumption [33] as in the Ohara et al. scheme, where a new
user is required to prove the knowledge of the secret key
corresponding its public key. In the security proofs, the
adversary is required to directly reveal the secret key of the
honest users. Usually, the KOSK assumption is required to
prevent rogue-key attacks where adversaries can choose
their public key arbitrary. Our scheme and also the Ohara
et al. scheme require the KOSK assumption in order to send
a signing query to the underlying signature scheme without
knowing the message. See Section 4 for details. Though the
KOSK assumption is employed in some works, e.g., [36],
[37], there are substantial drawbacks of the KOSK assump-
tion as discussed in [33]. For example, the KOSK assump-
tion is not realized by existing public key infrastructures
(PKI). Thus, it would be better to avoid to employ the KOSK
assumption as much as possible, and removing the assump-
tion is stated as a future work of this paper.

Finally, we implement our scheme and demonstrate that
it provides enough efficiency in practice. In our implemen-
tation we employ Barreto-Lynn-Scott curves [38] of embed-
ding degree 12 over a 455-bit prime field to ensure almost
128-bit security [39], [40], and use the RELIC library [41].

We expect that we can efficiently add anonymity to
existing authentication systems based on group signature
schemes since our revocable group signature scheme yields
efficent signing/verfication algorithm, and provides a
smaller-size revocation list. For example, several attempts

for adding anonymity to the standard X.509 certificates
have already been made, e.g., [42], [43], [44], and in addition
to them, revocation in X.509 with anonymity has also been
investigated, e.g., [45], [46]. We remark that the method
in [45] requires traceable signature [47], [48], and it seems
not straightforward to apply our scheme to them.

1.4 Related Work

Malina et al. [49], [50] also proposed group signatures with
time-bound membership. However, different from ours and
Chu et al. [30], [31], they do not consider premature revoca-
tion. Moreover, some information of expiry time (index k
in [49], [50]) has to be contained in a signature. As men-
tioned in [30], [31], signers may not wish to leak such infor-
mation (even partially) because it may be used to infer
signers’ identity. Hence, as in [30], [31], a signer is allowed
to completely (i.e., in the sense of zero-knowledge proofs)
hide his/her expiry time in our scheme.

The first VLR group signature scheme was proposed by
Boneh and Shacham [24], and Nakanishi and Funabiki [27]
considered the notion called backward unlinkability. A sig-
nature contains a target group (i.e., GT ) element in their
scheme. Later, they proposed a more efficient VLR group
signature scheme [28] whose signature contains base group
(or Zp) elements only. Hence, we employ the Nakanishi-
Funabiki scheme proposed in [28] with a slight modification
due to the curve selection since they employed (Type-2)
MNT curves [51] whereas we employ (Type-3) BLS curves.

1.5 Differences from the Proceedings Version

Here, we explain the additional contents from the proceed-
ings version [1].Wemainly reconsider two parts: the security
parameters and the pairing equations in our algorithms, and
re-implement the proposed scheme.

To implement our GS-TBK scheme, we use the RELIC
library [41] for elliptic curve operations and the pairing
operation. In the proceedings version [1], we chose a Bar-
reto-Naehrig (BN) curve over a 254-bit prime field, which
was believed to have 128-bit security. However, recent
progress in discrete logarithm problems of finite fields [52],
[53] asymptotically reduces the complexity of the problems,
and recent evaluations [39], [40] show that the 254-bit BN
curve cannot ensure 128-bit security. Based on Barbulescu-
Duquesne’s estimate [40], we choose a Barreto-Lynn-Scott
curve [38] with an embedding degree of 12 over a 455-bit
prime field to ensure almost 128-bit security, which is sup-
ported by the RELIC library.

TABLE 1
Efficiency Comparison of Group Signature Schemes with Time-Bound Keys

Scheme Group public
key size

Signature
size

Signing
key size

Revocation
list size

Expiration
info size

Signing
cost

Verification
cost

BU/
UET

Model KOSK
Assump.

Chu et al. [30] Oð1Þ Oðlog T Þ Oðlog T Þ OðRpre log T Þ - Oðlog T Þ OðRpreÞ1 NO ROM -
Liu et al. [31] Oðlog T Þ Oð1Þ Oðlog T Þ OðRpre log T Þ - Oðlog T Þ OðRpreÞ1 NO ROM -
Ours Oð1Þ Oð1Þ Oðlog T Þ OðRpreÞ Oðlog T Þ Oð1Þ OðRpreÞ YES ROM Require

T : The maximum size of expiry time.
Rpre: The number of “prematurely” revoked signers.
BU: Backward Unlinkability
UET: Unforgeability of Expiry Time for Signing Keys
ROM: Random Oracle Model
KOSK: Knowledge of Secret Key [33]
1More precisely, this complexity is represented as Oðlog T þRpreÞ. Here, we assume that log T < Rpre.
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Increasing the size of base field affects the performance of
our scheme. Therefore we reconsider the computation of
our algorithms to reduce their costs. Let G1;G2 and GT be
pairing groups of order p. The cost of scalar multiplication
on G1;G2, and exponentiation on GT is different, and expo-
nentiation on GT is generally slower than scalar multiplica-
tion on the other groups. Moreover, it is known that scalar
multiplication/exponentiation can be accelerated when a
base point is previously known and fixed. We measure
operation benchmarks on these groups and modify the com-
putation of our algorithms using bilinearity of pairing to
optimize the performance of the algorithms for the 455-bit
BLS curve of the RELIC library. Our optimization allows us
to reduce the running time of the signing algorithm by
approximately 45 percent, and also to reduce the running
time of the verification check by approximately 50 percent.
We provide the algorithm modification and the implemen-
tation result in Section 5.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we define the Complete Subtree algorithm
for time-bound keys ðCS�TBKÞ, complexity assumptions,
and the BBS+ signature scheme [3], [54]. First, we give the
definition of the CS�TBK algorithm which implements (a
special case of) the CS method [34]. Let BT be a binary tree
that has T leaf nodes where T is the maximum size of time.
The algorithm finds subtrees that cover all non-revoked
nodes. Note that, in the Ohara et al. revocable group signa-
ture scheme, each user is assigned to a leaf whereas each
time is sequentially assigned to a leaf node in the algorithm.

Definition 2.1 (The CS-TBK Algorithm). This algorithm
takes as input a binary tree BT and the current time t, and out-
puts a set of nodes. If h is a non-leaf node, then hleft and hright
denote the left and right child of h, respectively. Each time is
sequentially assigned to a leaf node. PathðhÞ denotes the set of
nodes on the path from h to the root node. The description of the
algorithm is given below.

CS-TBKðBT; tÞ :
X; Y ;;
81 � i < t

Add PathðhÞ to X where i is assigned to h

8x 2 X

If xleft 62 X then add xleft to Y

If xright 62 X then add xright to Y

If Y ¼ ; then add root to Y

Return Y

In our GS-TBK scheme, each time t is assigned to a leaf
node, and expiry time t is also assigned to a leaf node. That
is, one leaf node is shared by multi signers if their expiry
times are the same. If t is assigned to a leaf node h, the
group manager generates signatures of nodes contained in
PathðhÞ, and then these signatures are issued to signers
whose expiry time is t. We remark that the randomness of
these signatures is different for signers even they share the
same leaf node. At current time t, all leaf nodes of past time,
i.e., all left-side leaves of the leaf node assigned to t are
revoked.2 Next, the group manager generates signatures of
nodes generated by the CS�TBK algorithm, and publishes
signatures as expiration information eit at time t. If t < t,
then the corresponding signers have a signature of a node
such that eit contains the signature of the same node.

We give an example in the case of T ¼ 8 as follows. We
show a case that t has not passed in Fig. 1, and also show a
case that t has passed in Fig. 2. Let t be assigned to the node
11. Then, signers whose expiry time is t have signatures of
nodes 1, 2, 5, and 11. In Fig. 1, nodes 8 and 9 are revoked.
Then, nodes 3 and 5 are selected as roots of subtrees. Thus,
eit contains signatures of nodes 3 and 5. Then, the signers
can prove that they have a signature of the node 5 (without
revealing the node itself). In Fig. 2, eit contains a signature
of the node 3 only. Since t has passed, signatures of 1, 2, 5,
and 11 are not contained in eit.

Next, we define complexity assumptions. Let p be a �-bit
prime, G1;G2 and GT are groups of order p, e : G1� G2 ! GT

is a bilinear map, and g; bg are generators of G1 and G2,
respectively. We use the asymmetric setting (Type-3
curves), i.e., G1 6¼ G2, and no efficient isomorphism between
G1 and G2 is known.

Next, we define decision Diffie-Hellman assumption on
G1 (DDH1) as follows.

Definition 2.2 (DDH1 Assumption). Let D :¼ ðG1;G2;GT ;
e; g; bgÞ, a; b $ Zp and Z  $ G1 n fgabg. We say that the DDH1
assumption holds if for any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT)
adversary A, the advantage AdvDDH1ð�Þ :¼ jPr½AðD; ga;
gb; gabÞ ! true� � Pr½AðD; ga; gb; ZÞ ! true�j is negligible.
Next, we define the decision linear (DLIN) assumption.

Here, we use an asymmetric variant [56].

Definition 2.3 (DLIN Assumption). Let D :¼ ðG1;G2;GT ;

e; eg; bgÞ, a; b; c; d $ Zp, g
0 :¼ egc, bg0 :¼ bgc, h :¼ egd, bh :¼ bgd, and

Fig. 1. t has not passed. Fig. 2. t has passed.

2. In the usual CSmethod, a user is associated to a leaf node, andwho
will be revoked is not predictable. So, the size of Y is Oðr log ðN=rÞÞ
whereN is the number of users (leaves), and r is the number of revoked
signers. On the other hand, in our usage, though a time is associated to a
leaf node as usual, leaves are “sequentially” revoked. So, the size of Y is
at most log T . This is essentially the same as the encoding for attribute-
based encryptionwith rangemembership [55].
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Z  $ G1 n fhaþbg. We say that the DLIN assumption holds if
for any PPT adversary A, the advantage AdvDLINð�Þ :¼
jPr½AðD; g0; bg0; h; bh; ega; g0b; haþbÞ ! true� � Pr½AðD; g0; bg0; h;
bh; ega; g0b; ZÞ ! true�j is negligible.
Next, we define the q-Strong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH)

assumption as follows. Here, we use an asymmetric vari-
ant [57].

Definition 2.4 (q-SDH Assumption). Let D :¼ ðG1;G2;GT ;

e; g; bgÞ and x $ Zp. We say that the q-SDH assumption holds
if for any PPT adversary A, the advantage Advq�SDHð�Þ :¼
Pr½AðD; gx; gx

2
; ; gx

q
; bgxÞ ! ðc; g1=ðxþcÞÞ 2 Zp n f�xg � G1� is

negligible.

Next, we define the discrete logarithm (DL) assumption
(on G1) as follows.

Definition 2.5 (DL Assumption). Let D :¼ ðG1;G2;GT ; e; g;

bgÞ and x $ Zp. We say that the DL assumption holds if for any
PPT adversaryA, the advantage AdvDLð�Þ :¼ Pr½AðD; gxÞ !
x� is negligible.
Next, we introduce the BBS+ signature scheme [3], [54],

especially, the BBS+ signature scheme over a Type-3
curve [57]. This scheme allows to sign L messages, and is
existential unforgeable against chosen message attack under
the q-SDH assumption. Let g; h0; h1; . . . ; gL be generators of
G1, bg be a generator of G2, and e : G1 � G2 ! GT be a bilinear
map.The BBS+ signature scheme [3], [54]

� Key Generation: Choose g  $ Zp, and let w ¼ bgg . The
verification key is vk ¼ w, and the secret key is
sk ¼ g.

� Sign: For the messages ðm1; . . . ;mLÞ 2 ZL
p , choose

�; z $ Zp and compute A ¼ ðghz
0h

m1
1 � � �hmL

L Þ
1

�þg . Out-
put the signature s ¼ ðA; �; zÞ.

� Verify: For a signature s ¼ ðA; �; zÞ and messages
ðm1; . . . ;mLÞ, if eðA; bg�vkÞ ¼ eðghz

0h
m1
1 � � �hmL

L ; bgÞ holds,
then output 1, and otherwise output 0.

3 DEFINITION OF GROUP SIGNATURES WITH

TIME-BOUND KEYS

In this section, we give the definition of GS-TBK, mainly fol-
lowing the definition of Chu et al. [30], [31]. We additionally
introduce the unforgeability of expiry time for signing keys,
backward unlinkability, and non-frameability against a
malicious group manager. Moreover, our model introduces
expiration information eit.

In contrast to the model of group signatures [58], [59],
[60], [61], a revocation token grti is generated when signer
i joins the group. Revocation tokens are modified accord-
ing to current time period t. We denote it as grti;t, and
grti;t is contained in the revocation list RLt if signer i is
revoked at t, and is used for the revocation check. We
emphasize that if ti < t, then grti;t does not have to be
contained in RLt since the expiry time has passed. On the
other hand, in the case of VLR group signatures, all
grti;t; . . . ; grti;T need to be contained in RLt. So, the size of
revocation list can be reduced due to time-bound keys.
Moreover, in the model, signing key gski is associated
with expiry time ti, and the signing algorithm takes
current time t as an input.

A GS-TBK scheme GS�TBK consists of six algorithms:
ðGKeyGen, Join=Issue, Revoke, Sign, Verify, OpenÞ which
are defined as follows.

Definition 3.1 (Syntax of GS-TBK).

� GKeyGen: The group key generation algorithm takes
as input a security parameter � 2 N, and outputs a
group public key gpk and a master secret key msk. Set
a registration table reg :¼ ;. We assume that the maxi-
mum size of expiry time T also contained in gpk.

� Join=Issue: This is the pair of interactive algorithms
which implement the joining protocol run by a user i
and the group manager. The joining algorithm Join
takes as input gpk, whereas the issuing algorithm
Issue takes as input msk, reg, and an expiry time ti.
Upon successful completion of the protocol, the Join
algorithm outputs a signing key gski, ti, and a user
secret key uski, and the Issue algorithm outputs reg
where reg½i� stores a revocation token grti and ti.

� Revoke: The revocation algorithm takes as input gpk,
msk, t, reg, and a set of signers to be revoked at t RUt.
Let a set of their revocation tokens grti and its expiry
time ti be freg½i� :¼ ðgrti; tiÞg which are contained in
reg. Set RLt :¼ ;. For each i, the algorithm computes
grti;t if ti has not passed, i.e., t < ti, and stores grti;t to
RLt. Moreover, the algorithm computes expiration infor-
mation eit. Finally, the algorithm outputs ðeit;RLtÞ.

� Sign: The signing algorithm takes as input gpk, gski,
uski, a message to be signed m, the current time t, and
eit, and outputs a signature s.

� Verify: The verification algorithm takes as input gpk, t,
s,m, and RLt, and outputs either valid or invalid.

� Open: The opening algorithm takes as input gpk,msk,
t, reg, s, m, and RLt, and outputs the identity of the
signer i or ?.

The correctness is defined as follows. This guarantees
that a group signature generated by a signing key with ti at
time t�, where t� < ti and the signer i is not revoked at
time t�, is valid, and the opening result correctly indicates i.

Definition 3.2 (Correctness). For any PPT adversary A and
the security parameter � 2 N, we define the experiment
ExpcorrGS�TBK;Að�Þ as follows.

ExpcorrGS�TBK;Að�Þ :
ðgpk;msk; regÞ  GKeyGenð�Þ; HU :¼ ;
ði;m; t�Þ  AAddU;RReg;RevokeðgpkÞ; i 2 HU n RUt� ; t� < ti

s  Signðgpk; gski; uski;m; t�; eit�Þ
j Openðgpk;msk; t�; reg; s;m;RLtÞ
Return 1 if the following holds :

Verifyðgpk; t�; s;m;RLt� Þ ¼ invalid _ i 6¼ j

Otherwise return 0:

� AddU: The add user oracle allows an adversary A to
add honest users to the group. On input an identity i
and ti, this oracle computes ðgski; tiÞ by running
Join=Issue. i is added to HU.

� RReg: On input i, the read-registration-table oracle
reveals the content of the registration table reg½i�.
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� Revoke: Let t� 1 be the time that the oracle is called.
The revocation oracle allows A to revoke honest users.
On input identities RUt, this oracle runs RLt  
Revokeðgpk;msk; t; reg;RUtÞ, and outputs ðeit;RLtÞ.
We say that GS�TBK is correct if the advantage

AdvcorrGS;Að�Þ :¼ Pr½ExpcorrGS�TBK;Að�Þ ¼ 1�;

is negligible for any PPT adversary A.
The anonymity with backward unlinkability (BU-

anonymity) is defined as follows. This guarantees that no
signer identity is revealed from signatures even the corre-
sponding signer has been revoked. We follow selfless CPA
anonymity [30], [31] where an adversary is allowed to
obtain signing keys except the challenge users’ keys,3 and is
not allowed to access the open oracle.

Definition 3.3 (BU-Anonymity). For any PPT adversary A
and a security parameter � 2 N, we define the experiment
Expbu�anonGS�TBK;Að�Þ as follows.

Expbu�anonGS�TBK;Að�Þ :
b $ f0; 1g
ðgpk;msk; regÞ  GKeyGenð�Þ
HU :¼ ;; CU :¼ ;; RU :¼ ;
b0  AAddU;WReg;USK;Revoke;GSign;ChbðgpkÞ
Return 1 if b0 ¼ b; and 0 otherwise:

� AddU: The add user oracle allows an adversary A to
add honest users to the group. On input an identity i
and ti, this oracle computes ðgski; tiÞ by running
Join=Issue. i is added to HU.

� WReg: On input i and M, the write-registration-table
oracle updates reg½i� toM.

� USK: On input i, the user-secret-keys oracle reveals
ðgski; uskiÞ and adds i to CU.

� Revoke: Let t� 1 be the time that the oracle is called.
The revocation oracle allows A to revoke honest users.
On input identities RUt, this oracle runs RLt  
Revokeðgpk;msk; t; reg;RUtÞ, outputs ðeit;RLtÞ,
adds RUt to RU. Remark that i0 and i1 can be revoked if
t� < t.

� GSign: On input i and m where i 2 HU, the signing
oracle computes s  Signðgpk; gski; uski;m; t; eitÞ
and returns s. Here, t is the current time that the ora-
cle called.

� Chb: On input i0, i1, where i0; i1 2 HU, and m�, the
challenge oracle computes s�  Signðgpk; gskib ; uskib ;
m�; t�; eit� Þ and returns s�. Here, i0; i1 62 CU, i0; i1 62
RU, t� < ti0 , and t

� < ti1 must hold.

We say that GS�TBK is BU-anonymous if the advantage

Advbu�anonGS�TDL;Að�Þ :¼ jPr½Expbu�anonGS�TBK;Að�Þ ¼ 1� � 1=2j;
is negligible for any PPT adversary A.
The traceability is defined as follows. We mainly follow

the definition of [30], [31] except that we additionally con-
sider the unforgeability of expiry time for signing keys (the
winning condition (4) in the experiment). Traceability guar-
antees that no adversary who does not have a signing key
can compute a valid signature. Moreover, it guarantees that
a valid signature can be traced, and no adversary can pro-
duce a valid signature using a secret key after the expiry
time of the signing key has passed.

Definition 3.4 (Traceability). For any PPT adversary A and
a security parameter � 2 N, we define the experiment
ExptraceGS�TBK;Að�Þ as follows.

ExptraceGS�TBK;Að�Þ :
ðgpk;msk; regÞ  GKeyGenð�Þ; CU :¼ ;; SSet :¼ ;
ðs�;m�; t�Þ  ASndToI;RReg;Revoke;GSignðgpkÞ
Return 1 if ð1Þ ^ ð2Þ ^ ðð3Þ _ ð4ÞÞ holds :
ð1Þ Verifyðgpk; t�; s�;m�;RLt� Þ ¼ valid

ð2Þ ðt�; s�;m�Þ 62 SSet

ð3Þ i Openðgpk;msk; t�; reg; s�;m�;RLt�Þ
^ ði 62 CU n RUt� _ i ¼ ?Þ

ð4Þ i Openðgpk;msk; t�; reg; s�;m�;RLt�Þ
^ i 2 CU n RUt� ^ ti < t�

Otherwise return 0:

� SndToI: The send-to-issuer oracle allows A to engage
the joining protocol on behalf of the corrupted user i.
Finally, gski, ti, and uski are given to A, and i is
added to CU.

� RReg: On input i, the read-registration-table oracle
reveals the content of the registration table reg½i�.

� Revoke: Let t� 1 be the time that the oracle is
called. The revocation oracle allows A to revoke honest
users. On input identities RUt, this oracle runs
RLt  Revokeðgpk;msk; t; reg;RUtÞ, and outputs
ðeit;RLtÞ.

� GSign: On input i andm, the signing oracle computes
s  Signðgpk; gski; uski;m; t; eitÞ, returns s, and
adds ðt; s;mÞ to SSet . Here, t is the current time that
the oracle called.

We say that GS�TBK is traceable if the advantage

AdvtraceGS�TBK;Að�Þ :¼ Pr½ExptraceGS�TBK;Að�Þ ¼ 1�;
is negligible for any PPT adversary A.
The non-frameability is defined as follows. This guaran-

tees that no adversary can produce a valid signature which
is traced to an honest signer. Our definition allows that the
group manager is corrupted, i.e., an adversary is given msk
and is allowed to read reg. Here, honest means that the
signer (i� in the experiment) is added to the group via the
SndToU oracle, and the USK oracle for i� is not called. That
is, the adversary does not know uski� .

3. We call anonymity full anonymity if the adversary is allowed to
obtain all signing keys. As a theoretical result, selfless anonymity is
weaker than full anonymity since the former can be constructed from
one-way functions and non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) argu-
ments [62] whereas the latter implies pubic key encryption [63], [64],
[65]. We employ the selfless anonymity in this paper, as in the previous
works [30], [31] and VLR group signature schemes since a revocation
token can be computed by a signing key.
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Definition 3.5 (Non-frameability). For any PPT adversary
A and a security parameter � 2 N, we define the experiment
ExpnfGS�TBK;Að�Þ as follows.

ExpnfGS�TBK;Að�Þ :
ðgpk;msk; regÞ  GKeyGenð�Þ
HU :¼ ;; CU :¼ ;; SSet :¼ ;
ðs�;m�; t�; i�Þ  ASndToU;RReg;USK;GSignðgpk;mskÞ
Return 1 if the following holds :

ð1Þ Verifyðgpk; t�; s�;m�;RLt� Þ ¼ valid

ð2Þ i�  Openðgpk;msk; t�; reg; s�;m�;RLt� Þ
ð3Þ i� 2 HU ^ i� 62 CU ^ ðt�; s�;m�Þ 62 SSet

Otherwise return 0:

� SndToU: The send-to-user oracle allows A to engage a
joining protocol of the user i on the behalf of the cor-
rupted group manager. i is added to HU.

� RReg: On input i, the read-registration-table oracle
reveals the content of the registration table reg½i�.

� USK: On input i, the user-secret-keys oracle reveals
ðgski; uskiÞ and adds i to CU.

� GSign: On input i andm, the signing oracle computes
s  Signðgpk; gski; uski;m; t; eitÞ, returns s, and
adds ðt; s;mÞ to SSet.

Here, t is the current time that the oracle called. We
say that GS�TBK is non-frameable if the advantage

AdvnfGS�TBK;Að�Þ :¼ Pr½ExpnfGS�TBK;Að�Þ ¼ 1�;

is negligible for any PPT adversary A.

4 THE PROPOSED GS-TBK SCHEME

In this section, we give the proposed GS-TBK scheme. For the
natural revocation, we employ the Ohara et al. revocable
group signature scheme [21], and for the premature revoca-
tion, we employ the Nakanishi-Funabiki VLR group signa-
ture scheme [28]. We slightly modify the Nakanishi-Funabiki
scheme since our scheme is constructed over a Type-3 curve,
whereas the Nakanishi-Funabiki scheme is constructed over
a Type-2 curve. As mentioned in [27], [28], revocation tokens
can be implicitly used for tracing signers. That is, the group
manager computes grti;t for all grti, and checks the revocation
check equation. If the equation holds for grti;t, then the signa-
ture is generated by the user i at time T . This methodology is
essentially the same as Bichsel et al. [4] and its follow up
works [12], [66]. Even though the opening opportunity is
infrequent, this methodology requiresOðNÞ-times revocation
check procedures for opening whereN is the number of total
users. Hence, we simply employ the ElGamal encryption that
is employed to encrypt a user certificate (A in the scheme).
Then, the opening cost is Oð1Þ. For employing the ElGamal
encryption scheme, we assume that the DDHproblem is hard
onG1 (which naturally holds sincewe employType-3 curves).

High Level Description of Our Revocation Methods: Before
giving our scheme, we give a high level description of the
natural revocation and premature revocation respectively.
First, we give a high level description of the natural revoca-
tion as follows. The group manager has two signing keys of

the BBS+ signature scheme, gA and gB. Time information is
managed by a binary tree BT with T leaf nodes where T is
the maximum size of time. Let an expiry time t be associ-
ated to a leaf node h. Let PathðhÞ :¼ ðu1; u2; . . . ; u‘Þ, where
u1 is the root node, u‘ ¼ h, and ‘ ¼ log T . Assume that each
ui is encoded in a Zp element. Then, a signer whose expiry
time t has a certificate fðAj; �j; zjÞgj2½1;‘� as a signing key gsk

where Aj ¼ ðghzj
0 h

uj
1 XÞ

1
�jþgA . Here, X ¼ hx

2 , and x ¼ usk is
known by the signer only (an output of the Join algorithm).
zj and �j are random values, and g, h0, and h1 are public val-
ues. Each Aj is a BBS+ signature of two messages, the node
uj 2 PathðhÞ and x. At the time t, the group manager runs
the CS�TBKðBT; tÞ algorithm, and let Y :¼ ðv1; v2; . . . ; vnumÞ
be the output of the algorithm. Expiration information eit
contains fðBi;t; �

0
i; z
0
iÞgi2½1;num� where Bi;t ¼ ðghz0

i
0 h

vi
1 h

t
2Þ

1
�0
i
þgB .

Each Bi;t is a BBS+ signature of two messages vi 2 Y and
the current time t. Due to the CS method, if t < t, then there
exists a node u 2 PathðhÞ \ Y . So, a non-revoked signer can
prove that there exist two signatures of the same node u
contained in own gsk and eit respectively by using zero-
knowledge proofs. Remark that if a signer whose expiry
time t > t tries to compute a valid group signature, then
the signer needs to prepare the corresponding BBS+ signa-
ture B. This contradicts unforgeability of the BBS+ signature
scheme, and thus the unforgeability of expiry time for sign-
ing keys is guaranteed.

Second, we give a high level description of the premature
revocation as follows. In the Join=Issue phase, the group
manager stores a revocation token grti ¼ eXi where eXi ¼
egxi 2 G1 and xi ¼ uski. At the time t, the group manager

chooses yt  $ Zp, and sets eht ¼ egyt and bht :¼ bgyt 2 G2. Then,
eðeht; bgÞ ¼ eðegyt ; bgÞ ¼ eðeg; bgytÞ ¼ eðeg; bhtÞ hold. A group signa-

ture s contains ehb
t , egdðxiþbÞ, egd and bgd where b and d are ran-

domness chosen by the signer. If a signer i is prematurely
revoked, then the group manager computes grti;t :¼ grtyti ¼ehxi
t , and stores grti;t to RLt. Then, grti;t satisfies eðgrti;t ehb

t ; bgdÞ ¼
eðehxiþb

t ; bgdÞ ¼ eðegytðxiþbÞ; bgdÞ ¼ eðegdðxiþbÞ; bgytÞ ¼ eðegdðxiþbÞ; bhtÞ.
By checking whether the equation holds for each grti;t one by
one, the verifier can check whether the signer is prematurely
revoked or not. The randomness d, chosen in each signing,
prevents to link two signatures generated by the same signer
at the same time period.

As well as group signature schemes secure in the random
oracle model, we employ signatures converted by the Fiat-
Shamir transformation [67] which converts a three-move S
protocol to NIZK proof by using a hash function (modeled
as a random oracle in the security proof). Briefly, in the
underlying S protocol, first a prover sends a commitment
R, and a verifier returns the challenge c, and finally the
prover sends a proof s. In the Fiat-Shamir transformation,
the challenge c is computed by a hash function of the com-
mitment and public values. If a massage m is also hashed,
then ðs; cÞ can be seen as a signature on the message m. We
call the signatures SPKs. We adopt the notation given by
Nakanishi and Funabiki [28] as follows.

SPKfðx1; . . . ; xNÞ : Rðx1; . . . ; xNÞgðmÞ:
Here x1; . . . ; xN are N witnesses for some N 2 N, and R is a
relation. That is, this is a signature on a messagem generated
by a signer who knowswitnesses x1; . . . ; xN which satisfy the
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relation Rðx1; . . . ; xNÞ. In the random oracle model, it is well
known that SPKs can be simulated without the knowledge
ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ by using a simulator of the underlying proof of
knowledge. Moreover, there exists an extractor that can
extract the knowledge to be proved from two SPKs whose
commitments are the same but the challenges are different.

Next, we give our scheme as follows.
Proposed GS-TBK scheme

� GKeyGenð�Þ: Choose ðG1;G2;GT ; e; g; bgÞ where g and
bg are generators of G1 and G2 respectively. Choose
f; eg; g2; h0; h1; h2  $ G1, gA; gB; gO  $ Zp, and a hash
function H : f0; 1g� ! Zp and H 0 : f0; 1g� ! Zp

(which are modeled as random oracles in the secu-
rity proof). Set vkA ¼ bggA , vkB ¼ bggB , g1 ¼ fgO , and
reg ¼ ;. Output gpk ¼ ððG1;G2;GT ; e; g; bgÞ; f; eg; g1; g2;
h0; h1; h2; vkA; vkB;H;H 0Þ andmsk ¼ ðgA; gB; gOÞ.

� JoinðgpkÞ=Issueðmsk; reg; tiÞ:
- A signer i chooses xi  $ Zp, sets uski ¼ xi, com-

putes Xi ¼ h
xi
2 and eXi ¼ egxi , and sends ðXi; eXiÞ

to the group manager. Moreover, the signer i

proves the knowledge of xi to the group manager

as follows.
� The signer chooses rx  $ Zp, computes

R ¼ hrx
2 , eR ¼ egrx , cx  H 0ðXi; eXi;R; eRÞ, and

sx ¼ rx þ cxxi, and sends ðsx; cxÞ to the
group manager.

� The group manager checks whether cx ¼
H 0ðXi; eXi; h

sx
2 =Xcx

i ; egsx= eXcx
i Þ.

- The group manager assigns a leaf node h to ti.
Remark that if the same time has been assigned
to another signer before, then the same leaf node
is selected. For all uj 2 PathðhÞ :¼ ðu1; u2; . . . ; u‘Þ,
the group manager computes BBS+ signatures

fðAj; �j; zjÞgj2½1;‘� where Aj ¼ ðghzj
0 h

uj
1 XiÞ

1
�jþgA ,

and sends gski ¼ ðfðAj; �j; zjÞ; uigj2½1;‘�Þ and ti to
the signer i.

- The group manager sets grti ¼ eXi and stores
ðti; grti; fAjgj2½1;‘�Þ to reg½i�.

� Revokeðgpk;msk; t; reg;RUtÞ: Choose yt  $ Zp, and
compute eht ¼ egyt and bht ¼ bgyt .
- Generating Expiration Information: For the current

time t, obtain Y :¼ ðv1; v2; . . . ; vnumÞ  CS�TBK
ðBT; tÞ. Compute BBS+ signatures fðBi;t; �

0
i;

z0iÞgi2½1;num� where Bi;t ¼ ðghz0
i
0 h

vi
1 h

t
2Þ

1
�0
i
þgB . Set eit ¼

ðeht; fðBi;t; �
0
i; z
0
iÞ; vigi2½1;num�Þ.

- Generating Revocation List: For all i 2 RUt, compute
grti;t ¼ grtyti and setRLt ¼ ðeht; bht; fgrti;tgi2RUt

Þ.

Output ðeit;RLtÞ.
� Signðgpk; gski; uski;m; t; eitÞ: Assume that t < ti.

Then, there exists a node u such that ððA; �; zÞ; uÞ is
contained in gski, where A ¼ ðghz

0h
u
1XiÞ

1
�þgA , and

ððBt; �
0; z0Þ; uÞ is contained in eit, where Bt ¼

ðghz0
0 h

u
1h

t
2Þ

1
�0þgB . Choose a $ Zp and compute

c1 ¼ fa;c2 ¼ Aga1 ; and c3 ¼ Btg
a
2 :

Here, ðc1;c2;c3Þ is an ElGamal ciphertext with
Kurosawa’s randomness reuse technique [68].

Choose b; d $ Zp and compute

c4 ¼ ehb
t ;c5 ¼ egdðxiþbÞ;c6 ¼ egd; and c7 ¼ bgd:

Here, ðc4;c5;c6;c7Þ is for the premature revocation
check. Set d ¼ a� and d0 ¼ a�0, and compute a SPK V
where

V ¼ SPKfða; b; z; �; z0; �0; u; xi; d; d
0Þ :

eðc2; vkAÞ
eðg; bgÞ ¼ eðh0; bgÞzeðh1; bgÞueðh2; bgÞxieðg1; vkAÞaeðg1; bgÞd

eðc2; bgÞ�

^ eðc3; vkBÞ
eðg; bgÞeðh2; bgÞt

¼ eðh0; bgÞz0eðh1; bgÞueðg2; vkBÞaeðg2; bgÞd0

eðc3; bgÞ�
0

^ c1 ¼ fa ^ c
�
1f
�d ¼ 1 ^ c

�0
1 f
�d0 ¼ 1 ^ c4 ¼ ehb

t

^ c5 ¼ c
xiþb
6 gðmÞ;

as follows. Remark that the current time t is not hid-
den and is not a witness.Moreover,c7 is not explicitly
included in the statement of V since the validity of c7

can be verified by checking eðc6; bgÞ ¼ eðeg;c7Þ holds.
- Choose ra; rb; rz; r�; rz0 ; r�0 ; ru; rx; rd; rd0  $ Zp.
- Compute

R1 ¼ eðh0; bgÞrzeðh1; bgÞrueðh2; bgÞrx
� eðg1; vkAÞraeðg1; bgÞrdeðc2; bgÞ�r�

R2 ¼ eðh0; bgÞrz0 eðh1; bgÞrueðg2; vkBÞra
� eðg2; bgÞrd0 eðc3; bgÞ�r�0

R3 ¼ c
r�
1 f
�rd ; R4 ¼ c

r�0
1 f�rd0

R5 ¼ ehrb
t ; R6 ¼ c

rxþrb
6 :

- Compute c Hðc1; . . . ;c7; R1; . . . ; R6;mÞ.
- Compute sa ¼ ra þ ca, sb ¼ rb þ cb, sz ¼ rz þ cz,

s� ¼ r� þ c�, sz0 ¼ rz0 þ cz0, s�0 ¼ r�0 þ c�0, su ¼
ru þ cu, sx ¼ rx þ cxi, sd ¼ rd þ cd, and sd0 ¼
rd0 þ cd0.

Output s ¼ ðc1; . . . ;c7; c; sa; sb; sz; s�; sz0 ; s�0 ; su; sx; sd; sd0 Þ.
� Verifyðgpk; t; s;m;RLtÞ: Parse RLt ¼ ðeht; bht; fgrti;tgi2RUt

Þ.
- Verification Check: If eðc6; bgÞ 6¼ eðeg;c7Þ, then out-

put invalid. Otherwise, compute

R01 ¼ eðh0; bgÞszeðh1; bgÞsueðh2; bgÞsxeðg1; vkAÞsa

� eðg1; bgÞsdeðc2; bgÞ�s�ð
eðc2; vkAÞ
eðg; bgÞ Þ

�c

R02 ¼ eðh0; bgÞsz0 eðh1; bgÞsueðg2; vkBÞsaeðg2; bgÞsd0

� eðc3; bgÞ�s�0 ð
eðc3; vkBÞ

eðg; bgÞeðh2; bgÞt
Þ�c

R03 ¼ c
s�
1 f
�sd ; R04 ¼ c

s�0
1 f�sd0

R05 ¼ ehsb
t c�c4 ; R06 ¼ c

sxþsb
6 c�c5 :

If c 6¼ Hðc1; . . . ;c7; R
0
1; . . . ; R

0
6;mÞ, then out-

put invalid.
- Revocation Check: If there exists grti;t such that

eðgrti;tc4;c7Þ ¼ eðc5; bhtÞ holds, then output
invalid.

Otherwise, output valid.
� Openðgpk;msk; t; reg; s;m;RLtÞ: If invalid Verify
ðgpk; t; s;m;RLtÞ, then output ?. Otherwise, parse
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s ¼ ðc1; . . . ;c7; c; sa; sb; sz; s�; sz0 ; s�0 ; su; sx; sd; sd0 Þ and
msk ¼ ðgA; gB; gOÞ. Compute A ¼ c2=c

gO
1 , search i

such that reg½i� contains A, and output i. If no such
an entry exists, then output ?.

Security Analysis. Here, we show that the proposed
scheme is BU-anonymous, traceable, and non-frameable.

Theorem 4.1. The proposed GS-TBK scheme satisfies BU-
anonymity if the DDH1 assumption and the DLIN assumption
hold in the random oracle model.

We define the following games.

� Game 0: This is the same as the definition of BU-
anonymity.

� Game 1: This game is the same as Game 0 except for
the challenge signature is computed by program-
ming of the random oracleH.

� Game 2: This game is the same as Game 0 except for
the challenge signature s� ¼ ðc�1;c�2;c�3;c�4;c�5;c�6;
c�7; c

�; s�a; s
�
b; s
�
z ; s
�
� ; s
�
z0 ; s

�
�0 ; s

�
u; s
�
x; s
�
d ; s
�
d0 Þ, c�2;c�3  

$
G1.

� Game 3: This game is the same as Game 1 except for
the challenge signature s� ¼ ðc�1;c�2;c�3;c�4;c�5;c�6;
c�7; c

�; s�a; s
�
b; s
�
z ; s
�
� ; s
�
z0 ; s

�
�0 ; s

�
u; s
�
x; s
�
d ; s
�
d0 Þ, c�5  

$
G1.

Let Si be the event that A successfully guesses b in Game i.

Lemma 4.1. jPr½S0� � Pr½S1�j is negigible.
Proof. In Game 1, for computing the challenge signature,

first compute c�1; . . . ;c
�
7 as in the scheme. Next, randomly

choose c; sa; sb; sz; s�; sz0 ; s�0 ; su; sx; sd; sd0  $ Zp, and com-

pute R01 ¼ eðh0; bgÞszeðh1; bgÞsueðh2; bgÞsxeðg1; vkAÞsaeðg1; bgÞsde
ðc2; bgÞ�s�ðeðc2;vkAÞ

eðg;bgÞ Þ
�c, R02 ¼ eðh0; bgÞsz0 eðh1; bgÞsueðg2; vkBÞsae

ðg2; bgÞsd0 eðc3; bgÞ�s�0 ð eðc3;vkBÞ
eðg;bgÞeðh2;bgÞtÞ

�c, R03 ¼ c
s�
1 f
�sd , R04 ¼ c

s�0
1

f�sd0 , R05 ¼ ehsb
t c�c4 , and R06 ¼ c

sxþsb
6 c�c5 . Next, program-

ming the random oracle H such that c :¼ Hðc1; . . . ;

c7; R
0
1; . . . ; R

0
6;mÞ, and send s ¼ ðc1; . . . ;c7; c; sa; sb; sz;

s�; sz0 ; s�0 ; su; sx; sd; sd0 Þ to A. If programming fails (i.e., c

collides with a value returned by H), output a random bit

and aborts. If programming does not fail, Pr½S0� ¼ Pr½S1�
holds. Since c is randomly chosen from Zp, the failure

probability is at most qh=p. tu
Lemma 4.2. jPr½S1� � Pr½S2�j � AdvDDH1ð�Þ.
Proof. Let ððG1;G2;GT ; e; f; bfÞ; fa; fb; ZÞ be a DDH1

instance. We construct an algorithm B that distin-
guishes Z ¼ fab or not. B implicitly sets a :¼ a and
gO :¼ b (thus, g1 ¼ fgO ¼ fb). B chooses r $ Zp, and
sets g2 :¼ fr. B chooses all values, except f , g1, and g2.
Since B has all secret values, B can respond all queries
issued by A. In the challenge phase, B selects ðA;Bt�Þ
according to the scheme. B sets c�1 :¼ fa, c�2 :¼ AZ,
and c�3 :¼ Bt�Zr. B computes other components, except
s�a is computed by programming of the random oracle
H. If Z ¼ fab, then B correctly simulates Game 1, and
if Z is a random value, then B correctly simulates
Game 2. tu

Lemma 4.3. jPr½S2� � Pr½S3�j � AdvDLINð�Þð1=qAqR � qsqh=pÞ
where qA, qR, qs, and qh are the number of AddU, Revoke,
GSign, and hash queries respectively.

Proof. Let ððG1;G2;GT ; e; eg; bgÞ; g0; bg0; h; bh; ega; g0b; ZÞ be a DLIN
instance. We construct an algorithm B that distinguishes
Z ¼ haþb or not. B guesses when the challenge user, say
i�, is added in the group with the probability 1=qA, and
guesses the challenge time t� with the probability 1=qR.
We assume that the guesses are correct. B chooses

y0t�  
$
Zp, and implicitly sets xi� :¼ a, b� :¼ b, and yt� :¼

y0t�c where g0 :¼ egc and bg0 :¼ bgc for some c 2 Zp. B chooses

yt  $ Zp for t 6¼ t�. Then, B can compute ðeht; bhtÞ as follows.

ðeht; bhtÞ ¼
ðegyt ; bgytÞ ðt 6¼ t�Þ
ððg0Þy0t� ; ðbg0Þy0t� Þ ðt ¼ t�Þ:

(

Since B has all secret keys of signers, except i�’s one, B
can respond all queries issued by A if these are not

related to i�. Hence, we show the simulation of revoca-

tion queries RevokeðRUtÞ where i� 2 RUt, and signing

queries GSignði�;mÞ.
For revocation queries, B can revoke i� by computing

grti�;t ¼ ðegaÞyt when t 6¼ t�. Remark that B is not required
to compute grti�;t� since i� is not revoked at the challenge
time t�. This leads to backward unlinkability.

For signing queries at t ¼ t�, B randomly chooses

c1; . . . ;c3  $ G1 and b; d $ Zp, and computes c4 ¼ ehb
t� .

Then c
1=yt�
4 ¼ ððegy0t� cÞbÞ1=y0t� c ¼ egb hold. B computes c5 ¼

ðegaegbÞd, c6 ¼ egd, and c7 ¼ bgd. Now, the revocation check

relation eðc5; bht� Þ ¼ eððegaegbÞd; bgy0t� cÞ ¼ eððegac1=yt�
4 Þd; bgy0t� cÞ ¼

eððegy0t� cÞxi�c4; bgdÞ ¼ eðgrti�;t�c4;c7Þ holds. Other compo-

nents are computed by programming of the random

oracleH.
For signing queries at t 6¼ t�, B randomly chooses

c1; . . . ;c4  $ G1 and d $ Zp, and computes c5 :¼ ðega�
c

1=yt
4 Þd, c6 ¼ egd, and c7 ¼ bgd. Then, the revocation check

relation eðc5; bhtÞ ¼ eððega � c1=yt
4 Þd; bgytÞ ¼ eððegaÞytc4; bgdÞ ¼

eðgrti�;tc4;c7Þ holds. Other components are computed

by programming of the random oracleH.
For computing the challenge signature, B chooses

c�1;c
�
2;c

�
3  

$
G1, computes c�4 ¼ ðg0bÞy

0
t� ¼ ðegcbÞy0t� ¼ ðegy0t� cÞb ¼

ehb�
t� , and sets c�5 ¼ Z, c�6 ¼ h, and c�7 ¼ bh. Other compo-

nents are computed by programming of the random ora-

cle H. If Z ¼ haþb, then B correctly simulates Game 2,
and if Z is a random value, then B correctly simulates

Game 3. tu
Since now the challenge signature does not depend on

the challenge bit, Pr½S3� ¼ 1=2. This concludes the proof.

Theorem 4.2. The proposed GS-TBK scheme satisfies traceabil-
ity in the random oracle model under the q-SDH assumption
and the knowledge of secret key assumption.

As in the Ohara et al. scheme, we introduce the KOSK
assumption [33] where the adversary is required to reveal
the secret key of the honest users. The reason why we need
to introduce the assumption is explained as follows. In the
Join algorithm, a user sends Xi ¼ h

xi
2 (and eXi ¼ egxi also).

The group manager signs xi by using the signing key of the

BBS+ signature scheme such that Aj ¼ ðghzj
0 h

uj
1 XiÞ

1
�jþgA . Due
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to the form of the BBS+ signature scheme, the group man-
ager can sign xi without knowing xi. On the other hand, in
the security proof, the simulator needs to send a signed
message xi in order to send a signing query to the signing
oracle of the underlying BBS+ signature scheme. So, we use
the KOSK assumption.

We can construct an algorithm that extracts a BBS+ signa-
ture by applying the Forking lemma [69], [70]. More pre-
cisely, from the winning condition i 62 CU n RUt� , an
adversary needs to produce a forged group certificate A
that is not issued via the SndToI oracle, or needs to produce
a forged certificate of non-revoked signers B that is not gen-
erated when the Revoke oracle is called. Since the signature
output by the adversary is valid, forged BBS+ signatures are
extracted from the signature. The unforgeability of expiry
time for signing keys is also reduced to unforgeability of the
BBS+ signature scheme. That is, if an adversary can produce
a valid signature though an expiry time ti has passed, i.e.,
ti < t�, then there exists a BBS+ signature B which is valid
and is not contained in RLt� . So, we can construct an algo-
rithm that extracts such B by applying the Forking lemma.
Thus, if the extraction works well, then Theorem 4.2 holds.
We prove that the following lemma for these extractions.

Lemma 4.4. The SPK V proves the knowledge a;b; z; �; z0; �0; u;

xi; d; d
0 such that c1 ¼ fa, c2 ¼ ðghz

0h
u
1h

xi
2 g

gAaþd
1 Þ 1

�þgA , c3 ¼
ðghz0

0 h
u
1h

t
2g

gBaþd0
2 Þ 1

�0þgB , c4 ¼ ehb
t , and c5 ¼ c

xiþb
6 .

Proof. By the knowledge extractor for V , we can obtain
a;b; z; �; z0; �0; u; xi; d; d0 such that

eðc2; vkAÞ
eðg; bgÞ ¼ eðh0; bgÞzeðh1; bgÞueðh2; bgÞxieðg1; vkAÞaeðg1; bgÞd

eðc2; bgÞ�
(1)

eðc3; vkBÞ
eðg; bgÞeðh2; bgÞt

¼ eðh0; bgÞz0eðh1; bgÞueðg2; vkBÞaeðg2; bgÞd0

eðc3; bgÞ�
0 (2)

c1 ¼ fa (3)

c
�
1f
�d ¼ 1 (4)

c
�0
1 f
�d0 ¼ 1 (5)

c4 ¼ ehb
t (6)

c5 ¼ c
xiþb
6 : (7)

From (1), the equation

eðc2; vkAbg�Þ ¼ eðhz
0h

u
1h

xi
2 ; bgÞeðg1; vkaAbgdÞeðg; bgÞ;

holds. Set c2 ¼ gu, h0 ¼ g
u0
1 , h1 ¼ g

u1
1 , h2 ¼ g

u2
1 , and g1 ¼ gm

for some u; u1; u2;m 2 Zp. Since vkA ¼ bggA , eðg; bgÞuð�þgAÞ ¼
eðg; bgÞmðu0zþu1uþu2xiþgAaþdÞþ1, and thus uð� þ gAÞ ¼ mðu0z þ
u1uþ u2xi þ gAaþ dÞ þ 1mod p holds. This means c2 ¼
gu ¼ ðgmðu0zþu1uþu2xiþgAaþdÞþ1Þ 1

�þgA ¼ ðghz
0h

u
1h

xi
2 g

gAaþd
1 Þ 1

�þgA

holds. Similarly, from (2), c3 ¼ ðghz0
0 h

u
1h

t
2g

gBaþd0
2 Þ 1

�0þgB

holds. From (3), the extracted a satisfies c1 ¼ fa. Then,

from (4) and (5), d ¼ a� and d0 ¼ a�0 holds. Finally,
from (6) and (7), the extracted xi and b satisfy c4 ¼ ehb

t

and c5 ¼ c
xiþb
6 . tu

Theorem 4.3. The proposed GS-TBK scheme satisfies non-
frameability in the random oracle model under the DL
assumption.

Proof. Let ðG1;G2;GT ; e; eg; bg; egxÞ be a DL instance. We con-
struct an algorithm B that breaks the DL problem as fol-
lows. Let qA be the number of SndToU queries. B guesses
the user i� 2 ½1; qA� that A outputs in the final phase. We
assume the guess is correct with the probability 1=qA. B
chooses u2  $ Zp and sets h2 ¼ egu2 , uski� :¼ x, and

Xi� :¼ ðegxÞu2 ¼ hx
2 , and

eXi� :¼ egx. B chooses other all val-
ues as in the scheme.When i� is added to the group via the

SndToU query, B chooses sx; cx  $ Zp, sets cx :¼ H 0ðXi;
eXi� ; h

sx
2 =Xcx

i� ; egsx= eXcx
i� Þ, and sends ðsx; cxÞ to A. For a sign-

ing query ð�; i�Þ, B programs the random oracle H and
computes a signature. Finally, A outputs a signature. B
rewindsA and extracts x� from the signatures output byA
by applying the Forking lemma [69], [70]. Since the signa-
tures are traced to i�, the extracted x� satisfies Xi� ¼ hx�

2 .
So,B outputs x� if the extractionworks well. tu

5 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we provide our implementation results. We
set the maximum size of time T at 2,048, and each day is
assigned to a leaf node (thus log2T ¼ 11). This setting is the
same as that of Liu et al. [31]. Our implementation environ-
ment is as follows: CPU: Xeon E5-2660 v3 @ 2.60GHz, and
gcc 4.9.2. We use the RELIC library (ver. 0.4.1)4 [41] for ellip-
tic curve operations and the pairing operation, and OpenSSL
(ver. 1.0.2d) [71] for cryptographically hashing (we employ
SHA-512).

5.1 Reconsider the Order size of Elliptic Curves

As mentioned in Section 1.5, we selected a BN curve over a
254-bit prime field in the proceedings version [1], which was
believed to have 128-bit security. However, recent progress
in discrete logarithm problems of finite fields asymptotically
reduces the complexity [52], [53], and recently, Menezes, Sar-
kar, and Singh evaluated that the 254-bit BN curve has at
least 108-bit security. From their evaluation, it is necessary to
use BN curves on the order of around 382-bit to ensure 128-
bit security. Most recently, Barbulescu and Duquesne also
reported their security evaluation, which is based on some
heuristic assumptions from the top-record discrete loga-
rithm computations, and showed that the 254-bit BN curve
ensures no more than 100-bit security and the curve over a
462-bit prime field has 132-bit security [40]. In addition, they
also showed that a BLS curve of embedding degree 12 over a
461-bit prime field has 131-bit security. In this full version,
we follow the Barbulescu-Duquesne’s evaluation, and select
a 455-bit BLS curve of embedding degree 12 to ensure almost
128-bit security, which is supported by the RELIC library. In
this setting, the sizes of the scalar value in Zp, an element in

4. Building with options -DARITH=x64-asm-455 -DFP_PRIME=

455 -DFPX_METHD=INTEG;INTEG;LAZYR -DPP_METHD=LAZYR;

OATEP.
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G1, an element in G2, and an element in GT are 39 bytes, 58
bytes, 115 bytes, and 456 bytes, respectively. Then the signa-
ture size is 892 bytes, and the size of expiration information
is 58þ 144jCS�TBKðBT; tÞj bytes (the maximum size is 1,642
bytes when jCS�TBKðBT; tÞj ¼ log2T ¼ 11). Table 2 summa-
rizes benchmarks of elliptic curve and pairing operations in
our environment.

Here, Mul(G1,Type), Mul(G2,Type), and Exp(GT ,Type)
are scalar multiplication on G1 and G2, and exponentiation
on GT , respectively. If a base point is previously known and
fixed, then Type is set as K, and U otherwise. We note that
we always use Type U for exponentiations on GT since the
RELIC library does not support Type K on GT .

5.2 Reconsider the Computation of Our Algorithms

As mentioned in Section 1.5, we reconsider the computa-
tions of our algorithms according to the benchmarks of
RELIC library (Table 2). Here we briefly describe our modi-
fications of the computations. We use bilinearity of pairing
to reduce the number of exponentiations on GT . For Sign,
we modify R1 and R2 as

R1 ¼ eðhrz
0 h

ru
1 hrx

2 g
rd
1 c
�r�
2 ; bgÞeðgra1 ; vkAÞ;

R2 ¼ eðhrz0
0 hru

1 g
rd0
2 c

�r�0
3 ; bgÞeðgra2 ; vkBÞ:

Here, we use multiplicative notations due to the readability.
Original computations require 10 Exp(GT ,U) + 2 pairings
(with precomputed pairing values), but our modifications
require 8 Mul(G1,K) + 2 Mul(G1,U) + 4 pairings. The 4 pair-
ings in our modifications can be computed by 4 Miller loop

+ 2 Final exp. by sharing final exponentiations on the prod-
uct of pairing values. Due to our optimization, we can
reduce the running time of the Sign algorithm by approxi-
mately 45 percent compared to the original Sign algorithm.
See Table 4. For Verify, we modify R01 and R02 as

R01 ¼ eðhsz
0 h

su
1 hsx

2 g
sd
1 c
�s�
2 gc1; bgÞeðgsa1 c�c2 ; vkAÞ;

R02 ¼ eðhsz0
0 hsu

1 g
sd0
2 c

�s�0
3 gc1h

ct
2 ; bgÞeðgsa2 c�c3 ; vkBÞ;

which originally requires 13 Exp(GT ,U) + 4 pairings (with
precomputed pairing values), but 9 Mul(G1,K) + 4 Mul(G1,
U) + 4 pairings are required in our modifications. Again, the
4 pairings can be computed by 4 Miller loop + 2 Final exp.
Due to our optimization, we can reduce the running time of
the verification check by approximately 50 percent com-
pared to the original verification check. We summarize the
number of operations for each algorithms in Table 3.

5.3 Benchmarks

Next we show benchmarks of algorithms, except Verify, in
Table 4. We re-implement the proposed scheme by employ-
ing a 455-bit BLS curve of embedding degree 12. It is partic-
ularly worth noting that the computational cost of our Sign
algorithm is constant in terms of both the time representa-
tion and the number of revoked signers. Our optimization,
given in Section 5.2, allows us to reduce approximately 45
percent of the running time of the Sign algorithm.

Next, we show the benchmark of the Verify algorithm.
Remark that in the usual VLR group signature schemes, the
cost of the verification algorithm (more precisely the revoca-
tion check) linearly depends on the number of total revoked
signers whereas in GS-TBK it just linearly depends on the
number of prematurely revoked signers due to time-bound
keys. Thus, we show the running time of the Verify algo-
rithm for several numbers of prematurely revoked signers

TABLE 2
Benchmarks of Group Operations on

a 455-Bit BLS Curve

Operation Time (msec)

Construct Precomp Table in G1 260.9
Construct Precomp Table in G2 963.9

Mul(G1,U) 373.3
Mul(G1,K) 201.2
Mul(G2,U) 821.2
Mul(G2,K) 502.6
Exp(GT ,U) 1180.9

Pairing Miller loop 1046.0
Final exp. 1193.5

Total 2239.6

TABLE 4
Benchmark of Each Algorithms of Our GS-TBK Scheme

Algorithm Time (msec)

GKeyGen 2.830
Join 0.814
Issue 9.284
Sign 11.331 (Opt.)/20.281 (Original)
Revoke 8.823 (eitÞy/0.369 (RLtÞz
y:The worst case when we set T ¼ 2; 048.
y:For prematurely revoking one signer.

TABLE 3
The Number of Operations for Each Algorithms of Our GS-TBK Scheme

Algorithm Operations

GKeyGen 1 Mul(G1,K) + 2 Mul(G2,K) (+ 6 random point pickings)
Join 4 Mul(G1,K) + 1 Hash
Issue ðlog 2T þ 3ÞMul(G1,U) + ð2 log2T þ 4ÞMul(G1,K) + 1 Hash
Revoke-Expiration info. ð4Lþ 1ÞMul(G1,K)
Revoke-Revocation list Rpre Mul(G1,U)
Sign 4 Mul(G1,U) + 16 Mul(G1,K) + 1 Mul(G2,K) + 4 Miller loop + 2 Final exp. + 1 Hash
Verify-Verification check 10 Mul(G1,U) + 11 Mul(G1,K) + 6 Miller loop + 3 Final exp. + 1 Hash
Verify-Revocation check ðRpre þ 1ÞMiller loop + ðRpre þ 1Þ Final exp.
L: the number of nodes outputted by CS-TBKðBT; tÞ, at most log2T .
Rpre: the number of prematurely revoked signers.
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Rpre. Recall that the Verify algorithm consists of two sub pro-
cedures, the verification check and the revocation check.
The former is independent of Rpre whereas the latter
depends on Rpre. Let

Rall :¼ Rpre þRnatural;

be the total number of revoked signers, where Rnatural be the
number of naturally revoked signers, and we set

Rate :¼ Rpre=Rall:

For example, when Rall ¼ 1; 000;000 and Rate ¼ 0:2, then
Rpre ¼ 200;000 and Rnatural ¼ 800;000.

First, we show the running time of the verification check,
i.e., the running time of the Verify algorithm with Rate ¼ 0
in Fig. 3. The running time is approximately 16 msec regard-
less of Rall. Moreover, our optimization, given in Section 5.2,
allows us to reduce approximately 50 percent of the running
time of the verification check.

Next, we show the Verify algorithm for each Rate. We set
Rall ¼ 5;000;000 and show the running time of the Verify
algorithm in Fig. 4. Since the revocation check requires
OðRpreÞ-times pairing computations5, the running time of
the Verify algorithm linearly depends on Rpre. Nevertheless,
as a reasonable assumption, the natural revocation accounts
for most of signer revocations in practice and prematurely
revoked signers are only a small fraction. Thus, for a rela-
tively small Rate, our scheme is still efficient in practice.

As a reference, we show the running time of the Verify
algorithm for each Rate and Rall in Fig. 5.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we revisit the definition of GS-TBK given
in [30], [31], and give a new security model that considers
the unforgeability of expiry time for signing keys. More-
over, the computational cost of our signing algorithm is con-
stant whereas those of the previous schemes depend on the
bit-length of the time representation.

In the proceedings version [1], we chose a BN curve over
a 254-bit prime field which was believed to have 128-bit
security. In this full version, due to the recent progress in
discrete logarithm problems of finite fields [52], [53] and of
security evaluations [39], [40], we select a BLS curve of
embedding degree 12 over a 455-bit prime field to ensure
almost 128-bit security. Moreover, we reconsider the com-
putation of our algorithms and give implementations with
these modifications. Our optimization allows us to reduce
the running time of the signing algorithm by approximately
45 percent, and also reduce the running time of the verifica-
tion check by approximately 50 percent.

We have mainly three drawbacks to be considered further.
The first one is that signers need to download expiration infor-
mation eit at each time t. The second one is the KOSK assump-
tion. The third one is the security loss caused by the use of the
forking lemma [69], [70]. For example, as mentioned by Ohara

et al. [21], the advantage AdvnfGS�TBK;Að�Þ is bounded by

roughly ðAdvDLð�ÞÞ1=2 (with some coefficients determined by
the number of queries) due to the Bellare-Neven general fork-
ing lemma [69]. Then, due to the exact security [72], [73], if 128-
bit security is required, then the probability of solving the DL
problemneeds to be less than 2�256, and currently it is not clear
and still under discussion how large order should be selected
for such a strong security level. In order to avoid such a secu-
rity loss due to a loose reduction, a tight reduction is highly
desirable.We leave these as futureworks of this paper.
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Fig. 3. The running time of the verification check.

Fig. 4. The running time of the Verify algorithm (Rall ¼ 5; 000; 000).

Fig. 5. The running time of the Verify algorithm (Rate ¼ 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8).

5. In the previous schemes [30], [31], no pairing computation is
required for the revocation check (just OðRpreÞ-times exponentiations
are required). Thus, our revocation check is inefficient than those of the
previous schemes due to the pairing computations. However, at the
expense of this inefficiency, our scheme provides backward
unlinkability.
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at the 12th ACM Asia Conference on Computer and Com-
munications Security (ASIACCS 2017) [1]. In this journal
version, we mainly reconsider two parts: the security
parameters and the pairing equations in our algorithms,
and re-implement the proposed scheme. See Section 1.5 Dif-
ferences from the Proceedings Version.
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I Sense You by Breath: Speaker
Recognition via Breath Biometrics

Li Lu ,Member, IEEE, Lingshuang Liu, Muhammad Jawad Hussain , and Yongshuai Liu

Abstract—Over last two decades, Speaker Recognition has primarily been focused on source, system, and prosodic features of the

speech. The breath, however, has either been treated as a trivial part of the speech, or considered a noise entity. Our observation

reveals that breath is a unique fingerprint of human respiratory system which offers overwhelming results for Speaker Recognition.

Moreover, its passive nature, short-duration, fewer occurrences and simple processing results to a light-weight, text-independent and

transparent system, which we articulate as BreathID. The breath features are extracted and classified by Mel Frequency Cepstral

Coefficients, MFCC, based template matching technique. The verification is performed by a similarity based scheme, whose efficiency

competes with classification algorithms. We process a data set collected from 50 users. Our system offers a 0.04 percent False

Identification Rate, FIR, for Speaker Identification, and 0.12 percent False Acceptance Rate, FAR, and 0.15 percent False Rejection

Rate, FRR, for Speaker Verification. We further evaluate our scheme under various practical modalities, like text in-dependence, replay

scenario, users’ motion status (sitting and walking), recording equipment (03 smartphones and 02 microphones), recording period (08

months), and bilingual contents (English and Chinese). Though we use Matlab to formulate a fine-grained approach, we foresee breath

biometric as a viable security measure for practical realizations.

Index Terms—Breath biometrics, speaker recognition, MFCC

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

SPEAKER Recognition is a generic term used for two prob-
lems. In Speaker Identification, the identity of a person is

ascertained while during Speaker Verification, the claimed
identity is verified. This is realized through Training phase
which computes the reference model from feature vectors,
and Testing phase which finds the similarity score. The
speech contents are categorized as text-dependent (only specific
words), text-independent (no restriction of words) and text-
prompted (speak any of the specific words). Though speech
biometrics savour the degradation (microphone, channel),
health (sickness, emotions) and iteration (mimicking), recent
advancements in speech processing have resulted in its real-
time and truly functional applications [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].

Our research stems from the observation that existing
Speaker Recognition schemes extract “feature vectors” from
three underlying stimuli, based upon Source-Filter and Source-
System models, separately or in combination [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13]. The excitation source information is represented
through linear prediction residual samples in shape of glottal
pulse parameters. The vocal tract information is acquired
from cepstral coefficients. The prosodic information is sought
through statistics and temporal dynamics of duration, pitch,
and energy. However, the aerodynamic breath process is
foretoken as a mere energy source for sound generation, and

processed as an integral part of the speech. The existing stud-
ies on breath have been focused on its detection and removal
for improving sound quality [14], [15], speech-to-text algo-
rithms [16], [17], training transcriptionists [18] and psycho-
logical diagnosis [19], [20]. Besides, breath is chemically
analyzed for health diagnosis [21]. For the first time, we
exploit the uniqueness of breath features and propose
BreathID for Speaker Recognition.

Breath is an anatomical fingerprint of respiratory system
due to intrapulmonary pressure and governed through
vocal tract, lungs, trachea, diaphragm and respiratory
muscles [22], [23]. The non-instantaneous airflow results to
silence periods (� 20 msec) at both ends of a breath (Fig. 1).
Compared with speech, breath is weaker in energy, shorter
in time (100-400 msec), has low occurrences (12-18 per min),
and overlaps at low frequencies (100 Hz-1 kHz). Another
vulnerability arises as it closely resembles phonemes and
fricative consonants, like /t

R
/ in church and <3> in

vision. The main challenge we face in BreathID is the
demarcation and processing of breath itself. Our scheme
comprises of Breath Demarcation, Feature Extraction and
Feature Matching stages, as explained below:

1)Accurate BreathDemarcation.We observe three appealing
works for breath extraction in professional audio sys-
tems [15], [18], [24]. Our algorithm is inspired by [15] due to
its simplicity and high accuracy. It is used for real-time
extraction of breath in high quality speech and song record-
ings, and comprises of three phases: First, a generic breath
template is computed fromMFCC; Second, breath is detected
using a template matching technique which is derived from
two-class Gaussian classifier. The similarity is calculated
from Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), Short Time Energy (STE),
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and BðXi; T; V; SÞ index where T; V; S are cepstrogram, vari-
ance and SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) matrices for
segment Xi; Third, false positives are removed by breath
duration thresholds, energy thresholds, ZCR, Spectral Slope,
and EdgeDetection techniques.

2) Feature Extraction. In speech processing, typically used
schemes are MFCC, Real Cepstral Coefficients (RCC ), Lin-
ear Predictive Coding (LPC ), Perceptual Linear Predictive
Cepstral Coefficients (PLP), Principal Component analysis
(PCA), Linear Discriminant analysis (LDA), Independent
Component Analysis (ICA ) and Perceptual Log Area Ratio
(PLAR). Amongst these, MFCC suits us more because Mel
filters can effectively capture the low frequency breath con-
tents. With an aim of low complexity and high accuracy, we
first consider MFCC, STE, ZCR, Spectral Slope, Fundamen-
tal Frequency (F0) and Formant (F1) as potential candi-
dates in BreathID. We finally select MFCC feature vectors
because of their superior results.

3) Feature Matching. The typically used pattern match-
ing or classification algorithms are (Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM), Vector Quantization (VQ), Hidden Mar-
kov Model (HMM), Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM), Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). In BreathID,
we evaluate GMM, HMM, SVM, ANN and KNN (K-Near-
est Neighbor), whereby GMM and HMM outperform both
in profiling and verification phases. In addition, we for-
mulate a simple similarity based scheme, Decision Maker,
which uses mean and variance matrices along with basic
vector operations, and outperforms classification algo-
rithms in our case.

We first evaluate BreathID algorithm while carrying out
a measurement-based study on 50 volunteers with age rang-
ing from 10-60 years. A total of 25 recordings were taken
from each volunteer over a span of one month, whereby
each recording consisted of 02 mins. The evaluation was
aimed for two applications: User Identification and User
Verification. Our system can effectively recognize users
with 0.04 percent FIR, and offers < 0:12 percent FAR and
0.15 percent FRR for Verification with breath segments in 20
sec of speech. The false rates almost reduce to zero for
60 sec audio in Profiling and 20 sec in Verification. The
prime limitation is the required length of the recorded
voice. We also examine FAR and FRR in relation to length
of the recorded speech and number of breath segments. Our

algorithm is devised in Matlab that can verify a user within
260 msec if we use 60 sec speech during Profiling, and
20 sec during Verification.

Next, we evaluate BreathID for various practical modali-
ties, including: text in-dependence, audio replay, recording equip-
ment, motion status, recording period and language. This
involves new voice recordings from 20 volunteers. The text-
independence was checked from 04 text contents, for which
Equal Error Rate (EER) remains below 0.15 percent. For audio
replay, the recorded voice was transmitted through speaker
and then re-recorded. The average EER came out to be 44.75
percent due to degradation by speaker-air-microphone chan-
nel. A negligible influence of recoding equipment was noticed
amongst 03 smartphones and 02 commercial microphones.
Formotion status, we observe amaximumEER of 0.14 percent
once the speaker is sitting and 0.15 percent during the walk.
For time consistency, the recordings were performed once per
week over a period of 08 months. The results show a maxi-
mum EER of 0.16 percent. For Multilingualism, we observe a
maximum EER of 0.17 percent for both English and Chinese
(Mandarin) languages.

Because of short duration, fewer occurrence, and simple
processing, the overall system becomes computationally
light-weight and economical in terms of processing time.
The system also becomes memory efficient as a single breath
profile merely occupies 423 KBytes. We foresee BreathID as
a passive and transparent system because it can extract
breath features as long as the user is speaking, regardless of
language or text contents, and any feedback from the user.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the uniqueness of breath biometrics. An
in-depth discussion on three phases of BreathID is followed
in Section 4. Section 4.4 discusses the evaluation setup and
parameters considered. Section 5 presents the evaluation
results. A brief overview of Biometric-basedUser Recognition
is presented in Section 3 including MFCC based schemes.
Paper concludes at Section 6.

2 UNIQUENESS OF BREATH BIOMETRICS

The central question we answer here is why breath has
remained dormant in Speaker Recognition and processed as
integral part of the speech, or foretoken as respiration noise?
We first present a brief overview of Source-Filter and
Source/System models, which are the underlying basics of
speech synthesis and analysis. This is followed by compari-
son of breath with speech.

The source-filter theory considers speech as the response of
vocal-tract system, and gives a good approximation of non-
linear and time-variant speech sounds [8], [25]. The
“source” refers to four sources of speech sounds: aspiration,
frication, glottal (or phonation) and transient sources. The
vocal-tract acts like a “filter” which takes input from either
or combination of these sources, and its filter response
results to vowels, consonants or any speech sound [25], [26],
[27]. This is the generic idea while further details govern the
generation of pitch, voice quality, harmonics, resonance
characteristics, radiation response, etc.

In source/system model, the speech is modeled by a linear
and slowly varying discrete time system which is either
excited by the random noise during unvoiced speech, or
quasi-periodic pulses during voiced speech [9], [12], [13],

Fig. 1. Breath segments in 15, 20 and 30 sec speech of three individuals
(left), and spectrogram of an arbitrary breath signal (right).
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[28], [29]. The source contains pitch and voicing characteris-
tics which are much prone to errors [30]. Therefore, it is
either rarely used in Speaker Recognition or augmented
with other features. The system corresponds to smooth enve-
lope of power spectrum which is normally computed
through linear prediction or Mel filter analysis. This is
widely used in Speaker Recognition systems in shape of
cepstral coefficients.

We observe that both models treat breath as an integral
part of source, which is transformed into speech during
voiced speech, or, noise during unvoiced speech. In fact, res-
piration (i.e., breathing) is considered as a power mechanism
to provide energy for sound [31], [32], [33].Moreover, during
“Respiration for Speech”, the breathing is controlled (exhala-
tion is longer than inhalation), while during “Respiration for
Life”, both phases are nearly the same [34].

We foresee breath as a physical fingerprint of whole
respiratory system that includes lungs, diaphragm, inter-
costal muscles, and air passageway including bronchi, tra-
chea, larynx and vocal tract and mouth cavity [22], [23],
[35]. Breathing is governed through intrapulmonary pres-
sure and air flow direction, and controlled by muscular
movements. In inspiration, the respiratory muscles con-
tract which results in decrease of pressure, and makes the
air to enter the lungs. Similarly, the expiration decreases
the intrapulmonary volume which increases the pressure
and expels the air [36], [37]. Because of this anatomy, a cer-
tain pause exists between breath and the preceding and
following utterances. Typically, breath lasts between 100-
400 msec depending upon age and gender. The silence
periods reside over 20 msec which significantly demarcate
a breath event.

For illustration, Fig. 2 compares a breath segment with a
speech signal to show the difference using the speech proc-
essing tools we used in BreathID. Fig. 2a shows both signal
at the output of Mel Filter bank (depicted by rectangular
lines). Fig. 2b shows the ZCR, Spectral Slope and STE. The
noise-like breath segment has comparatively high ZCR and
low STE, as perceived. In both Figs. 2a and 2b, we choose a
relatively low-energy speech signal to emphasize the char-
acteristics of breath, otherwise, most of the recorded breaths
were quite smaller in amplitude compared to the speech
signal, as in Fig. 2c. Next, Fig. 2c shows the Energy Enve-
lope and the formants (F1, F2, F3 and F4) which are dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.1.

Lastly, we highlight that a person can deliberately or
accidently alter his breath signature if respiratory organs
are disturbed. Fig. 2d shows the spectrogram during normal
breathing, compared with once the speaker holds his vocal
cords (larynx). Another contradiction arises during respira-
tory dysfunction or irregular breathing. Like high metabolic
demand (e.g., exercise) or asthma. In BreathID, we suppose
an honest candidate who breaths under normal health
conditions.

3 RELATE WORK

The underlying principle of Biometric-based User Recog-
nition focuses on “who you are” which differs from Con-
ventional User Recognition approach that mainly relies on
“what you have” or “what you know”. The physiological
biometrics are physical characteristics measured at some
particular time like fingerprint [38], retina or iris pat-
tern [39], and face or hand geometry [40]. Though these
schemes are widely adopted by Access control systems,

Fig. 2. Comparison of breath with speech signals. (a) mel filters; (b) ZCR, slope, STE; (c) formants; (d) normal and unusual breath.
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they require specialized hardware like fingerprint identi-
fier, HD camera etc.

The behavioural biometrics consist of actions that are
learned or acquired over time and can be deliberately
changed, like signature, voice or gait. On PCs, key and pres-
sure dynamics [41], [42], and on-screen mouse movements
[43], [44] has been exploited for User Recognition. Recently,
a large number of User Recognition methods on mobile
devices have been proposed [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]
which recognize the users by exploiting their behavior
while using the device.

Speech-basedUser Recognition is also called Speaker Rec-
ognition. From the aspect of speech content, two main
schemes are text-dependent and text-independent. The for-
mer uses the same text for training and testing user models
and mainly utilizes GMM, VQ, ANN and SVM for speech
modeling [51], [52], [53], [54]. Current results show a recogni-
tion accuracy from 70 to 98 percent and False Rate from 4 to
12 percent for User Identification withMFCC and ANN clas-
sifier [51]. The latter approach can verify a user’s speeches
even if the user speaks different texts for model training and
testing. Current schemes [55], [56], [57] typically employ
MFCC to extract features vectors, along with classification
algorithms for making user profiles. The achieved accuracy
is around 96 percent for PC [58] and mobile platforms [55].
The chief drawback here is the large amount of speech data
required for model profiling, and use of complex classifiers.
In addition, the accuracy can be degraded by ambient chan-
nel noise and the recording equipment.

Within the realm of speech processing, MFCC is
acclaimed over other techniques [59], and its many variants
have been investigated. Delta MelFCC (DMFCC) explores
second order derivatives of MFCC for intra-speaker vari-
ability [58]. Inverse-MFCC (IMFCC) reverses the high den-
sity filters to higher frequency contents [60]. Modified
MFCC (MMFCC) uses an auditory model for Automatic
Speaker Recognition (ASR) [61]. Multi-dimensional MFCC
has been used for spotting keywords [62]. The main weak-
ness of MFCC is its low noise resilience [63], [64], for which
SMN-CMN-MFCC (Spectrum Mean Normalization, SMN,
Cepstral Mean Normalization, CMN) is proposed to sup-
press additive and convolutional noise [65]. A MFCC divi-
sion-based scheme is proposed in [64] for noise robust

Speaker Identification. MFCC is modified with MMSE (min-
imum mean square error) algorithm for noise robust-
ness [63]. Different variants of MFCC have been evaluated
in [66] for VoIP Networks. Different windowing functions
in MFCC have been investigated for Monolingual and
Crosslingual Speaker Identification in [67].

Many schemes combine MFCC with other techniques for
improved results. MFCC has been combined with Wavelets
for music classification [68]; with phase [69] and, phase and
slope for Speaker Identification [70]; MFCC with prosodic
features for language identification [71]; MFCC and IMFCC
combined for Speaker Identification [60]; complementary
filter bank is fused for a text-independent Speaker Identifi-
cation [72]; MFCC with Wiener Filter is proposed for noise
robust Speaker Identification [73], amongst others [74], [75],
[76], [77].

4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

BreathID consists of three modules: Breath Demarcation,
Feature Extraction and Feature Matching (Decision Maker),
as shown in Fig. 3. Breath Demarcation makes a generic
breath template to extract the fine-grained breath segments,
and filters the overlapping contents of speech. Feature
Extraction calculates the breath features vectors while pre-
serving the identity contents of the speakers. Decision
Maker finds the similarity score by comparing the features
vectors of known speech signals with the reference model.

4.1 Breath Demarcation

The accurate detection and extraction of breath involves three
steps: Breath Template Construction; Initial Detection Phase;
Final Detection Phase. As our Breath Demarcation scheme is
inspired by Breath extraction algorithm in [15], we briefly
explain each of three steps as per their utilization in BreathID.

4.1.1 Breath Template Construction

The breath template is constructed using several breath
samples. Such samples can be arbitrary breath events which
can be derived from one or more speakers. As per our expe-
riences, a template made from 50 arbitrary breath segments
(voice sample of 3-4 mins) offers a breath demarcation accu-
racy of 99.6 percent, which is the procedure we follow in
our paper. The template is only used to accurately and
exactly demarcate breath event, and is independent of User
Recognition system.

The template construction has three main goals: template
should serve as a generic prototype which can extract
breath segments from any unknown voice signal; it should
contain the information which can distinguish a breath seg-
ment from other phonemes and consonants; it should be
compact for computational efficiency. For brevity, we
explain template generation in four steps.

Step 1: Input voice is converted into isolated example sets,
each with 100 msec frame length. Each frame is further
divided into short consecutive subframes of 10 msec (5 msec
overlap hop). The choice of frame length and hop period
would affect the breath extraction step and computational
time, the details of which can be referenced from [15], [78].
The subframes are next pre-emphasized using a first order
difference filter (HðzÞ ¼ 1� a � z�1, where a � 0:095 [15]).

Fig. 3. System block diagram.
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Step 2: For each subframe, MFCC is computed to give a
short-time cepstrogram matrix, whose columns are the
MFCC vectors. The constant values are then removed for
each column (DC removal). Such template construction ful-
fills the stipulated goals with small number of parame-
ters [79], [80]. Moreover, it has been shown to effectively
recognize phonemes and low frequency speech contents
with high resolution [17], [81], [82].

Step 3: Mean cepstrogram is computed by averaging the
matrices of example set. This results to breath template
matrix T given as T ¼ 1

N

PN
i¼1ðMðXiÞ, where N is the num-

ber of samples in the example set, and MðXiÞ is the MFCC
vector matrix of each subframe.

Step 4: Similarly, a variance matrix V is computed as fol-
lows: the matrices of example set are concatenated into one
matrix, and SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) of the
resulting matrix is computed. Then, we get the normalized
singular vector, S, corresponding to the largest singular
value. We use SVD transform because of its information
packing property [83]. The T and V matrices are used
together as a breath template for initial breath detection.

4.1.2 Initial Detection Phase

Each short-time frame is compared to breath template and
marked as breathy or nonbreathy. It involves a template
matching technique with scaled euclidean distances, which
becomes a special case of two-class Gaussian Classifier with
a diagonal covariance matrix [84]. The underlying reason is
the computation of discrete cosine transform at the last step
of MFCC, which is used to decorrelate the Mel-scale filter
log-energies. As shown in Fig. 4, the similarity measure,
BðXi; T; V; SÞ, is based upon Cp and Cn scores, as explained
below:

Step 1: Compute the normalized difference matrix,

D ¼ MðXÞ�T
V . The element-by-element normalization by V

compensates the difference in distribution of various ceps-
tral coefficients.

Step 2: The difference matrix is liftered by multiplying
each column with a half-Hamming window. Such operation
emphasizes the lower cepstral coefficients, which has been
observed to achieve better separation between breath and
other sounds [15], [79].

Step 3: The first similarity measure, Cp, is calculated as
Cp ¼ 1=

Pn
i¼1

PNc
j¼1 jDijj2, where n represents the number of

subframes, and Nc is the number of MFCC for each sub-
frame. The value of Cp will be high once the cepstrogram is
very similar to the template (elements of difference matrix
are small).

Step 4: The second similarity measure, Cn, is computed
by taking the inner product of singular vector S and the nor-
malized columns of the cepstrogram. The result will be
small in case breath template is correlated with other pho-
nemes. The BðXi; T; V; SÞ is then given as the product of two
parameters, i.e., Cp � Cn.

Step 5: An event can be classified as breathy once three
conditions hold: BðXi; T; V; SÞ is greater than threshold
Bm=2, where Bm is minimum value of the similarity meas-
ures between each of the example sets and template; the
STE is below the average energy of voiced speech in exam-
ple sets; the ZCR is below 0.25 (for 44 kHz sampling
rate) [15].

Initial Detection Phase correlates a breath sample to ref-
erence template, and the result is a binary breathiness index.
Though this phase shows high detection sensitivity, it is still
susceptible to false positive detections. Importantly, its time
resolution is not very accurate to detect the exact beginning
and end of the breath events. These two vulnerabilities are
addressed by Final Detection Phase.

4.1.3 Final Detection Phase

It considers neighbouring frames to solve the problem of
false positives and inaccurate edge detection by using vari-
ous time and frequency domain parameters. Fig. 5 shows
the two inputs to this stage: First, the time-domain speech
segment, which was also fed to Initial Detection Phase to
check the presence of breath within current speech segment.
Second, the binary breathiness index (output of Initial
Detection) which tells whether the current speech signal has
any breath segment or not.

Fig. 4. Initial detection phase.

Fig. 5. Final detection phase.
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For False Detection Elimination, various thresholds are
applied. These include Preliminary Duration Threshold,
Upper Energy Threshold, Lower ZCR Threshold, Upper
ZCR Threshold, and Final Duration Threshold. The key con-
cept is to exploit the difference in threshold values for
breath, compared to false signals. An in-depth discussion
can be found in [15].

The Accurate Edge Detection is designed according to the
nature of a breath signal, i.e., a genuine breath signal is
expected to have a peak in the local energy function, which
is accompanied by two noticeable deeps on each end of the
peak (i.e., silence periods). To this end, two methods are
applied. First uses the double energy threshold and com-
pares the energy of breath’s peak with silence periods. It is
termed as Double Energy Threshold and Deep Picking method.
However, it become less accurate once a short noise (or
unvoiced speech signals) appear. To solve this, the second
method is used to eliminate the spurious peak and deep
points. This is termed as Edge Marking With Spurious Deep
Elimination methods. Further details for both methods can
be referenced in [15].

4.2 Feature Extraction

The general methodology of Speaker Recognition involves
extracting discriminatory and low-dimensional features
which are suitable for statistical modeling, distance computa-
tion or similarity measure. Since the speech of an individual
will have similar but still differently arranges feature vectors,
this step is mostly followed by Feature Classification step.
A classifier transforms these feature vectors to a reference
SpeakerModel. For BreathID, both steps are explained below:

4.2.1 Extraction of Feature Vectors

Based upon our experiences with breath, we consider the
basic time, frequency and energy based operations to pro-
cess raw breath signals. These include MFCC, STE, ZCR,
Spectral Slope, F0 and F1.

� MFCC. Mel-Frequency Cepstrum (MFC) is a repre-
sentation of the short-term power spectrum of a
sound [80]. Cepstral (nonlinear “spectrum-of-a-
spectrum”) coefficients obtained for Mel spectrum
are referred to as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeffi-
cients [85]. The human ear does not perceive fre-
quencies in a linear fashion, it acts like an unevenly
spaced filter bank, with higher number of filters in
the low frequency area and vice versa. For example,
doubling a frequency from 1 to 2 KHz, does not dou-
ble the pitch. To address, Mel Scale was derived in
1937 [86] which maps the audio signals into these
non-linear perceptions of it.

MFCC computation starts with Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of input sampled audio to calculate
the complex sinusoids coefficients (performs Dis-
crete Fourier Transform, DFT). The output is passed
through a filterbank based upon Mel scale, given as
melðxÞ ¼ 1125 logð1þ x=700Þ [87]. The triangular
bandpass filters are 50 percent overlapped, follow
approximately a linear scale from 0 to 1000 Hz, and a
logarithmic scale at higher frequencies. For an input
signal with N samples, the filters are given by [87]

fm ¼ N

Fs

� �
mel�1 melðflÞ þm

melðfhÞ �melðflÞ
M þ 1

� �

0 � m � M þ 1:

(1)

where M is total number of filters, Fs is the sam-
pling frequency, fl and fh are the lowest and highest
frequencies of the filter fm. The normalized triangu-
lar filters,HmðkÞ are then given by [88]

HmðkÞ

¼

0 k < fm�1

2ðk�fm�1Þ
ðfmþ1�fm�1Þðfm�fm�1Þ fm�1 � k � fm

2ðfmþ1�kÞ
ðfmþ1�fm�1Þðfmþ1�fmÞ fm < k � fmþ1

0 k > fmþ1

8>>>><
>>>>:
1 � m � M:

(2)

Next, the log output of filterbank is given by [89]

Sm ¼ log
XN�1

k¼0

Xkj j2HmðkÞ
" #

1 � m � M: (3)

MFCC is the DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) of
theM filter outputs, as [90]

cn ¼
XM�1

m¼0

Sm cos
�
pnðm� 1

2
Þ=M

�
0 � n � M: (4)

This filtering action compacts the information
while reducing the number of coefficients. The sam-
ple averaging also reduces the variance of DFT
within each filter. Finally, a logarithmic compression
is performed followed by DCT to the energy vectors.
DCT primarily serves two purposes: First, it sepa-
rates the slow varying spectral envelope (like vocal
tract) contents from fast varying speech excitation
signals. This way, MFCC only retains the low-order
coefficients related to vocal tract. Second, it decorre-
lates the elements of the feature vector as the ele-
ments of log filterbank vector exhibit correlation
because of spectral characteristics of speech and
overlapping nature of the filters. The resulting decor-
related coefficients are suitable for further analysis.

� Short-Time Energy (STE) is an indication of signal
amplitude in the interval around a specific signal
point. It is a time-domain analysis tool which is pri-
marily used to differentiate voiced and unvoiced
sounds in speech from silence. The STE can be com-
puted as [91]

E ¼ 1

N

XN0þN�1

n¼N0

x2½n�; (5)

where x½n� is the sampled audio signal, and N is the
window length in samples (10 msec in BreathID).

� Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR) is the number of times
that breath waveform changes its sign. By analogy,
breath has higher ZCR than voiced speech. How-
ever, our experimental results show that ZCR of
unvoiced phonemes, such as fricative consonants, is
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usually higher than the breath. In BreathID, we nor-
malize ZCR by the window length N (10 msec), as
given by [15], [91]

ZCR ¼ 1

N

XN0þN�1

n¼N0þ1

0:5jsgnðx½n�Þ � sgnðx½n� 1�Þj: (6)

� Spectral Slope is a measure of voice quality which is
reflected in intensity of the harmonics, and more
generally, in the shape of power spectrum. We
observe a significant difference in slope steepness
between breath and silence/speech signals. For slope
in breath is usually steep in the middle and flat at
both edges. We compute this by taking the DFT of
the analysis subframe, evaluating its magnitude at
frequencies of p=2 and p (corresponding to 11 and
22 kHz), and computing the slope of the straight line
fit between these two points. In contrary, the voiced
speech has most of spectral energy in lower frequen-
cies (typically below 4 KHz) [83], and its spectrum is
expected to be rather flat between 11-22 KHz [15].

� Fundamental Frequency (F0) is defined as the lowest
frequency of the breath signals. Though we foresee
breath as a noise-like signal, we consider F0 because
it is less sensitive to channel distortions and additive
noise, once compared with spectral or cepstral
features [92].

� Formant (F1) is measured as amplitude peaks in the
frequency spectrum of the sound, and gives an esti-
mate of the vocal tract resonance [93]. The commonly
used Klatt Synthesizer [94] consists of parallel and
series filters. Both filters model the spectral envelope
of input speech, and their resonance frequencies are
tuned to formant frequencies of the phonemes. We
use parallel model because breath signals are similar
to random noise-like signals for fricatives, while
series model is appropriate for the modeling of frica-
tives and stops in voiced signals [10]. In BreathID,
we use the lowest frequency formant, F1.

Next, we investigate whether these features are suitable
for modeling users’ breath or not. We conduct an empirical
study in terms of the relationship between the accuracy of
recognition with these features, and find out that merely the

MFCC feature vectors can provide accurate Speaker Recog-
nition. This is evident from the FIR in Fig. 6 for all 50 users.
The mean FIR for MFCC (denoted by �mMFCC) is 0.04 percent
while the closest is the STE ( �mSTE ¼ 37:32 percent). Fig. 6a
shows the CDF of MFCC features for ten users. Though we
can formulate a set of feature vectors based upon two or
multiple parameters, we focus only on MFCC feature vec-
tors as our system is the first proof-of-concept evaluation of
Breath biometrics. Further optimizations can be followed as
future work to our research, like MFCC combined with
other parameters, or, optimizations within MFCC itself as
discussed in Section 3.

4.2.2 Classification of Feature Vectors

Though feature vectors exhibit the identity contents of an
individual, still they are differently arranged and need to be
classified or matched to form a user’s model. In speech
processing, the feature extraction step is typically followed
by classification step, for which various Pattern Matching
and Classification algorithms have extensively been studied
[95], [96], [97], [98], [99].

In BreathID, though classification can be performed by
machine learning approaches, we find that feature vectors
directly derived from MFCC can achieve a high level of
recognition accuracy. Figs. 7a and 7b shows the FAR and
FRR for Profiling (Training) stage for GMM, HMM, SVM,
ANN, KNN algorithms, and MFCC (shown as BreathID).
Amongst classifiers, GMM outperforms other algorithms
similar to speech processing [100], [101], [102]. However,
the results of MFCC feature vectors are considerably
improved over GMM. The results become appealing once
we consider time of speech signal required to achieve low
false rates, i.e., MFCC reduces the FIR nearly to zero for 60
sec speech (12-18 breaths). Whereas, other algorithms still
retain noticeable false rates even for 120 sec of speech.
Importantly, MFCC feature set serves two purposes: First,
we can formulate a simple and computationally efficient,
yet very accurate and reliable system. In contrast, classifi-
cation algorithms require complex models, necessitate
multiple parameters and assumption, and resultantly cost
higher time and space complexity. Second, MFCC based
procedure is very fast, and achieves high accuracy even
with very few training samples.

Fig. 6. Feature extraction phase. The feature vectors are based upon MFCC values which outperform the results of ZCR, STE, spectral slope, F0 and
F1 for false identification rate. (a) FIR of MFCC with other features; (b) CDF of MFCC for ten speakers.
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4.3 Decision Maker

During verification step, breath samples from unknown
speaker are matched to stored and reference models, and
a similarity score is calculated. In analogy to training
phase, we evaluate GMM, HMM, SVM, ANN and KNN
algorithms, and a simple similarity based scheme (we
term it as “Decision Maker”, labelled as BreathID in
Figs. 7c and 7d). We observe promising results for Deci-
sion Maker as the false rates in Figs. 7c and 7d are
reduced to decimals for 20 sec of voice input, whereas
GMM and HMM achieve comparable accuracy over 60
sec of the speech. Decision Maker is devised from basic
operations which simplifies the overall design in terms
of computation, memory and time overhead. The process
is explained below:

Step 1: Get the MFCC feature vectors of the valid (and
registered) user, denoted as ða1; a2; . . . ; anÞ, and then com-
pute the average M and standard variance V of feature vec-
tor ða1; a2; . . . ; anÞ.

Step 2: For the unknown user, calculate the MFCC feature
vectors, denoted as ðb1; b2; . . . ; bnÞ.

Step 3: Normalize the similarity of every element in ða1;
a2; . . . ; anÞ as Sak ¼ 1=

Pr
i¼1

Pc
j¼1 jðDakÞijj2, where Dak ¼ ak�M

V ,
besides, r and c represents the number of rows and columns
ofDak respectively.

Step 4: Sort the ðSa1 ; Sa2 ; . . . ; SanÞ in ascending order,
denoted as ðS1; S2; . . . ; SnÞ.

Step 5: Similarly, calculate the similarity of elements in ðb1;
b2; . . . ; bnÞ as Sbk ¼ 1=

Pr
i¼1

Pc
j¼1 jðDbkÞijj2, whereDbk ¼ bk�M

V ,
besides, r and c represents the number of rows and columns
ofDbk respectively.

Step 6: The position of Sbk in sequential vector ðS1; S2;
. . . ; SnÞ is the similar proportion Pk of the element bk. The
average of Pk is the similarity between the measured user
and the target user for feature F .

By comparing the similarities of all features with prede-
fined thresholds, we can validate the measured user. The
thresholds can be found through experimental measure-
ments (see Section 4.4).

4.4 Performance Evaluation

Though we consider BreathID as an observation-based
research for Speaker Recognition, we adopted a compre-
hensive methodology to evaluate its accuracy, efficiency
and robustness under various practical scenarios. This
sections elaborates the evaluation setup and the parame-
ters considered.

4.5 Evaluation Setup

We collected data from 50 smartphone users from different
genders and age groups. The voice is recorded through an
Android application in a transparent and passive way.
This means that our application runs in the background
while the user can operate the smartphone in a natural
and routine manner, like making an audio/video call. The
App was installed on smartphones of 50 volunteers in our
campus. Amongst these, nearly half were male and half
were female. The age spans from 10 to 60 years (30 users
within 10-30 years, 15 within 30-40 years, and 5 users from
40-60 years).

For evaluation of BreathID, each recording comprised
of 02 mins while a total of 25 recordings were performed
for each user during different time frames, over a period
of one month. The generic breath template (to extract the
breath only) is constructed from randomly selected voice
samples to get 50 breath segments (Section 4.1.1). Each
user breath profile was constructed from a single voice
recording of 02 mins (Figs. 7a and 7b), while remaining
24 recordings were used for analysis. Fig. 8 shows the
small variations between FAR and FRR for user verifica-
tion. Each value shows the max/min span of 24 record-
ings for 50 users, while we consider the mean value
during our discussion.

The recordings for various practical modalities were car-
ried out separately on 20 volunteers. To include the degra-
dation of recording device, we considered 03 smartphones
and 02 commercial microphones, as the quality of micro-
phone can affect spectral slope, noise level, influence of
room acoustics etc [103]. The other scenarios, including
multilanguism, motion status, text-independence and

Fig. 7. Verification accuracy vs time in profiling and verification (training and testing phases). (a) FAR for profiling; (b) FRR for profiling; (c) FAR for
verification; (d) FRR for verification.

Fig. 8. FAR and FRR for 50 users.
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replay attack included one-time recording of 02 min dura-
tion through the user’s smartphone. For time consistency,
the 02 min recording was carried out once per week over a
period of 08 months.

4.6 Evaluation Matrices

4.6.1 BreathID Evaluation

It involves recorded voices from 50 users, and aims for the
following:

� Breath Demarcation Accuracy: We evaluate the accu-
racy of breath extraction algorithm to accurately and
successfully extract the breath. It is cross-validated
by visual inspection of audio spectrogram.

� Speaker Identification: This can be thought as a task of
finding who is talking from a set of breaths of known
users. It is a 1 to N match where the breath is com-
pared against N templates. The merit we choose for
identification errors is FIR of a valid user.

� Speaker Verification: The verification problem is a 1 to
1 match where a speaker’s breath is matched to a
template (profile or model). We evaluate the verifica-
tion accuracy in terms of FRR, FAR and ERR. The
FRR is the probability that a true user is falsely iden-
tified as an impostor, FAR is the probability that an
impostor is incorrectly recognized as a true user
whereas EER is the value that FAR equals to FRR.
Lower EER means higher authentication accuracy.

� Required Breath Segments (recorded voice): To find out
the minimum number of breath segments (and the
required voice recording). We consider FAR and
FRR rates for both Training and Testing phases.

� System Overhead: Computational time and real-time
memory (RAM) required for BreathID. The storage
space of breath template is also considered.

4.6.2 Practical Modalities

The evaluation of various practical scenarios includes the
recording from 20 users, and considers the following:

� Text-independence: A one-time experiment in which
users speak four different selected text contents.

� Motion Status: Users are asked to speak while sitting,
and while having a walk.

� Recording Equipment: Recordings are performed
through 03 smartphones, and 02 commercial
microphones.

� Recording Period: Recordings are performed once per
week, over a span of 08 months.

� Multilanguism: Users speak English and then Chi-
nese Mandarin languages.

� Re-Recording (Replay Attack): Recorded voice is trans-
mitted through commercial speaker, and re-recorded
through commercial microphone over a distance of 6
inches. The results are compared with EER values
for the case once the genuine voice is recorded.

5 EVALUATION RESULTS

5.1 BreathID Performance

5.1.1 Breath Demarcation Accuracy

To make a generic breath template (Section 4.1.1), we ran-
domly select voice recordings of one male and one female to
extract 50 breath segments. The results are presented in
Table 1 for 06 speakers for illustration. The demarcation accu-
racy (the number of correct detections divided by the total
number of breath events) of the algorithm is 99.6 percent, and
the missing detection rate (the number of missing detected
breath events divided by the total number of breath events) is
0.4 percent. We highlight that once we only use breath seg-
ments of twomale candidates, the demarcation accuracy was
little lower, i.e., 97.3 percent. The results also show that our
breath demarcation process is independent of the age, gen-
der, recording device andmotion status.

5.1.2 Speaker Identification

In Speaker Identification, we make a comparison among all
50 users in pairwise manner, as shown in Table 2. The first
row and column show the ID of each user, and a value in
the table means the similarity score between two users. The
last column shows the FIR. In real experiments, we find that
there is only 01 out of 50 users who is falsely identified, i.e.,
average FIR is 0.04 percent. From these results, we also
observe that the range of similarity scores (in terms of
MFCC) lies between 0.3521 to 0.4464. This means that the
lowest similarity (i.e., 0.3521) can be set as the threshold for
Speaker Recognition phase.

5.1.3 Speaker Verification

The FAR and FRR results for Speaker Verification are
shown in Figs. 7c and 7d in terms of time of speech required
to achieve decimal level false rates, along with a comparison
of Decision Maker with GMM, HMM, SVM, ANN and KNN

TABLE 1
Breath Demarcation Accuracy with the Combination of Two Templates

UI Age Gender Device Motion Status # of Breath
found by ear

# of Correct
Detection

# of Missing
Detection

1 10-30 Male Samsung Galaxy Note 2 Running 16 16 0
2 Female Huawei Honor 3C Sitting 26 26 0

3 30-40 Male MIUI 4 Running 21 21 0
4 Female Meizu 4 Sitting 18 17 1

5 40-60 Male Huawei Honor 7 Sitting 14 14 0
6 Female HTC One M8 Sitting 16 16 0

Breath Demarcation Accuracy of 50 users: 99.6%

Legend: UI ¼ User ID
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algorithms. Next, Fig. 8 shows that both FAR and FRR
results have negligible tolerances within 24 recorded voices
for all 50 users. Lastly, Fig. 9b shows the verification accu-
racy (relationship between FRR and FAR) in terms of the
minimum number of breath segments (and corresponding
recorded speech) for 50 users. We observe that as the num-
ber of breath segments (length of recorded voice) increases,
the false rates reduce in a drastic manner.

5.1.4 Required Breath (and Voice) Samples

We give answer to one of the critical questions: How much
long recording (and breath samples) do we need to achieve
a certain level of accuracy (FAR and FRR), both for the con-
struction of Speaker’s Profile (Training Phase) and Speaker
Verification (Testing Phase). Fig. 9 shows the results in a
comprehensive way. We consider 05 to 90 sec of recorded
voice, for which the extracted breath segments are shown in
vertical axis for all 50 users. The graph on right shows the
corresponding FAR and FRR results. Based on the results,

BreathID can achieve 0.08 percent FAR and 0.09 percent
FRR for 60 sec of recorded voice (15 breath segments on
average) during training phase. The false rates reduce to
marginal values if the 90 sec speech is processed (22 breath
segments). Similar results are observed during testing
phase. A 20 sec recording results to 05 breath samples on
average, which gives 0.12 percent FAR and 0.15 percent
FRR. Both false rates almost reduce to zero if recorded
speech over 90 sec (22 breaths) is considered.

5.1.5 System Overhead

The main overhead of our system lies in computational time
and storage space. The time delay includes the overhead for
breath demarcation, feature extraction and recognition
phases. The breath demarcation overhead further includes
the time for user profiling and recognition phases, which
are primarily determined by the length of recorded speech
in both phases. Therefore, we show the time and storage
overhead in accordance with different lengths of input

TABLE 2
User Identification Accuracy in MFCC

S UI
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ... 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FIR
(%)

UI

1 0.38 0.12 0.15 0.07 0.12 0.09 0.05 0.10 ... 0.08 0.02 0.08 0.18 0.14 0.11 0.16 0.12 0
2 0.21 0.41 0.21 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.15 ... 0.04 0.27 0.17 0.31 0.25 0.17 0.24 0.19 0
3 0.26 0.21 0.44 0.15 0.14 0.19 0.13 0.17 ... 0.01 0.13 0.10 0.26 0.35 0.22 0.12 0.23 0
4 0.26 0.29 0.25 0.42 0.26 0.29 0.23 0.29 ... 0.15 0.22 0.33 0.26 0.17 0.16 0.21 0.32 0
5 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.35 0.12 0.04 0.05 ... 0.01 0.07 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0
6 0.12 0.10 0.16 0.13 0.14 0.36 0.13 0.12 ... 0.08 0.26 0.25 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.21 0
7 0.18 0.17 0.29 0.21 0.15 0.23 0.41 0.22 ... 0.12 0.12 0.02 0.22 0.12 0.10 0.11 0.42 2
8 0.25 0.35 0.31 0.24 0.17 0.21 0.20 0.43 ... 0.11 0.10 0.05 0.32 0.28 0.19 0.26 0.21 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
43 0.13 0.18 0.09 0.21 0.08 0.25 0.03 0.06 ... 0.41 0.25 0.23 0.02 0.29 0.13 0.23 0.15 0
44 0.09 0.21 0.10 0.22 0.06 0.24 0.05 0.21 ... 0.31 0.39 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.21 0.22 0
45 0.17 0.18 0.05 0.21 0.08 0.24 0.13 0.12 ... 0.06 0.04 0.41 0.04 0.09 0.11 0.08 0.04 0
46 0.09 0.18 0.14 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 ... 0.03 0.21 0.06 0.40 0.34 0.24 0.18 0.14 0
47 0.03 0.07 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 ... 0.07 0.09 0.25 0.12 0.45 0.20 0.10 0.05 0
48 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 ... 0.03 0.14 0.17 0.20 0.41 0.42 0.15 0.09 0
49 0.16 0.21 0.14 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.06 ... 0.18 0.15 0.23 0.25 0.34 0.26 0.44 0.18 0
50 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 ... 0.06 0.28 0.18 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.42 0

Average Accuracy of 50 users: 99.96%, False Identification Rate of 50 users: 0.04%

Legend: S ¼ Similarity; UI ¼ User ID

Fig. 9. No of breath segments, voice length and false rates for training and testing phases. (a) Training phase (profiling); (b) testing phase
(verification).
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speech. The results are shown in Table 3. We can see that
our system is time efficient which can verify a user within
260 msec if we use 60 sec of speech during Training Phase
(profiling), and 20 sec speech for Testing Phase (recogni-
tion). Our system is quite handy as a single user profile only
requires an average storage space of 423 Kbytes.

5.2 Considering Diverse Practical Modalities

As overall, our system shows promising results for various
practical scenarios. During tests for text-independence, the
results in Figs. 10d and 10e show that breath biometrics are
hardly effected by the spoken text. The underlying reason is
that the breath is an anatomical fingerprint of respiratory
system, as discussed in detail in Section 2. For Motion Sce-
nario, we consider two basic scenarios: the user is sitting,
and having a brick walk, for which the results are shown in
Figs. 10d and 10e. The effect of other scenarios on BreathID
like exercise, running, respiratory disorder etc, can be
addressed in future extension to our work. Next, Figs. 10d
and 10e show the robustness of BreathID to degradation
introduced by recording equipment. For this experiment, we
considered 03 smartphone-embedded microphones (Sam-
sung Galaxy Note2, Huawei Honor 3C, HTC ONE M8) and

02 stand-alone microphones. The better results by latter are
due to high sensitivity, wide spectral coverage and low
noise features of the microphones, the discussion of which
is beyond the scope of this research.

To validate the consistency of breath biometric over sig-
nificant time, we evaluate our scheme on 20 users over a
period of 08 months. The voices are recorded each week.
We achieve appealing results, as shown in Fig. 10a. The
results for first and last month (July and February, respec-
tively) are shown with vertical bars, while the min/max tol-
erance is shown for interim 06 months. We however
mention that breath biometrics may change over large time,
like a decade or two, as the body anatomy changes. ForMul-
tilingualism, we consider English and Chinese Mandarin
languages. The volunteers speak random sentences in both
languages to evaluate the system. Because of the anatomical
nature of breath signals, only the negligible variation exists
between EER values of all the users (Fig. 10b).

Lastly, an adversary can record the voice of a valid user
to launch a replay attack. We replicate this scenario by trans-
mitting the recorded voice of 20 registered users through a
commercial speaker, and re-record it through a commercial
microphone over a distance of 6 in. Fig. 10c compares the

TABLE 3
System Overhead

Smartphone: SamSung Galaxy Note2, Android 4.3, Audio Format: 16-bit PCM 44 kHz Mono 705 Kbps WAV

Laptop: Corei3 (1.7 GHz, 2 GB RAM, 3 MB Cache), Matlab 7.6 (R2008a)

Time period (s) of

speech

Time (ms) of Breath

Demarcation

Time (ms) of Fea-

ture Extracting

Time (ms) of

Classification

Time (ms) of

Recognition

Storage (Kb) of

Breath Profile

P V P R P R

30 10 362 114 68 23 14 177 180

60 20 651 207 124 39 14 260 423

120 30 1147 356 236 71 15 442 734

Legend: P ¼ Profiling; V ¼ Verification; R ¼ Recognition

Fig. 10. The EER results of 20 users under various practical modalities. (a) Recording period; (b) multilingualism; (c) replay attack; (d) text-independence,
sitting, microphone; (e) text-independence, walking,microphone.
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EER of re-recorded speech with the results once the same
user records his voice. The results show an average EER of
44.75 percent for 20 users, while the average EER with their
original voice is 0.15 percent. As discussed in Section 2, the
low-power, low-frequency and transient breath signals are
highly degraded by the speaker-air-microphone channel,
which leads to low recognition accuracy.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduces BreathID—a Speaker Recognition
system based upon breath biometrics. We provide a
detailed discussion for the design of our system under three
parts: breath demarcation, feature extraction and decision
maker. We show that unique breath features can be formu-
lated for a Speaker Recognition system with promising
Identification and Verification results. Though a prelimi-
nary work, we perform comprehensive evaluations on two
aspects. We first evaluate BreathID for various parameters.
We next examine our system for various modalities to show
it practicability under real-life scenarios.

We foresee a number of future explorations to our work.
These include the use of different MFCC hybrids for more
refined feature extraction; fusion of other features with
MFCC; optimization of BreathID with pattern matching and
machine learning algorithms; combination of breath biomet-
rics with exiting speech-based schemes for a two-fold,
highly accurate and robust system. The noise analysis with
varying degree of SNR and various noise sources will also
be carried out over large datasets. For denoising or sup-
pressing its effect, we plan to investigate three types of noise
compensation techniques including filtering, noise model
and empirical based techniques.
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Abstract—Multi-keyword rank searchable encryption (MRSE) returns the top-k results in response to a data user’s request of

multi-keyword search over encrypted data, and hence provides an efficient way for preserving data privacy in cloud storage systems

while without loss of data usability. Many existing MRSE systems are constructed based on an algorithm which we term as k-nearest

neighbor for searchable encryption (KNN-SE). Unfortunately, KNN-SE has a number of shortcomings, which limit its practical

applications. In this paper, we propose a new MRSE system which overcomes almost all the defects of the KNN-SE based MRSE

systems. Specifically, our new system does not require a predefined keyword set and supports keywords in arbitrary languages, is a

multi-user system which supports flexible search authorization and time-controlled revocation, and it achieves better data privacy

protection since even the cloud server is not able to tell which documents are the top-k results returned to a data user. We also conduct

extensive experiments to demonstrate the efficiency of the new system.

Index Terms—Searchable encryption, multiple keyword, rank, top-k, privacy-preserving

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing [1] provides virtually unlimited
computational and storage resources and has attracted

increasing number of individuals and corporations to
migrate their data into the cloud. The data privacy concerns
the cloud computing brings along with it [2], [3] inspire
cloud users to encrypt their sensitive documents before they
are outsourced to cloud. Encryption translates data into
unreadable ciphertext and how to search over and share
encrypted data have been a challenging research problem.
Searchable encryption (SE) [4], [5], [6] has been proposed as
an effective method to execute keyword search over
encrypted data. To make an encrypted document searchable
in SE, a data owner first extracts a set of keywords from the
document and encrypts them into an encrypted index. Then,
the data owner uploads both the encrypted index and the
encrypted document to the cloud for storage. In the data
query phase, a data user creates a keyword token and
submits the token to the cloud. The cloud uses a matching
algorithm to test the association between the search token

and encrypted indices. Then, the encrypted documents with
matching keywords are returned to the data user.

Many efforts have been spent to study SE systems in
diverse application scenarios, such as health care [7], [8],
smart grid [9], internet of things [10]. Many of these SE sys-
tems only support single keyword search [11], [12] or simple
conjunctive queries [13], [14], [15], [16], and are not able
to rank searched documents according to some predefined
relevance score.

To provide an improved search experience, the multi-
keyword rank searchable encryption (MRSE) mechanism is
proposed [28], [29], [30], [32], which allows the cloud to
return the top-k results (with the k highest relevance scores)
rather than all relevant documents. However, most of the
existing MRSE systems are based on a special k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) algorithm [28], which we refer to as k-near-
est neighbor algorithm for searchable encrytion (KNN-SE)
during the rest of the paper. Unfortunately, as we show in
the paper, KNN-SE and hence the existing MRSE systems
based on it suffer from many shortcomings, which greatly
limit their practical applications. It is necessary to design
new MRSE systems to overcome these defects without loss
of efficiency and security.

1.1 Related Work

The concept of secure search over encrypted data was first
proposed by Song et al. [17] in 2000. Curmola et al. [18] pro-
posed a searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) scheme to
secure storage system. Cash et al. [19] suggested a scalable
SSE scheme supporting boolean query. Liu et al. [20] uti-
lized the SSE and attribute based encryption to securely
share and search for real-time video data. Yang et al. [21]
proposed a non-interactive order-preserving encryption
scheme to search over encrypted database system, which
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supports range search. Zuo et al. [22] designed a SSE
scheme to realize boolean search in secure database, which
has higher efficiency compared with Cash’s scheme [19].
Sun et al. [23] suggested a multi-client SSE system with sup-
ports boolean queries, which prevents the pre-query inter-
action between data owners and users. Kermanshahi et al.
[24] also proposed a multi-user SSE scheme, which is con-
structed based on the oblivious cross tags protocol. Boneh
et al. [25] put forth a public key encryption with keyword
search scheme. Liang et al. [26] utilized the proxy re-encryp-
tion mechanism to design a public key searchable encryp-
tion scheme, and then they constructed a regular language
search scheme over encrypted cloud data [27].

In 2011, Cao et al. [28] proposed the first framework of
single-user MRSE based on KNN-SE. KNN-SE is a sym-
metric encryption system which utilizes “inner product
similarity” to quantify the similarity and sort the result. A
secret key in KNN-SE consists of two k� k matrices
M1;M2 and a vector S 2 f0; 1gk, where k is the number of
predefined keywords in the system. For each file, the
extracted keywords are mapped to a vector I 2 f0; 1gk
such that each bit indicates whether a predefined keyword
is in the file. Then, the vector I is split into two vectors
I 0; I 00 controlled by vector S. Finally, I 0; I 00 is multiplied by
M>

1 and M>
2 , respectively, to generate an encrypted index.

The trapdoor generation is similar to the encrypted index
except that the split query vector is multiplied with M�1

1

and M�1
2 . In the search phase, dot product is utilized to

calculate the relevance score. (A brief overview of KNN-SE
is given in Supplemental Materials A, which can be found
on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TDSC.2017.2787588. The
reader may refer to [28], [38] for more details.)

Since the publication of [28], most of the follow-on
MRSE systems are constructed based on the KNN-SE
approach. Yu et al. [29] put forth a two round searchable
encryption system to realize top-k multi-keyword search.
They employ KNN-SE (which is refereed to as the vector
space model in [29]) and order preserving encryption tech-
niques to improve the security.

Fu et al. [30] suggested a multi-keyword rank search
system supporting synonym query based on KNN-SE. It
enables synonym queries such that the possible synonym
substitution is tolerated in the data retrieval process. In
[30], TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency)
is leveraged in keyword extraction procedure. A data
owner has to build an index tree to accelerate the search
algorithm, which consumes more storage space. Later on,
they proposed a verifiable keyword based semantic search
system over encrypted data [31], which supports the verifi-
ability of search result. They designed a symbol-based
index tree to store the “path” information. The search
result is verified using this tree.

Sun et al. [32] also propose a verifiable searchable encryp-
tion system to support multi-keyword search and similarity-
based ranking. They utilize tree-based index structure,
multi-dimension algorithm and KNN-SE to improve the
search efficiency. Li et al. [33] integrate the KNN-SE and
blind storage methods to construct an MRSE with blind stor-
age. Then, they [34], [35] utilize superincreasing sequence to
construct a new MRSE system supporting boolean keyword

query, such as “AND”, “OR” and “NO” operations. They
also leverage classified sub-dictionaries method to achieve
better efficiency. Xia et al. [36] design a special tree-based
index structure and a “greedy depth-first search” algorithm
to enhance the search efficiency. They also used KNN-SE
algorithm to encrypt the index and query.

Chen et al. [37] construct a hierarchical clustering
method to enable more search semantics. Based on the mini-
mum relevance threshold, the hierarchical method clusters
encrypted documents and partitions the resulting clusters
into sub-clusters. In that way, they achieve better search
speed. Fu et al. [38] use locality sensitive hash function,
Bloom filter and KNN-SE to realize a multi-keyword fuzzy
searchable encryption system.

Although a lot of the MRSE systems are built based on
the KNN-SE algorithm, the algorithm actually has several
obvious limitations. First, KNN-SE requires a predefined
keyword set at the system setup phase and the entire system
need to be rebuilt in order to add any new keywords into
the system. Second, KNN-SE is a symmetric key encryption
system and hence a data owner has to disclose his secret
key to a data user in order to authorize the latter query
and decryption privileges and the authorization cannot be
revoked even if the authorized data user is found behaving
maliciously. Third, it’s impossible for KNN-SE based MRSE
systems to support keyword search in arbitrary languages
since the number of keywords and hence the dimensions of
the matrices M1 and M2 are astronomical in order to sup-
ports all keywords in all languages. Fourth, the relevance
scores of the documents are in plaintext and the cloud
server learns the statistic information of data, such as which
are the high relevant documents and the high-frequency
returned files. These information leaks user’s privacy.

This brief defects analysis of KNN-SE brings us a simple
conclusion: existing MRSE systems based on KNN-SE are
not suitable for practical applications.

1.2 Contributions

In this paper we propose a new MRSE system which over-
comes all the limitations of the KNN-SE basedMRSE systems
while without loss of efficiency and security. In particular,
our newMRSE enjoys the following desirable properties.

� No need for pre-defined keywords. The new system does
not require a set of pre-define keywords during the
setup phase and new keywords can be added any
time during the system operation.

� Support arbitrary language. We use Unicode [48] to
encode keywords in arbitrary languages and utilize
an efficient way to transform them into encrypted
ciphertext.

� Flexible authorization and time-controlled revocation.
The system allows a data owner to authorize a data
user the search and decryption privileges in a speci-
fied period of time. When the current time is out of
the defined time period, the right is automatically
revoked. Moreover, the system also provides the
data owner an effective way to deprive the autho-
rized privileges within a time period.

� Simultaneously search on multi-owner’s data. A data
user can simultaneously search on multiple data
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owner’s encrypted documents. For instance, a medi-
cal doctor can simultaneously search over encrypted
medical records produced by different clinics. The
other existing searchable encryption schemes have to
generate different trapdoors to search over different
data owner’s documents. While, our scheme uses
only one trapdoor to search onmultiple owners’ data.

� Flexible keyword weight and preference setting. In the
encryption phase, a data owner sets different key-
word weights according to the importance of these
keywords. In the query phase, a data user searches on
multiple keywords and sets different preference
scores for each keyword. In the search phase, a cloud
server computes the relevance scores in encrypted
form according to the keyword weight and prefer-
ence scores, and returns top-k results to the data user.

� Security and Efficiency. In the existing MRSE systems,
the server is able to learn the plaintext of relevance
scores of each searched document. A cloud server
learns which documents are the most relevant. In
our system, the cloud server learns nothing from the
search results since the relevance scores returned
to data user are encrypted. We prove the security
of this system and conduct extensive simulations to
demonstrate its efficiency.

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND SECURITY MODEL

2.1 System Model

The system shown in Fig. 1 consists of five entities.

� Key generation center (KGC) is trusted by all entities in
the system, who is responsible to generate keys for
each entities in the system.

� Cloud platform (CP) has powerful storage and compu-
tation abilities and stores user’s files in an encrypted
form. CP also responds on users’ computation and
data retrieval requests.

� Computing service provider (CSP) is an online computa-
tion server and processes strong calculational capa-
bilities. It executes interactive computations with CP.

� Data owner. Data owner encrypts his documents and
outsources them to CP.

� Data user. Data user generates a keyword trapdoor to
issue data retrieval request to CP.

2.2 Attack Model

We follow the attack model in [42], [43], in which KGC is a
fully trusted entity, and CP and CSP are “honest-but-
curious” who are honest to execute the protocols but curious
with the plaintext of user data. An adversaryA� is defined in
this attack model, whose purpose is to recover the plaintext
of data owner’s privacy-preserving documents and data
user’s retrieved results.A� has the following abilities.

1) A� could eavesdrop all communications to get the
transmitted information.

2) A� could compromise CP and try to get the plaintext
from the encrypted information sent by the data
owner and CSP.

3) A� could compromise CSP and try to obtain the plain-
text from the ciphertext sent by CP in interactive
protocol.

4) A� could compromise a set of data users (except the
challenge user) and get their privileges. A� wants to
get the plaintext information that belong to the chal-
lenge user.

However, the attacker A� is not allowed to compromise:
(1) CP and CSP simultaneously, (2) the challenge user. These
are typical restrictions in cryptographic protocols [44].

2.3 Security Model

The security model in [45], [46] is adopted in this work.
Consider three parties: system user (a.k.a “D1”), CP (a.k.a
“S1”) and CSP (a.k.a “S2”), where the system user includes
data owner and user. We construct three simulators ðSimD1

;
SimS1 ; SimS2Þ against three types of attackers ðAD1

;AS1 ;
AS2Þ that corruptD1, S1 and S2, respectively. These attackers
are deemed as non-colluding and semi-honest. Due to the
length limitation, please refer to [40], [45], [46] for the general
securitymodel definitions.

Fig. 1. System model.
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3 CRYPTO PRIMITIVES AND PROTOCOLS

3.1 Paillier Cryptosystem with Threshold
Decryption

The Paillier cryptosystem [39] with threshold decryption
(PCTD) in [40], [41] is utilized for data encryption and could
prevent the private key leakage risk in this paper. Let LðXÞ
be the bit length ofX.

KeyGen. Let k be the security parameter and p; q be two

large prime numbers such that LðpÞ ¼ LðqÞ ¼ k. Let N ¼ pq

and � ¼ lcmðp� 1; q � 1Þ.1 Define a function LðxÞ ¼ x�1
N and

select a generator g of order ordðgÞ ¼ ðp� 1Þðq � 1Þ=2. The
system public parameter is PP ¼ ðg;NÞ. The master secret

key of the system isSK ¼ �. A user i in the system is assigned

a secret key ski 2 ZN and a public key pki ¼ gski modN2.

Encryption. On input a plaintext m 2 ZN , a user randomly

selects r 2 ½1;N=4� and uses his public key pki to encryptm to
ciphertext ½m�pki ¼ ðC1; C2Þ, in which C1 ¼ pkri ð1þmNÞ
modN2 andC2 ¼ gr modN2.

Decryption with weak secret key. On input ciphertext ½m�pki
and weak private key ski, the message is recovered by com-

putingm ¼ LðC1=C
ski
2 modN2Þ:

Decryption with master secret key. Using master secret key

SK ¼ � of the system, any ciphertext ½m�pki encrypted by

any public key can be decrypted by computing C�
1 ¼

ðpkri Þ�ð1þmN�Þ ¼ ð1þmN�ÞmodN2: Since gcdð�;NÞ ¼ 1

holds,2 we havem ¼ LðC�
1 modN2Þ��1 modN:

Master secret key splitting. The master secret key SK ¼ � is

randomly split into two parts SK1 ¼ �1 and SK2 ¼ �2 such

that �1 þ �2 � 0mod� and �1 þ �2 � 1modN2.

Partial decryption with SK1 (PD1). On input the ciphertext

½m�pki ¼ ðC1; C2Þ, we use SK1 ¼ �1 to compute C
ð1Þ
1 ¼

ðC1Þ�1 ¼ ðpkri Þ�1ð1þmN�1ÞmodN2:

Partial decryption with SK2 (PD2). On input ½m�pki
and C

ð1Þ
1 , we use SK2 ¼ �2 to compute C

ð2Þ
1 ¼ ðC1Þ�2 ¼

ðpkri Þ�2ð1þmN�1ÞmodN2: The message is recovered by

computingm ¼ LðCð1Þ
1 � Cð2Þ

1 Þ:
Ciphertext refresh (CR): CR algorithm is utilized to refresh

a ciphertext ½m�pki ¼ ðC1; C2Þ into a new ciphertext ½m0�pki ¼

ðC0
1; C

0
2Þ such thatm ¼ m0. It selects a random r0 2 ZN , calcu-

lates C0
1 ¼ C1 � pkr0i modN2 and C0

2 ¼ C2 � gr0 modN2:

It is easy to verify that PCTD is additive homomorphic:

½m1�pki � ½m2�pki ¼ ½m1 þm2�pki , and scalar-multiplicative homo-

morphic: ð½m�pkiÞ
r ¼ ½r �m�pki for a random r 2 ZN .

The following two protocols in [40] are also utilized in the

proposed system. Let pkA and pkB be the public keys of users

A andB. pkS is another public key that is defined later.

Secure addition protocol across domains (SAD): Given ½X�pkA
and ½Y �pkB , SAD protocol securely calculates ½X þ Y �pkS .

Secure multiplication protocol across domains (SMD): Given
½X�pkA and ½Y �pkB , SMD protocol securely calculates ½X � Y �pkS .

3.2 Keyword Representation and Encryption

An important issue is how can we transform a keyword into
a ciphertext to support any keyword in any language with-
out predefined keyword set. We design a secure keyword to
ciphertext algorithm (K2C) to fulfill the requirement, which
mainly includes the following steps. (1) Map each character
(including the special character) in the keyword into its uni-
code (UTF-16: 16-bit Unicode Transformation Format) [48];
(2) convert each hexadecimal unicode into decimal integer;
(3) according to the position of the character in the keyword,
multiply the decimal integer of the character with a weight;
(4) add all the weighted decimal integer into a big integer;
and (5) utilize the PCTD encryption algorithm and data
owner’s public key to encrypt the big integer of the keyword
into a ciphertext.

An example is given in Fig. 2 to illustrate how to trans-
form the string “keyword” in English, Chinese, Korean and
Japanese languages into a ciphertext using K2C algorithm.
It is worth noting that the K2C algorithm successfully con-
verts a keyword into a unique big integer, which greatly sol-
ves the erroneous probability problem by using the bloom
filter in other searchable encryption schemes [38], [47].

3.3 Encrypted Keyword Equivalence
Testing Protocol

After keyword is encrypted, another crucial issue is to test
whether two keyword ciphertexts contain the same key-
word. A secure keyword equivalent test protocol across
domains (KET) is designed to fulfill the task. Input two
encrypted keywords ½X�pkA and ½Y �pkB that are encrypted by

Fig. 2. Example of keyword to ciphertext.

1. lcm : lowest common multiple.
2. gcd: greatest common divider.
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different public keys, KET protocol outputs an encrypted
result ½u��pkS to indicate whether these two keywords are
the same. In order to make the protocol properly work, we
require that LðXÞ;LðY Þ < LðNÞ=4. CP and CSP jointly exe-
cute the protocol using the assigned keys SK1 and SK2,
respectively.

Step 1: CP computes

½X1�pkA ¼ ð½X�pkAÞ
2 � ½1�pkA ¼ ½2X þ 1�pkA ;

½Y1�pkB ¼ ð½Y �pkBÞ
2 ¼ ½2Y �pkB ;

½X2�pkA ¼ ð½X�pkAÞ
2 ¼ ½2X�pkA ;

½Y2�pkB ¼ ð½Y �pkBÞ
2 � ½1�pkB ¼ ½2Y þ 1�pkB :

Then, CP randomly selects r1; r2; r3; r4 such that Lðr1Þ;
Lðr2Þ < LðNÞ=4� 1, Lðr3Þ;Lðr4Þ < LðNÞ=8. Then, CP flips
random coins s1; s2 2 f0; 1g.

CP and CSP jointly execute the following operations.
If s1 ¼ 1, ½g1�pkS ¼ SADðð½X1�pkAÞ

r1 ; ð½Y1�pkBÞ
N�r1Þ:

If s1 ¼ 0, ½g1�pkS ¼ SADðð½X1�pkAÞ
N�r1 ; ð½Y1�pkBÞ

r1Þ:
If s2 ¼ 1, ½g2�pkS ¼ SADðð½X2�pkAÞ

N�r2 ; ð½Y2�pkBÞ
r2Þ:

If s2 ¼ 0, ½g2�pkS ¼ SADðð½X2�pkAÞ
r2 ; ð½Y2�pkBÞ

N�r2Þ:
CP calculates l1 ¼ ½g1�pkS � ½r3�pkS , l2 ¼ ½g2�pkS � ½r4�pkS , l01 ¼

PD1SK1
ðl1Þ, l02 ¼ PD1SK1

ðl2Þ and sends ðl1; l01; l2; l02Þ to CSP.

Step 2: CSP decrypts l001 ¼ PD2SK2
ðl1; l01Þ, l002 ¼ PD2SK2

ðl2; l02Þ.
If Lðl001Þ > LðNÞ=2, CSP sets u0

1 ¼ 0 and u0
1 ¼ 1 otherwise.

If Lðl002Þ > LðNÞ=2, CSP sets u0
2 ¼ 0 and u0

2 ¼ 1 otherwise.
Then, CSP encrypts u0

1; u
0
2 (with public key pkS) to

ð½u0
1�pkS ; ½u0

2�pkSÞ, which are sent to CP.

Step 3: Receiving ð½u0
1�pkS ; ½u0

2�pkSÞ, CP calculates as below.

If s1 ¼ 1, CP computes ½u1�pkS ¼ ½u0
1�pkS ; otherwise,

CP computes ½u1�pkS ¼ ½1�pkS � ð½u0
1�pkSÞ

N�1 ¼ ½1� u0
1�pkS .

If s2 ¼ 1, CP computes ½u2�pkS ¼ ½u0
2�pkS ; otherwise,

CP computes ½u2�pkS ¼ ½1�pkS � ð½u0
2�pkSÞ

N�1 ¼ ½1� u0
2�pkS .

3

Then, CP and CSP jointly calculates ½u��pkS ¼ SMDð½u1�pkS ;½u2�pkSÞ.
If u� ¼ 1, it indicates that the two keywords are the same.

Otherwise, u� ¼ 0.

4 PROPOSED SYSTEM

In the proposed system (shown in Fig. 1), KGC first gener-
ates the master secret key for the system and the public/
secret key pairs for the users, and partial strong secret keys
for the CP and CSP (see step 1 in Fig. 1). Then, the data users
apply search authorization from a single data owner or
multiple data owners (step 2). The data owner sets an
authorization time such that the search privilege expires
automatically when the time is out. In the encryption phase
(step 3), the data owner encrypts the file and a set of key-
words, which are extracted from the file. To measure the
importance of the keywords, a set of keyword weights
are set and encrypted by the data owner. The encrypted
files and keyword indexes are then uploaded to the CP.
In the query phase (step 4), the data user designates a set of
query keywords and a set of preference scores for the query

keywords. Then, he generates the trapdoor of the query key-
words and preference scores. The trapdoor is sent to the CP
to issue a search query. In the search phase, the CP verifies
the search authority of the data user. If it is valid, CP calcu-
lates the relevance score of the encrypted file and the trap-
door. The calculated relevance score is in the encrypted
form. Then, CP leverages the secure data retrieval protocol
to get the top-k relevant encrypted files, which are returned
to the data user (step 5). In the decryption phase, the data
user recovers the top-k plaintext file (step 6). The communi-
cation channel in the system should be secure channel,
protected using, for example, SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)
or TLS (Transport Layer Security). Table 1 shows the main
notations in this paper.

4.1 Key Generation

KGC runsKeyGen algorithm of PCTD (Section 3) to generate
the system public parameter PP ¼ ðg;NÞ, strong master
secret key MSK ¼ � and user Ai’s public/secret key pair
pkAi

¼ gui ; skAi
¼ ui. KGC also generates a master public key

MPK ¼ g�. MSK is kept secret by KGC and MPK is public.
Then, KGC executes master secret key splitting algorithm of
PCTD to generate partial strong secret keys SK1 ¼ �1 and
SK2 ¼ �2, which are secretly sent to CP and CSP, respec-
tively. skAi

is confidentially sent to userAi and pkAi
is public.

Let SEnc=SDec be a symmetric encryption/decryption
pair (with key space K) that is cryptographically secure.
Let Sig=Verify be signature generation/verification pair
that is strongly unforgeable. The concrete algorithms are
not specified in this paper. We also define hash functions
H1 : f0; 1g� ! ZN andH2 : ZN ! K.

TABLE 1
Notations

Notation Description

MPK=MSK master public/secret key

pk=sk public/secret key of user

SK1; SK2 partial strong secret keys

LðXÞ bit length ofX

½X�pk the ciphertext ofX (encrypted by pk)

SEnc=SDec symmetric encryption/decryption algorithm

Sig=Verify signature/verification algorithm

CER=RVK authorization/revocation certificate

AT=RT authorization time period/revocation time

kw=a extracted keyword/keyword weight

qw=b query keyword/preference score

W=Q encrypted index/encrypted query

M=ID=K file/file identity/file encryption key

½I�pkS encrypted relevance score

K2C secure keyword to ciphertext algorithm

KET secure keyword equivalent test protocol

across domains

MKS secure multiple keyword search protocol

across domains

MAX secure maximum protocol across domains

MAXMAXn secure maximum out of n protocol across

domains

TOP-k secure top-k data retrieval protocol across

domains

3. If u1 ¼ 1, it indicates X 	 Y ; otherwise, u1 ¼ 0. If u2 ¼ 1, it
indicates Y 	 X; otherwise, u2 ¼ 0.
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To simplify the presentation, we utilize the element in ZN

to be the secret key of Sig algorithm. In practical usage, the
signature key is easily derived from the element in ZN using
a hash function.

4.2 User Authorization and Revocation

4.2.1 Single Data Owner Scenario

Suppose a user Bwants to be authorized to search over data
owner A1’s data from 1st Jan. 2016 to 1st Jan. 2017 (authori-
zation time AT1 ¼ ‘‘20160101� 20170101’’). The user B
sends the message ðB;AT1Þ to data owner A1 to apply for
the authorization. If it is permitted, A1 generates the autho-
rization certificate for B.

CERA1;B ¼ hcer ¼ ðA1; B;AT1; pkSÞ; Sigðcer; skA1
Þi;

where pkS ¼ gskS ; skS ¼ H1ðA1; B;AT1; skA1
Þ.

The secret key skS is given to B via secure channel.
CERA1;B is sent to KGC, CP, CSP and the user B. It is auto-
matically invalid when the current time is out of AT1 and
user’s authorization is revoked.

If A1 plans to revoke B’s privilege in the period of AT1,
A1 creates a revocation certificate RVKA1;B as

hrvk ¼ ðCERA1;B; revoke; RT Þ; Sigðrvk; skA1
Þi;

where RT is the revocation time. Then, RVKA1;B is sent to
KGC, CP, CSP and user B.

4.2.2 Multiple Data Owners Scenario

Suppose a user B wants to simultaneous query information
from data owners ðA1; . . . ; AmÞ’s files. He should first get
the permissions (CERAi;B, 1 
 i 
 m) from each owner.
Then, he applies the simultaneously query authorization
from KGC. After verifying the certificates, KGC calculates
the authorization time period ATS ¼ AT1

T � � �TATm. Then
KGC creates authorization certificate CERS;B as

hcer ¼ ðA1; . . . ; Am;B;ATS; pkSÞ; Sigðcer;MSKÞi;

where pkS ¼ gskS ; skS ¼ H1ðA1; . . . ; Am;B;ATS;MSKÞ. skS
is confidentially delivered to user B and pkS is public to CP,
CSP and user B.

To revoke CERAi;B within the time period ATS, KGC has
to generate a revocation certificate RVKS;B as

hrvk ¼ ðCERS;B; revoke; RT Þ; Sigðrvk;MSKÞi;

where RT is the revocation time. Then, RVKS;B is sent to
CP, CSP and user B.

4.3 Encryption

Suppose a data owner Ai wants to upload a file Mgj to the
cloud. He follows the steps below to encrypt the data. Fig. 3
illustrates the encryption algorithm.

1) Data owner Ai extracts a set of keywords fkw1; . . . ;
kwn1g to describe the file. In order to differentiate the
importance of the keyword, Ai sets keyword weights
fa1; . . . ;an1g 2 ZN for the keywords. There are many
ways to compute keyword weight, such as TF-IDF
(term frequency and inverse document frequency).
The data owner selects a method to define the key-
word weight, which is not specified in this paper.

2) Ai encrypts the keywords using K2C algorithm to
get f½kw1�pkAi

; . . . ; ½kwn1 �pkAi
g. The keyword weights

are encrypted (using the PCTD algorithm) to

f½a1�pkAi
; . . . ; ½an1 �pkAi

g. A pair of encrypted keyword

and keyword weight is denoted as Wk ¼ ð½kwk�pkAi
;

½ak�pkAi
Þ, 1 
 k 
 n1. Denote the set of encrypted

keyword and keyword weight pair as WAi;gj ¼
ðW1; . . . ;Wn1Þ.

3) The file identity IDgj 2 ZN and file encryption key
Kgj 2 ZN are encrypted (using the PCTD algorithm)
to ½IDgj �pkAi

and ½Kgj �pkAi
.

4) Using hash functionH2 : ZN ! K, the file encryption
key Kgj is hashed to K0

gj
¼ H2ðKgjÞ 2 K. Then, Ai

utilizes symmetric encryption algorithm SEnc
to encrypt the file Mgj into an encrypted file Cgj ¼
SEncðMgj ; K

0
gj
Þ.

5) Ai sends EAi;gj ¼ ðWAi;gj ; ½IDgj �pkAi
; ½Kgj �pkAi

Þ and
encrypted file Cgj to cloud platform.

Discussion. If the keyword weight is a decimal (such as
TF-IDF), the data owner multiplies all the keyword weights
with an integer (such as 10 or 100) such that these decimals
are mapped into ZN .

4.4 Query

In the query phase, the user B generates a trapdoor to issue
the query (Fig. 4).

1) B specifies the query keywords fqw1; . . . ; qwn2g and
the preference scores of the keywords fb1; . . . ;bn2

g,
which indicates the importance of the keyword in
the query.

Fig. 3. Encryption illustration.
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2) B uses K2C to encrypt the query keywords and
obtains f½qw1�pkB ; . . . ; ½qwn2 �pkBg. The preference
scores are encrypted (using the PCTD algorithm) to
f½b1�pkB ; . . . ; ½bn2

�pkBg. Denote tuple Qk ¼ f½qwk�pkB ;
½bk�pkBg (1 
 k 
 n2) and Q ¼ ðQ1; . . . ; Qn2Þ.

3) B signs on the query Q using his private key skB and
generates a signature SQ ¼ SigðQ; skBÞ.

4) B sends the encrypted query Q, signature SQ and his
identity UserB to cloud platform.

4.5 Search

Receiving the keyword search request, cloud platform first
verifies whether B is authorized to access to the data. If B
has the privilege, CS verifies the signature SQ of encrypted
query Q using the user B’s public key pkB. If it is not valid,
the query is rejected. Otherwise, CP responds to the search
query as follows. (1) CP first computes the relevance score
of the encrypted query Q and the encrypted index for each
authorized document. (2) Then, the encrypted files that
have the top-k highest relevance scores are returned to user.
The concrete procedures are illustrated as below.

4.5.1 Relevance Score Computation

In order to calculate the relevance score between search
query and the file index, we design a secure multiple
keyword search protocol across domains (MKS) to compute
the score.

Algorithm 1. Secure Multiple Keyword Search Protocol
Across Domains (MKS)

Input: Encrypted indexes W ¼ ðW1; . . . ;Wn1Þ and search
query Q ¼ ðQ1; . . . ; Qn2Þ, where Wi ¼ h½Xi�pkA ;½ai�pkAi, Qj ¼ h½Yj�pkB ; ½bj�pkBi.

Output: ½I�pkS .
1 Initialize ½I�pkS ¼ ½0�pkS ;
2 for j ¼ 1 to n2 do
3 for i ¼ 1 to n1 do
4 CP and CSP jointly calculate

½ui�pkS ¼ KETKETð½Xi�pkA ; ½Yj�pkBÞ;
5 ½s0i�pkS ¼ SMDSMDð½ai�pkA ; ½bj�pkBÞ;
6 ½si�pkS ¼ SMDSMDð½ui�pkS ; ½s

0
i�pkSÞ;

7 CP calculates ½I�pkS ¼ ½I�pkS � ½si�pkS ;
8 Return ½I�pkS .

The inputs of MKS protocol are the encrypted index
WAi;gj ¼ ðW1; . . . ;Wn1Þ and the encrypted query Q ¼
ðQ1; . . . ; Qn2Þ, where Wk1 ¼ ð½kwk1 �pkAi

; ½ak1 �pkAi
Þ for 1 
 k1 


n1 and Qk2 ¼ f½qwk2 �pkB ; ½bk2
�pkBg for 1 
 k2 
 n2. It outputs

an encrypted relevance score ½I�pkS under public key pkS.

For each queried keyword Yj (1 
 j 
 n2 in Line 2), the
MKS protocol calculates its relevance score with the
encrypted index. In order to achieve this purpose, the algo-
rithm first computes the relevance score of Yj and Xi

(1 
 i 
 n1 in Line 3).

1) In line 4, it utilizes KET algorithm to test whether
Xi ¼ Yj. It outputs ½ui�pkS ¼ ½1�pkS if Xi ¼ Yj. Other-
wise, it outputs ½ui�pkS ¼ ½0�pkS .

2) In line 5, it calculates the multiplication of the key-
word weight ai (of Xi) and the preference score bj

(of Yj)

½s0i�pkS ¼ ½ai � bj�pkS ¼ SMDð½ai�pkA ; ½bj�pkBÞ:

3) In line 6, if Xi ¼ Yj, the relevance score of Xi and Yj

is ½si�pkS ¼ ½ai � bj�pkS since

SMDð½ui�pkS ; ½s
0
i�pkSÞ ¼ SMDð½1�pkS ; ½ai � bj�pkSÞ:

Otherwise, ½si�pkS ¼ ½0�pkS since

SMDð½ui�pkS ; ½s
0
i�pkSÞ ¼ SMDð½0�pkS ; ½ai � bj�pkSÞ:

4) In line 7, the relevance score si is added to I

½I�pkS � ½si�pkS ¼ ½I þ si�pkS :

After the computation of relevance score,EAi;gj ¼ ðWAi;gj ;
½IDgj �pkAi

; ½Kgj �pkAi
Þ is transformed into TAi;gj ¼ ð½Igj �pkS ;½IDgj �pkAi

; ½Kgj �pkAi
Þ (Fig. 5).

Note: The computation overhead of the MKS protocol does
not linearly increases with n1 � n2. The keyword equality
tests executed by the KET protocol are independent and can
be calculated in parallel. The computation time of MKS proto-
col is a little higher than that of the KET protocol when paral-
lel computation is leveraged, rather than linearly grow
with n1 � n2. It is demonstrated by the performance test in
Section 5.

4.5.2 Top-k Ranking

After the relevance scores are calculated, it is necessary
to find the top-k relevant encrypted files according to the
scores. The requirements of the top-k ranking are listed

Fig. 4. Query illustration.

Fig. 5. Relevance score computation.
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below. (1) During the ranking process, the plaintext of the
encrypted relevance score should not be revealed to both
CP and CSP. (2) The CP and CSP do not know which top-k
documents are returned to user.

In order to realize top-k ranking, three privacy-preserv-
ing protocols are proposed.

1) Secure maximum protocol across domains (MAX)
figures out the encrypted file (with the maximum
relevance score) from two encrypted files.

2) Secure maximum out of n protocol across domains
(MAXMAXn) utilizes MAX protocol to find the encrypted
file (with the maximum relevance score) from n
encrypted files.

3) Secure top-k data retrieval protocol across domains
(TOP-kk) leverages MAXMAXn protocol to find the top-k rel-
evant files.

Secure Maximum Protocol Across Domains (MAX).

Given TAi1 ;gj1
¼ ð½Igj1 �pkS ; ½IDgj1

�pkAi1

; ½Kgj1
�pkAi1

Þ and TAi2 ;gj2
¼

ð½Igj2 �pkS ; ½IDgj2
�pkAi2

; ½Kgj2
�pkAi2

Þ that are encrypted using

different keys, MAX protocol outputs a new tuple TU ¼
ð½IU �pkS ; ½IDU �pkS ; ½KU �pkSÞ; such that IU ¼ maxðIgj1 ; Igj2 Þ and
IDU , KU correspond to its file identity and file encryption

key. In the protocol, CP and CSP could not distinguish the

source of TU . It has three steps and requires the interaction

between CP andCSP. (The correctness of MAX protocol is ver-

ified in SupplementalMaterials B, available online.)
Step 1. CP computes:

½I 0gj1 �pkS ¼ ½Igj1 �
2
pkS

� ½1�pkS ¼ ½2Igj1 þ 1�pkS ;
½I 0gj2 �pkS ¼ ½Igj2 �

2
pkS

¼ ½2Igj2 �pkS :

The purpose of the calculation is that if Igj1 	 Igj2 and
Igj1 ; Igj2 	 0, we have I 0gj1 > I 0gj2 .

Then, CP randomly selects r1; r
0
1; r2; r3; r4 2 ZN , where

Lðr1Þ < LðNÞ=4� 1, Lðr01Þ < LðNÞ=8. Then, CP flips a
random coin s 2 f0; 1g.

If s ¼ 1, CP and CSP jointly calculate:

C1 ¼ ð½I 0gj1 �pkSÞ
r1 � ð½I 0gj2 �pkSÞ

N�r1 � ½r01�pkS
¼ ½r1ðI 0gj1 � I 0gj2 Þ þ r01�pkS ;

(1)

C2 ¼ ½Igj2 �pkS � ð½Igj1 �pkSÞ
N�1 � ½r2�pkS

¼ ½Igj2 � Igj1 þ r2�pkS ;
(2)

C3 ¼ SADð½IDgj2
�pkAi2

; ð½IDgj1
�pkAi1

ÞN�1Þ � ½r3�pkS
¼ ½IDgj2

� IDgj1
þ r3�pkS ;

(3)

C4 ¼ SADð½Kgj2
�pkAi2

; ð½Kgj1
�pkAi1

ÞN�1Þ � ½r4�pkS
¼ ½Kgj2

�Kgj1
þ r4�pkS :

(4)

If s ¼ 0, CP and CSP jointly calculates:

C1 ¼ ð½I 0gj2 �pkSÞ
r1 � ð½I 0gj1 �pkSÞ

N�r1 � ½r01�pkS
¼ ½r1ðI 0gj2 � I 0gj1 Þ þ r01�pkS ;

(5)

C2 ¼ ½Igj1 �pkS � ð½Igj2 �pkSÞ
N�1 � ½r2�pkS

¼ ½Igj1 � Igj2 þ r2�pkS ;
(6)

C3 ¼ SADð½IDgj1
�pkAi1

; ð½IDgj2
�pkAi2

ÞN�1Þ � ½r3�pkS
¼ ½IDgj1

� IDgj2
þ r3�pkS ;

(7)

C4 ¼ SADð½Kgj1
�pkAi1

; ð½Kgj2
�pkAi2

ÞN�1Þ � ½r4�pkS
¼ ½Kgj1

�Kgj2
þ r4�pkS :

(8)

CP utilizes partial strong secret key SK1 to calculate
C0

1 ¼ PD1SK1
ðC1Þ and sends C0

1; C1; C2; C3; C4 to CSP.
Step 2. After receiving C0

1; C1; C2; C3; C4, CSP calculates
C00

1 by using his partial strong secret key SK2

C00
1 ¼ PD2SK2

ðC1; C
0
1Þ:

If C00
1 < LðNÞ=2, CSP sets a ¼ 0 and computes

C5 ¼ ½0�pkS ; C6 ¼ ½0�pkS ; C7 ¼ ½0�pkS :

If C00
1 > LðNÞ=2, CSP sets a ¼ 1 and computes

C5 ¼ CRðC2Þ; C6 ¼ CRðC3Þ; C7 ¼ CRðC4Þ:

Then, CSP encrypts ½a�pkS and sends ð½a�pkS ; C5; C6; C7Þ
to CP.

Step 3. When ð½a�pkS ; C5; C6; C7Þ is received, CP executes
the following computations according to the value of s
tossed in step 1.

If s ¼ 1, CP and CSP jointly compute

½IU �pkS ¼ ½Igj1 �pkS � C5 � ð½a�pkSÞ
N�r2 ;

½IDU �pkS ¼ SADð½IDgj1
�pkAi1

; C6Þ � ð½a�pkSÞ
N�r3 ;

½KU �pkS ¼ SADð½Kgj1
�pkAi1

; C7Þ � ð½a�pkSÞ
N�r4 :

If s ¼ 0, CP and CSP jointly compute

½IU �pkS ¼ ½Igj2 �pkS � C5 � ð½a�pkSÞ
N�r2 ;

½IDU �pkS ¼ SADð½IDgj2
�pkAi2

; C6Þ � ð½a�pkSÞ
N�r3 ;

½KU �pkS ¼ SADð½Kgj2
�pkAi2

; C7Þ � ð½a�pkSÞ
N�r4 :

It is obvious that IU is the maximum relevance score
between Igj1 and Igj2 .

Secure Maximum Out of n Protocol Across Domains (MAXMAXn).
Taken as input n encrypted tuples T1; . . . ; Tn, the MAXMAXn pro-
tocol outputs a new tuple

TMAX ¼ ð½IMAX�pkS ; ½IDMAX�pkS ; ½KMAX�pkSÞ;

such that IMAX ¼ maxðI1; . . . ; InÞ and IDMAX, KMAX

correspond to its file identity and file encryption key.
In the protocol, CP and CSP cannot recover or distin-
guish the source of TMAX. The construction is illustrated
as below.

As shown in Fig. 6, MAXMAXn protocol needs dlog2ne rounds to
find the maximum tuple. In each round, the maximum tuple
of the two adjacent encrypted tuples is computed (use MAX

protocol). After dlog2ne rounds, there is only one tuple left,
which is the maximum tuple TMAX.

Secure Top-k Data Retrieval Protocol Across Domains
(TOP-kk). On input n encrypted tuples T1; . . . ; Tn, TOP-kk
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protocol outputs the k new encrypted tuples that have
the k highest relevance scores. The protocol is illustrated as
following.

First, it initializes an empty set Sa to store the top-k
result. The set Sb is assigned with T1; . . . ; Tn. The TOP-kk pro-
tocol needs k rounds to get the result. In each round, the
protocol picks up the maximum tuple. The round is illus-
trated in detail as following.

1) (Line 3-4) Run MAXMAXn protocol to get the maximum
tuple TMAXi

in the ith round, which is inserted into
Sa.

2) (Line 5-7) For each encrypted tuple in Sb, CP and
CSP calculates

Vj ¼ SADðð½IDMAXi
�pkSÞ

rj ; ðTj;2ÞðN�rjÞÞ
¼ ½rjðIDMAXi

� IDjÞ�pkS :

If IDj ¼ IDMAXi
, we have Vj ¼ ½0�pkS . Otherwise,

Vj 6¼ ½0�pkS . Then, CP partially decrypts Vj and stores
the result in V 0

j .
3) (Line 8) To conceal the plaintext information, CP

uses a function pi to permute ðV1; . . . ; VnÞ and
ðV 0

1 ; . . . ; V
0
nÞ. Then, fðVpiðjÞ; V

0
piðjÞÞg for 1 
 j 
 n are

sends to CSP.
4) (Line 9-14) CSP decrypts fðVpiðjÞ; V

0
piðjÞÞg to get bj

for 1 
 j 
 n. If bj ¼ 0, CSP sets ApiðjÞ ¼ ½0�pkS .
Otherwise, ApiðjÞ ¼ ½1�pkS .

5) (Line 15) Receiving ðApið1Þ; . . . ; ApiðnÞÞ, CP first
utilizes p�1

i to recover the order and obtains
ðA1; . . . ; AnÞ. It easy to find that the origin tuple Tz

of TMAXi
has Az ¼ ½0�pkS and other tuples have Aj ¼

½1�pkS for 1 
 j 
 n and j 6¼ z.

6) (Line 16-18) The f½I1�pkS ; . . . ; ½In�pkSg 2 Sb are refres-

hed. ½Iz�pkS in the origin tuple Tz of TMAXi
are set

to be ½0�pkS since ½Iz�pkS ¼ SMDðTz;1; AjÞ ¼ SMDð½Iz�pkS ;
½0�pkSÞ ¼ ½Iz � 0�pkS ¼ ½0�pkS :

For 1 
 j 
 n and j 6¼ z, ½Ij�pkS are changed since

½Ij�pkS ¼SMDðTj;1; AjÞ¼SMDð½Ij�pkS ; ½1�pkSÞ¼½Ij � 1�pkS ¼ ½Ij�pkS :
After k rounds computation, Sa contains k tuples that

have the k highest relevance scores.

4.6 Decryption

Receiving the top-k encrypted files, the user B utilizes
public key pkS to recover the relevance score Ii, file iden-
tity IDi and the key Ki for 1 
 i 
 k. Then, using the pri-
vate information retrieval (PIR) [49], [50] or oblivious
RAM (ORAM) methods [51], [52], the user securely gets
back the corresponding encrypted files from CP without
leaking the access pattern. The key Ki is hashed to sym-
metric key K0

i ¼ H2ðKiÞ 2 K, which is utilized to decrypt
the file Mi.

Algorithm 2. Secure Top-k Data Retrieval Protocol
Across Domains (TOP-kk)

Input: CP has n ciphertext T1; . . . ; Tn; ðk < nÞ, where
Ti ¼ hTi;1; Ti;2; Ti;3i ¼ h½Ii�pkS ; ½IDi�pkAi

; ½Ki�pkAi
i.

Output: CP gets top-k file names and file secret keys (in
encrypted form) corresponding to top-k relevance
scores.

1 Initialize sets Sa ¼ ; and Sb ¼ fT1; . . . ; Tng;
2 for i ¼ 1 to k do
3 CP and CSP jointly run TMAXi

¼ MAXMAXnðT1; . . . ; TnÞ to get
the tuple TMAXi

¼ h½IMAXi
�pkS ; ½IDMAXi

�pkS ; ½KMAXi
�pkSi

with maximum relevance score, where T1; . . . ; Tn 2 Sb;
4 Insert the tuple TMAXi

into set Sa;
5 for j ¼ 1 to n do
6 CP and CSP jointly calculate:

Vj ¼ SADSADðð½IDMAXi
�pkSÞ

rj ; ðTj;2ÞðN�rjÞÞ, in which
rj 2 ZN is a random number;

7 (@CP): Partially decrypt Vj to V 0
j ¼ PD1PD1SK1

ðVjÞ;
8 Permute ðVj; V

0
j Þ using permutation function pi. The result

is denoted as ðVpiðjÞ; V
0
piðjÞÞ, which are sent to CSP;

9 (@CSP): Decrypt V 00
piðjÞ ¼ PD2SK2

ðVpiðjÞ; V
0
piðjÞÞ by using SK2

and denote it as bj ¼ V 00
piðjÞ;

10 if bj ¼ 0 then
11 denote ApiðjÞ ¼ ½0�pkS ;
12 else
13 denote ApiðjÞ ¼ ½1�pkS ;
14 Send ApiðjÞ back to CP;
15 (@CP) CP obtains Aj by using permutation p�1

i ;
16 CP refreshes f½I1�pkS ; . . . ; ½In�pkSg 2 Sb by computing
17 for j ¼ 1 to n do
18 CP and CSP jointly calculate: ½Ij�pkS ¼ SMDðTj;1; AjÞ;
19 Return the set Sa ¼ ðTMAX1

; . . . ; TMAXk
Þ.

4.7 Implication of the System

This system can be used in the secure storage system, such as
the secure cloud storage system, encrypted healthcare record
storage system, secure multimedia storage system, etc. Take
the secure electronic health storage system as an example. The
patients are the data owners, and the doctors and nurses are
the data users. Suppose that a medical director A of the pedi-
atric department has got the access authorization from a set of
young patients ðB1; B2; B3Þ. The young patient B1 suffered
from pedopneumonia with a high fever. The keywords
extracted from his electronic health record (EHR) (file identity
ID1) are “pedopneumonia, fever” with keywords weights “7,
3”. B2 suffered from parascarlatina with a low fever and a
slight cough, and his EHR (file identity ID2) has keywords
“parascarlatina, fever, cough” with weights “7, 1, 1”. B3 suf-
fered from pedopneumoniawith a severe cough, and his EHR
(file identity ID3) has keywords “pedopneumonia, cough”
with weights “7, 5”. These files and keywords and weights
are encrypted using the encryption algorithm in Section 4.3.

The medical director A studies the pedopneumonia
disease. He figures out a set of query keywords “pedopneu-
monia, fever, cough” with preference scores “5, 2, 1”, and
wants to get the top-2 results. The search query is encrypted
using the query algorithm in Section 4.4. Then, CP executes
the search algorithm in Section 4.5 and returns the encrypted
EHRs with file identities ID1; ID3. In the search process, the
CP and CSP do not know which encrypted files match with

Fig. 6. Illustration of MAXMAXn protocol.
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the query trapdoor and which documents are returned to the
user. Finally, A decrypts the result using the authorization
secret key skS.

5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our MRSE in this section. The experiments are per-
formed on PC running Windows 7 64-bit operation system
with the following settings: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU
@3.60 GHz, 12 GB RAM. All the protocols and algorithms
are programmed using Java language and executed by
Eclipse application program. We utilize multi-thread pro-
gramming method to implement the system.

The length of N (denoted as LðNÞ) affects the perfor-
mance of the protocols to a great extent. Both the running
time and communication cost of these protocols increase
with the length of N . We utilize 512, 768, 1024, 1280, 1536,
1792 and 2048 bits to be LðNÞ in the following experiments,
respectively. When LðNÞ ¼ 1024, it achieves 80-bit security
level [53]. We recommend the readers to use LðNÞ ¼ 1024
as the parameter in real applications to balance the perfor-
mance and security level.

We set the file number jF j ¼ 128; 512; 1024; 2048; 4096 to
test the system performance. In the test, eight keywords are
extracted from a file to build the encrypted index and four
keyword are specified to generate a keyword trapdoor. The
number of the extracted keyword and the queried keyword
can be changed according to the real application. In the
Encryption and Query algorithms, we also specify other
keyword numbers to evaluate their performances.

5.1 Performance of Crypto Primitives and Protocols

First, we test the performance of the basic algorithms and
protocols of our proposed system on the PC in terms of
computation and communication overhead. Shown in
Table 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, all these protocols have performances
increase with LðNÞ. The reason is that the overhead of basic

calculations (such as modular addition, multiplication and
exponentiation) grow with LðNÞ.

� Table 2 shows the running time of K2C algorithm.
When LðNÞ ¼ 1024, K2C algorithm requires 0.016 s
to encrypt a keyword into a ciphertext. Since this
algorithm is executed by CP, there is no communica-
tion cost.

� Table 3 shows the computation cost of KET protocol.
The communication cost between CP and CSP in
KET protocol is depicted in Table 6. When
LðNÞ ¼ 1024, timeCP ¼ 0.333 s, timeCSP ¼ 0.039 s,
timeTotal ¼ 0.372 s and the communication cost is
8.69 KB. It indicates that 0.372 s running time and
8.69 KB data transmission is required for a privacy-
preserving keyword equality test across domains.

� Table 4 shows the running time of MAX protocol that
varies with the bit number ofN . The transmission cost
is shown in Table 6. When LðNÞ ¼ 1024, timeCP ¼
0.360 s, timeCSP ¼ 0.042 s, timeTotal ¼ 0.402 s and the
communication cost is 2.04 KB.

� Tables 5 and 6 describe the computation and commu-
nication overheads of MKS protocol, in which a set of
KET protocols are executed to test the keywords
equality. These equality tests can be paralleled exe-
cuted to improve the efficiency using multi-thread
programming method. In the test, we set the
encrypted index with eight keywords and the search
query with four keywords. When LðNÞ ¼ 1024,
timeCP ¼ 0.981 s, timeCSP ¼ 0.118 s, timeTotal ¼ 1.099 s
and the communication cost is 156.4 KB.

� Table 7 indicates that the computation cost of MAXMAXn
protocol increases with the number n of encrypted
files. In this table, LðNÞ ¼ 1024. As shown in Fig. 6,
the MAX sub-protocol in the same level can be exe-
cuted in parallel. If jF j ¼ n ¼ 2d, the time consumed

TABLE 2
K2C Execution Time (s)

LðNÞLðNÞ 512 768 1024 1280 1536 1792 2048

K2C 0.005 0.007 0.016 0.029 0.055 0.074 0.110

TABLE 6
Communication Overhead (KB)

LðNÞLðNÞ 512 768 1024 1280 1536 1792 2048

KET 4.33 6.51 8.69 10.86 13.04 15.21 17.40
MAX 1.02 1.53 2.04 2.55 3.06 3.58 4.09
MKS 78.2 117.2 156.4 195.6 234.7 274.0 313.0

TABLE 3
KET Execution Time (s)

LðNÞLðNÞ 512 768 1024 1280 1536 1792 2048

CP 0.049 0.162 0.333 0.671 1.036 1.637 2.450
CSP 0.005 0.019 0.039 0.078 0.126 0.198 0.297

Total 0.054 0.181 0.372 0.749 1.162 1.835 2.747

TABLE 4
MAX Execution Time (s)

LðNÞLðNÞ 512 768 1024 1280 1536 1792 2048

CP 0.059 0.201 0.360 0.723 1.319 2.026 2.729
CSP 0.007 0.023 0.042 0.084 0.160 0.244 0.330

Total 0.066 0.224 0.402 0.807 1.479 2.270 3.059

TABLE 5
MKS Execution Time (s)

LðNÞLðNÞ 512 768 1024 1280 1536 1792 2048

CP 0.213 0.496 0.981 1.836 3.473 4.418 6.807
CSP 0.025 0.059 0.118 0.221 0.451 0.533 0.812

Total 0.238 0.555 1.099 2.057 3.888 4.951 7.619

TABLE 7
MAXn Execution Time (s)

jF j 128 512 1024 2048 4096

CP 2.520 3.240 3.602 3.865 4.215
CSP 0.294 0.377 0.421 0.557 0.749

Total 2.814 3.617 4.023 4.422 4.964
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by MAXMAXn protocol approximately equals to d times of
the running time of MAX sub-protocol. With the par-
allel computation, when jF j ¼ 4096, timeCP ¼ 5.629
s, timeCSP ¼ 1.124 s, timeTotal ¼ 6.753 s and the com-
munication cost is 8.369 MB (shown in Table 9).

� Table 8 shows the computation overhead of TOP-1TOP-1

protocol that varies with the number jF j of
encrypted files. Here we set LðNÞ ¼ 1024. The most
important sub-protocol in TOP-1 is the MAXMAXn proto-
col. Similarly, we also use parallel computations.
When jF j ¼ n ¼ 4096, timeCP ¼ 5.353 s, timeCSP ¼
1.885 s, timeTotal ¼ 7.238 s and the communication
cost of TOP-1 is 35.589 MB (shown in Table 9). Since
each loop in TOP-kk protocol is exactly the same. We
only test the performance of TOP-1. The readers can
easily deduce the performance of TOP-kk by multi-
plying a factor k.

5.2 Performance of Multi-User MRSE

In this section, we test the performance of the suggested
novel MRSE system. To achieve 80-bit security level, we
choose the parameter LðNÞ ¼ 1024. The encrypted file num-
ber jF j ¼ 4096.

� Since the encryption index generation process in
Encyption algorithm and query generation process
in Query algorithm are almost the same, the perfor-
mance of these two algorithms are described in
Table 10. The running time of Encyption and Query
algorithms grows with the number of keywords
(denoted as jKW j). When jKW j ¼ 6 and 10, the exe-
cution times are 0.112 s and 0.176 s, respectively.

� The Search algorithm is executed by the interaction
between CP and CSP. The computation time of
Search algorithm (shown in Table 11) varies with the
number of the returned results. If only one result is
returned, timeCP ¼ 5.353 s, timeCSP ¼ 1.885 s,
timeTotal ¼ 7.238 s. If five results are returned,

timeCP ¼ 26.765 s, timeCSP ¼ 9.422 s, timeTotal ¼
36.187 s. In order to improve user’s experience, it is
important to reduce the wait time of data user after
he submits a search query. One optimization method
is to return only one result to user each time. When
the user is decrypting the received result, the follow-
ing results are continually returned to user.

The execution time of KNN-SE is shown in Table 12.
KNN-SE has execution times rapidly increase with the size
of predefined keywords set, which is denoted as jKW j.
When jKW j ¼ 6000, KeyGentime = 2.541 s, BuildIndextime =
2.710 s, Trapdoortime = 766.11 s. When jKW j becomes larger,
the dimensions of the matrixes M1 and M2 increase, and the
time to compute M�1

1 and M�1
2 grows quickly. The data

users have to consumemore time to generate a search query.
The computation overhead of our system is compared

with KNN-SE in Fig. 7.

� In the key generation procedure (shown in Fig. 7a), our
system requires 4� 10�5 s to generate themaster secret
key and a public/secret key pair for the user. The key
generation time of KNN-SE drastically increases with
the size jKW j of the predefined keywords set. When
jKW j ¼ 500, the key generation time of KNN-SE is
0.017 s; and that is 2.541 swhen jKW j ¼ 6000.

� In the encryption procedure (shown in Fig. 7b),
assume that ten keywords are extracted from the file.
Our system requires 0.176 s to build the encrypted
keyword index. The build index time of KNN-SE
quickly grows with jKW j. When jKW j ¼ 2000, the
build index time of KNN-SE is 0.189 s; and that is
2.710 s when jKW j ¼ 6000.

� In the query procedure (shown in Fig. 7b), assume
that ten keywords are queried. Our system requires
0.176 s to generate a trapdoor. The trapdoor

TABLE 9
Communication Overhead (MB)

jF j 128 512 1024 2048 4096

MAXn 0.257 1.042 2.089 4.182 8.369
TOP-1 1.108 4.445 8.894 17.792 35.589

TABLE 8
TOP-1 Execution Time (s)

jF j 128 512 1024 2048 4096

CP 3.167 3.803 4.356 5.054 5.629
CSP 0.368 0.538 0.889 0.995 1.124

Total 3.535 4.341 5.245 6.049 6.753

TABLE 10
Enc or Query Execution Time (s)

jKWj 1 2 3 4 5
Total 0.032 0.048 0.064 0.080 0.096
jKWj 6 7 8 9 10
Total 0.112 0.128 0.144 0.160 0.176

TABLE 11
Search Execution Time (s)

kk 1 2 3 4 5

CP 5.353 10.706 16.059 21.411 26.765
CSP 1.885 3.769 5.653 7.537 9.422

Total 7.238 14.475 21.712 28.948 36.187

TABLE 12
KNN-SE Execution Time (s)

jKW j KeyGen BuildIndex Trapdoor
Relevance

Score
Calculation

500 0.017 0.008 0.390 0.003
1000 0.078 0.030 3.253 0.003
1500 0.136 0.110 11.398 0.003
2000 0.303 0.189 29.229 0.003
2500 0.379 0.442 56.778 0.003
3000 0.665 0.592 90.278 0.003
3500 0.730 0.781 158.527 0.003
4000 1.453 0.832 229.628 0.003
4500 1.608 1.069 326.443 0.003
5000 1.871 1.969 435.608 0.003
5500 2.115 2.341 585.812 0.003
6000 2.541 2.710 766.110 0.003
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generation time of KNN-SE also rapidly increases
with jKW j. When jKW j ¼ 500, the build index time
of KNN-SE is 0.390 s; and that is 766.110 s when
jKW j ¼ 6000.

� The search time is not plotted since that of KNN-SE
is constant to be 0.003 s and that of our system is also
constant to be 7.238 s. Since the calculated relevance
score of KNN-SE is plaintext, its time consumption
is smaller than ours. Our system has better efficiency
inKeyGen;BuildIndex; Trapdoor algorithms.

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we prove the security of the protocols under
the attack model (defined in Section 2.2) and security model
(defined in Section 2.3). Then, we analyze the security of the
proposed novel MRSE system.

6.1 Protocols Security Proof

Theorem 1. The KET protocol proposed in Section 3.3 is secure
to test the equality on two keyword ciphertext in the presence of
semi-honest (non-colluding) attackers A ¼ ðAD1

;AS1 ;AS2Þ.
Please refer Supplemental Materials C, available online for
the security proof.

Theorem 2. The KET protocol is secure against the adversary
A� defined in the attack model.

Please refer Supplemental Materials C, available online
for the security proof.

Theorem 3. The MKS protocol proposed in Section 4.5 is
secure to calculate the relevance score on encrypted index and
query in the presence of semi-honest (non-colluding) attackers
A ¼ ðAD1

;AS1 ;AS2Þ.
Proof. MKS protocol calls KET and SMD as subprotocols and

all the transmitted data are encrypted using PCTD
encryption. Since KET and SMD protocols are proved
secure in Theorem 1 and [40], the MKS protocol is also
secure in the presence of attackersA ¼ ðAD1

;AS1 ;AS2Þ. tu
Theorem 4. The MKS protocol is secure against the adversary

A� defined in the attack model.

Proof. MKS protocol calls KET and SMD as subprotocols and
all the transmitted data are encrypted using PCTD
encryption. The KET protocol is proved secure against the
adversary A� (defined in the attack model) in Theorem 2,
and the SMD protocol is proved secure in [40]. Thus, the
MKS protocol is also secure against the adversary A�

defined in the attack model. tu

Theorem 5. The MAX protocol proposed in Section 4.5 is secure
to calculate the maximum encrypted data (with highest rele-
vance score) on two encrypted ciphertext in the presence of
semi-honest (non-colluding) attackers A ¼ ðAD1

;AS1 ;AS2Þ.
Please refer Supplemental Materials C, available online

for the security proof.

Theorem 6. The MAX protocol is secure against the adversary
A� defined in the attack model.

Please refer Supplemental Materials C, available online
for the security proof.

Theorem 7. The MAXMAXn protocol proposed in Section 4.5 is secure
to calculate the maximum encrypted data (with highest rele-
vance score) on n encrypted ciphertext in the presence of semi-
honest (non-colluding) attackers A ¼ ðAD1

;AS1 ;AS2Þ.
Proof. MAXMAXn protocol calls MAX as subprotocol and all data

are encrypted using PCTD encryption. Since MAX protocol
is proved secure in Theorem 5, the MAXMAXn protocol is also
secure in the presence of attackers A ¼ ðAD1

;AS1 ;AS2Þ. tu
Theorem 8. The MAXMAXn protocol is secure against the adversary

A� defined in the attack model.

Proof. MAXMAXn protocol calls MAX as subprotocol and all data
are encrypted using PCTD encryption. Since MAX protocol
is proved secure against the adversary A� (defined in the
attack model) in Theorem 6, the MAXMAXn protocol is also
secure against the adversary A� defined in the attack
model. tu

Theorem 9. The TOP-kk protocol proposed in Section 4.5 is
secure to calculate the top-k encrypted data (with highest rele-
vance scores) on encrypted ciphertext in the presence of semi-
honest (non-colluding) attackers A ¼ ðAD1

;AS1 ;AS2Þ.
Please refer Supplemental Materials C, available online

for the security proof.

Theorem 10. The TOP-kk protocol is secure against the adver-
saryA� defined in the attack model.

Please refer Supplemental Materials C, available online
for the security proof.

6.2 System Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the privacy of each algorithms in
novel MRSE system.

� Key Generation: The security of the user’s private
key is guaranteed by discrete logarithm problem.

Fig. 7. Computation overhead comparison.
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The security of the secret keys of CP, CSP and KGC is
ensured by the IND-CPA security of PCTD.

� User Authorization and Revocation: Since the users
and KGC’s private keys are kept secret and the sig-
nature system is cryptographically strong unforge-
able, the security of authorization and revocation
certificates is guaranteed.

� Encryption: Since the keywords, file identity and
symmetric key are encrypted using PCTD encryp-
tion algorithm, the encrypted index is secure. The
privacy of file is ensured by the semantic security of
the symmetric encryption algorithm.

� Query: The security analysis of Query algorithm is
similar to Encryption algorithm.

� Search: In the search phase, the privacy-preserving
relevance scores are calculated using MKS protocol.
Then, the top-k encrypted files are calculated using
TOP-kk protocol. Since these two protocols are
proved secure and all transmitted data are cipher-
text, the privacy of search algorithm is ensured.

Next, we utilize the attack model in Section 2.2 to analyze
that our system is secure against adversary A�.

1) If A� eavesdrops all the contents that are transmitted
between the challenge data user (including data
owner) and CP. The encrypted files and indexes and
the queried results can be gotten by A�. The interme-
diate calculated ciphertext that are transmitted
between CP and CSP can also be eavesdropped by
A�. Since these contents are all protected by PCTD
encryption during the transmission process, A� is
not capable to derive the plaintext without the secret
keys of data user, CP or CSP.

2-3) Assume A� compromise CP or CSP and get the par-
tial strong private key �1 or �2. However, A� can not
simultaneously compromise CP and CSP. A� could
not get the strong secret key � since it is randomly
split into two parts using “strong secret key
splitting” algorithm of PCTD. Even though A� could
compromise CSP and get the plaintext of intermedi-
ate result in these protocols, he is not able to get any
useful information since the “blinding” method [54]
is utilized in these protocols to conceal the plaintext:
A random number is added to or multiplied with
the message before they are sent to CSP.

4) If the adversary A� gets the secret keys of data own-
ers or data users (except the challenge user’s secret
key), he could not decrypt the challenge user’s
ciphertext. The reason is that the private keys of
different users are irrelevant.

In Theorems 1-10, the protocols KET, MKS, MAX, MAXMAXn,
TOP-kk are proved secure against the adversary A� defined
in the attack model and the semi-honest (non-colluding)
attackers A ¼ ðAD1

;AS1 ;AS2Þ defined in the security model.
Thus, this system is also secure against these adversaries.

7 CONCLUSION

Multi-keyword rank searchable encryption is a useful tech-
nique which allows data users to search over encrypted
data in the cloud. Many MRSE systems have been proposed
in the literature and most of them are constructed based on

the KNN-SE algorithms. In this paper, we first pointed out
several serious shortcomings of KNN-SE which limit
the practical applications of the existing MRSE systems.
We then proposed a new MRSE system which overcomes
all the defects of the KNN-SE based MRSE systems. Our
new system does not require a predefined keyword set at
the system setup phase and support keyword search in arbi-
trary languages. The system allows flexible search authori-
zation and time-controlled revocation. In addition, the
relevance scores computed by the cloud server are in
ciphertext form and the server is not able to tell which docu-
ments are the top-k results. We proved the security of the
system and conducted extensive computer simulations to
demonstrate its efficiency.
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Pattern-Growth Based Mining
Mouse-Interaction Behavior for an
Active User Authentication System

Chao Shen , Yufei Chen , Xiaohong Guan, Fellow, IEEE, and Roy A. Maxion, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Analyzing mouse-interaction behaviors for implicitly identifying computer users has received growing interest from

security and biometric researchers. This study presents a simple but efficient active user authentication system by modeling

mouse-interaction behavior, which is accurate and competent for future deployments. A pattern-growth-based mining method

is proposed to extract frequent behavior segments, in obtaining a stable and discriminative representation of mouse-interaction

behavior. Then procedural features are extracted to provide an accurate and fine-grained characterization of the behavior segments.

A SVM-based decision procedure using one-class learning techniques is applied to the feature space for performing authentication.

Analyses are conducted using data from around 1,526,400 mouse operations of 159 participants, and the authentication

performance is evaluated across various application scenarios and tasks. Our experimental results show that characteristics

from frequent behavior segments are more stable and discriminative than those from holistic behavior, and the system achieves

a practically useful level of performance with FAR of 0.09 percent and FRR of 1 percent. Additional experiments on usability to

sample length, reliability to application task, scalability to user size, robustness to mimic attack, and response to behavior change

are provided to further explore the applicability. We also compare the proposed approach with the state-of-the-art approaches for

the collected data.

Index Terms—Anomaly detection, mouse-interaction behavior, one-class learning, pattern growth, active authentication

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

EXTERNAL attackers and insiders masquerading as legiti-
mate users have always been a serious problem in

cyber-security settings. The threats from these attackers,
who abuse the privileges for malicious purposes, have over-
taken malwares as the most reported security incident
according to recent reports from US National Threat Assess-
ment Center [15] and Australian Cyber Security Centre [24],
[26]. Thanks to leaked or fabricated identity credentials,
impostors can access computer systems easily, and abuse
available privileges to masqueraders. The most common
approach to address this problem is user authentication
mechanism. Unfortunately, most existing computer and net-
work systems authenticate a user only at the login moment.
Since the authentication occurs only once, attackers may
take control of user sessions. In contrast, active (re)authenti-
cation, which is done throughout the session, can prevent
such an attack. To achieve a timely and accurate response
without the user involvement, the authentication should be
transparent to users.

Of various potential solutions to this problem, a prom-
ising technique is the use of mouse-interaction behavior

[4], [36], which offers the ability to ascertain a user’s
mouse behavioral characteristics to verify her/his iden-
tity in a transparent manner. As a behavioral biometric,
this behavior has been strongly driven by the need for
nonintrusive authentication for detection and monitoring
applications. It has recently experienced growing interest,
e.g., the Active Authentication and Monitoring Program
sponsored by DARPA [3]. Additionally, it requires no
specialized hardware to capture biometric data, and is
less likely to be obscured than other biometrics [4].
Moreover, the detection process can be integrated seam-
lessly into users’ computer usage, and thus provide a
non-intrusive solution for identity monitoring or active
authentication after initial authentication by passwords
or other credentials.

Although previous work has reported some promising
results, mouse-behavior based authentication is still a newly-
emerged technique and has not reached an acceptable perfor-
mance. One of the major reasons is behavioral variability, in
contrast with other physiological biometric characteristics,
such as face or fingerprint patterns. Behavioral variability can
occur between two consecutive samplings, even if a user pro-
vides the samples striving to maintain a uniform way of
mouse operations. This variability often comes from intrinsic
human factors or external environmental variables, such
as changes in software environments or interaction modes;
it sometimes relates to variations in biological or emotional
status of the operators [7], [10]. This may partially explain
why accuracies of using this biometric for authentication are
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reported with mixed results, with the equal-error rate (ERR)
ranging from 24.3 to 1.3 percent [1], [2], [5], [6], [7], [8], [21],
[23], [32], [34], [34], [37], [38], [39]. Although the behavioral
variability is an important issue in mouse-behavior analysis,
previous approaches mainly focus on the discriminative
power of this behavior. Moreover, most previous work has
based their designs on a straightforward idea that mouse
operations can be utilized to identify users. Yet, the biometric
properties of mouse behavior across different application
tasks and scenarios have not been comprehensively evalu-
ated. It is also notable that most research has usedmouse data
from both impostors and legitimate users to train authentica-
tionmodel, whichmay limit its applicability.

1.1 Overview of Our Approach

In this paper, we present an active and transparent authenti-
cation approach by analyzing a user’s mouse-interaction
behavior across various operational and application scenar-
ios. We exploit a mining method of extracting repeatable
behavior segments of mouse behavior to obtain stable
behavioral features, and develop a decision procedure using
one-class classification algorithms to perform continuous
user authentication. The main purpose and contributions of
this work are five folds.

First, we model behavioral biometrics using mouse-
interaction behavior for active user authentication across
various application conditions, and investigate distinc-
tiveness and permanence properties of the behavior. We
develop an efficient authentication system, which is easy
to implement and can verify a user in high accuracy and
a short time, withminor system overhead.

Second, we propose a pattern-growth-based mining
method to extract frequent behavior segments in obtaining
stable and discriminative mouse characteristics, which gen-
erates an accurate and stable representation of mouse behav-
ior. This can greatly reduce behavioral variability, and lead
to a performance improvement of authentication accuracy
and time.

Third, we propose a set of mouse-behavior features by
characterizing various operational properties, and make a
systematic exploration on their discriminability and stability.
We then employ one-class learning methods to build an
authentication model, so that the model can be trained solely
on samples from the legitimate user. We also ensure the
diversity in a set of detectors to compare authentication per-
formance, for discovering promising strategies for modeling
mouse behavior.

Fourth, we examine the proposed approach in terms of
reliability to operational scenario, usability to sample
length, sensitivity to application task, robustness to mimic
attack, and response to behavior change, to further examine
its applicability and generalization capability. We also pro-
vide both qualitative and quantitative comparisons with the
state-of-the-art approaches.

Fifth, we develop and implement a simple but efficient
active authentication system to make it respond to users’
presence, and to protect interactive usage sessions. The per-
formance shows mouse characteristics extracted from fre-
quent behavior segments are much more stable than those
from holistic behavior, and achieve a practically useful
level. The results suggest that mouse-interaction behavior

suffice to be a significant enhancement for a traditional
authentication system, which demonstrates a shift from pas-
sive to active security control.

This paper is organized as: Section 2 reviews related
research. Section 3 introduces mouse-interaction behavior.
Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe behavior patternminingmethod,
and develop a decision procedure. Section 7 presents evalua-
tion methodology. Section VIII presents results. Section 9
offers discussions, and Section 10 concludes.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Review of Mouse-Behavior Analysis

Mouse-behavior analysis, as a behavioral biometric [4]
using mouse-interaction data, can provide user authentica-
tion in an accessible and convenient manner.

Since Everitt and McOwan [21] first investigated in 2003
whether users could be distinguished by their mouse operat-
ing styles, different techniques and usages ofmouse behavior
have been proposed. Among the investigations of mouse-
behavior analysis for authentication, there are really two
tasks of interest [36]: static authentication and active (re)
authentication. The first application usually checks a user
only once, typically at the login time [2], [21], [34], [37], [38].
These approaches commonly require the user to perform a
pre-designed sequence of mouse actions, which are analyzed
to form feature vectors for being compared with a legitimate
user’s profile to verify the identity. The second application
passively acquires a user’s mouse data during computer
usage sessions, and analyzes behavior features to implicitly
verify continued presence of the user throughout the session
[6], [8], [20], [32], [33], [39]. These efforts reveal mouse behav-
ior has a rich potential for authentication, not only at the login
time, but throughout user sessions. Yampolskiy et al. [4] and
Jorgensen et al. [16] provide good reviews of this field.

2.2 Mouse Behavior for Active Authentication

An important strength of mouse behavior is to constantly
monitor users’ sessional usage of computer systems, and to
enable nonintrusive authentication. This study focuses on
active (re)authentication for mouse behavior.

Pusara and Brodley [1] were among the earliest research-
ers to explore the possibility of using mouse behavior for
active (re)authentication. They characterized mouse clicks
and movements in a window, and set up a personalized
model using decision tree. Based on data collected in a free
environment, a false-acceptance rate (FAR) of 1.75 percent
and false-rejection rate (FRR) of 0.43 percent were reported,
with time ranging from 1 to 15 minutes. But the study is
inconclusive with only 11 users, prompting the authors to
conclude mouse behavior is insufficient for authentication.
Our study relies on an improved methodology and more
users, leading us to reverse their hypothesis.

Ahmed and Traore [6] considered mouse behavior for
intrusion detection and (re)authentication. They aggregated
low-level mouse events as higher-level actions, and
extracted a 39-dimensional feature vector from a block of
mouse actions. They used a neural network for model train-
ing and classification. Based on the data from 22 subjects,
they achieved an EER of 2.46 percent, with about 2000
mouse actions required for authentication. Conversely, our
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study aims to find stable mouse-behavior patterns which
would significantly reduce the required mouse actions for
authentication.

Gamboa and Fred [5], [11] proposed an active (re)authen-
tication approach based on mouse movements. Each move-
ment was characterized by a 63-dimensional feature vector
including spatial parameters and temporal parameters.
They applied greedy feature selection, and made authenti-
cation decision on average classification of a movement
sequence using a statistical model. After performing experi-
ments on data from 50 users under a free environment, they
found that sequences of 1, 50, and 100 movements yielded
an equal error rate of 48.9, 2 and 0.7 percent respectively.
However, the test data were also used for feature selection,
which may lead to an overly optimistic performance.

Later on, Mondal and Bours [33] and Rahman et al. [31]
built lightweight continuous verification systems via users’
mouse activities. Mondal and Bours [33] characterized
every mouse action, and established an authentication
model using six machine learning algorithms. Based on 45
users’ data, a 0 percent FAR was obtained with the require-
ment of 94 mouse actions for authentication. Rahman et al.
[31] compared mouse activities against a simple statistical
profile, and tested the approach using data from 45 users.
They achieved an average EER of 13.42 percent.

Recently, Zheng et al. [25], [32] presented an active (re)
authentication system based on fine-grained (point-by-point)
angle-basedmetrics of mouse movements. They utilized Sup-
port Vector Machines for quick and accurate classification.
Based on data collected in controllable environments and
in the field, they reported an EER of 1.3 percent with about
20 mouse clicks. They also discussed the effects of environ-
mental factors. They also pointed out that the reliability of this
behavior across different scenarios needs to be addressed for
putting it intomore practice.

As compared with other biometric features, mouse
behavior may be with a lack of in-depth analysis. This
study, differing from existing work: (1) aims to provide in-
depth analysis of mouse behavior for active authentication
in terms of discriminability, stability, and applicability, and
to address mouse-behavior variability; (2) evaluates distinc-
tiveness and permanence properties of mouse behavior
across different application scenarios and tasks, instead of
basing on the assumption that mouse behavior qualifies
good biometrics; (3) employs one-class learning methods to
build an authentication model, which is based solely on
training data from legitimate user; (4) explores the effective-
ness of this technique across various application scenarios
and tasks; (5) examines a set of detectors to compare the per-
formance and whether an observed effect is specific to one

detector; (6) implements an authentication system inte-
grated into Windows operating system.

3 MOUSE-BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

3.1 Mouse Event

Mouse behavior is commonly described as a stream of
mouse events received from mouse input devices. The first
step to understand mouse behavior is to recognize mouse
events from collected raw data stream. In general, the col-
lected data are a list of events such as mouse movement,
mouse button down, mouse button up, and so on. Table 1
shows relevant mouse events in mouse behavior.

3.2 Mouse Operation

While mouse interactions can be interpreted in an event-
driven way, such raw events do not provide meaningful
information for analyzing behavior. Thus it is necessary to
translate these events into meaningful actions. Table 2 lists
common mouse actions and corresponding event-level
interpretation, with the number of the action types in paren-
theses. Each action corresponds to a set of consecutive
mouse events. In this study, we encoded mouse actions into
mouse operations, along with the application information.
Each mouse operation is represented as a tuple of multi-
attributes and timestamp, which is in the form of (action-
type, application-type, screen-area, window-position, time-
stamp). Table 3 summarizes the 5 attributes for a mouse
operation, in which the third column lists the encoding
number in sequence for this evaluation.

3.3 Mouse-Behavior Pattern

Through a preliminary analysis of mouse operations from
20 users in their daily usage of computers, we discovered
that some behavior segments, consisting of a series of conse-
cutive operations, would recur frequently in users’ routine
mouse usage. In this paper, we refer to the recurring behav-
ior segment as a behavior pattern. This study divides the
behavior patterns into two categories: micro-habitual pat-
terns and task-intended patterns. Micro-habitual patterns
characterize subconscious and habitual constituents of
mouse activities during interactions, such as some habitual
mouse operations. For instance, most subjects are accus-
tomed to repeatedly refresh computer screen, which means
the subject would click right mouse button on an empty

TABLE 1
Mouse Event

Event Name Description

Mouse Down A user presses left/right/middle
mouse button.

Mouse Up A user releases left/right/middle
mouse button.

Mouse Wheel A user moves mouse wheel.
Mouse Move A user moves the mouse.

TABLE 2
Mouse Action (with the number of action types in parentheses.)

Mouse Actions Description

Single click Mouse down event followed by mouse up
event of left/right/middle button (3)

Double click A set of mouse down, up, down and up
event of left/right/middle button (3)

Common
movement

General mouse movement involving no
clicks (1)

Point and click
movement

A mouse movement followed by single or
double clicks at the end (1)

Drag and drop
movement

An action starting with mouse down,
followed by a movement and ending with
mouse up (1)

Silence Standstill of mouse cursor (1)
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screen area, and then select “Refresh” from the contextual
menu, which corresponds to a series of mouse operations:
right single click -> mouse movement -> left single click.
Task-intended patterns characterize operational agility and
habits of individual mouse activities under certain applica-
tions, such as regularly utilizing certain functions. Con-
cretely, if the subject wants to create a new document in a
word processor, he/she would first click left mouse button
on the menu of the word processor, next select “New” from
the menu, and then select “blank document” from the new
contextual panel and double click it, which corresponds to a
group of mouse operations: left single click –> movement
–> left single click –>movement –> left double click.

Moreover, upon a closer examination of the behavior pat-
terns, we found relevant metrics extracted from behavior
patterns appeared much more stable than those from holis-
tic behavior. We conjectured that the improved stability
may be due to recurrent behavior segments providing more
stable and habitual information about mouse behavior.
Therefore, we made an assumption that frequent behavior
segments in mouse behavior can provide more stable and
discriminative measurements.

4 MOUSE-BEHAVIOR PATTERN MINING

4.1 Problem of Mouse-Behavior Pattern Mining

The goal is to extract frequent mouse behavior patterns
from holistic behavior, thus we first define the problem of
mouse behavior pattern mining. Let x be a mouse operation
in the form of (action type, application-type, screen-area,
window-position, timestamp) (e.g., ð1; 3; 4; 0; tÞ, given the
definition in Table 3), then an operation set os ¼ hx1; x2; . . . ;
xmi,m � 1 is denoted as multiple consecutive mouse opera-
tions (e.g., hð1; 3; 4; 0; t0Þi or hð1; 3; 4; 0; t1Þ; ð2; 1; 4; 0; t2Þ;
ð3; 1; 4; 0; t3Þi. An operation sequence is considered as a
time-ordered list of operations set by User ID and time-
stamp, which is denoted as s ¼ fos1; os2; . . . ; oslg, l � 1 (e.g.,
fhð1; 3; 4; 0Þi; hð1; 3; 4; 0Þ; . . . ; ð2; 1; 4; 0Þ; ð3; 1; 4; 0Þi; . . . ;
hð2; 1; 2; 1Þig, here we omit the timestamp since the ele-
ments in the sequence are time-ordered). A mouse operation

sequence database S is a set of triples hID; sid; si, where ID
is the user ID, sid is the sequence ID, and s is the correspond-
ing operation sequence.A triple hID; sid; si is said to contain
a sequence a, if a is a subsequence of s. The support of
a sequence a in a database S is the number of tuples in the
databases containing a. It can be denoted as supportsðaÞ if the
sequence database is clear from the context. Given a positive
integer � as the support threshold, a sequence a is called a
sequential pattern in sequence database S if the sequence
is contained by at least � tuples in the database, i.e.,
supportSðaÞ � �. A sequential pattern with length l is called
an l-pattern. In this study, we recordedmouse operations in a
sequence database, and each sequence is composed by some
consecutive operations between two adjacent silence actions.

An instance from mouse operation sequence database is
shown in Table 4, and the third column corresponds to the
action type defined in Table 3. Taking the first entry in
Table 4 as an example, a sequence {hð1; 3; 4; 0Þi; hð1; 3; 4; 0Þ;
ð2; 1; 4; 0Þ; ð3; 1; 4; 0Þi; . . . ; hð2; 1; 2; 1Þi} has several ele-
ments: hð1; 3; 4; 0Þi, hð1; 3; 4; 0Þ; ð2; 1; 4; 0Þ; ð3; 1; 4; 0Þi; . . . ;
where mouse operation (1, 3, 4, 0) appears more than once
respectively in different elements. Mouse operation (1, 3, 4,
0) happens twice in this sequence, so it contributes 2 to the
length of the sequence.

Problem Statement. Given a mouse sequence database S
and a minimum support threshold �, the problem of mouse
behavior pattern mining is to find the complete set of fre-
quent behavior patterns in the database.

4.2 Mouse Behavior Pattern Mining Method

While most researchers mainly used holistic behavior for
authentication, we developed a pattern-growth based [19]
sequential mining method, as the basic engine for mining
mouse behavior patterns from observed mouse operations.
Its major idea is to examine prefix subsequences and project
their corresponding suffix subsequences into projected
databases. In each projected database of mouse behavior,
sequential patterns grow by exploring only local frequent
patterns. It mines the complete set of sequential patterns
and substantially reduces efforts of candidate subsequence
generation. Here we first introduced conceptions of prefix,
suffix and projected database.

Prefix. Given the sequence a ¼ e1e2 � � � en (where each ei
corresponds to a frequent element in S), sequence
b ¼ e01e

0
2 � � � e0m ðm < nÞ is called a prefix of a if and only if

(1) e0i ¼ ei for i � m� 1; (2) e0m em; and (3) all the items in
em � e0m are alphanumerically after those in e0m.

Suffix. Given a sequence a ¼ e1e2 � � � en (where each ei
corresponds to a frequent element in S). Let b ¼ e1e2 � � �
em�1e

0
m ðm < nÞ be the prefix of a. Sequence g ¼

e00memþ1 � � � en ðm < nÞ is called the suffix of a with regards

TABLE 4
An Instance in Mouse Operation Database

User ID Sequence ID Sequence

1 1 {<(1,3,4,0)>, <(1,3,4,0), (2,1,4,0),
(3,1,4,0)>, . . . , <(2,1,2,1)>}

1 2 {<(2,1,4,0), (1,1,5,1)>, . . . , <(3,1,4,0)>}
1 3 {<(2,3,4,0)>, <(1,1,3,0), . . . , (1,2,2,5)>}
. . . . . . . . .

TABLE 3
Mouse Operation

Attribute Descriptions
Encoding values
(in sequence)

Action type 10 mouse actions in Table 2. 0-9
Application
type

Application in which the
action occurs, including
Internet surfing, word
processing, online chatting,
and game playing, desktop
operating, and others.

0-5

Screen area 9 evenly divided regions in
the area of mouse cursor on
screen.

0-8

Window
position

The position of window,
including client area, close
area, maximum area,
minimum area, menu, and
title bar.

0-5

Timestamp The timestamp when the
action occurs.

-
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to prefix b, denoted as g ¼ a=b, where e00m ¼ ðem � e0mÞ. Note
that if b is not a subsequence of a, the suffix of a with
respect to b is empty.

ProjectedDatabase. Let a be a sequential pattern in sequence
database S. The a-projected database, denoted as Sja, is the
collection of suffixes of sequences in Sw.r.t. prefix a.

The behavior patterns are incrementally extracted from
the mouse operation sequence database using the algorithm
in Fig. 1. This procedure first scans the mouse operation
database S once to find length-1 mouse behavior patterns,
then divides the search space into prefixes, and finally con-
structs the corresponding set of projected databases, each of
which would be mined recursively, to find subsets of
sequential mouse behavior patterns.

4.3 Reference Patterns Generation and Matching

When applying the proposed pattern mining algorithm to
extract behavior patterns from holistic mouse behavior, the
first aim is to create “baseline” normal behavior patterns as a
reference-behavior pattern set for each legitimate subject. We
mined behavior patterns from training data, and then incre-
mentally merged these patterns to form an aggregate pattern
set, whichwould be viewed as the reference-behavior pattern
set for each subject.

Then for new operation sequences, we searched matches
for each sequence based on the reference-behavior patterns,
and then outputted all the matched patterns to represent the
new data sequences.We considered a behavior segment from
a new coming data sample as “behavior pattern” as long as it
has amatchingwith one of the reference-behavior patterns.

4.4 Behavior-Pattern Analysis

Table 5 shows average ratios of the number of operations
in different lengths of behavior patterns to the total number
of operations in holistic behavior. The collected data for

mining mouse behavior patterns consisted of about 4,800
mouse operations for each of 159 subjects. The ratios for dif-
ferent lengths of behavior patterns decrease as the mini-
mum support increases. When the minimum support
comes to 20 percent, the ratio for all patterns is just 7.91 per-
cent. This may make the mined patterns provide no mean-
ingful information about the behavior. In contrast, if we set
the minimum support as a smaller value, for example, 2
percent in our study, it will generate more behavior pat-
terns, but this may induce unstable and inconsistent mouse
behavior, which may lead to lower authentication perfor-
mance. Therefore, to obtain stable and applicable mouse
behavior patterns, a balance should be made between the
minimum support and the effectiveness of behavior pat-
terns. In this study, we set the minimum support to be a
trade-off value of 5 percent for usage, under which the cor-
responding ratio values for mined length-1, length-2 and
length-n (n � 3) behavior pattern are 16.28, 28.74 and 36.78
percent respectively. Note that for easy presentation, we
only present the ratio values in Table 5 at an average level.
However, a similar observation holds for every subject.

5 FEATURE CONSTRUCTION

5.1 Feature Construction from Mined Patterns

To construct the feature vectors determining a users’ mouse
behavior and validating his/her identity, procedural fea-
tures are extracted from these patterns, which are organized
into a vector to represent behavior patterns. We character-
ized mouse operations based on two basic properties: space
and time. Each property was then analyzed individually,
and converted into several features, to form the feature vec-
tor. This study defined seven fine-grained metrics to depict
the behavior pattern, which can accurately and stably char-
acterize a user’s unique mouse behavior (with feature
dimensionalities in parentheses).

� Click Elapsed Time: we extracted time spent to per-
form a click action, including left/right single click
and left/right double clicks. For single click, mean of
overall time are extracted (2D); for double click,
mean and standard deviation of one overall time
and three interval times are extracted (8D).

� Movement Speed: we extracted pairwise-speed
sequence by the rate of change of movement speed
between two adjacent mouse events. Here we
divided mouse movements into 8 types, depending
on 4 movement directions (each expressing 90
degree ranges over 360 degree) and 2 movement dis-
tances (i.e., short and long) [6]. We then computed
the ratio of travelled distance to movement duration

Fig. 1. Mouse behavior pattern mining algorithm.

TABLE 5
Ratio of Number of Operations in Different Lengths
of Behavior Patterns to that in Holistic Behavior

Minimum
support

Length-1
Pattern

Length-2
Pattern

Other
Patterns

All Patterns

2% 22.17% 33.19% 37.48% 92.84%
5% 16.28% 28.74% 36.78% 81.80%
8% 13.87% 22.15% 30.82% 66.84%
20% 4.57% 3.34% 0% 7.91%
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time (1D), ratio of displacement to movement dura-
tion time (1D), and descriptive statistics1 of the speed
sequence (6D).

� Relative-Position of Extreme Speed. We calculated the
relative position of the maximum speed value over
the pairwise-speed sequence (1D). If the maximum
speed value locates at the middle position of the
speed curve, the relative position has the value of 0.5.

� Movement Acceleration: we computed descriptive sta-
tistics of the acceleration sequence (6D), which were
obtained by the rate of change of speed sequence.

� Movement Offset: we first used coordinate transforma-
tion to place mouse movement at new coordinates, in
which the X axis represents movement direction. We
then obtained the movement offset by computing
sum of coordinate values over theY axis (1D).

� Angle: we obtained phase-angle sequences by com-
puting angle between X axis and the line from screen
origin to each mouse movement point, and the pair-
wise-angle sequence by computing the angle between
X axis and the line from one movement point to the
adjacent one. We computed descriptive statistics of
these two sequences (12D).

� Angle Speed: we acquired angular-speed sequence by
computing the rate of change of angle sequence
between two movement points. We then computed
descriptive statistics of the angular-speed sequence
(6D).

It should be noted that there are three types of mouse
movement in practice (see Table 2). But we only considered
common movement and point-and-click movement, and
chose to omit drag-and-drop movement. The reason is that
this type of movement is rare for most subjects in our study,
and has a large variability in our observation.

5.2 Empirical Feature Studies

5.2.1 Feature Stability in Behavior Pattern

One problem we came cross in analyzing mouse data was
that the stability may be subject to behavioral variability.
Features such as movement speed or acceleration are con-
tingent upon the motion habits of individual mouse actions
or the scenario in which a subject is under way. For exam-
ple, a subject tends to move and click faster when he/she
knows where the file is, and hesitates for a longer time if

he/she is trying to find that file. Therefore, this makes a
good case to use the features from behavior patterns (con-
taining application scenario information) for comparison
between subjects.

We used a kernel density estimation method [13] to com-
pute and compare the probability density function (PDF) of
each mouse feature from behavior pattern and holistic
behavior. Each feature’s PDF is computed over 400 corre-
sponding mouse operations from both the behavior pattern
and the holistic behavior. Fig. 2 shows comparison of some
typical features for two different subjects. The PDF curves
for the features extracted from behavior patterns appear
much more compact and concentrated than those from
holistic behavior, which indicates that the characteristics in
behavior patterns may allow one to more accurately and
stably characterize mouse behavior. This may be due to fre-
quent behavior segments providing more fine-grained and
invariant information about mouse behavior, which also
suggests that the features extracted from frequent behavior
patterns are more stable and probably lead to a high authen-
tication performance.

5.2.2 Feature Discriminability in Behavior Pattern

Another unique trait of the features from behavior patterns
is that they are more distinctive among subjects than those
from holistic behavior. Not only does the same subject have
relatively stable feature values in behavior patterns, but
different subjects have distinct feature values.

Fig. 2 shows that the PDF curves of the features from
holistic behavior overlap with each other for two different
subjects in a relatively large region, which makes it difficult
to discriminate among subjects. As a comparison, there is a
clearly distinctive gap between different subjects’ PDF
curves of features frombehavior patterns, indicating features
from behavior patterns hold more discriminative power.
Along with the feature stability discussed before, this makes
the features extracted from behavior pattern superior to
those extracted from holistic behavior for discriminating
between subjects. For easy presentation, we only compare
the difference between a pair of subjects, but a similar obser-
vation holds for other subjects.

5.2.3 Statistical Dispersion of Features

Further to investigate the effectiveness of frequent behavior
pattern, we defined a simple but effective dispersion metric
based on Gini’s Mean Difference [41]. The measurement of
this metric is zero if all mouse feature values are identical,
and increases as mouse feature values become diverse. For

Fig. 2. Mouse features extracted from behavior pattern and holistic behavior for two different subjects (i.e., S1 and S2). Panel (a)-(d) show PDF
curves of some typical features, including left single click time, average movement speed, average movement acceleration, and relative position of
extreme speed.

1. Descriptive statistics quantitatively depict main features of a col-
lection of data. Here we used 6 metrics for a mouse: mean, median,
interquartile range, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis [46].
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each feature fk, with a sequence of values fxk
i g1�nk

, the dis-
persion metricDMðfkÞ is defined as,

DM fkð Þ ¼ 1

nk nk � 1ð Þ
Xnk
i¼1

Xnk
j¼1

xki � xk
j

��� ��� (1)

We first computed the dispersion metric of each feature
for every user over randomly selected 400 mouse operations
(looping for 5 times). We then calculated the average disper-
sion metric for each feature over all 159 subjects.

Table 6 shows average dispersionmetrics for some typical
features extracted from behavior patterns and holistic behav-
ior. The table also includes a percentage in parentheses,
which indicates percentage decrease in dispersion metrics
of behavior patterns over those of holistic behavior. By com-
paring the second and third columns, it is clear to see that
features from behavior patterns are much more stable and
discriminative than those from holistic behavior. Addition-
ally, significant decreases of percentage are observed for all
the dispersion metrics of features from behavior patterns.
Specifically, almost all the metrics for behavior patterns
decrease over 50 percent, and the decreased percentage for
left single click time is up to 90.67 percent. This implies the
features in behavior patterns have inherently unique attrib-
utes which are more stable and discriminative than the fea-
tures in holistic behavior.

6 ACTIVE AUTHENTICATION ARCHITECTURE

The proposed approach consists of five modules (Fig. 3):
behavior recorder, behavior-pattern extraction, feature con-
struction, authentication model, and decision maker. This
section focuses on the design of detector, the active authen-
tication model, and that of the decision maker.

6.1 Design of One-Class Anomaly Detector

User authentication is typically a two-class (legitimate user
versus impostors) problem, but in our context, usually only
mouse data from the legitimate user are available in advance.
Therefore, a practical solution is to build the authentication
model on the data only from the legitimate user, and use the
model to detect impostors, which is considered as a one-class
learning problem [14].

6.1.1 Our Detector–One-Class Support Vector Machine

We employed a one-class Support Vector Machine (OC-
SVM) [18], which has been applied to several biometric clas-
sification problems [36]. Given l training mouse feature

samples {xi 2 <d} belonging to one subject, i ¼ 1; . . . ; l, each
sample has d features. To separate the data points from the
origin, one needs to solve a dual quadratic programming
problem [35]:

maxb W bð Þ ¼
Xl
i¼1

bibjk xi; xj
� �

(2)

s:t: 0 � bi � 1=vl; i ¼ 1; . . . ; l;
Xm
i¼1

bi ¼ 1 (3)

where b ¼ fbig is the vector of l non-negative Lagrangian
multipliers to be determined, v is a parameter that controls
the trade-off between maximizing the number of data
points contained by the hyperplane and the distance of the
hyperplane from the origin, and kð: ; :Þ is a kernel function.
Then the decision function

f xð Þ ¼ sign
Xl
i¼1

bik xi; xj

� �� r

 !
(4)

will be positive for the examples xi from the training set,
where r is the offset of the decision function.

The learning task was to build a detector based on a legit-
imate subject’s feature samples. We used a radial basis func-
tion after a comparative study of linear, polynomial, and
sigmoid kernels based on classification accuracy. The SVM
parameter v and kernel parameter g were set to 0.12 and
0.05 respectively.

6.1.2 Other Detectors

We implemented two other popular detectors in the litera-
ture—neural network and k-nearest neighbor (KNN) [42].
For neural network, a three-layer network was built with n
input nodes, 2nþ 1 hidden nodes, and 1 output node,
where n is feature dimensionality. During testing, the net-
work output of a testing vector was considered as the detec-
tion score. For KNN, the covariance matrix of training
feature samples was calculated. After multiple tests with k
changing from 1 to 10, we obtained the best results with
k ¼ 4. In the testing phase, the average Mahalanobis dis-
tance from new feature sample to each sample in the train-
ing data was computed as the anomaly score.

6.2 Authentication Model

Mouse data are collected for a legitimate user whose behav-
ior we are trying to model. We started by designating one
subject as the legitimate user, and then built the authentica-
tion model for each legitimate user as follows.

Step 1: For training data, we obtained a set of behavior pat-
terns as the reference-behavior patterns.

TABLE 6
Average Dispersion Metrics of Mouse Features for Holistic

Behavior and Behavior Patterns

Features Holistic
Behavior

Behavior
Pattern

Left single click time 0.1876 0.0175 (�90.67%)
Left double click time 0.0975 0.0204 (�79.08%)
Right single click time 0.1365 0.0298 (�78.17%)
Right double click time 0.1758 0.0614 (�65.07%)
Average movement speed 0.1957 0.0747 (�61.83%)
Average movement acceleration 0.3251 0.1317 (�59.49%)
Relative position of extreme speed 0.3742 0.1674 (�55.26%)

Fig. 3. System architecture of our active authentication approach.
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Step 2: We extracted features from each behavior pattern to
form a feature vector.

Step 3: We took these feature vectors as the training set to
train our detector, and to build the authentication
model.

6.3 Decision Maker

After building the authentication model of normal behavior
we exploited this model to verify whether current behavior
is normal. The legitimate user’s profile, obtained at the
training stage, is used to compare with current user’s mouse
operations. If there is a significant difference, the user is
considered as an anomalous one. Specifically, for a new
mouse sequence, we first extracted matched patterns given
the reference-behavior patterns, from which the feature
vector was obtained. We also employed an observation
window to make authentication decision, which contained
a sequence of N mouse operations. We adopted a buffer
authentication mechanism, which could effectively decrease
error rates.

7 USER STUDY AND EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

7.1 Data Collection

7.1.1 Data Collection

A free experimental environment was established to collect
mouse behavior data in this study. We developed a data col-
lection software that runs as a background job, and starts
monitoring a subject’s actions when his/her login occurs
and stops running when his/her logout occurs; the software
is transparent and does not affect other applications. Mouse
data were collected during subject’s routine computer activ-
ities, which were mainly under applications of Internet surf-
ing, word processing, game playing, online chatting, and
programming. Whenever a subject moved or clicked the
mouse, the software recorded action type (e.g., move or
click), position at which the action occurred, application
information in which the action occurred, and timestamp
when the action occurred. The Windows clock is used to
construct the timestamp, which has a resolution of �15:625
milliseconds.

7.1.2 Platform

We asked the subjects to use their own computers for data
collection, and the collected data were sent to a remote
server via the Internet periodically. The server stores
the data in an internal database, along with the subject ID.
The desktops are Lenovo and HP workstations, which are
equipped with 17” HP LCD monitors (set at 1280� 1024
resolution), and USB optical mouses, running the Windows

XP or Windows 7 system. The server configuration is a Dell
PowerEdge server with an Intel Xeon X5677 3.46 GHz Quad
Core Processor with 12.0 GB of RAM, running the Windows
Server 2008 operating system.

7.1.3 Running Subjects

We recruited 159 graduate students and faculties (61
females and 98 males) from the university, with ages rang-
ing from 16 to 52 years (mean ¼ 26:8, s:d: ¼ 7:9). All partici-
pants were skilled mouse users with at least one year’s
experience, and thirteen of them were left-handed. All sub-
jects performed in their routine computer usage for the data
acquisition. We collected around two weeks’ data of routine
mouse usage during their daily worktime. Each subject con-
tributed around 9,600 mouse operations (mean ¼ 9; 425,
median ¼ 9; 174, and s:d: ¼ 677:8).

7.2 Evaluation Methodology

7.2.1 Training and Testing Procedure

We designated one of our subjects as the legitimate user,
and the rest as impostors. We trained and tested each detec-
tor to identify the legitimate user and impostors:

Step 1: We ran the training phase of the detector on the first
two days of data from the legitimate user to train his/
her authentication model. The training data size for
each subject is around 1,800 mouse operations
(mean ¼ 1; 777,median ¼ 1; 703, s:d: ¼ 368).

Step 2: We ran the testing phase of the detector on the
remaining data from that user.

Step 3: We ran the testing phase of the detector on the data
from all impostors.

This process was repeated by designating each remain-
ing subjects as the legitimate user in turn. For choosing
parameters, 10-fold cross validation [42] was employed.

7.2.2 Calculating Detection Performance

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we
calculate the false-acceptance rate (FAR) and false-rejection
rate (FRR). Specifically, the FAR is computed as the ratio
between the number of false acceptances and the number of
test samples from impostors; the FRR is computed as the
ratio between the number of false rejections and the number
of test samples from legitimate users. We also brought FAR
and FRR together to generate a graphical summary of
performance known as ROC curve [42]. Whether or not a
feature sample produces an alarm depends on how the
threshold on the detection score is chosen. We chose the
default threshold of 0.0 to calculate FAR and FRR, and com-
puted equal-error rate (EER) for the detector’s sensitivity
when FAR equals FRR.

8 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

8.1 Active Authentication

8.1.1 Authentication Performance

Table 7 and Fig. 4 show average EERs and FARs (with fixed
FRR of 1 percent due to the European Standard [9]) of active
authentication for holistic behavior and behavior patterns,
with standard deviation in parentheses.

TABLE 7
FARs for Behavior Pattern and Holistic Behavior at Operation

Length of 16 (standard deviation in parentheses)

Detector
Behavior Pattern Holistic Behavior

FAR (%) @ FRR ¼ 1% FAR (%) @ FRR ¼ 1%

Nearest Neighbor 2.87 (1.24) 12.19 (7.37)
Neural Network 0.69 (0.05) 9.57 (5.32)
One-Class SVM 0.09 (0.03) 7.27 (3.25)
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The best performance has a FAR of 0.09 percent with FRR
of 1 percent, which is impressive and achieves an acceptable
level of accuracy for practical application. It is also competi-
tive with the best results previously reported, while being
subject to more behavioral variability compared with previ-
ous work, since they observed mouse activities in a longer
period. Moreover, average error rates for features from the
holistic behavior are much higher than those from behavior
patterns, which are probably due to better compactness and
less variability of mouse behavior by using behavior pat-
terns. Although it might be unwise to rely solely on an
authentication method which is not up to the European
standard [9] (with FAR of 0.001 percent and FRR of
1 percent), it does indicate that mouse behavior could pro-
vide evidence in the active authentication task. Also, corre-
sponding standard deviations of the features from behavior
patterns are much smaller than the features from holistic
behavior, suggesting that behavior patterns might be more
stable and robust to behavioral variability.

One-class SVM performs much better than other detec-
tors. It can capture the density of a hypersphere of normal
behavior, and its support vectors enable it to detect outliers
where the data are not linearly separable, and to find infor-
mative features with relative insufficiency of prior knowl-
edge [43]. The smaller standard deviations indicate the
detector is relatively robust to behavioral variability.

Additionally, we conducted a statistical test using confi-
dence interval and half-total error rate (HTER) [22], to fur-
ther statistically analyze our performance. Our approach
with one-class SVM provides the lowest HTER; the
95 percent confidence interval lies at 0.63 � 0.35 percent.

8.1.2 Usability to Operation Length

Operation length refers to the amount of mouse operations
for authentication, and denotes the observation time for
authentication. When deciding with five mouse operations,
the EER is approximately 15 percent, but the authentication
decision only needs 8.77 seconds (on average). All detectors
obtain smaller error rates when increasing the number of
operations for authentication decision. As the operation
length increases to 20, the best EER drops to 0.75 percent,
and the corresponding time increases to 47.11 seconds.
Therefore, this introduces a tradeoff between authentication
accuracy and required time to make authentication deci-
sion, and this time has a direct effect on the security since it
says how long an attacker can interact with the devices.

Also it is notable that all EERs almost converge at a level of
15 to 18 operations (corresponding to an average time of
39.13 seconds), and stay there (with only small fluctuations)
up to using 40 operations.

8.1.3 System Implementation and Overhead Analysis

For one hand, this authentication system can be used for
user authentication on a personal or public computer in an
organization. The system is installed at the client side, and
usually, a single subject is presented for authentication.
Thus, the end host can easily fulfill the authentication task;
the system load is very light. On the other hand, such a sys-
tem can be integrated into online services (e.g., e-account
authentication), where the data collection module is embed-
ded within a user’s account page, and the analysis module
is placed on the server side. Since hundreds of users might
simultaneously access their accounts, the system overhead
may become an issue in terms of computational cost and
storage resources.

We evaluated computational overhead for behavior-data
processing, feature extraction, and detection. The CPU cost
was measured on an Intel Xeon X5677 3.46-GHz Processor.
The data processing and feature extraction for 5 minutes’
mouse inputs from 100 users, including around 9110 mouse
operations, take only 16.57 s; and the detection takes only 872
ms. These modules were processed in an encrypted domain
(using the standard encryption technique of AES with key
length of 256 bits); the time consumption was 957 ms. Com-
pared with the data processing and feature extraction tasks,
the overhead for detection and data protection are negligible,
which indicates that computational overhead isminor.

We also assessed the memory cost of the authentication
system. The authentication process was analyzed using a
Windows tool, purify;2 only 87.97 Kb of memory resource
was consumed for testing a 5 minutes’ mouse-operation
sequence. Our system prototype was developed to utilize a
single threaded with multiple client modes with time-divi-
sion multiplexing. The primary memory cost is to buffer
accumulative mouse operations and detector outputs for
each user. A single mouse operation consumes 252 bytes, 4
bytes for each feature metric. A detection sequence of 20
mouse operations consumes 4.92 Kbytes. If the user space
increases to 100 online users, it requires 492.34 Kbytes in
total. Another issue of concern is the disk space for storing

Fig. 4. EER curves for mouse behavior patterns and holistic mouse operations at varying operating lengths using three types of detectors. X-axis
represents the length of mouse sequence used to verify a user’s identity.

2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rational_Purify
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user profiles. In our system, a user’s behavior template con-
sumes 497.14 Kbytes. If the user space increases to 10,000
users, it requires 3.95 GB, which is relatively light, even on a
personal computer.

8.2 Reliability to Application Scenario

Reliability and applicability of the proposed approach also
vary with application scenarios [17], [44]. In real life, users
may have different usage frequencies of computer mouse
under different scenarios. Users may frequently use their
mouse in several short periods; or intermittently use their
mouse during a day. Here we considered three application
scenarios; each corresponds to a way of mouse behavior for
authentication.

Short-Period Scenario. A user operates computer mouse
for a while, and then gets away from computer. The com-
puter then starts to build the user’s mouse-behavior profile.
After several minutes or hours, the user logs onto the com-
puter, and the computer turns to the detection mode. This
scenario allows users to use the computer for a longer time
without locking or unlocking the computer. Here we sepa-
rated the data of the first day into three parts evenly, and
selected the first part as the training data, and set the third
as the testing data. The training data size for each subject is
around 390 mouse operations (mean ¼ 381, s:d: ¼ 38:5).

Middle-Period Scenario. A user’s profile and model are
built on the mouse operations for a relatively long observa-
tion time. The model stays the same for a relative-long time
up to few days, and then detects the legitimacy of users.
Here we chose the data of the first two days for model train-
ing, and used the data of the fourth and fifth days for model
testing (in which the data are captured about two days
later). The size of training data for each subject is around
1,800 mouse operations (mean ¼ 1; 777, s:d: ¼ 398).

Long-Period Scenario.We used the same methodology and
training data in the middle-period scenario to build the
authentication model. The model stays the same for a longer
time up to several days, and then detects the identity of
users. We trained the model on the data of first two days,
and test it on the data of the ninth and tenth days (in which
the data are captured seven days after).

We employed the one-class SVM detector to conduct
authentication experiments with different timespans
between enrollment and authentication, and specified the
operation length of 16. Fig. 5 shows ROC curves across three
application scenarios. The middle-period scenario has the
best performance, and the performance in the short-period

scenario is relatively better than that in the long-period
scenario. Specifically, the FRR and FAR are 0.89 and
0.73 percent in the middle-period scenario; while in the
short-period scenario, the FRR and FAR increase to 2.74 and
1.28 percent. The reason is probably that there has a longer
observation of mouse behavior in the training phase of the
middle-period scenario, leading to more stable and accurate
user profiles. The FRR and FAR in the long-period scenario
are 5.04 and 3.62 percent, which is a little worse than that in
the short-period scenario. These may be due to the larger
timespan between training and testing phases in the long-
period scenario, which could introduce a long period of
behavioral variability.

8.3 Sensitivity to Application Task

This experiment examined the performance across different
application tasks. We chose four commonly used applica-
tion tasks: web surfing, file finding, word processing, and
free task. Each application task reflects some typical opera-
tion habits in users’ daily computer activities. We derived
the datasets of different application tasks based on the
application-type information. We had 92 subjects in this
experiment because these subjects had the data over all four
tasks. We applied one-class SVM detector, and set the num-
ber of mouse operations for decision as 16.

Table 8 shows the average FARs at a fixed FRR (1 percent)
across different application tasks. The error rates are lower
than 1 percent in every application task, which indicates
mouse behavior could offer useful information for active
authentication across different application tasks. Besides, the
authentication in a specific task performs better than those in
the free task. Specifically, the FAR obtained in the free task is
0.09 percent when the FRR is 1 percent, while in the task of
web surfing, the FAR reduces to 0.03 percent when FRR
remains to be 1 percent. The reason is probably due to the
avoidance of inter-task variability in a specific task. Thus we
can conclude that users’ mouse behaviors exhibit less vari-
ability in a specific application task than that in the uncon-
strained one, andmay lead to a better performance.

8.4 Scalability to User Space

Scalability of user space denotes the ability of mouse behav-
ior being enlarged to accommodate a growth of user space.
It is usually true that with an increasing user space, there is
a higher chance that two users have similar profiles. Thus
one wonders how the space fills in as the number of users
increases. Here we set the size of user space to be a variable
ranging from 2 to 50. Specifically, we used the free-task sce-
nario as the test bed, and for each such variable, we repeat

Fig. 5. ROC curves of active authentication across three scenarios

TABLE 8
FARs for Behavior Pattern and Holistic Behavior at Operation

Length of 16 (standard deviation in parentheses)

Application Tasks Behavior Pattern Holistic Behavior

FAR(%) @FRR ¼ 1% FAR (%) @FRR ¼ 1%

Web surfing 0.05 (0.02) 4.78 (2.24)
File finding 0.03 (0.01) 3.14 (1.52)
Word processing 0.08 (0.03) 7.05 (3.16)
Free task 0.09 (0.03) 7.27 (3.25)
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the evaluation twenty times with a randomly selected col-
lection of users.

The EERs with different sizes of the user space, together
with their standard deviations, are presented in Fig. 6.
The authentication error rates increase as the user space
becomes larger. Specifically, there is a significant increase of
the error rate in the interval between 2 and 22 users. This is
as expected, since larger user space usually means a higher
probability that two users have similar profiles. Also, we
observe that when the user size is larger than about 25 users,
the authentication error rates become relatively stable, and
only small fluctuations with the error range are apparent.
These results indicate that the user size should be (at least)
larger than 25, in which case the influence of the user space
may be minimal. These results also indicate our subject size
is located in a range where the influence could be negligible.

8.5 Robustness to Mimic Attack

Theoretically, our authentication system can be bypassed if
an impostor can precisely mimic mouse motions of the com-
puter’s owner (e.g., close friends or workmates). However,
this is extremely difficult (if not impossible) in practice.
Intuitively, even if the impostor has overseen how the
owner operates the mouse, it might be able to mimic the
operation aspect. But the other habit or behavior features,
such as speed and acceleration, are more difficult to observe
and reproduce. To quantitatively measure the effect of
mimic by observation, we set up an experiment involving
additional 23 users. Each user is first considered as the tar-
get user and is observed closely by the remaining users who
try to mimic the target user’s mouse operations. 8 users
have the same gender and similar body size as the target
user, while other 15 have different gender and body size
than the target user. Before mimicking, four impostors
closely observe how the target user performs mouse opera-
tions. Table 9 shows average FARs and FRRs of the mimic
attacks. Compared with the results in Table 8, there is no
significant improvement in mimicking given the observa-
tion, and it is evident that a mimic attack is hard to succeed.

8.6 Response to Behavior Change

This work builds on the assumption that a user’s behavior is
consistent and no abrupt change happens over a period of
time, but the assumption might not always be true, e.g., due
to physical injuries of hands. In such cases, the authentica-
tion mechanism should stay minimally intrusive to the
user. One feasible solution is to contact with the service
managers to remotely disable the authentication function
and start the re-training. As we have shown previously, the
sensitivity to false positives and negatives are controlled by
various thresholds. Whether or not exposing the sensitivity

control (e.g., setting it to Low, Medium, and High) can
improve user experience is debatable. On one hand, it
allows users to make a conscientious choice to tradeoff
between security and usability. On the other hand, it is no
longer user-transparent.

8.7 Comparison with Previous Work

Most researchers built their models on different algorithms
and datasets, but few of them made informed comparisons
among different algorithms and results. Here two compara-
tive experiments are provided to compare our approach
with the state-of-the-art approaches.

8.7.1 Comparison with Existing Approaches

We first quantitatively compared our approach with the
state-of-the-art approaches using the same dataset and test
protocol: Pusara & Brodley [1], Gmaboa & Fred [5], Ahmed
& Traore [6], Shen et al. [38], Mondal and Bours [33],
Rahman et al. [31], and Zheng et al. [32]. These seven
approaches represent a relatively diverse set of mouse fea-
tures and algorithms. To implement these approaches, we
tried to faithfully choose features and algorithms used in
the approaches. The evaluation methodology is same as the
one in Section 7.2.1, with the operation length of 16.

Table 10 shows the average FARs at a fixed FRR
(1 percent) for seven approaches. When all approaches are
evaluated under the same condition, our approach per-
forms the best. This may be due to our frequent behavior
patterns in obtaining stable mouse characteristics, which
generates a more discriminative and stable representation
of mouse behavior, thus leads to a boost in authentication
performance. The standard deviations of error rates for our
approach are smaller than those of other approaches, sug-
gesting that our approach may be more robust to behav-
ioral variability. We tried to faithfully implement these
approaches, but we note ambiguities may inadvertently
cause our reimplementation to differ from the originals.
Hence the results may also be due, in part, to: (1) collecting
data in different scenarios; (2) using a data set that contains
more variability and our approach targeting to this prob-
lem; (3) adopting different parameters of authentication
algorithms; (4) using less enrollment data to train the
detector than that used in other studies; (5) using different
types of thresholds on detection scores.

The results only provide preliminary comparative results
and should not be concluded that a certain algorithm is
always better than others. Each algorithm has its own
advantages and disadvantages under different conditions,
so further comparisons on more realistic and diverse data-
sets are needed.

Fig. 6. EERs of active authentication at varying sample length.

TABLE 9
FARs and FRRs of Mimic Attacks for Active Authentication

(standard deviations in parentheses)

Detector
Short-period
scenario (%)

Middle-period
scenario (%)

Long-period
scenario (%)

FAR FRR FAR FRR FAR FRR

One-Class
SVM

1.57
(0.91)

2.91
(1.18)

0.75
(0.29)

0.88
(0.43)

3.71
(1.67)

5.12
(2.83)
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8.7.2 Comparison with Previous Work

Table 11 presents a qualitative comparison of our experi-
mental settings and results against previous work for active
and continuous authentication. Pusara et al. [1] obtained an
acceptable accuracy for authentication, but the user size (11)
seems to be insufficient to obtain steady results. Schulz [8]
and Rahman et al. [31] may make the authentication deci-
sion in a relatively short time, but the error rates were up to
24.3 percent [8] and 13.42 percent [31], which may lead to
an unreliable mechanism in practice. Ahmed et al. [6],
Nakkabi et al. [40] and Mondal & Bours [33] could achieve a
very high accuracy, but the required data for authentication
were relatively large. Additionally, most existing work used
data from both legitimate user and impostors for training
the authentication model, which may be not realistic in
practice, since usually only the data from legitimate user
are readily available in practical scenarios.

However, our study relied on an improved authentication
methodology using frequent behavior patterns, analyzed
mouse behavior from perspectives of its discriminative
power and behavior variability, and had a larger subject
pool, a more carefully chosen set of behavioral metrics, more
extensive experiments than previous work did, which leads
to a good performance. We established one-class learning
model with which only data from legitimate user were
needed to build authentication model. We achieved a high
authentication accuracy of 0.09 percent FAR and 1 percent
FRR, with a short authentication time. We also implemented

our approach into a current operation system which shows
light computational andmemory cost.

9 DISCUSSIONS

We developed a simple but efficient authentication system
through modeling this behavior. Experimental results show
the discriminability and stability of mouse behavior could
be significantly improved by behavior patterns, and can
achieve a FAR of 0.09 percent and FRR of 1 percent in some
cases. But it is still not low enough to meet the European
standard for commercial biometrics. Thus further progress
is needed before we can depend solely on mouse behavior
for active authentication. One way to improve the accuracy
is to seek more accurate and stable representation of mouse
behavior. Other ways may be to reduce noise in mouse data
or employ multiple detectors for separately depicting vari-
ous properties of mouse behavior.

We modeled mouse behavior by proposing a pattern-
growth-based mining method to extract frequent behavior
patterns in obtaining stable mouse characteristics. Empirical
studies show a noticeable difference among users’ behavior
when using the features from behavior patterns, and indi-
cate the behavior patterns can greatly reduce the variability,
which would lead to a performance improvement. Addi-
tionally, we employed a one-class learning method to build
the authentication model, so that the model can be trained
solely on the samples from the legitimate user. An in-depth

TABLE 11
Qualitative Comparison with Existing Work For Active and Continuous Authentication

Source Study
Authentication Results Data Collection

Training Data Source
FAR FRR Data Required Users Action

Pusara and Brodley (2004) [1] 0.43% 1.75% Not specified 11 Click & Movement Legal user and Impostors
Gmaboa and Fred (2004) [5] 2% 2% 50 mouse strokes 50 Movement in a game Legal user and Impostors
Schulz (2006) [8] 24.3% 24.3% Not specified 72 Movement Legal user and Impostors
Ahmed and Traore (2007) [6] 2.46% 2.46% 2000 mouse actions 22 Movement Legal user and Impostors
Nakkabi et al. (2010) [40] 0% 0.36% 2000 mouse actions 48 Movement Legal user and Impostors
Zheng et al. (2011) [25] 1.3% 1.3% 37.37 minutes 30 Movement Legal user and Impostors
Shen et al. (2012) [39] 0.37% 1.12% 3000 mouse actions 28 Click & Movement Legal user and Impostors
Mondal and Bours (2013) [33] - 0% 94 mouse actions 49 Movement Legal user and Impostors
Rahman et al. (2015) [31] 13.42% 13.42% Not specified 45 Click & Movement Not specified
Zheng et al. (2016) [32] 1.3% 1.3% 20 clicks	 30 Movement Legal user and Impostors

	: If they choose 20 mouse clicks in a detecting block, the verification time could be 37.73 minutes; however, the verification time will be reduced to 3.03 minutes if
partial movements are used.

TABLE 10
Comparison with Existing Approaches (Standard Deviations in Parentheses)

Source Study Feature Source Detectors FAR (%) @ FRR ¼ 1% Settings

Pusara & Brodley (2004) [1] Click & Movement Decision Tree 18.71 (10.34) Continuous
Gmaboa & Fred (2004) [5] Movement SFS þWeibull Distribution 16.43 (9.18) Continuous
Ahmed and Traore (2007) [6] Movement Neural Network 11.25 (6.71) Continuous
	Shen et al. (2013) [38] Movement PCA þ SVM 15.93 (8.41) Static
Mondal and Bours (2013) [33] Movement SVM 9.73 (4.89) Continuous
Rahman et al. (2015) [31] Click & Movement Outlier Filtering and Counting 29.74 (13.57) Continuous
Zheng et al. (2016) [32] Movement SVM 6.13 (2.97) Continuous
Our study Click & Movement PrefixSpan þ One-Class SVM 0.09 (0.03) Continuous

	: The approaches in [38] are initially applied to static authentication. The reason for this choice is that we want to examine whether the approaches employed in
static authentication can be used in continuous authentication.
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and comprehensive survey on other detectors is planned to
make progress toward better performance.

We examined authentication performance across various
application tasks. The authentication accuracies in a specific
task perform better than those in free task, which is probably
due to the fact that the mouse-behavior variability between
application tasks is larger than that within a specific applica-
tion task. Tomitigate the variability introduced by the behav-
ior difference between application tasks, one could consider
context information of mouse operations as an additional
feature source [27], or respectively build a user’s profile in
each application task. Thesewaysmay also extend the gener-
alization capability of this biometric in practice.

We explored active authentication under various applica-
tion scenarios. The application scenarios, in which themouse
behavior is observed in a longer period of time or the authen-
tication model has a smaller timespan between its training
and detection modes, would produce better performance.
Thus further processes are required to extend the flexibility
of this approach. One possible way to address this problem
is to employ effective online incremental learning strategies
[28] to continuously learn new mouse operations, and to
increasingly enhance validity of the authenticationmodel.

For user authentication through mouse behavior, one
important thing is that the registration and authentication
process should take place in a protected environment, to
avoid impostors maliciously manipulating users’ profile
data. In our system implementation, we considered a simple
way to secure the profile data by storing it in an encrypted
domain (using standard encryption techniques of AES), but
this may lead to the risk of leaving the profile data exposed
during each authentication. A securer way is to employ a
transformation function to the profile data [29], and only
store the transformed profile data. Besides, during the profile
generating phase, users’ identity should be checked in an
alternative way, and the production of mouse-behavior sam-
ples should be limited to a few days, not to weeks ormonths.

When behavior-based techniques are utilized for user
authentication, it may raise concerns about user’s privacy.
At least users should be aware that they are under observa-
tion, and also understand that every security policy must
imply a limitation of their privacy in some way [30]. Com-
pared with other behavior-based authentication methods
(e.g., keystroke dynamics may record users’ passwords and
sensitive texts), the personal information embedded in
mouse behavior is minimal. Mouse behavior analysis moni-
tors users’ mouse movements and clicks, and will have to be
blurred for the privacy concern. Mouse operations would be
normalized to have relative position information and be only
stored in terms of features, which are available exclusively to
authentication process. Even with perfect knowledge of
stored mouse operations, the only thing an adversary may
figure out is when the user clicked or moved the mouse,
which gives away little information about users’ credentials.

This study has shown promising active authentication
performance in a homogeneous computing environment,
but in more practice we are aware that a user may use quite
different computing platforms, which may lead to distribu-
tional differences of mouse-behavior features across different
computing platforms. Real-world distributional difference
across different computing environments often comes from

(1) hardware-level factors (e.g., computer type); (2) software-
level factors (e.g., screen resolution); (3) environmental
factors (e.g., distance between monitor and body); and (4)
psychological and physiological state of the subject (e.g., the
subject may be fatigued or distressed). Thus it is reasonable
to wonder whether these factors would change mouse data
if the states of these factors are different at different envi-
ronments (e.g., two quite different working platforms) or
moments (e.g., enrollment time versus authentication time).
This problemwhere the data formodel training have a differ-
ent distribution from the data for decision making is often
known as domain adaptation [45]. One such method based
on faces and touch gestures for smartphone authentication
using domain adaptation was recently proposed in [46].
Domain adaptation and transfer learning techniques can be
used to deal with the changing distribution problem in con-
tinuous authentication [47], which deservesmore attention in
future work.

Implicit and continuous data capture of mouse behavior
makes it appropriate for active and continuous user authenti-
cation. For practical application of this approach, mouse-
behavior data were captured implicitly and passively during
users’ routine computer usage, and a thresholdwas set to trig-
ger the establishment of authentication model for a legitimate
user. When the number of mouse operations reached a pre-
set threshold, authentication model will be built. A periodic
model updating strategy would be introduced for robust and
accurate authentication. Besides, unlike other approaches in
this field, our authentication decision is made on a certain
length of mouse operations instead of basing on an operation
block, and can achieve an acceptable performance of near-
real-time continuous authentication. However, if one wants
to apply this method to a real-time authentication (which is
updated with each mouse operation), what features should
be used, and how mouse behavior can be integrated effi-
ciently with the current authentication mechanisms are still
open questions, andwill be investigated in our futurework.

10 CONCLUSION

Mouse-interaction behavior analysis is a newly emerging
behavioral biometric, which offers a capability of verifying
a user’s identity in a transparent and continuous manner. In
this study, we highlighted motivation and challenges of
using mouse behavior for active authentication, and devel-
oped a simple but efficient approach that can perform the
active authentication task in a short time while maintaining
high accuracy. We presented a novel approach by using pat-
tern-growth based mining method to extract behavior pat-
terns, employing a one-class learning algorithm to detect
abnormal behavior. By constructing a mouse behavior data
set under a realistic environment, we examined the efficacy
of our proposed approach through a series of experiments
across various application scenarios and tasks. Addition-
ally, we explored the proposed approach in terms of usabil-
ity to sample length, robustness to mimic attack, and
response to user behavior change, to further examine the
applicability of the approach. We also performed two com-
parative experiments to compare our approach with the
state-of-the-art approaches.

The experimental results show that the mouse character-
istics from behavior patterns are much more stable than
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those from holistic behavior. The performance is competi-
tive and reaches a practically useful level for realistic
deployment. These findings suggest that mouse-interaction
behavior is sufficient to be an important enhancement for a
traditional active/continuous (re)authentication system.
Although a large amount of work has been done in this
area, many issues remain open such as variability reduction
and online learning of behavior detectors. Further investiga-
tions in more realistic settings are planned.
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Abstract—Though representing a promising approach for personalization, targeting, and recommendation, aggregation of user

profiles from multiple social networks will inevitably incur a serious privacy leakage issue. In this paper, we propose a Novel

Heterogeneous De-anonymization Scheme (NHDS) aiming at de-anonymizing heterogeneous social networks. NHDS first leverages

the network graph structure to significantly reduce the size of candidate set, then exploits user profile information to identify the correct

mapping users with a high confidence. Performance evaluation on real-world social network datasets shows that NHDS significantly

outperforms the prior schemes. Finally, we perform an empirical study on privacy leakage arising from cross-network aggregation

based on four real-world social network datasets. Our findings show that 39.9 percent more information is disclosed through

de-anonymization and the de-anonymized ratio is 84 percent. The detailed privacy leakage of user demographics and interests

is also examined, which demonstrates the practicality of the identified privacy leakage issue.

Index Terms—Data privacy, social networks security, de-anonymization, heterogeneous social networks
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1 INTRODUCTION

SOCIAL networks (online social networks, mobile social
networks, vehicular social networks, etc.), or social

media, have been extremely popular in current days. The
latest statistics show that the number of active traditional
social media users has exceeded 2.7 billion [1]. Along with
overwhelming popularity of social networks, people enjoy
abundant functionalities and services of a variety of social
networks, including sharing status updates, posting photos,
communicating with others, and making friends.

Due to the different functionalities of different social net-
works, a user tends to sign in multiple social networks for
different purposes. According to the report conducted by
Pew Research Center in 2015, 52 percent of online adults
use two or more social media sites such as Facebook, Twit-
ter, MySpace, or LinkedIn [2]. Aggregating user profiles
from different social networks reveals various aspects of
users. It is interesting that cross-network information repre-
sents a double-edged sword. On one hand, once the user’s

multiple accounts of different social networks are identified
or mapped, these accounts’ profiles, preferences, and activi-
ties can be collected to benefit personalization, targeting,
and recommendation. The latest research pointed out that,
the ads delivered by Google, one of the major ad networks,
are personalized based on both users’ demographic and
interest profiles[3]. On the other hand, the adversary can
exploit cross-network aggregation to collect the information
of various aspects of the target users, which will further
incur serious privacy leakage issues through inference [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8]. This problem can not only exist in traditional
social networks but also exist in new emerging social net-
works, like vehicular social networks. For example, Twitter-
mobile car is able to send and receive Twitter messages,
which contain the information including drivers’ status,
vehicle profiles, and real-time traffic notifications; Road-
Speak is a voice chatting system used by daily driving com-
muters or a group of people who are on a commuter bus or
train [9]. These vehicular social-based applications exploit
traditional online social networking services, like Facebook
and Twitter, and thus are also under threat of de-anonym-
ization attack.

In this study, we take an initial step towards investigat-
ing the following two questions: i) How can we design a
practical and effective cross-network aggregation scheme
for heterogeneous social networks? The proposed cross-
network aggregation scheme is expected to link the target
user’s various accounts on different social media platforms
and collect the user’s profile in different aspects. ii) To what
degree the cross-domain aggregations can reveal the differ-
ent attributes of a user (e.g., interest, demographics).

One of the fundamental challenges of bridging the differ-
ent social identities of the users on different social media is
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that the users tend to use varying usernames (screen names)
or have unequal profiles (e.g., fields such as homepage,
birthday, etc.) due to the increasing privacy concerns. The
process of identifying user from a social network (e.g., ano-
nymized network) based on another social network (e.g.,
auxiliary network) is called ‘de-anonymization’. Recently,
there is an increasing interest to study how to ‘de-
anonymize’ or ‘re-identify’ users across social networks,
which mainly falls to the following two categories: profile
based de-anonymization and structured based de-anonym-
ization, which either suffer from high false positive or
assume the social networks are aligned.

In this study, to answer the above questions, we first
present a Novel Heterogeneous De-anonymization Scheme
for heterogeneous social networks, which is coined as
NHDS. Different from any previous works which either
focus on profile based or structure based approach, NHDS
aims to integrate the merits of two kinds of approaches. The
motivation is that a real-world attacker is able to leverage as
much information as she can to help de-anonymize in prac-
tice. Since both user profiles and network graph topology
can be collected through web crawlers, platforms’ APIs, or
public datasets, a novel approach that leverages the merits
of these two strategies is expected to achieve a higher per-
formance. In particular, it first leverages the social network
structure to significantly reduce the size of node candidate
set. Then, it exploits user profile matching to further iden-
tify the correct mapping nodes with a high confidence. The
seed nodes that act as the anchor points to align two or
more heterogeneous social networks will be identified
automatically.

To further investigate the privacy leakage caused by the
cross-network aggregation, we apply the proposed NHDS
algorithm to a large dataset involving four real-world het-
erogeneous online social networks, i.e., Livejournal, Flickr,
Last.fm, and Myspace. We perform the de-anonymization
algorithm and measure the privacy leakage arising from
cross-network aggregation. The results are quite surprising
in that, with the proposed de-anonymization algorithm,
cross-network aggregations can reveal 39.9 percent uncov-
ered attributes of users (e.g., interest, demographics).

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed work is the
first empirical study which evaluates the impact of cross-
network de-anonymization and aggregation on privacy leak-
ing on the real-world datasets. From the privacy protection
perspective, our study also reveals the potential risks to the
community about user de-anonymization and information
aggregation, and calls for the following research efforts on
privacy-preserving personal recommendation. The major
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

� We propose the Novel Heterogeneous De-
anonymization Scheme to de-anonymize users across
heterogeneous social networks. The proposed scheme
jointly exploits publicly available network structure
information and user profile, which is expected to sig-
nificantly increase the detection accuracy.

� We conduct extensive experiments on real-world
heterogeneous social network datasets to demon-
strate the effectiveness of our proposed scheme. The
comparative results show that NHDS achieves high

detection accuracy and maintains a considerable
recall compared with the baseline.

� To understand the consequence of real-world de-
anonymization attack or cross-domain aggrega-
tion, we investigate and quantify the information
leakage through network aggregation based on
de-anonymized social networks. The results show
that 39.9 percent information is disclosed and the
de-anonymized ratio (defined in Section. 6.3) is
84 percent, which raises a serious privacy concern.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the related research works. Section 3 models prelimi-
nary concepts and formulates the problem. The proposed
approach is presented in Section 4. Then, Section 5 evaluates
the results based on a set of real-world social networks.
Section 6 investigates consequent privacy leakage via de-
anonymization, and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Structure Based De-Anonymization

De-anonymizing social networks is a hot research topic in
recent years. Structure based de-anonymization works are
based on the assumption that the different social networks of
the same group users should show the similar network topol-
ogy, which can be exploited for user identification [10], [11],
[12]. The observation of this kind of approaches is that a user
tends to build connections with similar users they are inter-
ested in or acquainted with in different social networks.
Narayanan and Shmatikov performed the de-anonymization
attack to large-scale directed social networks. They designed
a de-anonymization algorithm by identifying some seeds and
propagating based on structure similarity [13]. In [14],
Nilizadeh et al. extended Narayanan and Shmatikov’s attack
by proposing a community-enhanced de-anonymizing
scheme of social networks. Then, Lai [15] proposed to detect
communities in social networks via user’s interests and de-
anonymize users in communities. Ji et al. also designed an
Adaptive De-Anonymization framework for the scenario that
the anonymized and auxiliary graphs have partial overlap
[16]. Some papersmodeledmobility traces as graphs and pre-
sented different attacks for de-anonymizing using online
social networks as side channel [17], [18]. However, in hetero-
geneous social networks, this assumption may not always
hold due to the fact that the users of different social networks
may not always be overlapping. The diversity of usage pat-
terns on different social networks will further render the
inconsistency of the network structures of the different social
networks. In our proposedmethod, we also exploit semantic
publicly available information, such as user profile, to help
de-anonymize users.

Besides, Ji et al. [19], [20] conducted the comprehensive
quantification on the de-anonymizability of 24 real-world
social networks with seed information in general scenarios.
Later, in [21], a uniform and open-source secure graph data
sharing/publishing system was proposed. Li et al. pro-
posed a graph-based framework for privacy preserving
data publish, which is a systematic abstraction of existing
anonymity approaches and privacy criteria [22]. Qian et al.
leveraged background knowledge graph to improve the de-
anonymization performance [23]. But this work mainly
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focuses on de-anonymizing a graph anonymized from origi-
nal graph and inferring some private attributes. Fu et al.
proposed a graph node similarity measurement in consider-
ation with both graph structure and descriptive informa-
tion, and a deanonymization algorithm based on the
measurement [24]. Zhang et al. targeted Twitter users in a
metropolitan area by exploiting the strong geographic local-
ity within communications on Twitter [47]. In our work,
we try to de-anonymize heterogeneous social networks
by considering both semantic information and structure
information, and evaluate the privacy leakage after de-
anonymization.

2.2 Profile Based User Matching

Public information and semantic information on social
media or social network sites provide the evidence to match
users of different social networks. Iofciu et al. used tags to
identify users across social tagging systems such as Deli-
cious, StumbleUpon and Flickr [25]. Olga et al. extracted
features and developed supervised machine learning mod-
els which can perform entity matching between two profiles
for a user by similar name and de-anonymizing a user’s
identity. [26] Goga et al. identified accounts on different
social network sites that all belong to the same user by
exploiting only innocuous activity, such as location profiles,
timing profiles, language profiles, that inherently comes
with posted content [27]. Vosecky et al. identified users
between Facebook and StudiVZ by exploiting various pro-
file attributes [28]. Zafarani et al. [29] conducted an in-depth
investigation of this problem by defining sophisticated fea-
tures to model the behavior patterns of users in selecting
usernames. Korayem et al. extracted four kinds of features,
i.e., temporal activity similarity features, text similarity fea-
tures, geographic similarity features, social connection simi-
larity features, and apply machine learning techniques to
find correct mapping [30]. Wondracek et al. introduced a
technique that narrows down user identity by examining
social-network group membership stolen from browsing
history [31]. Zhang et al. [32] connected social networks
users by considering both local and global consistency
among multiple networks, but they treat both two consis-
tencies as features and train an energy-based learning
model. [33] provided a preliminary evaluation on the com-
bination of graph structure information and profile informa-
tion for de-anonymizing, but didn’t evaluate how much
information will be leaked through the de-anonymization.
In [34] and [35], the first privacy-preserving personal profile
matching scheme for mobile social networks was proposed
by Li et al. In this scheme, an initiating user can be identified
from a group of users the one whose profile best matches
with his/her, with limited risk of privacy exposure. Later,
two novel fine-grained private profile matching protocols
were designed in [36], [37]. Different from these works, our
proposed approach uses social structure to narrow down
the candidate sets in order to achieve higher accuracy.

3 MOTIVATION AND MODELING

3.1 Motivation

As introduced above, the Novel Heterogeneous De-
anonymization Scheme (NHDS) integrates both network

structure and public information to de-anonymize social net-
work users. On one hand, network structure and topology
can be leveraged to de-anonymize social networks users with
considerable accuracy as reported in state-of-the-art [13], [14].
However, this kind of approaches requires enough overlap-
ping to ensure the accuracy by revisiting nodes and correcting
early false mappings [13], thus can be less effective when the
two networks are heterogeneous and not well aligned. On the
other hand, profile information is useful to identify a person’s
different social networks accounts [28], [30], [47], but it
may also cause many false positives in a large scale de-
anonymization due to the same or similar profile attributes of
different persons (e.g., same or similar nicknames of different
persons). Since a social network contains a huge number of
users, the possibility that different persons have the same or
similar online profiles can be non-negligible.

The first step of NHDS is that social network structure is
leveraged to significantly reduce the size of node candidate
sets. Then, user profile information is exploited to further
identify the correct mapping nodes. Our motivation of this
design is based on the observation that the graph structures
(e.g., community, neighborhood) of social networks are likely
to be similar for the same user groups [14], [15]. So commu-
nity and neighborhood are employed to generate the candi-
dates set and guide mapping process in a general view. Then
in a specific view, a person is likely to have very similar pro-
files and generate same evidence on different social networks.
Thus public available profile information is used to decide
nodemappingswith a high confidence. Before presenting the
scheme, we formulate the graph model, profile information
model, and attackmodel in remaining part of this section.

3.2 Graph Structure Modeling

Social network structure is usually represented as a graph,
where each user is a node in the graph, and connections
between a pair of users are represented as edges. Let G ¼
ðV;EÞ represent a social network graph where V is a set of
users and E � V � V is a set of directed/undirected links
between users. eðv1; v2Þmeans that v1 and v2 are in friend rela-
tionship or follower/followee relationship where e 2 E; v1;
v2 2 V . As the important structures in the social network
graph, neighbor and community are formally defined as follows:

Definition 1. >A neighbor set R of a user vi 2 V is a set of users
Ri ¼ ½vj�j¼1...; 8vj : 9eðvj; viÞ, who are directly in friend rela-
tionship or follow relationship with vi. We further define a
function a to form the neighbor set Ri of vi, i.e., aðviÞ ¼ Ri.

Definition 2. A community C in a social network graph is a dis-
joint partition of vertices in GðV;EÞ. Formally, we denote com-
munities in a graph as C ¼ fC1; C2; . . . ; Ckg, where Ci 6¼ ; and
Ci \ Cj ¼ ; if i 6¼ j for 1 � i; j � k. 8Ci 2 C; VCi

� V and
ECi

� VCi
� VCi

. In this paper, communities are defined by
Infomap algorithm [38], which uses the probability flow of ran-
dom walks on a network and decomposes the network into mod-
ules by compressing a description of the probability flow [38].

3.3 Profile Information Modeling

As platforms aiming at attracting attention, boosting self-
presentation, promoting and sustaining social capital, social
networks must allow part of user profile information to be
available to public. The amount of publicly available profile
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information on social networks varies from each other,
according to the platform defined and/or user defined pri-
vacy settings. For instance, Twitter allows users to follow
other users without permissions and most profile are in
public, while on Facebook, one user needs to send request
to another for becoming ‘friends’, then the profile becomes
visible. Meanwhile, a Facebook user might/might not
choose to show his/her gender, status, hometown, on this
platform. To exploit profile information across heteroge-
neous social networks, we first give a uniform definition:

Definition 3. Let Xi ¼ ½xik�k¼1...d denote a set of attributes asso-
ciated with the user vi 2 V (for instance, username (screen
name), location, self-description, etc), where d is the number of
types of attributes and xik records the content of the kth attri-
bute of user vi. If a user vi’s jth attribute is not available on the
social network (e.g., a user chooses not to show her hometown
on Twitter), xij ¼ null. Note that a user may have several vec-
tors modeling different profiles in social networks where he/she
has an account. Common attributes between two vectors will be
used to compute the profile similarity.

Since heterogeneous social network platforms contain
different kinds of profile information, and some of them
contains semantic or syntactic meaning, mapping two users’
accounts from two heterogeneous social networks is similar
to an ontology matching problem. In general, ontology
matching determines an alignment for a pair of ontologies
O1 and O2. Each ontology consists of a set of discrete attrib-
utes which are usually represented in the form of tables,
classes, properties, and determines as output the relations.
In our problem, profile matching can be defined as follows:

Definition 4. Given two profiles, pA ¼ fx1; . . . ; xAg and pU ¼
fx1; . . . ; xUg. If typeðxiÞ ¼ typeðxjÞ for two attributes xi 2 pA
and xj 2 pU , the similarity between the two attributes is defined as

sima ¼ matchScoreðxi; xjÞ: (1)

Here what the similarity is depends on which attribute is consid-
ered, it can be value similarity for ages or genders, string similar-
ity for screen names, text similarity for descriptions or tweets,
semantics similarity for locations or hometowns, etc., as presented
in Section 4.4. Then the similarity of profiles is computed by

simp ¼
Pt

r¼1 wrðsimaÞr
t

; (2)

where wr is the weight given to attributes, and t is the number
of attribute pairs of the same type between two profiles.

In Section. 4.4, we will show how to match users accord-
ing to various profile attributes.

3.4 Attack Model

We assume two heterogeneous social network graphs GA

and GU . GA is denoted as the anonymous network graph
and GU is the auxiliary network graph. Note that the graph
here is not necessary to be the whole graph of a social net-
work, the de-anonymization attack can be conducted on
partial graphs (i.e., subgraphs) collected by the attacker.
That is to say, the attacker is able to obtain a subgraph
G ¼ ðV;EÞ and profile attributes Xi corresponding to vi 2 V
through published datasets or crawling sites. The goal of
the attacker is to learn more information of the users across
different networks by mapping users in GA to users in GU .
To achieve this goal, the attacker needs to identify user
accounts from two different social networks that belong to a
same person in large scale and with a high confidence. This
problem can be formally defined as follows.

Problem 1. Given (1) two different social network graphs
GA ¼ ðVA;EAÞ and GU ¼ ðVU;EUÞ, (2) sets of attributes Xi

and Xj of vi 2 VA and vj 2 VU respectively, finding user
mappings vi $ vj; vi 2 VA; vj 2 VU that belong to the same
real persons accurately by iteratively computing

argmax
vi2Cand:A;vj2Cand:B

SðXi;XjÞ; (3)

where S is a function to compute similarity between Xi

and Xj, as shown in Equation (2). Cand:A and Cand:U are
two candidate sets for potential correct mappings gener-
ated by community and neighbor structure in GA and
GU , respectively.

4 NOVEL HETEROGENEOUS DE-ANONYMIZATION

SCHEME

In this section, we introduce our proposed Novel Heteroge-
neous De-anonymization Scheme.

4.1 Scheme Overview

Fig. 1 illustrates our proposed scheme which has three main
steps: (1) Communities Detection: communities in both
networks are detected according to graph structure, (2)

Fig. 1. Overview of our scheme.
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Communities Alignment: seeds are automatically identified
based on profiles, and communities that contain the same
pairs of seeds are aligned, (3) In-community node mapping:
in each pair of aligned communities, nodes with high simi-
larity score, which is computed by profile similarity in
Equation (2), is accepted as a mapping, and mapping pro-
cess is propagated to the neighbors. Algorithm. 1 presents
the whole procedure, and the details and time complexity
are introduced in the following sub-sections.

Algorithm 1. Algorithm of Proposed Scheme

Input: GA < VA;EA > , GU < VU;EU > , threshold u

Output:Mappings of users m0

//Communities detection
CA ¼ Infomap (GA)
CU ¼ Infomap (GU )
//Communities alignment
m ¼ SelectSeeds ðVA; VBÞ
CommPairs ¼ AlignCommunities (CA; CU ;m)
//In-community node mapping
m0 ¼ InCommunityMapping (CommPairs;m; u)
return m0

4.2 Communities Detection

The goal of first step is to partition social network graphs
GA and GU into two sets of communities CA ¼ fc1; . . . ; cmg
and CB ¼ fc1; . . . ; cng. We devise the communities detection
algorithm based on Infomap algorithm [38], which has a
low time complexity, to partition disjoint, non-overlapping
communities CA and CU for two graphs, respectively. In
brief, Infomap finds the shortest multilevel description of
the random walker therefore giving us the best hierarchical
clustering of the network—the optimal number of levels
and modular partition at each level—with respect to the
dynamics on the network. So another merit of using Info-
map algorithm is that it generates CA; CU with different
scales at different levels so that we can choose communities
with similar scale for aligning. The algorithm for communi-
ties detection and division is denoted as the Infomapð�Þ
function in Algorithm. 1, and the time complexity is OðjEjÞ.

4.3 Communities Alignment

For aligning communities Ci 2 CA and Cj 2 CU , [14] pro-
poses to treat each community as a node in a graph, then
propagate the communities mapping process from some
‘community seeds’ using an improved version of [13]. How-
ever, in practice, we find that communities can be more eas-
ily aligned given the publicly available profile information.
We choose the username (or screen name) to identify seeds
for two reasons. First, the username (screen name) must be
available on every social network’s website, so the attacker
has enough chances to obtain or crawl them. Second, as
shown in [13], [30], the possibility that two accounts with
the same usernames (screen names) do not belong to a user
is less that 5 percent. Thus we design the following algo-
rithm, which aligns CA and CU according to the number of
same usernames in communities according to the algorithm
described as the following two steps.

1) The first step is to find all user pairs with same user-
names m ¼ f. . . ; ðui; ujÞk; . . .g where ui 2 VA and

uj 2 VU . Greedy searching will cause a high com-
plexity of OðjVAjjVU jÞ. Instead, this process can be
implemented by a hash table so that the time com-
plexity can be reduced to OðjVAj þ jVU jÞ. This proce-
dure is denoted as SelectSeedsð�Þ function in
Algorithm. 1.

2) In the second step, an initial confidence score csi;j
(that indicates whether two communities should be
aligned) for each pair of communities ðCi; CjÞ, where
Ci 2 CA; 1 � i � m;Cj 2 CU; 1 � j � n, is set as 0. For
each pair ðup; uqÞ 2 m, csi;j is added by one, given
up 2 Ci and uq 2 Cj. Then, all confidence scores cs
for communities pairs are examined, if csi;j exceeds a
threshold ucs, Ci and Cj are aligned. The time com-
plexity of this step is OðjmjÞ < OðjVAj þ jVU jÞ. This
procedure is denoted as AlignCommunitiesð�Þ func-
tion in Algorithm. 1.

The overall complexity of communities alignment algo-
rithm is OðjVAj þ jVU jÞ, as described above. Our overall eval-
uations show that our communities division and alignment
only slightly reduce the recall rate.

4.4 In-Community Node Mapping

Algorithm. 2 describes our in-community node mapping
algorithm.Within each pair of aligned communities, a propa-
gating and mapping algorithm (in Propagationð�Þ) is
performed locally. This algorithm takes two graphs of com-
munitiesGc1 ¼ ðVc1; Ec1Þ,Gc1 ¼ ðVc2; Ec2Þ and the set of seeds
in these communities mc1;c2 selected in the previous step as
input. It iteratively finds new mappings in the neighbor sets
of seeds in mc1;c2, and extends mapping process based on
graph structure. At each iteration, the algorithm computes
similarity scores within two neighbor sets Ru ¼ aðuÞ and
Rv ¼ aðvÞ, which are generated by two alreadymapped users
u and v. It picks a user ru inRu and computes similarity score
with users in Rv and find out a rv with the highest score. The
similarity score is computed by theMatchScoreð�Þ function in
Algorithm. 2, which will be discussed later. If the score
exceeds a pre-defined threshold u, ru and rv are accepted as a
successful mapping. If an already mapped node is mapped
to another node with a higher similarity score, the previous
mapping is replaced by the new mapping with higher score.
The process is halted if no new mapping is explored, and
unvisited nodes in propagation process of both communities
are gathered to compare to find remaining mappings. The
time complexity of propagation isOðminfjVc1j; jVc2jgdc1dc2gÞ,
where dc1 and dc2 are bounds on the degree of the nodes in
Vc1 and Vc2, respectively.

To compute the similarity score between two users
(nodes), profile matching are exploited. Due to the variety
of profile attributes, MatchScoreð�Þ implements an “if-then”
rule to compute similarity scores of different kinds of profile
attributes in different methods. After that, an overall simi-
larity score of the two users is given by assigning weights
empirically to score of different attributes as the form of
Equation (2). Different techniques are leveraged to compute
similarity score of different kinds of attributes.

4.4.1 Value Matching

Direct value matching can be used to match non-string lit-
eral attributes, such as gender, birth date, and personal
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website (or link). This kind of attributes usually have fixed
formats on social networks, which indicates high confidence
of rejecting (if genders of two users are different) or accept-
ing (if birth date or personal websites of two users are
same) a potential mapping.

Algorithm 2. Algorithm of the InCommunityMapping(�)
Input: community pairs CommPairs,seeds m,threshold u

Output: m0 with more mappings of users
for ðCa;CuÞj 2 CommPairs do
mj = Propagation (Ca;Cu)

end
return m0 ¼ S

j¼1;...;lenðCommPairsÞmj

Procedure Propagation R1; R2

mj � m //the seeds set of ðCa;CuÞj
while exists < v1; v2 >2 mj is unvisited do
R1 = aðv1Þ, R2 = aðv2Þ
for r1 in R1 do
for ri in R2 do
scores[r1].add(MatchScore (r1; ri))

end
ifMAX(scores[r1�Þ > u then
rmax = user withMAX(scores[r1])
add < r1; rmax > into mj and mark unvisited

end
end
Mark < v1; v2 > visited

end
return mj

4.4.2 Syntactic Matching

Syntactic matching is applied to attributes that are usually
shown as strings (e.g., username and person name). These
attributes on different social networks often have editing
differences, such as difference among “Jones, David”,
“David Jones”, and “D. Jones”. So string matching metric
can be used for syntactically matching these attributes. In
order to avoid the influence of abbreviation or acronym,
Monge-Elkan algorithm, a recursive string matching algo-
rithm, is applied [39]. The basic idea of this method is to
break input string into tokens. Then the best matching token
are compared to get the score as follows.

MongeElkanðA;BÞ ¼ 1

jAj
Xi¼1

jAj
maxfdistðAi;BjÞgjBjj¼1; (4)

where A and B are two strings, and distðÞ refers to a second-
ary distance function used to compute similarity between
tokens of A and B. In a lot of functions computing edit-
distance, Jaro-Winkler similarity is chosen as the secondary
distance function in our problem, due to its remarkable per-
formance in previous research on name-matching tasks
[40]. Monge-Elkan algorithm returns 1 if two string are fully
matched or one abbreviates the other; return 0 is there is no
match between the two strings.

4.4.3 Keywords Matching

Keywords matching is a tool to handle attributes that are in
the form of texts (e.g., self-description of users or
‘aboutme’). Since the contents a person posts and the words

the person uses are likely to be similar, the similarity of
texts, which is usually measured by some keyword-based
matching methods, are used to determine whether two texts
come from a same person. Given two texts, we first compute
TF-IDF weights, which normalize each word count by the
number of people that used it (in the comparison set, say,
neighbour set R mentioned above), to get two weights vec-
tors d and e, respectively. Then we compute the cosine simi-
larity between d and e as the text similarity score

Cosineðd; eÞ ¼ d � e
k d kk e k ¼

P
i¼1 dieiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

i¼1 d
2
i

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i¼1 e

2
i

p : (5)

4.4.4 Semantic Matching

Previous three matching methodologies are based on simi-
larity of string or text. However, some of attributes, such as
locations and hometown, might be semantically equal when
the term or words are totally different. For example, location
attribute on Flickr is referred as the country where a user is,
where the location attribute on Myspace can be filled in
freely by the user. So a user who lives in Michigan State of
America might have location of “America” on Flickr and
“Michigan” on Myspace. If we only consider string similar-
ity, “America” and “Michigan” have a large edit distance,
and might be considered to be from different users literally.
But they are semantically related and possible to be from the
same user. In order to solve this problem, we use GeoNames
database [41] to check whether two locations are semanti-
cally related. If they are actually a same location, we give a
high score; if they are in inclusion relationship (say, a city in
a state or a state in a country), a medium score is given; if
they are two independent locations, a low score s assigned.

With these four methods for computing similarity of
attributes, MatchScoreð�Þ is able to compute the similarity
score of users, and return it to Propagationð�Þ.

5 EVALUATIONS OF PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we evaluate our proposed NHDS scheme by
conducting experiments on a set of real-world social net-
works data.

5.1 Datasets

The datasets of four real-world heterogeneous online social
networks, i.e., Livejournal, Flickr, Last.fm, and Myspace,
are obtained from [32]. The datasets include node informa-
tion, edge information, and profile information of a subset
of users of these social networks.

� LiveJournal is a social networking site and blogging
platform that allows users to find each other through
journaling and interest-based communities. The
dataset consists of 3,017,286 users and 19,360,690
friend relationship.

� Flickr is an image hosting online community for shar-
ing, storing, and organizing photos. The dataset con-
sists of 215,495 users and 9,114,557 friend relationship.

� Last.fm is the world’s largest online music catalogue
and has been recognized as a popular social network
for music enthusiasts. Last.fm builds detailed pro-
files of users’ musical tastes and preferences. The
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dataset consists of 136,420 users and 1,685,524 friend
relationship.

� MySpace is a social networking website offering an
interactive, user-submitted network of friends, per-
sonal profiles, blogs, groups, photos, music, and vid-
eos. The dataset consists of 854,498 individuals and
6,489,736 friend relationship.

We build undirected social network graphs according to
‘friend’ or ‘follow’ relationship in these social networks. The
statistics of the graphs are shown in Table. 1. These social
networks not only provide different services and have differ-
ent utility, but also have different graph properties. For
example, Flickr has an average degree of 85.59 while the
average degree of Livejournal is only 15.19. The heteroge-
neous structure increases the difficulty of de-anonymization.

In order to evaluate the results, we obtain the ground
truth data from [32], [42], which contain pair-wise matched
user id of two social networks. The data were originally col-
lected by Perito et al. [42] through Google Profiles service by
allowing users to integrate different social network services.

5.2 Experiments

Since our scheme is a combination of graph structure and
publicly available profile information, we evaluate the
results by comparing our approach with approaches that
only exploit profile information, and approaches that are
only based on graph structure, respectively. To quantita-
tively evaluate the algorithm, we consider the two widely-
used metrics:

� Precision: In all mappings returned by the de-
anonymization algorithm, the percentage of correct
mapping. Since our goal is to find out correctmappings
rather than find out incorrect mappings, the concept of
precision here is same as the concept of accuracy.

� Recall: The percentage of correct mapping retrieved
by algorithm in all mappings in ground truth.

The codes of experiments are written in Python and
the programs are ran on a server with Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz
14-core CPU and 64 GB memory.

5.2.1 Evaluations of NHDS

As introduced above, the ucs and u are the only two setting
parameters of our scheme, so we set ucs ¼ 1 and vary u to
evaluate the results in the following parts. Due to the users’
awareness of privacy protection and social networks’ pri-
vacy settings, few common profile attributes are available
for all users across multiple social network graphs. In order
to evaluate our proposed NHDS scheme, we select user-
name (screen name), which is widely available for all users
of all social networks in our datasets, as profile information,
and perform overall evaluations first. Then, comparative
experiments by considering limited graph structures and
more profile attributes are conducted on part of users to
show that the performance under different situation. The
direct profile-based matching represented by [28], i.e., com-
puting profile similarity between each user in one social net-
work and all users in the other social network and find the
most similar one, is used as the baseline.

Fig. 2 shows how ourNHDS scheme outperforms the pro-
file-based matching by tuning threshold u. The precision of
our approach is obviously higher than the baseline by
slightly sacrificing the recall. It reflects that graph structures
(community/neighborhood) are useful to filter incorrect
matchings, thus increasing the precision. As introduced in
Section 4.4, the threshold u is a similarity criterion that
accepts a pair of nodes as a mapping in our algorithm, i.e., if
the similarity score between two nodes exceeds the theta, the
two nodes are accepted as a potential mapping. So, the
higher u is set, the more similar the accepted nodes are, and
thus fewer potential mappings will be returned. So u actually
reflects the trade-off between precision and recall. An
attacker can choose u according to his/her requirement of
this trade-off in practice. When the threshold is set to 0.9, the
precision of matching users can be more than 90 percent
with a recall of 40 percent for Flickr-Lastfm and Livejournal-
Lastfm. The results show that large scale accurate de-
anonymization can be performed.

Impacts of Graph Structure. Sometimes it is difficult to
access a full view of a social network graph due to access lim-
itations and privacy policies. Especially from the attacker’s
perspective, data that the attacker can collect are usually
processed data where proper noise has been added. So it is
interesting to investigate whether the attack is still feasible
when limiting an attacker to a restricted view on the graph.
We simulate different portions of graph to be analyzed by
randomly removing different percentages (i.e., 10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50 percent) of edges from original data. As shown in
Fig. 3, removing certain portions (e.g., 10-40 percent) of

TABLE 1
Statistics of Social Networks

Network Nodes Edges Av. Degree

Livejournal 3,017,286 19,360,690 12.83
Flickr 215,495 9,114,557 85.59
Last.fm 136,420 1,685,524 24.71
Myspace 854,498 6,489,736 15.19

Fig. 2. Performance comparisons between profile-based matching and proposed NHDS.
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edgeswill not obviously decrease the precision. After remov-
ing 50 percent of edges, precision noticeably drops because
the graph structure is significantly affected and cannot act as
the guide to reduce false positive. Meanwhile, the recall is
almost not affected. These results show that, though ran-
domly removing of edges disturbs the graph structure, the
attacker is still likely to leverage profile attributes to precisely
identify correct mappings. The comparison between graph
based approach and our approach in Section 5.2.2 also shows
involving profile attributes can help identifymappingswhen
graph structure is not well aligned.

Impacts of Multiple Profile Attributes. Then, we consider
more profile attributes, including username, nickname, sta-
tus, gender, location, and aboutme, to de-anonymize users
between Flickr andMyspace, because the two social networks
have the most available common profile attributes. We set the
weights as wðusernameÞ ¼ 0:2; wðnicknameÞ ¼ 0:2; wðstatusÞ ¼
0:1; wðlocationÞ¼ 0:2; wðgenderÞ ¼ 0:2; wðaboutmeÞ ¼ 0:1 and
compute similarity scores as proposed in Section 4.4. The per-
formance is comparedwith the scenario that only username is
used to calculate similarity scores. Fig. 4 shows that when
more profile attributes are considered between Flickr and
Myspace, the precision is improved when the recall is kept
the same. Similar conclusions can also be drawn on other
social networks. For instances, 46 percent precision by consid-
ering name, location, links, aboutme versus 40 percent preci-
sion by considering username only when recall are both
29 percent for de-anonymization between Livejournal and
Lastfm.

5.2.2 Comparisons with Profile-Based Approaches

Previous studies exploit various user profile information to
connect individuals between social networks, including
usernames [28], tags [25], activities [27], group member-
ship [31], and multiple kinds of profile attributes [29], [30],
[32], [44], [46]. In order to reflect properties of our approach,
NHDS is further compared with some existing profile-based
approaches, including direct profile matching [28],
MNA [44], SiGMa [46], and COSNET [32]. Fig. 6 shows the
precision and recall of these approaches for instances. We
can clearly observe that the precision and the recall is
always a trade-off. This is because, if targeting at a higher
precision, an algorithm must have strict criteria of identify-
ing a mapping to ensure its correctness, thus resulting in
lower recall; if targeting at a higher recall, i.e., more map-
pings are returned, the algorithm has to loose criteria to
accept more possible mappings, as well as more potential
false positive. Compared with other algorithms, NHDS

provides the highest precision though sacrificing the recall.
We believe that given a low precision, the high recall is non-
sense—the attacker still cannot be confident about whether
obtained mappings are correct. So our approach has its ben-
efits for providing the most accurate result.

5.2.3 Comparisons with Graph-Based Approaches

Asmentioned above, numerous graph-based de-anonymizing
algorithms have been proposed. However, only a few of them
are suitable to real-world heterogeneous social networks for
various reasons. Some techniques are constrained by their
restrict requirements of social networks of the same size (or
same number of nodes) [10], [12], sybil users [43] or high com-
putation capability for large scale networks [17], while others
have only been evaluated between noisy graph and its original
graph [14], [16], [23]. For reference, we test the well-known
graph-based NS algorithm proposed by Narayanan and
Shmatikov [13] and percolation-based de-anonymization algo-
rithm [44] using the open-source evaluation system proposed
in [21]. As a result, only few correct mappings are reported by
the two previous algorithms on the heterogeneous social net-
work datasets feeding more than 100 seeds. One possible rea-
son of the unsatisfactory performance is pure graph-based
approaches require enough overlaps of the network graphs to
propagate and correct false mappings at the beginning of the
mapping [13]. But it is usually difficult to obtain datasets with
ideal overlaps from two heterogeneous social networks, which
limits the performance of graph-based approaches in practice.
According to [13], 30.8 percent of the mappings were
re-identified correctly between a Twitter dataset (Av. degree
of 37.7) and a Flickr dataset (Av. degree of 32.2), which is far
away from our results on more heterogeneous networks
datasets. The results show that introducing profile attributes
of nodes obviously increases the successful rate of de-
anonymizing.

6 REAL-WORLD PRIVACY LEAKAGE EVALUATION

We have shown that our approach is able to de-anonymize
users accurately in a large scale. As shown in the last step in
Fig. 1, aggregated profiles from de-anonymization reveal
more privacy of the user. To understand the severity of de-
anonymization attack and provide reference of social net-
work privacy protection, it is worth to investigate to what
extent the user’s privacy will be exposed. To quantify the
user privacy leakage after de-anonymizing, we retrieve de-
anonymized users returned by our approach as described

Fig. 3. Performance after randomly removing edges. In the legend, for
instances, “90 percent edges” means 90 percent edges are remaining in
the graph, which also means 10 percent edges are removed.

Fig. 4. Comparison of multi-profiles and username matching.
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in Section. 5.2.1 (u ¼ 0:9), and quantify real-world informa-
tion leakage through de-anonymization.

6.1 Profile Appearance on Different Social Networks

Through the profile aggregation of accounts from different
social networks, more previously unknown information of
the same person can be obtained. For the ease of presenta-
tion, we first introduce and define two types of the previ-
ously unknown information which can be gained after
aggregation as follows.

6.1.1 Platform Preserved Information

Different social networks contain different profile informa-
tion, which can be exposed in public, according to the plat-
form settings and utility. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of
user profile setting pages of Flickr and Lastfm, where users
can choose to fill in this page to demonstrate their profiles
to the public. We can see that the Flickr allows users to
show more profile information, including the singleness,
occupation, hometown, current city, than Lastfm, as high-
lighted in red in Fig. 5a. As a result, these profile informa-
tion can be exposed through Flickr, while being preserved
by Lastfm.

Similarly, Table. 2 lists profile attributes revealed on social
networks contained in our datasets. For example, Filckr pro-
vides users’ gender and location on the platforms, while gen-
der and occupation of users are available in Myspace. Also
for the location information in Flickr and occupation infor-
mation in Myspace, only one of the two platforms contains
this information, while the other one preserves it. So, we
denote this kind of information as platform preserved informa-
tion. Given pairs of users de-anonymized between two social
networks, the attackers might know more kinds of profile
attributes of users, say the location information of Myspace

users or occupation information of Flickr users. The aggrega-
tions of platform preserved information is coined as platform
preserved information aggregation, which aggregate attributes
that one platform is preserved through de-anonymizing
from another platform.

6.1.2 User Preserved Information

On the other hand, though two social networks contain
common profile information settings (e.g., the gender infor-
mation appeared on Flickr and Myspace in our example),
some profile information can still be preserved from the
public by the users. That’s because a person may choose not
to fill in and show all his/her profile information online.
Fig. 7 shows online profiles of two real-world Flickr users
(important information is blurred in order to preserve users’
privacy). Compared with the user B, the user A chooses to
show his/her contact email, hometown, and current city to
public while hides his/her occupation. We denote this kind
of information as user preserved information. The attackers
may have the chances to uncover information that the users
preserved on a social network through de-anonymizing and
aggregation. For example, the attacker can still collect the
Flickr user A’s occupation from Myspace or the user B’s

Fig. 5. An example to illustrate platform preserved information.

Fig. 6. Comparisons of profile based approaches.
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address from other social networks. We call it as User pre-
served profile uncovering.

In summary, the platform preserved information is the
information that attackers can not obtain from this social
network platform but can be collected from other social net-
works, due to the platform settings. And the user preserved
information is the information that users choose not to
show on the platform though they have the options to
show. We will quantify these two information leakage in
the following parts.

6.2 Platform Preserved Information Aggregation

First, we evaluate the information leakage from platform pre-
served profile aggregation, i.e., aggregation of different kinds
of attributes between two social networks. We compute the
percentage of attributes exposure of de-anonymized users
from two heterogeneous social networks. Table. 3 shows the
attributes that are available on one platform but not avail-
able on the other platform, due to the platform settings, and
corresponding exposed ratio. The exposed ratio of an attri-
bute is calculated by the percentage of users who show this
attribute online within all the de-anonymized users. From
Table. 3, we can observe various personal information, e.g.,
orientation, income, ethnicity, are possible to be exposed
from Myspace, while almost half users in Flickr reveal their
locations and occupation. So the attackers are possible to
obtain more complete user profiles and their locations after
de-anonymizing. Similarly, a de-anonymized Livejournal
user’s gender and age are likely to be collected through its
matched Lastfm account. So de-anonymization across het-
erogeneous social networks makes it possible to learn users
information from more aspects, and construct the more
comprehensive profiles of users.

6.3 User Preserved Information Uncovering

Then, we evaluate the information leakage of uncovering
user preserved attributes—attributes that are available
on the settings of both two social networks but users
might not fill in on both sites. For the convenience of
explanation, we first denote some concepts. A common
attribute that is possible to be shown on two platforms

can be classified into three types according to the users’
settings:

� Known attribute means the attribute that users
show on both platforms. So the attackers have
already known the attribute of the users without
de-anonymization from an auxiliary network.

� Unknown attribute means the attribute that users did
not show on both platforms. So the attackers can not
obtain the attribute even though two accounts are
matched.

� De-anonymized attribute means attribute that users
show on one site but not on the other. So the attacker
can collect the attribute of users through de-
anonymizing.

For example, as shown in Table. 2, both Flickr and
Myspace provide settings of gender, hometown, and occu-
pation to users. If a user has his gender on the both plat-
forms, shows hometown on Flickr but not on Myspace, and
doesn’t show occupation on both sites, gender is a known
attribute, hometown is a de-anonymized attribute, and occupa-
tion is a unknown attribute, as defined above.

Then, in order to evaluate how many users’ attributes
can be obtained after de-anonymization, we further define
different portions of users for a specific attribute:

� Known portion means percentage of users who show
the attribute on both platforms.

Fig. 7. An example to illustrate user preserved information.

TABLE 3
Platform Preserved Information Leakage

De-anonymization Source Attributes Exposed Ratio

Flickr-Myspace

Flickr occupation 45.52%
location 51.36%
age 49.89%

interests 25.27%
orientation 21.09%
bodytype 15.60%
ethnicity 17.14%

Myspace

religion 22.41%
children 19.56%

smokedrink 16.70%
education 18.90%
occupation 20.87%
income 5.71%
schools 28.13%

Livejournal-Lastfm

Livejournal
email 3.86%
schools 36.48%
interests 62.66%
birthdate 74.24%

Lastfm age 79.16%
gender 100.00%

TABLE 2
User Profile Revealed on Social Networks

gender age links status interests location hometown education occupation aboutme orientation, income, etc.

Livejournal
p p p p p

Flickr
p p p p p p p

Lastfm
p p p p p

Myspace
p p p p p p p p p p
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� Unknown portion means percentage of users who did
not show the attribute on both platforms.

� De-anonymized portion means percentage of users
who show the attribute on one platform but not on
the other.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of de-anonymized portions
and known portions of attributes in different set of de-ano-
nymization experiments (Livejournal-Lastfm, Livejournal-
Myspace, Flickr-Myspace, Lastfm-Myspace from top group
of bars to bottom group of bars). Some attributes, such as
links, hometown, interests, contain high de-anonymized por-
tions, which exceed 45 percent. And the average percentage
of de-anonymized portion (Equation. (6)), which represents
the information gained from de-anonymization, is 39.9 per-
cent. It indicates notable information leakage through de-
anonymization.

Info Gain ¼ de-anonymized portionþ known portion

known portion
	 1:

(6)

Furthermore, we evaluate how much previously invisi-
ble information the attackers can obtain from the de-
anonymization attack. Since the known portion of attribute
is already visible for the attacker, we define the de-
anonymized ratio as

Radio ¼ de-anonymized portion

1	 known portion

¼ de-anonymized portion

de-anonymized portionþ unknown portion
: (7)

Fig. 9 shows the de-anonymized ratio of attributes in dif-
ferent de-anonymization experiments (Livejournal-Lastfm,
Livejournal-Myspace, Flickr-Myspace, Lastfm-Myspace from
top group of bars to bottom group of bars). The average ratio
is up to 0.84. The result shows that the attackers can obtain a
great portion of previously unknown profile information
through de-anonymization.

Our quantified evaluation shows that the privacy leakage
through de-anonymization attack across real-world social
networks is severe. Privacy preserving strategies and

mechanisms for both protecting privacy of users and main-
taining social network utility are still open research problem.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a practical Novel Heterogeneous
De-anonymization Scheme for de-anonymizing real-world
heterogeneous social networks, and evaluate and quantify
the following privacy leakage. NHDS is a de-anonymizing
scheme that exploits the network graph structure to signifi-
cantly reduce the size of candidate set, and use user profile
information to identify users with a high confidence. The
performance evaluations of NHDS based on a dataset of four
real-world social networks show that it achieves a high preci-
sion with a slight sacrifice of recall. We further quantify pri-
vacy leakage through de-anonymization. Evaluations show
that notable portions of user information is disclosed. Pri-
vacy preserving in social networks is still an open challenge.
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Privacy-Preserving Data Processing
with Flexible Access Control

Wenxiu DING , Zheng Yan , Senior Member, IEEE, and Robert H. Deng , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Cloud computing provides an efficient and convenient platform for cloud users to store, process and control their data.

Cloud overcomes the bottlenecks of resource-constrained user devices and greatly releases their storage and computing burdens.

However, due to the lack of full trust in cloud service providers, the cloud users generally prefer to outsource their sensitive data in an

encrypted form, which, however, seriously complicates data processing, analysis, as well as access control. Homomorphic encryption

(HE) as a single key system cannot flexibly control data sharing and access after encrypted data processing. How to realize various

computations over encrypted data in an efficient way and at the same time flexibly control the access to data processing results has

been an important challenging issue. In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving data processing scheme with flexible access

control. With the cooperation of a data service provider (DSP) and a computation party (CP), our scheme, based on Paillier’s partial

homomorphic encryption (PHE), realizes seven basic operations, i.e., Addition, Subtraction,Multiplication, Sign Acquisition, Absolute,

Comparison, and Equality Test, over outsourced encrypted data. In addition, our scheme, based on the homomorphism of attribute-

based encryption (ABE), is also designed to support flexible access control over processing results of encrypted data. We further prove

the security of our scheme and demonstrate its efficiency and advantages through simulations and comparisons with existing work.

Index Terms—Homomorphic encryption, privacy preservation, data sharing, attribute-based encryption

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing has been widely adopted in various
application domains owing to its specific advantages.

It enables cloud users to store their data and perform var-
ious computations on the data without incurring a high
cost. With the advent of Internet of Things, enormous
amounts of data are produced and outsourced to the
cloud or cloudlets for storage and analysis. Data analysis
helps to gain insights on related entities in a physical
world, which can provide tremendous values to various
applications in multifarious domains (e.g., medical [1]
and business [2]).

However, the cloud may not be fully trusted by cloud
users since it may reveal or disclose the data outsourced by
the cloud users or their processing results, which may seri-
ously impact user privacy. For example, medical case analy-
sis can help in predicting potential illness, but patients may
be reluctant to provide their health data due to privacy con-
cerns. Therefore, it is of great significance to protect sensitive
data and data processing results from being leaked to any
unauthorized parties. A standard solution is to encrypt the

data before uploading them to the cloud. However,
data encryption introduces several challenges as described
below.

First, encryption seriously restricts computations and
analyses over the outsourced data in the cloud. With tradi-
tional encryption algorithms (e.g., AES), it is impossible for
the cloud to process the encrypted data directly. Some exist-
ing efforts adopted partial homomorphic encryption (PHE)
to solve the problem, but they are limited to multiplication
and addition operations on encrypted data [3], [4], which
cannot satisfy the demands of many applications. More
operations, such as sign acquisition, comparison, absolute
and equality test, are expected to be supported in practice
[5], [6]. This requests further study on privacy-preserving
computations. More basic operations over ciphertexts can
obviously support more applications that apply different
functions and algorithms, e.g., privacy-preserving classifica-
tions in machine learning [7], trust evaluation in Internet of
Things [8], and medical analysis in e-health [9]. To realize
arbitrary computations over ciphertexts, schemes based on
fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) were designed [10],
[11], [12]. However, most FHE based schemes suffer from
huge computational overhead and high storage cost, which
make them impractical for real world deployment and wide
use. Currently, the literature still lacks serious studies on
efficient computations over ciphertexts.

Second, multi-user access control over ciphertext proc-
essing results should also be supported [13]. Existing PHE
and FHE schemes are both single-user systems, which
inherently lack support on multi-user access to the process-
ing results of encrypted data. The scheme based on PHE
[14] supports distribution of addition operation results
through an interactive protocol between two servers. But
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this protocol must be executed for each data request, thus it
is inefficient. Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is an effec-
tive tool to support fine-grained access control and multi-
user access. It has been applied in many application scenar-
ios [15], [16], [17]. However, to our knowledge, there is no
effort in the literature on fine-grained access control over
the computation/analysis results based on encrypted data.
Our previous work [18] aims to solve this problem by com-
bining homomorphic encryption and proxy re-encryption,
but it only supports one requester access at one time. In case
multiple users want to access the same result, it needs to
execute the designed scheme for each requester one by one,
which obviously incurs high communication and computa-
tion costs, as shown in experiments in Section 5.2.3.

In this paper, we propose a novel scheme in order to
overcome the challenges as described above. It supports
multiple basic computations over encrypted data and real-
izes flexible access control over the processing results by
employing PHE and ABE. Specifically, the contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:

� Wepropose a generic systemarchitecture consisting of
a data service provider (DSP) and a computation party
(CP) that seamlessly work together to simultaneously
support secure computations over encrypted data and
fine-grained access control of computation results.

� We present a family of protocols to efficiently realize
seven basic computations over encrypted data: Addi-
tion, Subtraction, Multiplication, Sign Acquisition, Abso-
lute, Comparison, and Equality Test.

� We propose to utilize ABE with homomorphism to
realize fine-grained access control of the processing
result of encrypted data, which is not revealed to
any system entities including DSP and CP.

� We prove the security of the proposed scheme and
demonstrate its efficiency through simulations and
comparisons with existing schemes. We show that
the proposed scheme is suitable for big data process-
ing. It can be applied in any scenarios with either a
small or a large number of data providers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives a brief overview of related work. Section 3 introduces
the system model and attack model of our proposed
scheme, followed by its detailed design in Section 4. In
Section 5, security analysis and performance evaluation are
given. Finally, a conclusion is presented in the last section.

2 RELATED WORK

With the development of cloud computing, cloud users
benefit from outsourcing data storage and computation to
the cloud. However, the risk of personal data disclosure
makes it urgent to enhance data security and user privacy.
Besides those schemes focusing on data aggregation [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], other studies were conducted
to achieve more efficient privacy-preserving operations. In
addition, many constructions have been proposed to realize
secure access control although the aforementioned issues
are still open.

2.1 Secure Data Processing Based on SMC

Secure multi-party computation (SMC) enables computa-
tions over multi-user outsourced data without revealing

any input. It lays a technical foundation for many problems,
such as database query, intrusion detection and data mining
with privacy preservation [8]. Several schemes [26], [27]
based on the popular SMC construction Sharemind [28]
were proposed to achieve various secure computations,
e.g., multiplication. But the product of N pieces of data
needs about 3N multiplications of 32-bit numbers under the
cooperation of three involved servers, which obviously can-
not adapt to big data processing. Although a data requester
can easily obtain the final result by requesting all secret pre-
processing shares from all involved servers, how to realize
fine-grained access control in SMC is still an open issue.

2.2 Secure Data Processing Based on
Homomorphic Encryption

FHE schemes [10], [11], [12] are designed to realize arbitrary
computations over encrypted data. Due to high computation
overhead, some extended schemes [29], [30] were proposed
to improve FHE efficiency. However, the computation and
storage costs of existing schemes are still not satisfactory for
practical use [31], [32].

PHE has been widely used in many applications because
it is more efficient and practical than FHE although it can
only support limited computations. Some schemes [3], [4]
were proposed to support more types of computations, but
they can only support addition and multiplication over a
limited number of data inputs. In [3], decryption requires
solving the problem of discrete logarithm, which seriously
restricts the length and the number of data inputs. The mul-
tiparty computation framework proposed in [4] achieves
addition and multiplication by applying secret sharing.
Similar to the SMC-based scheme in [27], it is unable to sup-
port the multiplication of a large number of data inputs. Liu
et al. [5] proposed a framework for efficient outsourced data
calculations with privacy preservation, which can deal with
several types of operations, such as addition, multiplication,
and division. But this framework cannot support multipli-
cation of a large number of data.

Besides the problems mentioned above, the biggest prob-
lem of PHE is that it is a single-user system. This means that
the data processing result based on PHE can only be
decrypted and accessed by the user with the corresponding
secret key of PHE. PHE is not flexible to directly support
multi-user access.

2.3 Secure Data Access Control

Cloud storage enables cloud users to upload their data to
the cloud for storage and further sharing. However, this
causes a new problem that the cloud users lose full control
over their data. Thus, an efficient and secure data access
control scheme is needed. A number of solutions have been
proposed to protect the outsourced data in the cloud, as
briefly introduced below.

Proxy re-encryption was adopted to manage data sharing
in cloud [33], [34]. But it cannot support fine-grained access
control on homomorphic computation results. Role-based
access control (RBAC) can only provide partial flexibility
based on one level policy, which ensures that only the user
with a specified role can access data. But, the constructions
[35], [36] based on RBAC cannot support flexible access pol-
icies described with various attribute structures. ABE [37],
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[38] was widely applied in cloud storage management for
achieving fine-grained access control [39], [40], [41]. Fur-
thermore, trust-based schemes [15], [16], [17] simplify the
attributes involved in ABE and take into consideration only
trust levels. These schemes highly reduce computational
costs. But, only one system entity (such as one user or one
server) is in charge of the access control, which makes this
entity obviously knows the contents of results. Thus, it can-
not satisfy the demand that the final result cannot be
accessed by any unauthorized entity including servers. In
this paper, we propose a scheme by taking advantage of the
homomorphism of ABE under the same policy to control
the access of the processing result of encrypted data based
on the cooperation of two servers.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENTS

3.1 System Model

Our proposed system mainly comprises five types of enti-
ties as shown in Fig. 1:

1) Data service provider (DSP) stores user data, provides
some computation service and controls user access.
DSP can be operated by a public cloud provider.

2) Computation party (CP) bears the responsibility of
computations and access control. It can be served by
a private cloud service provider or an administrative
department of a company or an institute, which ful-
fills partial computations and controls access. There
may exist multiple CPs for different applications.
Each CP provides services for its own consumers.
Herein, we simplify our design by considering only
one CP in this paper.

3) Data providers (DPs) are the data collectors or pro-
ducers that encrypt data and store ciphertexts in the
DSP for storage and processing.

4) Data requesters (DRs) are the data consumers that
acquire the result of data processing/analyzing in a
specific context. A DR can also be a DP. DRs are
cloud users that take advantage of cloud computing
in terms of data storage and data computation. Since
the provided data are encrypted, the data processing
result is also in an encrypted form. This raises the
issue of data access control with regard to the proc-
essing results of encrypted data.

5) Authority is fully trusted, which is responsible for
system parameter generation and ABE key issuing.

The DPs provide their personal data in an encrypted
form and store them at the DSP. Then the DSP cooperates
with the CP to complete basic computations over the col-
lected data. In addition, the DSP and CP together execute
the access control over the final result of data processing.
Only those DRs that satisfy a specific policy can access the
final result with the key issued by Authority.

3.2 Attack Model

In the above system, the Authority is regarded as fully
trusted to perform its duties, which acts honestly and would
never collude with any other entities. All other entities are
curious-but-honest. That is, they are curious about others’
data, but act honestly by strictly following the design of the
system. The DSP and the CP would never collude with each
other due to conflict of business interests (e.g., consumer
resources and market division) and their legal responsibil-
ity. Any their collusion will make them lose reputation,
which finally impacts their profits. Herein, we introduce an
adversary A� in our model, which aims to obtain some spe-
cific data by challenging a cloud user (either a DR or a DP)
with following capabilities:

1) A� may eavesdrop all communication channels to
access any encrypted data except the channels
between Authority and DRs;

2) A� may compromise the DSP (or the CP) to guess the
raw data of all ciphertexts outsourced from the DPs,
and the raw data of all ciphertexts sent to the CP (or
the DSP) and the DR;

3) A� may compromise the DSP (or the CP) together
with the DPs to guess the final data processing result.

4) A� may compromise the DSP (or the CP) together
with the DR to guess the raw data from the DP.

The attack model has one restriction: A� cannot compro-
mise the challenged DR or DP. The adversary would like to
know the raw data of DP (by attacking the DP) or the proc-
essing result (by attacking the DR).

4 PRIVACY-PRESERVING DATA PROCESSING WITH

ACCESS CONTROL

4.1 Notations and Preliminaries

4.1.1 Notations

For easy presentation, Table 1 summarizes the notations
used in this paper.

4.1.2 Additive Homomorphic Encryption

Paillier’s cryptosystem [42] is one of the most important
additive homomorphic encryption. Suppose we have N
pieces of encrypted data under same key pk, which can be
presented as ½mi�pk ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NÞ. The additive homo-
morphic encryption satisfies the following equation:

Dsk

YN

i¼1
mi½ �pk

� �
¼

XN

i¼1
mi ;

where DskðÞ is the corresponding homomorphic decryption
algorithm with secret key sk.

Fig. 1. A system model.
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4.1.3 Key-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (KP-ABE)

In KP-ABE, ciphertexts are generated based on some
descriptive attributes while decryption keys are associated
with policies. Generally, KP-ABE [38] consists of four algo-
rithms: Setup, Encrypt, KeyGen, and Decrypt.

SetupABEð�; UÞ ! ðPK0;MSK0Þ. The setup algorithm
takes in security parameter � and attribute universe descrip-
tion U ¼ f1; 2; . . . ;vg. It outputs public paramters PK0

(T1 ¼ gt1 ; . . . ; TjU j ¼ gtjU j ; Y ¼ eðg0; g0Þy) and master secret
key MSK0ðt1; . . . ; tjU j; yÞ, where g0 is the generator of G1

with e : G1 �G1 ! GT .

EncABEðM; g; PK0Þ ! CK0. The encryption algorithm
takes in message M, a set of attributes g and PK0. It outputs
ciphertext CK0ðg; E0 ¼ MY s; fEi ¼ Ti

sgi2gÞ, where s is a
randomly chosen number.

KeyGenABEðT ;MSK0Þ ! SK0. The key generation algo-
rithm takes in access structure T , the master secret key
MSK0. It outputs decryption key SK0 (SK0

i ¼ g0qxð0Þ=ti where
i ¼ attðxÞ, qxð0Þ ¼ qparentðxÞðindexðxÞÞ) and qrð0Þ ¼ y.

DecABEðCK0; PK0; SK0Þ ! M. The decryption algo-
rithm takes in PK0, SK0 and the ciphertext CK0. If the set of
attributes satisfies the access policy tree T embedded in the
private key, it finally outputs the messageM.

For more details about KP-ABE, refer to [38]. Notably,
ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) [37]
can also be applied to implement our scheme. The KP-ABE
is multiplicative homomorphic if the same attributes are
employed to encrypt two pieces of raw data. That is, given
two ABE ciphertexts of M1 and M2 under the same policy,
the ciphertext ofM1�M2 can be obtained through the multi-
plication of two ciphertexts EncABEðM1; g; PK

0Þ�EncABE

ðM2; g; PK
0Þ, marked as HEABE . The length of raw data is

limited and highly related to the system parameters. In
this paper, we employ this feature to realize the secure
access control that can prevent the reveal of processing

result to any involved entities. Refer to Section 5.2.3 for
more details.

4.2 Homomorphic Re-Encryption Scheme (HRES)

In order to support privacy-preserving data processing, we
revise the scheme [43] (named as EDD) and design the
HRES to provide two-level decryption and achieve secure
data processing. The complete version of HRES is intro-
duced in our previous work [18].

Key Generation (KeyGenKeyGen). Let k be a security parameter
and p, q be two large primes, where LðpÞ ¼ LðqÞ ¼ k (Lð�Þ
returns the bit length of input data). Due to the property of
safe primes, there exist two primes p0 and q0 which satisfy
that p ¼ 2p0 þ 1, q ¼ 2q0 þ 1. We compute n ¼ p�q and
choose a generator g with order � ¼ 2p0q0, which can be cho-
sen by selecting a random number z 2 Z�

n2
and computing

g ¼ �z2n. The value � can be used to decrypt the encrypted
data, but we choose to conceal it and protect it from all
involved parties. In the HRES, we only use key pair ðsk; gskÞ
for data encryption and decryption. The DSP and the CP
generate their key pairs:ðskDSP ¼ a; pkDSP ¼ gaÞ and
ðskCP ¼ b; pkCP ¼ gbÞ, and then negotiate their Diffie-Hell-
man key PK ¼ pkDSP

skCP ¼ pkCP
skDSP ¼ ga�b. To support

encrypted data processing, PK is public to all involved par-
ties. At system setup, cloud user i (i.e., DP or DR) generates
its key pair ðski; pkiÞ ¼ ðki; gkiÞ. The public system parame-
ters include fg; n; PKg.

First, the original encryption is directly obtained from
[43], which is a general public key cryptosystem.

Encryption (EncEnc). Any entity (e.g., cloud user or cloud
server) wants to send its data to a specific cloud user i. It sim-
ply encrypts its data with the pubic key of cloud user i (pki)
and random r 2 ½1; n=4�, and sends ciphertext to cloud user i:

m½ �pki ¼ 1þm � nð Þpkir; grf g mod n2
� �

:

Decryption (DecDec). Upon receiving the encrypted data,
cloud user i can directly decrypt it to obtain the original
data:

m ¼ L 1þm � nð Þpkir= grð Þkimod n2
� �

:

Second, a Two-Level Decryption scheme is newly designed
to flexibly support outsourced data processing, as presented
below:

Encryption with Two Keys (EncTKEncTK). Given message
mi 2 Zn provided by cloud user i, we first select random
number r 2 ½1; n=4� and then encrypt it with PK generated
from the keys of two servers. The ciphertext is generated as
½mi� ¼ ½mi�PK ¼ fTi; Ti

0g, where Ti ¼ ð1þmi�nÞ�PKr mod n2

and T 0
i ¼ gr mod n2.

Note: for ease of presentation, we use ½mi� to denote the
ciphertext of mi encrypted with PK, which can only be
decrypted under the cooperation of DSP and CP.

Partial Decryption with SSKKDSPDSP (PDecPDec1). Once ½mi� is
received by the DSP, algorithm PDecPDec1will be run to transfer
it into another ciphertext that can be decrypted by the CP as
follows:

mi½ �pkCP ¼ Ti
1ð Þ; Ti

0 1ð Þ
n o

¼ Ti; Ti
0ð ÞskDSP

n o

¼ 1þmi � nð ÞPKr; gr�af g mod n2

¼ 1þmi � nð ÞpkCP a�r; gr�af g mod n2:

TABLE 1
Notation Description

Symbols Description

g The system generator that is public;
n The system parameter;
ðskDSP ; pkDSP Þ The key pair of DSP for data processing;
ðskCP ; pkCP Þ The key pair of CP for data processing;
PK ¼ pkDSP

skCP

¼ pkCP
skDSP

The public parameter based on keys of DSP
and CP;

mi The raw data provided by DP i;
½m� The ciphertext ofm under PK;
½m�pki The ciphertext ofm under public key pki;
m̂ The masked message ofm;
f The sign flag in Sign Acquisition, Comparison, and

Equality Test;
r The random value;
N The number of data providers;
Lð�Þ The bit length of input data;
ðck; pkckÞ The key pair for final access control;
CK0 The ciphertext of ck using ABE;
ck1 The partial key for access control chosen by DSP;
ck2 The partial key for access control chosen by CP;
MSK0 The master secret key in ABE;
SK0 The decryption key in ABE;
PK0 The public key in ABE
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Partial Decryption with SSKKCPCP (PDecPDec2). Once the
encrypted data ½mi�pkCP is received, the CP can directly
decrypt it with its own secret key as follows:

1) Ti
0ð2Þ ¼ ðTi

0ð1ÞÞskCP ¼ gr�a�b ¼ PKr mod n2;
2) mi ¼ LðTi

ð1Þ=Ti
0ð2Þ mod n2Þ, where LðuÞ ¼ ðu� 1Þ=n.

In addition, the encrypted data under any public key pk
has the following properties:

1) Additive homomorphism:
½m1�pk � ½m2�pk ¼ ½m1 þm2�pk;

2) ð½m�pkÞt ¼ ffð1þm�nÞpkrgt; ðgrÞtg mod n2

¼ fð1þm � nÞtpkr�t; gr�tg mod n2

¼ fð1þ t �m � nÞpkr�t; gr�tg mod n2

¼ ½t �m�pk;
3) ð½m�pkÞn�1 ¼ ffð1þm � nÞpkrgðn�1Þ; ðgrÞðn�1Þg mod n2

¼ fð1þm � ðn� 1Þ � nÞpkrðn�1Þ; grðn�1Þg mod n2

¼ fð1�m � nþm � n2Þpkrðn�1Þ; grðn�1Þg mod n2

¼ fð1�m � nÞpkrðn�1Þ; grðn�1Þg mod n2

¼ ½�m�pk:

4.3 Data Processing Procedure

The brief procedure of data processing is shown in Fig. 2. It
mainly involves six steps:

Step 1 (System Setup @ All Entities). Authority calls the
algorithm KeyGen in Section 4.2 and SetupABEð�;UÞ in
Section 4.1.3 to complete the setup of HRES and ABE. Note:
if multiple CPs are employed in the system, each CP can
negotiate a Diffie-Hellman key PK with the DSP and pub-
lish this key to its customers.

Step 2 (Data Upload @ DPs). DPs encrypt their personal
data before uploading it to the DSP. It directly recalls
EncTKEncTK to encrypt data mi (Unless otherwise specified,
jmij < LðnÞ=4):

mi½ � ¼ Ti; T
0
i

� � ¼ 1þmi � nð Þ � PKri ; grif gmod n2:

Step 3 (Data Preparation @ DSP). Upon receiving the data
from DPs, the DSP needs to do some analyses over the
encrypted data. It pre-processes the data and provides a
data packet DPacket and ABE ciphertext for access control
to the CP. The details of this process differ in various

operations and are given in the next sub-section. In addi-
tion, CP chooses a random partial key ck1 for access control,
which will be used in Step 5.

Step 4 (Data Process @ CP). Upon receiving the pre-proc-
essing results from the DSP, the CP chooses another random
partial key ck2 and further processes data to obtain the pre-
processing result ½m̂�pkck2 or ½f̂�pkck2 .

Regarding to access control, CP encrypts ck2 using ABE
to get CK0

2 ¼ EncABEðck2; g; PK0Þ and forwards it to DSP.
Step 5 (Additional Process @ DSP). The DSP needs to fur-

ther remove the mask from ciphertext ½m̂�pkck2 or ½f̂�ck2 to

obtain the final processing ciphertext ½m�pkck or ½f �pkck where
pkck ¼ gck ¼ gck1�ck2 and ck ¼ ck1�ck2.

Regarding to access control, the DSP encrypts ck1 using
ABE under the same policy to get CK0

1 and further gets CK0

through the homomorphism of ABE:

CK0 ¼ CK0
1 � CK0

2 ¼ EncABE ck1 � ck2; g; PK
0ð Þ:

Finally, the DSP keeps ½m�pkck or ½f �pkck , and CK0 for user
access.

Step 6 (Data Access @ DR). If the DR satisfies the access
policy, Authority issues a secret key SK0 to the DR. Hence,
the DR can decrypt CK0 to get ck, and further obtain m or f
to meet their computation demand.

4.4 Detailed Data Processing

System setup and data collection are the same as those in
Section 4.3. The operations for access control are also the
same as those above, thus we do not introduce the details in
this section.

Our proposed scheme supports seven basic operations
over encrypted data: 1) Addition; 2) Subtraction; 3)Multiplica-
tion; 4) Sign Acquisition; 5) Absolute; 6) Comparison; and 7)
Equality Test. In the following sub-sections, we mainly focus
on the steps from 3 to 5 in each basic operation.

4.4.1 Addition

Addition obtains the sum of all raw data: m ¼ PN
i¼1 mi,

which can be accomplished by multiplying all ciphertexts.
Note that the number of the data in Addition affects the
length of the provided data. If we want to get the sum result
ofN pieces of data, it should guarantee thatmi < n=N .

Step 3 (Data Preparation @ DSP). Due to additive homo-
morphism, the DSP can directly multiply encrypted data
one by one as follows:

m½ � ¼ T; T 0ð Þ ¼
YN

i¼1
mi½ � ¼

YN

i¼1
T

i
;
YN

i¼1
Ti

0
� �

To realize group access control, it chooses a random
number r1 and the first partial key ck1, and then computes
as follows:

1) Compute c1 ¼ ck1
�1mod n2;

2) Mask ciphertext:

c1 mþ r1ð Þ½ � ¼ ~T; eT 0
� �

¼ T 1þ r1 � nð Þð Þc1 ; T 0ð Þc1� �

3) Call PDecPDec1 to partially decrypt it:

c1 mþ r1ð Þ½ �pkCP ¼ T̂ ; bT 0
� �

¼ ~T; eT 0
� �an o

Fig. 2. A brief procedure of data processing.
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Then DSP sends ½c1ðmþ r1Þ�pkCP to the CP.

Step 4 (Data Process @ CP). The CP calls the algorithm
PDecPDec2 with skCP to finally decrypt the encrypted data and
obtain c1ðmþ r1Þ. And then the CP chooses the second partial
key ck2 and a randomnumber r to encrypt data as follows:

c1 mþ r1ð Þ½ �pkck2 ¼ �T; T 0� � ¼ 1þ c1 mþ r1ð Þnð Þgck2�r; gr� �

where pkck2 ¼ gck2 .
Then the CP encrypts ck2 to obtain CK0

2 and forwards
½m̂�pkck and CK0

2 back to the DSP.

Step 5 (Additional Process @ DSP). The DSP computes to
obtain the final encrypted processing result with ck1 and r1:

m½ �pkck ¼ �T
ck1 1� r1nð Þ; T 0

� �
¼ 1þm � nð Þgck1�ck2�r; gr

� �

where pkck ¼ gck1�ck2 and ck ¼ ck1�ck2.
Similar to Section 4.3, it encrypts ck1 using ABE and gets

CK0 ¼ CK0
1 � CK0

2 ¼ EncABEðck1 � ck2; g; PK
0Þ.

4.4.2 Subtraction

Subtraction obtains the subtraction of some data ðm ¼PW
i¼1 mi �

PN
i¼W miÞwith encrypted data ½mi�ði ¼ 1; . . . ; NÞ.

It can be accomplished by negating the subtracted terms (by
raising to the power of ðn� 1Þ), then following the proce-
dure of Addition.

Step 3 (Data Preparation @ DSP). The DSP first computes
½PW

i¼1 mi� ¼
QW

i¼1 ½mi� and ½PN
i¼Wþ1 mi� ¼

QN
i¼Wþ1 ½mi�. It

further calculates ½�PN
i¼Wþ1 mi� ¼ ð½PN

i¼Wþ1 mi�Þn�1 and

multiplies them to obtain: ½m� ¼ ½ðPW
i¼1 mi �

PN
i¼Wþ1 miÞ� ¼

½PW
i¼1 mi� � ½�PN

i¼Wþ1 mi�. Then the subsequent process is
the same to that in Addition. Due to length and simplicity
reasons, we skip its details.

4.4.3 Multiplication

Multiplication obtains the product of all raw data
(m ¼ QN

i¼1 miÞ. Multiplication is a bit more complicated
than Addition. It can be accomplished with three steps: 1)
mask the raw data by raising to the power of a random
number c; 2) decrypt all masked ciphertexts, multiply them
in the form of plaintexts and then re-encrypt masked result;
3) encrypt masked multiplication result and then remove
the mask. For ease of presentation, we describe the details
with two pieces of data (½m1�, ½m2�). The DR wants to get the
multiplication resultm ¼ m1 � m2.

Note that the available number of the data in multiplica-
tion influences the length of original raw data. If we need to
get the product of N pieces of data, it must be guaranteed
that LðmiÞ < LðnÞ=ð2NÞ, which is different from Addition.

Step 3 (Data Preparation @ DSP). First, the DSP chooses a
random partial key ck1 and a random number c1, and sets
another one as c2 ¼ ðck1 � c1Þ �1 mod n.

To conceal each raw data from the CP, the DSP does one
exponentiation and one decryption with its own secret key
by calling PDecPDec1:

1) ½c1 �m1� ¼ fT1
c1 ; ðT1

0Þc1g;
2) ½c1 �m1�pkCP ¼ ðT1

ð1Þ; T1
0ð1ÞÞ ¼ fT1

c1 ; ðT1
0Þc1�ag ¼

fð1þ c1 �m1 � nÞ � PKr1�c1 ; gr1�a�c1g;
3) ½c2 �m2� ¼ fT2

c2 ; ðT2
0Þc2g;

4) ½c2 �m2�pkCP ¼ ðT2
ð1Þ; T2

0ð1ÞÞ ¼ fT2
c2 ; ðT2

0Þc2�ag ¼ fð1þ c2 �
m2 � nÞ � PKr2�c2 ; gr2�a�c2g.

The data packet sent to the CP is {½c1�m1�pkCP ;½c2 � m2�pkCP }.
Step 4 (Data Process @ CP). Upon receiving the data

packet from the DSP, the CP uses the algorithm PDecPDec2 to
decrypt the data:

c1 �m1 ¼ T1
1ð Þ= T1

0 1ð Þ
� �b

; c2 �m2 ¼ T2
1ð Þ= T2

0 1ð Þ
� �b

:

It then chooses ck2 and a random number r, and encrypts
c1 � m1 � c2 � m2 and ck2 as follows:

1) ½m̂�pkck2 ¼ ½c1c2m�pkck2 ¼ ð �T; T 0Þ ¼ fð1þ c1m1c2m2 � nÞ
gck2�r; grg;

2) CK0
2 ¼ EncABEðck2; g; PK0Þ.

Finally, the CP forwards ½m̂�pkck2 and CK0
2 to the DSP.

Step 5 (Additional Process @ DSP). The DSP further pro-
cesses the data packet with ck1 and then gets ciphertext of
key as follows:

1) ½m�pkck ¼ f �Tck1 ; T 0g ¼ fð1þm � nÞgck1�ck2�r; gr};

2) CK0 ¼ CK0
2 � EncABEðck1; g; PK0Þ.

4.4.4 Sign Acquisition

We assume that LðmÞ < LðnÞ=4 and BIG is the largest raw
data of m. Then the raw data is in the scope ½�BIG;BIG�.
DR wants to know the sign of raw data m1 from ½m1�. Sign
Acquisition can be achieved by masking the original cipher-
texts with random numbers of limited length and then
checking the length of the masked data to further determine
the real length of original data. Here, the DR targets to
obtain the final sign indicator f from ½m1�.

Step 3 (Data Preparation @ DSP). The DSP chooses three
random numbers R (LðRÞ < LðnÞ=4Þ, c1 and ck1. It first
encrypts “1” and then computes as follows:

1) ½1� ¼ fð1þ nÞ� PKr0 ; gr
0 g;

2) ½2�m1 þ 1� ¼ ðT; T 0Þ ¼ ½m1�2�½1� ¼ fð1þ ð2�m1 þ 1Þ�
nÞ�PKr0þ2�r1 ; gr

0þ2�r1g;
3) Then it flips a coin s. If s ¼ �1; it computes:

m0½ �pkCP ¼ Tn�R; T 0ð Þa� n�Rð Þn o
¼ �R� 2�m1 þ 1ð Þ½ �:

4) Otherwise (s ¼ 1), it calls PDecPDec1 and computes:
½m0�pkCP ¼ fTR; T 0a�Rg ¼ ½R�ð2 � m1 þ 1Þ�.

5) The DSP computes c2 ¼ ðck1Þ�1mod n, and s0 ¼
c1 � c2 � s mod n.

The data packet sent to the CP is {½m0�pkCP ; s0}.
Step 4 (Data Process @ CP). Upon receiving the data

packet from the DSP, the CP decrypts ½m0�pkCP with PDecPDec2
to obtain raw datam0.

The CP compares Lðm0Þ with LðnÞ=2. If Lðm0Þ < LðnÞ=2,
it sets u ¼ 1; otherwise, u ¼ �1.

The CP chooses a random number r and a second partial
key ck2, and further computes as follows:

1) ½f̂�pkck2 ¼ ð �T; T 0Þ ¼ fð1þ s0u�nÞgck2�r; grg;
2) Encrypt ck2 using ABE: CK0

2 ¼ EncABEðck2; g; PK0Þ.
Finally, the CP forwards ½f̂ �pkck2 to DSP.
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Step 5 (Additional Process @ DSP). The DSP further pro-
cesses the data packet as follows:

1) Compute c3 ¼ c1
�1mod n;

2) ½f�pkck ¼ f �Tck1�c3 ; ðT 0Þc3g ¼ fð1þ su�
nÞgck1�ck2�r�c3 ; gr�c3g.

3) CK0 ¼ EncABEðck1; g; PK0Þ � CK0
2.

Step 6 (Data Access @ DR). The DR satisfying the access
policy in ABE can decrypt CK0 to obtain ck and further
decrypt ½f�pkck to obtain f .

Note: if f ¼ 1,m1 � 0; Otherwise,m1 < 0.

4.4.5 Absolute

Besides the operations in Sign Acquisition, Absolute needs to
mask the original data by raising to the power of a random
number, and then remove the mask according to sign indi-
cator to achieve a final absolute result. We assume that
LðmÞ < LðnÞ=4 and that BIG is the largest raw data of m.
Then the raw data is in the scope ½�BIG;BIG�. Here, given
ciphertext ½m1�, DR wants to get the absolute value jm1j.

Step 3 (Data Preparation @ DSP). The DSP chooses three
random numbers R where LðRÞ < LðnÞ=4, c1 and c2, and
also chooses the first partial key ck1. It first encrypts “1” and
then computes as follows:

1) ½1� ¼ fð1þ nÞ� PKr0 ; gr
0 g;

2) ½2 � m1 þ 1� ¼ ðT; T 0Þ ¼ ½m1�2 � ½1� ¼
fð1þ ð2 � m1 þ 1Þ � nÞ � PKr0þ2�r1 ; gr

0þ2�r1g;
3) Then it flips a coin s. If s ¼ �1; it computes:

m0½ �pkCP ¼ Tn�R; T 0ð Þa� n�Rð Þn o
¼ �R � 2 � m1 þ 1ð Þ½ �

Otherwise (s ¼ 1), it calls PDecPDec1 and computes:
½m0�pkCP ¼ fTR; T 0a�Rg ¼ ½R � ð2 � m1 þ 1Þ�;

4) Compute ½c1m1� ¼ ½m1�c1 , and call PDecPDec1 to obtain
½c1m1�pkCP .

5) The DSP sets c3 ¼ ðck1Þ�1mod n, and s0 ¼ c2 � c3 � s
mod n.

The data packet sent to the CP is {½m0�pkCP ; s0; ½c1m1�pkCP }.
Step 4 (Data Process @ CP). Upon receiving the data

packet from the DSP, the CP decrypts ½c1m1�pkCP and

½m0�pkCP with PDecPDec2 to obtain c1m1 andm0, respectively. The
CP compares Lðm0Þ with LðnÞ=2. If Lðm0Þ < LðnÞ=2, it sets
u ¼ 1; otherwise, u ¼ �1.

Then CP chooses r and the second partial key ck2, and
further computes as follows:

1) ½c1m1s
0u�pkck2 ¼ ð �T; T 0Þ ¼ fð1þ c1m1s

0u � nÞgck2�r; grg;
2) Encrypt ck2 using ABE: CK0

2 ¼ EncABEðck2; g; PK0Þ.
Finally, the CP forwards ½c1m1s

0u�pkck2 and CK0
2 to DSP.

Step 5 (Additional Process @ DSP). The DSP further pro-
cesses the data packet as follows:

1) Set c4 ¼ ðc1Þ�1mod n and c5 ¼ ðc2Þ�1mod n;

2) ½su�m1�pkck ¼ f �Tck1�c4�c5 ; T 0c4�c5g ¼ fð1þ su � m1 � nÞ
gck1�ck2�r�c4�c5 ; gr�c4�c5g;

3) CK0 ¼ EncABEðck1; g; PK0Þ�CK0
2.

Step 6 (Data Access @ DR). The DR that satisfies the access
policy in ABE can decrypt CK0 to obtain ck. The DSP sends

the data packet ½su�m1�pkck to the DR in a secure way. Then

the DR can decrypt it to obtain su � m1.

Note: if m1 � 0, su ¼ 1; Otherwise, su ¼ �1. Hence,
su � m is the absolute of datam.

4.4.6 Comparison

Comparison can be simply accomplished by checking the
sign of the difference value of two data by calling Sign
Acquisition. Similar to the functions above, DR wants to
compare the raw data ðm1;m2Þ based on their encrypted
data. For ease of presentation,m1 �m2 is denoted asm1�2.

m1½ � ¼ T1; T1
0ð Þ ¼ 1þm1 � nð Þ � PKr1 ; gr1f g

m2½ � ¼ T2; T2
0ð Þ ¼ 1þm2 � nð Þ � PKr2 ; gr2f g

Step 3 (Data Preparation @ DSP). DSP first computes to get
the subtraction of encrypted data:

T; T 0ð Þ ¼ T1 � T2ð Þn�1; T1
0 � T2

0ð Þn�1
n o

¼ m1 �m2ð Þ½ �:
The following steps are the same as those in Sign Acquisi-

tion, which are skipped for the reason of paper length limi-
tation. Through the cooperation of the DSP and the CP, the
DR finally gets the sign of m1�2 ¼ m1 �m2. In the end, the
DR can obtain the comparison result. If m1�2 � 0, m1 � m2;
otherwise,m1 < m2.

4.4.7 Equality Test

Equality Test needs to check the signs of both difference
value and negative difference value of original two data by
calling Comparison twice. DR wants to know whether m1 is
equal to m2 or not from the encrypted data (½m1�, ½m2�). The
DSP and the CP directly interact with each other in two par-
allel computations of Comparison.

They compare m1 and m2 in two forms: 1) m1�2 ¼
m1 �m2; 2) m2�1 ¼ m2 �m1. Through the operations in
Comparison, DSP can get two results ½f1�pkck and ½f2�pkck ,
respectively. Then the DSP can obtain ½f�pkck ¼½f1 þ f2�pkck ¼½f1�pkck � ½f2�pkck .

Finally, the DR that satisfies the access policy in ABE can
decrypt CK0 to obtain ck. The DSP sends the data packet
½f�pkck to the DR in a secure way. Then the DR can further
decrypt ½f �pkck to obtain f .

Note: if f ¼ 2,m1 ¼ m2; Otherwise,m1 6¼ m2.

4.5 Data Analysis over Fixed Point Numbers

In order to adapt to various applications, we further design
a scheme to deal with fixed point numbers rather than
integers.

Normally, a fixed-point number can be represented with
three parts: the sign field, integer field and fractional field.
Given a fixed point number m, we set it in binary format as
ðS; be�2; be�3; . . . ; b0; b�1; . . . ; b�fÞ, where S is its sign, e� 1 is
the length of the integer field, f is the length of the fractional
field and its value is m ¼ S �Pe�2

i¼�f ðbi � 2iÞ. In order to
encrypt number m, we should first scale jmj to
jm0j ¼ jmj � 2f . If m is a positive value, then we can set
m0 ¼ m � 2f ; otherwise, we should set m0 ¼ N �m � 2f .
Thenm0 as an integer can be encrypted as ½m0�.

Regarding to the operations presented in Section 4.4
except multiplication, it is easy to be executed over fixed
point numbers.
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4.5.1 Multiplication over Encrypted Fixed

Point Numbers

For two fixed point numbers m1 and m2, we perform as
follows:

1) Get the integer representation of m1 and m2:
m0

1 ¼ m1 � 2f andm0
2 ¼ m2 � 2f ;

2) Users upload their ciphertext to CSP as: ½m0
1� and

½m0
2�.

3) Then execute Multiplication over ½m0
1� and ½m0

2�;
4) Finally, DR can get the value of m0

1 �m0
2, then scale

down to obtain the final resultm1 � m2 ¼ m0
1 � m0

2 � 2�f .

4.5.2 Polynomial Computations over Encrypted Fixed

Point Numbers

For a clear presentation, we give an example ofm1 � m2 þm3.
The detailed procedure is presented as follows:

1) (@DPs) Get the integer representation of three num-
bers:m0

1 ¼ m1 � 2f ,m0
2 ¼ m2 � 2f andm0

3 ¼ m3 � 2f ;
2) (@DSP) Execute the same operations to the Step 3 in

Multiplication to get: {½c1 � m0
1�pkCP ; ½c2 � m0

2�pkCP g.
3) (@CP) Decrypt data packet to get c1�m0

1 and c2�m0
2;

Then encrypt c1 � m0
1 � c2 � m0

2 with Diffie-Hellman
key PK to get ½c1c2 � m0

1m
0
2�; Send it to DSP.

4) (@DSP) First compute ½m0
3�2

f
to scale the original data

and get ½2f � m0
3�; Execute the proposed scheme

Addition over ½2f � m0
3� and ½c1c2 � m0

1m
0
2� under the

cooperation with CP.
Note: The length of data encrypted via Paillier system is

less than LðnÞ. In order to support various computations
above over positive and negative numbers, we strictly
restrict the length of data such that LðmÞ < 1=2 � LðnÞ. If
multiplication of N pieces of data is needed, then it has a
strict limitation that LðmÞ ¼ ðeþ fÞ < LðnÞ=ð2NÞ. Here,
with the default setting LðnÞ ¼ 1024, e ¼ 45, f ¼ 15, we
should limit the multiplication times (i.e., the number of
provided data) to 8.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

5.1 Security Analysis

The semantic security of HRES has been proved in our pre-
vious work [18]. Hence, we skip its security proof and focus
on the security analysis of our proposed schemes. Here, we
adopt the security model for securely realizing an ideal
functionality in the presence of semi-honest (non-colluding)
adversaries. It involves four types of parties: DSP, CP, DP
and DR. Thus, we construct four simulators Sim ¼ ðSimDP ;
SimDSP ; SimCP ; SimDRÞ to against four kinds of adversaries
(ADP ;ADSP ;ACP ;ADR) that corrupt DP , DSP , CP and DR,
respectively.

Theorem 1. The Addition scheme in Section 4.4.1 can securely
obtain the plaintext of addition via computations on ciphertexts
in the presence of semi-honest (non-colluding) adversaries
A ¼ ðADR;ADSP ;ACP ;ADP ).

Proof. We present the construction of four independent sim-
ulators ðSimDP ; SimDSP ; SimCP ; SimDRÞ. Here, we prove
the security of the case with two inputs (i.e.,N ¼ 2). tu

SimDP receives the input of m1 and m2, then it simulates
ADP as follows: it encrypts data m1 as ½m1� ¼ EncTKðm1Þ,
and data m2 as ½m2� ¼ EncTKðm2Þ. Finally, it returns ½m1�
and ½m2� to ADP , and outputs the entire view of ADP .

The view of ADP is the encrypted data. The views of ADP

in the real and the ideal executions are indistinguishable.
SimDSP simulates ADSP as follows: it runs the EncTKEncTK on

two randomly chosen numbers fm1 and fm2; then it multiplies
½fm1� by ½fm2� to get ½ ~m� where m ¼ fm1 þ fm2; further it masks
the ciphertext with two randomnumbers r1 and ck1, and runs
the PDecPDec1 to obtain ½c1ð ~mþ r1Þ�pkCP . By accessing SimCP , it

receives ½b~m�pkck2 and gCK0
2$ based on a randomly generated

key ck2. Then it computes to obtain ½ ~m�pkck and gCK0 . Finally,
SimDSP outputs ½c1ð ~mþ r1Þ�pkCP , ½b~m�pkck2 ,

gCK0
2 , ½ ~m�pkck and

gCK0 toADSP . IfADSP replieswith?, SimDSP returns?.

The view of ADSP consists of the encrypted data and the
ciphertext of corresponding decryption key. Owing to the
honesty of the challenged cloud user and the security of
the HRES, ADSP receives the same output in both real and
ideal executions. As the decryption key ck is randomly con-
structed by CSP and CP in each challenge, ADSP would not
obtain more information by executing multiple challenges.
Thus, the views are indistinguishable.

SimCP simulates ACP as follows: it randomly chooses
data m̂, uses EncEnc to obtain ½m̂�pkck2 and calls ABE encryption

to obtain dCK0
2 . Then it sends ½m̂�pkck2 and

dCK0
2 to ACP . If ACP

replies with ?, SimCP returns ?. In both real and ideal exe-
cutions, it receives the output of two ciphertexts. In the real
world, the security is guaranteed by the semantic security
of HRES and the security of ABE.

SimDR simulates ADR as follows: (it cannot enquire for
the challenged data) it randomly chooses data ½m0�pkck and

decrypts it to obtain m0, and then sends it to ADP . If ADP

replies with ?, SimDR returns ?.
The view of ADR is the decrypted result without any

other information. But in both the real and ideal executions,
it is guaranteed by the semantic security of the HRES. The
views are indistinguishable in both executions.

No matter how many times the adversary accesses the
simulator ADR, it is still difficult to obtain the original real
data for two reasons: 1) the randomly chosen data have no
relation to the original real data; 2) exhaustion attack is hard
owing to the randomness of the chosen numbers.

The security proofs of other operations are similar to that
of the Addition under the semi-honest (non-colluding)
adversaries A ¼ ðADR;ADSP ;ACP ;ADP ).

5.2 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we analyze the computational complexity
and the communication overhead of our proposed seven
computing operation schemes. Further, we implemented
them and tested their performances through simulations.

5.2.1 Computational Complexity Analysis

Herein, we analyze the computational complexity of our
designed schemes. Notably, the ABE and the HRES are
based on different cryptographic techniques, while the
computational complexity by employing ABE to control
access in each operation is the same. Hence, we analyze the
computational complexity of ABE in a separate part.
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1) The Computational Complexity of ABE. As presented in
Section 4.1.3, the computations of all four algorithms are
related to the number of attributes. In order to clarify the
relationships, we assume that there are jU j universal attrib-
utes, that jgj attributes are in the access policy tree T , and
that at most # attributes should be satisfied in the policy
tree T to decrypt ciphertext.

The setup algorithm SetupABEðÞ should choose the system
parameters and generate the public parameters. It needs to
do jU j þ 1 exponentiations and one bilinear pairing. The
encryption algorithm EncABEðÞ needs to generate the cipher-
text by involving each attribute in T with one exponentiation,
and encrypt the original message with one exponentiation.
Hence, the encryption algorithm needs jgj þ 1 exponentia-
tions in total. KeyGenABEðÞ operates jgj þ 1 exponentiations
to generate decryption key.HEABEðÞmerely involves jgj þ 1
multiplications. As exponentiation is significantly more
costly thanmultiplication, we ignore the computation cost of
HEABEðÞ in our anlysis. Themain operation inDecABEðÞ is to
compute the divided pieces of encrypted partial keys, which
performs at most # bilinear pairings.

The system setup and data encryption only need to be
executed once. Thus, their computational complexity can be
amortized when multiple users access the final result.
Though the computation cost of cloud users in decryption
algorithm is higher than our previous scheme [18], it enhan-
ces the security of processing results by introducing fine-
grained access control. The system should balance efficiency
and security according to its capabilities and requirements.
Moreover, trust can be used as a single attribute in ABE in
order to greatly reduce computational cost [15], [16], [17].

2) The Computational Complexity of Data Analysis. As the
computations related to ABE for access control neither vary
with the number of provided data nor varywith the designed
functions, their costs are ignored in the following analysis.

The modular exponentiation operation is significantly
more time-consuming than the modular addition and multi-
plication, thus we ignore the fixed numbers of additions and
multiplications in the following analysis. In addition, the
computational complexity of basic operations (modular
exponentiation in HRES, exponentiation and bilinear pairing
in ABE) would never be affected by the number of provided
data or access policy. Thus, we set all their computational
complexities to beOð1Þ.

EncEnc and EncTKEncTK need two modular exponentiations.
Both the algorithms DecDec and PDecPDec2 take one modular expo-
nentiation and one modular multiplication to obtain the
ciphertext, and PDecPDec1 needs one modular exponentiation.
Based on these analyzed results, we further give the compu-
tational complexity in seven operation functions. We hold
the assumption that there are N pieces of provided data in
Addition, Subtraction, andMultiplication.

Computational Complexity of DP. The DP directly outsour-
ces its data with EncTKEncTK for data processing/analyzing. Its
computation cost of outsourcing one piece of data is two
modular exponentiations, which is with the computational
complexity Oð1Þ.

Computational Complexity of DSP. In Addition, the DSP has
two parts of computations in each algorithm. In Step 3,
the DSP first needs to multiply the N pieces of data, mask
ciphertexts with random numbers through two modular

exponentiations, and then call PDec1. Moreover, it should do
onemodular exponentiation for removing the mask in Step 5.
In Subtraction, the DSP needs to obtain the negative of subtrac-
tor with twomoremodular exponentiations than that inAddi-
tion.As themodular exponentiation of gr with r 2 ½1; n� needs
at most n modular multiplications, the multiplication of N
(N < n) pieces of provided data results in computational
complexity of Oð1Þ. Thus, the DSP has the computational
complexity ofOð1Þ in bothAddition and Subtraction.

In Multiplication, the DSP should first mask each piece of
data with a random number through two exponentiations
and then call PDecPDec1 to partially decrypt the data in Step 3,
which results in 3N modular exponentiations. In Step 5, it
should do one exponentiation to remove the mask from
original data. Hence, the computational complexity of DSP
results in OðNÞ.

In Sign Acquisition, the DSP needs to do four modular
exponentiations in Step 3, and two more in Step 5. In
Absolute, the DSP needs to do three more modular exponen-
tiations in Step 3 than it does in Sign Acquisition. In Compari-
son, the DSP should first get the subtraction of two pieces of
encrypted data, which needs two modular exponentiations,
and then do the same operation as it does in Sign Acquisi-
tion. In Equality Test, the DSP needs invoke the Comparison
twice. Hence, its computational complexity in these three
schemes are all Oð1Þ.

Computational Complexity of CP. In the schemes except
Multiplication, Absolute and Equality Test, the CP first
decrypts ciphertext by calling PDecPDec2 and then encrypts the
data with a partial secret key, which needs three modular
exponentiations in total. Hence, the computational complex-
ities in them are allOð1Þ regardless of the ABE encryption.

In Multiplication, the CP should first decrypt each cipher-
text of masked original data with PDecPDec2, then encrypt their
product withEncEnc. It totally needs ðN þ 2Þmodular exponen-
tiation and results in computational complexityOðN þ 2Þ.

Different from the analysis above, the CP in Absolute
should first do two partial decryptions PDec2. Generally, it
needs four modular exponentiations. Its computational
complexity results in Oð1Þ.

In Equality Test, the CP takes the double computation costs
in Comparison, which needs six modular exponentiations but
still results in the computational complexity ofOð1Þ.

Computational Complexity of DR. The DR should first call
DecABEðÞ to obtain the decryption key ck. Then, it further
decrypts the pre-processing result to obtain the final result
by callingDecDec, which needs one modular exponentiation.

3) The Summary of Computation Analysis in Seven Operation
Schemes. In the following tables and figures, we use the foll-
owing corresponding notations: Addition (Add), Subtraction
(Sub.), Multiplication (Mul.), Sign Acquisition (Sign), Absolute
(Abs.), Comparison (Comp.), and Equality Test (Equal). Here,
we present the total computation costs in each algorithm and
compare themwith existingwork [18] in Table 2. The constant
number of multiplications is not considered in the table. We
can observe that our new schemes introduce some computa-
tion cost to the involved entities, but it can greatly reduce
the cost of DSP and CP when the number of DRs is high,
especially in Multiplication, which is further discussed in
Section 5.2.2. Moreover, our scheme provides fine-grained
access control and enhances the security of processing results.
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5.2.2 Communication Overhead

Each ciphertext is composed of two parts: ½mi� ¼ fTi; Ti
0g. It

is highly related to the length of n2, which has 2LðnÞ bits.
Hence, it has to transmit 4LðnÞ bits for each ciphertext.
Here, we set the bit length of each element in ABE to be LD.

Further, we summarize the communication overhead in
each scheme and compare with existing work with the
assumption of N pieces of provided data, which is shown
in Table 3. Notably, the communication overhead in Data
Analysis (e.g., Add., Sub. and Mul., etc.) can be amortized
over multi-user accesses, while the communication cost
during Data Access is needed for each authorized DR.
Moreover, the communication overhead caused by data
provision can also be amortized by other data processing,
which is not counted in Table 3. We can observe that the
communication overhead in Addition and Subtraction does
not rely on the number of provided data, while the

communication overhead inMultiplication is proportional to
the number of provided data. But the cost in other schemes
does not vary much as it has only one or two data inputs.
From the comparisons, we can find that the communication
cost during data analysis in our new scheme is independent
of the number of DRs, which saves the cost for multi-user
access. In general, the communication cost is reasonable
and our schemes are suitable for various applications.

5.2.3 Experimental Results

The efficiency of HRES has been presented in [18]. Hence, we
focused on the performance evaluation of the proposed seven
operation schemes. We implemented the proposed seven
computing operation functions and tested their performances
to check with aforementioned theoretical analysis. The evalu-
ations are performed on a laptop with Intel Core i5-3337U
CPU 1.8 GHz and 8 GB RAM with Java Pairing-Based Cryp-
tography library (jPBC). To achieve better accuracy, we tested
each algorithm 500 times and reported the average value of
all testing results. Unless particularly specified, the parame-
ters in our tests are set as the default values listed in Table 4.

Note: In our simulations, we set Lðck1Þ ¼ Lðck2Þ ¼ 250
bits and employ the curve of TYPEA in jPBC (http://gas.dia.
unisa.it/projects/jpbc/docs/ecpg.html#TypeA). If higher
security is desired, TYPE E can be adopted to support keys
with longer length Lðck1Þ ¼ Lðck2Þ ¼ 500 bits. In our test
machine, one pairing can be computed in approximately 9.8
milliseconds (ms).

In our proposed schemes, we adopt HRES to achieve the
privacy-preserving data processing, while ABE is used to
realize the data access control. As they are influenced by dif-
ferent parameters, we analyze the efficiency of data process-
ing and access control separately. The CP in Step 4 and DSP
in Step 5 encrypt the partial decryption key using ABE and

TABLE 2
Computation Analysis

Role Operation Computations

of our work

Complexity of

our work

Computations

in [18]

DP ALL 2 �ModExp Oð1Þ 2 �ModExp

DSP

Add N �ModMulþ
4 �ModExpþ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ ðN �ModMulþ
3ModExpÞNR

Sub. N �ModMulþ
6�ModExpþ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ ðN �ModMulþ
5ModExpÞNR

Mul. ð3N þ 1ÞModExpþ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðN þ jgjÞ NRð2N þ 2Þ�
ModExp

Sign 6 �ModExpþ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ 3NR �ModExp

Abs. 9 �ModExpþ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ –

Comp. 8 �ModExpþ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ 4NR �ModExp

Equal 16 �ModExpþ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ 8NR �ModExp

Vari. – – NRð4N þ 2Þ�
ModExp

CP

Add 3 �ModExp þ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ 3NR �ModExp

Sub. 3 �ModExp þ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ 3NR �ModExp

Mul. ðN þ 2ÞModExpþ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðN þ jgjÞ NRðN þ 2Þ �
ModExp

Sign 3 �ModExp þ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ 3NR �ModExp

Abs. 4 �ModExp þ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ –

Comp. 3 �ModExp þ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ 3NR �ModExp

Equal 6 �ModExp þ
ðjgj þ 1 ÞExp

OðjgjÞ 6NR �ModExp

Vari. – – NRððN þ 2Þ �
ModExpþ
ðjgj þ 1ÞExpÞ)

Authority ALL NRðjgj þ 1ÞExp OðjgjÞ –

DR ALL 1 �ModExpþ#�
BiPair

Oð#Þ 1 �ModExp

Notes: N : the number of provided data; BiPair: the bilinear pairing in ABE;
Exp : the exponentiation in ABE; ModExp : the modular exponentiation in
HRES; ModMul : the modular multiplication; ALL: fits all schemes; jgj: the
number of attributes in access policy tree T ; #: the number of attributes needed
to satisfy policy T ; NR: the number of data requesters.

TABLE 3
Communication Overhead of Each Scheme

Schemes Communication
overhead

of our work

Communication
Overhead in [18]

Add 8LðnÞ þ ðjgj þ 1ÞLD 8LðnÞNR

Sub. 8LðnÞ þ ðjgj þ 1ÞLD 8LðnÞNR

Mul. 4ðN þ 1ÞLðnÞ þ ðjgj þ 1ÞLD 4ðN þ 3ÞLðnÞNR

Sign 9LðnÞ þ ðjgj þ 1ÞLD 12LðnÞNR

Abs. 13LðnÞ þ ðjgj þ 1ÞLD –
Comp. 9LðnÞ þ ðjgj þ 1ÞLD 12LðnÞNR

Equal 18LðnÞ þ ðjgj þ 1ÞLD 24LðnÞNR

Vari. – 4ð2N þ 1ÞLðnÞNR

Data Access NRð4LðnÞ þ ðjgj þ 1ÞLDÞ 4LðnÞNR

Note: LD: bit length of elements in ABE; NR: the number of data requesters.

TABLE 4
Parameter Settings

Parameter Value (bits)

LðnÞ 1024
LðmiÞ LðnÞ=4
LðskiÞ ¼ LðskjÞ ¼ LðskDSP Þ ¼ LðskCP Þ 500
Lðck1Þ ¼ Lðck2Þ 250
Lðr�Þ ¼ Lðc�Þ 500
LðRÞ ðLðnÞ=4Þ � 10
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the DR decrypts to obtain the raw key with ABE in Step 6,
the computation time of which are all presented in Test 4.
Other data processing computation costs introduced by the
ABE algorithm are simulated in Tests 1, 2 and 3.

1) Efficiency of Data Processing
Test 1: Influence of the length of n on data processing
We presented the computation time of four involved

entities: DP, DSP, CP, and DR respectively. The DP only
involves in Step 2, which is similar in all schemes. We
directly tested its computation cost with different length of
n as shown in Fig. 3. We can observe that it is efficient and
acceptable for DP with constrained resources.

The computation costs of DSP include two parts: Step 3
and Step 5. For a clearer presentation, we do not combine
them, but present them in Figs. 4 and 6 respectively. We can
observe that the cost grows with the increase of the bit length
of n. In addition, theEquality Test is themost time-consuming,
which needs about 750 ms when n achieves 2048 bits, while
other algorithms take less than 400ms. The DSP needs to pro-
cess the Comparing twice to complete Equality Test. The per-
formance evaluation of which is consistent with our analysis
in Section 5.2.2. The computation cost of the DSP in Step 5 is
shown in Fig. 6. Generally, our proposed schemes are accept-
able for the cloud service provider, DSP.

From Fig. 5 that shows the computation cost of the CP,
the Equality Test is also the most time-consuming while
others take merely about 100 ms. As shown in Fig. 7, the
computation cost of the DR is much less than those of two
servers. Even when the bit length of n reaches 2048 bits, it
still only needs about 25 ms to complete the computation.

In general, the above tests prove that most computation
costs are undertaken by the DSP and the CP. The cloud
users do not have much computation overhead. This result
shows the practical advantage of the proposed schemes in
the usage of mobile environments.

2) Flexibility of Addition, Subtraction and Multiplication
The operations of DSP include Step 3 and Step 5, the time

of which are marked separately as DSP(1) and DSP(2) in
Figs. 8, 9, and 10.

Test 2: Performance of Addition and Subtraction with a large
number of provided data

In this experiment, we tested the performance of three
kinds of system entities (i.e., DSP, CP and DR) in Addition
with different numbers of provided data (N ¼ 10; 102;
103; 104; 105). As shown in Fig. 8, the computation cost of the

Fig. 3. Operation time of DPs with different length of n.

Fig. 4. Operation time of DSP in Step 3 with different length of n. Fig. 6. Operation time of DSP in Step 5 with different length of n.

Fig. 5. Operation time of CP with different length of n.

Fig. 7. Operation time of DR with different length of n.
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DSP in Step 3 increases with the number of the provided
data, while it does not influence other steps. Even when the
number of provided data reaches 104, the DSP only takes
about 530 ms. It takes almost the same time for the DR to
complete the computation with different numbers of pro-
vided pieces of data. This fact implies that our schemes can
deal with a great number of data for addition efficiently.

We assume that the subtraction formula is ðPW
i¼1 mi �PN

i¼Wþ1 miÞ with W ¼ N=2, which means that half of the
provided data is subtracted from the sum of another half.
Fig. 9 shows its performance, which is similar to that of
Addition and is efficient to support a big number of DPs.

In general, the scheme can flexibly be used in various sit-
uations with different number of data providers.

Test 3: Performance of Multiplication with a large number of
provided data

Different from Addition and Subtraction, the Multiplication
is time-consuming and communication-consuming. It is not
flexible and possible to support the computation of a huge
number of provided data. Thus, we only tested it with lim-
ited numbers ðN ¼ 100; 200; 300; 400; 500; 600; 700; 800Þ.
Moreover, the original data length is set as LðnÞ=N .

As shown in Fig. 10, it takes about 15 seconds to finish the
computation in Step 3 for the DSP when the number of pro-
vided messages achieves 800. However, the data numbers
do not influence the computation cost of the DR and no extra
overhead is introduced, whichmerely costs about 6.7 ms.

3) Efficiency of Attribute-Based Encryption
The non-colluding servers and the DRs employ ABE to

realize the flexible access control over the result of data

processing and the data retrieve, respectively. Here, we
focus on the performance of ABE through one test.

Test 4: Performance of ABE with different numbers of
attributes

In this experiment, we tested the performance of five
steps of ABE with different number of attributes: System
Setup (Setup_ABE), Encryption (Enc_ABE), Key Generation
(KeyGen_ABE), Decryption (Dec_ABE) and its homomor-
phic computation (HE_ABE). The test was executed with
the setting that all universal attributes are involved in
encryption and that one attribute is needed to satisfy the
policy tree. That is, OðjU jÞ ¼ #, which varies from 2 to 8 in
our tests while OðjgjÞ ¼ 1.

Fig. 11 shows the costs of all operations in ABE except the
algorithm HE_ABE, as it only takes less than 1ms. By apply-
ing trust-based access control schemes [15], [16], [17], the
decryption only involves one attribute and takes only
10 ms. We can observe that the computation cost of other
algorithms is proportional to the number of attributes.
Though employing ABE would cause high computation
overhead, high security and fine-grained access control can
be supported. Most computations are taken by cloud serv-
ers. In addition, the cloud servers only need to perform the
setup and encryption once, which can be amortized by mul-
tiple accesses of DRs.

4) Experimental Comparison with Existing Work
Test 5: Performance comparison of Multiplication schemes in

our work with an existing scheme in [18]
In this test, we compared the performance of Multiplica-

tion in our scheme with an existing scheme [18], as shown in
Fig. 12. We obtained the total computation time of all

Fig. 8. Operation time of each entity in Addition with different number of
DPs.

Fig. 9. Operation time of each entity in Subtraction with different number
of DPs.

Fig. 10. Operation time of each entity inMultiplication with different num-
ber of DPs.

Fig. 11. Operation time of KPABE with different numbers of attributes.
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involved entities with different number of DRs (NR ¼ 2;
4; 6; 8; 10). By comparing the performance of the two schemes
with two DPs, we can see that our proposed scheme outper-
forms that in [18] when the number of DRs is over 3. More-
over, we compared the performance of two schemes with
different number of DPs (N ¼ 2; 10). By observing the simu-
lation results, we find that our scheme showsmuch superior-
ity in performance, especially for a big number of DPs.

5.3 Comparison with Existing work

Herein, we further compare our proposed schemewith some
related work. With regard to secure data processing, HE-
based schemes [5], [30] provide a feasible way to deal with
the computation over encrypted data. But they have a seri-
ous problem because they are all single-user systems, which
restricts the possibility of multi-user access control. SMC-
based scheme [27] enables flexible access via secret sharing.
However, they all introduce high computation overhead in
big data processing, especially for multiplication. For a more
intuitive comparison, we compare their communication cost
and computation cost in multiplication overN pieces of data
with our scheme in Table 5. The result shows the advantages
of our scheme in terms of communication and computation
efficiency. Moreover, no existing work overcomes the chal-
lenges to realize multiple computations over encrypted data
and flexible access control over the processing result. Obvi-
ously, our work overcomes the current research challenges
and effectively achieves flexible and secure computations
over encrypted data with fine-grained access control.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an efficient and secure scheme
to achieve privacy-preserving data processing with ABE-
based flexible access control. It can support seven basic
operations and achieve fine-grained access control without
the need of fully trusted cloud servers. Security analysis,
performance evaluation and performance comparison with
existing work further demonstrated that our scheme is effi-
cient and effective with regard to big data processing opera-
tions. In the future, we are going to realize more operations,
improve scheme efficiency and overcome latency by apply-
ing edge computing and pre-processing technologies. On
the other hand, we will further explore significant applica-
tions of our scheme towards practical use.
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Secure Dependency Enforcement
in Package Management Systems

Luigi Catuogno , Clemente Galdi , and Giuseppe Persiano

Abstract—Package management systems play an essential role in pursuing systems dependability by ensuring that software is

correctly installed and kept up-to-date according to vendor-defined installation policies. Circumventing such policies could make the

system unhealthy and insecure and can constitute a serious security threat. In many application scenarios, e.g., distribution of

commercial software, the confidentiality of the software must be guaranteed against non-authorized players. In some cases, the

installation policy itself is considered a sensitive information, e.g., when it reveals required hardware in military contexts. In this paper

we address the problem of strongly enforcing software dependencies in package management systems, to prevent that a malicious

user forces the system to install any package despite its requirements are not completely fulfilled. The enforcement is strong in the

sense that the encrypted software package cannot be even decrypted if the dependencies are not satisfied. Once a new package is

decrypted and installed, our protocol non-interactively updates the key material on the target device. This key update will allow the

decryption of further packages that depend on the newly installed one. We further present “policy-hiding” variants of our protocol.

Finally we provide an experimental evaluation of the system performance.

Index Terms—Package management systems, secure software update, dependency enforcement

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE deployment is a critical activity within the life
cycle of computer application systems. The tasks of dis-

tribution, installation, and update of software components
require to be carefully designed and managed in order to
keep the whole system safe throughout their execution. A
fault occurring during any of the above tasks might preju-
dice the system integrity and trustworthiness.

Distribution facilities are required to not disseminate
malformed or corrupted components as well as deployment
agents are required to install/update a component on the
system only if it fulfils the requirements posed by its ven-
dor. For example, an application might come with the list of
those required libraries that should be already present on
the system, as well as the system could enforce any kind of
software updates policy concerning of version, freshness,
provenance and so on. Generally, such properties and
requirements are referred to as dependencies.

Dependencies link different system components so that it
is possible to identify which are the components that are
affected by the installation or update operations. For this
reason, ensuring integrity and coherence of dependencies
through deployment tasks is a crucial activity which is

pursued at every step of the software lifecycle, as any failure
during such a process may have disastrous consequences.
Indeed, recent studies [2] identify dependencies breaking
(during component deployment tasks) as a major cause of
systems malfunctioning.

In many scenarios, the software itself might be consid-
ered sensitive information, e.g., in military applications. In
these contexts, it is crucial to preserve software confidential-
ity w.r.t. users that are not allowed to install it. Furthermore,
it might be the case that the confidentiality of the depen-
dencies themselves should be protected as they may leak
information about the software, e.g., the requirement for
the driver of a weapon for the drone reveals the nature of
the mission.

The purpose of the system we present is twofold.
Legitimate user security. Our system guarantees authentic-

ity, integrity and freshness for legitimate users. This means
that a given software is installed on an untampered device
if and only if (a) It is authentic; (b) unmodified; and (c) all
the required dependencies are properly satisfied.

Prevent unauthorized installations. A malicious user that is
able to collect ‘files’ from different devices will not be able
to install a given software even if the union of all collected
files satisfies the required dependencies.

We consider software deployment withinmodern compo-
nent based applications, including operating systems where
deployment is mainly performed through either public or
private networks. Deployable units, such as “packages”,
“updates”, “patches”, are produced by a deployment server,
published by a set of mirror servers and then downloaded and
installed/applied by client machines either automatically or
manually. This raises new issues related to security aspects.
Indeed, adversaries could threaten their targets by exploiting
any vulnerability throughout thewhole software distribution
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chain. In this way, a fraudulent deployment/mirror server,
by impersonating a legitimate one, could distribute mal-
formed/counterfeit packages. Similarly, by having the con-
trol of any network segment, an adversary could interfere
with the deployment protocols, propagating misleading
information and messages in order to delay or avoid the
installation/update of certain components, so that the target
systems remain in or pass to an unsafe or faulty state.

Exploiting software vulnerabilities or network ones have
been widely addressed in the literature though, few solu-
tions face both aspects as a whole. Indeed, in many cases,
security features are designed as wrappers for existing
deployment facilities, so that the formers encompass client-
server mutual authentication and communication confi-
dentiality, while the latters have in charge the verification of
satisfiability and consistence of dependencies. However, as
noticed above, both aspects influence each other as, on one
hand, malicious protocol deviations may trigger unsafe
deployment actions and on the other hand, wrong installa-
tion/update procedure may lead to the appearance of new
security breaches.

In this paper we present a comprehensive mechanism for
security and reliability in software deployment, focusing the
attention on the scenario depicted by “PackageManagement
Systems” as a special case of software deployment systems.

We consider the case in which multiple independent soft-
ware vendors provide encrypted software packages along
with their installation policies. Our system guarantees on
one hand the confidentiality, integrity, freshness and
authenticity properties of the packages. On the other
hand, it allows a strong enforcement of dependencies in the
sense that if some required dependency has not been
installed using our system the package cannot even be
decrypted and, consequently, cannot be installed. Each
new package provides a number of features, each associ-
ated to a random feature key that are used to encrypt every
future package that depends on the current. The same fea-
ture can be provided by multiple vendors. In this case,
each vendor will provide its random feature key and we
assume the existence of a naming strategy that allows the
unique identification of features. In this respect, this proto-
col provides a non-interactive procedure that allows each
device to update the set of feature keys associated to the
installed packages.

We then present an extension of our protocol in which the
installation policy can be hidden from the user. In other
words, if the user is missing some of the prerequisite for the
installation, she cannot decrypt the package and, at the same
time, she is not able to saywhich package she is missing.

Our protocols constitute a sharp improvement with
respect to previous solutions in which either package secu-
rity and dependencies are managed separately, or target sys-
tems are essentially static, or software vendors have to
cooperate to generate packages keys, i.e., software vendors
cannot be independent, or the user and the vendor have to run
an interactive protocol that is either inefficient or leaks the
device profile, i.e., the list of installed packages.

2 RELATED WORKS

One of the first papers addressing security issues in software
deployment via Internet is [3], where the author suggests to

introduce a trusted third party (certifier) who creates digital
certificates for software vendors/developers (issuers). Each
time a new package is released, the issuer provides the certi-
fier with a signed certificate for the software that is then
signed by the certifier. The user who wishes to install the
package (consumer) is enabled to verify the authenticity of
the software by verifying the certifier’s signature.

Such a solution is extremely simple and flexible and it is
used as a baseline for modern package managers. Neverthe-
less, it has been shown in [4], [5], that it is potentially prone
to a number of vulnerabilities due to the improper use of
cryptographic primitives. In [6] the authors show that sev-
eral major package management systems are vulnerable to
man-in-the-middle attacks. In particular, [5] highlights the
threat of malicious mirrors and third-party components in
the distribution network (e.g., HTTP proxies).

In [7], authors emphasises the importance for a package
management system to feature an effective content authen-
tication mechanism. A secure software distribution infra-
structure, leveraging run-time application integrity
verification (code signing), is envised in [8]. Microsoft Win-
dows systems introduced the Authenticode [9] technology
to perform package authentication by means of code sign-
ing. Similarly, the Android OS features a code signing
mechanism partially inherited from the Java frame-
work [10]. However in [7] authors warn about the weak or
non-existent resilience of some of such solutions to possi-
ble key disclosure and the lack of “trust revocation”
mechanisms.

Authors in [11] address the issue of confidentiality of
software updates where package distribution is carried out
through partially or totally untrusted multiple mirrors. The
paper introduces a scheme to manage package downloads
without releasing information about the requested software.
The scheme implements a Private Information Retrieval
(PIR) [12] scheme. However, the solution presented in this
paper has the strong requirement that each software down-
load has to be executed by concurrent communication with
multiple repositories.

Several works highlights that package dependencies
remains a major matter of concern [13]. The RedHat’s Pack-
age Manager (RPM) [14], which can somehow be regarded
as the archetype of the major current package management
systems, has suffered from serious problems related to a
weak mechanism to validate and enforce dependencies
among different packages [15]. In particular, a relation
between dependence inconsistency and security vulnerabil-
ities has been put forth in [16].

In [17] the authors face the problem of achieving software
confidentiality in a context in which the system provides
updates to millions of devices through a cache-enabled net-
work. In the envisioned scenario, client devices are parti-
tioned in classes according to their own distinguishing set of
device attributes (e.g., processor, OS, ...). The proposed mech-
anism to guarantee software confidentiality is built on top
of a Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-
ABE) scheme [18].

A preliminary version of this paper appeared as [1],
where the key material is associated to each package. In this
extension we associated keys to features. This choice allows
a more flexible definition of dependencies.
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2.1 Solutions and Issues Using Current ABE
Schemes

Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) schemes [19] allow a user
to decrypt a given ciphertext only if a set of attributes
matches the ones described by the decryption policy.

ABE comes in two flavours. In Key-Policy ABE (KP-ABE)
the decryption is possible if the attributes encoded in the
cipher text satisfy the decryption policy specified by the
secret key of the user. In Ciphertext-Policy-ABE, or CP-
ABE, the decryption is possible if the attributes encoded by
the secret key of the user match the decryption policy speci-
fied by the cipher text.

In this context, as it has been done in [17], a possible solu-
tion is to use CP-ABE scheme to encrypt the software pack-
age before its distribution. In this way the vendor can define
the software decryption policy in the moment in which the
package is published. At the same time there is no need to
provide users with new key material. Indeed a user will be
able to decrypt the package if she holds a set of attributes
that meets the policy specified by the vendor.

This solution has a number of pros. First of all, starting
from [20], there exist CP-ABE scheme in which the vendor
can specify arbitrary (i.e., possibly non-monotonic) release
policies. Notice that, in the context of software distribution,
non-monotonic access structures can be used to describe
conflicts between packages, i.e., the requirement that one
package can be installed only if another one is not installed.
Unfortunately, non-monotonic CP-ABE schemes require
that the user receives a key element for every possible attri-
bute. Since, in our interpretation, attributes correspond to
software packages, this means that each user/device should
receive a key element for each possible package.

Furthermore, the existence of Distributed CP-ABE
schemes, first introduced in [21], allow software vendors to
distributively compute the secret keys representing the
attribute each user holds.

Thus, in a static setting in which the user attributes do not
frequently change over time and in a setting in which either
there exists a single software vendor or a few ones that are
willing to cooperate, the usage of CP-ABE can be used to
solve efficiently the problem of secure software distribution.

In this paper we consider a more dynamic scenario. Each
time an administrator/user installs a new package on a
device, such a software enriches the device with a new set
of attributes. This is immediate, for example, in the case in
which the installed package is a library. Indeed, the pres-
ence of the new library makes possible the installation of all
the software packages that depend on it and whose installa-
tion was impossible before. In this respect, the installation
of each new software modifies the set of attributes of a given
system. If we look at the key management problem from
this point of view, we can claim that it cannot be considered
at all a static process.

It is thus crucial to provide efficient procedures for the
update of the key material that users hold in response of a
software installation. Unfortunately, in existing CP-ABE
schemes either there must exists a single trusted centralised
authority that generates the keys for each user or there are
multiple, possibly independent, authorities [22] but each
user has a unique Global Identifier (GID). In the latter case,
the user key generation requires the user to provide the GID

and all his attributes to the authority. This, in turn, would
allow a complete profiling of the user device that is, in prin-
ciple, a serious privacy issue and constitutes by itself a
security threat. In PPDCP-ABE [23], the authors try to miti-
gate information leakage. Unfortunately, in this scheme
the secret key generation algorithm requires interaction
between the authority and the user.

3 PACKAGE MANAGEMENT

At glance, software deployment is the complex of activities
pursuing components retrieval, installation and configura-
tion on a computer system. Such components include soft-
ware with many different purposes such as implementing
system-wide services, features and tools (such as kernel
modules, device drivers, dynamic libraries); new user appli-
cations rather than updates and upgrades for components
already present on the system. Nowadays, major operating
systems, as well as several frameworks and application
suites, are conceived to operate within a Package Manage-
ment System (PMS), a distributed infrastructure which car-
ries out the activities related to the deployment of software
components. Main PMS activities are briefly described in
the following paragraphs.

Once its development process is completed, a new ver-
sion of a certain component is made available. The devel-
oper/vendor (issuer) releases a deployment unit (package)
that consists of the component itself, along with the infor-
mation to verify and install it (metadata). Packages can be
published on the issuer’s repositories as well as dissemi-
nated through a set of third-party mirrors, each of which
replicates the content of the official repository.

Metadata have the twofold purpose of: (a) unambigu-
ously identifying the component, its version, etc. and (b)
declaring a set of properties and requirements (including
dependencies) that have to be satisfied in order to correctly
install the component. Metadata can be either shipped along
with the software they refer to, or distributed separately. An
official “components directory” is generally provided to
publish at least metadata of the released package along with
the link to the repository fromwhich it can be downloaded.

The owner/administrator of the target system (consumer),
is enabled to search for the requested component by querying
the directory. Query fields include package’s name, version,
target system etc. Once she has obtained the information
about the package, the consumer may choose whether or not
to install the suggested components, according a local policy
which takes into account several package’s properties such
as release date, freshness, provenance, license terms etc. Usu-
ally, the consumer is providedwith a dedicated set of utilities
that implement all deployment tasks. In the following such
utilities are referred to as package manager.

The installation process concerns adding any new com-
ponents to the target system that provide new features,
whereas updates and upgrades that are about changing the
setup of already installed components. Once a package is
downloaded, the package manager verifies its integrity in
order to identify any transmission error before the installa-
tion process begins. Furthermore, the authenticity of the
package should be checked, in order to prevent the installa-
tion of counterfeit code.
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Then, the package manager evaluates the package’s pre-
installation requirements, thatmainly concern of target device
properties (e.g., OS type/version, processor) and dependen-
cies to already installed packages. Package management sys-
tems feature a local package inventory that stores the metadata
of every installed package. The package manager uses it to
check the satisfiability of dependencies. Eventually, meta-
data of the incoming package are added to the inventory. If
all requirements are satisfied, the packagemanager copies all
files contained in the package to their destination.

3.1 Security in Package Management Systems

Following [5], in order to improve their security, software
distribution systems started to redefine the distribution pro-
tocols. In particular, the following guidelines are imple-
mented by secure distribution services:

Package Authentication. Guarantee the (actual) usage of
digital signatures.

Multiple protection levers. Provide, if possible, multiple
levels of protection. Most repositories also provide a special
root metadata file that stores the position in the file system
and a secure hash for each package in the repository. The
signature of root metadata coupled with the package signa-
ture or (package) metadata signature can provide different
levels of security and usability.

Freshness Verification. Verify the freshness of metadata
files. Outdated metadata files, even if such files are signed,
might induce the user to install insecure software packages.

Multiple sources. Execute software updates from multiple
sources, e.g., by checking the metadata on one repository
and downloading the software package from another one.
This procedure might allow the identification of malicious
repositories.

4 SYSTEM MODEL AND REQUIREMENTS

We consider a model in which we distinguish three differ-
ent players. Our model resembles the current Linux soft-
ware distribution system. We will also describe the security
requirements guaranteed by our system.

4.1 System Model

Software distributions/updates are carried out by means of
a Distribution Server (DS) and possibly a set of Mirror
Server (MS). The role of the Distribution Server is to gener-
ate properly formatted and encrypted software packages,
containing the actual software to be installed, the installa-
tion policy, i.e., the specification of the set of required pack-
ages, along with the software metadata. Furthermore, the
DS has to manage the timely and efficient distribution of the
encrypted packages to the set of Mirrors. The Distribution
Server is managed by the software vendor and it will be
considered trusted. The role of the Mirror Servers is to
answer requests sent by users and provide the required
packages. The Mirror Servers are typically managed by
third parties and, for this reason, MSes will be considered
untrusted. Finally, the Users can query either one MS or the
DS directly. As suggested in [5], and as it is currently done
by some package distribution systems, the user might
download for security reasons the metadata file from the
DS while, for performance issues, the download of the soft-
ware package is done via one MS.

The target device features a legacy operating system (LOS)
and a package management subsystem that provides all func-
tionalities related to the decryption and the evaluation of
the installation policy and maintenance of the database of
feature keys. The LOS features both normal and privileged
users, whereas the PMS administrator is in charge of the
PMS configuration and management. LOS and PMS are
assumed to be mutually separated and communicate by
means of a set of APIs. LOS and PMS administrators are
two distinct roles. This should be not regarded as an unnat-
ural assumption. For example, Windows Operating Sys-
tems, feature two privileged accounts: “administrator” and
“SYSTEM”. The former is intended to be used by the system
manager for performing every operation except those affect-
ing system’s integrity, e.g., programs setup and removal.
The latter can only be used non-interactively for package
management and through a strictly manual procedure.

Package processing outputs contents (i.e., executables,
configuration files, libraries etc. composing the installed
software) and metadata (i.e., the information related to pack-
age version, author, release notes, verification tokens, etc.)
along with some “private” metadata, concerning key mate-
rial used to decrypt installation policies etc. (feature keys).
Package contents are stored on the LOS filesystem, package
metadata are stored in the PMS.

In facts, the PMS relies on a private secure storage where
feature keys (along with any package-related private or veri-
fication information) are stored and never made available to
any other system component (including LOS administrators).

Currently, plenty of technologies are available to imple-
ment such PMS feature. The secure storage can be built on
top of cryptographic tamper-resistant devices such as SIM
cards or other so-called Secure Elements at large, either
embedded or plugged on-demand into the platform. On the
other hand, target systems are required to ensure the trust-
worthiness of the PMS operation. Again, to this end, plenty
of solutions are currently on the shelf, e.g., leveraging on
Trusted Computing-powered operating systems or the
forthcoming Trusted Execution Environment architecture
where the PMS along with its key store naturally fits as
“Trusted Application” [24].

4.2 Security Requirements

We define in this section the security requirements the pro-
posed system guarantees.

Confidentiality. One of the key issues in software distribu-
tion is the confidentiality of the software. We will focus on
the software protection from the moment in which the pack-
age is created by the issuer to the moment in which it is
decrypted on the target device. Indeed, after its decryption,
the software might be maliciously distributed at will.

Authenticity and Integrity. Another fundamental problem
in software distribution/update is guaranteeing the authen-
ticity and integrity of the installed software. The proposed
solution will allow each user to locally verify that the soft-
ware that she has downloaded meets such properties.

Freshness.As stated in the previous section, one of the key
requirement for secure software update is guaranteeing the
freshness of the packages. As an example consider the
update of the database containing virus definitions. In this
case, the freshness of the software component is crucial for
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guaranteeing the system protection. Typically a new fresh
package outdates all its previous versions/releases. We do
not provide a formal definition of freshness as our system
allows its formulation as an arbitrary combination software
issuer and user defined policies. Finally, each issuer has the
possibility/duty to decide its own policy for defining fresh-
ness for its own products.

Strong dependencies enforcement.We require that an adver-
sary is not able to force the installation of a software on a
system that does not meet all the prerequisites. The enforce-
ment is strong in the sense that, if some required depen-
dency has not been installed, the package cannot even be
decrypted.

4.3 Adversary Model

In this paper we consider the case in which the Distribution
Server is trusted by the users. Notice that, although we con-
sider the case in which multiple independent distribution
servers exist, from the point of view of the adversary, the
existence of one or multiple of such servers is immaterial.
Indeed each DS is assumed to work independently from the
others. The model also assumes the existence of Mirror serv-
ers whose only role is to store encrypted packages gener-
ated by the DS and forward them to the users whenever
they require it. The Mirror Servers are untrusted, as they
might try to gain confidential information from the stored
packages or send corrupted packages to the users. As in
[17], the adversary has complete access to the communica-
tion network, i.e., she can manipulate, create or duplicate
legitimate messages.

An adversary has LOS administrator privilege (including
full access file systems and networking facilities). In particu-
lar the adversary can: (a) access and modify every file
included in the package content (i.e., any file or component
once it has been installed); (b) “manually” install (import) a
package by copying its content as it is installed on a differ-
ent device and (c) control/deviate the connection with the
package repositories, in order to force the PMS to install
malicious packages carrying fake features.

However, the adversary cannot alter the behaviour of the
package management subsystem itself. That is, she can nei-
ther read, insert or delete feature keys nor modify vendors’
public keys nor modify any other information stored by the
package management subsystem. To this aim, the system
uses a tamper-proof secure storage area, which we refer to
as the package inventory that is readable and modifiable only
by the PMS.

The main goal of the adversary is to maintain/translate
the target device in/to a state in which certain “malicious”
activities are possible or certain features are illegitimately
available. More precisely, the adversary aims at making the
system either to install a package despite the system does
not satisfy all its dependencies or to deny the installation of
a package by “simulating” a dependency failure or forge
the image of the device setup, in order to pursue any vendor
support contract and license infringements.

4.4 A Note on the Application Scenario

As stated in the introduction, the purpose of our system is
twofold. On one hand, it guarantees the authenticity and
integrity of the package that is installed on a secure system.

On the other hand it forbids, even to the administrator, the
installation of a package for which dependencies are not
met. The latter requirement can be intended in one of the
following ways: The package to be installed depends on a
package that (a) has never been installed on the system. or
(b) has been installed on the system but the adversary has
modified it, after its installation, e.g., by deleting files. We
completely cover case (a) as our system prevents the
installation.

We point out that verifying the integrity of a package
after its installation (e.g., at run-time) is not up to the PMS,
as more effective solutions are available to this end [25]. In
particular, we mention IMA [26], which is one of the earliest
and most influential proposals in this field, along with its
proposed improvements. IMA extends the chain of trust
beyond the components involved in the bootstrap process,
to the whole platform’s run-time.

Our PMS strengthens dependency enforcement and pro-
vides a mechanism to ensure package confidentiality in case
its dependencies are not satisfied. Moreover the PMS, before
installing a new package, verifies the integrity of those
already installed features it depends upon. Having done so,
its job is over. Nevertheless, our system does not requires to
be used necessarily in conjunction with any integrity verifica-
tion tool, though it could give theman added value, as it could
provide a further criterion to contain their verification scope.

In our system, features and dependencies form a hierar-
chy that roots in a set of features that do not explicitly
depend on any other features. However every single feature
implicitly depends at least on the base system, which
includes the PMS itself. In our infrastructure, we made
explicit this dependency in every package, so that, once the
base system installation is completed, the PMS is already
configuread and its features keys repository contains at least
the base system’s key (feature key zero). Therefore, pack-
ages which apparently have no requirements are actually
encrypted with their package key which is, in turn,
encrypted with such a key.

The feature key zero is stored on a secure element (e.g., a
smart card), it is never released to the administrator and is
provided only to the Operating System installer at setup
time, through a secure protocol. To this end, we rely on the
base assumption that the target platform provides secure
boot facilities (e.g., UEFI’s secure boot [27] and Global
Platform’s TEE secure boot [28]).

5 PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS

Secret sharing schemes are one of the building blocks we use
in our solution. Let P be a set of players and let D 62 P be a
special player called the dealer. An access structureA over P
is a monotone collectionA � 2P . The basis of an access struc-
tureA, denoted by dðAÞ, consists of the collection of its mini-
mal sets, i.e., dðAÞ ¼ fA 2 A j 8A0 � A;A0 =2 Ag. In our
description, each software package corresponds to a player in
the secret sharing terminology while an installation policy
corresponds to an access structure.

It is well known that secret sharing schemes exist only for
monotonic access structures. There exists a natural corre-
spondence between the family of access structures and
monotone boolean formulae [29]. We will denote by Af the
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access structure, defined over a set P of n players, repre-
senting the monotone boolean formula f defined over a set
of n variables. Specifically, a set A � P is authorised in Af if
and only if it corresponds to a truth assignment for f: We
note that, for every access structure A, its basis dðAÞ can be
trivially mapped to a DNF formula by associating each
authorised set in dðAÞ to a clause in the formula f.

Formally, a secret sharing scheme [30] consists of a pair of
efficient algorithms, a distribution algorithm Distributeð�; �Þ
and a reconstruction algorithm Reconstructð�; �Þ. The
DistributeðA; sÞ algorithm takes as inputs an access struc-
ture A over a set P and a secret s and outputs a set of shares
S ¼ ðs1; . . . ; snÞ, one for each player in P . The reconstruction
algorithm ReconstructðA; ŜÞ takes as inputs the access struc-
ture A and the set Ŝ � S of shares held by the players in
P̂ � P . If P̂ 2 A than the reconstruction algorithm outputs the
secret s otherwise it outputs a special symbol?. Secret sharing
schemes that work for every access structure exist, e.g., [31],
but they may result in inefficient distributions. At the same
time efficient secret sharing schemes have been developed for
specific classes of access structure, e.g., [32], [33], [34].

We assume that each software issuer has a key pair
ðSkV ; PkV Þ that are used to generate digital signatures. Given
a message m and a signature s ¼ SignSkV ðmÞ, we denote by
VerifyPkV ðm; sÞ the verification algorithm that either accepts
the signature or outputs a special symbol ?. The protocol
uses a symmetric encryption scheme. We will denote by
Encryptkð�Þ, (resp., Decryptkð�Þ) the encryption (resp.,
decryption) function under the secret key k. We assume that
the encryption scheme used in the protocol meets the follow-
ing properties: 8m and 8k, DecryptkðEncryptkðmÞÞ ¼ m and,
8m; 8k; k0; k 6¼ k0 it holds that DecryptkðEncryptk0 ðmÞÞ ¼ ?.
The functions CreateMetaDataðÞ and ExtractMetadataðÞ are
used to create and extract the metadata information for a
given software bundle, respectively.

6 THE PROTOCOL

In this section we describe the proposed protocols. Our sys-
tem consists of two procedures. The first one, executed by
theDistribution Server, is used by the software vendor to cre-
ate an encrypted and signed package E and its associated
metadata ME . Such package will be then distributed to the
Mirror Servers. A second procedure, executed by the user,
takes as input the signed package E and its metadata and
either installs the software therein contained or rejects it.

6.1 The Protocol: An Informal Description

In our proposal, the set of ciphertexts that has to be
decrypted consists of the set of encrypted software pack-
ages. A system should be able to decrypt a given package
only if it holds all the necessary attributes that are needed to
execute the software therein contained. Furthermore, the
package itself should contain some information that allows
to update the set of attributes. Such a modification should
be done non-interactively.

Whenever a new software package is installed on a given
system, we can consider the new capability provided by the
software as a new attribute of the system. Following the idea
underlying ABE schemes, this new attribute should be used
to update the set of keys of the system in order to extend the
set of ciphertexts that can be decrypted by the system.

In our solution each package p is identified by a unique
name n. The package p is assumed to require a set of
features R ¼ ff1; . . . ; fmg and to provide a set of features,
P ¼ ff̂1; . . . ; f̂m̂g. Each feature is associated to a random key
which we call the feature key. The set of keys provided by
the packages installed on the current system are stored in a
package inventory, which we denote by I . As stated in
Section 4.3, the information in I cannot be read or altered
by the adversary. Every package p that depends on the fea-
ture fi should be encrypted with a random encryption key r
that can be reconstructed if and only if the feature key ki,
associated to fi, is known.

Informally, the distribution protocol works as follows.
Consider a package p that requires all the features f1; . . . ; fm.
In this case the installation policy can be described by an
access structure calledm-out-of-m threshold access structure
and denoted by T ðm;mÞ. Let us denote by ki the feature key
associated to feature fi. The vendor generates a random
encryption key r ¼ r1 þ . . .þ rm and computes ei ¼
EncryptkiðriÞ. In other words she encrypts the random sub-
key ri of the encryption key r for package pwith the feature key
ki of feature fi. The vendor builds a software package p by
putting together the software, all the necessary metadata
and all features keys associated to the features f̂1; . . . ; f̂m̂ pro-
vided by the package p. This package is encrypted with the
encryption key r, i.e., ErðpÞ ¼ EncryptrðpÞ. The vendor pub-
lishes the encrypted package along with e1; . . . ; em, i.e.,
E ¼ ððf1; e1Þ; . . . ; ðfm; emÞ; T ðm;mÞ; ErðpÞÞ.

When the package p needs to be installed, the user down-
loads E. In this case, if the user holds all the feature keys
k1; . . . ; km, associated to all the required features, she can (a)
decrypt every ei, (b) reconstruct the key r and (c) properly
decrypt ErðpÞ. If the system is missing any of the prerequi-
site, she will not be able to execute the decryption and, thus
she will not be able to install the package. Once the package
has been decrypted, the device holds the keys associated
to the features provided by the installed package and, from
this point on, it is possible to install the software packages
that depend on them.

6.2 A Protocol for Monotone Formulae

The protocol described in the previous section solves the
problem of enforcing prerequisite matching in software
installation whenever the installation policy requires all the
features in the set F ¼ ff1; . . . ; fmg, i.e., the installation policy
can be described by a single-clause DNF formula f ¼
ðf1 ^ . . . ^ fmÞ.

Clearly this type of formula is not expressive enough to
describe arbitrary installation policies. As an example, it
cannot express an installation policy that requires the pres-
ence of feature fi in one to its allowed versions v1; . . . ; vm,
i.e., fi;v1 _ . . . _ fi;vm . Notice that having the possibility of
expressing this type of installation policy is crucial as this is
a typical way to express backward compatibility w.r.t. some
previous versions of a given functionality.

Let p be a software package and let f its installation policy.
In the followingwewill assume that f is described by amono-
tone boolean formula. The formula can be seen as an access
structure Af defined over the set of required features
R ¼ ff1; . . . ; fmg. Let us denote by fk1; . . . ; kmg the feature
keys associated to the required features in R. Furthermore,
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let P ¼ ff̂1; . . . ; f̂m̂g be the set of features provided by the
package p and let fk̂1; . . . ; k̂m̂g the corresponding feature
keys.

Notice that, from the practical point of view, if a feature
f 2 R is required for the installation of package p, it has to be
the case that the vendor has already installed some package
that provides the functionality f . This assumption is quite
natural in contexts in which the software to be released has
to be quality certified. For example, let us consider the Com-
mon Criteria Recognition Agreement [35], a de-facto standard
for the certification of security-related products. CCRA soft-
ware quality testing is executed on a specific software config-
uration or set of configurations. Roughly speaking, a
configuration identifies, among others things, all software
components, including the specific version of each external
package the software uses, along with their implementation.
We can thus safely assume that the software vendor knows
the feature key kf . Would it be otherwise, she could not have
even created and tested her own software.

We further observe that for the functionalities f̂i 2 P, two
cases may arise. Either a feature f̂i is a new functionality,
implemented by p for the first time, or it already existed in
some other package, e.g., in a previous version of the same
package p. In the former case, the corresponding feature key
k̂i is randomly generated at the package creation time. In
the latter case, as for the keys associated to the required fea-
tures, we can assume that they are known to the software
vendor. In any case, we can assume that the software ven-
dor is able to obtain all the feature keys associated to the fea-
tures inR and P.

At package creation time, the set of keys associated to the
features provided by the current software has to be embed-
ded in the encrypted package. The software issuer extracts
the feature keys associated to existing features from the
package inventory. At the same time, she generates random
feature keys for new ones and updates the inventory
accordingly. Algorithm 1 describes the construction of such
set of keys.

Algorithm 1. Generation of the Set of Provided Features
Keys

function GENERATEPROVIDEDKEYS (I ;P)
K  ;
m̂ jP j
for j 1 to m̂ do
k̂j  Extract KeyðI ; f̂jÞ
if k̂j ¼ ? then
Generate a random feature key k̂j
I  I [ ðf̂j; k̂jÞ

end if
K  K[ ðf̂j; k̂jÞ

end for
return (K; I )

end function

The package creation process proceeds as follows. The soft-
ware vendor generates a random encryption key r and shares
it among the required features inR by using an efficient secret
sharing scheme for Af. In this way, each feature fi 2 R will
have an associated share si. Each such share is then encrypted
with the feature key ki, i.e., ei ¼ EncryptkiðsiÞ. The sequence

R ¼ ðf1; e1Þ; . . . ; ðfm; emÞ will be included in the package.
Intuitively, each device holding the feature keys associated to
all the features required by authorized set in the installation
policy will be able to recover r, otherwise she will obtain no
information about it.

The vendor then generates a timestamp t and creates a
package containing the software s, the software name n, the
set of provided features keys pairs fðf̂1; k̂1Þ; . . . ; ðf̂m̂; k̂m̂Þg,
the timestamp t, a freshness interval length D, the software
metadata Ms. This package is encrypted by using the
encryption key r. The encrypted package, along with the
sequence R of encrypted shares and the installation policy
Af are packed together to obtain the E.

The vendor creates metadata information for E by
including the package name n, the timestamp t, the software
metadata Ms and other required information for E, e.g.,
size, hash value, creation date, extra information, etc. Notice
that once the package is encrypted, the package name, the
timestamp and metadata Ms are bound to the software but,
at the same time, they are not accessible without decrypting
it. Since such information is also needed in the clear in order
to speedup integrity checks, we add them both the E and
ME . Finally, the vendor signs separately E and ME and
send to the Mirrors. Algorithm 2 describes the protocol exe-
cuted by the vendor.

Algorithm 2. Distribution Server

procedure CREATEPACKAGE(SkV ; s;Ms; I ;R;P;Af;D)
Generate a random encryption key r " Key Sharing
ðs1 . . . ; smÞ  Distributeðr;AfÞ
ParseR as ff1; . . . ; fmg
for j ¼ 1 tom do " Shares Encryption
kj  Extract KeyðI ; fjÞ
ej  EncryptkjðsjÞ

end for
t TimeStampðÞ " Encrypted Package Generation
ðK; IÞ  GenerateProvidedKeys(P; I )
p ðn; t;D;Ms;K; sÞ
E  hhðf1; e1Þ; . . . ; ðfm; emÞi;Af; EncryptrðpÞi
ME  CreateMetaDataðn; t;D;Ms; EÞ
sM  SignSkV ðMEÞ
s  SignSkV ðEÞ
Send ðE; sÞ; ðME; sMÞ to Mirror Servers

end procedure

The key reconstruction algorithm takes as inputs the
bundle E and the package inventory I . The user extracts
from E the sequence ðf1; e1Þ; . . . ; ðfm; emÞ and the installa-
tion policy Af. She decrypts all the shares she can by using
the feature keys contained in the local key inventory I and,
if possible, she reconstructs the encryption key r.

The installation procedure described by Algorithm 3 is
executed by the user. It takes as inputs the metadata
ðME; sMÞ, signed by the issuer and downloaded either from
the Distribution Server or from one Mirror Server; the
signed package ðE; sEÞ; the issuer public key and the local
package inventory. As a preliminary step, the user checks
the signatures on these packages by using the verification
key of the software vendor. The user checks that the bundle
E matches the metadata information contained in ME . Fur-
thermore, as anticipated in Section 4.2, depending on the
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local and on the issuer policies, she checks the freshness of
the package. If any of the above checks fails, the installation
is rejected. The key reconstruction algorithm is used to
recover the decryption key and the software package is
decrypted. If the decryption is successful, the user extracts
the software metadata Ms from ME and verifies their corre-
spondence. In this phase, the procedure also checks, e.g., by
using the metadata stored by the PMS, if the implementa-
tions of the features required by the package have not been
altered. If all tests pass, she installs the software and adds
the features keys contained in E to the package inventory.

Algorithm 3. User Installation Procedure

procedure INSTALL(ðME; sMÞ; ðE; sÞ; PkV ; I )
if ðVerifyðE; sÞ ¼ ?Þ _ ðVerifyðME; sMÞ ¼ ?Þ then
Reject " Authenticity Verification

end if
if (E does not Match MEÞ _ ðME Not FreshÞ then
Reject " Integrity and Freshness Verification

end if
Parse E as hððf1; e1Þ; . . . ; ðfm; emÞÞ;Af; Si
r ReconstructKeyððf1; e1Þ; . . . ; ðfm; emÞÞ;Af; IÞ
p DecryptrðSÞ " Package Decryption
Ms  ExtractMetadataðMEÞ
if ðp 6¼ ?Þ ^ ðp matches MsÞ then
Parse p as ðn; t;D;Ms;K; sÞ
Check required features integrity on disk
Install s " Software Installation
I0  I [ K " Package inventory update

end if
end procedure

6.3 Security Analysis

In this section we provide a security analysis w.r.t. the secu-
rity requirements presented in Section 4.2.

Confidentiality. The confidentiality of the software in the
encrypted package is guaranteed by means of a symmetric
encryption scheme. Since we assume that such a scheme is
secure, the confidentiality of package relies on the impossi-
bility of extracting the encryption key r from the encrypted
shares hðf1; e1Þ; . . . ; ðfm; emÞi. Here, again, the security of
each share is guaranteed by the security of the symmetric
encryption scheme used to encrypt it and by the security of
the package inventory. Furthermore, for every set A � N
such that A 62 Af, since secret sharing scheme is perfect, the
user can obtain no information on the decryption key given
all the decrypted shares associated to the packages in A.
This means that the user can obtain the encryption key if
and only if she holds all the feature keys associated to
required packages.

Authenticity and Integrity. Software integrity is guaran-
teed by the use of secure hash functions in the generation of
the metadata associated to the software and for the one
associated to the encrypted package E. Secure signature
schemes are used to guarantee the authenticity of the infor-
mation that the Distribution Server sends to the Mirror Serv-
ers and that these ones forward to the Users.

Freshness. The encrypted package E and its associated
metadata ME include a timestamp t, generated by the Dis-
tribution Server, and the length of the validity period D.
From the point of view of the issuer the package has to be

intended to be fresh in the interval ½t; tþ D�. On the other
hand the freshness of a package can be influenced by the
installation policy of the user. For example, a PMS adminis-
trator may use the following policy: Install security packages
immediately but install other packages only when the version is
stable. For this reason we do not bind the freshness to the
issuer-generated freshness interval but we allow the user to
override this interval whenever its local policy requires to.

Strong dependencies enforcement. The user installation pro-
cedure guarantees the dependency enforcement under the
assumption that the local package inventory has not been
modified. Indeed, under such assumption, the user will not
be able to decrypt the downloaded package unless she
meets the issuer-defined installation policy. Furthermore,
the procedure also verifies that feature implementations
have not been altered after their proper installation. We
stress that if we start from a safe system, the strong depen-
dency enforcement guarantees that the installation does not
bring the device in an unsafe state that, in turn, guarantees
the inventory integrity. Furthermore, we can relax this
assumption by requiring the administrator to sign the local
inventory after each installation.

7 TWO POLICY-HIDING PROTOCOL EXTENSIONS

The protocols presented in the previous section assume that
the installation policy is public. However, there might be
cases in which the installation policy, or even part of it,
should not be public. Consider, for example, the case in
which the software package has to be installed on a flock of
military drones. The installation policy might express,
among other things, requirements regarding the set of devi-
ces that are required to complete the mission. In this case,
the installation policy itself might release sensitive informa-
tion, e.g., it is clear that the goal of a mission requiring a
weapon device is different from the one requiring a camera
device. In this context, our extensions hide (part of) the
installation policy to every user who does not have the right
to install the package.

In order to meet this additional security requirement, in
this section we present two policy-hiding protocol exten-
sions. The two extensions aim at hiding different informa-
tion regarding the installation policy. More precisely, in the
first extension the structure of the installation policy is pub-
lic. On the other hand, either the adversary holds the feature
key needed to decrypt a given share si generated during the
package creation process or she cannot tell to which feature
fi that share is associated to. In the second extension, the
formula structure itself will be hidden from the adversary.

7.1 Policy Hiding: An Overview

In order to provide policy-hiding protocols, we need to take
special care of two different issues. First of all, the protocols
should not release feature names in the clear in the package.
Second, and more important, is the fact that secret sharing
schemes assume the access structure to be public. Secret
sharing schemes exist for general, i.e., arbitrary monotone,
access structures and for specific, e.g., threshold, or graph-
based, access structures. In the former case the reconstruc-
tion algorithm requires as input the access structure to
properly combine the shares. General schemes sacrifice
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efficiency (in terms of share size) for generality. In the latter
case, the reconstruction algorithm might not require the
access structure as input. On the other hand, since schemes
are designed for specific classes of access structures, they
are more efficient than general ones at the cost of loosing
generality and releasing the access structure topology.

In both cases, the protection of the installation policy is
sacrificed in favour of efficiency considerations. Our idea
underlying the protection of the policy is to use a less effi-
cient solution in favour of a more secure one.

7.2 An Efficient Protocol for Partially-Hidden
Policies

A first step toward policy protection is the anonymization of
feature names. The package creation procedure includes
feature names in the installation policy specification. The
key idea is to remove feature names from the package.
Notice that, such a protocol modification does not hide the
installation policy but clearly hides the correspondence
between an encrypted share and its required feature both to
a legitimate user and to an adversary. Since references to
feature names are missing, the user cannot recover the
proper key by looking up in package inventory but she
needs to scan such database and try to decrypt the current
share with each key therein contained. At first sight, this
might turn out to be quite inefficient as the decryption of
each share takes a time that grows with the number of fea-
ture keys stored in the inventory. However, as we will see
in the next section, in practice the number of features
included in a typical system configuration rarely exceeds
one thousand, so that the scanning time remain quite rea-
sonable (about few seconds). Such decryption strategy
works if the user is able to distinguish between the case in
which she is using the correct key from the case in which
the key she is using for the decryption is wrong.

Clearly, an adversary that receives a package, can recog-
nise the structure of the installation policy and she can
decrypt each share for which she knows the corresponding
key. On the other hand, for each share for which she does
not know the corresponding feature key, the adversary can-
not say which is the required feature she is missing.

7.3 A Protocol for Fully-Hidden Policies

In order to further reduce the amount of information leaked
by package, we present a protocol that also hides the struc-
ture of the installation policy. More specifically, we will use
a standardised access structure defined over a set of anoni-
mized feature names. Intuitively, standardised access struc-
tures cannot be used for secret sharing scheme designed for
specific classes of access structures. At the same time, as
before, anonymised feature names do require a linear search
in the package inventory for retrieving the proper feature
key, in place of the direct access given the feature name.

Let f be the monotone formula defined over the variables
associated to the required featuresR ¼ ff1; . . . ; fmg. We first
anonymise the set of names, by substituting each name inR
with its corresponding index i, i.e., R̂ ¼ f1; . . . ;mg.We stress
that this mapping is performed locally (and arbitrarily) by
the dealer/software vendor. We then convert the formula f

into its Disjunctive Normal Form. In this waywe transform a
monotone boolean formula f defined over R into a

monotone boolean formula in DNF f̂ defined over R̂. Given
a DNF formula f̂ ¼ C1 _ . . . _ Ck, where Ci ¼ xj1 ^ . . . ^ xji ,
it is possible [31], [32] to additively share the encryption key
r, independently for each Ci, and obtain shares si;j1 ; . . . ; si;ji .
At this point, as in the previous protocol, each share si;jh
associated to feature jh is encrypted with the feature key kjh ,
i.e., Ei ¼ ðEncryptkj1 ðsi;j1Þ; . . . ; Encryptkji ðsi;jiÞÞ. The Distri-
bution Server publishes E ¼ ððE1; . . . ; EkÞ; EncryptrðpÞÞ.
Algorithm 4 describes the whole protocol executed by the
Distribution Server. Notice thatE does not contain a descrip-
tion of the installation policy in clear. The information that
can be inferred by this representation is the number of
clauses in the installation policy and the number of literals in
each clause.

Algorithm 4. Anonimized Distribution Server

procedure ANONPKGCREATION(s;Ms; I ;R;P;D;Af)
Generate a random encryption key r
ParseR as ff1; . . . ; fmg
for all Ai ¼ fj1; . . . ; jlðiÞg 2 dðAf̂Þ do
Randomly select ðsi;j1 . . . ; si;jlðiÞ�1Þ
si;jlðiÞ  r�LlðiÞ�1

w¼1 si;jw
for w 1 to lðiÞ do
kjw  Extract KeyðI ; fjwÞ
ejw  Encryptkjw ðsi;jwÞ

end for
Ci  hej1 ; . . . ; ejlðiÞ i

end for " Encrypted Package Generation
t TimeStampðÞ
ðK; IÞ  GenerateProvidedKeys(P; I )
p ¼ ðn; t;D;Ms;K; sÞ
E  hhC1; . . . ; CjAji; EncryptrðpÞi
ME  CreateMetaDataðn; t;D;Ms; EÞ
sM  SignSkV ðMEÞ
s  SignSkV ðEÞ
Send ðE; sÞ; ðME; sMÞ to Mirror Servers

end procedure

The above transformation forces the modification of the
Key Reconstruction Phase in the installation procedure, too.
Indeed, when the user downloads the software package,
because of the anonymization of feature names, she does
not know which installed key should be used to decrypt a
given share. Thus the procedure has to decrypt each share
with each installed key. Clearly since shares are random,
we need to make again the loose assumption that the user
can distinguish the decryption executed with the wrong key
from a decryption executed with the correct key. Upon
retrieving a software package, for each encrypted clause Ei

the user tries to decrypt each encrypted share
Encryptkj1

ðsi;jlÞ using all the keys she has in her local pack-
age inventory. If she fails in decrypting one share, she
moves to the next clause. If she manages to decrypt all the
shares in a given clause, she can reconstruct the encryption
key for the package and install the software.

7.4 Security Discussion

The formula transformation partially solves the issues
related to the publicity of the access structure since every
access structure is now defined by a DNF formula. On the
other hand, an adversary obtains information about the
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number of clauses in the formula and their size. Further-
more, an adversary can infer information about the software
packages she has locally installed, e.g., if the key ka correctly
decrypts a literal in a clause then the adversary knows that
current package depends on feature fa. We notice that this
transformation tends to gain privacy by loosing efficiency.
Indeed the transformation from an access structure to its
corresponding basis might bring an exponential blow-up in
the policy size, e.g., in the case of threshold access structure.
Furthermore, the anonimization of package names forces
the user to linearly search correct keys instead of directly
accessing them.

Algorithm 5. Decryption Key Reconstruction Phase

function ANONYMIZEDRECONSTRUCTION(ðE; sÞ; I )
Parse E as hhC1; . . .CjAji; EncryptrðpÞi
for i 1; . . . ; jAj do " Scan each clause
Parse Ci ¼ he1; . . . ; elðiÞi
for q ¼ 1; . . . ; lðiÞ do " Seach decryption key
for all kw 2 I do
sq  Decryptk̂wðeqÞ
if sq 6¼ ? then
break

end if
end for

end for
if (Correctly decrypted each share in Ci) then

r LlðiÞ
q¼1sq

return r
end if

end for
return ?

end function

8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we present the experimental evaluation we
have carried out for testing the performance of the proposed
software installation system. Our system has an impact on
two operations in the package management lifecycle,
namely, package creation and installation. Both operations
consists of two separate phases.

Key processing. During the first phase the system either
shares the encryption key according to the installation policy
or reconstructs it, given the encrypted shares, the installation
policy and the feature keys. The performance of this phase
heavily depends on the performance of our scheme. Indeed,
the amount of additional information to be stored and the
amount of time needed to run this phase depend on the pro-
tocol type and on the access structure to be implemented.

Package processing. During this phase the package is
either created and encrypted or decrypted and installed.
The (d)encryption operation only depends on the size of the
package. We notice that the package contains a specification
of the installation policy, whose size depends on the specific
protocol distribution protocol we use. On the other hand, as
we will see, the size of this specification is negligible w.r.t.
the size of the software contained in the package. For this
reason, the time needed to execute this phase is independent
from our protocols and we do not consider this phase in our
evaluation.

8.1 The Experimental Setup

For the sake of an experimental evaluation, we tested the pro-
posed software update system by extending the RPM Pack-
age Management System, one of the most deployed PMSes.
Our experimental test set consists of all the packages con-
tained in the following Linux Distributions: CentOS, RedHat
Enterprise Linux (RHEL), OpenSuse and Fedora. We have
considered the installation policy in each package and classi-
fied it according to the measures we discuss below. We have
considered two extreme cases. The former case corresponds
to the point of view of a software vendor that needs to encode
all the packages in a given distribution, by making each package
backward compatible with some of its previous versions.
The latter one, corresponds to the case in which the vendor
needs to prepare a core distribution, i.e., a minimal set of
packages that guarantee the system to operate properly.

The experiments have been carried out on a dedicated
desktop PC powered by an Intel Core i5 CPU M460 at 2.53
GHz x4, equipped with 5GB Ram and a 1TB HD and run-
ning a Linux Ubuntu 15.10 32-bit. All policy-size experi-
ments were conducted by ad-hoc Python 2.7 scripts
leveraging python rpmlib version 4.12, while time-measure-
ments were conducted by a Java application.

8.1.1 RPM File Format

Each RPM package is encoded in a single file, formatted
according to the rpm format. Since its very first versions,
RPM was designed to allow each package to (a) describe the
set capabilities it requires to be executed, (b) list the set of
capabilities it provides and (c) store and retrieve such capa-
bilities from the RPM database.

The process implemented by theRPMpackagemanager to
build an rpm file first analyses the list of files to be packaged.
It constructs the list of capabilities provided by the package
and, most importantly, the list of capabilities required by the
package. The required capabilities that correspond to depen-
dencies are classified by RPM into automatic andmanual ones.
Automatic dependencies correspond to the set of shared
libraries that are required by the current package and are
computed by the package manager using the ldd command.
Since all automatic dependencies are required to properly
run the current package, their associated installation policy
corresponds to a single-clause DNF formula.

Manual dependencies correspond to specific capabilities
that the package creator might require. Examples of such
capabilities are the requirements for a specific package or
for a specific set of versions of a given package. Versions
can also be specified by using the operators < ;	;¼; > or

, e.g., requires: foo >= 1.5.

RPM format allows the specification of features that con-
flict with the current one, i.e., package that cannot be
installed simultaneously with the current package. Conflicts
correspond to the logical complement of required features
and are represented by non-monotone formulas. The man-
agement of non-monotone formulas is currently under
investigations.

8.1.2 RPM Installation Policies and Boolean Formulae

If we consider the boolean formulae that can be constructed
by the RPM package manager, we can state that they only
consist of conjunctions of the following types of formulas:
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type-a. Automatic dependencies correspond to a formula
consisting of exactly one DNF-clause that contains one lit-
eral for each required feature fi;

type-b. For each additional vendor requirement, a for-
mula consisting of the disjunction of literals associated to
the features f 0i;vi;1 ; . . . ; f

0
i;vi;ki

corresponding to the different
versions of the required feature f 0i .

In general, let us assume the (only) type-a clause consists
of k literals. Furthermore, let c be the number of type-b
clauses in the installation policy and let us denote by ki,
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; c the number of literals in the ith clause. The
installation policy generated by the RPM manager can be
described by the following boolean formula

f̂ ¼
k̂

i¼1
fi ^

ĉ

i¼1

_ki
j¼1

f 0i;vi;j

 !
: (1)

This formula can be used as is in the protocols described
by Algorithms 2 and 3, i.e., when the installation policy is
public or when we do require the partial hiding of the pol-
icy as described in Section 7.2. Notice that it is possible to
store this formula by using space jf̂j ¼ Oðkþ k1 þ . . .þ kcÞ.

In case of fully-hiding protocols, described by Algo-
rithms 4 and 5, we need to convert the installation policy in
DNF, that corresponds to the following formula f ¼ Wk1

j1¼1 . . .Wkc
jc¼1ð

Vk
i¼1 fi ^ f 01;v1;j1 ^ . . . ^ f

0
c;vc;jc
Þ

The formula consists of
Qc

i¼1 ki clauses, each with exactly
kþ c literals. Thus the size of the formula can be computed
as jfj ¼ O ðkþ cÞQc

i¼1 ki
� �

.

8.1.3 Estimating the Policy Size

As stated before, jf̂j and jfj express the number of literals in
the formula associated to the installation policy. Specifically,
the former corresponds to the public or partially-hidden
policy, while the latter to the fully-hidden policy. For each
literal we need to store a constant number of bytes, namely
the pair (feature name, encrypted share). Thus the total size
of the formula is linear in the number of literals.

In our experiments we have evaluated the above formulas
in real-life operational settings for the test distributions Cen-
tOS, Red Hat Enterprise Linux, OpenSuse and Fedora. More
precisely, for each test distribution we have evaluated the
values of k, c and k1; . . . ; kc by considering either 2 or 4 conse-
cutive versions of each test distribution, as listed in Table 1.

To do so, we have first constructed a database containing
the list of all pairs (Feature, Feature Version), that are pro-
vided by all the packages in all the versions of a given distri-
butions in the test set. Given such a database, for each
(distinct) package, it is possible to obtain the value of k as
the number of required features for which a single version,

compatible with the installation policy, exists in the data-
base. Similarly, the value of c is obtained by counting the
number of required features for which multiple versions,
compatible with the installation policy, exist in the database.
Finally, the values k1; . . . ; kc is computed by counting the
number of different versions of each required features that
is present in the database.

Let us consider, for example, the Fedora Server distribu-
tion. We have constructed the feature-version database by
listing all features contained in the Fedora distributions
20; 21; 22 and 23. At this point, for each (distinct) package in
any of the above distributions, we have computed the value
c by counting the number manual requirements listed in the
installation policy. Furthermore, for each such requirement,
we have computed ki by counting the number of features in
the database that satisfy the requirement.

For example, assume that featureA version 3.2.9 is con-
tained in Fedora Server 20 and 21. The same feature is con-
tained in version 3.3.0 in Fedora Server 22 and versions 3.3.1
in Fedora Server 23. Furthermore, let us assume that featureA
is required in its version <=3.3.1 in some package in
Fedora Server 23. Thus the list of all pairs in the database that
are compatiblewith this requirement is (featureA, 3.2.9), (fea-
tureA, 3.3.0) and (featureA, 3.3.1), that has cardinality ki ¼ 3.

8.1.4 Formula Size in the Protocol with Public or

Partially-Hidden Policy

In order to guarantee the correctness of the protocol defined
by Algorithm 3, the package needs to store (a) a specification
of the formula defined by Equation (1) and (b) the encrypted
shares for pairs (feature, version). In this case the formula
can be succinctly represented by using kþ k1 þ � � � þ kc pairs
(feature, version). Furthermore, the package will contain
kþ k1 þ � � � þ kc encrypted shares, again, one for each pairs
(feature, version) contained in the installation policy,

Table 2 contain the measurements over the different dis-
tributions in test set. Specifically, Table 2 contains the maxi-
mum, average number and the percentage of packages with
a given range of required for the parameters c, k, i.e., the
number of required features for which one or multiple ver-
sions exist in the feature database. Furthermore it contains
the percentage of the number of clauses in the formulawhose
size lays in the given range. From the data reported in such
table, we can notice that, for the vast majority of the packages
in all the distributions’ set, the size of the formula that corre-
sponds to the installation policy is small, i.e., below 50 liter-
als. In the worst case, the number of literals is below 531, that
corresponds to a space of few kilobytes on disk.

Let us consider the time needed to execute the key
sharing/recovery phase. In the case the policy is public, the

TABLE 1
Experimental Set Up

Distribution Experiment Full Distributions Core Distributions

Name Acronym Ver. #Packages # Provides #Requires Ver. #Packages # Provides #Requires

CentOS (Minimal) CentOS-M 6-7 574 3,435 8,044 7 357 410 655
CentOS (Complete) CentOS-C 4-5-6-7 20,737 122,312 261,896 7 169 673 823
Fedora Fedora 20-21-22-23 11,298 200,467 142,640 23 145 264 541
OpenSuse OpenSuse 11-12-13-13.2 19,444 175,181 229,503 13.2 1,267 6,558 9,002
RedHat Enterprise RHEL 4-5-6-7 13,292 93,019 196,994 7 166 678 837
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vendor/user needs to execute a number of (symmetric)
share encryptions (resp., decryptions) that is upper
bounded by the number of literals in the formula. Since
such a number is upper bounded by few hundreds, such
key sharing/recovery phase takes few milliseconds.

The situation becomes slightly more complex when the
policy is required to be partially hidden. In this case, the
encrypted share associated to each literal in the formula has
to be decrypted by using each key in the local database. As
previously highlighted, in practical applications, the num-
ber of installed features remains well below the number of
all available features. Analogously, the amount of space to
store the feature keys along with the other metadata main-
tained by the package management system is affordable as
it is few bytes for each installed feature. In any case, these
phases take at most few seconds.

8.1.5 Formula Size in the Protocol with Fully-Hidden

Policy

The same evaluation has been executed for the space required
to store policies in DNF. In this case, the formula cannot be
stored in a compact way since each clause in the DNF has to
be written in the installation policy. The expansion factor,
defined by jfj, has been computed for each package in each
target distribution. Table 3 contains the cumulative percent-
age for the distribution of the expansion factors. From these
results, it is clear that the additional security requirement of
fully hiding the installation policy comes to the cost of a
blow-up of the space needed to store the installation policy,
and, consequently, of the time needed to share/recovery
encryption keys that, in some cases, may be relevant.

8.1.6 Performance on Core Installations

The results reported in the previous paragraphs have been
obtained by considering the installation of all the packages in

the database. Clearly, in highly sensitive systems, it is never
the case that the administrator installs unused and poten-
tially dangerous packages. For this reason we have consid-
ered, for each distribution, the set of packages that identify
the core installation for a single distribution version. A core
installation is the minimal sets of packages for which (a) all
dependencies are met, i.e., there exist no dependency from a
feature provided by a package outside the set and (b) the
installed system is fully functional. Notice that the CentOS
minimal distribution strictly contains its core installation, as it
includes packages that ease the usage of the system but that
are not required for the system to work properly (e.g., the X/
Windows environment and the LibreOffice productivity
suite). Table 1 reports the number of package, provided fea-
tures and required features for core installations of the distri-
butions in the test set. Such values are one or two orders of
magnitude smaller than the values corresponding to the full
distributions case. Tables 2 and 3 report the formula size for
the public/partially hidden case and the fully hidden one.

8.1.7 Key Processing Time

In this section we briefly report the simulation of key recon-
struction algorithms presented in this paper. Specifically,
we have only computed the time for (the appropriate num-
ber of) share decryptions while we have not reported the
time required to query the local inventory, to iterate over
keys in therein contained or to run the secret sharing recon-
struction algorithm.

We start by defining a set of parameters, jI j, k, c and ki. As
a first step we generate a database of random feature keys of
size jI j. We then compute the proper number of shares, jfj or
jf̂j, that correspond to an installation policy with parameters
k, c and k1 ¼ � � � ¼ kc ¼ ki, and encrypt them with the corre-
sponding keys. Given this set of encrypted shares, we run
the reconstruction algorithms presented in the paper.

TABLE 2
Cumulative Percentage for the Expansion Parameters in the Public or Partially-Hidden Policies for Full and Core Distributions

Exp. Acronym

Full Distributions Core Distributions

c k jf̂j ¼ kþ k1 þ � � � þ kc jf̂j ¼ kþ k1 þ � � � þ kc

Av. Max 0-10 Av. Max 0-100 Av. Max 0-50 0-100 Av. Max 0-50

CentOS-M 0,90 8 100,00% 13,10 80 100,00% 15,14 87 97,91% 100,00% 16,60 62 98,04%
CentOS-C 1,07 32 99,75% 11,56 232 99,67% 17,28 531 94,12% 99,09% 12,37 62 98,82%
Fedora 0,85 38 99,81% 11,78 319 99,46% 16,46 437 95,18% 99,16% 17,88 50 100,00%
OpenSuse 0,94 44 99,13% 10,86 223 99,76% 15,64 252 95,04% 99,41% 15,17 74 98,18%
RHEL 1,06 32 99,71% 13,71 232 99,59% 19,75 522 92,70% 98,84% 12,63 62 98,80%

TABLE 3
Cumulative Percentage for the Expansion Factor for the Installation Policy Size in the Fully-Hidden Policies

for Full and Core Distributions

Exp. Acronym Full Distributions Core Distributions

0-103 0-104 0-105 0-106 0-103 0-104 0-105 0-106

CentOS-M 95,64% 98,95% 99,83% 99,83% 95,24% 98,88% 99,72% 100,00%
CentOS-C 84,88% 91,22% 94,50% 96,25% 91,12% 97,63% 98,22% 99,41%
Fedora 87,27% 93,34% 96,19% 97,38% 89,66% 97,24% 97,24% 100,00%
OpenSuse 87,44% 92,99% 96,03% 97,63% 80,90% 90,84% 95,58% 96,76%
RHEL 82,98% 89,78% 93,37% 95,46% 98,19% 98,80% 99,40% 100,00%
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Table 4 reports the reconstruction time required by pro-
tocols for public or partially hidden policies. We have cho-
sen to test policy sizes f̂ of size approximately 50 and 100 as
these are the limits of the cumulative percentage reported in
Table 2. Furthermore, we have chosen the number of keys
in the local inventory in the range 103, 105 since these are
the orders of magnitude for inventories reported in Table 1.
Clearly, the time needed in case of public policies does not
depend on jIj since, in this case, given the feature name, the
algorithm queries the database and retrieves the correct
key. In all cases, few milliseconds are sufficient to correctly
decrypt all the shares in the policy. In the case of partially
hidden policies, instead, the algorithm needs to iterate over
the keys in the inventory. We have considered the worst
case scenario in which (a) automatic dependencies always
correspond to the last keys in the iteration (i.e., for each
such share, the algorithm executes exactly jI j decryptions)
and (b) each manual dependency is fails ki=2 times, (i.e., a
successful share decryption follows jIjki=2 unsuccessful
ones). Also in this case, the timings reported in Table 4
show that the reconstruction times are affordable even in
the case of complex policies and huge local inventory.

Table 5 reports the reconstruction time required by pro-
tocols for fully hidden policies. In this case we have focused
our attention to the case of core distributions.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

In this paper we have presented protocols for ensuring
strong dependency enforcement during the software instal-
lation process. Our protocols improve over previous solu-
tions for a number of reasons. In our model, we explicitly
consider multiple independent software issuers that are not
required to cooperate in any way. The enforcement of
dependencies is strong in the sense that the package is

distributed in an encrypted form and it can be decrypted by
the user if and only if the device meets the issuer-defined
installation policy. Finally, the update of the device’s key
material is executed locally without any interaction with the
issuer, solving issues related to the inefficiency of interac-
tive protocols or profiling of user devices. Furthermore, we
have presented variants of our protocols in which the
description of dependencies can be kept either partially or
fully hidden to an adversary by sacrifying, in part, the effi-
ciency of the solution. We have presented and analyzed the
protocols from a theoretical point of view and experimen-
tally evaluated their performance.

Our protocols are based on secret sharing schemes that
only allow the management of monotone installation poli-
cies. We are currently evaluating techniques to allow the
management of non-monotone policies, i.e., the ones that
allow the installation of a package only if some feature is not
installed on the system.
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Abstract—The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has been used in wide range of applications, such as smart living,

smart health and smart transportation. Among all these applications, smart home is most popular, in which the users/residents can

control the operations of the various smart sensor devices from remote sites also. However, the smart devices and users communicate

over an insecure communication channel, i.e., the Internet. There may be the possibility of various types of attacks, such as smart

device capture attack, user, gateway node and smart device impersonation attacks and privileged-insider attack on a smart home

network. An illegal user, in this case, can gain access over data sent by the smart devices. Most of the existing schemes reported in the

literature for the remote user authentication in smart home environment are not secure with respect to the above specified attacks.

Thus, there is need to design a secure remote user authentication scheme for a smart home network so that only authorized users can

gain access to the smart devices. To mitigate the aforementioned isses, in this paper, we propose a new secure remote user

authentication scheme for a smart home environment. The proposed scheme is efficient for resource-constrained smart devices with

limited resources as it uses only one-way hash functions, bitwise XOR operations and symmetric encryptions/decryptions. The security

of the scheme is proved using the rigorous formal security analysis under the widely-accepted Real-Or-Random (ROR) model.

Moreover, the rigorous informal security analysis and formal security verification using the broadly-accepted Automated Validation of

Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) tool is also done. Finally, the practical demonstration of the proposed scheme is

also performed using the widely-accepted NS-2 simulation.

Index Terms—Smart home, user authentication, key agreement, provable security, AVISPA, NS2 simulation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE advancement of ICT and the Internet have pro-
vided the support for rapid growth in smart home

environments. A smart home contains the advanced auto-
mation systems for monitoring and controlling of various
smart devices. In a smart home, the residents can control
various smart sensing devices such as temperature moni-
toring sensors, lighting equipments sensors, or occupancy
sensors, etc. [1], [2], [3], [4]. The smart home environment
provides a high level of comfort with reduced operational
costs to provide safety and security to its residents [5].
One of the major advantages of this type of environment

is for the elderly and disabled people in which these peo-
ple get assistance in estimating their body parameters
using smart gadgets [6]. A smart home is equipped with
a number of smart devices ðSDjsÞ, such as low-cost sen-
sors, smart light controllers, smart window shutters,
smart AC controllers various and surveillance cameras.
Most of the SDjs are resource-constrained having limited
computational and communication power, and limited
battery backup [5]. A smart home network can be imple-
mented with the help of these SDjs in which all SDjs
communicate over wireless channels using the home gate-
way node ðGWNÞ. The GWN acts as a bridge between
SDjs and smart home user ðUiÞ. The GWN provides inter-
operability and control for the SDjs and connects them to
the external world using the Internet. This facilitates the
Uis to operate the smart home appliances remotely using
the Internet-enabled smartphones, tablets, etc. anytime
from anywhere in the world [5], [7].

1.1 Network Model

The network model depicted in Fig. 1 consists of the smart
home users Uis who want to access smart devices SDjs as
per their requirements. Suppose there is a user Ui, who
wants to access certain SDj (e.g., temperature & humidity
sensor). To access that SDj, Ui first needs to register
himself/herself at the trusted registration authority RA.
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Similarly, all SDjs and the gateway node GWN (which acts
as the bridge between the SDj and Ui, and connects SDj to
the external world using the Internet) are also registered at
the RA. The GWN is thus a special node that takes responsi-
bility of controlling the network data, device and network
interoperability and secure management [5]. The registra-
tion authority ðRAÞ is a trusted server and it is responsible
for registering all the smart devices, users Ui’s and the
GWN securely. After the successful registration of Ui, SDj

and GWN securely, the RA stores this useful information in
the memory of smart phone SPi of Ui, and also in the mem-
ory of SDj and GWN , which are further used at the time of
authentication and key establishment process. Ui, who
wants to access a SDj, sends an authentication request
directly to the GWN as both of them have already per-
formed the registration phase at the RA. Three categories of
mutual authentications happen: 1) between Ui and GWN , 2)
between GWN and SDj and 3) between Ui and SDj. More-
over, Ui and SDj establish a secret session key SKij between
them to protect the exchanged messages.

1.2 Motivation

Consider the following scenario in smart home environment
[8]. Recently, it is noticed that the major trend throughout
Europe is the aging society, which is affected by an increas-
ing life expectancy and decreasing birth rates. A large pro-
portion of the European society will be not only from the
group of people over 65, but also from a significant increase
in the number of people over 80. The proportion of popula-
tion aged over 65 and over is rising in all countries, however
differences can be observed. It is also reported that “the
ratio for Iceland, Ireland, Slovak Republic and Turkey lie
well below the average for Europe, whereas the ratio for
Finland, Germany, Greece, Italy and Sweden lie far above
the average for Europe” [8].

The SDjs in smart homes communicate over the insecure
communication channels. There might be the possibility of
various attacks in a smart home network. An illegal user
(attacker), who can monitor the activities in a smart home,

can break the security, and also can gain access over the
SDjs and other smart home appliances. For example, the
attacker can watch the activities in the home by accessing
the surveillance camera illegally where disabled people live
in the smart home. Most of the existing authentication
schemes reported in the literature in a smart home environ-
ment are not secure against various known attacks, such as
smart device capture attack, user, gateway node and smart
device impersonation attacks, and privileged-insider attack.
Most of those schemes also fail to preserve traceability and
anonymity properties of the users, the GWN as well as of
the smart devices SDjs. Moreover, using the smart phone
stolen attack, it is possible that an adversary A can capture
a user’s secret credentials, such as identity, password and
biometrics key with the help of the extracted information
stored in the smart phone. In addition, with the help of the
user, gateway node and smart device impersonation
attacks, A can create valid messages on the behalf of a user
Ui, GWN and smart device SDj, respectively, and can send
the corresponding messages to Ui, GWN and SDj so that
these messages are treated as valid by Ui, GWN and SDj,
respectively. In a privileged-insider attack, an insider user
of the RA can act as an adversary. The privileged-insider of
the RA being an adversary can use the registration informa-
tion of the users sent to the RA by a legal Ui during the reg-
istration phase and derive user’s secret credentials, such as
identity, password and biometrics key. However, the GWN
registration is usually performed in offline mode securely
by the RA, and hence, an adversary can not compromise the
sensitive information stored in the tamper-resistant GWN
device. Considering various possible attacks in a smart
home environment, there is a great need to design a secure
remote user authentication scheme suitable for a smart
home network so that only authorized users can access the
information collected by the deployed SDjs.

1.3 Threat Model

� We have used the Dolev-Yao threat model [9] in our
scheme. According to this model, any two communi-
cating parties communicate over an insecure channel
and the end-point entities such as Ui and SDj are not
considered as trusted entities. An adversary, say A,
can eavesdrop the exchanged messages, and also
can modify or delete the message contents during
transmission.

� It is assumed that an adversary can physically cap-
ture some smart devices equipped at the smart home
which are not tamper-resistant, and can extract all
the sensitive data stored in those devices.

� As in [5], we also assume that the GWN is fully
trusted and can not be compromised by an adversary.
Otherwise, the whole network is compromised if the
GWN is compromised. For this purpose, as in Bertino
et al.’s scheme [10], we also assume that the GWN is
equipped with the tamper-resistant device so that all
the sensitive information including the cryptographic
keying materials stored in it is protected from A.
Hence, the use of a tamper-resistant GWN makes the
security of the proposed scheme is strong enough.
Though the attacks on tamper-resistant devices are
possible, the attacker A needs a special equipment to

Fig. 1. Smart home environment (Adapted from [5]).
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perform attacks to extract the information. Since it is
cheaper to install the GWN than the special equip-
ment, so A does not have economic incentives to
mount such an attack [10]. Moreover, the GWN can
be physically secured by putting it under a locking
system inside the smart home of a user so that the
physical capture of theGWN can be much difficult as
compared to that for the smart devices.

� The RA is also fully trusted and can not be compro-
mised by an adversary.

1.4 Contributions

Based upon the above discussion, the following contribu-
tions are presented in this paper:

� We propose a new remote user authentication
scheme for securing a smart home network. The pro-
posed scheme allows three types of mutual authenti-
cations: 1) between a user Ui and the GWN , 2)
between the GWN and a smart device SDj, and 3) a
userUi and a smart device SDj. At the end, a symmet-
ric session key is established betweenUi and SDj, and
they can use the established symmetric key for their
future secure communications using a symmetric
cipher (for example, the stateless CBC (Cipher Block
Chaining) mode of the Advanced Encryption Stan-
dard (AES-128), known as AES-CBC [11], [12], [13]).

� The proposed scheme is suitable and efficient for
resource-constrained SDjs with limited resources as
it uses only hash invocations, simple bitwise XOR
operations and symmetric encryption/decryption
operations.

� The security of the proposed scheme is proved using
the formal security analysis under the widely-
accepted ROR model [14], and also using the rigor-
ous informal security analysis. The formal security
discussed in Section 5.1 proves the semantic security
of the proposed scheme against an adversary to get
the session key between a user and a smart device in
the smart home environment. On the other hand,
using the informal security analysis, we have shown
that the proposed scheme is secure against other pos-
sible known attacks, which are discussed in detail in
Section 5.3.

� The formal security verification of the proposed
scheme in Section 5.2 is done using the broadly-used
AVISPA tool [15] and the simulation results show
that it is also secure against replay and man-in-the-
middle attacks.

� Finally, the practical demonstration of the proposed
scheme is provided through the widely-accepted
NS-2 simulation [16].

1.5 Roadmap of the Paper

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We briefly dis-
cuss the relevant mathematical preliminaries in Section 2. A
brief survey of various existing schemes proposed in the lit-
erature is given in Section 3. A new user authentication and
session key agreement scheme for smart home environment
is presented in Section 4. The rigorous formal and informal
security analysis are given in Section 5. In addition, the

formal security verification using the popular AVISPA tool
is also given in this section. The practical demonstration of
the proposed scheme using widely-accepted NS-2 simula-
tion is given in Section 6. The performance comparison with
the existing relevant schemes is given in Section 7. Finally,
Section 8 concludes the article.

2 MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we briefly discuss the one-way crypto-
graphic hash function and its properties, and also the indis-
tinguishability of encryption under chosen plaintext attack
(IND-CPA), which are necessary to analyze the security of
the proposed scheme.

2.1 One-Way Cryptographic Hash Function

A one-way cryptographic hash function h: f0; 1g� ! f0; 1gl
takes an arbitrary-length input, say x 2 f0; 1g�, and outputs
a fixed-length (say, l-bits) message digest hðxÞ 2 f0; 1gl.
Definition 1. As defined in [17], the formalization of an adver-

sary A’s advantage in finding hash collision is given by
AdvHASH

A ðtÞ ¼ Pr½ða; bÞ  R A: a 6¼ b and hðaÞ ¼ hðbÞ�,
where Pr½X� denotes the probability of an event X, and
ða; bÞ  R A denotes the pair ða; bÞ is randomly selected by A.
In this case, A is allowed to be probabilistic and the probability
in the advantage is computed over the random choices made by
A with the execution time t. By an ð�; tÞ-adversary A attacking
the collision resistance of hð�Þ, it is meant that the runtime of A
is at most t and that AdvHASH

A ðtÞ � �.

2.2 Indistinguishability of Encryption Under
Chosen Plaintext Attack

The indistinguishability of encryption under chosen plain-
text attack (IND-CPA) is formally defined as follows
[18], [19]:

Definition 2. Let SE=ME be the single/multiple eavesdropper
respectively, and ORek1 ; ORek2 ; . . . ; ORekN be N different inde-
pendent encryption oracles associated with encryption keys ek1;
ek2; . . . ; ekN , respectively. The advantage functions of SE and
ME are defined, respectively, as AdvIND�CPA

V;SE ðkÞ ¼ j2Pr½SE  
ORek1 ; ðp0; p1 R SEÞ; d R f0; 1g; b R ORek1ðpdÞ : SEðbÞ ¼
d� � 1j, and AdvIND�CPA

V;ME ðkÞ ¼ j2Pr½ME  ORek1 . . . ORekN ;
ðp0; p1  R MEÞ; d R f0; 1g; b1  R ORek1 ðpdÞ; . . . ; bN  R

ORekN ðpdÞ:MEðb1; . . . ;bNÞ ¼ d� � 1j, whereV is the encryp-
tion scheme. We callV is IND-CPA secure in the single (multi-
ple) eavesdropper setting if AdvIND�CPA

V;SE ðkÞ ðrespectively,
AdvIND�CPA

V;ME ðkÞÞ is negligible (in the security parameter k) for
any probabilistic, polynomial time adversary SE (ME).

A deterministic encryption scheme means the same mes-
sage, when it is encrypted twice, yields the same ciphertext.
Thus, any deterministic encryption scheme is not IND-CPA
secure [13]. There are five modes of symmetric encryption:
Electronic Codebook (ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC),
Cipher Feedback (CFB), Output Feedback (OFB) and
Counter (CTR). Out of these modes, ECB is not IND-CPA
secure [13]. Since the adversary knows the Initialization
Vector ðIV Þ, CBC is essentially reduced to ECB, and hence,
the stateful CBC is IND-CPA insecure [13]. On the other
hand, in the stateless CBC, the IV value is chosen at random
for each message, and due to this property, the stateless
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CBC is IND-CPA secure [13]. If the stateless CBC of AES-128
symmetric encryption scheme is used for encryption/
decryption purpose, it then becomes IND-CPA secure.

3 RELATED WORK

Jeong et al. [20] presented a one-time password based
user authentication scheme using smart card for smart
home networks. Their scheme is lightweight as it uses
one-way hash function operations. Their scheme does not
provide mutual authentication between GWN and smart
device as well as between user and smart device. Their
scheme does not provide traceability, and user anonymity
properties as the user identity is sent in plaintext and
also the messages can be easily traced by an adversary.
Furthermore, their scheme is insecure against stolen
smart card attack and privileged-insider attack as the
adversary can derive secret credentials of a user from the
extracted information stored in the smart card. In addi-
tion, their scheme is not resilient against smart device
physical capture attack.

Vaidya et al. [21] proposed a password based remote
user authentication scheme for digital home network. Their
scheme is also based upon lightweight computation mod-
ules such as hashed one-time password and hash-chaining
methods. Similar to Jeong et al. [20], their scheme does not
provide mutual authentication between GWN and smart
device as well as between user and smart device. Kim and
Kim [22] analyzed Vaidya et al.’s scheme [21] and identified
that it is vulnerable to password guessing attack and does
not provide forward secrecy with lost smart card. They also
proposed a new scheme which withstands the security
weaknesses observed in Vaidya et al.’s scheme [21]. Vaidya
et al.’s scheme [21] is insecure against stolen smart card
attack and privileged-insider attack as the adversary can
derive secret credentials of a user from the extracted infor-
mation stored in the smart card. In addition, their scheme is
not resilient against smart device physical capture attack.
Later, Vaidya et al. [23] also proposed an elliptic curve cryp-
tography (ECC) based device authentication technique
for smart energy home area network which requires more
overheads as compared to the scheme in [21]. Kim-Kim’s
scheme [22] is however not resilient against privileged-
insider attack, user impersonation attack and password
guessing attack. In addition, Kim-Kim’s scheme [22] also
fails to preserve traceability and anonymity of user and
smart device.

Hanumanthappa et al. [24] proposed a secure three-way
authentication mechanism for user authentication and pri-
vacy preservation. In their mechanism, the users or service
providers can check whether the device is compromised or
not by the help of their proposed encrypted pass-phrases
mechanism.

Santoso and Vun [25] proposed ECC based user authenti-
cation scheme for a smart home system. In their scheme, the
mobile user can authenticate with the devices deployed in
the smart home using a central node, called the home gate-
way. Similar to the schemes of Jeong et al. [20], Vaidya et al.
[21], and Kim and Kim [22], their scheme does not provide
traceability, and user anonymity properties. Furthermore,
their scheme is insecure against stolen smart card attack

and privileged-insider attack. In addition, their scheme is
not resilient against smart device physical capture attack.

Chang and Le [26] recently proposed a two-factor user
authentication scheme in wireless sensor networks (WSNs),
which uses a user’s password and smart card. Their scheme
has two protocols: P1 and P2. While P1 is based on bitwise
XOR and hash functions, P2 uses ECC along with bitwise
XOR and hash functions. However, Das et al. [27] proved
that both P1 and P2 are insecure against session specific
temporary information attack and offline password guess-
ing attack, while P1 is also insecure against session key
breach attack. Moreover, they pointed out that both P1 and
P2 are inefficient in authentication and password change
phases. To erase the security limitations in P1 and P2, a new
authentication and key agreement scheme using ECC in
WSNs is presented [27].

Kumar et al. [5] presented a lightweight and secure ses-
sion key establishment scheme for smart home network. To
establish the mutual trust, each smart device control unit
establishes a session key with the GWN by using a short
authentication token. However, their scheme does not pre-
serve the GWN anonymity and also the traceability proper-
ties. In addition, their scheme does not provide mutual
authentication between user and smart device as well as
between user and the GWN .

Li et al. [28] proposed an ECC based key establishment
scheme for smart home energy management systems.
Through the implementation, it is shown that their scheme
is efficient with respect to execution time and memory
usage. Han et al. [29] presented a secure key agreement
scheme for ubiquitous smart home systems, which is partic-
ularly applicable to the consumer electronics devices in a
smart home. The security and functionality features of the
existing schemes summarized in Table 4 are also discussed
in detail in Section 7.

4 THE PROPOSED SCHEME

We propose a new user authenticated key establishment
scheme for the smart home environment. In the proposed
scheme, we have a registration authority, several smart
sensing devices, a gateway node ðGWNÞ and several users,
who want to access the smart devices. First of all, the secure
offline registration of each smart device and GWN is done
at the registration authority ðRAÞ. Then a user, who wants
to access the smart devices, needs to register at the registra-
tion authority providing his/her necessary information.
Each user has a smart phone, which is capable to read the
credential information such as the user’s identity, password
and biometric (fingerprint scanning etc.) provided by that
user. The GWN acts as an intermediary node. The legal
user’s authentication request goes to the GWN and then the
GWN forwards the request to the requested smart device.
The smart device sends response to the GWN accordingly
and then the GWN forwards the response to the user. As
discussed in the threat model provided in Section 1.3, the
GWN is fully trusted and all the sensitive informations
stored in the GWN are protected from an adversary [5].
Moreover, we assume that all the heterogeneous devices
(i.e., GWN , users (smart phones) and smart devices) are
synchronized with their clocks, and agree (mutually) on a
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maximum transmission delay ðDT Þ to protect replay attacks
in the proposed scheme [5].

Our scheme has six phases: 1) offline smart device
and gateway registration, 2) user registration, 3) login,
4) authentication and agreement, 5) biometric and password
update, and 6) dynamic smart device addition. The nota-
tions presented in Table 1 are used in the proposed scheme.
We assume that there are m users and n smart devices in
the smart home environment. In addition, we assume that
n0 additional smart devices can be added in the network
through the dynamic smart device addition phase, where
n0 < < n. We also use the fuzzy extractor to verify the bio-
metrics. The fuzzy extractor is a tuple hM; l; ti, which is
composed of the following two algorithms [30], [31]:

Gen. It is a probabilistic algorithm, which takes a biomet-
ric template Bi from a given metric spaceM as input, and
then outputs a biometric key si 2 f0; 1gl and a public repro-
duction parameter ti, that is, GenðBiÞ ¼ fsi; tig, where l
denotes the number of bits present in si.

Rep. This is a deterministic algorithm, which takes a
noisy biometric template B0i 2M and a public parameter
ti and t related to Bi, and then it reproduces (recovers)
the biometric key si. In other words, RepðB0i; tiÞ ¼ si pro-
vided that the Hamming distance between Bi and B0i is
less than or equal to a predefined error tolerance thresh-
old value t.

4.1 Offline Smart Device and Gateway
Registration Phase

The offline smart device ðSDjÞ and GWN registration is
done by the registration authority ðRAÞ in offline securely
(for example, in person). For each SDj ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ, the
RA selects a unique identity IDSDj

and also generates a
unique random 1024-bit secret key KGWN�SDj

of GWN for
SDj, and computes the corresponding temporal credential
hðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þ, and stores fIDSDj

, hðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

Þg
into the memory of SDj. The RA further randomly gener-
ates the unique GWN’s identity IDGWN and a unique

random 1024-bit secret keyKGWN�Ui
ofGWN for each userUi

ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mÞ, and also selects the temporary identity TIDi

corresponding to each user Ui’s identity IDi into the memory
of theGWN after Ui’s successful registration phase described
in Section 4.2. Finally, theGWN and SDj contain the informa-
tion hfðTIDi; IDi;KGWN�Ui

Þji ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mg; fðIDSDj
;KGWN�SDj

Þj
j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; ngi, and hIDSDj

; hðIDSDj
jj KGWN�SDj

Þi for each
userUi and smart deviceSDj, respectively.

4.2 User Registration Phase

To access the services from a particular smart device SDj, a
user Ui first needs to register with the RA securely (for
example, in person). The following steps are required for
the Ui’s registration, which are also summarized in Fig. 2:

Step REG1. Ui chooses a unique identity IDi and a pass-
word PWi, and generates 160-bit random secrets a and r. Ui

also imprints his/her biometrics BIOi to the sensor of SPi.
The SPi applies the fuzzy extractor probabilistic generation
function Genð�Þ to generate secret biometric key si and
public parameter ti as GenðBIOiÞ ¼ ðsi; tiÞ [31], [32], [33].
The SPi of Ui calculates the masked password RPWi ¼
hðPWijjsijjaÞ � r, and sends the registration request hIDi;
RPWii to the RA using a secure channel. Note that a privi-
leged-insider user of the RA being an adversary knows the
registration information fIDi; RPWig to mount the privi-
leged-insider attack.

Step REG2. After receiving hIDi;RPWii from SPi, the RA
first generates a 1024-bit secret key KGWN�Ui

of GWN for Ui,
and calculatesAi ¼ hðIDijjKGWN�UiÞ � RPWi.RA also gener-
ates a temporary identity TIDi corresponding to IDi for Ui as
discussed in theGWN registration phase (Section 4.1). Finally,
RA sends the registration reply with information fAi; TIDig
to Ui securely. Note that the privileged-insider user of theRA
being an adversary does not know the information fAi; TIDig
as these information are computed online by theRA.

Step REG3. After receiving hAi; TIDii from the RA, SPi

of Ui computes parameters Bi ¼ hðIDijjsiÞ � a, RPW 0
i ¼

RPWi � r ¼ hðPWijjsijjaÞ, Ci ¼ hðIDijjRPW 0
i jjsiÞ and A�i ¼

Ai � r ¼ hðIDijjKGWN�Ui
Þ � RPW 0

i ¼ hðIDijjKGWN�Ui
Þ �

hðPWijjsijjaÞ. Finally, SPi stores the information hTIDi; A
�
i ;

Bi; Ci; ti; hð�Þ; Genð�Þ; Repð�Þ; ti in its memory, where t is
the error tolerance parameter used by the fuzzy extractor
Repð�Þ function.

At the end of this phase, the user Ui erases Ai from his/
her smart phone SPi in order to avoid the privileged-insider
attack as explained in Section 5.3.3. In addition, the RA also
deletes Ai and RPWi from its database.

TABLE 1
Notations Used

Notation Description

RA Registration authority

GWN Gateway node

SDj jth smart device in the home

Ui ith user

SPi Ui’s smart phone

IDi Ui’s identity

IDSDj SDj’s identity

PWi, BIOi Ui’s password & personal biometrics, respectively

Ti Current timestamp

DT Maximum transmission delay
KGWN�Ui

Secret key of GWN for Ui

KGWN�SDj
Secret key of GWN for SDj

EKð�Þ=DKð�Þ Symmetric encryption/decryption (for example,

AES-CBC (128 bits) [12]) using keyK

si Biometric secret key of Ui

ti Public reproduction parameter of Ui

t Error tolerance threshold used in fuzzy extractor

Gen Fuzzy extractor probabilistic generation procedure

Rep Fuzzy extractor deterministic reproduction procedure

hð�Þ One-way collision-resistant cryptographic hash function

jj, � Concatenation and bitwise XOR operations, respectively

Fig. 2. User registration phase.
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4.3 Login Phase

The login process of Ui is performed as per the following
steps:

Step UL1. Ui first provides his/her identity IDi and pass-
word PW �

i into the interface of the smart phone SPi, and
also provides his/her biometrics BIO�i to the sensor of SPi.
SPi extracts the biometric key s�i as s

�
i ¼ RepðBIO�i ; tiÞ with

the constraint that the Hamming distance between the origi-
nal biometrics BIOi at the time of registration and entered
current BIO�i is less than or equal to t. SPi further computes
a� ¼ Bi � hðIDijjs�i Þ, RPW �

i ¼ hðPW �
i jj s�i jja�Þ and C�i ¼

hðIDijjRPW �
i jjs�i Þ. SPi then checks whether C�i ¼ Ci. If it is

valid, Ui passes both password and biometric verification.
Otherwise, the session is terminated immediately.

Step UL2. SPi calculates M1 ¼ A�i � RPW �
i ¼ hðIDijj

KGWN�Ui
Þ. Then SPi generates a random nonce rUi

and the
current timestamp T1, and calculates parameters M2 ¼
M1 � rUi

and M3 ¼ hðM2jjT1jj IDijjTIDijj rUi
Þ. Finally, SPi

sends the login request message hTIDi; M2; M3; T1i to GWN
via an open channel.

4.4 Authentication and Key Agreement Phase

On receiving the login request hTIDi; M2; M3; T1i from SPi,
following steps are performed by Ui=SPi, GWN and an
accessed smart device SDj to establish a session key
between Ui and SDj for later secure communication:

Step AUKA1. GWN first checks the timeliness of T1 by
condition jT1 � T �1 j � DT , where the maximum transmis-
sion delay is denoted by DT and T �1 is the reception time of
the message hTIDi;M2;M3; T1i. If the condition matches,
the GWN searches the received TIDi in its database and if it
is found in the database, the GWN extracts IDi and
KGWN�Ui

corresponding to TIDi from its database, and cal-
culates M4 ¼ hðIDijjKGWN�Ui

Þ ð¼M1Þ using the extracted
IDi and KGWN�Ui

, r�Ui
¼M2 � M4 ¼M2 �M1, M5 ¼

hðM2jjT1jj IDijj TIDijj r�Ui
Þ.

Step AUKA2. GWN checks if M5 ¼M3 holds. If it does
not match, it terminates the authentication process. Other-
wise GWN generates a random nonce rGWN and timestamp
T2, and calculates parameters M6 ¼ hðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þ,

M7 ¼ EM6
½IDi; IDGWN; r

�
Ui
; rGWN; hðM4Þ�, M8 ¼ hðM6jj T2jj

IDijj IDSDj
jjIDGWN jjrGWNÞ. For computing M7, if we use

the stateless CBC of AES-128 (AES-CBC) symmetric encryp-
tion scheme, then the GWN needs to set the IV of CBC as
IV ¼ hðM6jjT1Þ so that it is random for each message in a
particular session. Then GWN sends the authentication
request message hM7;M8; T2i to SDj via an open channel.

Step AUKA3. After receiving the message hM7;M8; T2i
from GWN , SDj checks the timeliness of T2 by the criteria
jT2 � T �2 j � DT , where T �2 is the reception time of the mes-
sage hM7;M8; T2i. If condition holds, SDj decryptsM7 using
the stored key hðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þ as ðIDi; IDGWN; r�Ui

;
rGWN; hðM4ÞÞ ¼ DhðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þ ½M7�. For decrypting M7,

SDj also needs to set the IV of CBC as IV ¼ hðhðIDSDj
jj

KGWN�SDj
ÞjjT1Þ ð¼ hðM6jjT1ÞÞ.

Step AUKA4. SDj calculates M9 ¼ h½hðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

Þ
jjT2 jjIDi jjIDSDj

jjIDGWN jjrGWN � and checks the condition
M9 ¼M8. If it does not match, it terminates the authentica-
tion process. Otherwise, SDj generates a random nonce rSDj

and the current timestamp T3, and computes the session
key as SKij ¼ h½IDi jjIDSDj

jjIDGWN jjr�Ui
jjrGWN jj rSDj

jjhðM4Þjj hðhðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

ÞÞ�. After that, SDj computes
parameters M10 ¼ hðhðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þ jjT3Þ� rSDj

,
M11 ¼ hðSKij jjT3Þ andM12 ¼ hðrSDj

jjrGWN jjIDSDj
jjIDGWN

jjT3Þ. Then SDj sends the authentication reply message
hM10; M11; M12; T3i to the GWN via an insecure channel.

Step AUKA5. Upon receiving authentication request mes-
sage,GWN checks the timeliness of T3 by applying the crite-
ria jT3 � T �3 j � DT , where T �3 is the reception time of the
message hM10; M11; M12; T3i. If condition matches, GWN
computes r�SDj

¼ M10 � h½hðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

Þ jjT3� and

M13 ¼ hðr�SDj
jjrGWN jjIDSDj

jjIDGWN jjT3Þ. The GWN checks
the condition M13 ¼M12. If it does not match, the GWN
aborts the message. Otherwise, GWN computes M14 using
previously computed M4 ¼ hðIDijjKGWN�Ui

Þ as M14 ¼ EM4

½r�Ui
; rGWN; r

�
SDj

; IDSDj
; IDGWN; hðM6Þ�. For encrypting the

information in M14 using the key M4, we also use the state-
less CBC of AES-128 (AES-CBC) symmetric encryption
scheme and thus, the GWN needs to set the IV of CBC as
IV ¼ hðM4jjT4Þ so that it is random for each message in a
particular session. The GWN chooses current timestamp T4

and generates a new temporary identity TIDnew
i correspond-

ing to IDi. The GWN further computes M15 ¼ TIDnew
i �

hðTIDi jjM4 jjT3 jjT4Þ and M16 ¼ hðM11 jjT4 jjr�Ui
Þ. The GWN

sends the message hM14; M15; M16; T3; T4i to Ui via insecure
channel.

Step AUKA6. After receiving the message hM14; M15; M16;
T3; T4i, SPi of Ui first checks the timeliness of T4 with the
condition jT4 � T �4 j � DT , where T �4 is the reception time of
the message. If condition matches, Ui decrypts M14 using
pre-computed M1 as DM1

½M14� ¼ ðr�Ui
; r�GWN; r

�
SDj

; IDSDj
;

IDGWN; hðM6ÞÞ. For decrypting M14, SDj also needs to set

the IV of CBC as IV ¼ hðM1jjT4Þ ð¼ hðM4jjT4ÞÞ.
Then SPi checks if r

�
Ui
¼ rUi

. If they do not match, SPi ter-
minates the authentication process. Otherwise, it computes
the session key SK0ij ¼ h½IDi jjIDSDj

jjIDGWN jjrUi
jjr�GWN

jjr�SDj
jjhðM1Þ jjhðM6Þ� and M17 ¼ hðhðSK0ij jjT3Þ jjT4 jjrUi

Þ,
and then matches if M17 ¼M16. If it does not match, SPi ter-
minates the session and discards the computed session key.
Otherwise, message comes from the valid source and the
computed session key SK0ij is authentic. Finally, SPi com-
putes the new temporary identity as TIDnew

i ¼M15 � hðTIDijj
M1 jjT3 jjT4Þ and replaces TIDi with TIDnew

i in its memory.
The login, and authentication and agreement phases are

summarized in Fig. 3.

4.5 Password and Biometric Update Phase

The proposed scheme provides password and biometric
update facility throughwhich a legitimate user Ui can update
his/her password and biometrics for security reasons at any
time after user registration phase without further involving
the RA. Note that the biometric information of a given user
Ui is unique and unchanged as compared to the chosen pass-
word by that user Ui. However, we suggest the user Ui to
update his/her biometric information in the proposed
scheme, if he/she desires to do so. This is required to protect
strongly the offline password guessing attack to be consid-
ered in this phase as described by Huang et al. [34], which is
discussed in detail in Section 5.3.11. This phase needs the fol-
lowing steps:

Step PBU1. Ui provides his/her identity IDi, old pass-
word PWold

i to interface of the SPi and current his/her
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biometrics BIOold
i to the sensor of the SPi. SPi then com-

putes sold
i ¼ RepðBIOold

i ; tiÞ; a0 ¼ Bi � hðIDijjsold
i Þ; RPWold

i ¼
hðPWold

i jjsold
i jja0Þ and Cold

i ¼ hðIDijj RPWold
i jjsold

i Þ. SPi

checks the condition Cold
i ¼ Ci. If it matches, Ui is the actual

user; otherwise, the phase is terminated immediately.
Step PBU2. SPi asks Ui to enter a new password

PWnew
i and also imprint new biometrics BIOnew

i . The SPi

then calculates GenðBIOnew
i Þ ¼ ðsnew

i ; tnewi Þ, RPWnew
i ¼

hðPWnew
i jjsnew

i jja0Þ, Bnew
i ¼ hðIDijjsnew

i Þ � a0, Cnew
i ¼ hðIDijj

RPWnew
i jjsnew

i Þ and Anew
i ¼ A�i �RPWold

i �RPWnew
i ¼ hðIDijj

KGWN�Ui
Þ �RPWnew

i ¼ hðIDijjKGWN�Ui
Þ � hðPWnew

i jjsnew
i jja0Þ.

Step PBU3. Finally, SPi replaces ti; A
�
i ; Bi; and Ci with

tnewi ; Anew
i ; Bnew

i ; and Cnew
i in its memory, respectively.

The password and biometric update phase is also sum-
marized in Fig. 4.

4.6 Dynamic Smart Device Addition Phase

To deploy a new smart device SDnew
j in the existing smart

homenetwork, theRA performs the following steps in offline:
Step DA1. RA first assigns a unique new identity IDnew

SDj

and also generates a new secret key KGWN�SDnew
j

of GWN
for SDnew

j . RA further computes the temporal credential of
SDnew

j as hðIDSDnew
j
jjKGWN�SDnew

j
Þ.

Step DA2. RA stores the information fIDSDnew
j

, hðIDSDnew
jjjKGWN�SDnew

j
Þg into the memory of SDj before its deploy-

ment in the smart home. RA also sends the information
fIDSDnew

j
; KGWN�SDnew

j
g to the GWN securely, which are

then stored in the database of the GWN .
Finally, RA also needs to inform the existing users in the

network about the deployment of new smart device SDnew
j

so that they can access the services from SDnew
j , if needed.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed
scheme using both formal and informal analysis.

5.1 Formal Security Analysis Using
Real-Or-Random Model

The widely-accepted Real-Or-Random (ROR) model [14] is
used for formal security analysis of the proposed scheme.

5.1.1 ROR Model

We follow the Abdalla et al.’s ROR model [14] for formal
security analysis as done in [26]. According to our scheme,

Fig. 3. Summary of login, and authentication and key agreement phases.

Fig. 4. Summary of password and biometric update phase.
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we have three participants in the smart home: smart device
SDj, user Ui and GWN .

Participants. Let Pt
SDj

, Pu
Ui

and Pv
GWN be the instances t, u

and v of SDj, Ui and GWN , respectively. These are called

oracles [26].
Accepted State. An instance Pt is known to be accepted,

if upon receiving the last expected protocol message, it
goes into an accept state. The ordered concatenation of
all communicated (sent and received) messages by Pt

forms the session identification (sid) of Pt for the current
session.

Partnering. Two instances Pt1 and Pt2 are said to be
partnered if the following three conditions are fulfilled
simultaneously: 1) both Pt1 and Pt2 are in accept state; 2)
both Pt1 and Pt2 mutually authenticate each other and
share the same sid; and 3) Pt1 and Pt2 are mutual partners
of each other.

Freshness. The instance Pu
Ui

or Pt
SDj

is fresh, if the session
key SKij between Ui and SDj has not revealed to an adver-
sary A using the Reveal(Pt) query given below [26].

Adversary. It is assumed that A has fully control over all
the communications in a smart home. A has the ability to
read, modify the exchanged messages, or can fabricate new
messages and inject them into the network. Furthermore, A
has access to the following queries [26]:

ExecuteðPu;Pv;PtÞ: A can execute this query to obtain
the messages exchanged between three legitimate partici-
pants Ui, GWN and SDj, which is further modeled as an
eavesdropping attack.

RevealðPtÞ: This query reveals the current session key
SKij generated by Pt (and its partner) to an adversaryA.

SendðPt;msgÞ: A runs this query to send a message, say
msg, to a participant instance Pt, and also receives a
response message. It is modeled as an active attack.

CorruptSmartPhoneðPu
Ui
Þ: It represents the smart phone

SPi lost/stolen attack, which outputs the information
stored in SPi.

CorruptSmartDeviceðPt
SDj
Þ: This represents an attack in

which secret hðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

Þ is disclosed to A, which is
applied to verify the security of the proposed scheme.
As mentioned in [26], both CorruptSmartPhone and
CorruptSmartDevice queries ensure the weak-corruption
model in which temporary keys and the internal data of the
participant instances are not corrupted.

TestðPtÞ: It represents the semantic security of a ses-
sion key SKij between Ui and SDj following the indistin-
guishability in the ROR model [14]. An unbiased coin b
is flipped before start of the experiment, and its result is
only known to A which is used to decide the output of
the Test query. If A runs this query, and the established
session key SKij is also new, then Pt returns SKij in
case b ¼ 1 or a random number for b ¼ 0; otherwise, it
outputs ? (null).

Note that we impose a restriction that the adversary A
has access to only limited number of CorruptSmartPhoneðPu

Ui
Þ

and CorruptSmartDeviceðPt
SDj
Þ queries, whereas he/she can

access the TestðPtÞ query many times. According to the
threat model described in Section 1.3, the GWN is trusted.
Thus, A does not have any access to a corrupt query related
to the GWN .

Semantic Security of Session Key. According to the require-
ments of the ROR model [14], A needs to distinguish
between an instance’s real session key and a random key. A
can make several Test queries to either Pt

SDj
or Pu

Ui
. The out-

put of Test query should be consistent with respect to the
random bit b. After the experiment is finished, A returns a
guessed bit b0 and he/she can win the game if the condition
b0 ¼ b is met. Let SUCC be an event that A win the game.
The advantage AdvAKE

P of A in breaking the semantic secu-
rity of our authenticated key agreement (AKE) scheme, say
P against deriving the session key SKij between Ui and SDj

is given by AdvAKE
P ¼ j2:Pr½SUCC� � 1j. In the ROR sense, P

is secure if AdvAKE
P � c, where c > 0 is a sufficiently small

real number.
Random Oracle. As mentioned in [26], all communicating

participants as well as A have access to a collision-resistant
one-way cryptographic hash function hð�Þ. hð�Þ is modeled
by a random oracle, sayHO.

5.1.2 Security Proof

Theorem 1 provides the semantic security of our pro-
posed scheme under the widely-accepted ROR model
[26], [35].

Theorem 1. Let A be an adversary running in polynomial time t
against our scheme P in the random oracle, D a uniformly
distributed password dictionary and l the number of bits
present in the biometrics key si. The advantage ofA in breaking
semantic security of our scheme is estimated as AdvAKE

P �
q2
h

jHashj þ qsend
2l�1:jDj þ 2AdvIND�CPA

V ðkÞ, where qh, qsend, jHashj,
jDj and AdvIND�CPA

V;SE ðkÞ or AdvIND�CPA
V;ME ðkÞ are the number of

HO queries, the Send queries, the range space of hð�Þ, the size
of D, and the advantage of A in breaking the IND-CPA secure
symmetric cipher V (provided in Definition 2), respectively,

and AdvIND�CPA
V ðkÞ ¼ AdvIND�CPA

V;SE ðkÞ or AdvIND�CPA
V;ME ðkÞ.

Proof. The proof is similar to that presented in the schemes
[26], [35]. The sequence of five games, say GMi, are
defined in the security analysis, where i ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3; 4.
Assume that SUCCi be an event wherein an adversary A
can guess the random bit b in GMi correctly.

GM0: This game corresponds to a real attack performed
by A against our scheme P in the ROR sense. The bit b is
chosen at the beginning ofGM0. Hence, it follows that

AdvAKE
P ¼ j2:Pr½SUCC0� � 1j: (1)

GM1: This game represents an eavesdropping attack
performed by the single/multiple eavesdropper SE=
ME, say A, where A can query ExecuteðPu; Pv; PtÞ ora-
cle. At the end of the game, A makes queries to the Test
oracle. The output of Test oracle determines whether it is
the actual session key SKij or a random number. Note
that the session key SKij is calculated by both Ui and
SDj as SKij ¼ h½IDijj IDSDj

jjIDGWN jjr�Ui
jjrGWN jjrSDj

jjhðM4Þ jjhðhðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

ÞÞ�, where M4 ¼ hðIDi

jjKGWN�Ui
Þ. To calculate SKij, A must have M4 and

hðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

Þ, which further involve secret keys
KGWN�Ui

and KGWN�SDj
. A also requires IDi, IDSDj

,
IDGWN , rUi

, rGWN and rSDj
for calculating SKij, which

are unknown to him/her. As a consequence, the chance
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of winning the game GM1 for A is not increased by
eavesdropping attack. It is then obvious that

Pr½SUCC0� ¼ Pr½SUCC1�: (2)

GM2: By adding the simulations of the Send and HO
oracles are added into GM1, GM1 is transformed into
GM2, which represents an active attack. In this game, the
objective of A is to fool a participant to accept a modified
message. A is permitted to make different HO queries to
examine the existence of the hash collisions. All the
exchanged messages hTIDi; M2; M3; T1i, hM7; M8; T2i,
hM10; M11; M12; T3i and hM14; M15; M16; T3; T4i during
the login and authentication phase contain the partic-
ipant’s identity, random nonce and timestamps. Hence,
there is no collision when the Send oracle is queried by
A. The results of the birthday paradox give

jPr½SUCC1� � Pr½SUCC2�j � q2h=ð2jHashjÞ: (3)

GM3: GM2 is transformed into GM3 by adding the
simulation of CorruptSmartPhone oracle. A can choose
low-entropy passwords, and using the information
stored into SPi he/she may try to acquire the user’s pass-
word using the dictionary attack. Again, A may try to
acquire the biometrics key si from the information stored
in SPi. We have used a strong fuzzy extractor in our
scheme P, which is capable to extract at most l random
bits and the guessing probability of si 2 f0; 1gl by A is
approximately 1

2l
[31]. It is also assumed that the system

allows the limited number of wrong password inputs.
Thus, we have the following result,

jPr½SUCC2� � Pr½SUCC3�j � qsend=ð2l:jDjÞ: (4)

GM4: GM3 is transformed intoGM4, whereGM4 is the
last game. It models an attack in which A can physically
capture (compromise) a smart device SDj by adding the
simulation of CorruptSmartDevice oracle. A then knows
the information fIDSDj

; hðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

Þg which is
stored in SDj. Let A also has all the eavesdropped mes-
sages hTIDi; M2; M3; T1i, hM7; M8; T2i, hM10; M11; M12;
T3i and hM14; M15; M16; T3; T4i. Then, A tries to retrieve
the information fIDi; IDGWN; rUi

; rGWN; hðM4Þg by
decrypting M7 using hðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þg as ðIDi;

IDGWN; r�Ui
; rGWN; hðM4ÞÞ ¼ DhðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þ ½M7�.

However, A can not decrypt M14 as M4 is unknown to
him/her since as M14 ¼ EM4

½r�Ui
; rGWN; r�SDj

; IDSDj
;

IDGWN; hðM6Þ�. This implies that without having M4 ¼
hðIDijjKGWN�Ui

Þ ð¼M1Þ, it is quite difficult task for A to
extract the information fr�Ui

; rGWN; r
�
SDj

; IDSDj
; IDGWN;

hðM6Þg. Thus, computation of the session key SKij ¼
h½IDi jjIDSDj

jjIDGWN jjrUi
jjrGWN jjrSDj

jjhðM1Þ jjhðM6Þ�
ð¼ SK0ijÞ is difficult as A needs the necessary information
including rSDj

and M1 ð¼M4Þ due to the IND-CPA
secure symmetric cipher used in the proposed scheme
for encryption/decryption. This concludes that

jPr½SUCC3� � Pr½SUCC4�j � AdvIND�CPA
V ðkÞ: (5)

In GM4, all the random oracles are simulated. A is only
left to guess the bit b for winning the game after querying
the Test oracle. It is clear that Pr½SUCC4� ¼ 1=2.

From Equation (1), we get, 1
2 :Adv

AKE
P ¼ jPr½SUCC0��

1
2 j. Using the triangular inequality, we have, jPr½SUCC1��
Pr½SUCC4�j � jPr½SUCC1� � Pr½SUCC2�j þ jPr½SUCC2� �
Pr½SUCC4�j � jPr½SUCC1�� Pr½SUCC2�j þ jPr½SUCC2� �
Pr½SUCC3�j þ jPr½SUCC3�� Pr½SUCC4�j � q2

h
2:jHashj þ qsend

2l:jDj þ
AdvECDDHP

Gq
ðtÞ.

Using Equations (2) – (5), we have,

jPr½SUCC0� � 1=2j � q2h=ð2:jHashjÞ þ qsend=ð2l:jDjÞ
þAdvIND�CPA

V ðkÞ: (6)

Finally, Equation (6) yields the required result:

AdvAKE
P � q2h

jHashj þ
qsend

2l�1:jDj þ 2AdvIND�CPA
V ðkÞ:

tu

5.2 Formal Security Verification Using AVISPA

The proposed scheme is simulated for the formal security
verification using the broadly-accepted Automated Valida-
tion of Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVI-
SPA) tool to exhibit that the proposed scheme withstands
replay and man-in-the-middle attacks.

AVISPA integrates four back ends that implement differ-
ent state-of-the-art automatic analysis mechanisms: (i)
OFMC; (ii) CL-AtSe; (iii) SATMC; and (iv) TA4SP. The
detailed description and functionality of these back ends are
available in [15], [35], [36], [37], [38]. A security protocol
requires to be implemented in theHigh Level Protocols Speci-
fication Language (HLPSL) [39], which is converted into inter-
mediate format (IF) using the HLPSL2IF translator. The IF is
then given as input to one of the four backends to produce
output, which has various sections highlighting whether the
designed scheme is safe or unsafe against an adversary.

The registration, login, authentication and session key
agreement phases of our scheme are implemented in
HLPSL. In our implementation, four basic roles are defined:
registration authority, user, gateway node and smart device for
representing the RA, a user Ui, the GWN and a smart device
SDj, respectively. The HLPSL role specification user for Ui

is given in Fig. 5. Ui as an initiator receives the start signal,
updates its state from 0 to 1, and sends the registration
request hIDi; RPWii to the RA using Sndð Þ channel
securely. The RA accepts the registration request of Ui, and
sends information hAi; TIDii to Ui using Sndð Þ channel
securely. Ui then receives information hAi; TIDii using
Rcvð Þ channel securely. Ui sends the login request hTIDi;
M2; M3; T1i to the GWN using public channel. The GWN
further sends the authentication request hM7; M8; T2i to SDj

using public channel. The SDj also sends reply message
hM10; M11; M12; T3i to the GWN using public channel.
Finally, the GWN sends authentication reply hM14; M15;
M16; T3; T4i to Ui using public channel. Both Sndð Þ and
Rcvð Þ public channels use Dolev-Yao threat model type [9].
So, an intruder ðalways denoted by ðiÞÞ can read, modify or
delete the contents of exchanged messages. Similarly, we
also have specified the roles for RA, GWN and SDj in our
HLPSL implementation.

In the session role specified in Fig. 6, all the basic roles
are started with concrete arguments. Fig. 6 also consists of
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top level environment role, which is the starting point for
the execution. At the end, in the goal section, four authenti-
cation goals and two secrecy goals are specified.

The declaration witnessðUi;GWN; ui gwn t1; T10Þ says
that Ui has freshly generated the current timestamp T1 for
GWN . The declaration requestðGWN;Ui; gwn ui t4; T40Þ
expresses Ui’s acceptance of timestamp T4 generated for Ui

by GWN . The declaration secretðfPWi;A0; R0g; sr1; UiÞ also
says that the information PWi, a and r are only known to Ui.
This is specified with protocol id sr1 in the goal section
(given in Fig. 6).

We have simulated our scheme using the widely-used
OFMC and CL-AtSe backends. The executability check on
non-trivial HLPSL specifications, replay attack check, and
Dolev-Yao model check are verified in the proposed
scheme. For more details on these verifications, one can
refer to [31], [40]. The simulation results shown in Fig. 7
depicts that the proposed scheme is secure against replay as
well as man-in-the-middle attacks.

5.3 Informal Security Analysis

The informal security analysis shows that the following
other possible known attacks are prevented.

5.3.1 Traceability

In many applications, it is desirable that a user authentica-
tion should not allow an adversary to trace a user during
login and authentication phases. Therefore, it also becomes
important that the identity of the user should not be revealed
to an adversary to preserve the privacy of that user in a net-
work, especially in a smart home environment. The login
request hTIDi; M2; M3; T1i sent by Ui to theGWN is different
each time due to the following reason. The smart phone SPi

of Ui computesM1 ¼ A� �RPW �
i ¼ hðIDijjKGWN�Ui

Þ,M2 ¼
M1� rUi

and M3 ¼ hðM2jj T1jj IDijj TIDijj rUi
Þ, where T1 is

current timestamp and rUi
random nonce of Ui. The involve-

ment of T1 and rUi
ensures that M2 and M3 are distinct for

each session. Moreover, other exchanged messages hM7; M8;
T2i, hM10; M11; M12; T3i and hM14; M15; M16; T3; T4i are also
different for each session due to the use of timestamps and
random nonces. In addition, our scheme allows to update
old TIDi with a new TIDnew

i for each session while the mes-
sage hM14; M15; M16; T3; T4i is sent to Ui by the GWN . After
receiving the message, SPi of the user Ui calculates TID

new
i ¼

M15� hðTIDi jjM1 jjT3 jjT4Þ and replaces TIDi with TIDnew
i in

its memory. Due to this, TIDi in the login request messages
are distinct for different sessions. Thus, our scheme avoids
traceability of Ui and SDj by an attacker.

5.3.2 Anonymity

Prior to sending the login request hTIDi; M2; M3; T1i to the
GWN , Ui hides its identity IDi in M1 ¼ A� �RPW �

i ¼ hðIDi

Fig. 5. The user Ui’s role in HLPSL.

Fig. 6. The session, goal and environment roles in HLPSL.

Fig. 7. The results of the analysis using OFMC and CL-AtSe backends.
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jjKGWN�Ui
Þ, M2 and M3. The GWN also hides the identities

of Ui and SDj as it computes M6 ¼ hðIDSDj
jj KGWN�SDj

Þ,
M7 ¼ EM6

½IDi; IDGWN; rUi
; rGWN; hðM4Þ� and M8 ¼ hðM6

jjT2 jjIDi jjIDSDj
jjIDGWN jjrGWNÞ andM14 ¼ EM4

½rUi
; rGWN;

rSDj
; IDSDj

; IDGWN; hðM6Þ�. SDj also hides its own identity
by computing M10 ¼ hðhðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þ jjT3Þ � rSDj

. If
an attacker intercepts all the messages during login and
authentication phases, he/she is unable to identify IDi and
IDSDj

as these are protected by symmetric encryption
and one-way cryptographic hash function hð�Þ. Therefore,
the user and smart device anonymity are preserved in
our scheme.

5.3.3 Privileged-Insider Attack

SupposeA is a malicious insider user of the RA, who knows
IDi and RPWi, which were sent to RA by Ui during his/her
registration phase. Note that RPWi ¼ hðPWi jjsi jjaÞ � r. We
assume that A obtains the smart phone SPi of Ui only after
the user registration phase is finished. A can then extract all
the information fTIDi; A

�
i ; Bi; Ci; ti; hð�Þ; Genð�Þ; Repð�Þ; tg

stored in SPi using the power analysis attacks [41]. Note
that the user Ui already deleted the information Ai from its
smart phone SPi at the end of the user registration phase
described in Section 4.2. Hence, without having Ai, it is
computationally hard for A to derive the secret r as r ¼
A�i �Ai. As a result, without r, A can not derive hðPWi jjsi

jjaÞ ¼ RPWi � r. Furthermore, without knowing a, it is com-
putationally infeasible to derive the biometric key si as
hðIDijjsiÞ ¼ Bi � a. As a consequence, without having a, si

and KGWN�Ui
, it is also computationally hard for A to guess

correctly the password PWi of Ui from Ci ¼ hðIDi jjRPW 0
i

jjsiÞ ¼ hðIDi jjðhðIDi jjKGWN�Ui
Þ � hðPWi jjsi jjaÞÞ jjsiÞ. In

summary, it is computationally hard for A to guess and ver-
ify correctly PWi and si from RPWi, A

�
i , Bi and Ci due to

the collision resistant property of hð�Þ. Therefore, our
scheme is secure against the privileged-insider attack.

5.3.4 Stolen Smart Phone Attack

Suppose the smart phone SPi of Ui is lost or stolen by an
attacker A. A can then extract all information hTIDi; A

�
i ; Bi;

Ci; ti; hð�Þ; Genð�Þ; Repð�Þ; ti stored in SPi using the power
analysis attacks [41]. Note that Bi ¼ hðIDijjsiÞ � a, RPW 0

i ¼
RPWi � r ¼ hðPWi jjsi jjaÞ, Ci ¼ hðIDi jjRPW 0

i jjsiÞ and
A�i ¼ Ai � r ¼ hðIDi jjKGWN�Ui

Þ �RPW 0
i . To correctly guess

IDi and PWi from Bi and Ci respectively, A needs to know
both a and r. Again, to know a from Bi, A needs both IDi

and PWi. Thus, it is computationally infeasible for A to cor-
rectly guess both IDi and PWi as IDi and PWi are protected
by the one-way hash function hð�Þ. Therefore, our scheme is
secure against such an attack.

5.3.5 Session Key Security

The session key SKij ¼ h½IDijj IDSDj
jjIDGWN jjrUi

jjrGWN

jjrSDj
jjhðM4Þ jjhðhðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
ÞÞ� is calculated by both

Ui and SDj. The message fM10; M11; M12; T3g sent by SDj to
GWN contains session key SKij as M11 ¼ hðSKij jjT3Þ. Sup-
pose an attacker A intercepts this message and tries to com-
pute the session key SK0ij ¼ h½IDi jjIDSDj

jjIDGWN jjrUi

jjr0GWN jjr0SDj
jjhðM4Þ jjhðhðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
ÞÞ� by generat-

ing the random nonces r0Ui
, r0GWN , r

0
SDj

and timestamp T 03.

However, the computation of SK0ij is not possible for A
because he/she does not know the various identities IDi,
IDSDj

, IDGWN , secret keyKGWN�SDj
,M 0

4 ¼ hðIDijjKGWN�Ui
Þ.

Without the knowledge of these parameters, and due to the
collision resistance property of hð�Þ, it is very difficult for A
to obtain SK0ij. Therefore, our scheme preserves the session
key security.

5.3.6 User Impersonation Attack

Suppose there is an adversary A, who has the lost/stolen
smart phone SPi of a legal user Ui, and knows all the infor-
mation stored in SPi by the help of power analysis attacks
[41]. Assume that A intercepts Ui’s login request hTIDi; M2;
M3; T1i and tries to create another valid login request, say
hTIDi; M

0
2; M

0
3; T

0
1i on behalf of Ui, using the current time-

stamp T 01 of his/her system. To compute M 0
2, M

0
1 is required

to compute as M 0
1 ¼ A� �RPW �

i ¼ hðIDi jjKGWN�Ui
Þ. Sup-

pose A generates random nonce r0Ui
. To calculateM 0

2 ¼M 0
1�

r0Ui
and M 0

3 ¼ hðM 0
2 jjT 01jj IDijj TIDi jjr0Ui

Þ, A needs IDi and
KGWN�Ui

, which are infeasible for him/her to obtain them.
Due to the one-way hash function hð�Þ, it is computationally
infeasible for A to create valid login request hTIDi; M

0
2; M

0
3;

T 01i on behalf of Ui, even he/she knows the all information
from the lost/stolen SPi. So, it is clear that our scheme is
secure against the user impersonation attack.

5.3.7 GWN Impersonation Attack

Suppose an adversary A intercepts the messages hM7; M8;
T2i and hM14; M15; M16; T3; T4i, and attempts to create other
valid messages, say hM 0

7; M
0
8; T

0
2i and hM 0

14; M
0
15; M

0
16; T

0
3; T

0
4i

on behalf of the GWN , where M7 ¼ EM6
½IDi; IDGWN; rUi

;

rGWN; hðM4Þ�, M6 ¼ hðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

Þ, M4 ¼ hðIDijj
KGWN�Ui

Þ and M8 ¼ hðM6 jjT2 jjIDi jjIDSDj
jjIDGWN jj

rGWNÞ, M14 ¼ EM4
½rUi

; rGWN; rSDj
; IDSDj

; IDGWN; hðM6Þ�,
M15 ¼ TIDnew

i � hðTIDi jjM4 jjT3 jjT4Þ,M16 ¼ hðM11jjT4jjrUÞ.
Suppose T 02, T

0
3, T

0
4 and r0Ui

, r0GWN , r
0
SDj

are the current time-
stamps and different random nonces generated by A. To
compute M 0

7, M
0
6, M

0
4 and M 0

8, the secret key KGWN�SDj
, and

various identities IDi, IDSDj
and IDGWN are required. To

calculate M 0
14, M

0
15 and M 0

16; the secret key KGWN�Ui
, and

various identities TIDi, IDi, IDSDj
and ID0GWN are required.

Moreover, the messages are protected by the one-way hash

function hð�Þ. Thus, A is not able to create other valid mes-

sages hM 0
7; M

0
8; T

0
2i, hM 0

14; M
0
15; M

0
16; T

0
3; T

0
4i on behalf of the

GWN . Therefore, the proposed scheme is secure against the

GWN impersonation attack.

5.3.8 Smart Device Impersonation Attack

Suppose an adversary A intercepts the message hM10; M11;
M12; T3i and attempts to create another valid message, say
hM 0

10; M
0
11; M

0
12; T

0
3i on behalf of the smart device SDj, where

T 03 is the current timestamp of A’s system when this mes-
sage is created. Note that M 0

10 ¼ hðhðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

ÞjjT 03Þ �
r0SDj

; M 0
11 ¼ hðSK0ijjjT 03Þ; SK0ij ¼ h½IDijjIDSDj

jjIDGWN jjr0Ui
jj

r0GWN jjr0SDj
jjhðM4Þ jjhðhðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
ÞÞ�, M 0

12 ¼ hðr0SDj

jjr0GWN jjIDSDj
jjIDGWN jjT 03Þ and M 0

4 ¼ hðIDi jjKGWN�Ui
Þ,

where r0Ui
, r0GWN and r0SDj

are the random nonces created by

A. To calculate M 0
10, M

0
11 and M 0

12, the secret keys KGWN�SDj

and hðIDi jjKGWN�Ui
Þ, and various identities IDi, IDSDj

and
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IDGWN are necessary. Therefore, A is not able to create

another valid message hM 0
10; M

0
11; M

0
12; T

0
3i on behalf of SDj.

This confirms that the proposed scheme is secure against

this attack.

5.3.9 Resilience against Smart Device Capture Attack

Suppose a smart device SDj is physically captured by an
attacker A. Each SDj contains the information fIDSDj

;
hðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þg. Since each KGWN�SDj

is distinct,
hðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þ is also distinct for each SDj. If A tries

to extract KGWN�SDj
from hðIDSDj

jjKGWN�SDj
Þ using IDSDj

,
it is difficult task for A to compute KGWN�SDj

as KGWN�SDj

is a long 1024-bit secret key. However, A can know the ses-
sion key SKij shared with the legal user Ui, which is stored
in SDj’s memory. Thus, compromise of this particular smart
device SDj in the smart home network does not lead to
compromise of the session keys between that Ui and other
non-compromised smart devices SDl’s as the stored
hðIDSDl

jjKGWN�SDl
Þ is distinct for SDl. The proposed

scheme is then unconditionally secure against this attack.

5.3.10 Gateway Bypass Attack

In our scheme, both Ui and SDj can not bypass the GWN
due to the following argument. Ui can only send the login
request through the GWN , and SDj can send the authenti-
cation response only through the GWN . Both Ui and SDj

also establish the session key SKij through the GWN . When
the GWN receives login request from Ui, it computes M7 ¼
EM6

½IDi; IDGWN; r
�
Ui
; rGWN; hðM4Þ� and M8 ¼ hðM6 jjT2

jjIDi jjIDSDj
jjIDGWN jjrGWNÞ and sends hM7; M8; T2i to

SDj, where M6 ¼ hðIDSDj
jjKGWN�SDj

Þ, and T2 is the cur-
rent timestamp generated by Ui. Ui can not compute M6 as
he/she does not know KGWN�SDj

and it is only known to
the GWN . Therefore, Ui is not able to compute M7 and M8.
When the GWN receives authentication reply from SDj, it
computes M14 ¼ EM4

½r�Ui
; rGWN; r�SDj

; IDSDj
; IDGWN;

hðM6Þ�, M15 ¼ TIDnew
i � hðTIDi jjM4 jjT3 jjT4Þ, M16 ¼ hðM11

jjT4 jjr�Ui
Þ and sends the message hM14; M15; M16; T3; T4i to

Ui. SDj can not compute M4 as he/she does not know
KGWN�Ui

. Therefore, SDj can not compute M14 and M15. To
compute M16, even if SDj chooses current timestamp T 04 to
compute M16 ¼ hðM11 jjT 04 jjr�Ui

Þ, but he/she does not know
the random nonce rUi� of the user Ui. So, SDj can not com-
pute M14, M15 and M16. As a result, neither Ui nor GWN
bypass the GWN in our proposed scheme.

5.3.11 Offline-Dictionary Attack

We consider an interesting attack scenario in our proposed
scheme as illustrated by Huang et al. [34] to verify whether
an adversary A can derive the password of a legal user Ui

or not. As in [34], we also consider the following attacking
scenario as follows:

� At time T1, suppose Ui invokes the password and
biometric update phase to change the password to
PWi1. At the end of this phase, the smart phone SPi

of Ui contains the information hTIDi; A
�
i ; Bi; Ci; ti;

hð�Þ; Genð�Þ; Repð�Þ; ti, where A�i ¼ hðIDi jjKGWN�Ui
Þ

�hðPWi1 jjsi1 jjaÞ and si1 is the biometric key
derived from the new biometrics BIOi1 entered by
Ui at this time.

� At some time later (say, T2), Ui again changes his/
her password PW1 to a new password PW2. At the
end of this phase, the SPi of Ui contains the informa-
tion hTIDi; A��i ; Bi; Ci; ti; hð�Þ; Genð�Þ; Repð�Þ; ti,
where A��i ¼ hðIDi jjKGWN�Ui

Þ � hðPWi2 jjsi2 jjaÞ
and si2 is the biometric key derived from the new
biometrics BIOi2 entered by Ui at this time T2.

� A passive adversary A with smart phone can obtain
the data stored in the smart phone at time T1 and T2.

Now, given ðA�i ; A��i Þ, A can calculate A�i �A��i ¼ hðPWi1

jjs1 jjaÞ � hðPWi2 jjsi2 jjaÞ. By testing all password pairs in
the password dictionary, A can try to find at least one pair
ðpw1; pw2Þ such that A�i �A��i ¼ hðpw1 jjsi1 jjaÞ � hðpw2 jjsi2

jjaÞ. However, to satisfy this condition, A further needs to
guess correctly the biometric keys pair ðsi1; si2Þ. In addition,
A also needs the random secret a which is only known to
Ui. To derive a, A requires to guess the biometric key too.
Thus, without having the biometric keys pair ðsi1; si2Þ and
random secret a, it is computationally infeasible problem
for A to verify whether the guessed passwords pair
ðpw1; pw2Þ is correct or not. As a result, the proposed scheme
has the ability to protect the offline-dictionary attack
described in [34].

6 PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE: NS2 SIMULATION

The proposed scheme is simulated using the widely-
accepted networking simulation tool, NS2 2.35 simulator
[16] on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS platform.

6.1 Simulation Parameters

The various simulation parameters are given in Table 2. The
network coverage area is taken as 400	 200 m2. The com-
munication ranges of the gateway node ðGWNÞ and smart
devices ðSDjÞ are taken as 200 m and 50 m, respectively.
The network simulation time is taken as 1800 seconds
(30 minutes). The traditional Ad hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector (AODV) routing protocol is used as the routing pro-
tocol. Two types of users are taken in the simulation: first
type consists of the static users, who do not move (for exam-
ple, some smart home users seat on the chair and access
SDj), while the second type has moving users (for example,
somebody is walking in the garden and accessing SDj, or
somebody is driving the card and accessing SDj). The
speeds for these smart home users are considered as 2, 10
and 15mps, respectively.

TABLE 2
Various Simulation Parameters

Parameter Description

Platform Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
Network coverage area 400	 200 m2

Network scenarios 1, 2 and 3
Number of users ðUiÞ 2,3,8 for scenarios 1,2,3
Number of gateway nodes ðGWNÞ 1 for all scenarios
Number of smart devices ðSDjÞ 50 for all scenarios
Mobility 2mps, 10mps, 15mps
Simulation time 1800 seconds
Routing protocol AODV
Communication range of GWN 200m
Communication range of SDj 50m
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6.2 Simulation Environment

We have considered the following three network scenarios
in the simulation. For all the scenarios, we have taken one
GWN and 50 SDjs.

Scenario 1. In this case, we have taken two users ðUisÞ: one
is static and other one is moving with 2mps.

Scenario 2. In this case, we have taken three users ðUisÞ:
one is static and other two are moving with the speeds of 2
mps and 15mps, respectively.

Scenario 3. In this case, we have taken eight users ðUisÞ:
four are static and other four are moving with the speeds of
2mps, 2mps, 10mps and 15mps, respectively.

Moreover, we assume that the bit lengths of the identity,
hash output (if we use SHA-1 hash algorithm) and random
number/nonce are 128, 160 and 128 bits, respectively. In
each scenario, we have considered the following messages
between different network entities: hTIDi; M2; M3; T1i,
hM7; M8; T2i, hM10; M11; M12; T3i and hM14; M15; M16; T3;
T4i of sizes 480 bits, 960 bits, 512 bits and 1280 bits,
respectively.

6.3 Simulation Results and Discussions

The network performance parameters, such as end-to-end
delay (in seconds) and throughput (in bps) are calculated
during the simulation.

6.3.1 Impact on End-to-End Delay

The end-to-end delay ðEEDÞ is calculated as the average
time taken by the data packets to arrive at the destination
from the source. The EEDs of our scheme for different sce-
narios are given Fig. 8a. The EEDs are 0.29832, 0.28687 and
0.28637 seconds for the network scenarios 1, 2 and 3, respec-
tively. Note that the EED decreases in the scenarios 2 and 3,
because in these scenarios we have considered more num-
ber of mobile users who are traveling towards the gateway
node as compared to the scenario 1. For this reason, the
EED reduces as the distance between the gateway node
and mobile users decreases which affects the reducibility of
the EEDs accordingly.

6.3.2 Impact on Throughput

The throughput is measured as the number of bits transmit-
ted per unit time. Fig. 8b depicts the network throughput
(in bps) of our scheme under different network scenarios.
The throughput values are 197.56, 303.87 and 793.78 bps for
the scenarios 1, 2 and 3, receptively. Note that the through-
put increases with an increase in the number of users. Due
to the large number of users, more number of messages are
exchanged in the network, and as a result, the throughput
also increases.

7 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In this section, the proposed scheme is compared with
related existing schemes of Kumar et al. [5], Vaidya et al.
[21], Kim and Kim [22], Jeong et al. [20], and Santoso and
Vun [25] during the login, and authentication and key
agreement phases. Since the registration, and password and
biometric update phases are not frequent, the costs involved
in these phases are not discussed.

The communication costs of different existing schemes
and our scheme are compared in Table 3. We have made a
reasonable assumption that the identities are 128 bits in
length; random nonces are 128 bits; timestamps are 32
bits; plaintext/ciphertext block in symmetric encryption/
decryption (using AES-CBC algorithm) is 128 bits, and the
hash digest is of 160 bits (if we use SHA-1 as hð�Þ [42]). By
considering these values, the communication costs for the
schemes of Kumar et al., Vaidya et al., Kim-Kim, Jeong
et al., Santoso-Vun and our scheme are 1696, 2272, 4352,
1568, 4416, and 3232 bits, respectively. Note that in our
scheme, the messages MSG1 ¼ hTIDi; M2; M3; T1i, MSG2 ¼
hM7; M8; T2i, MSG3 ¼ hM10; M11; M12; T3i, MSG4 ¼ hM14;
M15; M16; T3; T4i are used. The cost of M7 is dð128þ 128þ
128þ 128þ 160Þ=128e 	 128 ¼ 768 bits. Similarly, M14

needs dð128þ 128þ 128þ 128þ 128þ 160Þ=128e 	 128 ¼ 896
bits. So, the communication costs of different messages
MSG1, MSG2, MSG3 and MSG4 are 480 bits, 960 bits, 512
bits, and 1280 bits, respectively. As a result, the total com-
munication cost of the proposed scheme turns out to be
ð480þ 960þ 512þ 1280Þ ¼ 3232 bits. Though our scheme
requires more communication cost as compared to that for
the schemes of Kumar et al., Vaidya et al. and Jeong et al., it
is justified as our scheme supports additional functionality
and security features (see Table 5).

In Table 4, we have used the notations Texp, TE=TD, Th,
Tfe, Tmac and Thmac to denote the computational time for
modular exponentiation operation, symmetric encryption/
decryption, hash function hð�Þ (using SHA-1 hashing

Fig. 8. (a) End-to-end delay (b) Throughput.

TABLE 3
Communication Cost Comparisons

Scheme Total messages Total cost ðbitsÞ
Kumar et al. [5] 3 1696
Vaidya et al. [21] 2 2272
Kim-Kim [22] 2 4352
Jeong et al. [20] 2 1568
Santoso-Vun [25] 3 4416
Our 4 3232

TABLE 4
Computation Costs Comparison

Scheme/phase Total cost Rough estimation

Kumar et al. [5] 2Th þ Tmac 12.48 ms
þ 1Thmac þ 2TE=TD

Vaidya et al. [21] 20Th þ 3TE=TD 23.20 ms
Kim-Kim [22] 30Th þ 3TE=TD 26.40 ms
Jeong et al. [20] 10Th þ 3TE=TD 20.00 ms
Santoso-Vun [25] 2Th þ 3Texp 58.24 ms
Our 22Th þ 4TE=TD þ Tfe 46.54 ms
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algorithm), Genð�Þ=Repð�Þ, message authentication code
(MAC) and hashed MAC, respectively. The bitwise XOR
operation execution time is negligible, and we do not con-
sider it as a performance evaluation parameter. The existing
experimental values of these operations are given as follows
in [43], [44]: Texp, Th, TE=TD, and Tfe are 0:0192 s, 0:00032 s,
0:0056 s and 0:0171 s, respectively. It is further assumed
that Tmac 
 Thmac 
 Th. The computational costs of various
schemes are given in Table 4. The total computational cost
for our scheme is 22Th þ 4TE=TD þTfe, whereas the compu-
tational cost for a smart device is 7Th þ TD 
 7:84 ms only.
This indicates that our scheme is suitable for resource-con-
strained smart devices. The computation cost of our scheme
is more than that for the schemes of Kumar et al., Vaidya
et al., Kim-Kim and Jeong et al., because we have used the
fuzzy extractor for providing additional security level of
the system as compared to other schemes. However, our
scheme provides extra functionality features and security
features, and the cost for a resource constrained smart
device is low.

Finally, the functionality and security features compari-
son among our scheme and other schemes is shown in
Table 5. The scheme of Vaidya et al. is insecure against priv-
ileged-insider, password guessing, and smart device cap-
ture attacks, and it does not have the traceability, user
anonymity and smart device anonymity properties. More-
over, the dynamic smart device addition phase, offline
smart device registration phase, formal security proof under
standard model and formal security verification using
AVISPA are not supported in their scheme. Kim-Kim’s
scheme is vulnerable to password guessing attack, pass-
word change attcak, privileged-insider attack, user imper-
sonation attack through privileged-insider attack and smart
device capture attack, and it does not have traceability, user
anonymity and smart device anonymity properties. Addi-
tionally, the dynamic smart device addition phase, offline
smart device registration phase, formal security proof under
the ROR model and formal security verification using AVI-
SPA are not available in Kim-Kim’s scheme. Kumar et al.
does not support traceability and gateway anonymity prop-
erties and it does not provide formal security proof under
the ROR model. The schemes of Kumar et al., Jeong et al.
and Santoso-Vun also lack the functionality features, which
are shown in Table 5. In summary, our scheme provides sig-
nificantly better security and functionality features as com-
pared to those for other existing schemes.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new scheme to address the user
authentication issue in a smart home environment. The pro-
posed scheme provides additional functionality features.
The proposed scheme is secure against several known
attacks, which are shown through random oracle model,
informal security and AVISPA tool. The practical imple-
mentation of the proposed scheme is also demonstrated
though the widely-accepted NS-2 simulator. Overall, the
proposed scheme provides a better trade-off between secu-
rity and functionality features provided in Table 5, and
overheads as compared to other existing related schemes.
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Abstract—Sensors are widely used in modern mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, watches) and may gather abundant information

from environments as well as about users, e.g., photos, sounds and locations. The rich set of sensor data enables various applications

(e.g., health monitoring) and personalized apps as well. However, the powerful sensing abilities provide opportunities for attackers to

steal both personal sensitive data and commercial secrets like never before. Unfortunately, the current design of smart devices only

provides a coarse access control on sensors and does not have the capability to audit sensing. We argue that knowing how often the

sensors are accessed and how much sensor data are collected is the first-line defense against sensor data breach. Such an ability is

yet to be designed. In this paper, we propose a framework that allows users to acquire sensor data usages. In particular, we leverage a

hook-based track method to track sensor accesses. Thus, with no need to change the source codes of the Android system and

applications, we can intercept sensing operations to graphic sensors, audio sensors, location sensors, and standard sensors, and audit

them from four aspects: flow audit, frequency audit, duration audit and invoker audit. Then, we implement a prototype, referred to as

senDroid, which visually shows the quantitative usages of these sensors in real time at a performance overhead of [0.04–8.05] percent.

senDroid allows Android users to audit the applications even when they bypass the Android framework via JNI invocations or when the

malicious codes are dynamically loaded from the server side. Our empirical study on 1,489 popular apps in three well-known Android

app markets shows that 26.32 percent apps access sensors when the apps are launched, and 11.01 percent apps access sensors

while the apps run in the background. Furthermore, we analyze the relevance between sensor usage patterns and third-party libraries,

and reverse-engineering on suspicious third-party libraries shows that 77.27 percent apps access sensors via third-party libraries.

Our results call attentions to address the users’ privacy concerns caused by sensor access.

Index Terms—Android security, sensor, audit, hooking, senDroid

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the development of sensing technologies, smart-
phones are increasingly equipped with sensors, such

as cameras, microphones, GPS, motion sensors, etc. [1].
Already, a modern smartphone has more than ten high-
accuracy sensors, and these sensors enable novel and excit-
ing applications.

With the trend of environment-aware and user-oriented
apps, mobile applications tend to gather an increasing
amount of sensor data, and the users are facing a higher
risk than never before. At the beginning of 2016, it is
reported that Alipay silently took photos without informing
its users [2], although Alipay removed this function after
users become aware of it and showed their serious concerns.
Furthermore, many sensor data allow applications to infer
security-sensitive information, e.g., inferring keystrokes [3]
and voice [4] from motion sensors.

Smartphones can audit the network traffic, yet they
are incapable of measuring sensor accesses for identifying
malicious or suspicious usages of sensors. An application
could maliciously gather sensor data without users’ con-
sents, especially from the standard sensors (e.g., motion
sensors), because they are not under the control of the
Android permission mechanism. To investigate the legiti-
macy of an application’s access to sensor data, it is necessary
to monitor sensor accesses and raise an alert to the users. If
inappropriate usage is found, for instance, sensor access
monitoring can help to detect whether an application
accesses a sensorwhen a user is not expecting it (e.g., secretly
taking a photo), or whether it gathers an abnormally large
amount of sensor data.

To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any
framework that can comprehensively monitor the sensor
data access pattern of applications, e.g., measuring when an
application accesses sensors and how many data it has
acquired. Although taintDroid [5] can detect which
application is accessing a sensor, it does not measure how
many data the application is reading. Measuring the sensor
data access traffic is challenging, because it not only needs
to be efficient and imposes small overhead but also is able
to cope with circumvention by applications.

To audit the sensor access efficiently and effectively, we
propose a framework, referred to as senDroid, to quantitatively
measure sensor usages in Android. senDroid uses low-level
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hooks to intercept all sensor-related API calls so that it meas-
ures when an application reads a sensor and how many data
it reads. In summary, our contributions are listed as follows:

� We design a framework, referred to as senDroid,
which can audit all four categories of sensors: gra-
phics, audio, location, and standard sensors, in the
Android platform. senDroid can intercept all accesses
to sensors, including access via JNI (Java Native
Interface). Our performance evaluation shows that
senDroid incurs a moderate overhead of [0.04–8.05]
percent on Android smartphones. Moreover, because
senDroid hooks into the processes of both applications
and Android system to intercept sensor-related API
calls, it requires neither modification to the original
Android systems nor the source code of the app-
lications. Thus, senDroid can be widely deployed and
is capable of detecting potential attacks that bypass
theAndroid framework.

� Our experiments show that senDroid can report all
sensor accesses by any applications, even by the
dynamically loaded codes. We evaluate senDroid
over 1,489 popular applications in three well-known
Android application markets (two popular Chinese
App markets and Google Play Store) and study sen-
Droid in two running phases of applications—Launch
Phase and Silent Phase(i.e., in the background).
We observe the following:
� During the Launch Phase, 25.35, 11.92, 0.46, and

0.46 percent applications in Chinese Android
app markets access location sensors, standard
sensors, graphic sensors, and audio sensors,
respectively. These numbers are 12.70, 4.24, 0.46,
and 0.46 percent higher than those in Google Play
Store, respectively. When running in Silent Phase,
13.19 and 2.66 percent applications in Chinese
Android app markets access location sensors
and standard sensors, respectively, which is 8.55
and 1.54 percent higher than those in Google Play
Store. These results show that applications in
Chinese Android app markets access sensors
more than those in Google Play Store, especially
during the Silent Phase.

� We find that third-party library is one of the
main causes that leads to sensor access in Silent
Phase. We reverse-engineer the applications that
access sensors during Silent Phase, and find that
77.27 percent applications access sensors from
third-party libraries, but such accesses caused by
third-party libraries rarely appear in the apps’
descriptions. We recommend that developers
should disclose third-party libraries and their
sensor access in the app’s description.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the background knowledge and the motivated sce-
narios of our paper; Section 3 presents the design of
senDroid; Section 4 shows the details of senDroid implemen-
tation; Section 5 evaluates senDroid from accuracy and per-
formance overheads; Section 6 empirically studies the
popular applications in Wandoujia, 360 and Google Play Store
to show the usages of sensors in reality; Section 7 discusses

the potential issues; Section 8 investigates the related
research works; Section 9 summaries the paper and introdu-
ces our future work.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Sensors in the Android Platform

Each Android enabled devices, including smartphones,
may contain more than ten sensors, such as cameras, micro-
phones. The sensors in an Android-enabled device could be
divided into four categories.

� Graphic Sensors. Graphic sensors refer to those sen-
sors that collect graphic data, e.g., photos, videos.
Android applications connect with graphic sensors
via CameraService and achieve related opera-
tions, e.g., starting preview, taking a picture, or
recording videos via Camera and MediaRecorder.
In the Android permission system, a developer can
request the permission of CAMERA to legally access
graphic sensors.

� Audio Sensors. Audio sensors, e.g., microphone in the
Android platform help devices to capture ambient
sounds. In Android, there exists two ways to access
the audio sensors. One is AudioRecord that pro-
vides raw sound streams to applications; and the
other is MediaRecorder that offers compressed
audio files. In the Android permission system, a
developer can request the permission of RECORD_

AUDIO to legally access audio sensors.
� Location Sensors. Location sensors primarily refer to

the GPS, which collects the location data of a smart-
phone. Android applications utilize LocationMan-

ager to request the latest location or to get location
periodically by registering LocationListener. In
the Android permission system, a developer can
request the permission of ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
or ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION to legally access
location sensors.

� Standard Sensors. The Android platform officially
defines the standard sensors. Some(e.g., acceler-
ometer and gyroscope) can monitor the motion of
phones’ users. Others can monitor various envi-
ronmental properties, e.g., humidity, illuminance,
pressure, temperature, and geomagnetic field. Sen-
sorService is the primary service of standard sen-
sors. Android applications obtain the list of standard
sensors that the platform supports, create connection
(SensorEventConnection) and poll the standard
sensors devices through SensorService.

Because the sensor data usually contains rich informa-
tion, the vendors of mobile applications tend to gather more
and more sensor data than never before. Many litera-
tures [6], [7], [8], [9] focus on detecting the user location via
standard sensors’ data instead of GPS, and on revealing
sound information with standard sensors data [4], [10].
Moreover, the standard sensors’ data can be utilized for
inferring user’s inputs [3], [11], [12], and for identifing a
device [13], [14] or even an individual [15].

Android permission system utilizes permissions to con-
trol accesses to sensors. However, many standard sensors
(e.g., accelerometer and gyroscope), are not under control.
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To the best of our knowledge, it is yet to carry out the empir-
ical study to effectively evaluate the sensor usages of main-
stream application markets.

2.2 Communication Between Applications and
Sensors

2.2.1 Binder

Binder [16], originally named OpenBinder, is a system-level
architecture for IPC (Inter-Process Communication). Binder
inter-process communication framework follows a client-
server architecture, and consists of four components: client,
server, service manager, and Binder driver. Binder driver
communicates with a Binder device by using the system call
ioctl. Fig. 1 indicates the related data structures and API’s
arguments in ioctl, which consists of three parts: the file
description of a Binder device, a Binder driver command
code, and a data buffer. The major driver command code is
BINDER_WRITE_READ. A Binder driver uses this command
to read data from or write data to a Binder device. The data
read or to be written is organized in a structure named
binder_write_read, which comprises a series of pairs of
a target command and an argument. The target command
we concerned is BR_TRANSACTIONwhich is shown in Fig. 1.
This command is sent by the client, and its corresponding
argument is a request whose structure is named binder_

transaction_data. The variable code in the structure of
binder_transaction_data is the command code negoti-
ated by the sender and receiver. In general, the serial number
of public interface is defined in the service. The uid of an
Android application that initiates the transaction is shown in
the variable sender_euid, which can help us to identify
which Android application requests the sensor data. The
extra arguments, including the name of service which will
deal with the request, are stored in the field buffer.

2.2.2 Interaction with Sensor Devices

As described in Section 2.1, there can be more than ten sen-
sors in an Android enable device. After an application sends
a request to a corresponding service, the service will interact
with the corresponding sensor by calling the standard inter-
face defined in the HAL (Hardware Abstraction Layer),
which provides a standard interface for hardware vendors
to implement [17]. Each accessory, e.g., sensor, in Android
is treated as a file so that it can be accessed using standard
I/O system calls. The sensor driver that implements the

HAL interface opens the sensor devices and invokes read,
write or ioctl system call to interact with the sensor
devices. Android utilizes V4L2 (Video for Linux 2) as its
camera driver, ALSA (Advanced Linux Sound Architecture)
as its audio driver while no official GPS driver or standard
sensors driver.

2.3 Hooking

Hooking is a technique of inserting codes into a system call
for alteration. The typical hook works by replacing the func-
tion pointer to the call(s) a developer wants to intercept
with that. Once it is done, it will then call the original func-
tion pointer [18]. There are two steps, function substitution
and dynamic-link library injection, when we want to hook a
system call.

2.3.1 Function Substitution

In Android, share libraries are ELF (Executable and Linkable
Format) [19] files which are mapped into the memory space
of a process at runtime. The GOT (Global Offset Table) and
the PLT (Procedure Linkage Table) are two pivotal parts of
ELF file. A GOT is a table of addresses in the data section.
When an instruction in the code section refers a variable, it
looks up the entries in the GOT, which keeps the absolute
addresses of variables. Each entry of the PLT is a chunk of
instructions corresponding to an external function the shared
library calls [20]. When an instruction calls an external func-
tion, it calls an entry in the PLT, which then calls the actual
function. The address of the actual function is determined by
the corresponding entry in the GOT.1 The instructions to call
external function are essentially jump instructions pointing
to entries in the PLT. Then, the PLT entries retrieve the abso-
lute addresses of the functions, which are contained by the
GOT entries. Due to the indirection to function references,
the hooking can be achieved by substituting designate func-
tion pointers with the original ones in the GOT for each ELF
file that the target process loaded.

2.3.2 Dynamic-Link Library Injection

Dynamic-link library (DLL) injection is a technique that
allows a process to run codes in the address space of
another process by forcing it to load a dynamic-link
library [21]. In Android, an approach to realize DLL injec-
tion is to leverage the system call ptrace, which provides a
process with the capability of monitoring and controlling
the execution of another process [22].

2.4 Motivation Scenarios

Alice bought an Android phone with several applications
pre-installed. She might also want to install several applica-
tions herself. The recent news reported that applications
could steal information from on-board sensors in mobile
devices. Worried that the applications on her phone could
be malicious, she installed our senDroid on her phone. After
running senDroid for several days, she can check the reports

Fig. 1. Brief structures in ioctl called by Binder.

1. The address contained by the corresponding GOT entry points to
the PLT entry itself when first calling the function. It points to the actual
function only when the dynamic loader resolves it. This mechanism is
called lazy binding or lazy linking [20] while it is not adopted by the
current version of Android.
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of senDroid, and judge whether the installed applications
stole sensors data. senDroid can help users to monitor and
analyze the usages of sensors on a mobile device, with only
negligible performance overhead but without the modifica-
tion of Android framework.

In another scenario, Bob, who is a bouncer of an applica-
tion market of Android, can use senDroid to detect suspi-
cious applications in the market. After installing senDroid,
he could install the suspicious applications on an Android
phone, and operate the applications with the help of test
tools. Then he may compare the log with the applications’
description either manually or automatically with the sup-
ports of natural language processing.

3 SENDROID: DESIGN

3.1 Threat Model

The security threats considered in our work come from
the third-party applications which access sensors data
surreptitiously. These applications can be divided into
two types:

� Malwares, e.g., applications implementing the
potential attacks proposed in prior work [4], [23],
[24], [25]. Some of them infer personal privacy from
the unrestrained sensors(e.g., accelerometer and
gyroscope), while the others access restrained sen-
sors by an undetectable approach, e.g., taking photos
or recording video by JNI without calling any
Android API. Even some applications dynamically
load remote codes to implement suspicious func-
tions bypass applications’ bouncers.

� Applications [26] using ad/analytics libraries that
collect sensor data for precision advertising and
improving user experience. But they do not declare
their accesses in their description.

Note that, both types of applications can be suspicious
but not vicious, which means that they would not require a
highly-escalated privilege or circumvent the Android sys-
tem(e.g., modifying or bypassing the SELinux policies on
the device). Targeted at these honest but curious applica-
tions, and motivated to mitigate the above threats, we

propose senDroid to counter these suspicious behaviors by
auditing the accesses to sensors on an Android device.

3.2 Framework Overview

Fig. 2 shows an overview of sensing audit in senDroid. Basi-
cally, senDroid consists of (1)Hook Module, a sentry deployed
in system or application processes that intercepts the
sensor-related traffic to reveal sensing usage; and (2) Sensing
Monitor, an Android application that visualizes the sensing
usages. The solid arrows in Fig. 2 represent the standard
access mode of sensors. In the standard access mode, sen-
sors applications send requests to corresponding services,
and the services handle the sensors’ data accesses. The
dashed arrows represent a deviant access mode in which
sensors applications directly access the sensor device or call
the interface defined in HAL in virtue of JNI. To handle
both standard and deviant access modes, the Hook Module is
embedded in both Android system processes that contain
sensors’ service and application processes that request sen-
sor data. Overall, senDroid interposes in the sensor data
flow to perform four types of audit.

� Flow Audit. Every time accessing a sensor, an appli-
cation gains the sensor data in various size. We mon-
itor the size of sensor data to report the amount of
sensor traffics the application requested the sensor.

� Frequency Audit. When accessing sensor data, an
application may send requests with different fre-
quencies. senDroid can reveal how often and what
time the application accessed the sensor data.

� Duration Audit. In the continuous sensing case, we
record the duration to profile the behavior of appli-
cations more comprehensively.

� Invoker Audit. senDroid audits which application ini-
tiates the sensor data access originally.

The audit capacities of senDroid for different categories of
sensors are shown in Table 1. We will discuss the reasons
why senDroid does not implement the flow audit of photo
and standard sensors in Section 4.

3.3 Hook Module

AHookModule consists of twomain components: a Parameter
Parser parses the data in intercepted system calls and aUsage
Generator generates the usage reports of sensors according to
the accessing time, data size and sensor accessor. Table 2
illustrates APIs that Hook Module intercepts, which parame-
ters of these APIs that Hook Module parses, and which audit
types the parsed parameters are leveraged to perform. The
details of hooking are described in Section 4.

Fig. 2. Design of senDroid framework. The shadowed blocks are
designed in senDroid.

TABLE 1
Audit capacities of senDroid for Four Categories Sensors

Sensor
Type

Sensor
Data

Flow
Audit

Frequency
Audit

Duration
Audit

Invoker
Audit

Graphic Sensors Preview
p p p p

Video
p p p p

Photo -
p

-
p

Audio Sensors Audio
p p p p

Location Sensors Location
p p p p

Standard Sensors Motion and
Environment

-
p p p
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Parameter Parser. The submodule ofHook Module is a set of
functions that we implement to substitute the system calls
that are related to sensor accessing. These functions intercept
all the communication requests sent from an application to
sensor devices or Binder. When a system call is intercepted,
Parameter Parser parses the parameters carried by the system
call. According to the parsing result, the system calls are
delivered toUsage Generator for further analysis.

Usage Generator. Leverages a set of audit policies to gen-
erate the sensing usage reports. Each entry to report sensing
usage is defined as a vector, which includes the accessing
time, data size and sensor accessor. The information deliv-
ered from Parameter Parser is sporadic. So we need to gather
the information to create sensing usage reports, which are
stored in a local database. These reports are available to be
accessed by Sensing Monitor.

3.4 Sensing Monitor

SensingMonitor is an application that allows a user to analyze
the sensing usages generated by Hook Module. Sensing Moni-
tor can visualize the reports of the sensing usages by applica-
tions or by sensors in a comprehensive manner. Fig. 3 shows
one user interface of SensingMonitor. A graph of location sen-
sors usage is presented to the user, where the red curve
denotes the overall usage over the time. The usage of each
application is represented by curves in different colors.

4 SENDROID: IMPLEMENTATION

We leverage the graphic sensors as an example to illustrate
the implementation of senDroid:

Fig. 4 shows the interposition of senDroid in the data flow
of the camera’s APIs, e.g., startPreview. The application
process does not actually communicate with the camera
device. Instead, the interaction with the camera device is
implemented in the mediaserver process. The application
process informs the mediaserver process of its request
through Binder. When receiving the request sent by the
application process, the camera service and camera driver
pass the request to the camera device. The camera service
also returns the execution results via Binder.

The interaction between the mediaserver process and
Binder indicates that the request is sent by which applica-
tion and is delivered to which service. The interaction

between the mediaserver process and the camera device indi-
cates what and how many data the application obtains.
These two interactions are the choke points of the data flow
and are where senDroid interposes.

4.1 Interception Between Service and Binder

We leverage senDroid to intercept interactions between the
service and Binder. Concretely, the Hook Module hooks the
ioctl called by Binder. Then, the Parameter Parser parses
the read_buffer in the structure binder_write_read,
and finds out all the BR_TRANSACTION commands(illus-
trated in Section 2.2.1). Furthermore, we extract the receiver
and the requester from the first entry of buffer in the
structure binder_transaction_data and the field
sender_euid, respectively. Finally, we identify the opera-
tion according to the field code.

4.2 Interception Between Service and Devices

4.2.1 Graphic Sensors

senDroid intercepts the ioctl calls with the commands
VIDIOC_STREAMON and VIDIOC_STREAMOFF to learn
when an application opens and closes cameras. When start-
ing preview, the camera driver calls ioctl with the com-
mand VIDIOC_DQBUF, and the corresponding data buffer

TABLE 2
APIs and Parameters Related to the Sensing Analysis

in senDroid

Fig. 3. Visual demonstration of sensing usages. The report includes the
total usages for all applications, and the individual usage of each
application.

Fig. 4. Interposition of senDroid in the data flow of startPreview. The
shadowed blocks are designed in senDroid.
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is a structure named v4l2_buffer. This structure contains
variables, from which we can infer the size of a graphic
frame. At the driver layer, the preview, the photo, and the
video are all graphic frames so that we cannot pick out a
photo or a piece of video from the stream of graphic frames.
Fortunately, we can demarcate the stream according to the
Binder requests sent by the applications. The ioctl calls
called by Binder sending request to ICamera with the code
TAKE_PICTURE indicates that an application is taking pho-
tos. Similarly, Binder request sent to ICamera or IMe-

diaRecorder with the code START/STOP_RECORDING

extracts a piece of video from the stream of frames. It is
noteworthy that an application can take pictures or record
videos using PreviewCallback instead of takePicture
or MediaRecorder. senDroid monitors Binder request sent
to ICamera with the code SET_PREVIEW_CALLBACK_

FLAG to learn whether a PreviewCallback is registered
before the preview starts or during previewing.

4.2.2 Audio Sensors

senDroid intercepts the ioctl calls invoked by the audio
driver with the command SNDRV_PCM_IOCTL_READI_

FRAMES. We calculate the size of audio record from the cor-
responding data buffer named snd_xferi. ALSA only has
the command SNDRV_PCM_IOCTL_START, with no com-
mand SNDRV_PCM_IOCTL_STOP. So we obtain the start and
end time of the audio record by the approach described in
Section 4.1. Concretely, we capture the ioctl calls called by
Binder where the service name is android.media.IAu-

dioRecord or android.media.IMediaRecorder with
the code either START or STOP. We use the time of these calls
as the start and end time of the audio record.

Considering that the MediaRecorder can be utilized to
record audio as well as video, and before using MediaRe-

corder to record audio or video, applications are required
to invoke setAudioSource and setVideoSource

respectively, we distinguish these two usages by monitoring
the invocation of setAudioSource and setVideo-

Source. The corresponding codes in the ioctl called by
Binder are SET_AUDIO_SOURCE and SET_VIDEO_SOURCE

respectively.

4.2.3 Location Sensors

When the location information is sent via the message queue
mechanism, which is illustrated in Section 2.2.2, senDroid
hooks the message receiving calls called by the GPS driver
and parses the message received from the GPS device. We
determine the operation specified by the message according
to the message id. senDroid intercepts the messages with the
message id REPORT_POSITION, which indicates that the
received data are geographic positions reported to a location
requester. We intercept the ioctl calls where the service
name is android.location.ILocationManager to
determine the start and end time of the tracking of GPS
according to the code REQUEST_LOCATION_UPDATES and
REMOVE_UPDATES.

4.2.4 Standard Sensors

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, standard sensors have no
open source driver on Nexus 4. So we cannot learn how

standard sensors driver communicates with corresponding
device. However, senDroid can intercept the ioctl calls
called by Binder that sending request to SensorEvent-

Connectionwith the code ENABLE_DISABLE. This Binder
request carries two parameters: a standard sensor handle
and a Boolean (TRUE presents enabling and FALSE presents
disenabling). So we can know which standard sensor is acti-
vated and when it is activated or deactivated. Moreover,
Binder request with code SET_EVENT_RATE contains a
parameter that indicates the access frequency of standard
sensors application. Because the data size of one standard
sensor record is negligible. So although we cannot obtain
the exact data of standard sensors, we argue that activated
time interval and access frequency of standard sensors are
crucial and sufficient to audit the sensing based on the stan-
dard sensors.

4.3 Prototype Setup

We use the Nexus 4 with Android 4.2.2 as our experiment
platform. When we set up our prototype, we need to root
the device first, and then leverage the existing DLL injection
approach2 to inject into the target processes (mediaserver,
system_server and application processes that access sen-
sors3), load the function substitution codes into the target
processes and execute the function substitution. Then, we
leverage the implementation in [27] to accomplish the func-
tion substitution. The function substitution code goes
through the memory map of the target processes and load
each ELF file to substitute the functions we concerned, e.g.,
ioctl for our own functions. After deploying senDroid, all
four categories of sensors, including camera, microphone,
GPS, and standard sensors, will be audited. The sensing
usage is logged in XML format for subsequent analysis in
Sensing Monitor.

5 SENDROID: EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the accuracy and overhead of sen-
Droid, we set up the application dataset which consists of
540 applications downloaded from the top free chart of
Google Play Store in April, 2016. We only keep the applica-
tions which require access to sensors monitored by sen-
Droid while remove the others. Of the 540 applications,
429 applications require access to one or more of the four
categories of sensors. Further, We ignore applications
which have internal failure or whose sensor related func-
tionalities cannot be reached due to geological or system
version restriction. For camera, microphone and GPS, we
determine whether an application requires access to these
three categories of sensor information based on the per-
missions it requests. For standard sensors, we determine
that an application requires access to standard sensor
data if it declares <uses-feature> tag for android.

hardware.sensor.*.
We randomly select three ones for each type of sensors

under the auditing of senDroid. All evaluation experiments

2. https://github.com/shutup/libinject2
3. The camera service and audio service are launched in mediaserver,

the location service and sensors service are launched in system_server.
We cannot guarantee whether an application directly accesses sensors
via JNI, so we inject into every application process.
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are run on a Nexus 4 with 2 GB RAM running Android
4.2.2.4

5.1 Deviation of Data Reported by senDroid

5.1.1 Experiment Results

Table 3 shows the experiment results for applications which
use camera to take pictures or take videos, use microphone
to record audio, use GPS or network to request locations,
and access standard sensors. We record the start time and
end time of each Action on each App. We repeat the above
operation three times. Then, in Table 3, Mean start time jDj
refers to the average value of start time difference between
the value recorded by a tester and by senDroid. And Mean
stop time jDj refers to the average value of end time differ-
ence between the value recorded by a tester and by
senDroid.

Applications listed in Table 3 respectively provide
users with the functions of taking pictures, taking videos,
recording audios, requesting locations, and reading stan-
dard sensors. We record the time when we trigger the
actions and the time when senDroid detects that the appli-
cation executes the actions. Considering the time from UI
operations to the time the application actually executes
the actions, the deviation is acceptable. As is shown
Table 3, senDroid’s deviation for detecting access to stan-
dard sensor data is larger than that of other sensors.
Because games will usually play animations before and
after the game starts or ends, so it is more difficult to infer
the time when applications start or stop requesting stan-
dard sensor data.

5.1.2 Accuracy of Recorded Video & Audio Length

We developed an evaluation application to measure the
length of videos and audios which senDroid records, and
compared them with the actual lengths. We leveraged the
setMaxDuration API of the class android.media.

MediaRecorder to set the length of the videos and audios.
After the recording reaches the length we set, MediaRe-
cord will stop the recording. Here, we deploy senDroid on
three different Nexus 4 in order to explore whether the devi-
ation differs on different devices. For each value of length,
we ran the test for five times and calculated the average
length recorded by senDroid.

As is shown in Table 4, the lengths which senDroid record
are about 1.3 seconds and 0.2 second more than the actual
lengths of the video and audio, respectively, and the devia-
tion is almost the same on different devices. Moreover, as
the lengths of the video and audio increase, the deviation
almost remains unchanged. According to our investigation,
the deviation may be caused by the overhead of inter-
process communication or the preprocessing and postpro-
cessing of the record. Since the deviation is consistent for
the same type of sensor across different devices and differ-
ent lengths of recordings, we ignore the deviation in the
length of recordings reported by senDroid.

5.2 Audit of Taking Pictures from Preview Frames

As we described in Section 4.2.1, an application can process
the provided preview data in the onPreviewFrame call-
back. This means that applications can take pictures or
record videos without calling the takePicture or
MediaRecorder API by starting camera preview and tak-
ing screenshot programmatically.

To better evaluate the effectiveness of senDroid with this
case, we evaluated senDroid with an application called Spy
Camera HD.5 According to Spy Camera HD’s description
on Google Play Store, it allows users to secretly take photos
without any shutter sound and camera preview on the
phone screen. Users can instruct Spy Camera HD to take
pictures by shaking the phone, whistling or setting a timer.
After reverse-engineering Spy Camera HD, we confirm
that Spy Camera HD actually takes pictures in the

TABLE 3
Comparison Between the Time of Accessing Sensors

Observed Manually and the Time of Accessing
Sensors Recorded by senDroid

Action App Mean start
time jDj (s)

Mean stop
time jDj (s)

Taking
pictures

PicsArt 0.00 -
Poshmark 2.00 -
Perfect365 0.66 -

Taking
video

Zoosk 1.00 0.50
Tango 0.50 0.50
ooVoo 1.00 0.50

Recording
audio

Tom Loves Angela 0.00 0.00
Tango 0.00 0.00

Talking Tom 0.00 0.00

Requesting
location

CM Security 0.50 0.00
Expedia 0.00 0.00

360 Security 0.00 0.00

Reading standard
sensors

Temple Run 2 4.00 2.50
Bowling Kings 2.00 2.50
Traffic Racer 3.00 3.00

TABLE 4
Comparison Between the Actual Length of Videos and Audios

and the Length Which senDroid Records

Lengths(s)

Actual Average recorded by senDroid(Differences)

Device 1 Device 2 Device 3

10.00 11.30(1.30) 11.31(1.31) 11.34(1.34)
video 30.00 31.32(1.32) 31.28(1.28) 31.31(1.31)

60.00 61.31(1.31) 61.38(1.38) 61.33(1.33)
120.00 121.24(1.24) 121.31(1.31) 121.31(1.31)

10.00 10.21(0.21) 10.21(0.21) 10.20(0.20)
audio 30.00 30.19(0.19) 30.19(0.19) 30.21(0.21)

60.00 60.21(0.21) 60.25(0.25) 60.23(0.23)
120.00 120.23(0.23) 120.24(0.24) 120.23(0.23)

4. Although the new version of Android has many new features, the
technical details of sensor access are almost same. We, thus, use this
version as our experiment platform. Furthermore, these popular appli-
cations may run this version of Android, and be empirical studied
according to sensor usages in the next section.

5. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.
usefullapps.spycamera
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onPreviewFrame callback it registers by processing the
content data of the preview frame which is provided as an
argument when the onPreviewFrame callback is called.
Even on devices which shutter sound is enabled forcibly,
capturing the provided preview data in onPreviewFrame

instead of calling takePicture directly will not trigger
any shutter sound. In this way, Spy Camera HD can take
pictures without people’s awareness.

We used Spy Camera HD to take several pictures by
shaking the phone and matched the time when the pictures
were taken based on the pictures’ timestamps with the
duration of camera preview and the duration of application
requesting standard sensor data which senDroid records.
The result is shown in Fig. 5. The first row shows the time
which Spy Camera HD took a picture based on the time-
stamp of the saved picture file. For example, the first picture
was taken at the 18th second. The second and third rows
show the time duration when Spy Camera HD started the
camera preview and requested standard sensor data respec-
tively. For example, the first duration of camera preview
started at the 9th second and ended at the 30th second,
which also matches the first duration of Spy Camera HD’s
requesting for standard sensor data. During the test, we
took five pictures, and there were three durations when Spy
Camera HD started camera preview and requested stan-
dard sensor data at the same time. We can conclude from
Fig. 5 that all pictures taken with Spy Camera HD fall in the
camera preview duration and standard sensor data request
duration which senDroid records.

Since senDroid will not only record applications’ calling
the takePicture API, it will also detect applications
which override the onPreviewFrame callback and record
the duration which applications start the camera preview,
these two tricky methods of taking pictures can be detected
by senDroid. With senDroid, users can have a complete over-
view of how applications access the camera and be aware of
potential suspicious usage of camera and other sensors.

5.3 Audit of Dynamically Loaded APK

In February 2016, Alipay, backed by Chinese e-commerce
giant Alibaba, was accused of taking pictures and recording
audios secretly with its Android client [2]. As discovered by
Twitter user typcn [28], the code logic of Alipay for
Android’s suspicious behavior consists of a file with the
extension .so downloaded from a remote server via the
Internet. The .so file is actually an executable APK file,
which will be run as a plugin inside Alipay for Android.
Since the .so file will be checked for updates periodically,
the suspicious behavior was quickly removed quietly after
the incident became popular on the Internet without users’
updating the host Alipay for Android application itself.

We built an application which emulates the dynamic
APK loading feature of Alipay for Android based on the
open source project ACDD [29]. This application can down-
load APK files as plugins from a remote server, extract DEX
files from the APK files and finally run the code logic in the
APK files using DexClassLoader, which is similar to the
claimed mechanism leveraged by Alipay for Android. Plu-
gins are compiled with a patched aapt tool, so the resource
IDs of plugins will not conflict with those of the host appli-
cation, and the host application can distinguish resources
from different plugins by reading the first byte of the
resource ID. The mInstrumentation variable of the
android.app.ActivityThread class is also hooked, so
that when components such as activities and services in the
plugins are launched, corresponding resources are loaded.
The host application which we built is a dummy application
which only loads and runs APK files from a remote server,
while a dynamically loaded APK file contains the logic of
taking pictures and recording audios. As we tested, sen-
Droid successfully detected the usage of camera and micro-
phone in the dynamically loaded APK.

5.4 Performance Evaluation

5.4.1 Performance of Sensor Operations

To measure the performance overhead of calling the sensor
APIs incurred by senDroid, we built a test application to take
pictures, record videos, and record audios successively, and
compared the time which it takes to perform the same opera-
tions with senDroid installed or not. For the operation of tak-
ing pictures, we takes 10 pictures successively. The
measurement includes the time from executing the first tak-
ing picture action by calling the takePicureAPI to the call-
ing of the onPictureTaken callback for the last picture.
Note that, to better reflect the actual overhead of calling the
camera APIs incurred by senDroid, all pictures are dropped
without saving to the disk, so the time of disk I/O is elimi-
nated. For the operation of recording video and audio, the
customized application records 10 pieces of video/audio
with a length of 10 seconds. This measurement includes the
time from preparing recording the first video/audio to the
calling of the onInfo callback with a “what” code of
MEDIA_RECORDER_INFO_MAX_DURATION_REACHED for
the last video/audio. Due to restriction of the MediaRecor-
derAPI, video and audio cannot be recorded by MediaRe-

corder without saving, so the results include the time of
disk I/O. Since both the takePicure API and the
MediaRecorder API are IPC-based APIs which requires
senDroid to extract information from the ioctl system call,
the evaluation results can truly reflect senDroid’s perfor-
mance overhead in theworst cases.

All tests were performed on a same newly flashed Nexus
4 with 2 GB RAM running Android 4.2.2 after a reboot in the
same environment. Table 5 shows the results. The numbers

Fig. 5. The timestamps of pictures taken by Spy Camera HD and the
time durations of Spy Camera HD’s usage of sensors detected by
senDroid.

TABLE 5
Macrobenchmark Results

Action w/o senDroid (s) w/ senDroid (s) Overhead

Picture 2.38(0.09) 2.58(0.14) 8.05%
Video 115.80(0.46) 115.84(0.14) 0.04%
Audio 103.32(0.07) 103.37(0.08) 0.04%
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in parentheses indicate the expected range of values with a
confidence interval of 95 percent. senDroid adds approxi-
mately 8.05, 0.04 and 0.04 percent overhead to taking pic-
tures, recording videos and recording audios, respectively.
The additional overhead can be attributed to storing the sen-
sor usage to database. Thus, we can conclude that the perfor-
mance overhead imposed by senDroid is negligible.

5.4.2 AnTuTu Benchmark

Further, we want to know whether senDroid will also intro-
duce negligible overhead to the overall system or not. We
use a popular Android benchmarking tool: AnTuTu [30] to
compare the system performance with and without sen-
Droid. The average benchmark results of five tests for a
Nexus 4 running Android 4.2.2 with and without senDroid
respectively are shown in Table 6. Similarly, the number in
parentheses indicating the expected range of values with a
confidence interval of 95 percent. We can conclude from
Table 6 that senDroid also imposes negligible overhead with
only 1.28 percent on the overall system performance.

6 SENDROID: EMPIRICAL STUDY

6.1 Experiment Setup

In this section, we conducted an extensive, empirical study
on the sensor usage in real applications from popular mar-
kets. Before the study, we collected applications from Wan-
doujia, 360 and Google Play Store in September and October

2016, among which Wandoujia and 360 are predominant
application markets in China. We mainly picked top free
applications of each category, and the category distributions
of applications in each application market are shown in
Tables 7, 8 and Table 9 respectively. Note that, there exists
an applications’ overlap between these three markets,
which means that a same application can be tested twice or
three times. Especially, there are 119 applications being
tested both in Wandoujia and 360. Basically, we focus our
study on the accesses to sensors of the applications in the
following two phases:

� Launch Phase: Once an application is launched, it may
detect the availability of the concerned sensors or
gather sensors data for initialization and cause a
large amount of accesses to sensors. We install and
start all applications in dataset on a smartphone one
by one. Here, we define a Launch Phase interval for
2 minutes just after each application started, and sen-
Droid will audit the accesses to sensors during this
interval and write the report in a log file.

� Silent Phase: We also evaluate the accesses to sensors
when an application is running in the background.
The study for Silent Phase can help to reveal the

TABLE 6
AnTuTu Benchmark Results (Larger Numbers in Cells Imply

More Efficient Performance for Test Cases)

Without
senDroid

With
senDroid

Overhead

RAM 5058.4(218.9) 5040.6(167.7) 0.35%
CPU mathematics 3600.4(58.8) 3558(25.4) 1.18%
CPU common use 3692.8(305.0) 3442.6(116.3) 6.78%
CPU multi-core
performance

2511.8(67.7) 2526(30.5) -0.57%

UX data security 1270.4(72.5) 1291.4(8.3) -1.65%
UX data processing 549.6(12.2) 541.4(7.9) 1.49%
UX strategy games 754.8(20.1) 750.4(11.5) 0.58%
UX image process 259.4(5.7) 260.2(3.9) -0.31%
UX I/O performance 1487(19.5) 1527.6(33.6) -2.73%

Overall 19184.6(212.985) 18938.2(200.3) 1.28%

TABLE 7
Application Category Composition ofWandoujia Dataset

Category Number Category Number

COMMUNICATION 30 UTILITY 29
EDUCATION 30 GAMES 28
BEAUTY&BABY 30 TRANSPORTATION 28
MUSIC 30 TOOLS 28
LIFESTYLE 30 SHOPPING 27
PHOTOGRAPHY 30 PRODUCTIVITY 25
NEWS&MAGAZINES 30 VIDEO 23
PERSONALIZATION 29 SOCIAL 15
FINANCE 29 HEALTH&FITNESS 3
TRAVEL 29

There are 503 Applications from 19 Categories.

TABLE 8
Application Category Composition of 360 Dataset

Category Number Category Number

FINANCE 30 COMMUNICATION
&SOCIAL

28

PHOTOGRAPHY 30 WALLPAPER 27
LIFESTYLE 30 BUSSINESS 27
GAMES 30 EDUCATION 22
NEWS&

MAGAZINES
29 SYSTEM SECURITY 21

SHOPPING 29 HEALTH&MEDICAL 15
MAPS&TRAVEL 29 MUSIC&VIDEO 14

There are 361 Applications from 14 Categories.

TABLE 9
Application Category Composition of Google Play Store Dataset

Category Number Category Number

TOOLS 35 NEWS_AND_
MAGAZINES

25

COMICS 34 PRODUCTIVITY 23
PERSONALIZATION 34 HEALTH_AND_

FITNESS
22

BOOKS_AND_
REFERENCE

32 MEDICAL 22

WEATHER 31 GAMES 20
BUSINESS 29 LIFESTYLE 20
SOCIAL 29 TRAVEL_AND_LOCAL 20
COMMUNICATION 27 ENTERTAINMENT 19
EDUCATION 27 LIBRARIES_AND_

DEMO
19

PHOTOGRAPHY 27 MEDIA_AND_VIDEO 19
MUSIC_AND_AUDIO 26 SPORTS 17
SHOPPING 26 FINANCE 16
TRANSPORTATION 26

There are 625 Applications from 25 Categories.
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applications’ malicious use or abuse of sensors in cur-
rent prevailing applicationmarkets. In this phase, any
sensor usage recorded by senDroidwill be regarded as
suspicious usage. Due to the memory limitation of the
tested Android device, we run 16 applications in the
background at the same time for about 24 hours, thus
to make sure that we would get accurate and enough
information about sensor usages.

Note that, although it should be more efficient to run
evaluation tests on emulators, audio sensors and standard
sensors are unfortunately disabled and cannot be emulated
on emulators [31], [32]. Thus we must conduct the experi-
ments manually on real devices.

6.2 Experiment Results of Empirical Study

Westudied applications downloaded fromWandoujia, 360 and
Google Play Store respectively from October, 2016 to January,
2017. Because the numbers of applications in differentmarkets
and categories are not uniform, to eliminate the interference,
we calculate the percentage of applications in the results.

6.2.1 Launch Phase

For Wandoujia, we got 2,209 records of sensor accesses,
among which 396 records were generated during Launch
Phase. The accesses mainly concentrate on GPS and stan-
dard sensors: There are 117 (23.3 percent) applications
under 18 different categories out of 503 valid samples access
location sensors in Launch Phase. The accesses to location
sensors are very widespread. As is shown in Fig. 6, the

applications under the categories of Lifestyle, Travel and
Shopping are most active to access location sensors in this
phase. Besides,about 12.3 percent of applications try to
access various kinds of standard sensors during the Launch
Phase. Differing from location sensors, standard sensors are
typically accessed by applications of Health&Sports, Games
and Videos. We also have an inspection into the accessing
frequency of each kind of standard sensors during this
phase. Among all the six types of standard sensors, acceler-
ometer is the most popular one and the number of its
related records is far more than the records of other types of
standard sensors. Note that, few application try to fetch the
graphic sensors data or audio sensors data in this phase,
and the only four applications are basically scan tools or
shooting tools, which depends their main functions on the
use of camera preview.

For 360, there are 103 and 42 applications accessed loca-
tion sensors and standard sensors respectively, while only
one accessed graphic sensors and one accessed audio sen-
sors. Comparing with Wandoujia, the ratio of location sen-
sors usages in 360 is a little bit higher while the ratio of
standard sensor usage is lower. We calculate the average
access times to each type of sensors in each category respec-
tively as shown in Fig. 7. Similarly, the applications in Shop-
ping and Lifestyle categories still behave actively not only on
accessing location sensors but also on accessing standard
sensors. Over 55 percent of the applications in Shopping cat-
egory triggered location sensors access, and 51.7 percent of
Shopping applications accessed standard sensors.

At last, for the applications in Google Play Store, the over-
all accessing during Launch Phase is relatively less than
applications from the above two markets. During the Launch
Phase, only 79 out of 625 applications accessed location sen-
sors, and 56 applications were recorded with standard
sensors’ accessing history. Similarly, the accesses to acceler-
ometer are the most frequently among all types of standard
sensors, while there are no access record for light and prox-
imity sensor data. An overall distribution of categories that
accessed sensors during Launch Phase is shown in Fig. 8.

6.2.2 Silent Phase

We carefully reviewed all the records and filtered out the
applications which accessed sensors during the Silent Phase
for each markets respectively, since any usage in this phase

Fig. 6. The average access times during Launch Phase to each type of
sensors in each category ofWandoujiamarket.

Fig. 7. The average access times during Launch Phase to each type of
sensors in each category of 360market.

Fig. 8. The average access times during Launch Phase to each type of
sensors in each category of Google Play Storemarket.
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can be regarded as suspicious usages. Still, no matter in
which one of the markets, accesses to location sensors
prevail and the next is standard sensors. There are 13.9
percent applications in Wandoujia accessing sensors dur-
ing Silent Phase while for 360 the ratio is 16.6 percent.
However, for Google Play Store, the ratio is far more lower.
Only 5.4 percent of applications in it tried to access sen-
sors. Interestingly, we find that quite a portion of applica-
tions access the sensors with a certain time interval and a
fixed accessing period. This interval can be one hour, or
two hours and the access may last for 2 seconds or even
longer. We further study the reason why it happens and
we would give a deeper discussion about suspicious
usages in Silent Phase in Section 6.3.

6.2.3 Comparison and Summary

After the data collection and statistics, we analyze the
results of both Launch Phase and Silent Phase, and make a
comparison of the overall sensor usages in these three mar-
kets in Table 10. We can read from the table that sensors are
used widely in Wandoujia and 360, even in Silent Phase. And
the usages of location sensors and standard sensors in dif-
ferent stages are also given in Table 11. Besides, both the
usage of graphic sensors and the usage of audio sensors are
less frequent, and the percentages are less than 1.0 percent,
no matter in Launch Phase or Silent Phase. For Google Play
Store, there is an observable gap between its usage ratio and
the ratio of the other two markets. Considering that the
applications we collected are applications on the top free
charts, and the dominant user group of these three markets
are different, we can reasonably conclude that the users of
Google Play Store may be more likely to download the
sensor-friendly applications.

Sensors are widely used in various categories of applica-
tions. In Wandoujia, over 60 percent of the applications in
Travel and Lifestyle ever accessed sensors during our experi-
ments, no matter in Launch Phase or Silent Phase. While nearly
half of the applications under Shopping,Video and Games used
sensorsmore or less. In 360,Health&Medical, Shopping, Lifestyle
and Games are in the front rank. At last, in Google Play Store,
applications in Lifestyle, Social and Travel&Local behaved
actively. Although the category lists of each application mar-
ket are not totally the same, we can still find that certain cate-
gories of applications behave more actively than the others.
For example, Lifestyle and Games are two representative cate-
gories inwhich sensors are extensively accessed.

6.3 Analysis and Case Study

As we mentioned above, any sensor access in Silent Phase is
regarded as suspicious usage. In order to find out the

applications which generated a huge amount of sensor data
in our experiment, especially during Silent Phase, and how
the sensor data would be used, we drill down into every
application that accesses sensors in Silent Phase. Specifically,
we reverse-engineer the APK files and explore the source
codes to figure out what the accessed sensor data are used
for. Then we compare the usages with the description and
privacy policy of applications.

6.3.1 Sensor Access Patterns and Third-Party Libraries

After reverse-engineering the APK files, we find that most
of them access location sensors by third-party ad libraries or
analytic libraries. In order to trace the data flow, we first
scan the source codes for the sensor-related API and record
the third-party package names if any. Next, combining with
the access records and the applications’ basic information
we collected beforehand, we judge if there is any abuse or
misuse of sensor data.

Among all applications in Wandoujia, there are 70 appli-
cations which accessed sensors during Silent Phase, and 53
of them accessed in a relatively high frequency. Because
part of the applications applied anti-reverse engineering
technologies or the tools we used to reverse-engineer exist
deficiencies, we can only get the source codes of 42 applica-
tions. Most of the applications accessed sensors according
to an obvious pattern. For example, there are 16 applications
accessed location service every 4,850 seconds. This is
because all of them contain a third-party library named cn.
jpush.android, which includes the codes that will call the
location sensors related services. In other cases, there are 6
applications contain the location sensor calling methods
both in themselves and the third-party libraries they
employ, and only one application’s sensor related codes are
not contained in third-party libraries. Therefore, the overall
percentage of sensor accessing in third-party libraries is
83.33 percent.

For 360market, there are 48 applications accessed sensors
frequently during Silent Phase. After successfully reverse-
engineering 28 of them, we find that, similarly to the case in
Wandoujia, 6 applications present an accessing pattern with a
fixed accessing interval of 4,850 seconds, which is caused by
cn.jpush.android as well. 75 percent of the applications are
found containing the sensor accessing codes in their third-
party libraries. This phenomenon further verifies the fact
that third-party libraries are blamed for the frequent suspi-
cious accessing of sensors during Silent Phase.

While in Google Play Store, we do not find a uniform pat-
tern since the accesses during Silent Phase are fewer than

TABLE 10
Percentages of Sensor Usages in Three Different Markets

Overall Launch Phase Silent Phase

Wandoujia 33.40% 28.82% 13.92%
360 37.67% 34.90% 16.62%
GooglePlay Store 22.40% 19.36% 5.44%

Total 29.82% 26.32% 11.01%

TABLE 11
Percentage of Location Sensors and Standard Sensors

in Different Markets in Different Stages

GPS Standard Sensors

Wandoujia 23.26% / 12.33% 12.13% / 1.99%
360 28.25% / 14.40% 11.63% / 3.60%
Google Play Store 12.64% / 4.64% 7.68% / 2.66%

Chinese App Markets 25.35% / 13.19% 11.92% / 2.66%

Overall 20.01% / 9.60% 10.14% / 2.01%

The data is presented in the format of usage percentage in Launch Phase/
usage percentage in Silent Phase.
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that of the above two markets. There are 34 applications
accessed sensors during Silent Phase and only 18 of them
accessed in a relatively high frequency. However, we still
find that 12 applications accessed sensors because of the
related codes in third-party libraries’ packages, which
account for 66.67 percent of the total. And the other 6 appli-
cations contain the sensor accessing codes both in them-
selves and their containing third-party libraries.

From all the studies above, we find that 77.27 percent of
the accessing records are caused by the third-party libraries.
Table 12 shows the top third-party libraries which are used
in our experiments. It reasonably explains the reason why
the applications belongs to Finance and other categories,
which seems to have no need to access sensors frequently,
would generate so many accessing records in our experi-
ment: although the applications themselves may have
no intention to fetch any sensor data while running in
the background, the third-party libraries call the sensor
related service, which disobey the original motivation of the
applications’ developers. This possibility of sensor usages
in third-party libraries can hardly be noticed by the devel-
opers and thus they would not mentioned in applications’
descriptions, which would mislead the users and bring
about the risk of privacy leakage. As a result, we argue that
a responsible application should not only give a detailed
description of the application’s functionalities, but also list
the sensor permissions required by both the application and
its contained third-party libraries if any. Moreover, the
description should clarify that which kind of sensor will be
used under what circumstances, thus to eliminate the
worries about privacy information leakage from users.

6.3.2 Suspicious Case Study

We further traced the data flow and summarized the concrete
usage scenarios of the sensor data. Basically, we focus on the
applications themselves how to use the data rather than
the third-party libraries. After the analysis, we summarize
the usage scenarios of location sensors’ data as following:

1) Sending the collected sensor data to a specific server,
but the further use can not be traced.

2) Using the collected data as a keyword for other infor-
mation, e.g., pulling down the local weather infor-
mation after accessing the location sensor and
getting the location information.

3) Storing the collected data locally on device for the
possible future use.

4) Exporting the sensor data to the system logs.
5) Doing nothing at all.
Based on the different usage scenarios, we categorize the

application packages according to their usage in Table 13.
Besides, we also have an insight into the usages of standard
sensor data. Basically, we can divide the ways they are used
into as following: (1) Testing the device’s rotation angle; (2)
Testing the device’s shaking; (3) Testing the brightness sur-
rounding. And a detailed result is shown in Table 14.

At last, we investigated all the descriptions displayed on
the application markets of applications mentioned above,
and found that none of them notices the possible sensor
usage. Thus we want to emphasize the importance of
application’s description, and insist that the developers
should be responsible for clarifying the third-party libraries
used in the application and which of them would possibly
cause the use of sensors.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Coverage

senDroid can implement sensing audit by (1) intercepting
the IPC between applications and services or (2) intercept-
ing the communication with sensor drivers. Considered in
terms of generality, all four categories sensors can be aud-
ited by the first approach because the IPC mechanisms are
uniform in different version of Android. The first approach
can be detoured by attacks that directly access sensor driv-
ers without communicating with the sensor service. So with
respect to robustness, senDroid can intercept the communi-
cation with sensor drivers to defense the attacks or detect
suspicious accesses to sensors.

TABLE 12
Top Third-Party Libraries Which Appears the Most

Frequently in Our Experiments

Market Package Name of
Third-Party Libraries

Times

Wandoujia cn.jpush.android 22
com.tencent.map 14
com.baidu.location 9
com.qq.e.comm.managers.status 8
com.loc 7
com.amap.api.location 7
com.aps 7
com.alipay.mobilesecuritysdk.model 6
com.tencent.mm.sdk.platformtools 6

360 cn.jpush.android 13
com.baidu.location 12
com.tencent.map 7

Google Play Store com.flurry.sdk 9
gms 9

TABLE 13
The Application Packages Which Access the Location

Sensor Data During Silent Phase and Their
Corresponding Usage Scenario

package name scenario package name scenario

com.letv.android.client 4 com.nd.android.pandahome2 5
cn.ledongli.ldl 3 viva.reader 1
com.jsmcc 2 com.cmcm.whatscall 1
com.vlocker.locker 2 com.handmark.expressweather 3
com.cleanmaster.mguard_cn 3 com.pingenie.screenlocker 2

TABLE 14
The Application Packages Which Access the

Standard Sensor Data During Silent Phase and
Their Corresponding Usage Scenario

package name usage scenario

com.cleanmaster.mguard_cn 3
cld.navi.mainframe 1
com.lashou.groupurchasing 2
com.taobao.ju.android 1
com.ubercab 1
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The coverage of the second approach depends on the
source code of sensor drivers we can analyze. For graphic
sensors and audio sensors, Linux kernel provides standard
device drivers. Thus, by making the interception according
to the standard invocation mode, senDroid is capable of
auditing all accesses to graphic and audio sensors. For loca-
tion sensors, with no device driver provided by Linux ker-
nel, senDroid only supports sensing audit on devices that
use Qualcomm GPS driver. Because the driver of standard
sensors on Nexus 4 is close-source, senDroid only imple-
ments the sensing audit by intercepting the IPC between
applications and services. We argue that, with the support
of manufacturers of sensors, the location sensors and stan-
dard sensors can be audited by intercepting the communi-
cation with sensor drivers.

7.2 Suspicious Usage Patterns

senDroid provides users with the detailed and visual sensing
usage reports. Users can infer from the usage reports which
stealthy application is accessing sensors at an unexpected
time or with an abnormal data size. For professional users,
the reports of senDroidmay offer more technical details, and
help the professional users find more suspicious accesses to
sensors. However, senDroid does not support the suspicious
usage pattern recognition now. This absence could bring up
a burden on common users, especially, when the sensing
relevant applications are widely used.

A possible solution is to collect plenty of sensor data
usage patterns of malwares. Then we can mine classification
rules by applying machine learning on the usage patterns.
Based on the suspicious usage patterns, we can then
improve Sensing Monitor to be an application which can
automatically identify the suspicious usage of running
applications, and alert users if the alert rules are applied.

7.3 Bypassing senDroid

senDroid implements the sensing audit by intercepting the
data flow and the interception relies on substituting func-
tion pointers in the ELF file of a target process. A malicious
application can apply the similar interception to bypass sen-
Droid either by substituting the sensor-related system calls
for its own implementation, or by breaking down senDroid
completely.

However, it is challenging for the attacker because the
malicious application must call ptrace to attach to the
target process before function substitution. So if senDroid is
attached to the target process before the attacker, according
to the documentation of ptrace [33], the later attaching will
cause error and thus fail. senDroid is attached to target pro-
cesses as soon as the system is launched. Even when attacker
makes the attachment before senDroid, we can be informed
of the abnormal behavior and give the user a warning.

8 RELATED WORK

Hooking is a technique for inserting codes into a system
call for alteration, and it can be used to intercept the
applications’ requests, thus to realize the sensor-related
behavior check. Xu et al. developed Aurasium in [27].
Aurasium can keep on monitoring any security or privacy
violations in Android OS. Basically, Aurasium realizes
the enforcement of its security policies by hooking into

applications processes. FireDroid [34] is another work
that relies on hooks. It intercepts the system calls to identify
if an application is executing dangerous actions at runtime.
Similarly, FireDroid performs security checks on applica-
tions and enforces security policies. DeepDroid [35], a
dynamic enterprise security policy enforcement scheme on
Android devices, also dynamically hooks system processes
in order to find details of applications’ requests for a fine-
grained access control. Boxify [36] presents a concept for
full-fledged app sandboxing on stock Android and it also
aims at enforcing established security policies. Although
the core technique used in these works are similar to ours,
however, no matter in Aurasium, FireDroid, DeepDroid or
Boxify, they aim at realizing a policy-based security, which
means they design the system with hooks in order to apply
some specific security policies to prevent users from attacks,
while our work is different from others by focusing on
auditing sensor access in Android system-wide.

Besides hooking, another technique is to modify the
existing Android sensor framework to intercept the sensor
data flow. Xu et al. [37] proposed a sensor management
framework, called SemaDroid, based on the SemaHooks,
which are not real hooks but are codes embedded within
the existing components in the Android framework. Sema-
Droid provides the users with capacity of monitoring the
sensor usage of installed applications and also provides a
fine-grained and context-aware access control. Basically,
SemaDroid focuses on supporting of context-aware and
quality-of-sensing based access control policies though it
offers the possibility of auditing the sensor usage by giving
a sensor usage report as an individual application as well.

ipShield [38] is a framework that monitors sensor
accessed by an application and assesses the privacy risk of
the sensor access. Besides, it also gives recommendations of
sensor configurations to users and supports sensor related
access control actions. Scippa [39], an extension to the
Android IPC mechanism, provides provenance information
required to effectively prevent recent attacks such as con-
fused deputy attacks. Heuser et al. [40] proposed the
Android Security Modules (ASM) framework, which pro-
vides a programmable interface for defining new reference
monitors for Android. Particular reference monitor can be
developed to monitor sensor access. These designs can be
bypassed in the access mode of JNI, where the accesses to
sensors do not pass the Android framework layer. Different
from these works, senDroid implements the interception at
the device driver layer without any modification to the
Android framework. So senDroid can be widely deployed
and is capable of detecting potential attacks that bypass the
Android framework. senDroid can not only detect which
application is accessing which sensor but also quantify how
many data the application accessed. Furthermore, the hook-
based method can audit applications even when they
bypass the Android framework via JNI invocations. The
implementation and evaluation show that senDroid is effec-
tive and efficient to audit sensing in the Android platform.

Enck et al. [5] proposed a dynamic taint tracking and
analysis system, named TaintDroid, that is capable of simul-
taneously tracking multiple sources of sensitive data. Droid-
Track is a method proposed in [41] for tracking and
visualizing the transmission of privacy information and
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preventing its leakage. AppIntent [42], a framework analyzes
data diffusion to help an analyst to determine whether the
data diffusion is user intended or not. These mechanisms
can track the target data, including personal privacy. The
tracking reports of them are very limited while senDroid
reveals more details of the sensing operations.

Wijesekeraet al. [43] did a field study to find how often
applications access protected resources when users are not
expecting it on Android platform and they hooked the
permission-checking APIs in data collection step. However,
in their study, they focus on the permissions or resources
of connectivity, location, view, and so on. In senDroid, we
implement a meticulous study focusing on sensors on the
Android platform.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes senDroid, which may be used to monitor
and analyze the sensing operations in the Android platform.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to design a
tool to audit the sensing in the Android platform without the
changes of the source codes of the Android framework. sen-
Droid leverages a hook-based method to implement the inter-
ception of the sensor related API calls. According to the
results of our conducted experiments, senDroid can efficiently
gather the data of all four categories of sensors in the Android
platform, i.e., graphic sensors, audio sensors, location sensors,
and standard sensors, with high accuracy. In addition, sen-
Droid can work even when suspicious or malicious codes are
dynamically loaded from server sides or bypass the middle-
ware of Android via JNI calls. Next, senDroid can monitor
the suspicious behaviors where an application extracts the
graphic data from the preview frames of a camera to silently
take photos. This behavior can bypass the alert of the shutter
voice which is mandatorily open in some countries, such as
China. The performance report shows that the [0.04-8.05] per-
cent overheads for different operations are promising. Finally,
our empirical study on applications from real markets shows
that it is very high-frequent for popular applications in Wan-
doujia, 360 andGoogle Play Store to access sensors.We also find
that many applications access location sensors and standard
sensors when applications are running in the background and
third-party libraries are blamed for the continuous accesses,
but the developers do not declare the usage in the description
or privacy policy of the application. To the best of our knowl-
edge, it is also the first empirical study on the dynamic usages
of sensors of Android applications.

In our future work, we plan to conduct more experi-
ments for a large scale applications to discover more cases
of suspicious and malicious usages of sensors. In addition,
we will improve our analysis tool to automatically report
the malicious usages based on our gathered data and other
relevant data of applications, such as application descrip-
tions. Last but not least, we will support the further sensing
audit under the supports of device manufactures.
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The Overhead from Combating Side-Channels
in Cloud Systems Using VM-Scheduling

Nahid Juma , Jonathan Shahen , Khalid Bijon , and Mahesh Tripunitara

Abstract—Recent work suggests that scheduling, with security as a consideration, can be effective in minimizing information leakage,

via side-channels, that can exist when virtual machines (VMs) co-reside in clouds. We analyze the overhead that is incurred by such an

approach. We first pose and answer a fundamental question: is the problem tractable? We show that the seemingly simpler sub-cases

of initial placement and migration across only two equal-capacity servers are both intractable (NP-hard). However, a decision version of

the general problem to which the optimization version is related polynomially is inNP. With these results as the basis, we make several

other contributions. We revisit recent work that proposes a greedy algorithm for this problem, called Nomad. We establish that if

P 6¼ NP, then there exist infinitely many classes of input, each with an infinite number of inputs, for which a decrease in information

leakage is possible, but Nomad provides none, let alone minimize it. We establish also that a mapping to Integer Linear Programming

(ILP) in prior work is deficient in that the mapping can be inefficient (exponential-time), and therefore does not accurately convey the

overhead of such an approach that, unlike Nomad, actually decreases information leakage. We present our efficient reductions to ILP

and boolean satisfiability in conjunctive normal form (CNF-SAT). We have implemented these approaches and conducted an empirical

assessment using the same ILP solver as prior work, and a SATsolver. Our analytical and empirical results more accurately convey the

overhead that is incurred by an approach that actually provides security (decrease in information leakage).

Index Terms—Cloud computing, information security, cross-VM side-channels, computational complexity

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing has become an important paradigm by
offering flexibility and cost-effectiveness to both pro-

viders of infrastructure and services, and their clients. An
aspect of cloud computing is virtualization, which enables
providers to host virtual machines (VMs) of multiple clients
on the same physical infrastructure. Indeed, multiple VMs
may be co-resident, that is, reside on the same server. While
co-residency has benefits, such as economies of scale, it gives
rise to a serious security threat. Information may leak from a
victim client’s VM to a malicious co-resident VM via a side-
channel attack. In such an attack, the attacker runs a VM on
the same server as that of the victim’s VM and takes advan-
tage of a shared physical component in order to extract infor-
mation about the victim. For example, the attacker may
retrieve the victim’s cryptographic key by observing the
activity of the processor cache. Prior work exposes several
such co-residency side-channels in shared cloud environ-
ments (see, for example, [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]).

A straightforward solution to this security issue is hard-
isolation: preclude co-residency and give each client dedi-
cated hardware. This is unfavourable because it reduces
efficient use of resources. Several other defences that do not

involve the complete elimination of co-residency have been
suggested by prior work (see, for example, [10], [11], [12]).
Many of these defences suffer from at least one of the fol-
lowing drawbacks. First, they entail changes to existing
deployments and applications (see Section 7 and [13] for a
discussion). Second, they are catered specifically to known
cross-VM side-channel attacks. Therefore, as new attacker
capabilities are unveiled, more changes may have to be
made. It is desirable to have defences that are general across
a broad spectrum of side-channel attacks and immediately
deployable with no or only few modifications to existing
cloud hardware and software.

With this objective in mind, scheduler-based defences
have been proposed in recentwork [13]. These can be thought
of as a realization of the moving target defence philosophy to
mitigate side-channels [14]. The mindset is that security is a
factor which should be considered when deciding how VMs
are placed on servers, rather than as an after-thought.

A scheduler has several mechanisms it can employ to
maximize security. Two that have been explored in recent
prior work by Moon et al. are the following [13]. A sched-
uler can be careful with where it places a newly arrived VM
thereby limiting information leakage from or to it. Migra-
tion of existing VMs is yet another mechanism, with the
intent that a victim VM does not leak too much information
to a co-resident malicious VM. In Fig. 1, we illustrate a
scheduler-based defence. In the figure, a scheduler places
and migrates client VMs in a manner that minimizes infor-
mation leakage between them.

Scheduler-based defences appear to have promise as they
offer several advantages. First, they focus on the root cause
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of side channels, i.e., co-residency, and are agnostic to the
specific side-channel attack used. This makes them robust
against unforeseen side-channels that meet certain condi-
tions [13]. Second, they require no changes to the cloud
provider’s hardware, client applications, and hypervisors
and can be deployed “out of the box” as they require only
changing the VM placement and/or scheduling algorithm
deployed by the cloud provider. While we acknowledge that
there may be other defences, e.g., shielded execution [15],
that also offer these advantages to some extent, our focus in
this work is on scheduler-based defences.

An important contribution of Moon et al. [13] is four
models that quantify information leakage in co-resident set-
tings. These allow for the security-sensitive scheduling
problem to be posed precisely as an optimization prob-
lem—given a migration budget, we seek a placement of
VMs on servers that minimizes information leakage. That
work explores three approaches to solve the problem,
namely a mapping to ILP, an initial greedy algorithm called
Baseline Greedy and a final greedy algorithm whose associ-
ated software is called Nomad.

Our primary intent is to analyze the overhead of intro-
ducing such security-sensitive scheduling to cloud systems.
We make three sets of contributions.

Contribution Set 1: Tractability. We first pose and answer a
fundamental question: is the underlying problem tracta-
ble?1A reason that this question is interesting is that we
know that the cloud scheduling problem for other objectives,
such as utilization, is intractable, i.e., NP-hard [16]. Is it the
same for the objective of decreasing information leakage?

We first establish an upper-bound for the hardness of the
problem. We show that a decision version of the problem,
to which the optimization version reduces polynomially, is
inNP (Section 3.1). We show also that the problem is indeed
NP-hard and is therefore NP-complete (Section 3.2). We do
this by showing that even for the simpler sub-case in which

there are only two servers of equal capacity, deciding
whether there exists a placement that meets a certain thresh-
old of information leakage isNP-hard. A lower-bound hard-
ness for that problem is a lower-bound for our more general
problem for so-called open systems—settings in which VMs
may come and go over time. We then establish that even the
special case of the problem for closed systems, under the
R;Ch i model for information-leakage, is NP-hard (Section
3.3). In closed systems, there already exists a placement of
VMs, and there are no arrivals or departures. This special
case is of interest because it is the only case supported by
the implementation of Nomad that has been made available
to us (see Section 6).

Given the above results, and the customary assumption,
that P 6¼ NP, no efficient (polynomial-time) algorithm exists
for minimizing information leakage. We explore ways to
mitigate this intractability (Section 3.4). In particular, we
discuss our investigations into tractable sub-cases of the
problem, and whether the problem may demonstrate cer-
tain kinds of optimal substructure.

Contribution Set 2: Prior Approaches.Our second set of con-
tributions is an analysis of the three approaches taken by
Moon et al. to address security-sensitive scheduling [13].

That work asserts that mapping the problem to ILP is not
promising in practice—even for modestly sized problem
instances, the approach takes longer than a day for a com-
mercial ILP solver on a reasonable computer. We analyze
their mapping and observe that while it does appear to be a
reduction, it can be inefficient2 (Section 4.1)—there exists an
encoding of placement for which the output of the mapping
from that work is exponential in the size of its input. The
fact that an underlying decision problem is in NP means
that an efficient (polynomial-time computable) reduction to
ILP exists. Because that work does not make use of an effi-
cient reduction, it does not meaningfully characterize the
overhead incurred with an ILP approach.

We then observe that their starting point in the design of
a heuristic algorithm, Baseline Greedy, is, in the worst-case,
more inefficient than it needs to be (Section 4.2). Given that
a decision version of the underlying problem is in NP, we
know that there exists an algorithm that can find the opti-
mal solution given time Qð2nÞ, where n is the size of the
input.3 We observe that baseline greedy runs in time Qðn!Þ
in the worst-case. And 2n ¼ oðn!Þ, that is, the function n! is
an upper-bound for 2n that is not tight.

Their final design, Nomad, runs in time polynomial (qua-
dratic) in the size of the input. Then, given that the underly-
ing problem isNP-hard and the customary premise P 6¼ NP,
we ask a natural question: what does Nomad give up for
efficiency?

We show that Nomad provides no security for a large
number of input instances (Section 4.3). Under the custom-
ary premise, P 6¼ NP, there are an infinite number of input

Fig. 1. Scheduling actions that can mitigate information leakage. Time is
discretized into periods called epochs. A scheduler places VMs, such as
the ones that arrive in Epoch 1 and are placed in Epoch 2. It also
migrates VMs, which results in a new placement for Epoch 3. We use
this example in several sections of the paper. In particular, the placement
in Epoch 2 may or may not be considered to suffer from more informa-
tion leakage than the one in Epoch 3, depending on the model for leak-
age that we adopt.

1. Some prior work uses the terms “tractable” and “intractable” to
refer to an approach rather than the underlying problem for which the
approach is proposed as a solution [13]. For clarity and in consistence
with customary usage, we use the terms “tractable” and “intractable”
for a problem, and “efficient” and “inefficient” for an approach.

2. We distinguish correctness from efficiency in this context. A
reduction is a mapping that satisfies a particular “if and only if” prop-
erty. It may not be computable efficiently.

3. We use Qð�Þ and oð�Þ in a manner that is customary in computing
[17]. The set of functions QðfðnÞÞ comprises those that are bounded
asymptotically from above and below by fðnÞ. The set oðfðnÞÞ com-
prises those functions that are bounded asymptotically from above by
fðnÞ, but not tightly.
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instances for which Nomad provides no reduction in infor-
mation leakage whatsoever, let alone minimize it. Indeed,
in the worst case, Nomad suffers the maximum information
leakage possible, even when it is unconstrained by a migra-
tion budget, and even though there exists a placement that
results in zero information leakage.

A natural consequent question one may ask is, can
Nomad, or a similarly efficient algorithm, be modified to
identify such instances yet retain its efficiency? The answer
is ‘no,’ unless P ¼ NP (Section 4.3).

Contribution Set 3: True Overhead. In our third set of con-
tributions, we address the question as to what the overhead
really is, for an approach that indeed minimizes information
leakage. Our approach to answering the question is to first
recognize that, as the problem is NP-hard, we cannot hope
to have an algorithm which is efficient for all inputs. How-
ever, a related decision-version is in NP. Consequently, we
have designed two approaches to the problem.

In one of our approaches, we reduce the problem to bool-
ean satisfiability in conjunctive normal form (CNF-SAT)
with the intent of adopting a SAT solver as an oracle. And
in the other, we reduce the problem to ILP with the intent of
adopting an ILP solver as an oracle. Both CNF-SAT and ILP
are known to be NP-complete [18]. Our reduction to ILP dif-
fers from that of prior work in that ours is computable in
polynomial-time, and, as a consequence, the size of its out-
put is polynomial in the size of the input.

We have implemented both of our approaches. Also, we
have conducted an empirical assessment of our approaches,
andNomad.We have validated some of our analytical obser-
vations on Nomad against its implementation. The reason
we implemented both reductions is that we know from prac-
tice that solvers for the two problems may not demonstrate
the same performance on all input instances. Thus, even
though both CNF-SAT and ILP are NP-complete, it is inter-
esting to investigate whether one of those approaches out-
performs the other for different classes of input instances.

Our implementations are discussed in Section 5, and we
make empirical observations in Section 6. Our empirical
observations are consistent with the main themes of this
work. That is, we present empirical results on (a) the overhead
incurred, in practice, by approaches that actually minimize
information-leakage, and, (b) validation of our analytical
insights on the shortcomings ofNomad thatwe discuss in Sec-
tion 4. On (a), for example, we find that while approaches
based on reduction to ILP and CNF-SAT do not scale as well
as Nomad, their scalability appears to be much better than
previously reported [13]—for example, for a cluster of 40 serv-
ers, an approach based on reduction to ILP takes 4 minutes,
and not longer than a day as previously reported (see
Section 6).

Layout. We describe the problem we address in Section 2.
This is the same problem that is addressed by Moon
et al. [13]. Our results on the computational complexity of
the problem are in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe and
analyze the three approaches (i.e., a mapping to ILP, Baseline
Greedy and Nomad) taken by Moon et al. [13]. We discuss
our approaches that are based on reductions to CNF-SAT
and ILP in Section 5. We present empirical results for our
approaches and Nomad in Section 6. We address related
work in Section 7 and conclude with Section 8. The appendix

contains proofs and discussions that we were unable to
include in the main body on account of page-limits. The
appendix is available online [50].

2 MINIMIZING INFORMATION LEAKAGE

In this section, we describe the problem posed by Moon
et al. [13]. The problem is: given (i) a set of clients, each hav-
ing a number of VMs, (ii) a set of servers, each having a
capacity expressed as a number of VMs, and (iii) a migra-
tion budget, that limits the number of VM migrations that
can occur, what is a placement of VMs on servers that mini-
mizes information leakage? Our exposition is similar to that
of Moon et al. [13], with changes for clarity only.

Setup. Time is discretized into periods called epochs. A
VM is a virtual machine—a unit of execution, similar to a
process in a conventional operating system. A VM, when
run, may last several epochs. A client is associated with a set
of VMs; every VM belongs to a client. The set of VMs that
belong to a client can change over time. A server is a
machine on which a VM runs; the VM is said to be hosted by
that server. A server is associated with a capacity—it is able
to host a certain number of VMs only, at any given time.
VMs may bemigrated—hosted by a different server in a later
epoch. A potential victim client has some secret information
in her VMs. A malicious client attempts to steal the secret of
a victim client via information-leakage across VMs that can
occur when the VMs are co-resident, i.e., hosted by the same
server. We do not know beforehand which VMs are poten-
tial victims, and which are malicious. In the leakage models
we consider, clients do not share secrets, and a client’s secret
may be present in more than one of its VMs. Fig. 1 shows
three servers and clients, and six VMs across those three cli-
ents, and hosting over three epochs. These notions are fur-
ther explained by Table 1, which presents the symbols we
use in our calculations of information-leakage.

We quantify information as a certain number of bits. We
premise that merely owing to co-residency of a victim and

TABLE 1
The Symbols Used for Calculating Total Information Leakage

Symbol Meaning

vc;i The ith VM of client c.
Yc;i;c0 ;i0 ðe0Þ An indicator variable, i.e., it takes the value 0 or 1

only. It takes the value of 1 if vc;i and vc0 ;i0 are co-resi-
dent on a server during an epoch e0. Otherwise it
takes the value 0.

Ic;i;c0 ;i0 ðe;~Þ The VM-to-VM information leakage from vc;i to vc0 ;i0
over the sliding window of epochs ½e�~; e�. This
quantity is calculated as

X
e02½e�~;e�

Yc;i;c0 ;i0 ðe0Þ

Ic;c0 ðe;~Þ The client-to-client information leakage from c to c0

over the sliding window of epochs ½e�~; e�. This
quantity is dependent on the presence (R;C) or
absence (NR;NC) of replication and collaboration.

Itotalðe;~Þ The total information leakage over the sliding win-
dow of epochs ½e�~; e�, under one of the four leak-
age models, fR;NRg � fC;NCg. This quantity is
calculated by aggregating the client-to-client leakage
across all pairs of cients.
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a malicious VM, information leaks from the former to the
latter. Information that leaks from a VM to another aggre-
gates over the time that the two VMs are co-resident. In
order to aggregate information leakage as a function of co-
residency over time, we consider a sliding window of the
most recent ~ epochs. This can model secrets, such as
cryptographic keys, that are refreshed periodically; infor-
mation the adversary gathered in previous sliding win-
dows is no longer useful to her. We assume that during an
epoch, a VM leaks 1 bit to another that is co-resident. This
can be generalized to the case that the amount of leakage
is some constant, k bits. The value k can then be used to
model the time-length of an epoch. The amount of infor-
mation leaked from a victim to an adversary is propor-
tional to the time their VMs are co-resident with one
another. For example, if a VM of Client A is co-resident
with a VM of Client B for 2 epochs, then the total informa-
tion leaked from Client A’s VM to Client B’s VM over 2
epochs is 2 bits.

Replication and Collusion. Replication means that informa-
tion is duplicated across a victim client’s VMs. This is poten-
tially advantageous for an attacker because when an
attacker VM is co-resident with multiple victim VMs, under
the assumption that the attacker VM extracts different bits
of information from each victim VM, the rate of leakage to
the attacker increases. For example, in Fig. 1, for the place-
ment in Epoch 2, with replication, Client C (black), on server
1, gains twice as many bits from Client A (white) than it
would without replication.

Collusion means that a malicious client’s VMs can collab-
orate with one another. This is potentially advantageous for
the attacker because when multiple attacker VMs are co-
resident with a victim VM, under the assumption that each
attacker VM extracts different bits from the victim VM, the
rate of leakage to the attacker, as a whole, increases. In
Fig. 1, for the placement in Epoch 2, with collusion, Client
A (white), on server 1, gains twice as much information
from Client C (black) than it would without. As in prior
work, we denote the presence of replication and collusion
by R and C respectively, and the absence by NR and NC
respectively. This leads to four possible leakage models:
NR;NCh i, R;NCh i, NR;Ch i, R;Ch i.
Information Leakage Models. We now describe how client-

to-client leakage is calculated under the four models, using
the example in Fig. 2.

For the NR;NCh i case, the information leakage from cli-
ent c to client c0 is the maximum per-VM-pair information
leakage across all pairs of VMs. This is the information
which leaks to the adversary VM that is co-resident with the
same victim VM for the largest number of epochs

NR,NCh i : Ic;c0 ðe;~Þ ¼ max
i

max
i0

Ic;i;c0;i0 ðe;~Þ:

In Fig. 2, the maximum VM-to-VM leakage from the blue
client (B) to the red client (R) is 2 bits, so the leakage from B
to R under NR;NCh i is 2 bits over the three epochs.

For the R;NCh i case, there is a cumulative effect across
victim VMs. The information leakage from client c to client
c0 is determined by the adversary VM that has extracted the
most information

R;NCh i : Ic;c0 ðe;~Þ ¼ max
i0

X
i

Ic;i;c0;i0 ðe;~Þ
" #

:

In Fig. 2, R1 obtains the most information, a total of 1+2=3
bits, so the leakage from B to R under R;NCh i is 3 bits.

For the NR;Ch i case, there is a cumulative effect across
adversary VMs. The information leakage from client c to cli-
ent c0 is determined by the victim VM that has leaked the
most information

NR;Ch i : Ic;c0 ðe;~Þ ¼ max
i

X
i0

Ic;i;c0;i0 ðe;~Þ
" #

:

In Fig. 2, B1 and B2 each leak a total of 1+2=3 bits, so the
leakage from B to R under NR;Ch i is 3 bits.

Finally for the R;Ch i case, there are cumulative effects
across both victim and adversary VMs

R;Ch i : Ic;c0 ðe;~Þ ¼
X
i

X
i0

Ic;i;c0;i0 ðe;~Þ:

In Fig. 2, the sum of all bits leaked from B’s VMs to R’s VMs
is 6, so the leakage from B to R under R;Ch i is 6 bits.

Given the client-to-client information leakage in any one
of the four models, the total information leakage that we
seek to minimize is

Itotalðe;~Þ ¼
X
c

X
c0

Ic;c0 ðe;~Þ:

Minimizing Itotalðe;~Þ is equivalent to minimizing the
average leakage across client pairs. We acknowledge that
there may be other ways to represent the security of the sys-
tem, for example, by minimizing the inter-client leakage.
Although we chose the above representation for ease of
comparison with prior work [13], the approaches we pro-
pose in Section 5 are general and can be used for such repre-
sentations of security by modifying the objective function.

Problem Statement. We now pose the scheduling problem
that is solved at the beginning of each epoch with the intent
of minimizing information-leakage. We first choose and fix
a particular information leakage model from amongst
fR;NRg � fC;NCg.

Inputs: The sets X;S;A; F , and an integer, m—see
Table 2.

Fig. 2. Example used in the prose to show how client-to-client leakage is
calculated under all four models. The leakage from B1 to R1 is 1 bit over
the three epochs because B1 is co-resident with R1 for one out of the
three epochs.
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Output: A placement for the current epoch that corre-
sponds to the minimum total information leakage subject to
the constraints specified as input.

As an example, suppose that the input is as shown for
Epoch 2 in Fig. 1. Assume the leakage model is R;Ch i, and
m ¼ 2. Also assume that Client A corresponds to Client 1,
Client B to Client 2 and so on. Then, the inputs are:
X ¼ f3; 1; 2g, S ¼ f4; 4g, A ¼ f0; 0; 0g and a function f2ði; jÞ
which indicates the number of VMs of client i on server j
during Epoch 2, e.g., f2ð1; 1Þ ¼ 2. The output is the place-
ment shown for Epoch 3 in Fig. 1. In this example, the total
information leakage in Epoch 2 is 10 bits, and in Epoch 3 it
is 14 bits (10+4). That is, migrating some VMs causes the
increase in information-leakage to be 4 only, rather than 10,
which would have been the case had we adopted the same
placement for Epoch 3 as we have for Epoch 2.

3 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

We ask: does there exist an efficient algorithm for the prob-
lem from the previous section? If the problem is intractable
(e.g., NP-hard), then the answer is, ‘no’, under customary
assumptions (e.g., P 6¼ NP). In this section, we identify the
computational complexity of the problem.

In Section 3.1 we present an upper bound on the com-
plexity: a decision problem that is related polynomially is in
NP. In Section 3.2 we present a lower-bound: the problem is
NP-hard. In Section 3.3, we establish that the special case
that is implemented in the version of Nomad we have been
provided is NP-hard as well. In Section 3.4 we discuss ways
in which the hardness can be mitigated, and some interest-
ing problems that remain open.

3.1 An Upper Bound: NP

Consider the decision version of the secure scheduling
problem in which we are given a threshold information
leakage q, and we ask if there exists a placement for the next
epoch such that all the input constraints are satisfied and
the total information leakage incurred is at most q. This
problem is in NP. An efficient (polynomially sized) certifi-
cate is a placement for the next epoch. We can verify the cer-
tificate against all the constraints in polynomial time: given
a placement, we can use it together with the input F , which

is a set of placements used in prior epochs, to efficiently
compute the information leakage it incurs, and compare
this to the input threshold q. We can also efficiently check
whether the placement respects server capacities and
assigns each VM to exactly one server. Finally, we can com-
pare this output placement to the placement of the immedi-
ately prior epoch to determine the number of migrations
needed, and compare this to the budgetm.

The optimization problem posed in Section 2 can be
reduced in polynomial time to the above decision problem
by doing a binary search on the threshold to find the mini-
mum information leakage. Hence given that the decision
version is in NP, an approach to solve the optimization
problem is to use an oracle for the decision version. We dis-
cuss ILP and CNF-SAT solvers as oracles in Section 5.

3.2 A Lower Bound: NP-hard

To prove that the problem is NP-hard, we show that a prob-
lem which is known to be NP-hard can be reduced to it. We
pose a variant of the classical Set Partition problem, which
is known to be NP-hard [19]. We call this variant Equal Car-
dinality Partition and show that it is NP-hard as well. For the
NR;NCh imodel, we show an efficient reduction from Equal
Cardinality Partition. For the other three models, we show
an efficient reduction from Set Partition. For all four leakage
models, we reduce to a sub-case of the decision version of
our problem, that we call Initial Placement, thereby proving
that the general problem isNP-hard.

We begin with Set Partition, which is known to be
NP-complete [18]. In Set Partition, we are given a multiset
S ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng of positive integers, and we seek to par-
tition S into two subsets S1 and S2 such that the sum of the
integers in S1 equals the sum of the integers in S2. If indeed
this is the case for a particular instance of the problem, we
say that the instance is true and call the sets S1; S2 a solution
to the instance. Otherwise we say that the instance is false.

In Equal Cardinality Partition, we impose the additional
constraint that jS1j ¼ jS2j. We also require that in every
input instance, both the number of integers, n, as well as the
sum of the integers,

P
i xi, are even, since otherwise the

instance has no solution. We can check these two conditions
efficiently and reject any input that does not meet them.

Lemma 3.1. Equal Cardinality Partition isNP-hard.

Our proof for Lemma 3.1 is in the appendix [50]. It is a
reduction from Set Partition.

Now consider the following sub-case of the problem we
pose in Section 2. We are given a set X ¼ fx1; . . . ; xng of cli-
ent VMs, where

P
i xi is even, and a set S ¼ fs1; s2g of two

servers only, with s1 ¼ s2 ¼
P

i xi

� �
=2. We can infer S from

X; that is, S does not have to be explicitly specified in the
input for this sub-case of the general problem. The other
inputs are A ¼ X, F ¼ ;, and m ¼ 1. That is, we are asked
to place the VMs from X across two equal-capacity servers
in a way that minimizes information leakage. The capacity
of each server is exactly half the total number of VMs that
need to be placed. We show that this sub-case which we call
the Initial Placement problem, is NP-hard, thereby proving
that the general problem is as well.

The above version of the Initial Placement problem is
an optimization problem. To show that it is NP-hard, we

TABLE 2
The Inputs to the Scheduling Problem

Symbol Meaning

X; xi X ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng is a set of integers where xi denotes
the number of VMs that belong to the ith client.

S; sj S ¼ fs1; s2; . . . ; skg is a set of integers where sj denotes
the number of VMs the jth server can host.

A; ai A ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; ang is a set of integers where ai denotes
the number of VMs belonging to the ith client which
have arrived in this epoch.

F; fl F ¼ fft�1; ft�2; . . . ; ft�~g, where each fl encodes the
placement of VMs in servers in the lth epoch. Entries in
F can be used to express VMs that depart.

m An integer that is the migration budget. Each kind of
migration (e.g., swap VMs on two servers) has a cost
associated with it. A special symbol,1, form, is used to
indicate that we are to be uncontrained by a migration
budget.
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consider the following decision version of it. It takes all
the same inputs, i.e., X;A; F and m, and an additional
input, q, an integer that is a threshold for the information
leakage. The instance is true if there exists a placement
which results in an information leakage of at most q bits,
and false otherwise. The decision version can be reduced
to the optimization version. Given an oracle for the opti-
mization version, we simply query it with the inputs
X;A; F and m, and compare its output to q. Thus, if this
decision version is NP-hard, so is the optimization
version.

Before we show that Initial Placement is NP-hard, we
state Lemma 3.2 which is used in the reductions. The proof
for Lemma 3.2 is in the appendix [50].

Lemma 3.2. For any instance of Initial Placement, a lower-
bound on the minimum information leakage for the NR;NCh i
model is the one that arises when all the VMs of exactly half the
clients are on one server, and all the VMs of the other half of the
clients are on the other server. And this is the only placement
that achieves this lower-bound. For the other three models, the
lower-bound is achieved when each client has all of its VMs on
the same server. And this is the only placement that achieves
this lower-bound.

Theorem 3.3. Initial Placement isNP-hard.

Proof. For the NR;NCh i model, the proof is a reduction

from Equal Cardinality Partition. Given an instance,

S ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng, of Equal Cardinality Partition, let

X ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng, and s1 ¼ s2 ¼
P

i xi

� �
=2. We set q to

be the lower-bound on the minimum information leakage

described in Lemma 3.2. That is, we set q ¼ 2� 2� n=2
2

� �
.

The “ n=2
2

� �
” term arises from having n=2 clients on each

server. It gives us the number of pairs of clients on each
server. One of the terms “2” in the expression arises from
considering both pairs c; c0h i and c0; ch i of clients. We do
this as information leaks in both directions. The other “2”
term arises from having two servers. This reduction
is computable efficiently, in linear time. We assert that
the instance of Equal Cardinality Partition is true if and
only if the corresponding instance of Initial Placement
is true.

Assume that the input Equal Cardinality Partition
instance is true. Therefore, there exists a solution, two
equal sized subsets, S1 and S2, whose contents sum to
the same. These two subsets give us the placement across
the two servers which results in an information leakage
of q for the resulting Initial Placement instance under the
mapping. This follows directly from Lemma 3.2. Hence,
the instance of Initial Placement produced by the map-
ping is true. For the other direction, assume that the
instance of Initial Placement output by the mapping for
some input instance of Equal Cardinality Partition is
true. By Lemma 3.2, we know that this means there exists
a placement such that all the VMs of exactly half of the
clients are on one server, and all the VMs of the other
half of the clients are on the other server. Then a solution
to the Equal Cardinality instance is S1 ¼ fxi 2 X : client i
is placed on server 1g and S2 ¼ fxi 2 X : client i is placed
on server 2g. By Lemma 3.2 the cardinalities of the two

sets are equal. Since each server has a capacity equalling
half the total number of VMs, the contents of S1 and S2

sum to the same.
For the other threemodels, the proof is a reduction from

the version of Set Partition in which the sum of all integers
in S is even, to Initial Placement. This version of Set Parti-
tion isNP-hard— the proof is simply that if the sum is odd
for an instance of Set Partition, that instance is trivially
false. Given an instance, S ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng, of Set Parti-
tion, let X ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng, and s1 ¼ s2 ¼

P
i xi

� �
=2. We

set q to be the lower bound on the minimum information
leakage described in Lemma 3.2. For the R;Ch imodel, this
lower bound is

P
iðT=2� xiÞ � xi, where T is the total

number of VMs. The other two models are symmetric
(see appendix [50]), and the lower bound for both isP

iðT=2� xiÞ. The reduction can be computed efficiently.
We assert that the input Set Partition instance is true if and
only if the resulting Initial Placement instance is true, using
reasoning that is similar to the one used to demonstrate
correctness for the reduction from Equal Cardinality Parti-
tion to Initial Placement in the NR;NCh imodel. tu
The Initial Placement problem is a sub-problem of the

general problem that is posed in Section 2. FromTheorem 3.3,
it follows that the general problem, i.e., for any n � 2 servers,
is alsoNP-hard.

3.3 Closed Migration Under R;Ch i
We have shown in the previous section that the problem
is NP-hard in general. In this section, we consider a particu-
lar special case of the problem: closed migration, under
the R;Ch i model for information-leakage. With closed-
migration, there is a set of existing VMs, and no VMs arrive
or leave. A reason we consider this special case in particular
is that the implementation of Nomad we have been pro-
vided supports this special case only (see Section 6 under
“Design Choices”). Consequently, for the approaches based
on reduction to ILP and CNF-SAT that we discuss in Sec-
tion 5 and have implemented to compare empirically with
Nomad, this special case is of particular interest.

We observe that under the R;Ch i model for information
leakage, a placement, f , needs to express the number of a
client’s VMs that are placed on a server only, and not the
particular VMs that are placed on the server. That is, f can
be perceived as a function, f: ½1; n� � ½1; k��!½0;maxifxig�,
and can be encoded as a table of size n� k� log maxi xif g
bits. This is possible because the formula for inter-client
information leakage does not contain any maximization
(i.e., “max”) terms (see Section 2).

It is easy to compute a placement that expresses which
specific client-VMs are placed on a server given such a
more compact encoding for placement. Following is an
algorithm. Let the new placement be ft and the immedi-
ately prior placement be ft�1. Let xij ¼ ftði; jÞ � ft�1ði; jÞ.
Place all newly arriving VMs in a pool. For all i 2 ½1; n�
(i.e., the clients) and j 2 ½1; k� (i.e., the servers), if xij < 0,
remove jxijj VMs of client i from server j and place
them in the pool. Then, for all i 2 ½1; n� and j 2 ½1; k�, if
xij > 0, take xij VMs of client i from the pool and place
them on server j. This algorithm guarantees the fewest
migrations.
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Computing such a placement after we have solved a
problem-instance is more efficient: the input to and out-
put from an algorithm for the optimization problem, and
a corresponding decision problem, are more compact. We
exploit this observation regarding encoding for the R;Ch i
model to assert the following theorem. Its proof is in the
appendix [50].

Theorem 3.4. Closed Migration under R;Ch i isNP-hard.

3.4 Mitigating NP-Hardness and Open Problems

In the appendix, we discuss ways we have explored to miti-
gate the NP-hardness of the scheduling problem, and the
open problems that remain in this context.

4 ANALYSIS OF PRIOR APPROACHES

In this section we revisit and analyze the work of Moon
et al. [13]. To our knowledge, that work is the first to propose
the models of information leakage that we adopt. That work
considers three approaches: a mapping to ILP, an initial
design for a greedy algorithm called Baseline Greedy, and a
final greedy algorithm called Nomad. We describe and
address each, in turn, in Sections 4.1–4.3 below.

4.1 Mapping to ILP

The mapping to ILP of Moon et al. [13] comprises eight
sets of constraints plus a constraint that expresses the
optimization objective. The objective for a solver is to
decide the values of several binary indicator variables
that are used to encode placement. That is, there is a vari-
able which takes value 1 if and only if a particular VM of
a client resides on a particular server. An example of a
constraint on those variables is that the sum of 1 values
for those variables for a server, across all clients, should
not exceed the capacity of the server. The solver is asked
to minimize an expression for information leakage that
uses those variables.

In assessing the mapping to ILP, we distinguish two
properties: correctness and efficiency. We deem such a map-
ping to be correct if it is a reduction. That is, with the mind-
set that we map a decision version of the problem to a
decision version of ILP, does the mapping have the property
that the input instance is true if and only if the output
instance is true? The mapping of Moon et al. [13] does
appear to be a reduction. We deem the mapping to be effi-
cient if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that com-
putes it. Unfortunately, the mapping is not.

Theorem 4.1. Moon et al. [13]’s mapping to ILPmay result in an
output whose size is exponential in the size of the input, and an
algorithm to compute the mappingmay run in exponential-time.

Proof. We revisit our discussion on encoding placement in
Section 3.3. Under the R;Ch i model, for example, as we
discuss there, it suffices to record the number of VMs of
each client on a server, rather than their identities. The
choice of using decision variables for each VM in the ILP
instance results in an exponential explosion. Instead, it
may be possible to only have variables that encode the
number of VMs. This is exactly something we leverage in
our reductions (see Section 5). tu

Our assessment of their mapping to ILP is motivated by
the observation there that a commercial ILP sover takes lon-
ger than a day for even modestly sized inputs. Our observa-
tions above, and empirical results from our reduction to ILP
(see Section 6) suggest that this inefficiency in the mapping
may be the cause.

4.2 Initial Design: Baseline Greedy

Moon et al. [13] use the observation that their mapping to
ILP performs poorly in practice as motivation for the design
of a greedy approach. In Baseline Greedy, in addition to all
the inputs specified in the general problem, there is an addi-
tional input that enumerates the types of migration-moves
allowed. A free-insert is when a single VM is moved from
one server to another. A k-way swap of VMs va; vb; vc; . . . ;h
vkimeans that VM va takes the place of vk, vb takes the place
of va, vc takes the place of vb, and so on. A k-way swap
incurs k migrations. Based on the types of moves allowed
and the migration budget, Baseline Greedy generates a list
of possible moves and computes the reduction in leakage
that results from each. The move that yields the greatest
decrease in leakage is chosen and the current placement is
changed to reflect this move. This happens iteratively until
the migration budget runs out.

Theorem 4.2. Baseline Greedy runs in time Qðn!Þ in the worst-
case. This is strictly worse than the Qð2nÞ upper-bound to
determine an optimal placement.

Proof. We first observe that given k VMs, there are k! possi-
ble k-way swaps between them. The worst-case run-time
for Baseline Greedy is when the set of allowed moves
includes all possible n-way swaps, where n is the total
number of VMs, and it is Qðn!Þ. This is strictly worse than
Qð2nÞ. Even if the set of allowed moves is only all k-way
swaps, if k is pðnÞ, a polynomial in n, e.g.,

ffiffiffi
n
p

, the run-
time is QðnpðnÞÞ which also is strictly worse than Qð2nÞ. So
Baseline Greedy is worse than, for instance, reduction to
CNF-SAT and then brute-force. We know that Qð2nÞ is an
upper-bound because the decision version of the problem
is inNP. tu
We acknowledge that Baseline Greedy is used only as a

starting point, and its inefficiency is recognized by Moon
et al. [13], albeit not as precisely as we do. However, a start-
ing point that is strictly worse than the worst possible, sug-
gests weaknesses in the design. Said more constructively,
an identification of an upper-bound for computational com-
plexity helps with the identification of a more appropriate
starting point for the design.

4.3 Final Design: Nomad

Moon et al.’s final design is a greedy algorithm called
Nomad [13]. Nomad is Baseline Greedy with the following
modifications. (1) Instead of recomputing the benefit for
each move after a move is selected, the benefit is only
recomputed for the moves involving client pairs which
were affected by the selected move. (2) Servers are grouped
into clusters. Each client is assigned to a cluster and can
only migrate within it. A move therefore only affects clients
whose VMs reside in the same cluster in which the move
was made. (3) The types of allowed moves are restricted to
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free-inserts and 2-way swaps only. (4) The entire move table
is populated at the beginning of an epoch. Then, the move
set is traversed starting from the move that gives the most
benefit. If the claimed benefit from the time that benefit was
computed lies within 95 percent of the current benefit and a
move is feasible, then that move is made. If not, the move is
re-inserted with an updated benefit.

In Nomad, as the moves are restricted to free-inserts and
2-way swaps, the running time is Qðn2Þ in the worst-case.
Given that the problem is NP-hard (see Section 3.2), and the
premise that P 6¼ NP, no polynomial-time algorithm exists
which can give us the optimal value for every input. An
important question we then ask is: what is the trade-off that
is incurred by Nomad in exchange for its efficiency? We
answer this question in Theorem 4.3 below. In the statement
of the theorem, we refer to a class of inputs. We define it as
follows. We observe that the number of servers, call it, k, is
an input to the problem. Each value of k � 2, corresponds to
a class of inputs. We point out that within each such class of
inputs, there exist infinitely many inputs. This is because
the capacity of each server is unbounded in any input.

Theorem 4.3. P 6¼ NP implies that there exist infinitely many
classes of inputs, each with infinitely many inputs, for which a
reduction in information leakage is possible, but for which
Nomad provides no decrease in information leakage whatsoever,
even when unconstrained by a migration budget.

We emphasize that the above theorem says that Nomad
does not even provide a decrease in information leakage, let
alone minimize it. We emphasize also, that the theorem is
true for all four leakage models.

Proving Theorem 4.3 The complete proof for Theorem 4.3
is in the appendix [50]. We provide an overview and intui-
tion here. The overall intuition is that if the statement of The-
orem 4.3 is false, then P ¼ NP. We establish this
contradiction in four stages.We first introduce a new, related
problem, that we call the “Reduce Information Leakage for
Two Servers” problem. This is the problem of determining, if
possible, a new placement with lower information leakage
for some input that has two servers only. We show that this
problem is intractable, i.e., NP-hard, under polynomial-time

Turing reductions (Lemma 8.1 in the appendix [50]). Then,
we show that there must exist at least one two-server input
for which a reduction in information leakage is possible, but
Nomad makes no moves (Lemma 8.2 in the appendix [50]).
We then show that, if so, there must exist infinitely many
such inputs (Lemma 8.3 in the appendix [50]). We then show
that for every unique two-server input for which Nomad
provides no reduction in information leakage, there exists a
unique n-server input, for every n � 2, for which Nomad
provides no reduction in information leakage (Lemma 8.4 in
the appendix [50]). We finally tie all these intermediate
results together to prove Theorem 4.3.

Examples. As a concrete example of a class of inputs for
which Nomad provides no benefit, consider the following
for the NR;NCh i, R;NCh i and NR;Ch i models. We have
n servers, each of capacity of at least n, and n clients each
with n VMs, where n � 3. In the initial placement, each
server has a VM that belongs to each client. Fig. 3 shows
the current placement when n ¼ 3. The optimal leakage
is 0, obtained from the placement in which all the VMs of
client i are on server i. However on running Nomad on
this instance, with an unbounded migration budget, we
find that no free-insert or 2-way swap yields a reduction
in leakage. So, Nomad does not change the current place-
ment, which is sub-optimal. Indeed, for the NR;NCh i
model, the current placement incurs the worst possible
information leakage.
As another example, for the R;Ch i model, consider the

following class of inputs. There are n servers, each with
capacity of at least n, and nþ 1 clients. Clients 1; 2; . . . ; n
have n� 1 VMs each, and client nþ 1 has n VMs. In the cur-
rent placement, server i has the VMs: i; 1h i; i; 2h i; . . . ; i; n�h
1i; nþ 1; ih i, where x; yh i corresponds to VM y of client x.
The current placement and optimal placement for n ¼ 3 are
shown in Fig. 4. There is no free-insert or 2-way swap which
yields a reduction in leakage. Hence Nomad makes no
changes to the current placement. We have tried this input
against the Nomad software which we have been provided,
and confirmed the above observation.

Fig. 3. An example of an instance for which Nomad performs no migra-
tions, even though a placement incurring no leakage is possible. There
are 3 servers, each having a capacity of at least 3 VMs, and 3 clients,
each having 3 VMs. Under the NR;NCh i, R;NCh i and NR;Ch i models,
no free-insert or pair-wise swap gives us a reduction in leakage, hence
Nomad makes no moves. The optimal placement is shown at the bottom
of the figure and incurs no leakage.

Fig. 4. An example to show the sub-optimality of Nomad for the R;Ch i
model. The capacity of each server is at least 3 VMs. Clients 1,2 and 3
have two VMs each, and Client 4 has three VMs. The placement at the
top of the figure is the current placement. There is no free-insert or 2-
way swap that results in a reduction in leakage. Hence Nomad makes no
moves even when unconstrained by a migration budget. The optimal
placement is shown in the bottom of the figure.
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Algorithm 1. Reduction to ILP for the R;Ch i Model for
Information Leakage. C;Ob are the Outputs, j � j is Abso-
lute Value, and the Other Symbols are Explained in
Table 2 in Section 2.

Line (1) Ensures that the Migration Budget, m, is Respected.
Lines (2)–(3) Ensure that the Capacity of a Server, si, is not
Exceeded. Lines (4)–(5) Ensure that Every VM of Each Client is
Placed on Exactly One Server. The Objective Function on Line
(6) Minimizes the Total Information Leakage

Input:An instance of the scheduling problem, X;S;A;m;Fh i
Output: An ILP instance: (i) a set of linear constraints C,

and, (ii) an objective function Ob

1: C  
X
i2½1;n�

X
j2½1;k�

jjftði; jÞj � jft�1ði; jÞjj � 2�m;

2: foreach sj 2 S, j 1 to k do

3: C  C [
X
i2½1;n�

jftði; jÞj � sj;

4: foreach i 1 to n do

5: C  C [P
j2½1;k� jftði; jÞj ¼ xi;

6: Ob min
X
ðc;c0 Þ

c;c02½1;n�
c 6¼c0

X
t02½t�~;t�

X
j2½1;k�

ft0 ðc; jÞ � ft0 ðc0; jÞ;

7: return C;Obh i;

5 REDUCTIONS TO ILP AND CNF-SAT

Given that Nomad provides no decrease in information
leakage for infinitely many inputs, we revert to the two
approaches that we discuss in this section. One is an effi-
cient reduction to ILP and the other is an efficient reduction
to CNF-SAT. Our primary intent is to identify whether we
can indeed realize software that is efficient in practice, and
provides the security guarantee of minimizing information
leakage, notwithstanding the NP-hard worst-case for
computational complexity. Both approaches are efficient
algorithms given access to oracles for ILP and CNF-SAT,
respectively. We chose to invest in both approaches because
there can be differences in the performance of individual
solvers for different classes of problem instances.

Reduction to ILP. Algorithm 1 is our reduction to ILP for
the R;Ch i case. The other cases require minor modifications
only, as we discuss in the following. The input to the reduc-
tion is an instance of the problem posed in Section 2, and
the output is the corresponding ILP instance. The unknown
in the constraints and the optimization objective, is a new
placement—values for the n� k variables ftði; jÞ, for each
i 2 ½1; n�; j 2 ½1; k�, for a given t, for the R;Ch i case. These
values are the number of VMs of client i on server j in the
upcoming epoch, t. For the other three models of informa-
tion leakage, the unknowns are ftðv; i; jÞ, where v 2 ½1; xi�,
which indicates whether VM v of client i is placed on server
j in epoch t.

In Algorithm 1, Line (1) initializes the output set of con-
straints C, with a constraint that ensures that the migration
budget, m, is not exceeded by whatever moves are needed
to reach the new placement, ft. If m is specified as1 in the
input, we initialize C  ; instead. Lines (2)–(3) add con-
straints to ensure that the capacity of each server, sj, is not

exceeded in the new placement. Lines (4)–(5) add con-
straints to ensure that every VM of each client is placed on
exactly one server. The objective function, Ob, that is instan-
tiated in Line (6), ensures that we minimize the total infor-
mation leakage with the new placement. The only nuance
here is that the objective function, Ob, for the R;Ch i case, is
not a set of linear constraints, but rather quadratic con-
straints. However, Quadratic Constraint Programming is
known to be in NP as well [20]—we have designed and
implemented a reduction from quadratic to linear con-
straints via bit-wise multiplication.

Algorithm 1 runs in polynomial-time; its running-time is:
O n

2

� � �~ � k � log22 maxi xi

� �
, where n is the number of cli-

ents, ~ is the number of epochs in the sliding-window, k is
the number of servers, and log2 maxi xi is the maximum
number of bits we need to express the number of VMs per
client. The reason is that the running time is dominated by
Line (6)—the above expression for the running-time comes
directly from the three summations and the product. This
bound is not tight; more efficient reductions can exist from,
for example, more compact encodings for placement.

Reduction to CNF-SAT. Our reduction to CNF-SAT is first
to satisfiability for boolean circuits, CIRCUIT-SAT, and then
a well-known linear-time reduction from CIRCUIT-SAT to
CNF-SAT [17]. The algorithm and discussion are in the
appendix [50]. As we discuss there, the reduction to CIR-
CUIT-SAT encodes the same constraints as the above reduc-
tion to ILP, and the running-time of the reduction is the
same.

Comparison with the approaches of prior work. We can make
the following two comparisons between our reductions and
the work of Moon et al. [13].

� Comparison with the reduction to ILP in that work:
as we state in Theorem 4.1, the reduction there can
be exponential-time in the worst-case. The proof for
Theorem 4.1 refers to Section 3.3, in which we
establish the existence of a more compact encoding
for placement for the R;Ch i model. When this com-
pact encoding is used for the input, the reduction
there is exponential-time. In contrast, both our
reductions are polynomial-time. We attribute this
crucial difference in the reductions to our observa-
tions in Section 6.2 for Test 1.

� Comparison with Nomad: Nomad runs in polyno-
mial- (quadratic-) time. However, it cannot be called
an algorithm for the problemwe, andMoon et al. [13],
consider, because, as Theorem 4.3 in Section 4.3 states,
it simply does not work at all for lots of inputs. Our
reductions, coupled with an oracle for ILP or CNF-
SAT, which is what the corresponding solvers are
intended to be, are correct algorithms.

6 EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT

We have conducted a limited empirical assessment of the
two approaches from the previous section, and Nomad.
The intent of our empirical assessment is: (a) to understand
the overhead of actually providing a security guarantee of
minimizing leakage in practice, and, (b) validate empirically
our analytical insights on the shortcomings of Nomad.
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6.1 Tests

We designed and ran the following tests.

Test 1. A test for scalability. We report the response-time
versus cluster-sizes for the two approaches from the previ-
ous section, and Nomad.

Test 2. Demonstrate an example for which Nomad pro-
vides no decrease in information-leakage. We know that
several such inputs exist—see Theorem 4.3 in Section 4.3.
We demonstrate one, in practice.

Test 3. Random input-cases that have a known, non-zero
value for optimum information-leakage. The intent is to
check whether each of the three approaches indeed con-
verges to the optimum. This test is different from Test 2 in
that in Test 2, we pick an input that we have determined
analytically beforehand is one for which Nomad provides
no benefit. In Test 3, on the other hand, we do not have such
a priori knowledge.

Test 4. A test for how well an approach does given a
migration budget. We test with random inputs, with three
migration budgets, and measure the incremental improve-
ments to the information leakage.

Test 5 Another test for scalability. Number of clients,
servers and VM-slots per server, versus response-time for 1
epoch. We choose the inputs such that a client has several
VMs, and server-utilization is 50 percent only. We anticipate
that this models reality somewhat closely—in practice,
cloud-servers are under-utilized [21].

Setup. All tests were performed on a desktop with an Intel
(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU that clocks at 3.60 GHz, has 24 GB
RAM, and runs the 64-bit Windows 8.1 operating system.
The code for the reductions is written in Java. Our ILP-solver
was CPLEX, commercial version 12.6.1.0 [22], the same as the
one used in prior work [13]. CPLEX provides a Java API,
whichwe used.Our SAT-solverwas Lingeling [23]. Lingeling
does not have native binaries for Windows; we used Cygwin
[24]. We modified Nomad to allow for arbitrary inputs, and
for retrieval of the placement at each epoch. The observations
forNomadwere not impacted by thesemodifications.

Design Choices.Wemade the following design choices:

1) We ran tests for the R;Ch i leakage model only. The
reason is that the implementation of Nomad we were
providedworks for our inputs, under R;Ch i only.

2) We ran tests for the closed migration version of the
problem only (see Section 3.2). The reason is that the
implementation of Nomad we were provided works
for closed-migration only.

3) The sliding window for was fixed at 5 epochs (see
Section 2). The reason is that the implementation of
Nomad we were provided has the sliding window
hard-coded at 5.

6.2 Results

We now present and discuss our results.

Test 1. We show one of our results in Fig. 5, for a test that
we reprised from the work of Moon et al. [13]. The input
instances comprised x 2 10; 20; . . . ; 50f g servers each with a
capacity of 4 VMs, and x clients each with 2 VMs. The initial
placement is random. The optimal placement is for every
client to be placed on a server of its own. Fig. 5 shows the
average time to compute the placement per epoch. We find
that Nomad performs well, as reported in prior work [13].
Nomad’s response-time is not as good in some of our other
tests, however; see below.

An interesting observation is a difference in our results,
and the results reported by Moon et al. [13], on the perfor-
mance of the approach based on reduction to ILP. Moon
et al. [13] report that their reduction to ILP takes longer than
a day for cluster sizes of 40 and 50. In contrast, as we report
in Fig. 5, our ILP approach takes about 4 and 8 minutes,
respectively. We suspect that this is a consequence of their
inefficient (exponential-time) reduction to ILP.

Test 2. We show the results in Fig. 6. In this test, we ran
the example from Fig. 4 in Section 4. We establish analyti-
cally in that section that Nomad provides no decrease in
information-leakage for such an input, even with an unlim-
ited migration budget. Our empirical observations concur.
The approaches based on reduction to CNF-SAT and ILP
immediately converge to the optimum.

Test 3. We show the results for this test in Fig. 7. Our
input instance comprised 5 servers, each with a capacity of
4 VMs, and 6 clients, each with 3 VMs. We ran the test over
1 epoch for 10 different random initial placements. The

Fig. 5. Scalability of Nomad, ILP, and CNF-SATusing the testing parame-
ters presented in Moon et. al [13]. Cluster size of xmeans: x servers with
capacity 4, and x clients with 2 VMs each. Total VMs in the cluster:P

VM ¼ 2 � x.

Fig. 6. This figure shows how information leakage varies when all three
approaches are allowed to run 10 epochs on the placement map shown
in Fig. 4. The CNF-SATand ILP solvers were both able to obtain the opti-
mal placement in which a leakage of 8 bits is incurred per epoch. Nomad
was unable to make any move.
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optimal placement results in an increase in total information
leakage of 18 bits. We see that CNF-SAT and ILP were
always able to converge to an optimal placement, whereas
Nomad yields the optimum sometimes only.

Test 4. The results are shown in Fig. 8. The input instance
comprised 6 servers each with a capacity of 6 VMs, and 3
clients each having 6 VMs. We used a random initial place-
ment, and provided three different migration budgets: 2, 5,
and 1. The results in Fig. 8 show that the ILP and CNF-
SAT solvers reached the optimal placement faster than
Nomad. This is because Nomad makes locally optimal
greedy choices; the other two approaches globally optimize
for information leakage.

Test 5. Our results are shown in Fig. 9, our input
instance comprised x servers, where x ranged from 5 to
20. Each server had a capacity of x VMs. We had x clients
each with bx=2c VMs; that is, the number of total VMs
ranged from 5 	 b5=2c ¼ 10 to 200. We adopted a time-out
of 4 minutes per test. For the initial placement, we tried
(i) random—VM assigned randomly to a server that can
accomodate it, and, (ii) spread—each VM of a client is
placed on a different server. That is, under the spread-
placement, each client had its bx=2c VMs spread out on
the first bx=2c servers; the other servers are empty. Both

random- and spread-placements are used in practice [25].
Fig. 9 shows that the ILP implementation scaled the best.
This test suggests constrasts with Test 1 above, in that it
demonstrates that an approach based on reduction to ILP
can perform well; in some cases, even better than a poly-
nomial-time algorithm such as Nomad.

6.3 Takeaways

From our empirical results, we see that our approaches that
provide security incur a higher overhead than Nomad.
However, this overhead, in practice, is not as high as sug-
gested by prior work. A main thrust of our work is to iden-
tify what the overhead is. We find that if an efficient
reduction to ILP is devised and adopted, then the run-time
is significantly lower than previously thought. Whereas we
are able to guarantee minimum information-leakage, it is
unclear what security benefit more efficient approaches,
particularly Nomad, actually provide.

The main takeaway is: if we are to propose VM-migration
as a viable technique to reduce information-leakage at scale,
thenmore research-investment is needed, e.g., intomore effi-
cient reductions, and solvers, before it can be deemed to be
practical. Our results suggest that such a technique can be
practical for relatively small clouds only—ones with 10’s,
but not 100’s or 1000’s, of servers. Approaches such as
Nomad suggest that this technical challenge can be bypassed
easily. But this is simply not true. The reasons for this lie at
the very foundations of computing.

7 RELATED WORK

We discuss work on cross-VM side-channels and defences
against them.

Cross-VM side-channel attacks. Ristenpart et al. [5] were
among the first to show how an attacker can map the inter-
nal cloud infrastructure using network probing in order to
achieve co-residency with a victim VM, and how the co-

Fig. 8. How the per-epoch information leakage varied over 10 epochs for
all three approaches with a random initial placement. The instance com-
prised 6 servers each having a capacity of 6 VMs, and 3 clients each
having 6 VMs.

Fig. 9. The average time it took to compute a placement for 1 epoch. The
input instance comprised of x servers each having a capacity of x VMs,
and x clients each having bx=2c VMs. The test was run for both random
and even initial placements. Tests were not included if they did not com-
plete in under 240 seconds (4 minutes).

Fig. 7. Increase in information leakage in 1 epoch for 10 random initial
placements for input instances of 5 servers with 4 VM slots each, and 6
clients with 3 VMs each. Each of the 10 tests were run over a duration of
1 epoch with an infinite migration budget. The optimal placement is the
one resulting in leakage of 18 bits. ILP and CNF-SAT always converged
to the optimal. Nomad’s performance was inconsistent.
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residency can be exploited to extract coarse-grained infor-
mation such as keystroke patterns.

This was followed up by the work of Zhang et al. [8] who
showed how a Prime+Probe side-channel attack on upper
level cache can be used to extract more fine-grained infor-
mation such as an ElGamal decryption key. In the prime
stage, the attacker fills a portion of cache and then waits to
allow the victim to access cache. In the probe stage, the
attacker reloads the primed data and uses the probe time to
decide whether the victim accessed that portion of cache.
Prime+Probe attacks on last level caches that make use of
huge page-sizes have also been studied [1], [3], [26].

Research has also shown how fine-grain information can
be extracted using Flush+Reload techniques [2], [7], [9]. In
the flush stage, the attacker flushes out certain lines in mem-
ory and waits to allow the victim to access them. In the
reload stage, the attacker accesses the flushed lines. If any
such line does not take long to load, the attacker knows the
line was accessed by the victim.

Other works have shown that sharing of same-content
memory pages among co-resident clients poses the threat of
a memory disclosure attack [4], [6]. The attacker can identify
which pages it shares with a victim and take advantage of
differences in write times to gain information about the vic-
tim’s applications and OS.

Of course, other kinds of side-channels may exist. For
example, the work of Xu et al. [27] considers the issue of
excluding the operating system from the trusted computing
base, and side-channels that can result as a consequence. As
another example, the work of Shinde et al. [28] considers
side-channels based on page-faults. Such attacks can cer-
tainly underlie cross-VM side-channel attacks. For example,
if a benign VM runs a particular kind of application that
allows a malicious VM that is co-resident to cause a page-
fault, it may be vulnerable to the latter kind of attack.

Defences. To counter such attacks, several defence strate-
gies have been proposed. At a hypervisor level, Vattikonda
et al. [10] proposed hiding a program’s execution time by
eliminating fine grained timers. Kim et al. [29] used statistical
multiplexing to protect against cache-based side-channel
attacks in the cloud. They proposed a set of locked cache
lines per core that are efficiently multiplexed amongst co-
resident VMs and never evicted from the cache. Raj et al. [11]
identified last level cache (LLC) sharing as one of the impedi-
ments to finer grain isolation, and proposed two resource
management approaches to provide performance and secu-
rity isolation - cache hierarchy aware core assignment and
page colouring based cache partitioning. Shi et al. [30] pro-
posed an approach that leverages dynamic cache colouring:
when an application is doing security-sensitive operations,
the VMM is notified to swap the associated data to a safe and
isolated cache line. Varadarajan et al. [31] suggested intro-
ducing a minimum run time (MRT) guarantee into the Xen
scheduler, to limit the frequency of preemptions.

At a guest OS level, Zhang et al. [32] proposed a method
by which a tenant can construct its VMs to automatically
inject additional noise into the timings that an attacker
might observe from caches. Pattuk et al. [12] suggested par-
titioning cryptographic keys into random shares and storing
each share in a different VM. Zhou et al. [33] presented a

software approach which dynamically manages physical
memory pages shared between security domains to disable
sharing of LLC lines.

At a hardware level, some works have proposed modify-
ing the cache architecture to obtain access randomization
[34], [35] while others have explored the partitioning of
cache [36]. In recent work, Liu et al. [37] demonstrated how
to combat LLC side-channel attacks by using the Intel Cache
Allocation Technology (CAT) to partition the LLC into a
hybrid hardware-software managed cache.

As many side-channel attacks are based on the observan-
ces of memory access, a promising defence strategy is to use
oblivious RAM (ORAM) to randomize data access patterns
[38], [39]. When an adversary observes the physical storage
locations accessed, the ORAM algorithm ensures that they
have negligible probability of learning the true access pattern.

An approach that focuses on isolation is that of shielded
execution, for example, by using Intel SGX enclaves [15].
Chen et al. [40] presented a software framework that enables
a shielded execution to detect page-fault side-channel attacks.

Various scheduler-based defences have also been
explored. Y. Zhang et al. [41] proposed periodically migrat-
ing VMs using methods based on game theory. Azar
et al. [42] focused on mitigating co-location attacks, on the
premise that they are a necessary first step to performing
cross-VM attacks. They suggested assigning VMs to servers
such that attack VMs are rarely co-located with target VMs.
Their model is based on co-location rather than on informa-
tion leakage. Han et al. [43] also studied how to minimize
the attacker’s possibility of co-locating their VMs with tar-
gets. They introduced a security game model to compare
different VM allocation policies and advocated selecting an
allocation policy statistically from a pool instead of having
a fixed one. Bijon et al. [44] proposed an attribute-based con-
straints specification framework that enables clients to
express essential properties of their resources as attributes.
A constraints enforcement engine then schedules the VMs
while respecting the conflicts specified by these attributes.
Han et al. [45] proposed metrics which can be used to assess
the security of a VM allocation policy.

The work that is most closely related to ours is by Moon
et al. [13]. They characterized information leakage models
which can be used to pose the security-sensitive scheduling
problemprecisely and explore various approaches to address
the problem. Our work differs from theirs in the following
ways: (1) We analyze the problem’s computational complex-
ity, (2) Our reduction to ILP is polynomial time, while theirs
can be exponential time for a certain encoding of input, (3)
We also investigate the approach of reducing to CNF-SAT
and employing a SAT solver, and (4)Our approaches guaran-
tee securitywhereas their final approach, Nomad, does not.

8 CONCLUSIONS

We have addressed problems related to the use of schedul-
ing as an approach to mitigating cross-VM side-channel
attacks in cloud systems. Such attacks can cause information
to leak. Specifically, we have sought to analyze the overhead
incurred by an algorithm that seeks to minimize informa-
tion leakage, for models of information leakage that have
been proposed in prior work [13]. We have posed and
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answered a fundamental question: is the problem of deter-
mining the minimum information leakage tractable? We
have established that it is intractable (NP-hard) by showing
that even seemingly simpler sub-cases such as placing VMs
across only two equal-capacity servers, and migrating VMs
across only two equal-capacity servers, is NP-hard. Given
the customary assumption, P 6¼ NP, this tells us that no effi-
cient algorithm exists for the problem. We have identified,
however, that a decision version to which the optimization
problem relates to polynomially is inNP.

We have then analyzed prior work, which proposes an
efficient, greedy approach called Nomad, motivated by an
observation there that an approach based on reduction to
ILP does not scale to even modestly-sized inputs that can
arise in practice. We have identified that the reduction to
ILP there can be inefficient, i.e., exponential-time. Also, we
have identified deficiencies with Nomad: its initial design is
unnecessarily inefficient, and the final design yields no
decrease in information leakage whatsoever for at least infi-
nitely many inputs, unless P ¼ NP.

We have then designed and implemented efficient reduc-
tions to ILP and CNF-SAT, with the intent of adopting cor-
responding solvers as oracles. We have conducted a limited
empirical assessment with a focus on the main points of our
work. Our empirical results suggest that the overhead
imposed by an approach that indeed decreases information
leakage is more than prior work suggests, but that the news
is not all bad. For inputs that prior work suggests take lon-
ger than a day with an ILP approach, our implementation
that is based on an efficient reduction takes a few minutes
only. This suggests that further research-investment in well-
founded approaches can decrease the overhead further, for
instances that are likely to arise in practice.

Apart from such a research-investment as future work,
we have pointed to several open problems. Is the closed
migration problem tractable undermodels other than R;Ch i?
Is the general problem onlyweaklyNP-hard? Is the optimiza-
tion version of the problem efficiently approximable?
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Short Papers
Connecting the Dots: Privacy Leakage via
Write-Access Patterns to the Main Memory

Tara Merin John , Syed Kamran Haider ,
Hamza Omar , and Marten van Dijk

Abstract—Data-dependent access patterns of an application to an untrusted

storage system are notorious for leaking sensitive information about the user’s

data. Previous research has shown how an adversary capable of monitoring both

read and write requests issued to the memory can correlate them with the

application to learn its sensitive data. However, information leakage through only

the write access patterns is less obvious and not well studied in the current

literature. In this work, we demonstrate an actual attack on power-side-channel

resistant Montgomery’s ladder based modular exponentiation algorithm commonly

used in public key cryptography. We infer the complete 512-bit secret exponent in

� 3:5minutes by virtue of just the write access patterns of the algorithm to the main

memory. In order to learn the victim algorithm’s write access patterns under

realistic settings, we exploit a compromised DMA device to take frequent

snapshots of the application’s address space, and then run a simple differential

analysis on these snapshots to find the write access sequence. The attack has

been shown on an Intel Core(TM) i7-4790 3.60GHz processor based system. We

further discuss a possible attack on McEliece public-key cryptosystem that also

exploits the write-access patterns to learn the secret key.

Index Terms—Secure processors, privacy leakage, write-access patterns,

montgomery ladder exponentiation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

USERS ’ data privacy is becoming amajor concern in computation out-
sourcing in the current cloud computing world. Numerous secure
processor architectures (e.g., XOM [1], [2], TPM+TXT [3], Aegis [4],
Intel-SGX [5] etc.) have been proposed for preserving data confidenti-
ality and integrity during a remote secure computation. The user
sends his encrypted data to a secure processor where it is decrypted
and computed upon in a tamper-proof environment, and finally the
encrypted results of the computation are sent back to the user.

While the secure processors provide sufficient levels of security
against direct attacks, most of these architectures are still vulnerable
to side-channel attacks. For instance, XOM and Aegis architectures are
vulnerable to control flow leakage via address bus snooping [6], [7],
[8]. Similarly, Intel-SGX, being a strong candidate in secure architec-
tures, is vulnerable to side-channel attacks via a compromisedOS[9].

Zhuang et al. [10] showed that although thedata in themainmem-
ory of the system can be encrypted, the access patterns to thememory
could still leak privacy. An adversary who is able to monitor both
read andwrite accessesmade by an application can relate this pattern
to infer secret information of the application. For example, Islam
et al. [11] demonstrated that by observing accesses to an encrypted e-
mail repository, an adversary can infer as much as 80 percent of the
search queries. This, however, is a very strong adversarial model
which, in most cases, requires direct physical access to the memory
address bus. In cloud computing, for example, this requires the cloud

service itself to be untrusted. The challenging requirements posed by
the abovementioned strong adversarialmodel leads one to think that
applications are vulnerable to privacy leakage viamemory access pat-
terns only if such a strong adversary exists, i.e., one capable of moni-
toring both read andwrite accesses.

In this paper, we counter this notion by demonstrating privacy
leakage under a significantly weaker adversarial model. In particu-
lar, we show that an adversary capable of monitoring only the write
access patterns of an application can still learn a significant amount
of its sensitive information. Hence, in the model of computation
outsourcing to a secure processor discussed earlier, even if the
cloud service itself is trusted, a remote adversary is still able to
steal private information if the underlying hardware does not pro-
tect against leakage from write access patterns.

Wepresent a real attack on the famousMontgomery’s ladder tech-
nique [12] commonly used in public key cryptography for modular
exponentiation. Exponentiation algorithms, in general, are vulnerable
to various timing and power side-channel attacks [13], [14], [15].
Montgomery’s ladder performs redundant computations as a coun-
termeasure against power side-channel attacks (e.g., simple power
analysis [16]). However, by monitoring the order of write accesses
made by this algorithm, one can still infer the secret exponent bits.

In our weaker adversarial model, since we cannot directly moni-
tor the memory address bus, we learn the pattern of write accesses
by taking frequentmemory snapshots. For this purpose, we exploit a
compromised Direct Memory Access device (DMA1) attached to the
victim computer system to read the application’s address space in
the system memory [17], [18], [19]. Clearly, any two memory snap-
shots only differ in the locations where the data has beenmodified in
the latter snapshot. In other words, comparing the memory snap-
shots not only reveals the fact that write accesses (if any) have been
made to the memory, but it also reveals the exact locations of the
accesseswhich leads to a precise access pattern ofmemorywrites.

Our experimental setup uses a PCI Express to USB 3.0 adapter
attached to the victim system, alongside an open source application
called PCILeech [20], as the compromised DMA device. We imple-
ment the Montgomery’s ladder for exponentiation of a 128 byte
message with a 64 byte (512 bits) secret exponent [21]. Through our
attack methodology, we are able to infer all 512 secret bits of the
exponent in just 3 minutes and 34 seconds on average.

Although our experimental setup utilizes a wired connection to a
USB 3.0 port on the victim system for DMA, Stewin et al. demon-
strated that DMA attacks can also be launched remotely by injecting
malware to the dedicated hardware devices, such as graphic process-
ors and network interface cards, attached to the host platform [22].
Therefore, our attack methodology allows even remote adversaries to
exploit the coarse grained side-channel information obtained by
memory snapshots to infer the secret data. Hence, this effort opens up
new research avenues to explore efficient countermeasures to prevent
privacy leakage under remote secure computation.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Exponentiation Algorithms

Exponentiation algorithms have central importance in cryptogra-
phy, and are considered to be the back-bone of nearly all the
public-key cryptosystems. Although numerous exponentiation
algorithms have been devised, algorithms for constrained devices
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are scarcely restricted to the square-and-multiply algorithms. RSA
algorithm, used in, e.g., Diffie-Hellman key agreement, is a com-
monly used exponentiation algorithm which performs computa-
tion of the form y ¼ gk modn, where the attacker’s goal is to find
the secret key k. The commonly used square-and-multiply imple-
mentation of this algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. For a given
input g and a secret key k, Algorithm 1 performs multiplication
and squaring operations on two local variables R0 and R1 for each
bit of k starting from the most significant bit down to the least sig-
nificant bit.

Algorithm 1. RSA - Left-to-Right Binary Algorithm

Inputs: g, k ¼ ðkt�1; � � � ; k0Þ2 Output: y ¼ gk

Start:
1: R0  1; R1  g
2: for j ¼ t� 1 downto 0 do
3: R0  ðR0Þ2
4: if kj ¼ 1 then R0  R0R1 end if
5: end for
return R0

Notice that the conditional statement on line 1 of Algorithm 1
executes based on the value of secret bit kj. Such conditional
branches result in two different power and timing spectra of the
system for kj ¼ 0 and kj ¼ 1, hence leaking the secret key k over
the timing/power side-channels. Similar attacks [21] have leaked
508 out of 512 bits of an RSA key by using branch prediction analy-
sis (BPA). Thus, the attack-prone nature of RSA algorithm
(Algorithm 1) poses a need for an alternate secure algorithm.

2.2 Montgomery’s Power Ladder Algorithm

Montgomery Power Ladder [12] shown in Algorithm 2 performs
exponentiation without leaking any information over power side-
channel. Regardless of the value of bit kj, it performs the same
number of operations in the same order, hence producing the same
power footprint for kj ¼ 0 and kj ¼ 1. Notice, however, that the
specific order in which R0 and R1 are updated in time depends
upon the value of kj. E.g., for kj ¼ 0, R1 is written first and then R0

is updated; whereas for kj ¼ 1 the updates are done in the reverse
order. This sequence of write access to R0 and R1 reveals to the
adversary the exact bit values of k. In this paper, we exploit this
vulnerability in a real implementation of Montgomery ladder to
learn the secret key k.

3 THE PROPOSED ATTACK

3.1 Adversarial Model

Consider a computer system that is continuously computing expo-
nentiations of the form y ¼ gki for the given inputs gi using the
same secret exponent k according to Algorithm 2. We call this sys-
tem the victim system. All the data stored in the main memory of
this system is encrypted. Let there be a compromised DMA device

(e.g., a PCI-to-USB adapter) connected to the victim system
through which an attacker system can read the whole main mem-
ory of the victim as shown in Fig. 1. The attacker system, however,
is limited in its ability to successively read the victim’s memory by
the data transfer rate of the underlying DMA interface. The
adversary’s goal is to find the key k by learning the application’s
write pattern through frequent snapshots of the victim system’s
memory. The victim system used in our attack comes with a write-
through cache configuration enabled by default. As a result, any
write operations performed by the application are immediately
propagated through the memory hierarchy down to the untrusted
DRAM. Furthermore, we assume that the victim application
receives all the inputs gi in a batch and continuously produces the
corresponding cipher texts such that the physical memory region
allocated to the application during successive encryptions remains
the same. In other words, the application is not relocated to a dif-
ferent physical address space by the OS throughout the attack.
Such use cases can be found in the applications that require com-
puting signatures of large files.

Algorithm 2.Montgomery Power Ladder Algorithm

Inputs: g, k ¼ ðkt�1; � � � ; k0Þ2 Output: y ¼ gk

Start:
1: R0  1; R1  g
2: for j ¼ t� 1 downto 0 do
3: if kj ¼ 0 then R1  R0R1; R0  ðR0Þ2
4: else R0  R0R1; R1  ðR1Þ2
5: end if
6: end for
return R0

3.2 Attack Outline

Given the above mentioned setting, we proceed with our attack
methodology as follows: First, a full scan of the victim’s memory is
performed to identify the physical address space allocated to
the victim’s application. Since the adversary requires victim
application’s memory snapshots at a high frequency, it is infeasible
for him to always read the full victim memory because of the data
transfer rate being the frequency limiting factor. Once the address
space is identified, the next step is to identify the two memory
regions allocated to each of the local variables R0 and R1 (cf.
Algorithm 2) within the victim application’s address space. This
allows any observed change in either of these two regions to be
linked with an update to the variables R0 and R1 respectively.
Finally, the updates in R0 and R1 memory regions are observed via
frequent snapshots for a period of one complete encryption, and
the order of these updates is linked back to Algorithm 2 to learn
the key k. We explain these steps in detail in the following sections.

3.3 Step 1: Application’s Address Space Identification

Since the application is supposed to be continuously updating its
data (e.g., variables R0, R1), its address space can be identified by
finding the memory regions which are continuously being
updated. Algorithm 3 shows this process at an abstract level. The
whole of the victim system’s memory space is divided into M

blocks, each of some reasonable size B (say a few megabytes). Two
subsequent snapshots of each block m 2M are compared with
each other through COMPAREMATCH procedure. It is a heuristic
based process which searches for a specific pattern of updates
between the two snapshots which potentially represents the
application’s footprint. For example, a sequence of two modified
consecutive 64 byte cache lines followed by a few unmodified
cache lines and then further two modified consecutive cache lines
would potentially represent the two 128 byte regions for R0 (first
two cache lines) and R1 (last two cache lines). Finally, a set S of all

Fig. 1. Our adversarial model: The attacker system takes snapshots of the victim’s
DRAM via the PCI adapter to infer the secret key.
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those memory blocks which show the specific update sequence
searched by COMPAREMATCH is returned. This algorithm is itera-
tively repeated until a reasonably small set of memory block(s)
(e.g., one 4 kB page) is identified which is expected to contain the
victim application’s address space.

Algorithm 3. Victim App’s Address Space Identification

Inputs:M: Set of memory blocks to scan.
Output: S: Set of application’s memory block(s).
Start:
1: S ¼ ; "Initially empty set.
2: form 2M do " Scan each block.
3: s1 ¼ TAKESNAPSHOT(m)
4: s2 ¼ TAKESNAPSHOT(m)
5: if COMPAREMATCH(s1; s2) then
6: S ¼ S [m
7: end if
8: end for
9: return S

3.4 Step 2: Distinguishing Local Variables R0 and R1

Once the application’s memory space is found, we need to link two
distinct regions within this address space to the variables R0 and
R1 in order to determine the key bits from the order of their
updates. For this purpose, a set V of n snapshots of the
application’s space is computed as shown in Algorithm 4. Notice
that n is large enough to cover one full encryption period. The COM-

PUTETHRESHOLD procedure computes a histogram of the updates
performed inside the application’s memory over all the snapshots
of set V . Fig. 2 shows one such histogram for a 4kB page of victim’s
memory. It can be seen that almost all the updates are performed
at two distinct regions spanning over only a few cache lines within
the page. These two regions correspond to the variables R0 and R1

respectively.2 The inactive region between R0 and R1 represents a
threshold which is later used by CORRELATE procedure to determine
whether a change in two successive memory snapshots corre-
sponds to an update in R0 or R1 etc.

3.5 Step 3: Inferring the Secret Key

After computing the set of snapshots V and the threshold Th, we
enter the final phase of inferring the secret key (starting from step 4
in Algorithm 4). Up to this point, the sequence V contains pairs of
snapshots that represent changes in R0 and R1, and also the pairs
which represent no change, as shown in Fig. 3. The reason why
some pairs do not show any change is because our snapshot fre-
quency is higher than the rate at which the application updates its

data. This allows us to learn the write access pattern at a fine
granularity.

Algorithm 4. Pseudo Code for the Second Phase of Attack

Input: S: Application’s memory space. (from Algorithm 3);
n: # of snapshots to cover one full encryption period.

Output: k: Application’s secret key.
Start:
1: V ¼ ðs1; � � � ; snÞ j si ¼ TakeSnapshotðSÞ; 1 � i � n
2: Th ¼ COMPUTETHRESHOLD(V )
3: W ¼ ;, k ¼ ð0; � � � ; 0Þ
4: V ¼ RemoveUnchangedSnapshotsðV Þ
5: for i ¼ 1tojV j � 1 do
6: Rxi ¼ Correlateðsi; siþ1; ThÞ " xi 2 f0; 1g
7: W ¼W [Rxi
8: end for
9: i ¼ 1, j ¼ 0
10: for ðRxi ; Rxiþ1Þ 2W do
11: if Rxi ¼ R0 and Rxiþ1 ¼ R1 then kj ¼ 1
12: else if Rxi ¼ R1 and Rxiþ1 ¼ R0 then kj ¼ 0
13: end if
14: i ¼ iþ 2; j ¼ jþ 1
15: end for
return k

In order to learn the write access pattern, first the pairs of
unchanged snapshots from the sequence V are removed by the
procedure REMOVEUNCHANGEDSNAPSHOTS V . The resulting sequence
V only contains pairs which always represent a change, either in
R0 or R1. Now, each pair of two successive snapshots is correlated
to an update in either R0 or R1 by CORRELATE procedure using the
threshold computed earlier.

As mentioned earlier, Montgomery ladder algorithm performs
computations upon local variables, where the order of variable
updates is based on the secret exponent bits (cf. Algorithm 2).
Therefore, judging from the order of updates made in R0 and R1,
each pair of updates ðRxi ; Rxiþ1Þ 2 W is linked back to the corre-
sponding value of the secret key bit kj as shown in Fig. 3. As the set
W contains the history of all the updates to R0 and R1 for a com-
plete encryption, therefore all the key bits can be inferred through
the above mentioned process.

3.6 Modern Systems withWrite-Through Caches

It would be surprising for the reader to know that even in this age
and time, there exist certain commercial computer systems which,
to the best of our knowledge, are shipped with configurations such
that their write-back caching capability is disabled by default, and
enabling this feature requires a nominal fee to be paid to the CPU
vendor. In our experimental setup, we use one such computer sys-
tem (based on Intel Core(TM) i7-4790) as our victim machine
whose further specifications are presented in Section 4.1. The cach-
ing hardware configuration of this system read by running lshw

Linux command is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the L3 cache,
although write-back, is currently disabled which only leaves a hier-
archy of two write-through caches L1 and L2.

Fig. 2. A histogram of # of writes to individual bytes in the victim’s memory page. A
clear distinction is shown between the regions corresponding to variables R0 and
R1.

Fig. 3. Inferring the secret key via observing the sequence of snapshots and the
changes in variables R0 and R1. The pairs of snapshots which do not show any
change are ignored.

2. We can tell whether R0 or R1 comes first in the memory layout from the
declaration order of these variables in the actual implementation of the exponen-
tiation algorithm (cf. line 2 in Algorithm 2).
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We like to remind the reader that this is the default configura-
tion how this system was shipped to us by the vendor, and the L3
has not been disabled by the authors. Considering the fact that
thousands of such other systems must have been shipped by the
vendor to other customers, it is alarming to think about that those
customers are vulnerable to privacy leakage via the proposed
attack while not having even a slight idea about it.

4 ATTACK DEMONSTRATION

4.1 Experimental Setup

Our experiment setup uses two computer systems, one being the
attacker and the other being the victim. The victim system is DELL
XPS 8700, comprising of Intel Core(TM) i7-4790 3.60 GHz processor
that uses Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS operating system with a Linux kernel
3.19.0-43-generic, and has 16 GB of main memory. The attacker
machine is a 64-bit Windows 10 based system having 8 GB of main
memory. A PCI adapter module, called USB Evaluation Board [23],
is connected to the victim via the PCI-Express slot and acts as a
compromised DMA device (cf. Fig. 1). This DMA device,
together with PCILeech software [20], allows the attacker to moni-
tor victim’s memory and/or take its snapshots. To implement our
attack, the PCILeech software has been extended to first find
the application’s address space in the victim’s memory (cf.
Algorithm 3), and then attack the identified address space to infer
the secret key (cf. Algorithm 4)). The above mentioned attacking
algorithms run while the victim application is executing.

The victim system has a BIOS version A11which supports write-
through enabled L1 and L2 caches while disabling the L3 cache by
default. Besides caches, any data modifications in the register file
should also be propagated to the DRAM. The register file (usually
only a few hundred bytes) is used by the processor to temporarily
hold the operands and results during computations. We have writ-
ten our own C++ implementation of the Montgomery ladder based
exponentiation algorithm3 for large input sizes (128 Bytes or more)

that runs on the victim system. Since our implementation uses mul-
tiple temporary variables and several function calls for proper exe-
cution of the algorithm, the large “active” working set of the
application cannot fit into the register file and results in register
spills. Hence, any updates made by the application are immediately
propagated—through register file and caches—down to the main
memory as each multiplication/squaring write operation in per-
formed. Notice that, the attack can be mitigated if the “active”
working set can fit into the register file, however for realistic appli-
cations (such as the one under discussion), it is mostly not possible.
Section 4.2 explains the step by step details about how the attack is
launched.

4.2 Experimental Results

In order to take memory snapshots via PCI module and the PCI-
Leech software, the attacker first needs to load a kernel module
into the victim system via the PCI module itself. Notice that the
attacker does not require any extra privileges to do so. We use
the following command via PCILeech software to load the kernel
into victim’s DRAM. When the kernel is loaded, an address is
spitted out by the software, which shows where the module
resides in the victim’s memory. Loading the kernel into memory
is a rapid process and takes only a few milliseconds to complete
the process.

D:\>pcileech kmdload �kmd LINUX_X64

KMD: Successfully loaded at 0x1b54a000

In the meantime, the Montgomery’s ladder exponentiation algo-
rithm is run on the victim machine using a 128 byte (1024 bits) mes-
sage along with a secret key of 64 bytes (512 bits). With the
application running and the kernel module loaded into victim’s
memory, we proceed to find the potential regions in the DRAM
which are being accessed frequently by taking multiple snapshots.
To retrieve these snapshots, we issue the pagefind command shown
below which uses the loaded kernel module’s address to access the
victim’s full memory.

We integrated the pagefind command into the PCILeech soft-
ware to iteratively find regions getting modified persistently. page-
find narrows down the selected regions to a single page by
constantly monitoring and comparing the changes being made,
and returns the address of the page where application’s array data
structures are defined. This step corresponds to Application’s
Address Space Identification phase of the attack (cf. Algorithm 3) and
is the most time consuming phase. To read the whole memory,
comparing their respective snapshots and narrowing down to a
single page of 4KB from 16GB search space takes �3 minutes and
30 seconds.

D:\>pcileech pagefind �kmd 0x1b542000

Page Finding: Successful.

Total_Time : 210199 Milliseconds

Victim Page Address : 0xd271c000

As shown above, from the first phase we retrieve the address
of the page where application’s data structures are stored. Pro-
ceeding towards our second and third step namely Distinguish-
ing Local Variables and Inferring the Secret Key (cf. Sections 3.4,
3.5), we use another integrated command pageattack. It first takes
a predefined number of snapshots of the application page pro-
vided by the first step, and distinguishes the message (R1) and
algorithm result (R0) from the rest of the stale data, residing on
the memory page. It then uses the order of changes in R0 and R1

to infer the secret key.

Fig. 4. Output of lshw command showing caches’ configuration.

3. Available at GitHub (https://github.com/meriniamjo/RSA-Montgomery-
Ladder-Implementation)
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D:\>pcileech pageattack �min 0xd271c000

Attack Successful.

Total_Time ¼ 3596 Milliseconds

Inferred Key is:

1a 4b 28 41 e6 27 d4 7d

72 c3 40 79 be 1f 6c 35

ca 3b 58 b1 96 17 04 ed

22 b3 70 e9 6e 0f 9c a5

7a 2b 88 21 46 07 34 5d

d2 a3 a0 59 1e ff cc 15

2a 1b b8 91 f6 f7 64 cd

82 93 d0 c9 ce ef fc 85

This final step takes �3.6 seconds to complete and returns the
complete 512 bit secret key learned from only the write access pat-
terns. Combing the times associated with all the attack phases, the
total attack time comes out to be �3 minutes, 34 seconds.

5 LEAKAGE UNDER CACHING EFFECTS

In view of our proposed attack on Montgomery ladder based expo-
nentiation, the updates to the application data should always be
available in the DRAM of the victim system before an attacker
issues a memory snapshot request. This is only possible if the vic-
tim system has write-through enabled cache hierarchy or the caches
are disabled altogether. Whereas, on the other hand, modern pro-
cessors typically consist of large on-chip write-back caches where
the updates to application’s data are only be visible in DRAM once
the data is evicted from the last level cache (LLC). Thus in the
attack proposed in Section 3, the caching effects are not catered for,
which introduce ‘noise’ to the precise write-access sequence
inferred earlier, hence making the attacker’s job difficult. A possi-
ble workaround to deal with such caching effects is to collect sev-
eral ‘noisy’ sequences of memory snapshots and then run
correlation analysis on them to learn the precise write-access pat-
tern. Furthermore, if the adversary is also a user of the same com-
puter system, it can flush the system caches frequently to reduce
the noise in write-access sequence even further.

Another (more efficient) attack scenario under write-back
caches would be when the application has a strided memory access
pattern that causes contention over the cache sets, and hence forces
its own data to be evicted to make room for the new data in the
cache. In the following section, we discuss how such a strided
memory access pattern can lead to evictions to the DRAM which
could potentially leak private information.

5.1 Memory Striding and Cache Set Contention

A strided memory access pattern is the one where each request to
the memory is for the same number of bytes, and the access pointer

is incremented by the same amount between each request. An
array accessed with a stride of exactly the same size as the size of
each of its elements results in accessing contiguous locations in the
memory. Such access patterns are said to have a stride value of 1.
Fig. 5a shows a non-unit striding access pattern in which the ele-
ments 0; 4; 8; 12; � � � of an array A are accessed. This access pattern
has a stride value of 4.

Consider a simple system which has a 2-way set-associative
write-back cache with a total capacity of 8 cache lines, as shown in
Fig. 5b. The strided access pattern from Fig. 5a accesses every 4ith
element of the array A, where i ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � �. Assuming that each
element of A is of size equal to the cache line size, for a simple mod-
ulus based cache hash function, the elements A½0�; A½4�; A½8�; � � � are
mapped to the same set causing contention over set 0. Since the
cache associativity is only 2, this access sequence causes evictions
from the cache when both ways of set 0 contain valid cache lines.
Similarly, elements A½1�; A½5�; A½9�; � � � map to set 1, and this access
sequence will cause evictions from set 1, and so on. In other words,
such write-access sequences are still propagated almost immedi-
ately to the next level in the memory hierarchy (e.g., DRAM) even
under write-back caches, which could potentially leak information.
This is an artifact of the cache implementation combined with the
striding access pattern of the application.

It must be noted that, not all evictions result in updates to the

main memory. Typically, only dirty cache lines, caused by data

writes, evicted from the cache are propagated to the main memory.

Clean evictions from the cache are simply discarded resulting in no

change in the main memory since it already contains a clean copy

of the data.
Assume that an application generates two distinguishable strid-

ing write-access patterns that result in contention at two different
cache sets, leading to evictions from the cache. Consequently, the
resulting write-access access sequence will be revealed to an adver-
sary who is capable of monitoring changes in the main memory,
potentially resulting in privacy leakage.

5.2 Striding Application: Gaussian Elimination

In Section 5.1 we discussed, using a toy example, how a strided
access pattern can lead to information leakage. Now we present a
realistic example which has such a striding access pattern, and later
in Section 5.3 we show how such a pattern can be exploited to learn
private information. We consider the application of Gaussian Elimi-
nation of large binary matrices carrying substantial amount of
information. Clearly, these large matrices cannot fit into the caches,
therefore there will be cache evictions as a result of Gaussian elimi-
nation operations.

Gaussian elimination a.k.a. row reduction is a method for solv-
ing system of linear equations by the use of matrices in the form
Ax ¼ B. Row reduction is done by doing a series of elementary
row operations which modify the matrix until it forms an upper tri-
angular matrix, i.e., elements underneath the main diagonal are
zeros. Different types of elementary row operations include swap-
ping two rows, multiplying a row by a non-zero number and add-
ing a multiple of one row to another. The upper triangular matrix
formed out of these operations will be in row echelon form. When
the leading coefficient (pivot) in each row is 1, and every column
containing the leading coefficient has zeros elsewhere, the matrix
is said to be in reduced row echelon form. The Gaussian elimina-
tion algorithm consists of two processes, one being forward elimina-
tion that converts the matrix to row echelon form and the other is
backward substitution that calculates values of the unknowns. These
processes result in solving the linear equation.

Gauss-Jordan elimination uses a similar approach for finding
the inverse of a matrix. For a n� n square matrix S, elementary
row operations can be applied to reduce the matrix into reduced
echelon form, and furthermore, for computing the matrix inverse if

Fig. 5. A strided memory access pattern causing contention on a single cache set.
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it exits. Initially, the n� n identity matrix I is augmented to the
right of S, forming a n� 2n block matrix ½SjI�. Now, upon apply-
ing the row operations, the left block can be reduced to the identity
matrix I if S is invertible. This gives S�1 which is the right block of
the final matrix. In a nutshell, we continue performing row opera-
tions until ½SjI� becomes ½IjS�1�.

Consider that the matrix under elimination is stored in a
column-contiguous manner in the computer system’s main memory.
In other words, each column occupies a contiguous chunk of mem-
ory equal to the column size, after which the next column resides,
and so on. When consecutive elements of a row of this matrix are
accessed during a row operation, the corresponding memory
access pattern results in a striding sequence, where the stride
length is equal to the column size. If the stride length is such that it
creates contention on particular cache sets corresponding to partic-
ular rows, this would reveal the modified row, which in turn could
potentially leak the binary matrix itself (cf. Section 5.3).

5.3 Attacking McEliece Public-Key Cryptosystem

McEliece public key cryptosystem [24], an asymmetric encryption
algorithm, uses an error correcting code for a description of the pri-
vate key. This encryption uses a fast and efficient decoding algo-
rithm, namely a Goppa code and hides the structure of the code by
transformation of the generator matrix. This transformation yields
the public key and the structure of the Goppa code together with
the transformation parameters, which further provides the trap-
door information. For a linear code C, generator matrix G, random
invertible matrix S and random permutation matrix P , the matrix
G	 ¼ SGP is made public while P , G, and S form the private key.
A message m is encrypted along with a random error vector using
the equation c ¼ mG	 þ e, where c refers to the ciphertext. In the
decryption process, we compute c	 ¼ cP�1, decode c	 to m	 by the
decoding algorithm, and lastly compute m ¼ m	S�1. Notice, that S
is a private binary matrix whose inverse is used to recover the mes-
sage m. Any system carrying out this encryption/decryption pro-
cess could either store the matrix inverse (for better performance)
or calculate the inverse during the run time. However, the latter
could lead to the leakage of the binary matrix via write-access pat-
terns during the inverse computation. In this section we will dem-
onstrate how performing Gauss-Jordan elimination [25] on the
binary secret matrix S could lead to its complete exposure as a con-
sequence of cache striding and cache set contention as shown in
Section 5.1.

For the ease of demonstration we consider a 4� 4 binary matrix.
The elements stored in the main memory are column contiguous.
We assume that each element of the matrix is cache line aligned for
performance reasons. In other words, each element is stored in a
unique cache line in order to avoid false sharing within a cache
line. Considering a system with a 2-way 4-set associative cache,
each row of the matrix is mapped to one cache set due to the cache
structure (cf. Fig. 5b). The elimination process to obtain the inverse
of the binary matrix S4�4 is shown step by step in Fig. 6. After these
row operations, we obtain an identity matrix I4�4.

In each of the above 4 steps, the corresponding pivot row is
added to another row or rows. For example, in Step½1� row 1 is
added to row 2 and row 4. Similarly, row 2 is added to row 3 in
Step½2�. As a row operation is performed, the elements of the target
row are modified and result in cache line evictions, since accessing
a whole row causes contention over the corresponding set it is
mapped to, and a cache set can only store 2 elements of a row at a
time. For instance, in Step½1�, row 2 and row 4 are modified causing
contention and evictions from set 1 and 3 respectively. Conse-
quently, an adversary can learn the identifier of the row being
updated during each row operation by monitoring the address
space in which any updates take place, and then linking it back to
the row number. Now, by definition of the elimination algorithm,
all column elements corresponding to rows that undergo addition
operations can be inferred as 1s, and the remaining ones as 0s.
Hence, in each of Step½1�, Step½2�, Step½3� and Step½4�, we infer the
corresponding pivot column to be C1 ¼ f1; 1; 0; 1g, C2 ¼ f0; 1; 1; 0g,
C3 ¼ f1; 1; 1; 0g and C4 ¼ f1; 0; 1; 1g respectively.

Notice that C2, C3, and C4 obtained in the above steps show the
respective intermediate forms of the corresponding columns of S
during the elimination process. These values, however, can be
used to recover the original column values of matrix S through
back substitution process, as shown in Fig. 7. In this process, each
column Ci undergoes the row operations performed (and inferred)
in each of the steps Step½i� 1�;Step½i� 2�; . . . ;Step½1�, precisely in
this order. For example, C2 undergoes addition of row 1 to rows 2
and 4, while C3 performs addition of row 2 to row 3 along with the
addition of row 1 to rows 2 and 4. Upon completion of the back
substitution process, the complete secret matrix S is recovered by
the adversary.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Countermeasures for Our Attack

One approach to prevent privacy leakage via write-access pattern
leveraging DMA based attacks, as demonstrated in this paper,
could be to block certain DMA accesses through modifications in
the DRAM controller. However, this approach poses complexity in
terms of how to determine which accesses to allow and which ones
to block. Furthermore, it requires this ‘extended’ DRAM controller
to be included in the trusted computing base (TCB) of the system
which is undesirable.

Another strong candidate is Oblivious RAM [26], [27] which is a
well known technique to prevent privacy leakage via memory
access patterns. Although, current so called fully functionalORAMs,
e.g., Path ORAM [26], which obfuscate both read and write pat-
terns, offer a possible countermeasure (at a cost of performance
penalty) against the attack we demonstrated. However, the extra

Fig. 6. The gaussian elimination process on a 4� 4 binary matrix.

Fig. 7. Back substitution process to recover secret binary matrix S.
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protection (read pattern obfuscation) offered by these approaches
is an overkill for current attack scenario and incurs redundant per-
formance penalties.

A better alternative could be a write-only ORAM [28], [29], [30]
which only obfuscates write-access patterns and not the reads. This
technique offers far better performance than a fully functional
ORAM under such weaker adversarial models. It has been shown
that write-only ORAM has an optimal asymptotic communication
overhead of Oð1Þ as compared to the fully functional ORAM
schemes, which are asymptotically VðlognÞ [28].

7 CONCLUSION

Privacy leakage via purely write-access patterns is less obvious and
not extensively studied in the current literature. We demonstrate a
real attack on Montgomery’s ladder based modular exponentiation
algorithm and infer the secret exponent by just learning the write
access patterns of the algorithm to the main memory. We adapt the
traditional DMA based exploits to learn the application’s write
access pattern in a reasonable time. Our attack takes just 3 minutes
and 34 seconds to learn 512 secret bits from a typical Linux based
victim system. A possible attack on McEliece public-key cryptosys-
tem has also been presented. We discuss some possible counter-
measures to prevent such attacks. Further research towards
developing efficient countermeasures is left as future work.
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Abstract—Many data mining applications such as clustering and k-NN search rely

on distances and relations in the data. Thus, distance preserving transformations,

which perturb the data but retain records’ distances, have emerged as a prominent

privacy protection method. In this paper, we present a novel attack on a

generalized form of distance preserving transformations, called relation preserving

transformations. Our attack exploits not the exact distances between data, but the

relationships between the distances. We show that an attacker with few known

samples (4 to 10) and direct access to relations can retrieve unknown data records

with more than 95 percent precision. In addition, experiments demonstrate that

simple methods of noise addition or perturbation are not sufficient to prevent our

attack, as they decrease precision by only 10 percent.

Index Terms—Data mining, security and privacy, data transformations,

known sample attacks, protection
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1 INTRODUCTION

DATA privacy is a fundamental challenge, and various methods of
data perturbation and obfuscation have been proposed to over-
come this challenge. Among these, distance preserving transforma-
tions (DPTs) have gained significant attention due to their
simplicity and ability to retain good accuracy for many data min-
ing applications such as clustering and classification.

In this paper, we propose an attack on exact and approximate
DPTs. Our attack relies on distance relations rather than actual dis-
tances themselves. That is, instead of asking “How close exactly
are X and Y?”, we ask “Is Y closer to X than Z?”. The prior can be
easily harmful since it may reveal Y’s exact location, but the latter
seems naive. A real-world application is through a location based
social network: User X performs a proximity search by requesting
a list of nearby users. Y is among the returned list of nearby users,
but Z is not. Then, X infers that his distance to Y is smaller than his
distance to Z. A DPT of this data enables the same inference to be
made, since even though the data is transformed, distances
between records are preserved. Furthermore, even if the distances
are not exactly preserved, there can be an arbitrarily high probabil-
ity of preserving distance relations, e.g., distance between X-Y is
smaller than X-Z. We call such transformations that preserve dis-
tance relations (but not necessarily exact distances) relation pre-
serving transformations (RPTs).

We show, through a novel attack, that the seemingly naive
query involving distance relations can be harmful when used in
a known sample attack. That is, if an attacker has a few known
samples (that he is certain will be part of the private data) and
can obtain distance relations concerning them and other
unknown records in the data, then the attacker will be able to
infer the contents of the unknown records with high accuracy
and precision.

To better position our work within the literature, we first survey
previous work on DPTs and attacks on DPTs. Then, we list our con-
tributions and the primary characteristics of our attack.

Work on DPTs. Some data mining algorithms rely on dista-
nces between records rather than the records themselves. These
algorithms work equally well without knowing the private data,
but instead observing its distance matrix or transformed version
(using a DPT). In [1], Chen and Liu show that the following are
examples of such algorithms: k-NN classifiers, kernel methods,
Support Vector Machines using polynomial, radial basis and neu-
ral network kernels, linear classifiers, and some clustering and
regression models.

The three traditional techniques for DPTs are translations, reflec-
tions and rotations [2], [3]. Translations shift records a constant dis-
tance in parallel directions. Reflections map records to their mirror
images in fixed-dimensional space. Rotations rotate all records by
a fixed angle called the rotation angle. In more recent work, Huang
et al. [4] present FISIP, in which they propose DPTs that preserve
first order and second order sums and inner products of records.
In [5], Giannella et al. argue that by tuning the parameters of ran-
dom projection transformations, one can ensure arbitrarily high
probabilities of distance preservation. They point to [6] for prelimi-
nary results in this direction.

Attacks on DPTs. Attacks on DPTs were first considered by Liu
et al. [7], and later studied in [8], [9], [10] and [5]. We report the
main differences between our work and these previous works. For
a more general survey, we refer the reader to [11].

In [7], Liu et al. develop two attacks on DPTs, one where the

attacker has a set of known samples, and one where the attacker has

a set of known input-output pairs. In the latter, the attacker knows

the true values of perturbed records, and this assumption is signifi-

cantly stronger than what we assume in our work. We assume a

known sample attack, which coincides with Liu et al.’s first attack.

However, while their attack requires a significant number of known

samples (e.g., 5 percent of the data, which can correspond to hun-

dreds of samples) to be successful, we can achieve same rates of dis-

closure with only 4-6 samples. Thus, our attack is significantly more

realistic and practical. In [9], Turgay et al. extend the attacks in [7]

by assuming that the attacker has a distance matrix of the private

data. They assume that the actual distribution of the data is known

by the attacker, and develop attacks based on principal component

analysis. In comparison, our attack works without knowledge of the

data distribution.
In [8], Guo and Wu assume that the attacker has a set of known

samples and aims to retrieve the remaining data using Indepen-
dent Component Analysis (ICA). Their attack applies to arbitrary
transformations, but their experiments imply that the attack
requires approximately 500-1,000 known samples to reach the pre-
cision of our attack. In [10], Chen et al. confirm that although DPTs
(in particular, rotation and geometric perturbation) are useful for
outsourced data mining, they are not resilient against ICA-based
attacks. Therefore Chen et al. propose algorithms that compute
ICA-resilient perturbations with additive noise, which meet a
desired level of privacy guarantee and attack resilience.

Most recently, Giannella et al.’s attack in [5] achieves precision
most similar to ours. However, their approach is probabilistic
whereas ours is deterministic. That is, they identify records’ original
locations with certain confidence, whereas (without the presence of
noise) we can identify locations alwayswith 100 percent confidence.
In addition, even though Giannella et al.’s attack as well as the
attacks discussed above require DPTs, our attack runs on RPTs,
which is amore relaxed and generalized set of transformations.

Contributions. In this paper, we propose an attack on RPTs. The
highlights and distinctive features of our attack are as follows:
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(1) We generalize from DPTs to RPTs: RPTs only preserve the dis-
tance relationships while transforming the data, whereas DPTs
preserve exact distances. We show that DPTs are a subset of RPTs,
and therefore our attack directly applies to DPTs. (2) We base our
attack solely on a set of known samples and relations. As such, the
attacker need not even observe the transformed data or its distance
matrix. Also, the attacker need no apriori knowledge of data distri-
bution. (3) The attack is applicable to the distance matrix publica-
tion model [9] as well as the perturbed data publication model [8],
since both models trivially leak distance relations. (4) We achieve
high precision with very small and realistic known sample sizes,
e.g., 2-6 known samples. Concretely, when attacking a target
record with only 4 known samples, the attacker can reduce the
data space by 96 percent, leaving only the remaining 4 percent as
to where the target record could be located. Thus, our approach is
more effective than many of the previous works. (5) We propose
extensions, such as space discretization and voting, for ease of
implementation and noise resilience respectively. Experiments
show that such extensions are feasible and effective.

2 PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION

The data owner’s private database D is denoted with transcript
Dðr1; :::; rnÞ, where ri 2 D are the records in D. We make no
assumptions regarding the structure or type of data contained in
D, apart from the ability to map D to a m-dimensional Euclidean
space Rm. As such, we view each ri as a point in Euclidean space,
and use the terms record and point interchangeably.

Our starting point is pairwise distances between points in
Euclidean space: As their name implies, distance preserving trans-
formations (DPTs) preserve pairwise distances. Pairwise distances
between elements ri; rj 2 D can be computed using commonly
used distance metrics, e.g., Minkowski (p-norm) distance, Euclid-
ean distance, etc. [12] Without loss of generality, we assume that
Euclidean distance is used.

Definition 1 (Euclidean distance). Let x and y be two data points in
Rm, with coordinates x ¼ ðx1; :::; xmÞ and y ¼ ðy1; :::; ymÞ. We say
that the Euclidean distance between x and y is: dðx; yÞ ¼ jjx� yjj ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPm

i¼1ðxi � yiÞ2
q

, where jj:jj denotes the L2-norm.

For help in giving concrete examples, we introduce the notion
of distance matrix (also known as the dissimilarity matrix [2]) that
captures pairwise distances between points.

Definition 2 (Distance matrix). The distance matrix of a database
Dðr1; ::; rnÞ is an n� n, symmetric, real-valued matrix M such that
Mi;j ¼Mj;i ¼ dðri; rjÞ.
For example, let D be a geospatial database containing (X, Y)

coordinates of 2D data points. A sample database D is shown in
Table 1 a. D’s distance matrix is given in 1 b. As an example, we
compute one of the entries in the distance matrix:M1;2 ¼ dðr1; r2Þ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð34:0� 13:1Þ2 þ ð122:6� 57:8Þ2

q
¼ 68:1.

Definition 3 (Distance Preserving Transformation). A function
T : Rm ! Rd is a distance preserving transformation (DPT) if for all
x; y 2 Rm, dðx; yÞ ¼ dðT ðxÞ; T ðyÞÞ.

Let D be the data owner’s private database. Instead of releasing
D, for privacy protection the data owner first perturbs D using a
DPT T and then releases the perturbed data D0 ¼ ðT ðr1Þ; :::; T ðrnÞÞ.
By definition, T preserves pairwise distances between records, and
thus the distance matrix M is constant before and after T . We note
that T : Rm ! Rd where we do not requirem ¼ d. That is, we allow
T to change the dimensionality of the data. This increases the scope
of transformations by covering the likes of principle component
analysis, singular value decomposition and kernel functions.

In this paper we consider a broader type of transformations that
we call relation preserving transformations. Such transformations
allow pairwise distances (hence, the distance matrix) to change,
but only in a way that the relative order of the distances is con-
served. That is, assuming M is the distance matrix of the original
data and M 0 is the distance matrix of the transformed data, if Mi;j

is greater than [less than] Mk;l, M
0
i;j must be greater than [less than]

M 0
k;l. Relation preserving transformations have the desirable prop-

erty that similar data mining results can be obtained although exact
pairwise distances between records are not revealed. For example,
a record’s k nearest neighbors do not change, therefore k-NN clas-
sification on transformed data would produce the same output as
if it were run on the original data.

Definition 4 (Relation Preserving Transformation). A function
S : Rm ! Rd is a relation preserving transformation (RPT) if for
x; y 2 Rm, z; t 2 Rd and for arithmetic comparison operators op 2
f< ; > ;¼g, dðSðxÞ;SðyÞÞ op dðSðzÞ;SðtÞÞ if and only if dðx; yÞ op
dðz; tÞ.

Theorem 1. Every DPT is relation preserving.

Proof. Let T : Rm ! Rd be a DPT. Since T is distance preserving,
for all x; y; z; t 2 Rm, dðT ðxÞ; T ðyÞÞ ¼ dðx; yÞ and dðT ðzÞ; T ðtÞÞ ¼
dðz; tÞ. Therefore, trivially for any comparison operator op,
dðT ðxÞ; T ðyÞÞ op dðT ðzÞ; T ðtÞÞ if and only if dðx; yÞ op dðz; tÞ. tu
The goal of this paper is to attack RPTs. We use Theorem 1 to

show that DPTs are a subset of RPTs, therefore attacks on RPTs are
applicable to DPTs (whereas the literature mostly focuses on
attacks on DPTs). Notice that the converse of Theorem 1 is not true:
A RPT is not necessarily distance preserving. For example, let D0 in
Table 2 a be obtained via transforming D in Table 1 a in a relation
preserving manner. One can verify that the pairwise order of dis-
tances in Table 2 b is the same as in Table 1, but none of the distan-
ces actually stay the same.

Definition 5 (Relation Retrieval Function). For a database D and
arbitrary rA; rB; rC; rD 2 D, the relation retrieval function R is
defined as:

RDððrA; rBÞ; ðrC; rDÞÞ ¼
�1 if dðrA; rBÞ < dðrC; rDÞ
0 if dðrA; rBÞ ¼ dðrC; rDÞ
1 if dðrA; rBÞ > dðrC; rDÞ

8><
>:

R is essentially a function that captures the relations
between records’ distances in a dataset. From Definitions 3 and
4, we have RD ¼ RD0 , where D0 is obtained from D using a DPT
or RPT.

TABLE 1
Creating the Distance Matrix of a Spatial Database

TABLE 2
A relation Preserving Transformation of D
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3 ATTACK ALGORITHM

We propose a novel strategy to attack RPTs. We assume that the
following information is available to the attacker:

� Outputs of the relation retrieval function, RD0 . That is, the
attacker knows the relations between distances in the trans-
formed dataset. Clearly, the attacker can obtain this if he is
given either D0 or M 0. Assuming that the attacker has RD0
is a more relaxed assumption than assuming he has D0 or
M 0, but the latter is the prevalent assumption in related
work (e.g., [2], [9]).

� A set of known samples. The attacker has a sample of records
ri 2 D. That is, the attacker knows where each ri maps to
in the original Rm space (prior to transformation).

Known-sample attacks are popular in the literature [5], [7], [9],
[12]. There are multiple ways in which an attacker can obtain a set
of known samples, e.g., the attacker may know that his and a few
other friends’ information is in the data, or may be able to inject a
record into the data. Notice that our attack makes no assumptions
regarding the underlying transformation function used or the
transformed output. That is, we do not require the attacker to
obtain input-output pairs or any output points from the transfor-
mation function S.

In Section 3.1, we present our attack on 2D data so that we can
easily illustrate it with examples. In Section 3.2, we formalize the
attack and generalize it to arbitrary dimensions.

3.1 Intuitive Explanation of the Attack

We introduce our attack using the example in Fig. 1. Suppose that
database D is 2-dimensional (i.e., records are in R2), and let rA; rB
in D be the known samples of the attacker. Say that the goal of the
attacker is to find the position of rE , i.e., locate rE in R2 space. Let
M 0 be the distance matrix that is published after a RPT S is applied
to D.
Observation 1. If RD0ððrA; rBÞ; ðrA; rEÞÞ ¼ �1, then in the original

dataset rE must be located outside the circle with center rA and
radius dðrA; rBÞ.

Observation 2. If RD0ððrA; rBÞ; ðrA; rEÞÞ ¼ 0, then in the original
dataset rE must be located on the circle with center rA and
radius dðrA; rBÞ.

Observation 3. If RD0ððrA; rBÞ; ðrA; rEÞÞ ¼ 1, then in the original
dataset rE must be located within the area enclosed by the circle
with center rA and radius dðrA; rBÞ.
Given the known samples rA, rB, and R, the attacker iteratively

prunes the search space while searching for rE . Observations 1, 2
and 3 demonstrate one way of pruning. The main idea is to com-
pare the distance between the two known samples (rA and rB), and
the distance between the target (rE) and the known samples after
the transformation is applied. The relation preservingness of the
transformation allows the attacker to make inferences on the origi-
nal dataset and prune out those portions in R2 that rE cannot be

located in. In all of the observations above, we compare dðrA; rBÞ
with dðrA; rEÞ, however dðrA; rBÞ can be also compared with
dðrB; rEÞ which would result in circles centered at rB with radius
dðrA; rBÞ. The procedure can also be repeated for every pair of sam-
ples the attacker has (we considered only one pair ðrA; rBÞ so far).

These observations are exemplified in Fig. 1. Since in the dis-
tance matrix we have dðr0A; r0BÞ ¼ 3 is less than dðr0A; r0EÞ ¼ 14, we
have RD0ððrA; rBÞ; ðrA; rEÞÞ ¼ �1. The attacker that knows this
information performs the following pruning: He draws the circle
centered at rA and radius equal to dðrA; rBÞ. Let dðrA; rBÞ ¼ 2. Then,
rE cannot be within this circle, since rE is further away from rA than
rB. Next, since we have dðr0B; r0EÞ ¼ 12, following the same reason-
ing, we draw the circle centered at rB and radius equal to
dðrA; rBÞ ¼ 2. rE must also be outside this circle, since rE is further
away from rB than rA.

We now present a second type of pruning. For the two known
data samples rA and rB, let L denote the perpendicular bisector of
the hypothetical line connecting rA and rB. (Given the locations of
rA and rB, it is trivial to draw both the hypothetical line and its per-
pendicular bisector.) As seen in Fig. 1, L divides the search space
into two portions. Let PrA denote the portion that contains rA and
PrB denote the portion that contains rB.

Observation 4. If RD0ððrA; rEÞ; ðrB; rEÞÞ ¼ 1, then rE must be
located in PrB .

Proof (Sketch). From the definition of R, we have dðSðrAÞ;
SðrEÞÞ > dðSðrBÞ;SðrEÞÞ. Since S is relation preserving, this
implies dðrA; rEÞ > dðrB; rEÞ. L is a line containing points that
are equidistant to rA and rB. All points X 2 PrB have the prop-
erty dðrB;XÞ < dðrA;XÞ, whereas points Y on L satisfy
dðrB; Y Þ ¼ dðrA; Y Þ and points Z 2 PrA satisfy dðrA; ZÞ <
dðrB; ZÞ. Hence, rE is in PrB . tu

Observation 5. If RD0ððrA; rEÞ; ðrB; rEÞÞ ¼ 0 then rE must be
located on L.

Observation 6. If RD0ððrA; rEÞ; ðrB; rEÞÞ ¼ �1 then rE must be
located in PrA .

The second type of observations we make (Observations 4, 5
and 6) examine the distance between the target rE and the two
known samples (i.e., dðrA; rEÞ and dðrB; rEÞ). Again, this process
can be repeated for every pair of known samples.

We exemplify using Fig. 1. We have dðr0A; r0EÞ ¼ 14 and dðr0B;
r0EÞ ¼ 12. Thus,RD0ððrA; rEÞ; ðrB; rEÞÞ ¼ 1. This enables the attacker
to infer that rE is closer to rB than it is to rA. Then, he draws the per-
pendicular bisector L and locates rE 2 PrB .

At this point we would like to underline two characteristics of
our attack: (1) The pruning process is fully deterministic, i.e., the
attacker is 100 percent confident that pruned areas may not contain
the target data point. (2) We are placing constraints on where rE
can/cannot be located in the original dataset, not the transformed
dataset. The attacker’s goal is to locate rE in the original data space,
not in the transformed space.

3.2 Attack Formalization

In this section we formalize our attack and generalize it to
n-dimensional space Rn, where n � 2.

Definition 6 (Hypersphere). In n-dimensional Euclidean space, a
hypersphere SC;r is defined by a fixed center point C 2 Rn and a radius
r, and denotes the set of points in the n-dimensional space that are at
distance r from C. That is, each point XðX1; X2; :::; XnÞ on SC;r satis-
fies: r2 ¼Pn

i¼1ðXi � CiÞ2.
Definition 7 (Hyperball). In n-dimensional Euclidean space, given a

hypersphere SC;r, the hyperball BC;r denotes the space enclosed by SC;r.
BC;r is said to be closed if it includes SC;r and open otherwise.

Fig. 1. Sample 2-dimensional database D with three records. Actual locations of
records in R2 (on the left) and the distance matrix published after transformation
(on the right).
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For example, circles are hyperspheres in 2-dimensional space. A
circle with center Cð3; 4Þ and radius 7 would be characterized by
the equation: ðx� 3Þ2 þ ðy� 4Þ2 ¼ 49. Then, the open hyperball
Bð3;4Þ;7 specifies the area enclosed by this circle, excluding those
points that are on the circle. This is given by the equation:
ðx� 3Þ2 þ ðy� 4Þ2 < 49.

Definition 8 (Equidistant Hyperplane). In n-dimensional Euclid-
ean space, the locus of points equidistant from two points A;B 2 Rn is
a hyperplane HAB that contains all points P that satisfy the equality
jjP �Ajj ¼ jjP �Bjj.
For example, let A;B 2 R3 have the following coordinates:

Að�2; 1; 4Þ; Bð0; 6; 3Þ. We say that P has the coordinates P ðx; y; zÞ
and solve jjP �Ajj ¼ jjP �Bjj. According to euclidean distance,

this builds the equation:
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxþ 2Þ2 þ ðy� 1Þ2 þ ðz� 4Þ2

q
¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðx� 0Þ2 þ ðy� 6Þ2 þ ðz� 3Þ2
q

. After simple arithmetic, we obtain:
4xþ 10y� 2z ¼ 24, which is the equation of the equidistant hyper-
planeHAB.

Definition 9 (Half-Space). A half-space is either of the two parts into
which a hyperplane divides the n-dimensional euclidean space. A half-
space is said to be closed if it includes the hyperplane, and open
otherwise.

Half-spaces are often specified using linear inequalities derived
from the hyperplane that seperates them. For the previous exam-
ple, the two open half-spaces of R3 are given by the equations:

PA : 4xþ 10y� 2z < 24

PB : 4xþ 10y� 2z > 24

It is clear to see that since HAB is the hyperplane that is equidistant
to A and B, one of the half-spaces will contain point A whereas the
other will contain B. We call these half-spaces PA and PB

respectively.
We present our attack strategy in Algorithm 1. We have the fol-

lowing inputs: The universe U is a collection of all possible points
that may exist in the database. The universe often has boundaries
that are dictated by the semantics of the underlying database, e.g.,
the boundaries of a dimension age could be 0 and 110. Or, if the
database contains the locations or spatial information regarding
people living in a particular city, the universe is bounded by the
borders of that city. RD0 captures the distance relations after a RPT.
The attacker has a set of legitimate known samples (i.e., all samples
are within the universe U). We describe the attack assuming the
attacker would like to compromise the location of one target record
rE , but the attack can be run on an arbitrary record. We specify the
identifier of the target record, E, as one of our inputs.

Initially, we say that rE can be anywhere in the universe, by set-
ting the search space variable (denoted by s) to U . For every pair of
known samples, we iteratively prune the search space several
times using the observations made in the previous section. Here,
pruning refers to deleting certain geometric objects, or areas that
do not intersect with a given geometric object, from the search
space. To make the algorithm easier to follow, we give the specific
observations that lead to each of the pruning operations. On lines
4-5 we apply Observation 1, on lines 6-7 we apply Observation 3,
and on lines 8-9 we apply Observation 2. These three steps are
based on the distances between ðrA; rBÞ and ðrA; rEÞ. We then
apply the same approach to the distances between ðrA; rBÞ and
ðrB; rEÞ to obtain the three steps between lines 10-16: On lines 11-
12 we apply Observation 1, on lines 13-14 we apply Observation 3,
and on lines 15-16 we apply Observation 2. Afterwards, between
lines 17-23, we apply Observations 4, 5 and 6. Specifically, on lines
18-19 we apply Observation 4, on lines 20-21 we apply Observation
6, and on lines 22-23 we apply Observation 5. The final output of

the attack is the region of the universe that has not been pruned,
i.e., the area where rE must be located in.

Algorithm 1. Attack for Locating a Target Record using
Distance Relations and Known Samples

Input: U : data space and its boundaries,
RD0 : distance relations of the transformed data,
K ¼ fr1; ::; rnjri 2 Ug: set of known samples,
E: an identifier to denote the target record rE

Output: U 0 � U : portion of the universe where the target record
is located

1: s U
2: for each pair ðrA; rBÞ 2 K do
3: Build the hypersphere SrA;dðrA;rBÞ and open hyperball

BrA;dðrA;rBÞ
4: ifRD0ððrA; rBÞ; ðrA; rEÞÞ ¼ �1 then
5: s s� ðBrA;dðrA;rBÞ [ SrA;dðrA;rBÞÞ
6: else ifRD0ððrA; rBÞ; ðrA; rEÞÞ ¼ 1 then

7: s s \BrA;dðrA;rBÞ
8: else
9: s s \ SrA;dðrA;rBÞ
10: Build the hypersphere SrB;dðrA;rBÞ and open hyperball

BrB;dðrA;rBÞ
11: ifRD0ððrA; rBÞ; ðrB; rEÞÞ ¼ �1 then
12: s s� ðBrB;dðrA;rBÞ [ SrB;dðrA;rBÞÞ
13: else ifRD0ððrA; rBÞ; ðrB; rEÞÞ ¼ 1 then
14: s s \BrB;dðrA;rBÞ
15: else
16: s s \ SrB;dðrA;rBÞ
17: Build the equidistant hyperplaneHrArB and resulting

open half-spaces PrA , PrB
18: ifRD0ððrA; rEÞ; ðrB; rEÞÞ ¼ 1 then
19: s s \ PrB
20: else ifRD0ððrA; rEÞ; ðrB; rEÞÞ ¼ �1 then
21: s s \ PrA
22: else
23: s s \HrArB
24: return s

3.3 Implementation Considerations

Discretization. As can be seen in Algorithm 1, our attack involves
many union, intersection and difference operations. These are non-
trivial to implement in continuous n-dimensional space. For the
sake of reproducibility, we comment on the specifics of our
implementation.

We implement the attack by discretizing the search space: We
assume that the universe U is made up of uniform n-dimensional
cells. Smaller the cells are, higher the total number of cells and finer
the granularity of the attack will be. However, due to the increased
number of cells, execution time will also be higher. We take a
defensive approach when we prune cells, that is, in each pruning
decision we prune only those cells that can be completely pruned off
the search space. For example, consider Fig. 2. When we prune the
half-space PrA , we only prune those cells that are completely con-
tained by PrA . For all borderline cells (e.g., those that lie on L) we
keep them instead of pruning them. As such, we guarantee that we
never over-prune, e.g., if in Fig. 2 we prune cell Y then we would
have over-pruned by removing the portion that is to the right of L,
which includes area that rE could actually be located in. This
would violate the correctness of our attack. On the other hand, by
not pruning cell Y we also keep the portion in cell Y that is to the
left of L, which we are certain that rE is not located in. We ideally
would like to prune the latter portions off, but since our cells were
too coarse (i.e., too big) in this case, we could not do so. On the
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other hand, we safely prune cell X since the whole cell lies within
PrA .

Complexity Analysis. We analyze the time complexity of our
attack given the implementation details above. Let the universe U
be n-dimensional, and for the sake of simplicity let us assume that
each dimension has the same length (i.e., difference between the
endpoints of its boundaries) of VðUÞ. Further, let us divide the
search space into uniform cells with side lengths of c. Then, we

have
�VðUÞ

c

�n
cells in total.

Algorithm 1 executes its main loop (between lines 2-23) a total

of jKj
2

� �
times. Within the loop, it builds two hyperspheres and one

hyperplane. Given the equations of these geometrical structures,
constructing them is trivial and can be done in constant time. How-
ever, for each structure, it performs exactly one space pruning
operation, which depends on computing the intersection of each
cell and the constructed structures. We incorporate a factor I for
computing intersections, which depends heavily on the program-
ming language and geometry libraries used. Then, the overall time

complexity of our attack is O
� jKj

2

� �
� � VðUÞ

c

�n � I�.
As implied above, the attack is exponential in n (number of

dimensions) and jKj (number of known samples). Although this

may seem prohibitive, we note that: (i) The attack is typically not

executed in real-time, and therefore there are no strict efficiency

requirements. For example, if the sensitive information being

attacked is a victim’s home location, since this does not change fre-

quently, it is not a burden to wait for a few hours to obtain the

attack outcome. (ii) Generally both n and jKj are low, e.g., in our

experimental setting we use 2D location data from location-based

social networks with few known samples, so that n ¼ 2 and

jKj 2 ½2; 10�. With jKj ¼ 4, our implementation (in Java) can exe-

cute the attack in 8 seconds, using a laptop with a single 2.2 GHz

processor and 8 GB memory.
Noise Resilience. One of the prominent techniques in data pri-

vacy is additive perturbation, which adds noise to the published
information. Thus, it is interesting to make our attack resilient to
the addition of noise. Note that noise addition will likely destroy
the relation preservingness of a transformation, and the correctness
of our attack can no longer be guaranteed. That is, given data space
U the attack may output that rE resides in space U 0, but in fact rE
resides in U � U 0.

Algorithm 1 is not resilient to noise, since it prunes a region of
the search space immediately when one pair decides that the
region should be pruned. For instance, let ðrC; rDÞ be a pair
that decides to prune cell X when searching for target record rE .
Algorithm 1 would immediately prune X from the search space
variable s and proceed. This is not problematic in the noise-free
case. However, in the noisy case, RD0 may be imperfect due to the
added noise. Thus, ðrC; rDÞ’s decision to pruneX could be wrong.

To account for these cases, we implemented a voting mechanism.
For each cell, we keep track of the pairs of records that have voted

in favor of pruning that cell. If, at any point, the number of votes
for pruning cell X exceeds an input voting threshold, we prune X

off the search space. That is, let t 2 ½0; 1� denote the voting thresh-
old and jKj be the number of known samples. If t� jKj samples
vote in favor of pruning X, then X will be pruned. We use the vot-
ing mechanism only when the data is noisy (i.e., the transformation
is not guaranteed to be relation preserving) or the answers to RD0
are noisy (e.g., untruthful).

Further Improvements. We discuss potential improvements that
increase the practicality of our attack under two settings: limited
time and limited access.

In the limited time setting, we assume that the attack must be
executed in a short amount of time, e.g., the attacker wants to
know where the victim currently is, in a dynamic city environment.
The exponential complexity of the attack might be a problem,
therefore we propose two improvements to overcome this prob-
lem: pre-computation with known samples, and multi-granularity
grids. For pre-computation, we assume that the attacker’s known
samples stay constant over time, or follow a probability distribu-
tion known by the attacker. For example, if the known samples are
the attacker’s friends in a social network, then the attacker would
know their probable locations (e.g., work, home, frequent visits).
Given these for each pairs of known samples, the attacker can pre-
compute SrA;dðrA;rBÞ, SrB;dðrA;rBÞ and HrArB , since these do not rely
on the victim’s record rE . Then, the attacker determines which cells
would be pruned depending on the answers of R, and hardcodes
them into the attack to improve efficiency. The second improve-
ment, multi-granularity grids, proposes to replace the single-level
uniform grid with hierarchically organized multiple-layer grids
(e.g., 8x8 ! 4x4 ! 2x2). Then, if a cell in the topmost grid with
largest cells (i.e., 2x2) can be pruned, we immediately infer all cells
in the finer-granularity grids (i.e., 8x8) that are covered by the
larger cell can also be pruned. The use of more sophisticated and
data-dependent indexing structures, e.g., quad-trees and kd-trees,
are left to future work.

In the limited access setting, we assume that the data is out-
sourced to an external service, and the attacker can issue a
bounded number of relation retrieval queries R due to their mone-
tary cost or privacy countermeasures implemented by the external
service. Then, we need to study methods to maximize the effective-
ness of our attack under this constraint. For this purpose, we pro-
pose strategically selecting the pairs of known samples (on line 2 of
Alg. 1) that lead to highest amount of expected pruning. Specifi-
cally, we suggest that the attacker chooses a balanced combination
of: (i) Nearby known samples, i.e., ðrA; rBÞ such that dðrA; rBÞ is as
small as possible. In this case, the circles drawn in Fig. 1 are small.
Then, if Observation 3 holds, the attacker reduces the search space
into a small circle, which increases his precision. (ii) Distant known
samples, i.e., ðrC; rDÞ such that dðrC; rDÞ is as large as possible. In
this case, the circles drawn in Fig. 1 are large. Then, if Observation
1 holds, the attacker can prune large circles off the search space. A
combination of these two extremes should give the attacker an
increased amount of expected pruning.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experiment Setup

Consider the following practical application of our attack: The data
owner runs a mobile service and collects private location check-ins
of users. This data is shared with third parties after a RPT. Since
the attacker and a few close friends of his are users of the mobile
service, the attacker knows their check-in locations and this consti-
tutes his set of known samples. Then, the goal of the attacker is to
infer the locations of remaining users (whose locations he cannot
directly observe, since, e.g., they are not in his social circle). Moti-
vated by this scenario, we use two 2D real-life location datasets in
our experiments, which are as follows:

Fig. 2. Discretization of the universe using uniform 2-dimensional cells.
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Gowalla Dataset [13]. Gowalla was a location-based social net-
working website where users shared their locations by checking-
in. A total of 6,442,890 check-ins over the period of February 2009
and October 2010 were collected and made available.1 This dataset
was recently used in other privacy related works as well. From the
Gowalla data, we extracted those check-ins made in New York.

Istanbul Dataset. We collected location data from 60,000 vehicles
in Istanbul, Turkey using a vehicle tracking system. From this data,
we extracted the last known locations of 200 randomly chosen
vehicles and formed our experimental dataset. The data consists of
the vehicle ids, latitude and longitude coordinates.

We use our grid-based implementation explained in Section 3.3.
We pick the grid cell size such that the area of each cell is 0:01km2.
We believe that locating an individual within such a small area is
reasonable and challenging considering the entire search space is a
big city. Given this cell size, we have a total of approximately 1.1
mil cells in Istanbul and 240k cells in Gowalla.

We run experiments in two scenarios: noisy and noise-free. In
the noise-free scenario, a DPT is applied to the data (which, by
Definition 1, is also a RPT) and the attacker observes the true
answers to R. In the noisy scenario, we assume that R is answered
by a third party (external) service. For privacy reasons, the service
randomly returns false answers to p% of the queries, whereas the
remaining ð100� pÞ% is answered truthfully.

We repeat each experiment 100 times by changing the set of
known samples and the target, and report the average results.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

Following the inputs and outputs of Algorithm 1, we use the fol-
lowing transcript to denote the attack: AðU;RD0 ; K;EÞ ¼ U 0, where
A denotes the attack, ðU;RD0 ;K; EÞ denote the four input parame-
ters as described in Algorithm 1, and U 0 is the output, i.e., the por-
tion of the search space that the attack claims the target record rE is
located in. We quantify accuracy as follows:

Accuracy ¼ PrðrE 2 U 0jAðU;RD0 ; K;EÞ ¼ U 0Þ

The probability boils down to the empirical ratio of trials
where the attack was right in predicting that rE was located in
portion U 0 divided by the total number of trials. We underline
that the accuracy of our attack is always 100 percent when there
is no added noise, i.e., the data transformation is relation
preserving.

Our second metric is precision. An attack that simply outputs
AðU;RD0 ; K;EÞ ¼ U without doing anything achieves 100 percent
accuracy, but it cannot be considered successful since it is very
imprecise. The success of the attack lies in its ability to identify a
small portion U 0 � U that rE is located in. This is captured by the
precision metric we define below. Let volð�Þ denote the volume of a
given n-dimensional region. Given AðU;RD0 ; K;EÞ ¼ U 0:

Precision ¼ volðU � U 0Þ
volðUÞ

In a uniform-cell based implementation, precision can be calcu-
lated simply by dividing the number of pruned cells (i.e., those in
U � U 0) by the total number of cells in the universe U .

Our third metric is RMSE, the root mean square error of estima-
tion. Since the output of the attack is U 0, the attacker estimates that
the target record is randomly assigned to a point in a cell in U 0. To
measure the error in this estimation, given the cells Ci 2 U 0 and the
maximum distance allowed by the boundaries of the data space
rðUÞ, we calculate:

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
Ci2U 0

� dðmðCiÞ;rE Þ
rðUÞ

�2
# of cells in U 0

vuut

where mðCiÞ denotes the center of cell Ci. Note that the actual dis-
tance dðmðCiÞ; rEÞ is normalized by rðUÞ to ensure we do not face
granularity errors and results remain comparable across multiple
datasets.

4.3 Results and Discussion

The most interesting aspect of our attack is how precision changes
with respect to the number of known samples. With this, we can
directly infer how many samples would be needed to locate a tar-
get record. We run this experiment in the noise-free scenario, and
the noisy scenario with varying levels of perturbation (p%). We
graph the results in Fig. 3. In the noise-free scenario, the attack
achieves 96 percent precision with 4 or more known samples. Even
with 2 samples, the attack achieves 69 percent and 76 percent preci-
sion on the Istanbul and Gowalla datasets respectively. Consider-
ing that it is easy to obtain a sample of 2-4 records (e.g., check-ins
of the attacker himself and 1-3 acquaintances) we can deduce that
our attack is very feasible in practice.

Using Fig. 3, we also compare the precision between noisy and
noise-free scenarios. For the noisy scenario, (i) we only consider
the precision of those records that are correctly located, i.e., rE 2 U 0

given that AðU;RD0 ;K;EÞ ¼ U 0, and (ii) we choose an average vot-
ing threshold of 0.6 (the choice of this value will be justified later
when we discuss Fig. 6). We make several observations: (i) Preci-
sion is higher in the noise-free scenario than in the noisy scenarios.
However, their difference is only 10 percent, which implies that
the attack is resilient against noise. (ii) When we increase the
amount of noise (i.e., p%), precision drops, but only slightly. (iii)
More known samples yields higher precision. Interestingly, in the
noisy scenarios, it appears that precision is “capped” at some level
(93-94 percent) and cannot increase further. We observed that this
is caused by our voting mechanism: A voting threshold of 0.6
means that the majority of the known samples must agree to prune
a cell before that cell can be pruned. This causes some borderline
cells which are easily pruned in the noise-free scenario to remain
unpruned in the noisy scenario.

In Fig. 4, we repeat the same experimental setting but report
results using the RMSE metric. As expected, higher precision
yields lower RMSE. RMSE values are higher in the noisy scenarios
than the noise-free scenario, which can again be explained using
the selective pruning of our voting mechanism which results in
larger unpruned regions. However, even though there is a clear
relationship between the percentage of noise and precision (see
Fig. 3a), there is no such relationship between percentage of noise
and RMSE, i.e., they do not seem correlated. This can be explained
in conjunction with the steady decrease in RMSE with more known
samples. We observed that pruned/unpruned regions and cells
are often adjacent, e.g., in Fig. 2, we do not end up with the bottom
right corner and upper left corner simultaneously unpruned.
Therefore the unpruned regions (the sole factor affecting RMSE)

Fig. 3. Precision in noise-free and noisy scenarios.

1. http://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html
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are near the target record. If the opposite were true, we would have
seen clear increase in RMSE with higher noise.

We comment on the variance of the obtained results by building
95 percent confidence intervals. We observe that variance drops
significantly when we have more known samples. For example,
with 2 known samples, confidence intervals of precision and
RMSE are 74%	 5% and 0:143	 0:02 respectively. However, with
6 known samples, the confidence intervals are 96%	 1:7% and
0:034	 0:007 respectively. This is explained as follows: When we
have few known samples, since these samples are chosen ran-
domly, their locations and relations with the target record have a
higher impact on the amount of pruning. In some cases, we can
prune as high as 95 percent of the universe, but in others, we can
prune only 10 percent. Thus, variance is high. On the other hand,
when we have 6 known samples, there is almost always some pairs
that lead to effective pruning. As a result, the lower bound on the
amount of pruning is high, e.g., we achieve at least 90 percent pre-
cision in every experiment. Thus, variance is low.

Next, in Fig. 5, we show the accuracy of our attack with respect
to the number of known samples. Interestingly, accuracy drops as
we have more samples. This is because of noise. Alg. 1 prunes for
every pair of samples, and more samples imply more pruning.
However, at the same time, more pruning increases the probability
of erroneous pruning (i.e., pruning space that actually contains rE)
due to the existence of noise. This gives a clear trade-off between
precision and accuracy: If we are more aggressive by pruning
many regions, we increase our precision. However, at the same
time, it becomes more likely that the region containing the target
record will also be pruned if we are too aggressive. This would
decrease our accuracy.

Even though we do not achieve 100 percent accuracy in case of
noise, we observe that for those attacks falsely prunning the target
point, the corresponding RMSE values are similar to those of the
successful attacks. This means unpruned regions stand in close
proximity to the target point. We stress that even an unsuccessful
attack can disclose the whereabouts of a target.

Taking into account Figs. 3, 4, 5, we describe some guidelines
for the attacker. The goal of the attacker should be to first remain
accurate in his prediction, and second to make his prediction very

precise. For example, if the attacker very precisely locates his target
within 0.01 percent of the universe but the target is not actually
located there, this is potentially a bigger problem than having a
somewhat poorer precision, e.g., 4 percent, but remaining accurate
in the prediction. Therefore we argue that accuracy should not be
sacrificed in favor of precision.

One factor that affects accuracy in the noisy scenario is the vot-
ing threshold. We fix the noise level to 8 percent and perform
experiments with varying number of known samples and thresh-
olds, as illustrated in Fig. 6. We make the following observations:
First, as the voting threshold increases, accuracy increases. This is
because a higher voting threshold implies more known samples
need to agree in order to prune a region, and therefore a single
noisy answer is less likely to cause erroneous pruning. Second, as
we have more samples, we should have higher voting thresholds
in order to remain accurate. This is in parallel with the results and
discussion of Fig. 5 - more samples usually cause accuracy to drop,
and the voting threshold should be increased to compensate.
Finally, we observe that for both datasets, voting thresholds of at
least 0.6 or 0.8 are needed to remain roughly 80 percent accurate.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described and evaluated an attack on a general-
ized view of distance preserving transformations: relation preserv-
ing transformations. Our attack can reach high levels of accuracy
and precision with only few known samples. For example, we can
locate a target record with over 94 percent precision using only 4
known samples. In addition, we showed that our voting mecha-
nism can effectively combat noise.

We believe that incorporating additional background knowl-
edge such as map information (roads, points of interest, . . .) or dis-
tribution of data points could enable the attacker further prune
regions, thus achieve more precise attacks. Distribution of points
could also be used to better evaluate the risk of identification.

Even though formulating such attacks is interesting, one should
also study how we can defend against them. Introducing noise to
disturb distance relations decreases attack accuracy, but this comes
at the cost of utility for distance sensitive data mining operations.
Due to exponential time complexity of the attack, one could also
consider publishing data of higher dimensionality. However, pos-
sible attack improvements such as precomputation of samples and
the use of multi-granularity grids still stand as a risk. How effective
such improvements would be in practice is an open question. In
future work, we plan to study the effectiveness of possible solu-
tions using privacy techniques such as multiplicative perturbation
[6], geometric perturbation [10] and aggregation-based methods
[14]. We will also study the potential implications of our attack on
order-preserving encryption [15].
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